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Processing Needs in Metal Extraction
D S Flett, Warren Spring Laboratory, Stevenage, Herts, U.K.
Metal extraction, be it from ores or concentrates or from secondary scraps and
wastes is carried out either by pyrometallurgy or hydrometallurgy. The
relationship between pyrometallurgy, hydrometallurgy and the mining and
preconcentration processes is shown in fig 1. It may be thought that there is no
comnon ground between pyro- and hydrometallurgy but that is not so as much of the
chemistry carried out in both types of process involves heterogeneous systems
wherein mass transfer and phase separation are comnon critical parameters with
regard to space-time yields within processing equipment. While the processing
needs in metal extraction can therefore be considered as a whole within this broad
framework, ft is surely more appropriate at ISEC'86 to consider them in the context
of the solution treatment step of fig 1 which of course includes, amongst the array
of currently available separation and purification processes, the process of
solvent extraction which fs the theme of ISEC'86 and indeed for which mass transfer
and phase separation are cri tica 1 components. This paper therefore examfnes the
current state of the art of solution treatment in metal extraction and seeks to
identify what the future requirements may be.
General Considerations
Notwithstanding the current recession fn world metal markets and the consequent
downturn fn activity on the mining and processing scene in response to market
imbalances, some significant trends within the industry are discernable which are
already having and will continue to have a considerable impact on processing needs.
For example there is the need to mine and treat ever lower grade material where
"simple" ores are concerned while on the other hand there is an upsurge in interest
in higher grade complex ores. Furthermore, the concept of "total resource
utilisation" fs one whfch has bec.ome more c01Tmon and thus deportment and recovery
of cc-products and minor values in the materials being processed is of particular
importance. Finally recycling and recovery of metals from scraps, wastes of all
descriptfons and from meta 11 iferous effluents such as mfne waters and plant waste
liquors fs assuming an ever-increasing fmportance which, technological requirements
apart, also impacts upon the requirement for metal from primary sources.
Developments in Separation Science 1n Hydrometallurgy
Although hydrometallurgy has a history which is hundreds of years old (1) large
scale use has only developed in the 20th century. In many ways this large scale
development would have been impossible without the development of suitable
separation science and technology which has led to the now-familiar processes of
adsorption, ion exchange, solvent extraction and more recently membrane processes.
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It is these processes and their successful engineering that have provided the vital
bridge between the meta11iferous feed materials by hydrometallurgical processes,
the leach liquors therefrom and the final metal winning step for the production of
pure metals. With the perceived trend to lower and/or more complex ores,
hydrometall urgy may be expected to become increasingly important as the preferred
process for metal winning, particularly where mineral processing techniques cannot
economically succeed in producing conce�trates which are acceptdbl e feeds for the
high temperature pyrometallurgical processes. Thus, particularly because of
problems which will inevitably arise with selectivity in the leaching step and the
difficulties (if not impossibility) in achieving high tenor leach liquors from low
grade feedstocks then the burden of perfonnance will increasingly fall on the
solution treatment step in terms of providing purification, co,,centration and
separation of the metal values of interest in the leach liquor and therefrom
achieving optimal interface with the final metal winning process.
The developments in separation science in hydrometallurgy have been revieved
recently (2). From this review a number of points emerge, While precipitative
processes and adsorption processes are of considerable importance in
hydrometallurgy, they are likely to remain somewhat limited in their application
not 1east because the deve1 opment of so 1 vent extraction and ion exchange has
provided a1 ternatives that are chemically much more efficient than precipitation
processes for separating major metal values in leach liquors and are more easily
engineered as continuous processes. Cementation however will continue to maintain
its place in solution-purification applications particularly on a small scale
while, in effluent treatment, chemical precipitation may continue to prove to be,
for all its faults, a lower cost option than the more advanced technologies.
Adsorption ,1rocesses on the other hand are somewhat limited in their application
with by far the 1argest app1i cation being for the recovery of go1 d on active
carbon. Thus these two process options will not be considered further, and
attention will be focussed on ion exchange, solvent extraction and membrane
processes.
1. Ion Exchange I on exchange is used in hydrometa 11urgy for the recovery and
purification of uranium, thorium, rare earths, transition metals, transuranics,
platinum group metals and chromium. By far the largest application has been in the
uranium industry wherein the deve1 opment of viable continuous ion exchange
processes and equipment has provided the basis for the considerab1 e conrnercial
success that this process has achieved in this industry, wholly reversing the trend
towards direct solvent extraction of uranium leach liquors that was prevalent in
the late 1960's and early 1970's. It has been predicted that (J) continuous ion
exchange would spread to other branches of hydrometallurgy but so far this has not
happened to any great extent and sol vent extraction seems to have too great a hold
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and competes more favourable on the grounds of selectivity and high extraction
rates. While quite a range of chelating ion exchange resins are now available,
their exchange rates (2 ) are much l°"er than the extraction rates encountered in
solvent extraction systems and for many, their selectivity for hydrometallurgy
duty, leaves much to be desired. Thus it is considered that with current
technology, resin inventories of any pl ants designed to use existing chelating
resins for metal recovery from dilute primary leach liquors would probably be very
large and thus the capital cost of such systems would be a major deterrent in any
such proposed applications. In order to try to avoid these problems a combination
of solvent extraction and ion exchange was devised to produce resin
impregnates (2). While much work has been done on these systems throughout the
world, conmercialisation has been achieved only with the Levextrel products made by
Bayer in Germany. However their encapsulation polymerisation manufacturing
technique produces essentially hydrophobic products with low exchange rates. Work
in Israel (4) aimed to avoid this' problem by an impregnation technique that all°"ed
carrier solvent used in the impregnation step to be washed out and replaced with
water. However all these materials suffer from slow leakage of extractant with
time and thus their lifetimes in industrial operations are limited. Production and
material costs are high and thus applications with currently available materials
are likely to be limited to low volume, high value metals and there is a clear need
for cheaper, more stable materials if tht s technique is ever to be app 11 ed to
1 ow-tenor 1 arge volume meta 1-beari ng liquors.
2. Solvent Extraction Solvent extraction is now a very well-established process
in hydrometallurgy and is used to extract copper, nickel, cobalt, zinc, uranium,
molybdenum, tungsten, vanadium, rare earths, zirconium, hafnium, niobium, tantalum,
the platinum group metals, boron, wet process phosphoric acid, nitric acid etc and
in the reprocessing of nuclear fuels. The whole field of solvent extraction in
hydrometallurgy has been thoroughly reviewed recently (S) and some perceptive
forward looking articles have also appeared (6, 7 J. New reagents continue to appear
and examples in recent years are the dialkyl phosphinic acid extractant, Cyanex
272, the dialkyl phosphine sulphide extractant Cyanex 471S both from American
Cyanamid and CLX 20 from Acorga. Variations of the well known hydroxyoxime range
of reagents also appear from time to time. Indeed it is worth pointing out that
the leach-solvent extraction-electrowin approach to copper recovery from oxide ores
in the USA is now producing some of the cheapest copper in the world so that the
original work pioneered by General Mi 11 s back in the 1960' s is really paying off
for copper producers in what are particularly difficult times for them.
Research into solvent extraction systems continues unabated as sh°"n by the number
of papers to be presented at ISEC'86 on the chemistry, both equilibrium and
kinetic, of metal extraction. However the whole subject in terms of applications
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and conrnercia1 use is now quite mature and even with such important equipment
developments as the Davy CMS contractor (9) or the Krebs mixer-settler system ( lD),
there have been very few major advances in process design and application in recent
years.

One process deve1 opment that 1 s of considerab1 e interest however is that of

microemu1 sion extraction. The chem! stry of this process was presented by
Bauer (ll) at ISEC'83. This interesting development, which is already in
conrnercial operation for gallium extraction from Bayer Process iiquors (lZ),
achieves very high extraction rates even for those systems which are characterised
by very s1 ow rates in conventiona1 so1 vent extraction practice.

Whether this nove1

development will have wider application in solvent extraction processing in general
or will only be of usefu1 app1 ication where speci fie prob1 ems arise such as with
the extraction of gallium from Bayer Process liquors remains to be seen.
3.

Membrane Processes The use of membranes in the process industries has

increased significantly in recent years.

I on exchange membrane techno1 ogy in

particular has proved to be a considerable growth area, especially within the
chlor-alkali industry while in hydrometallurgy generally the use of ion exchange
membranes has been examined for tungsten processing (13), the regeneration of
chromium plating baths (14) , uranium processing (IS) and in the regeneration of
cupric chloride and ammoniacal etchants in the printed-circuit-board industry (l6).
These processing innovations have arisen from the development of new and improv2d
membranes having high permselectivities and good conductivity, and new electrolyt.ic
cell designs such as !Cl's FM21 and the Electricity Counc11 's DEM cells (17).
In recent yea rs one of the most exciting deve1 opments in the membrane fie1 d has
been that of 1 !quid membranes.

These are cons! dered to have several advantages

over other �.eparation processes ie. 1 ower capita1 cost, 1 ow energy consumption and
low solvent inventory which gives opportunities for economic use of exotic,
These are of two types a ) emulsion (or surfactant) membranes
and b) supported membranes. Ful I descriptions of such membranes and discussion of
the basic transport mechanism have been given in the literature. Emulsion

expensive reagents.

membranes are beginning to find coornercial application in industry.

For example

this technology is now being used in Austria to recover valuable metals from
industrial waste waters (IS). Such systems however do suffer from the need to
destroy and reform the emulsion in every process cycle and adventitious breakdown
of the emulsion in the extraction step can be enhanced
two aqueous phases.

by osmotic flow between the

While a variety of contactors have been considered for this

technology 1t may be that column contactors will offer the best way forward in the
immediate future.
Supported liquid membranes offer immediate opportunities for application through
already available engineering concepts such as plate and frame type installations
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for flat polymer sheet supports or RO or microfiltration type engineering concepts
for hollow fibre supports. From work done so far in this area it would appear that
hollow fibre membranes are to be preferred over flat polymer sheet supports and by
proper choice of fibres, long operating times ( 4000 hrs) can now be achieved in
continuously running laboratory units (19). The major disadvantage of these
membrane systems is the relatively low mass transfer rate per unit membrane area.
It is believed that no commercial application of this technology has yet taken
place, although work at Argonne National Laboratory (20), Bend Research (21), and
Warren Spring Laboratory (l9) has all shown considerable economic potential for
this new technology.
FUTURE NEEDS
With the continuing trends in feed materials to hydrometallurgical operations noted
earlier and the ever-increasing requirement to remove metals from mine waters and
effluents, the need to effectively and economically process ever increasingly
dilute solution (concentrations 0.1 gl-1 or less) will continue unabated. For
water treatment where metal recovery is secondary, ion exchange, particularly
continuous ion exchange wi 11 continue to p1 ay a dominant role. Where specific and
se 1ective recovery of meta1 s is required then che1 ating ion exchange may be
effective, provided that the pH of the 1 iquor does not require adjustment to meet
optimum absorption conditions and the metal ion exchange rate is high enough to
avoid excessive resin inventories. Improvements in exchange kinetics of chelating
resins will be essential to achieve this goal. Membrane processes have
disadvantages when used to treat very dilute solutions. In particular,
concentrati.on polarisation is a problem when electrodialysis is used and deviations
from zero order rate laws may limit recovery levels in practice. Direct
electrolysis of dilute 1 iquors using high surface area cathodes has some advantages
but it is non-selective and there remain problems with further treatment of the
cathode product. Conventional solvent extraction has a cut off point at somewhere
around O .5 gl- l of meta 1 in the feed. Thus se1 ective recovery of meta 1 ions from
very dilute liquors remains a problem for the foreseeable foture and no real
alternative to non-selective ion exchange would appear to be in sight.
With regard to treatment of solutions containing greater than 0.1 gl-1 metal then
selection of the appropriate separation technology will depend on ability to
achieve the desired objectives and economic considerations. It does not appear
likely that any quantum step in solvent extraction reagent technology is about to
take p 1 ace so that new tricks with existing reagents wil1 be required and some very
interesting possibilities arise from synergistic mixtures of reagents. The work
carried out by Mintek (22) using mixtures of alkyl oximes and carboxylic acids to
selectively extract nickel from cobalt is a good example of this technique. Also
novel stripping processes have recently been the subject of study. The hydrolytic
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stripping approach developed
considerable attractions and
pervades hydrometallurgy. A
larger scale and longer term

at laboratory scale by Monhemius (23) has, on paper,
could offer a solution to the iron problem which
proper engineering assessment of this process based on
continuous trials would seem overdue.

Although not particularly novel these days ·new infonnation on direct reductive
stripping of loaded organic phases has been provided recently by Demopoulos (24).
It is again surprising that so little engineering design infonnation and
comparative economic data is available on this interesting process alternative.
The application of this technique to direct production of platinum group metals
from loaded organic phases in particular looks attractive. The direct production
of m_etallic gold by water stripping gold loaded Kelex 100 extracts is surprising
and the chem1stry involved 1 n this react1on bears closer exam1 nat1on.
Cost reductions in solid-liquid separation in hydrometallurgy are always welcome,
particularly in current circumstances when marginal cost reductions in operating
plants may achieve economic operation in an otherwise adverse climate. For
continuous countercurrent column based resin-in-pulp processes the availability of
denser resins would allow thicker pulps to be used than at present with a
cons1 derab 1e impact on capita 1 costs. The deve 1opment of nave 1 stirred vesse 1
in-pulp contactors (25) is already well advanced and these avoid the operation
limitation of the column contactors set by low resin density and pulp solids
settl1ng rate. Initial developments are aimed at the uranium industry.
Development of ion exchange resin based processes for gold to replace the
carbon-in-pulp processes used currently would have advantages as resin capacities
for gold are much higher than carbon and thus again capital costs could be reduced.
Equipment identical to that cited above for uranium resin-in-pulp processing would
be emp 1oyed. The prob 1em in the use of resins is not in the absorption step but in
the elution. A very ingenious elution procedure which may well have solved this
problem has been devised by Fleming (26) at MINTEK. It remains to be seen whether
commercia 11sation of th1s technique will take p 1 ace.
It seems unlikely that any really effective solvent-in-pulp process will be
developed but liquid supported membranes may provide a basis for treatment of
unclarified liquors as this technique provides the selectivity of the solvent
extraction reagent without the need to intimately mix the organic phase with the
pulps. Little information is as yet available for such processes and development
work in this area could be very rewarding.
Much more research and development of membrane processes in hydrometallurgy is
required. Insufficient infonnation is available on relative transport numbers of
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mu 1tiva1ent ions in ion exchange membranes for typica1 hydrometa11u rgica1 process
1 iquors containing copper, nieke 1 , coba1 t, zinc and iron and the provision of such
data would be highly beneficial. For liquid membranes it is gratifying to see that
well targetted work with column contractors (27) and the like is being carried out
on the surfactant membrane systems in order to define engineering parameters for
various potential processes. For supported 1iquid membranes, now choice of
materials (hollow fibres) and the lifetime problem seems to be less of a problem,
much more attention needs to be payed to enhancement of the mass transport rate.
In the 1onger term a wider interest in non-aqueous or mixed organic aqueous systems
chemistry in hydrometallurgy seems likely (28). Certainly ion activities can be
radically changed and interesting and potentially very useful chemistry is possible
in such systems. The development of appropriate solvent-extraction systems with
polar and non-polar organic solvents could be of considerable interest in the
1onger term and it is a1 ready we 11 known that improved separations by ion exchange
are possible in such systems.
In conclusion therefore, the increasing constraints of lower ore grades of simple
ores and increasing complexity of higher grade ores seems to point to a much wider
application of hydrometallurgy than is currently practised. Such an expansion of
application will require the availability of cost effective separation processes in
order to bridge the gap between leach liquor and final metal winning steps.
Separation science and technology is the key to successful hydrometallurgy. It has
served it we 11 in the past and there is every rea�on to be 1ieve that it wi11 serve
it equally well in the future.
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THE FIJTURE OF SOLVENT EXTRACTION IN THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE
H Eccles and A Naylor
Technical Department
BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS PLC
Springfi e 1 ds Works
Preston
Lancashire, UK

The solvent extractive process has been used in the nuclear industry for about
forty years. This paper briefly reviews the origin and scope of the technology
within the industry. The current position of solvent extraction in each of the
various stages of the nuclear fuel tycle, namely, mining, refining and
reprocessing are considered. The future potential for sdlvents, contactors and
complementary processes such as liquid membranes are predicted.
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INTRODUCTION
Solvent extraction has dominated the scene in many areas of the nuclear fuel
cycle for over forty years and has played a major role in achieving high
standards of separation and purification under varying conditions.
The success of the app1 ication of so1 vent extraction to the mining/mi11 ing of
uranium ore, refining of ore concentrates and in nuclear fuel reprocessing has
been due to its adaptability to lend itself to cost-effective multi-stage
operation needing little maintenance.
The technology has been particularly
useful when a consistently high quality product has been required, when
purification/separation factors of 104 - 108 were necessary or when components
(eg the actinides) were closely similar in their chemical properties.
In more recent years, solvent extraction in the nuclear fuel cycle has extended
beyond the mainline processes to many ancillary areas concerned with recovery,
recycle of certain transuranic elements and waste management.
The current position on solvent extraction is briefly outlined, developments in
process flowsheets and contacting equipment are reviewed and the future role of
the technology is discussed.
THE CURRENT SITUATION
Recovery of Uranium from Ores
l.
The purpose of the technology in uranium ore processing is primarily to
concentrate the �ranium to a point where it can be recovered from solution
economically and to reject impurities.
Originally many plants used ion exchange to recover uranium from the leach
1 iquors, subsequently a combination of ion-exchange and solvent-extraction was
employed but solvent extraction now alone predominates at many of the mines. The
choice of extractant is determined largely by the choice of th!! leaching agent,
which in turn is determined by the composition of the ore. Most con1nercial
uranium is currently produced from ores which are leached with sulphuric acid,
although other leaching agents, sodium carbonate/bicarbonate, nitric acid, etc
are also employed. Some mills and the solvents employed are listed in Table 1.
Mixer-settler contactors appear to have found universal acceptance for the
solvent extraction operations; however, several designs of the mixer, eg turbine
or pump type have been used.
As the price of uranium increased in the 1970's, recovery from alternative
resources, eg phosphate processing, was further developed and by the early 1980's
commercial plants recovering about 2000 tons of u o per year were in operation.
3 8
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TABLE 1 - MILLS ANO THEIR SOLVENTS
SOLVENT EMPLOYED

MINE ANO LOCATION
Shiprock, New Mexico

02EHPA/TBP

Split Rock, Wyoming

Alkyl amine

Palabora, South Africa

TBP
Alamine 336

Buffelsfontein, South Africa

2.

Purification of Uranium Ore Concentrates (Yellow Cake)

The rejection of all other elements whilst recovering uranium from uranium ore
concentrates or yellowcake is the prime aim of the solvent extraction procedure,
in the refining operation.

The recovery and purification of uranium from ore

concentrates is almost exclusively achieved by a solvent extraction process based
on the extractant TBP dissolved in a suitable diluent.

The four major western

world refineries employ similar sol vent extraction processes except for the
concentration of TBP and the choice·of contactor (see Table 2).
TABLE 2 - OPERATING PURIFICATION CENTRES
OPERATING COMPANY

PRESENT CAPACITY

ANO LOCATl ON

METRIC TONS OF

TBP CONCENEQUIPMENT

TRATION

URANIUM PER YEAR
Eldorado Nuclear

EMPLOYED
Mixco Columns

25

12,000

Agitated Columns

40

9,500

Mixer-Settlers

20

9,000

Pumper Decanters

30

9,000

0

/v

Ltd, Canada
Comurhex, France

BNFL, UK

Kerr-McGee, USA

3.

Spent Fuel Reprocessing

The initial objective in the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel was to recover
plutonium.

Present

day

processes

are

much

considerable extension of the or i gi na l objective.

more

complex

and

represent

a

It is now required to separate

the uranium and plutonium from the fission products and to purify them to levels
at which fissile materials can conveniently be re-used.
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The sol vent TSP is now uni versa11 y used in a system genera 11 y known as the PUREX
process.

However, the choice of diluent varies from a mixture of linear branched

cyclic alkanes.

eg odourless

kerosene {OK) to a relatively pure system,

eg

n-dodecane or even hydrogenated propylene tetramer {HPT).
Mixer-settlers and pulse columns are most commonly used, the latter being now
favoured for the first cycle for spent light water reactor fuel.

Centrifugal

contactors have also been employed on a commercial scale.
The variation in the choice of diluent and other process conditions for some of
the major reprocessing facilities is shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3 - PRINCIPAL OPERATING REPROCESSING PLANTS
LOCATION &

FIRST CYCLE CONDITIONS

SUBSEQUENT CYCLE CONDITIONS

COUNTRY
SOLVENT
Cap La

°

30 /v TSP-HPT

EQUIPMENT

SOLVENT

First Co�tactor,

30 /v TBP-HPT

°

Centrifuga 1;

Hague
{France)

EQUIPMENT
Mixer-

Settlers

Remainder,
Mixer-Settlers
°

Karl �ruhe

30 /v TBP-n

{W Germany)

Dodecane

Mixer-Settlers

Takai-Mura

30 ° fv TSP-

{Japan)
Sellafield

Dodecane
20 /v TBP

{UK)

OK

Savannah

30 /v TBP-n

First Contactor

River

Paraffin

Centrifugal;

°

Mixer-Settlers
Mixer-Settlers

°

30 /v TSP-n

Mixer-

Dodecane

Settlers

°

30 /v TSP-

Mixer-

Dodecane

Settlers

°

Mixer-

30 /v TBP-n

°

Mixer-

Paraffin

Settlers

20 /v TSP
OK

°

Settlers

Remainder,

{USA)

Mixer-Sett 1 ers
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°

Hanford

30 /v TBP-n

{USA)

Paraffin

Pulse Columns

°

30 /v TBP-n

Pulse

Paraffin

Columns

4.

Associated Processes

In recent years solvent extraction technology has been extended within the
nuclear industry into for instance:
i.

Effluent cleanup, for the removal of transuranic elements from active

ii.

The recovery of noble metals, eg Pd, Rh, Ru from highly active liquors

waste 1 iquors.
with solvents such as tri-iso octylamine and trilaurylamine.
iii. The enrichment of the uranium isotopes U-235 as in the French CHEMEX
process.

However, although advances were made in high efficiency pulse

column technology, it is envisaged that this route will not realise
commercial importance in the nuclear fuel cycle.

The centrifugation

process and the proposed laser enrichment route are more competitive
systems and offer a greater potential for further development.
THE FUTURE OF SOLVENT EXTRACTION
As an estab 1 ished techno 1 ogy in the nuc 1 ear fue 1 eye 1 e over many years, more
recent developments in process and equipment areas have beeh concerned with the
optimisation

of

the

main 1 ine

processes.

However,

techno 1 ogy

changes

in

deve 1 opment of separation flowsheets and contacti hg equipment have been main 1 y
associated with ancillary processes concerned with recovery and waste management.
There are many areas of change associated with the nuclear fuel cycle that
indicate there ii a further heed for process and equipment development.

Four

criteria dominate the future requirements for these separation processes; namely:
i.

The need to meet more stringent environmental conditions;

ii.

The improvement of occupational hygiene standards;

iii. The desire to maintain capital and operating costs at economic levels;
iv.

The requirement to deve 1 op a1 ternat i ve process routes to meet new or
changing fuel specifications.

Currently mining/milling and reprocessing operations appear to be attracting most
attention in the fields of environmental protection and process economics. Waste
management and environmental concepts have impacted substantially on the overall
economics of the nuclear fuel cycle, which can now contribute up to 20% of the
total costs for nuclear power generation.
A further requirement for the industry is the need to recycle purified and
separated materials back to various stages of the fuel cycle.

This means that

there is a stronger interplay between the various sections of the fuel cycle and
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the requirement to balance recovery of materials and purity of the materials
recycled.
The impact of these changes on the fuel eyele is now considered in relation to
future process and equipment developments.
1.

Mining and Milling Operations

Recent technology aimed at reducing mining/milling capital and operating costs
have been vigorously pursued.

These developments can be divided into three

groups:
i.

elimination of operating steps by

in-situ leaching,

resin-in-pulp

and/or solvent-in-pulp;
ii.

modification of techniques or equipment, eg continuous ion exchange or
solvent extraction, and

iii. pre-concentration of the ore body.
These objectives will continue even more actively in future years, particularly
as primary ores become depleted and secondary uranium sources are mined and
processed resulting in new feedstocks which may requi re a 1 ternative process
routes.
For example, alternative leaching agents to sulphuric acid may be
employed or an ore pre-concentration step may be used resulting in a more
concentrated uranium feed 1 iquor being fed to the solvent extraction circuit.
Under these conditions alternative solvents to amine extractants may be required
and flowsheet parameters may require reassessment to compensate for the more
concentrated uranium feed liquors. A specific need will be to prevent third phase
formation resulting from higher solvent concentration in the organic phase and
consequent higher uranium solvent loading.
The development

of a

viable solvent-in-pulp

process presents

a number

of

difficult technical problems. If these problems can be overcome this process
could find extensive applications to both low and high grade ores.
Improvements have also been made in the design of solvent extraction contactors
aimed essentially at the reduction of the solvent loss due to entrainment and
equipment which can tolerate insolubles in the uranium aqueous feed.

Optimisa

tion of design is important because the solid-liquid separation stage of uranium
ore processing accounts for up to 50% of the capital and operating costs.

A

number of new or modified solvent extraction contactors have been placed in
co11111ercial operat Ion.

These Include the Krebs ml xer-settler units at the COMUF

mill In Gabon, pulse columns at two uranium milling operations in France, and the
Davy-McKee combined mixer-settler at the Cooke Site Mine, South Africa.
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As these contactors are successfully operated and more operating experience is
gained, their incorporation as alternatives, to conventional box mixer-settlers
currently employed at the majority of the mills, for refurbished and/or new
mining/milling facilities will be seriously considered.
Any new or even existing u o flowsheet may need for environmental reasons to
3 8
ultimate fate of other radionuclides, eg Th, Ra.
Alternative

consider the

1 eaching routes have a1 ready been proposed, princ ipa11 y t� so1ub i1 ise radium
along with uranium.
Nitric and hydrochloric acid leaching routes have been examined, although the
process economics did not appear to be economically· competitive with sulphuric
acid.

However, in future years, economic factors may have to be weighed more

seriously against environmental considerations.

The disposal of thorium and

radium nuclides to tailings dams may in future years be unacceptable and their
removal,

subsequent isolation and disposal in an encapsulated form or other

controlled manner may be necessary.

The use of alternative leaching agents to overcome this potential environmental
problem could lead to the development of n�w or modified solvents particularly if
the selectivity of the existing reagents for uranium over other radionuclides is
insufficient.

Alternatively, complementary processes to solvent extraction such

as liquid membrane technology could become a viable option, particularly if a
"polishing technigue" is necessary to reduce any radioisotope in waste liquors to
extremely low levels.
2.

Ore Concentrate Refining

It is difficult to envisage in the next two decades that any other technology
would replace
concentrates
extraction

solvent
to

and

fuel

extraction for
grade

anci11 ary

the purification of ·uranium from ore
_
The combined cost of solvent

specificati-on.

processes,

inc1 uding

di sso1 uti on,

fi1 tration

and

evaporation, represents less than 0.3% of the overall nuclear fuel manufacturing
costs for either LWR or AGR fuel.

Furthermore, so long as the purification of

ore concentrates is dependent on uranyl nitrate technology, alternative solvents
to TSP cannot be envisaged.

However, flowsheet modifications at the refineries

may have to be introduced to enab 1 e the processing of 1 ess pure concentrates
which may be produced at any new future mining/milling operation.
A potential

reduction in

achieved

decreasing

by

intermediates such as UF

the

the

"head-end"

fuel manufacturing costs could be

number of process stages which

or UF (hex).
4
6

produce

uranium

Success in this field is likely to
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require a new purification route and a thorough re-examination of alternative
solvents to TBP may be necessary.
Lower costs could be achieved in future years by using alternative contactors to
those reported in Table 2, such as centrifugal, pulse column or the Davy-McKee
combined mixer-settler.

The latter could result in the filtration stage of the

UOC purification cycle being omitted by all refining plants, as this contactor
will handle suspended solids in the uranic feed liquor.

The pulse column could

find favour where potential emulsion forming impurities such as zirconium com
pounds and si 1 ica are present in the aqueous feeds to the solvent extraction
circuit. Centrifugal contactors, which are small compact units capable of high
throughputs, could assist in the reduction of building capital costs for the new
refineries.
The removal of radioactivity deriving from the uranium daughters, Th-234 and
Pa-234

( a emitters)

both a emitters)
purification

and

associated

stage,

is

the

other

isotopes

of

the

raffinate

from

with

generally

based

on

Th
the

precipitation

(Th-230,

Th-232,

uranyl

nitrate

techniques.

More

efficient clean-up operatiohs may be required in the future and in this context
1 iquid membranes could complement these precipitation routes.

Futur� discharge

regulations may however require these radionuclides to be separated from other
metallic species (eg Fe, Al), which may require solvent extraction procedures to
be developed.
3.

Spent Fuel Reprocessing

New plants that are now being developed for the reprocessing of either thermal or
fast reactor fuels (eg THORP in the UK, Cap La Hague plant in France· and EDR
plant at Oounreay, UK), wil 1 use the purification/separation technology based on
the n·trate-TBP/diluent system and it would seem that this technology will be
maintained until the next century.

Alte�native solvents to the TSP/diluent

system in mainline reprocessing schemes are not likely to replace this well tried
and used so 1 vent over the next two decades.
Future process developments wil 1

sti11 examine the possibi1 ity of iinprcived

fission product decontamination to reduce the number of extraction eye 1 es.
However, with the need to minimise environmental discharges and the requirements
of safe ultimate disposal of al 1 wastes, there is an increased incentive to
achieve maximum extraction efficiencies and the recovery of a11 a1 pha emitters
that are destined for ultimate disposal. ·Two possible examples of this type of
optimisation of process flowsheets are!
i.
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To recover Pu present in the various raffinate streams by the use of

alternative solvents to TSP, which would be highly selective for its
removal

down

to

extremely

low

levels.

Solvents

such

as

hetrocycl ic a -di ketones and alkyl ated neutral crown ethers would seem
to have potential.

There would also be the need to obtain a better

understanding of the mass transfer mechanisms at the "raffinate end. " of
the primary TSP extraction process, where species changes, impurities
and low trace concentration effects interact and influence extraction
performance.
ii.

The presence of Neptunium-237 (an isotope of half life 2.2x106 years
and of environmental significance)

in the highly active raffinate

stream could prolong the u 1 timate storage requirements and times for
glass vitrification wastes.
medium/lower

radioactive

If Np could be removed later in the

extraction

cycles

and

then

selectively

separated from other effluents, then it could be packaged and disposed
of in a low volume storage system.

To achieve this, the organic

solvent developed will have to be highly selective for Np from various
aqueous media and it may be worthwhile investigation of other solvents
such as specific crown ethers and mixtures of amines and a-diketones or
additional studies with solvents such as the hydroxamic group or
TBP-modified systems.
With the move away from effluent treatments which involve evaporation, delay
storag.e and some dispersal, to evaporation and incorporation of the waste in a
solid matrix for ultimate disposal, then it is likely that salt-free flowsheets
could become less important.

A great deal of study has been carried out on

investigating alternative reductants for the separation of plutonium from uranium
and also for alternative reagents to sodium carbonate and sodium hydroxide for
solvent purification and recycle.

Under the.policy of reducing discharges to as

near zero as possible, compatibility of these latter reagents with the solid
matrix to be used for disposal is an essential criterion and under some circum
stances it could be advantageous to have some concentrations of salts present in
the disposal matrix itself.

However, for the U-Pu separation process, it may be

advantageous to reassess and develop the nitric acid partitioning method for U-Pu
separation or to extend the various deve 1 opment studies on electro 1 ytic reduc
tion, as most separation/reducing agents have some effect on waste management
processes.

For example, if the medium active aqueous effluents containing these

agents are combined with the highly active raffinate for evaporation and then for
disposal in a glass vitrification process,

then sulphate ion (when ferrous

sulphamate or sulphuric acid is used for separation) could cause phase separation
in the glass whilst hydrazine (when U(IV)) is used for separation) could increase
ruthenium-106 volatility in the vitrification stage.
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The recovery of plutonium from various wastes and scrap material has been
previously addressed.

A considerable effort in this area has been expended by US

workers, but no doubt this problem will be pursued universally as fast reactors
and mixed oxide fuels become a commercial reality rather th;in speculation.

Other

separation techniques to those previously employed, such as solvent extraction or
liquid membranes, should be considered.

However, the choice would be primarily

dependent on the dissolution process employed to solubilisc the plutonium.
The established contacting equipment (eg mixer-settlers and pulse columns) again
may continue to be used over the next two decades and, if so, the degree of
mechanical development work required for the future plants would be limited.
However, there is a potential for development in the areas of automated process
and equipment control.
In the future development for contactors in any extraction process for reprocess
ing technology, it will be important to obtain large throughput equipment and
with the minimum overall geometric dimensions to avoid large amounts of shielding
and hence increased capital costs.

Under these requirements, a further look at

short residence time-large throughput contacting equipment is required and it may
well be that the centrifugal contactor or similar equipment could play a role in
achieving these objectives.
Also, for future development, it may well be that annular column could be further
developed as they have the potential to avoid the use of solid pois�ns for
criticality control.
SU""1ARY
Solvent extraction will have a continued major role in the nuclear fuel cycle.
Both

pr-,cess

and

equipment

development

environmental and economic constraints.
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will

be

required

to

meet

future

THE KINETICS OF EXTRACTION OF NITRIC ACID BY TBP
IN A ROTATING DIFFUSION CELL
by

P.N.E. Lawson & M.A. Hughes
Schools of Chemical Engineering
University of Bradford
Bradford, BD7 lOP
U.K.

Introduction
In the liquid-liquid extraction of spent nuclear fuels using tri-n-butyl phosphate
(TBP), nitric acid plays an important role.

However, the kinetics of extraction of

this component has often been neglected.

The majority of the recent laboratory studies on this topic have been carried out
2
l
The work of Pushlenkov et al ( ) and Nitsch et a1 < >

with the aid of stirred cells.

points towards organic phase diffusion control.

(4)
also
Sovilj et al ()) and Olander

concluded that the extraction is diffusion controlled but at higher concentrations
(5
Bergeonneau et al ), who

the transfer rate is affected by interfacial turbulence.

used a centrifugal contactor, found the reaction to be primarily diffusion
controlled with a slight contribution from the chemical step.

The present work reports results obtained in a rotating diffusion cell for both

forward and reverse extraction

(

backwashing) of nitric acid.

cell has been described in detail elsewhere G).
(

The rotating diffusion

The hydrodynamics of the cell

precisely define the thickness of the diffusion layers, thereby allowing the
prediction of the film mass transfer coefficients.

A comprehensive model is

reported which includes an explanation of stripping data for the first time.
Experimental
The following table summarises the concentration ranges studied:
TABLE l
Forward Extraction

Reverse Extraction

l - 10. lSM HN0
3
o.548, l.096, l. 461M TBP/OK

0. 2 -+lM HN0 in l.096M TBP/OK
3
0.75M HN0 in o.548, l.461M TBP/OK
3

The rotation speed was varied between 1.5 and 3.5 Hz and the temperature was main-
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°

tained at 25 ± 0.2 c.

Small sarr()les were withdrawn from the organic phase at

intervals and analysed by non-aqueous titration.
Results

Figures 1, 2 and 3 present results for forward and reverse extraction experiments.
Inspection of Figure 1 and similar graphs reveal that increasing the nitric acid

concentration and increasing the rotation speed lead to an increase in the transfer
flux.

Such observations imply a substantial element of diffusion control in the

extraction process.

Referring to Figure 2 it may be noted that in stripping experiments the initial rate
(

0 + 15 minutes) was up to six times faster than that observed during the remainder

of the experiment.

The reduction in rate has been attributed to either a dynamic

interfacial tension effect

(?}

and/or to a slow blocking �f the interface by either

reactants or products ($) , the latter again implies a diffusion limited process.

change in rate over initial periods is observed in forward extraction but to a

The

lesser extent.

Figure 3 reveals that a limiting stripping flux is reached with increasing organic
nitric acid concentration.

This is again indicative of diffusion control, with the

rate at which the stripping reaction occurs limited by how fast the loaded organic
molecu],es can reach the interf�ce.

Modelling
For the purpose of modelling the extraction process we consider the case where TBP
(9
):

diffuses to the aqueous reaction zone when the following reaction occurs
TBP
aq

+

HN0
3

TBP.HN0

aq

3

aq

Evidence for the formation of a stable equimolar complex is given by Collopy and
Blum (lO);

These workers also find this is the only complex formed in the nitric

acid - TSP system.
The rate equation is by inspection:
. (1)

Applying Astarita' s method (

ll

) we obtain the ioterfacial flux of TBP, N
TBP:
(2)

We now define the interfacial concentrations in terms of film mass transfer
coefficients:
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N
TBP

kTBP

N

k

. ( [TiiP1

[TBPJ i)

(3)

arid:

TBP

HN0

3

• [ [HNO;J

[HN0

3\]

(4)

Elimination of the in terfacial concentrations in equation
ships

(

3) and (4) leads to equation

(

(

5) :

2) by use of the relation

(5)

k
R.DTBP
---

where:

P

2

TBP

are organic and aqueous film mass transfer coefficients and DTBP is
and k
TBP
HNO
the diffusiviEy of TBP in the aqueous phase. PTBP is the partition coefficient of

k

TBP between aqueous and organic.

Superscript bar denotes the organic phase and subscript

concentration.

1

i 1 denotes an interfacial

If typical values are taken for the different parameters in the model it may be
shown that the model predicts the following behaviour:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

The flux increases with increasing nitric acid concentration (at a constant

TBP concentration) .

The flux increases with increasing TBP concentration (at a constant nitric

acid concentration).

The flux increases with increasing rotation speed (this is to be expected
since the film thickness decreases) .

The flux-concentration profiles flatten out because an upper diffusion
limit, dictated by the organic phase, is reached

(9 l

.

All the above observations have been confirmed by experiment.
Film coefficients (k

), for species i in solvent j are defined as a ratio of
ij

diffusivity (D ) to diffusion film thickness (o ):
j
ij
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(6)

From the hydrodynamic theory (

l))

diffus ion layer is given as:

of the rotating diffusion cell the thickness of the

l
0.643 D. _ /J
1J
µ_ is the phase viscosity (kg m

pi

is the phase density (kg m

-3

w

-1
)

-1

s

-1/2

(7)

)

D . . is the diffusivity of species i in solvent j (m
1J

s

-1

)

is the rotation speed at which the experiment was conducted (s

-1

) .

Insertion of the necessary physical property data a ll ows prediction of the fil m

coefficients for a range of acid concentrations.

All the diffusion coefficients required for the model may be estimated using the
Cl4) .

Wilke Chang correlation
-

The partition coefficient, P, is essentiall y the ratio of the conc�ntration of TBP
in the organic phase to that of TBP in the aqueous phase.

Experiments were

conducted in order to determine the value of P; an infrared technique was used to
anal yse for TBP.

The group parameter 6 consists of a diffusivity, a partition coefficient and the
fundamental second order chemical rate constant.

Both the diffusivity and the

partition coefficient vary with nitric acid concentration whereas the rate constant

should remain constant.

An ana lysis of the behaviour of the model showed a strong

relationship between flux and partition coefficient with the other parameters showing

lesser degrees of sensitivity.
The parameter 8 is similar in form to that reported
9
by Hughes and Rod ( )·, which was used successfully to model rate data obtained in

three

l

aboratory contacting techniques for the copper-hydroxyoxime system.

The optimum val ue of kR was obtained by application of the Marquardt optimization
(lS)
to the experimental data. A typical output is shown in Figure 1. The
l
3
1
3
The
resulting value of the rate constant was approximately 3 x 10 m kg.mol- .s-

technique

ow value of the rate constant seems to rule out the possibility of a 'bulk' aqueous

l

phase reaction and we postulate Lhat the reaction occurs so cl ose to the interface
(
that •water structuring• slows down the reaction lG).
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Discussion
It might be noted here that Sovilj et al (

))

studied the same sYstem in a vibration

cell and found the plot of flux versus nitric acid concentration to be a similar

shape to that in Figure 1.

However, these workers show decreasing fluxes in the

upper diffusion limit... at high TBP concentrations.

This is the opposite to our

results and indeed the opposite to that predicted by the model.
Sovilj et al also report the presence of the Marangoni
process.

effect during the extraction

Our own visual observation of forming aqueous drops in th� organic phase
3
showed no interfacial turbulence. The turbulence observed by Sovilj et al ( ) could
be caused by internal circulation resulting from drop formation at a drop Reynolds
(17)

number, Re > 10
. The absence or otherwise of the Marangoni effect is still the
d
(lS)
subject of discussion
.
In conclusion we believe the extraction of nitric acid by TBP to be primarily

diffusion controlled and that the reaction occurs in the aqueous phase close to the
interface.
The extraction of uraniwn by TBP has also been studied by the same technique and a

model based on the same approach successfully accounts for the extraction of
l
0.2 + 3.6 gi- uranium in solutions of up to 4.5 M nitric acid by TBP.

The authors would like to thank British Nuclear Fuels PLC, Sellafield for their
continued interest ·in this work and for permission to publish the results.
the authors
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VARIAl"ION IN TRANSFER FLUX WITH COI\CENTRATION & ROTATION SPEED
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THE PUREX-PROCESS COMPUTER-MODEL "VISCO" AND ITS APPLICATIONS
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Instit11t ftir lleiBe Chemie
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Postfach 3640, D-7500 Kaclsruhe, F.R.G.

1.

Introduction

Modelling and simuletion of simple countercurrent liquid-liquid extraction processes
is common practice. The Purex process for reprocessing spent nuclear fuel is a
challenging example for an extremely intricate multicomponent system. To simulate
this process detailed models of the distribt1tion equilibria, the mass transfer
kinetics and the redox reactions arB needed. Due to the extensive experimental
material of thermodynamic and kinetic data available for the Purex process a unique
condition is found for chemical process modelling. This led to several computer
models in the past, the best kno....,n of which is the SEPHIS code [l}. In a modern plant
both mixer settlers and pulsed sieve plate columns are employed and fluiddynamic
effects have to be adequately dcs�ribcd. A varying number of extractors may be
coupled countercurrently. Some extractors arc equipped with additional electro
chemical devices. Again the existing quantity of fluiddynamic and electrochemical
data may serve to make up a reliable model.
The VISCO computer code has been developed in Karlsruhe since 1974. It was validated
for a wide range of flowsheet conditions for mixer settlers and for pulsed columns,
including those process steps where conventional redox chemistry or electrochemistry
are involved. At present the species U(IV), U(Vl), Pu(Ill), Pu(IV), Np(IV), Np(VI),
Ht-.:0 , HN0 , hydrazine, hydroxylamine nitrate and Fe(II)sulfamate are incorporated
3
2
into the model. Concentrations of the species along with temperature profiles are
calculat.ed for transients and steady state conditions.

2. Areas of application
Up to now the code was employed for the preparation and evaluation of experiments in
the following test facilities of our institute:
o LABEX, a laboL·atory scale mixer settler based extraction cycle for Purex flowsheet
studies, e.g. [21;
o MILLI, a very flexible l1ighly shielded small scale mixer settler based
reprocessing plant with tl1ree extraction cycles, e.g. [J];
D MINKA, small pulsed column extraction cycle for the study of transient phenomena
[4 I;
o PUTE 1 pulsed column extraction cycle, throughput 10 kg Pu/d [SJ.
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Other useful application.:; of the VISCO code included:
o Gc11eral process flowsheet calc11latio11s;
o Support in the design cf Purex extractors;
o Industrial scale pulsed columns.
o Studies of process dynamics;
o Estimation of the lmpact of operational fluctuations for control purposes;
o Studies of hypothetical malopcrnLions;
o Behaviour o( LriLium in Lhc Sl�rub c:olumus of the highly 11ctivc cycle 161;
o Identification of process parameters inaccessible from batch experiments;
o Illustration of the complex interactions in multi-component counter-current
extraction with and without simultaneous chemical reactions by monitoring the
concentration profile transients on a CRT screen;
o Quantitative comparison of the major U/Pu separation processes [7);
o Parameter sensitivity study of an electroreduction pulsed column [8].
Development and experimental validation of the model and its computer implementation
has been an iterative process and is stil 1 continuing. Examples of how theory
compares with experiment can be found in most of the references quoted above.
3. Conceptual study of an e1ectrorcduction centrifugal extractor
The major research effort in our Purex process work throughout the past years has
been a process optimization with regard to separation efficiency and product yield
and a simplification of the process leading to reduced costs. Chemical engineering
R&D �·ork was directed to cut down the number of Purex extraction cycles and to
improve the space-time yield of the equipment [9J. The latter may be achieved by the
use of fast extractors and in particular of centrifugal extractors. Development and
operation of this type of extractor started in the early 1960s, e.g. [ lOJ. No
application of centrifugal extractors for the reductive U/Pu separation in technical
scale is known to us even though experiments <lemonstrated the applicability of U(IV)
as a reductant [10), [111, (12j.
In a previous publication [7J the major separation processes were compared and the
principal advantages of in-situ electroreduction were shown. A first design study
showed the feasibility of a centrifugal extractor equipped with electroreduction
where single stages are arranged in a cascade similar to [13). This paper presents
the computer simulation results for an clectt·oreduction centrifugal extractor battery
based on this principle.

3.1 Basic model of a centrifugal extractor
Uniform phase concentrations are assumed for the mixers as well as for the settlers.
No mass transfer takes place in the settlers. The following equations comprise the
computational algorithm for one centrifugal st�ge in the absence of any redox
reactions. x

and y denote the aqueous and organic_concentrations of solute i, Fis
i
i
the flowrate, V the volume, D the organic to aqueous distribution coefficient, T the
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temperature, o the interfacial area and a the overall mass transfer coefficient.

Subscript M refers to mixer, S to settler, a to aqueous and o to organic. X and Y
i
i
are the aqueous and organic mixer feed concentrations of solute i (usually equal to

the momentary settler concentrations x
and Ys in the adjacent stages).
i
Si
D {T' [TBP), x , x , ...., x }
2
n
i
1

a (O.GJ+-O.lG)
(0.0038+-0.0009)•(a(D.x.)/ax.} •
l
i l

(1)
(2)

a ::: +l for aqueous dispersed and a ;; -1 for organic dispersed systems
VM •dx /dt
11
a

VH ' dYt1/dt
o

v58 •dx /dt
5
v so'dySi/dt

)
Fa• (X i-xMi) - a•� i•(Di• xMi-ylli

(3a)

y )
x
Fo• (Yi-ytli ) + a•� i•(Di• Mi- Mi

(3b)

y )
Fo•(yHi- Si

(3d)

Fa•(xHi-xSi)

(3c)

The algebraic distribution equation (1) for Purex multicomponent extraction is the
foundation of all VISCO calcUlations and was built from a computerized data bank
holding more than 4000 experimental distribution data [ 14 [. It is based on
thermodynamic considerations using an empirical activity coefficient submode!.
Extracting species included arc U(VI), U(IV), Pu(IV), Pu(III), Np(VI), Np(IV), IIN0

and HN0 and the nonextracting species hydrazine, hydroxylamine nitrate and
2
Fe (II) sulfamate.

3

The derivation of equation (2) for the overall mass transfer coefficients 13

was
i
fully described in [15) for TBP concentrations of 3.9 to 16.2 vol% in dodecane. Later
measurements for 30" vol% TBP [16) fitted the correlation (2) without any further

tunin_g of the two parameters. This fact corroborates the choice of the equilibrium
curve slope as the only independent variable and gives some confidence to the model

extrapolation behaviour. For the U/Pu separation and Pu purification extractors this

for which no
2
separate transfer measurements exist. The successful numerical simulation of Purex
model is also used for the additional species U(IV), Pu(III) and HN0
B-type _)ulscd r.olumns [BJ seems to justify this assumption.

The driving fc �ce for mass transfer between the phases in equ.(3) is assumed to be

proportional to the interfacial area a as calculated from the mean drop size and the
holdup fractions in the mixing compartmnnts. Our attempts to support this assumption
in single drop mass transfer experiments with varying drop sizes were not successful.
Drop diameters were inevitably of the order of 2 to 3 mm. Concentration profile
calculations in pulsed columns with mean drop diameters of 0.5 to 1.5 mm seem to be
in agreement with the assumption, however, when compared to measured profiles.
Fig.1 shows the measured steady-state profiles of U and HN03 coextraction performed
with a 3-stage centrifugal extractor [ 17]. Since drop s.izes were not determined, this
parameter was varied in the course of the calculations. Below about 30 µ (calculated
profiles are shown for this value) the results stay practically constant, indicating

that chemical equilibrium is reached in the mixer compartments.
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Figs.I and 2: Measured [17) and theoretical concentration profiles of U and HN0

in
3
prototype centrifugal extractors. Measured (o = organic, 6 = aqueous) and calculated
(dashed lines = organic, solid lines = aqueous) concentrations (metals in g/1,
otherwise M/1) are plotted vs. stage number. Coextraction (fig.I): organic feed (85
1/h) enters at stage 1, aqueous feed (130 1/h, 47 gU/1, 2.5 M HN0 ) at stage 3. U
3
reextraction at 22 ° C (fig.2): organic feed (85 1/h, 77.3 g U/1, 0.22 M HN0 ) enters
3
at stage 1, aqueous feed (115 1/h, 0.01 M HN0 ) at stage 6.
3

3

5
YJS�O

Fig.2 shows another result obtained with a 6·stage centrifugal extractor for U
reextraction at 22 1 C. Calculated profiles are the least square fit result for the
drop diameter found to be 25 lJ. Chemical equilibrium is reached at drop diameters
below about 10 to 20 lJ in this case.
For both test cases all stages are essentially in chemical equilibrium. Thus the
values for the drop diameters obtained from the profile calculations have to be
considered as upper limits. This is well within the mean drop diameter range of 20 to
50 µ expected for cnntrifugal extractors [lRJ. Agnin, the assumption of mass transfer
being proportional to the interfacial area as calculated from the drop size is at
least not contradicted, even in the case of very small drops.

3.2 U/Pu separation in centrifugal extractors with external U(IV) feed
Early successful experiments with this type of extractor were conducted in the USA
(e.g.( 10)) and in France (e.g.( 12)). To numerically simulate this extractor the
material balance �quations (3) for the mixing and sc!:tling compartments have to be
extended by the following redox reactions [ 7 J:
o Reduction of Pu(!V) by U(IV) (19):
d(Pu(IV))/dt = -k•(Pu(IV)] •[U(IV)) /{ ([HN0 ]+K )•(IIIN0 J+K )}
3
3
U
P

k(aqu)=JS200 mol/min, EA=l04 kJ/mol [20)

The organic reaction is not well known. It is assumed to be a factor 100 slower.
than the aqueous reaction [21).
o Reduction of Pu(IV) by hydrazine (22):
+
d(Pu(IV))/dt = -k•(Pu(IV))•(N Hs l/((HN0 J+Kp)
3
2
k=0.038/min, EA�93 kJ/mol

o Oxidation of Pu(I!l) by HN0 (aqueous phase) (23), modified:
2

d{Pu(lll))/dt = -k•(Pu(III)]•(HN0 J•([HN0 )-0.4)•[N0 -] = -2•d(l!N0 )/dt
3
2
3
2
k=l44/(mol '•min), EA=59 kJ/mol
o Oxidation of Pu(Ill) by HN0 (organic phase) (21), modified:
2
d(Pu(I!l) )/dt = -exp{]. 28•((HN0 ]+0.8) )• [P�(Ill) ]•(HN0 ) = J2•d(HN0 )/dt
3
2
2
o Reaction of HN0 with hydrazine (24):
2
d[l!N0 )/dt = d{N H/J/dt = -60000•(HN0 ]•[N 1i/i•(HN0 l'
z
2
2
2
3
and K are
U
P
hydrolysis and dissociation constants for Pu and U respectively. The reaction

Material balances are calculated from the reaction stoichiometry. K
constants k are given for 30 ° C.

Apart from previous validations of this system of equations for mixer settlers and
for pulsed columns (e.g. (7]. (251) the experimental data of (10] for a U/Pu split

centrifugal extractor were used as an ir:.i)ut: tc the. VISCO calculations. T:1e internal

holdup ratio of the phases was assumed to be equal to the external flow ratio. Good
agreement between calculation and experimental findings [ 10 J was obtained at mean
drop diameters of about 35 lJ. Though no experimental concentra�ion profiles are
reported in (10) the result confirms the expectation that a centrifug:11 extractor is
principally well suited for U/Pu separation.
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3.3 Simulation study of an electro-�eduction centrifugal extractor ELSE

For mixer settlers and pulsed columns a simple way was found to install the electro

reduction equipment. The problem to supply the space for the electrodes in the far

more compact electroreduction centrifugal extractor ELSE without disturbnnce of the

extraction function can be solved by arranging the individual stages in a cascade on
separate drives. To model the redox reactions in ELSE the system of equations given
above has to be extended by the following equations (26]:
o Cathodic reduction of Pu([V):

d[Pu(IV))/dt = -k•Q •[Pu(IV)), k(35°C, Ti-cathode, slirrcd)=0.25 cm/min
c
o Cathodic reduction of U(VI):
d[U(VI))/dt = -k•Q •[U(VI)), k=0.012 cm/min
c
o Anodic reoxidation of Pu(III):

d[Pu(III))/dt = -k•Q •[Pu(III)), k(35'C, Pt-anode, stirred)=0.25 cm/min
a
Il and Q are the specific cathode and anode areas of the electro-process in 1/cm.
8
c
The rate constants for electroreduction of U and Pu were measured in individual
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Fig.3: Calculated concentration profiles of an electroreduction centrifugal extractor
ELSE for the separation of U and Pu st 35'C using a standard FBR fuel flowsheet with
a 5-stage U-scrub BS section and a 7-stage Pu extraction. BX section [29]. A standard
drop size of 101,1 is assumccl.. Electrolytic equi:)ment. is installed in the nx section
(stages 6 to 12), Organic feed HSP (stage 6): 100 1/h, 30 % TBP, 75.7 gU/1, 9.3
gPu/1, 0.1 H HN0 , 0.001 M HN0 . Organic scrub BSX (stage 1): 20 1/h, 30 % TBP.
2
3
Aqueous strip (stage 12): 25 1/h, 0.2 M IIN0 , 0.1 M N H +.
2 5
3
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laboratory experiments [27], [28]. These constants are functions of the degree of
agitation of the fluid and of the applied current. The constants used in the model
are estimated from the average current density applied to the extractor which is
assumed to be constant over the full electrode area.
fig.3 shm,,s the theoretical concentration profiles of ELSE using a standard FBR fuel
flowsheet [29] as indicated in the figure caption. The process works extremely well
at Pu losses to the organic raffinate well below the usual specification of 1 mg/1.
The Pu losses wil 1 be higher than the theoretical value though, since the model does
not yet account for the small amounts of Pu complexed to HDBP which is known to strip
poorly from the organic phase.
Tt:e HN0 feed concentration in the m'odel flowsheet was assumed to be 0.001 M. Values
2
of this order were repeatedly found for real process solutions [30). Since process
significant nitrite concentrations are only produced in the process itself by the
reoxidation reaction with Pu(III), the initial concentration is of minor importance
as long as a sufficient supply of hydrazine is guaranteed. The simulation result
(fig. 3) shows significant reoxidation in stages 1 and 2 as can be seen fram the
increased organic Pu(IV) and HN0 settler _compartment concentrations. The short
2
contact times of the two phases in the mixer compartments of ELSE in conjunction· with
the low metal loading of the solvent in the first stages allows the HN0 formed in
2
the organic mixer phase only partially to extract to the aqueous phase where it can
be destroyed by hydrazine. Consequently, sizable amounts of HN0
and increase autocatalytic reoxidation.

2

enter the settler

The effect of Pu(III) reoxidation in the BS section of the extractor becomes even
more pronounced whCn no hydrazine is fed with the BXS flow. Pu in the BX section is
almost completely reoxidized to Pu(IV) then. But the Pu losses to the organic
raffinate do even decrease in this case as compared to the ::;tandard flowsheet .
(hydrazine curve of fig.4). The solution to this apparent paradoxon is found in the
following sequence of arguments:
1. Since no electrodes are installed in the BS section autocatalytic reoxidation of
Pu(III) occurs in both phases in the absence of hydrazine.
2. Reoxidized Pu(IV) is carried with the crganic flow to the BX section, due to its
high extractability.
3. As long as the acidity in the BX section is kept low enough, U accumulates and
enough U(IV) is produced by the in-situ electroreduction of U(VI) to fully reduce
Pu(IV) to the almost inextractable Pu(III). In contrast to an electro mixer
settler the short residence times inhibit full reoxidation in the organic BX
settler compartments which would otherwise lead to a depletion of U(IV).
4. Trivalent Pu cannot leave the 7-stage BX section with the organic raffinate due to
its low extractability. It is carried back to the BS section where finally after
reoxidation it has to leave the extractor as Pu(IV) with the aqueous product.
5. Since there is no salting-out effect of hydrazine on Pu, theoretical Pu losses are
somewhat smaller in this case.
As expected the most sensitive process parameter of the electroreduction centrifugal
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extractor turned out to be the organic to aqueous flow ratio in the BX section. This
can be seen from either the aqueous scrub flow or the organic feed flow curves shown
in fig.4. An increase of the BX flow ratio leads to higher Pu(III) concentrations in
the BS section as long as enough U(IV) is electrolytically produced in the BX section
for complete reduction of Pu. The strong salting·out effect of Pu(III) forces all
extractive species to recycle more and more to the BX section according to their
extraction factor. Since this ho]ds for Pu(l11) and JIN0

as well, reoxidation is
2
increased there. U(IV) <lacs also incrc.:1se ini.t.i.:,,lly and is therefore stabilizing the

process. But the continuous cycle of Pu reoxidation and reduction is further
accelerated by the rise in U(1V) conccutration and produces more and more nitrite.
This leads to increasing amounts of Pu(IV) in the BX section and eventually at a
critical flowratio to a breakdown of the process.
The effect of a reduced cathode area in fig.4 on Pu losses is less complicated. Less
U(Vl) is reduced to U(IV) which is the major reductant for Pu(JV) in the process.
Initially autocatalysis is slowed down but at still smaller cathode areas the process
breaks down due to a lack of U(IV).
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extract.or ELSE described in fig.3. Plotted arc the Pu losses to the DU raffinate
leaving stage 12 for a variation of the standard parameters of fig.3, normalized to
the Pu losses in the standard case.
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The effect of changing contact time and interfacial area is reflected by the mixer
volume and drop size curves of fig.4. Decreasing mass transfer by decreasing mixer
volume or increasing drop diameters ecnerally leads to smaller concentration profile
gradients and losses increase. Since leSs U(VI) is transfered to the aqueous phase
less U(IV) is produced; therefore sepAration is still further reduced.
The tool of numerical simulation has led to a thorough a priori familiarity with the
delicacies of the process. Tt is save to sny th.it from the chemistry point of view an
clectrorc<luction ceutrifugnl extractor should perform at least as well in the Purex
process as the corresponding mixer settler or pulsed column equipment. Efficiency is
increased due to improved mass transfer and reduced entrainment. The rates of the
redox reactions are still fast enough. Short residence times keep reoxidation down
under reasonable flowsheet' conditions. There is a good chance to operate the process
without any hydrazine; if the Pu product is fully oxidized to Pu(IV) in this case,
arlditional equipment for subsequent reoxidation may be saved.
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Axial '.\1ixing Coefficients in Reciprocating Plate Columns
A.E. Karr and S. Ramanujam, Fairfield, :,/,J/CSA, T.C. L,>, :,.;ulley, :,.;,J/CSA and :-1.ll.l. llaird, Hamilton,
O:-1CA:-ADA.
Since its initial development f 1) the open.type reciprocating plate extraction column tRPCl has found wide
application in the pharmaceutical, chemical, hydrometallurgical and wa:;te·water treatment industries.
Performance data published for clllumns up to 914 mm diameter have been reviewed by Lo and Prochazka (2).
A simple power·law relationship has been recommended for the scale.up of optimum mass transfer
performance from pilot scale columns {suh!-cript 1) to Ct)lumns of larger diameter (subscript 2):
(II

This is based upon extensive mass transfer data from RPCs with between 25 and 914 mm diameter (3-5). The
exponent n is 0.38 for "difficult" extraction systems requiring high levels of agitation, e.g. a-xylene/acetic
acid/water. In general, "easier" systems requiring less agitation exhibit a lower value of n. A small
alteration of agitation frequency (at constant stroke} is required to maintain optimum conditions in scale-up:
(2)
This paper presents some axial mixing data on a 508 mm diameter RPC. Although it was obtained only in
single phase flow conditions, it is the first axial mixing data to be published for an industrial scale RPC.
Previous work (6,7,8) has been carried out with columns no larger than 150 mm diameter. In addition, new
data are presented here on axial dispersion in u 25A mm column.
The axial mixing data are used in calculating the scale·up criteria (9,10) and the results are compared with
equations (1) and (2). This contributes to the objectives of the late Professor Carl lianson ( 11) in improving
the fundamental basis for scale.up procedures.
Apparatus and Procedure
The 25.4 mm column was built of nanged glass with an overall height of 4.02 m. The feed and sampling
arrangements are shown schematically in Figure 1. The plate stack consisted of 3.35 m of Teflon plates {open
area 58.4%) spaced on a 'stainless steel drive shaft at interval$ of 25.4 mm. The aqueous phase was either tap
water or deionized water, and the organic phase was n·heptane. The tracer was an aqueous solution
containing 9% ammonium chloride (by weight) and sufficient methanol to bring its density close to within 1%
of that of pure water. It was injected pulsewise and the tracer responses in the aqueous phase were measured
by electrical conductivity probes CPl and CP2. This technique was carried out 00th for aqueous phase
continuous (to obtain E,) and for aqueous phase dispersed (to obtain Ed), In the latter case, collecting funnels
were employed on the sample tubes to ensure that only the aqueous ·phase was withdrawn to the conductivity
probes.
The industrial scale RPC also shown in Figure 1 consisted of a 508 mm i.d. titanium shell containing a 6.18 m
plate stack of Tenon plates. The plate stack was divided into two zones A and B. In the upper zone A there
were groups of perforated plates, spaced at 55.6 mm intervals and separated by doughnut baffies. In the
lower zone {B), groups of perforated plates were ust:d with spacing 30.2 mm centre to centre. The perforated
plates in both zones had hole diameters 15.9 mm and fractional open areas 0.60�. The baffie diameters were
386 mm (internal) and 502 mm (external). Only a single phase, tap water, was used in the axial mixing
studies with this column. The pulse injection of tracer was made at a T·junction in the water inlet flow as
shown. The conductivity probes (CPI and CP 2) were connected to sample points in the column wall by means
of 3 mm i.d. polypropylene tubing. Electrical conductivity was found to be a linear function of tracer concen
tration and the axial dispersion coefl1cients were evaluated from the response curves using the method of
Vergnes (12). In both sizes of RPC, the stroke length A was constant at 25.4 mm. Agitation was varied by
means of the reciprocation frequency.
Results for Single Phase Operation
Figure 2 contains data for the two RPC sizes (25.4 and 508 mm diameter) used in this work, and some of the
data ofHafez et al. (9) for a 150 mm RPC. The conditions and symbols used are given in Table I.
In all columns the axial dispersion coefficient is relatii.rely high at zero agitation, due to the tendency for the
liquid veloeity to become unevenly distributed with respect to radial position (13). As the agitation is
_
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TABLF.1
Axial '.\lixing Oata in Single Phase Flow

II

!'low
\'clodly
Cclcms-l)

Column
dia.
d(mm)

Piute
Spacing
h(mm)

in Stack

25.4

25.4

\o

1.1:l

This wHrk

X

150

.,i

:--.:o

0 8:l

I lafc,. l'l al
11979)

0

150

52

Yes#

0.83

Ila fez cl al
119791

508

30.2& 556

Yes

0.56

This work

508

30.2 & 55.6

Yes

0.78

This work

508

30.2 & 55.6

Yes

0.93

This work

Donut
flumes

Ref.

Symbol
!Fig. 2)

•

•
4

•

One baffie per group of 3 plates

increased, the non-uniformities arc rc:duccd and the axial dispersion coefficients generally decrease lo a
minimum value and then increase.
In order to reduce radial non.uniformity effects, it is common industrial practice (3) to include doughnut
baffies at intervals in the plate stack of large scale columns. Rosen and Krylo\' I 13) proposed that:
(31

wh�re E 0 is the contribution due lo agitation and nuid now (approximately proportional to (Uc + AO) and the
second term relales to radial non-uniformity effects. The advantage of including doughnut baffies in large
columns is that radial mixing is greatly increased, thereby reducing the second term in equation (3). From
equation (3) it would be expected that under well-agitated conditions (Af )> Lie) with good radial mixing,
E � F.0 "'Af

(41

There is clearly an additional.effect of column diameter which can be seen more clearly in Figure 3 which
plots E/Af versus d, excluding those data for Af < 4 cmls which ure affected by radial non-uniformity. The
dashed line indicates that in scaling from the 25.4 mm column (unbafncd) to the 508 mm column (bafficd), E
increases approximately a.s the 0.67 power of diameter.
Results for Two Phase Operation
Data for axial dispersion in the continuous phase are shown in Figure 4, with the single phase data in the
25.4 mm RPC also shown tcrosscs). The data shown from Bensalem (8) were selected for an amplitude
( 16 mm) and combination of Ilow rates to come as close as possible to those used in this work {open triangle
points). Comparison indicates a similar effect of agitation, but wilh the data somewhat higher in the larger
diameter RPC used by Bensalem (8). The data of llufez (7) trend downwards to values similar to those of this
work. The present axial dispersion curves are shifttd upwards as the dispersed phase now is increased. The
E!fTect is greatest al 2.ero agitation, at which Ee is more than doubled when Ud increases from O (single phase
flow) to 0.281 cmls. Curves A and B arc drawn through the present data from equations (31 and (4) with fitted
parameters. ln this work, the disp(!rsed phase (n-heplane) tended to wet the Teflon plates and this elTect,
coupled with the large density differtnce <0.32 g/mL) between the phases, e>o:plains why agitation levels could
be laken higher in this work than in previous investigations. Wetting of the µlutes hy the dispersed phase is
believed to enhance the radial non-uniformity effects of the dispersed phase. Thus Kim and Baird (8) using a
50.8 mm RPC with non-wetting plates, had found that L'J had little effect upon axial dispersion coefficients,
Ud being varied up to 0.7 cm s-1 _
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Dispersed phase axial dispersion was measured in this work with water dispersed in n-heptane, and Teflon
plates. This combination provides a non-wetting dispersed phase, so that the system is not prone lo the
exaggerated radial non-uniformity effect mentioned above. The values of Eds tbased on superficial velocities)
are presented in Figure 5 for both the present data and those of Bensalem (8). The values of Eds from this
work are about three times those obtained from Bcnsalcm's ISJ data. This is probably due lo the larger
interphase density difference and intcrfacial tension in the present systeothcr things being equal, the droplet
velocities for the present system will he greater and :so will the velocity differences for droplets of different
size, which account for forward mixing.
Applications of Rc�mlts lo Scale-up
ln this section, the effects of column diameter and plate agitation on culculdtcd column height for given
parameters (extraction factor, extract composition, etc.) are computed in the light of data obtained in this
work and previous literature on the RPC. We are concerned only with the relative effect of the increase in
agitation and column diameter on column height, rather than prediction of column height itself for a specific
system, which is a much more complex problem.
The procedure used here for calculating the height of a countercurrent mass transfer column with axial
dispersion is the simplified one developed by Pratt (101. The column length is obtainable if the height of a
transfer unit, the dimensionless extract composilion YO, the extraction factor E and the Peclet numbers P x.
and Py for each phase are specified. Pcclet numbers are defined in terms of the superficial now velocities and
axial dispersion coefficients, and a characteristic dimension which may be taken as the column diameter.
P, = U, d/E,

(5al

Py = Uy d!Ey

(5b)

In this work we consider phase x to be the continuous (feed) phase and phase y the dispersed (solvent) phase.
Typically the extraction factor is slightly greater than 1.0: a value of 1.3 is selected. The dimensionless
extract concentration yo should approach 1.0; in this work it is set at 0.95. On the basis of plug now, 6.42
theoretical stages would he required for this separation, or 5.61 transfer units based on the x phase. The
height of a transfer unit is the value applicable for plug flow, calculated from the mass transfer parameters,
i.e. Ui(k0.a). On the basis of small scale experiments on mass transfer, drop size and holdup (14,15) it is
found approximately that 1101 varies as the - 3.2 power of Af. ltcre, it is assumed that
H0 , = 2.7 X 10-5 (A0-3.2
(6)
where all quantities are in S.I. units. It should be noted that equation (6} is not supposed to be of general
applicability for all systems; it is merely a typical variation that can be expected, based on recent data (15).
In the scale�up comparisons here, the now velocities arc both set at 0.5 cm/s. I fence in S.I units:
P, = 0.005 d/E, and Py = 0.005 d!Ey
(7)
The approximate dependence of E K upon column diameter d and agitation level Af can be estimated from
Figure 3, assuming that agitation is so large that equation (4) is applicable. In the absence of any two-phase
axial mixing data for large diameter columns, it is assumed that the scale effecl for two phase flow is the same
as that measured for single phase flow. The working equations in S.I. units are:
E, = 0.033 Afd0.67

(8)

P, = 0.152 d0.331(A0

(9)

Axial dispersion data for the dispersed (yl phase are quite sparse and scattered as shown in Figure 5. It was
decided to investigate two alternative assumptions regarding dispersed phase mixing. The first is that
Ey = Ex and henct in this case Py = Px

( 10)

Py= 5d

(11)

An alternative simple assumption is that EY. has a constant value of lO cm2 s-1 regardless of agitation level or
column diameter. In this case, for S.I. units _,
While equation (10) indicates that axial mixing has the same effect in both phases, equation (11l suggests
that the relative importance of continuous phase mixing increases with increase in column diameter.
Application of the column height calculation method (10) provided curves (Figure 6) showing minima in the
plots of H.E.T.S. versus reciprocation frequency, as observed by Karr and Lo (3,-ll. The computed minimum
column heights and the corresponding values of Af are plotted against column diameter in Figure 7 for the
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two different assumptions about the dispersed phase mixing. The scale-up exponent n (equation l) of
diameter for minimum column height has been established conservatively by Karr and co-workers at 0.38
but a recent study t 16) on scaling from 52 mm to 1.52 m diameter shows an exponent of 0.33. The assumption
that mixing is the same in both phases (equation I 1011 gives a value of n = 0.51, significantiy higher than
observed. For the assumption of constant dispersed phase mixing, the plot of minimum height versus
diameter (circles on Figure 6) is not quite straight on logarithmic coordinates. For scale-up from 25 mm to l.5
m the equivalent exponent n is 0.31, while for scale-up from 150 mm to 1.5 m it is 0.36. These values are close
to or within the range 0.33-0.38 obtained empirically. It may thus he concluded that the assumption of
dispersed phase mixing independent of column diameter, and continuous phase mixing proportional to d0.67 ,
provides a satisfactory basis for scale-up. The exponents on agitation for optimum conditions are computed
here to be-0.16 for assumed equal mixing in both phases, and -0.17 for the model using equation { 12); these
results are reasonably close lo the value of -0. l 4 obtained by meusurenwnt (equation (2)).
Finally, it should be emphasized that n.,>re axial dispersion data from large columns are needed before this
approach to design can be used with full confidence. :\1easurcments of cfo,perscd phase mixing are
particularly lacking. There is also need for further study of coalescence and other effects on mass transfer,
leading to better prediction of llox from system properties. However, this paper has shown that the dispersion
model design equation of Pratt (10) has good potential for applications in the scale-up of llPCs.
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Nomenclature
A
a

d

E

E

r

fo
HETS
Hox

h

kox
n

p
u
yo

reciprocalion stroke
specific interfacial area
column diameter
axial dispersion coefficient
extraction factor
reciprocation frequency
non-uniformity term, equation (3)
height of equivalent theoretical stage
height of a transfer unit, overall basis (x phase)
plate spacing distance
mass transfer coefficient, overall basis (x phase)
scale-up exponent
Peclet number
superficial velocity
_ dimensionless extract composition

Greek letters
6p
6w

density difference between phases
non-uniformity term, equation (3)

Subscripts
c
d
y
l
2

1.
2.
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continuous phase
dispersed phase
superficial basis
phase x
phase y
pilot scale column
large scale column
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The Process and The Environment - Is So lvent Extraction the Answer?
t;.M. Ritcey, CANMJ::T, En ergy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada

introduction
W1th the incrc..it:ilng ..iw.1.rencsti ut the c11v1r1HU11c11tal ha:tar<l d,a! to effluents,
containlng trace metals reaching streams, regulatory guidcl1ncs are and will be
iravosed as to the amount and volumes uf solutions that can be discharged from a
property.

Guidelines and water quality objectives have been established in many

countries.

Thus a company may be forced to treat an effluent stream, even at high

cost, in order to meet environw.ental regulations.

Therefore, in the early

development uf the flowsheet, the process should incorporate steps to meet
environmental constraints.
In spite of the f act that there can be solvent losses to the process raffinate, a
number of processes have been developed and many put into practice for the
treatment of waste strearns for the removal and/or recovery of metals and other
constituents that may oe considered as potential pollutants to the environment.
'fhis paper will review the various application possibilities oi solvent extraction
to the treatment of waste materials and effluents prior to dischar�e to the
environment.
!<.ewoval and t{ecovery oi Actinides irom tt115h Level Kadioactive Wastes
t{adioactive liquid wastes are produced at most sta�es in t11e nuclear fuel cycle.
by incorporating efficient recycling within the various processes the volume of
ett'luents that are discharged carrying cont�minants are minimal.

·n1ese bleed

effluent streams therefore must be treated before final disposal.

Solvent

extraction has been used extensively.
Various reagents hav·e been developed and evaluated by numerous researchers on the
extractiOn of trivalent lanthanides and actinides from strong nitric acid
radioactive w-aste solutions.

Using three stages in contact with ]OX dibutyl

((diethylcarbamoyl) methyl) phosphonate {UBDECMP) the Pu content was reduced by a

factor of greater than 5UUU and the Am by a factor of OUU (lJ.

Subsequent

investigations at Oak Ridge, Hanford and Idaho sites used the dihexyl derivative
(DtiOt:;Cl'tt>) to compare it witll other carbamoylmethylphosphonates (l,3) for the
extraction of Am.
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Many other extractants have been repo�ted for the treatment of radio-active waste
littuors tor the removal ot actinides.

'i'hese include UEHPA (o), Ul:SHP (If) and TKPU

(5).
The recently developed TRUEX (.!..!..ans�anium extraction) process of Horwitz and
Schulz is designed to treat such waste solutions to reduce the transuranium
elements.

TliP is used as the extractant together with a small amount of CMO (octyl

(phenyl)-N-l',j-diibutylcarbamoylmt!thylphosphine oxide) (b).

The presence ot CMU

permits the extraction of tri-, tetra- and hexavalent actinides in the presence of
high nitric acid and sale concentrations.

l'he Ain and 'fc are stripped with U.05 M

HN03 in the first stage and with a mixture of 0.05 H HNU3 - U.05 H Hf in the second
stage.

Prior to e xtraction the addition of oxalic acid (U.15-Ll.2.'> H) prevents tne

subsequent extraction of zirconium and more than half of the yttrium and rare
earths.

Any oxalic acid on the solvent following extraction 18 removed by

scrubbing with 0.005 fl Fe ll I in 0. 5 M HNU l•

Utherwise rare earth oxalates would

precipitate during the stripping stage.
t:arlier work by Crouse and Horner at Oak Ridge Na tional Laboratory indicated that
strontiu1D and mixed rare earths were co-extracts from a waste soiution to which
tartrate or citrate had been added prior to contact with DEHPA (7).
Liljenzin, Rydbert and Skarnemark in Sweden have described a process for tre2tment
of reactor wastes using three-succ�ssiv� cycles of l>t::llPA and THP (d).

The

extraction process removes the high level wastes from the solu tions, including th�
lanthanides.
Invetitigation by Musik.as, Vitorge and Patee in 1'�rance was

concerned with solvent

mixtures fo:• the synergistic separation of trivalent actinides from l anthanide&
from nitric acid waste solutions ('-J), using a mixture of an aromatic polyimine
(TBTZ) and a carboxylic acid ( et-bromocapric acid).
tWEtWTP - dodecanoic acid also gave

Mixtures of HDNNS-TBTZ and

synergistic �xtraction and separation of the

actinides from lanthanides.
Kecovery of Metals from Wastes
HX Processors in Sweden described a process whereby zinc wa::i recovered from
drainage watt!r from a rayon manufacturer (lUJ.

ln a l-stage extraction with UeHPA,

the zinc is reduced to (2 ppm in the process effluent.

Prior t o discharge of the

raffinate it is passed through a microflotation unit where entrained solvent is
r�moved and recovered.
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Ortega et al. have described the separation and recovery of mercury by SX treatment
of nitric acid wastes fro1n reactor fuels with a carboxylic acid containing a
sulphide group (11) - dodecyl-t hioglycollc acid (HDTt;).

Brine wastes resulting

from cnlorine-caustic production plants cot.Jld al.so be similarly treated.

Hercury

is stripped efficiently using 2.5-4.5 M HCl.
The extraction of small quantities of cobalt from sulphuric acid plating b aths has
been dt:t.crille<l by the Uglne Kuhlman comp...iny in �·ranee, wh1Hc the st:condary
di-lauryl (LA-2) and the tertiary tri-n-octyl ainines were evaluated an<l compared
with trlbutyl phosphate {lZ,lJ).

t::xtraction froLO a solution containing O.l g Cr/I..,

in contact with O .l M extractants, resulted in higher extraction coefficients for
the amines compared to the 'ftSl:'.

However, witn increase in acidity, the loading

capacity of the amines decrease wh'ile that of THP increases.

The TBP was shown to

possess greater stability and was less soluble than tne amines in the aqueous
pnase.

Chromium is recovered as sodium chromate by stripping with sodium hydroxide

at an equilibrium pli of 4.
11.X Processors in Sweden describe processes for treating flue dust for the recovery
of zinc and copper (14).

The flue dust is leached in sulpnuric acid under

oxidizing conditions to dissolve the metals.

line is recovered by extraction with

U2EHPA, stripping the zinc electroly te containing 100-150 g Zn/L, and
electrowinning.

In the presence of copper, that metal is first extracted and

separated from zinc using a chelating extractant such as LIX 64N.

Following

stripping, the copper solution is sent to electrowinning to recover cathode copper.
A process was developed by van Acker et al. (!)) for the removal of the zinc and
copper cyanide complexes using Adogen 4 64 (Sherex Chemical) in a single stage of
extraction.

The co-extracted specie� are dtrippcd sequentially , first using 5 M

NaUH for recovery of Zn and 2 M NaCN + 0.75 M NaUH for Cu.
In the presence of high iran-containing wast.e, MX Processors employ an ammoniacal
alllOlonium carbonate leach to make the primary iron separation.

The solubilized

metal amm.ine complexes are recovered by solvent extraction (16).

A small pilot

plant treats a neutralization waste from the plating industry to recover copper by
solvent extraction-electrowinning; the nickel by crystallization as nickel sulphate
after s�lvent extraction separation, and the zinc by precipitation of zinc
carbonate with CO2 from the raffinate.
In another process, the author!:f describe the recovery of Ni a·nd Cd from Ni-Cd
batteries (16).

following dissolution in a Ntt4--<:02 leach, the Ni is recovered b y

LIX 64N and the CdC03 returned to production.
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Branch et al. (17) have described the treatment of sludges containing metals,
mostly copper, together with Ni, 1''t, t:o, Al, Na, <,;a.

Following dissolution in

H2SU i. the leach solution is contacted with LIX 64N to extract the base metals,
which are stripped with ISU g/L H2,u,.
In the treating of hydroxide slimes from the plating industry, MX Processors in
Sweden developed a process to recover the raetals (18).
consist of irun, coppc. r, zinc, nick.el anJ chrum.i um.

The slimes generally

1-'ol lowi 116 leaching ot the

slimes in H2so .,., the filtered leach solution is contacted with LDC 64N to re,nove
and recover copper.

The ratt'inate is then contacted in ll.t:tlPA in a second circuit

to co-extract Fe and Zn.

In a third extraction circuit the nickel is extracted and

stripped with sulphuric acid.

Chromiwu remains in the rat'finate.

Spisak and HcClincy have described a route to process smelter dusts (1'1).

It

consists o f dissolution in HiS0 1t neutralization t o p H 2.0 with limestone followed
by extraction with Acurga P-SlUU to recover tne t,,;u.
ln tne purification ot' water by alwn addition, a sludge is formed which is
deposited in a settling pond (20).

following acidification treatment of the sludge

to pH :l.U the resultant solution is contacted with C1.ono-di(l-ethylhexyl) phosphoric
acid to recover the aluminum.
· Recovery of Metals and Acids from Wastes
The Soderfors process in Sweden em.ploys a solvent extraction route, using 75% '1'SP
in kerosene for the extraction of HNI.J3, Hl'' and Mo t'roni. the process effluent after
the addition of Hi,SO, (21,22).
the pic�ling batch.

The IIN03 and HF are water-stripped and recycled to

The metals in the extraction raffinate (l:r, Fe, Ni) are

precipitated in two stages.

Thus the entire metal content as well as )95% HN03 and

approximately 7U/. li1'' that is contained in the et'fluent is recovered and recycled to
the plant.
l''rench research by Societe Le N i ckel and the Commissariat a l' E.nergie Atom.ique
resulted in a procesH for tne recovery ot' nitric acid by solvent extraction from a
nickel sulphate solution using SOX TIIP in dodecane ( 12).
Extraction ot' H�U lt from a wash containing zinc (prior to zinc extraction)
indicated isobutyl alcohol or isoamyl alcohol was satisfactory (2J).

ttowever,

although the acid could be extracted satisfactorily the solubility of the organic
solvents were high in the aqueous phase.

Ii the treated raffinate was neutralized

prior to discharge, then 50-60% of the dissolved solvent would be released from the
aqueous ·pnase and could be r�covered.

lsobutyl alcohOl was considered the most

effective and least expensive of the two alcohols.
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The Nihon Solex Process in Japan involves the treatment of pickling waste acids
U4,l)),

In the process at i<awasaki, the waste acid containing, in g/L, 4U HI', 50

HCl and 200 HNU3, together with Fe, Cr, Ni is sent to an iron extraction circuit.
the iron is extracted using D.l::Hl'A, scrubbt!d witn water followed by a precipitation
stripping operation in a specially-designed conical unit, using N H 1tF .Hf.

The

(Nri1t )3t'el-'6 crystals are filtered, dried and heated to d�compose �o a cr-Fei)3
product.

The gases are recycled to stripping.

The raffinate from extraction containing the acids, is sent to an air-pulsed
column to extract the HN03-ur· usint 7U4 '£HP in n-paraffin diluent •
.1::xtraction of Uils
Work. has been described for the use of solvent extraction in a mixer -settler
process to remove oil from water (26).
oil from the North !:iea.

The water contains up to 1000 ppm of crude

J:Sy mixing with a paraffin solvent, aqueous dispersed, the

amount of oil was reduced to 100 PJlll•
t:xtraction of Organics
A mixture of toluene and o-n itrotoluene is used to extract organic pollutants from
a waste solution from tnc manufacture of p-nitrobenzoic acid ("L7).

'l'he toluene

extractant containing the extracted organics was then subjected to distillation,
the toluene distallate recovered for re-use, and the bottoms containing the
pollutants thermally decoraposed.
Carboxylic acids, such as acetic acid, are removed from waste streams using Alamine
3J6 and diisopropyl ketone, while phosphoryl extractants ('fuPU in 0181() are better
tor phenols (28) in the extraction at pH 3.J-3.8.
Investigations by Inoue and Shishido in Japan concerned the comparison of various
extractants for th� rell1oval of phenol from waste waters ("L�).

r·rom the study it

was concluded that the tertiary amine Aliquat 336 was the best extractant, used in
the ri2Su Lt or tiCl forll1.

Stripping is accomplished using alkali solutions.

!'t1enols have been extracted from waste water by benzene, toluene, isobutylene
methylene chloride, isopropyl ether, n-butyl acetate, methyl isobutyl ketone and
amines (30).

Acetic acid has been reraoved by extraction with TU!'O.

Solvents such

as toluene and carbon tetrachloride were used for the treatment of secondary.
municipal eftluents (containing humic acids, carbohydrates, proteins, tannin,
lignins, detergents, etc.).
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The wastes from coal mining and processing contain mono and poly substituted
phenols, cresols. naphthols, intenols. pyridines • aromat·ic, polyaromacic and
heterocyclic hydrocarbons, sulfur compounds, nitrogen heterocycles and arylamines.
Isopropyl etlter is used in on·e plant to reduce the µhen�ls to (ZU ppm.
Supported Extraction Systems
l'he ust! of solvent impregnated in various medium or in fibres or supported
membranes can have application in the treatment of waste waters for environmental
protection.

Koux-Werraz, oefives and Uurandet in �·ranee have reported on the

removal of aromatic and phenol from water (31).
A process was described by Nichols et al. (32) using bound liquid ion exchange
(quaternary amine) me1.11branes for removal and recovery of chromate from plating
rinse waters.

Although the transport rates were considered suitable for practical

use, the membrane lite was limited by a phase inversion process.

This occurs when

water droplets nucleate within the membrane and eventually halt ion exchange.
Fujinawa and Hozawa at the University of Tohoku in Japan have carried out
considerable research on supported li4uid membranes (3J) for extraction of Cu and
Zn from H2S04 solutions. Properties that have been studied include stability of
emulsion, breaKing and swelling:, viscosity and density. The continuous
councercurrent testing has involved the examination of the mechanism of permeation
and deterioration.

One of the problems with membranes seem to be the loss of

reagent to the aqueous phases as well as the low tolerance for the treatment of
"dirty" metallurtical leacn solutions.
Solvent Losses and the �nvironment
The raffinates fro� the solvent extraction process can, and usually do contain
various amounts of the ortanic constitutents used in the metals recovery stage.
The organic reagents can be present as entrained solvent, as stable emulsions or
crud, and as dissolved organic in the aqueous phase.

The solubility ranges from

less than 1 ppm to several grams per lit�r depending upon the particular reagent,
the pH of the aqueous phase and the anionic strength of the aqueous phase, and the
de�radation prop�rties of the solvent extraction reagent with continued recycle

(34).
Removal and Recovery of TBP from Raffinates
!Cano, Togashi and Nagai in Japan have described the removal and r�covery of THP
tram a copper electrolyte which has had arsenic removed by using a !004 Tgf
extractant (35).
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By scrubbing the raffinate, containing 92 ppn, with CCl 't the

amount was reduced to <l ppm when the CCl 4 contained 3% TliP and 1 ppn when 10% TJ:iP
was in the CC14•

With recycle of the C..:Cl4 and build-up ot TlH' concentration, a

bleed stream is taken to distillation for recovery of the TBP.
Germain and Pluot in France have described their technique for removing the THP
from process ratfinates by wasning thl:! aqueous phase with tne diluent CH>).
Althoug.1, the solvent extraction µ£'ocess has been deinonst£'atcd to be useful for the
r�n1oval and recovery of trace constituents fom waste liquors (as well as from more
concentrated leach liquors), nevertheless the nature of t11c process, type of
solvent and solvent extraction contactors used could have an impact on the amount
of solvent carried out in tn.e process raffinates as.soluble loss, entrainment and
stable e1JJJlsions and cruds.

Various types of coalescers, centrifuges and

atter-uettlen; can be used to recover entriiined solvent and brcaK t!mulsions and
cruds (3 7,Jts).

Activated carbon can be used to remove and recover most dissolved

solvent from the raffinate (JIJ).

AJ.1y apµreciaole solvent remaining in the

raffinate can ultimately impact adversely on the aquatic and other life in the
environment {]7).

Acute toxicity testing on various fish and animals have

de�onstrated that some of the reagents used in solvent extraction processing are
very lethal, and the£'efore must be removed.
The foregoing have been exampll!s demonstrating the use oi solvent extraction for
tile treatment of waste effluents.

Howevet, in the usual processing by solvent

extraction it is also evident that no matter what plant controls are exercised,
there could exist ·soluble solvent in the raffihate.

Often this solvent is also

composed oi the Uletal chelate, in addition to the unextracted metal.

'fhus, even

though the solvent concentration appearing in an effluent stream may meet the
environment regulations regarding aquatic toxicity, the C(!ncentration level of
�etals present may indeed be well above the tolerable limits.

Thus, it may be

necessary to treat the effluent frora solvent extraction processin� for the removal
of possible toxic metals (40).

There are many instances where solid ion exchange

should be used.
Activated carbon has been used for the removal and recovery oi trace constituents
such as gold, molybdenum, vanadium, oil, etc. fro1n solutions.

Activated carbon

adsorption offers an effective means of removing, and perhaps recovering, the
components of solvents from aqueous rafiinates produced in the solvent extraction

process (41),
Athough treatment oi certain effluent streams and off-gas vapours containing
metals, salts and solvents could be costly, it may be necessary in order to meet
the environmental regulations.
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Solvent losses to waste process stream effluents can be both uneconomical and
unacceptable environ111entally.

Chemical and chemical engineering designs are

therefore necessary to minimize the losses, coupled with biological studies to
ensure that any losses that do occur will not adversely affect the receiving
environment.

Ii solvent extraction is to have a prominent place in the future processing of
waste st reams fur tilt! remuval ot potential pollutants and L"ecovery ot values, then
there are certain improveme11ts that could assist in the success of the process,
e.g.:

a)

use of more easily biodegradable extractants

b)

better engineering design and operation of equipment to minimize entrainment

c)

development of improved solvent removal and recovery metl1od and equipment

and physical losses

<l)

design and i1nprove on raembran.e extraction (to reduce leakage) so that
technology might be used in waste treatment
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Supercritical Phase Equilibria - Theory and Applications
Aa. Fredenslund, E.A. Brignole, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby/Denmark and
Plapiqui, Bahia Blanca/Argentina
Supercritical fluid equilibria and Supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) have been the
topic of several thorough reviews:
Essen-Symposium, June 1978: Extraction with Supercritical Gases. ed. G.M. Schneider
et al., Verlag Chemie 1980.
London, Febr. 1982, Chemistry and Industry, 19 June 1982, pg. 385-405.
Separation Science and Technology, .!I., 1982, pg. 1-233.
Cambridge 1982, Fluid Phase Equilibria, Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company, Am
sterdam, .!.Q_, 1983, pg. 141-344.
Chemical Engineering at Supercritical Fluid Conditions, ed. M.E. Paulaitis et al.,
Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1983.
A Review of Supercritical Fluid Extraction, Dec. 1983, of James F. Ely and Jolene K.
Baker, Chem. Eng. Science Div., Nat. Eng. Lab., National Bureau of Standards, Boul
der, Colorado 80303.
Konigstein/Taunus-Symposium, April 1984, i Berichte der Bunsen-Gesellschaft fOr phy
sikalische Chemie, 88, sept. 1984, pg. 784-923.
Erlangen-Symposium, 0kt. 1984, ed. Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, GVC-VDI-Gesellschaft
Verfahrenstechnik und Chemieingenieurwesen, Postfach 1139, DOsseldorf.
San Francisco-Symposium, Nov. 1984, Proc. Symp. of Supercritical Fluid Technology,
Elsevier Science Publisher BV, Amsterdam.
F.M. Taylor, Carbon Dioxide, the solvent for the food and related industries. Wolvi
ston Consultancy Services Ltd., 50, Cricket Lane, Lichfield Staffs, England WS14 9ER.
It is impossible in a few pages to give a just review cf SFE. Below we give a brief
survey of areas of application of SFE. Two exam)les are then given to illustrate the
thermodynamics behind selective supercritical fluid extraction from solid and l.iquid
mixtures, respectively.
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Applications of SFE processen
Existing and potential areas,of application of SFE extraction processes are given
in Table 1
TABLE 1
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF SUPERCRITICAL EXTRACTION PROCESSES
NATURAL PRODUCTS

SCF

References

Decaffeination of green cofee beans

Zosel ( 1978)

Extraction of spices, e.g.
peper, nutmeg and chili

Vitzhum et al. (1978)

Production of hop extract for the
brewing industry

Vitzhum et al. (1978)

Fractionation of glycerides and fatty
acids

Peter and Brunner (1978)

Oil extraction from seeds and foods

(cited by Paulaitis et
al. (1983b}, p. 228)

Fractionation of cod-liver oil

Zosel (1978)

Extraction of flavours and fragances

Caragay (1981), Schultz
and Randell (1970)

Defattening of fryed potato chips and
other snack foods

Paulaitis et al. (1983b},
p. 230
Vitzhum et al. (1978)

Extraction of nicotine from tobacco
PETROLEUM AND COAL
Deasphalting of heavy petroleum
fractions

pentane
propane

Tertiary oil recovery
Coal processing for conversion to
I iquid fuels

Gearhart and Garwin (1976)
(1976}, Zhuze (1960},
Zosel (1978)
Hull (1970). Metcalfe and
Yarborough (1979)

toluene
water

Paulatis et al. (1983b},
part II I

C 2H 6' C3H 8•
and others

Moses et al. (1982 }, Kuk
and Montagna (1983),
Brignole et al. (1985)

PETROCHEMICALS
Recovery of chemicals from water
streams (ethanol, isopropanol,
butanol}

It is apparent from Table 1 that the solvent normally is a light gas (co 2 or light
hydrocarbon}, and that the phenomena involved are either solid-fluid or fluid-fluid
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equi 1 ibria.
Solvent properties
Some order-of-magnitude properties of near-critical fluids are given in Table 2.
TABLE

Property
Density, p
g/cm 3

Di ffusivity, D
cm2 /s

Viscosity. n
g/cm s

2

Near-Critical Fluid Properties
Dense Gas
10- 3

Near-critical
Fluid
o- 3

0.1

10-3

,a-4

10-4

Liquid

This table shows that the near-critical fluid has liquid-like densities (and hence
potentially high solute solubility}, intermediate diffusivities, and gas-like vis
cosities. It is these prop�rties which .are exploited in SFE processes.
SFE: Solid-Fluid Equilibria
For two phases (S and F} in equilibrium, the following equation holds for each com
ponent i:
i = 1,2 •• M

( 1)

where f1 is the fugacity of component i in the mixture.
The component fugacities may be calculated from either activity coefficent (l}
models:
(2)

or from fugacity coefficient (fi} which may be obtained from equations of stat�:
fi = Y i"'/
(3)
In equation (2) and (3), xi represents a solid or fluid phase mole fraction, fi0
the reference fugacity, P the pressure,_ and Yi ·a fluid or vapor phase mole fraction.
For the solubility of solids in near-critical fluids, it is normally assumed that
the solid phase is pure. The near-critical fluid phase is treated as a compressed
gas phase using equation (3). The solubility of a solid (2) in near-critical fluid
(1), y2, is then given by:
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Y2

p s
2
p

(4)

where P2s is the sublimation pressure of pure solid 2 at the temperature of the
system, •2s is the corresponding fugacity coefficient, and v2s is the molar volume
of pure solid 2. The term in the square brackets is termed the enhancement factor.
P//P is the ideal solid solubi I ity.
The many normal applications, the enhancement factor is nearly unity. In near-cri
tical fluid extraction, the enhancement factor may become considerably large.
Consider, for example, the solubility of solid naphtalene in ethylene at 15 K above
the critical temperatures of ethylene as shown in Fig.1 (Bruh et al., 1982). The
large difference between the ideal and the actual solubility of naphtalene in e
thyJene above approximately 60 bar is due to a sharp increase in the enhancement
factor. This increase can only be explained a sharp decrease in the fluid-phase fu
gacity coefficient, •2• which may be obtained from an equation of state by the well
known re I ationship:
RT ) dP
RT tn •2 = (p (V2 - -pJo

(5)

where v2 is the partial molar volume of component 2 in the fluid phase.
Normally ••2 is described using a cubic equation of state such as the Soave-Redlich
Kwong or the Peng-Robinson equations. It should be noted that the results from the
SRK and the PR equations are extremely sensitive to the value of the mixture para
meter, "kij", especially in SFE applications.
If the solid phase is not pure, the fugacity of the components in the solid phase
may be taken into account using Eq. (2). In this case not only the solubility (y2),
but also the selectivity become of prim�ry concern. Selectivity is discussed in the
section on fluid-fluid equilibria below.
Entrainers
When the supercritical fluids is mixed with another solvent, an entrainer, the pro
perties of the (mixed) solvent become a strong function of the concentration of the
entrainer, even at low entrainer concentrations. The function of the entrainer is to
- increase the solute solubility
- increase the P- and T-dependence of the system properties
- . increase the selectivity
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Example of entrainers used in

co2

are: propane, hexane, ethanol, and acetone.

The effect of the entrainer is to reduce the pressure
needed in SH process flow sheets.

and/or temperature changes

SFE: Fluid-Fluid Eguilibria
SFE may be used to selectivity extract components from a liquid mixture. Some of
these applications mentioned in Table 1 are: tertiary oil recovery and recovery of
oxygenated hydrocarbons from water. In this case, one of the fluids (e.g. ethanol+
water) is liquid-like, and the other fluid (e.g. ethane) is dense-gas-like. In
this case, we may write the equilibrium relationship as follows:
i = 1, 2 •• M

(6)

where Lis the liquid-like and Vis the dense-gas-like phase.
Equation (3)is used to describe both fil and fiv
As an example, we will consider the extraction of ethanol from water using near
critical fluid extraction (Brignole et al., 1985). Simulation of such processes
requiresan equation of state to predict the component fugacity coefficients in Eq.
(3). The group-contribution equation of state (GC-EOS) by Skjold-J0rgensen (1984)
has been shown to be applicable to this purpose. Some examples of SFE calculations
for Ethanol - Water - Near-Critical-Fluid mixtures using GC-EOS are given below.
Water - Ethanol - Carbon Dioxide experimental phase equilibrium data (Kuk and
Montagna, 1983) are compared with GC-EOS predictions in Fig. 2. It is interesting
to note the increase of ethanol and water solubility in the CO2 phase �hen the sy
stem pressure exceeds the critical value for CO2 • However, the increase in solubi
lity is much higher for ethanol than for wat.€r. The distribution coefficients of
isopropanol between water and co2 are compared with experimental data in Fig. 3.
Based on the predictions of the GC-EOS,a better understanding of the behaviour of
NCF extraction solvents like co2 and ethane is possible. Fig. 4 shows predicted
ethanol distribution coefficients between a 10 wt i ethanol aqueous solution and
co2. The critical coordinates of CO2 are Tc = 305.2 Kand Pc = 73 bar. At 75 bar
the distribution coefficient shows a steep decrease with temperature in the am
bient temperature range. The same behaviour, but less pronounced, is found at 100
bar. At 150 bar the distribution coefficient is no longer strongly_ affected by
temperature. In the case of ethane, a similar variation of the distribution coef
ficient with temperature is observed in the ambient temperature range (Fig. 5).
The critical temperature of ethane is 305.4 K.
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The predicted ethanol concentration in extracting ethanol from a 10 wt% ethanol
water mixture, using co2, is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of extraction tem
perature at two isobars. The results agree with the experimental observations of
Kuk and Montagna (1983). Paulaitis et al. (1981) and Moses et al. (1982). It is
not possible to break the azeotropic composition working in the temperature range
from 298 to 333 K. However, the predictions indicate that by extraction at subam
bient temperatures it is possible to break the azeotropic comp0sitions, and that
the operation at higher pressures favours this effect. Still, the distribution co
efficients are rather low for practical applications. One of the limitations of
co2 as a solvent is its relatively low critical temperature, which confines the ex
traction temperature to values close to ambient temperatures. The same limitation
holds for ethane and ethylene. The use of solvents of higher c ritical temperature,
I ike propane or butanes, wi11 allow operation at higher temper·atures with fluids
of liquid-like densities.
Predicted distribution coefficients for ethanol in propane are shown at 43 bar and
75 bar in Fig. 7. The distribution coefficient of ethanol between water and propane
increases monotonically with temperature when the pressure is above the critical
of propane. This illustrates the fa'vourable effect of using a solvent of greater
critical temperature than those of co2 or ethane.
The above-mentioned effects are exploited by Brignole et al. (1985) in the develop
ment of a SFE process for recovering oxy-organic compounds from water using light
hydrocarbons as a.dual-effect solvents (entrainer and extractant}.
Conclusion
SFE may be tnalysed and described using well-known thermodynamic principles and
equations of ;tate. The extraction of solid components is well described using well
known cubic equations of state such as SRK NPR. Fluid-phase extraction of for
example oxyorganic compounds from water is well described using equations of state
with density-dependent mixing rules such as the GC-EOS.
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PUREX: PROCESS AND EQUIP�ENT PERFORMANCE*
D. A. Orth, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Savannah River Laboratory,

Aiken, South Carolina, 29808 USA
INTRODUCTION

The Purex process is the solvent extraction system that uses tributyl phosphate
(TSP} as the extractant for separating uranium and plutonium from irradiated reactor
fuels. Since the first flowsheet was proposed at Oak Ri dge National Laboratory in
1950, the process has endured for over 30 years with only minor modifications. The
spread of the technology was rapid, and worldwide use or research on Purex-type
processes was reported by the time of the 1955 Geneva Conference. The overall
performance of the process has been so good that there are no serious contenders for
replacing it soon.
Purex has also had a substantial affect on solvent extraction science. The desire
by many establishments and countries to investigate nuclear materials processing has
led to a large investment in fundamental research. l'his research has covered the
mechanisms of extraction, metal-organic compounds, mixing phenomena, thermodynamics,
kinetic effects, interphase transfer, analytical techniques, and many other areas of
direct application to solvent extraction.
The many papers of the McKay group at Harwell are examples of the contributions.
This is not to say that Purex is responsible for the major advances in solvent
extraction technology, just that ·the association with· nuclear processing has made
funding easier for solvent extraction research.
Two papers on nuclear fuel processing, given at these Conferences in the past, would
be difficult to improve on. Spence, at !SEC '71, covered the early history of
solvent extraction for nuclear materials recovery. A subsequent comprehensive
description of some of the varied approaches was given by A. Chesne' at !SEC '80. I
will discuss the evolution of the Purex system, the comparative performance over the
years, the areas of science and engineering that have been involved, and some
possible areas of continued development.
Some other Purex-related systems that utilize different strengths of TBP for the
separation of heavy elements can be operated in the equipment used for Purex.
Indeed, one of the original Savannah River Plant (SRP} Purex plants has operated
with the following variations:
•

Thorex, which separates and recovers thorium target material and U-233

•

Interim 23, which recovers only U-233, and sends thorium to waste

•

25 Process, which recovers irradiated highly or medium enriched uranium

•

Assorted flowsheets for recovery of higher isotopes of plutonium from irradiated
plutonii.rn fuel

•

Assorted flowsheets for recovery of transplutonium elements.

* The infor mation contained in this article was developed during the course of work
under Contract No. DE-AC09-76SR00001 with U.S. Department of Energy.
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The ranges of TBP strength utilized in these processes have ranged from t.5% to 42%
at different sites.
PUREX PROCESS DESCRP!TION
A brief outline of the basic Purex process is warranted. The first cycle involves
coextraction and decontamination of uranium and plutonium in a first contactor,
reductive partition of plutonium from uranium in a second contractor, and recovery
of the uranium in a third contactor. Separate second cycles then give further
decontamination of the plutonium and uranium. The spent solvents are washed with
alkaline solutions and recycled. Many variations of this basic outline have been
utilized on a larye variety of Irradiated fuels. Extraction contactors are
generally center-fed units with an extraction section and a scrubbing section for
decontamination, while stripping contactors are generally end-fed. Center-fed
contactors can be and have been replaced by two end-fed units. Extra cycles have
been provided in some installations to obtain higher decontamination with less
restrictive conditions. Other flowsheet variations include backcycle and reflux
flowsheets. In backcycle, overall waste volumes can be reduced by utilizing the
waste from one cycle as chemical adjustment for a previous cycle. Solvent streams
can also be backcycled to reduce losses or add some operating versatility.
Reflux flowsheets have been used to obtain high concentrations by recycling a
product stream back to a feed stream and drawing off a small product stream after
the desired concentration has been reached. Finally, completely separate solvent
systems may be provided for each cycle, or two or more may be combined. The net
result of all these possibilities is that few, if any, Purex installations have had
exactly the same flowsheets or cycle arrangements. However, the many variations
have all had at least satisfactory performance.
EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
The requirements for a high decontamination factor ( at least 107 ), low losses of
valuable fissi'le materials, and minimum space for very expensive shielded
facilities, mean that the solvent extraction contactors must be highly efficient and
reasonably compact. The contactors primarily utilized for Purex operations have
been pulse columns and mixer-settlers, with some limited use of centrifugal units.
Pulse columns were ushered in with Purex processing In 1949 and 1950 at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, following develOJlllent work at Hanford and Oak Ridge In the
recovery of uranium from stored waste. The emergence of pulse columns at this time
is illustrated by the 1950 edition of Perry's Chemical Engineers' Handbook, which
does not even include pulse columns in its discussion of contactor types, even
though a patent for the concept was issued in 1935.
Mixer-settlers, on the other hand, have been used in a variety of sizes and
configurations following the first description of one in 1904 (which was amazingly
similar to some present day units). Overall, mixer-settlers in production work have
ranged from small units for enriched uranium and plutonium-rich fuels (as at
Eurochemic and Dounreay), to large units like those at Sellafield and Savannah
River. Even these units are very small compared to industrial units.
-Pulse columns and assorted designs of mixer-settlers were adopted as the number of
Purex installations grew. The Savannah River Plant adopted mixer-settlers of a
pump-mix design (developed at Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory) for its two Purex
plants that began operating in 1954 and 1955. The Hanford Purex Plant,which began
operating in 1956, utilizes scaled-up pulse columns. Many other installations that
use pulse columns and mixer-settlers were described in the Geneva Conferences of
1955, 1958, and 1964, and at !SEC conferences.
I

Mixer-Settlers

General factors that determine the efficiency of mixer-settlers have been reviewed
many times. Some of the earliest production Purex units were those at Savannah
River. The KAPL pump-mix impeller design moves the heavy phase through the bank,
and balances the mixing and pumping functions to give good efficiency at a
restricted flowrange. Above the design range, the high impeller speeds necessary
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for high flows result in excessive mixing, with consequent excessive entrainment in
the reduced residence time that accompanies high flow. Below the design range, low
impeller speeds for low flow provide insufficient mixing and low efficiency.
Units with separate pumping and mixing functions in a variety of configurations are
used at other installations. Such units can maintain a high stage efficiency and
reasonable entrainment over a wide flow rang�.
Mixer-settler stage efficiencies in most Purex applications can be held at 70% to
near 100% relatively easily where the bulk transfer of uranium and plutonium is
involved. Efficiencies can be low in extreme flow ratio regions, such as some scrub
sections, where transfer of a small amount of material from the bulk phase into a
small volume of dispersed phase is desired.
One requirement for the continued efficient operation of mixer-settlers is that
solids not accumulate in the banks, particularly at the interfaces in the settlers.
Such material can cause excessive solvent degradation if fission products accumulate
and become a localized high radiation source. Such a phenomenon involving fission
product zirconium was reported from Marcoule; it was solved by the addition of
fluoride ion, which dissolved the zirconium. Such behavior appears to depend on the
characteristics of the feed solutions and specific flowsheets. Mobile solids in the
aqueous phase can move through some banks without accumulations. Also, no large
solids problem has been found at Savannah River, where all feed is centrifuged for
clarification after treatment to coagulate silicic acid, which originates from
aluminum ·associated with the fuels.
Pulse Col umnms Performanc.e
Efforts to increase the efficiency of pulse columns have continued since their
inception in Purex service. Many variables have been explored: amplitude,
frequency, and shape of the pulses; size, number, and shape of s_ieve-plate holes;
configuration and spacing of plates; wetting characteristics of surfaces, etc. For
the nuclear applications specifically, a high efficiency is necessary to avoid undue
height that must be enclosed in heavily shielded facilities. To decrease overall
height, columns that might be center-fed in a small-scale installation have been
divided into two end-fed units. The height of an equivalent theoretical stage
increases somewhat with column diameter. However, actual individual columns that
have been,built are·in the same height range for plants of considerably different
capacity.. Eurochemic, the Barnwell plant (at five-tons-per-day design bas,is), and
the Hanford plant all had assorted columns in the 10- to 15-meter range, with
diameters·for the largest in each plant ranging from 150 mm to 812mm.
Pulse columns have many favorable features for nuclear fuel processing. First-stage
extraction columns tolerate substantial solids in the feed when operated
organic-c(rntinuous with a bottom organic-aqueous interface. The solids follow the
aqueous down and out of the column, and the organic overflow is quite clean. Such
operation has become essentially standard. Also, col1111ns with reasonable
throughputs have been designed and operated with diameters favorable for nuclear
criticality safety, where concentrated fissile materials have been present.
Additionally, relatively short residence times limit the amount of solvent degrada
tion when highly radioactive solutions are being processed. Overall, pulse columns
have provided good service in many Purex installations.
Rapid Contactors

Rapid contactors that utilize centrifugal force to aid in separating the phases
allow rapid startup and shutdown. In Purex operations, the two primary types of
contactors whose uses have been reported are the SGN-Robatel multi-stage unit, and
the Savannah River single-stage unit which is arranged in banks. The Robatel unit
can provide high efficiency, but demands highly clarified feed since solids can clog
the sma 11 passages. Test war k in Purex applicati ans at Marcoule and other CEA
facilities was reported at !SEC '71. Good efficiency and uranium capacities of 5
and 8 tons per day were reported for different units. A Robatel unit was installed
as the first contactor in the Allied General Nuclear Services Barnwell Plant, but no
performance data in this demanding service have been obtained because the plant did
not start up.
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An 18-stage bank of the Savannah River centrifugal contactors was installed in 1966
as a replacement for the large mixer-settler bank that had demonstrated large
solvent degradation effects. As reported in 1971, the unit provided low solvent
degradation and allowed rapid startup and shutdown. The small holdup volume and
rapid response have made the standard discontinuous operation, with weekly startup
and shutdown, relatively simple. The contactor has given good mechanical service.
The primary reason for replacing a motor unit has been excessive leakage of the
weir-control air at the rotating seal, although many seals have lasted ten years or
more (one operated for 18 years). Still, new bearings and seals that should extend
life have been desi�ned and are being installed. Vibration analysis is also
reconmended. A fatigue failure at a weld occurred at the same position on each of
the six-stage sub-units after 7, 10, and 13 years respectively. Reinforcement
appears to have solved the problem.
Kinetic effects still appear to limit zirconium decontamination in the nine rapid
scrub stages in the bank, as noted in the report at !SEC '71. Only recently has
further experimental work started to explore the effect of slow scrubbing stages
following the rapid centrifugal stages.
A variation of the single-stage centrifugal
National Laboratory personnel and developed
place in the annular space between the bowl
for interface control has been simplified.
have been built, but none have been used in

contactor has been introduced by Argonne
further at Savannah River. Mixing takes
and housing, and the seal for the air
Banks with bowls in a range of sizes
production operations yet.

FISSION PRODUCT DECONTAMINATION
The fission product elements that determine the final decontamination that can be
attained in the Purex process are ruthenium, zirconium, and niobium. As a result,
many studies have been undertaken to understand the fundamental chemistry and
extraction behavior of these elements. Ruthenium has been found to form a large
number of nitroso and nitre species in aqueous nitrate solutions. These species
have different distribution coefficients and relatively slow equilibration times
between species. Further, slowly equilibrating complexes with TBP are formed in the
organic phase. The additional effects of degraded solvent on ruthenium
decontamination are generally small, but they have been important in a few coses.
The zirconium problems have been due primarily to interactions with solvent
degradation products. The simplest of these is the well-known complex with dibutyl
phosphate. However, the limits on performance with highly active feed result from
interactions with the other components of degraded solvent. Studies on the fission
products continue, as attested to by papers at this conference. But note again,
that lack of knowledge has not prevented 35 years of successful operation.
Differences in fission product performance have been reported with different
flowsheets and equipment. At Savannah River, the original, small 16-stage
mixer-settler banks provided about the same first-cycle decontamination as the Oak
Ridge Pilot Plant pulse columns. The small lA 16-stage bank in one plant was
replaced with a 24-stage, jumbo bank as part of a general plant revision in 1959.
As reported at the 1962 Gatlinburg Symposium, the many long-residence stages
initiaJly gave excellent decontam�nation factors for zirconium and ruthenium (up to
2 x 10 for zirconium and near 10 for ruthenium). However, the 7- to 15-minute
per-stage residence times caused serious solvent degradation problems that resulted
in low decontamination and high solvent activity. Improved solvent washing,
dodecane diluent, and limitations on feed activity finally provided a stable, but
low, decontamination. In 1966, an 18-stage bank of centrifugal contactors replaced
the jumbo lA bank. This solved the solvent degradation problem and improved
decontamination somewhat, but the fewer, short-residence scrub stages limit
decontamination.
Zirconium presented a different problem at Marcoule, as reported at !SEC '71.
Zirconium-accumulating solids gathered in the mixer-settlers, accelerating solvent
degradation and decreasing the decontamination. A small concentration of fluoride
was added to the feed to complex the zirconium. The fluorige eliminated the solids
and increased the decontamination factor to greater than 10 for zirconium, and to
greater than 3000 for ruthenium.
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Essentially, all sites have operated at a high degree of saturation of the organic
phase by uranium during the initial extraction. This condition leaves less TBP
available to complex the fission products and increases the decontamination from
fission products markedly. The Windscale Purex Plant represented another departure
with a low-saturation flowsheet that accepted a lower fission product
decontamination to keep solids and recoverable plutonium out of the waste. At lower
saturation, both Pu(IV) and the somewhat less extractable Pu(VI} that may be formed
during fuel dissolution are recovered efficiently, resulting in low losses without
the addition of valence adjustment chemicals.
Still other systems have provided variations in the initial extraction acidity,
scrub acidity, and temperature to improve fission product decontamination. The
distribution coefficient of zirconium increases as acid increases, while that of
ruthenium decreases as acid increases; hence, compound scrub sections with high and
low acid sections are used in some cases to improve decontamination. Also,
ruthenium equilibrates more rapidly at high temperatures, allowing it to be scrubbed
more efficiently.
SOLVENT EFFECTS
The nature of the diluent used with the TBP and the treatment of the spent solvent
from the process steps are very important to the performance, when decontamination
factors on the order of 107 are needed. Originally, the chief worry was the
decomposition of TBP to dibutyl phosphoric acid and monobutyl phosphoric acid by
radiolysis and acid hydrolysis. Washes with sodium hydroxide or sodium carbonate
solutions to remove these acidic species were part of the original flowsheets. It
was found early that dibutyl phosphate complexes zirconium, carrying it through the
process, and decreasing the decontamination. The dibutyl phosphate also complexes
plutonium strongly and can cause high plutonium losses to the solvent washers.
Soon after production-scale operations began, it became apparent that degradation of
the diluent was having a large influence on performance. Other compounds in the
solvent besides the butyl phosphates were transporting zirconium, niobium, and
ruthenium through the process, reducing decontamination, and causing high levels of
activity in the circulating solvent. Several areas of study followed: the relation
between the structure of the hydrocarbon diluent and its stability; identification
of the degradation products as an aid to their removal; solvent regeneration tech
niques and alternative washing agents.
Empirical tests in the late l950's demonstrated that excessive branched chains and
aromatic compounds in the hydrocarbons used as diluent could be the precursors of
the unidentified degradation products. Straight-chain paraffins in the
twelve-carbon range had a desirable combination of density, viscosity, flash point,
and radiation resistance. Oodecane became almost a standard to measure other
diluents against. Solvent degradation problems led Savannah River to adopt
n-dodecane as a diluent in 1961. The first inventories of n-dodecane were quite
expensive. Thanks to the demand for biodegradable detergents, supplies of mixed
n-paraffins that were predominately dodecane became available at reasonable prices,
and their use spread. Note that other hydrocarbon diluents offer advantages where
radiation degradation is not a problem. Some metal-TBP complexes, such as plutonium
and thorium, have a limited solubility in the hydrocarbon diluent, and at high
concentrations will separate out as a heavy organic phase. The complexes are
considerably more soluble in aromatic diluents; hence, aromatics may be the diluent
of choice in some concentrated flowsheets. Overall, diluent can have substantial
influence on the performance of a given system, and process requirements should be
considered carefully in its selection.
Solvent Degradation Products
The identification of the degradation products responsible for the decrease in
decontamination has been the subject of investigation and speculation for 25 years.
Even as early as the 1962 Gatlinburg Solvent Extraction Chemistry S:,rnposium, one
paper had 58 references on solvent degradation. Some of the most definitive work
has been done at Karlsruhe, Germany with identification of several classes of
compounds formed from the primary activation of the diluent and TBP. These include
I
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carbonyl, nitre, and nitroso compounds from diluent alone, long-chain acid
phosphates from diluent and TBP combinations, and polymeric butyl phosphates from
TBP interactions. Some of these compounds have the zirconium retention properties
observed 1n plant operations. The conductivity techniques developed at Karlsruhe
for determining the amounts of these compounds can be very us.eful in determining
whether poor performance is due to their presence or to some other operating
variable.
Sodium carbonate still appears to be the primary solvent cleanup solution in use at
nearly all sites reporting. Various other cleaning systems have been tried, such as
permanganate added to the alkaline washers and absorption columns of many materials
including ion exchange resins, calcium oxide, lead oxide, and alumina. Given the '
assortment of compounds that have been found in the solvent, some of them could be
removed by almost any of the reagents. Recent Karlsruhe work has utilized hydrazine
carbonate as a washing agent that does not contribute to waste solids· a trial of
hydrazine carbonate al so has been reported at La Hague. The prime &d;antage of this
reagent is the small amount of waste solids generated as compared.with sodium
carbonate and sodium hydroxide. The solids are important when the cost of final
waste disposal is cpnsidered.
PARTITIONING OF URANIU� AND PLUTONIUM
The agents used to reduce Pu(IV) to Pu(III) and partition it from uranium varies
between sites. Ferrous sulfamate was the agent in the original Purex flowsheet and
is still used extensively. The efforts to reduce w�ste solids early led to the con
sideration of U(IV) as a supstitute that would be more efficient because it acts on
plutoni\111 in both the aqueous and organic phases.
Two methods have been utilized for the reductions with U(IV): the introduction of
an externally generated U(IV) solution at multiple positions along the 1B contactor,
and the electrolytic generation of U(IV) in situ. Typical utilization of U(IV)
solution was reported from Marcoule and Eurochemic at !SEC '71, An early
installation for electrolytic reduction was at the W/IK mixer-settlers at Karlsruhe
for the stripping of plutonium in the second plutonium cycle. Successful test work
with both mixer-settler and pulse column units for the first-cycle uranium-plutonium
partition also has been reported there. A large pulse column unit was built for the
five-ton-per-day Barnwell Plant, but its performance was never determined.
A typical problem with the partitioning of plutonium with either ferrous sulfamate
or U(IV) is the large consumption beyond the stoichiometric requirement, leading to
sjgnificant excess waste with ferrous sulfamate. Considerable study has taken place
on the mechanisms of consumption and on methods to reduce the amount of reductant
required. Low acid in the !lank is favorable, and both hydroxylamine nitrate and
hyqrazine nitrate can substitute for some ferrous sulfamate·.
The overall �election of the method of partitioning rests upon the importance of
waste, equipment flexibi'lity in a given installation, the tolerable uranium
contamination in the plutonium product, and the uranium separation capability of any
subsequent plutonium eyel es.
CONCLUSION
Many different arrangements of the basic Purex process have been designed, involving
different equipment and chemicals, with specific details resting on the goals and
restrictions set for a given· installation. Flowsheets can be designed for almost any
require<! level of product purity, for concentrated or dilute products and for low
solids in the waste. Systems are also versatile, capable of processing many
different feeds and products. Other processes for reactor fuel processing have been
explored, but the Purex process has had no major competitors in the past 35 years,
and none are apparent in the foreseeable future.
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Application of the TRUEX Process to the Decontamination of Nuclear Waste Streams*
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The

TRUEX

(£ansurani�m �traction)

process (1-3),

is

a

generic

actinide extraction/recovery

The process is designed to reduce the TRU (transuranic element)

concentration in nitric and hydrochloric waste solutions to (100 nCi/g of disposed
form,

( In the USA, non-TRU waste is defined as <100 nCi/g of disposed form.)

In

many cases, waste solution in which the TRU concentration has been reduced to (100
nCi can be safely and cheaply converted to grout for surface storage.

Only the

recovered TRU fraction, at a volume reduction of two to three orders of magnitude,
need be buried in a deep geologic repository.
The !<ey ingredient in the TRUEX process is a new, actinide-lanthanide selective,
bif unctional

extractant

called

octyl( phenyl)-N, N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphos

phine oxide, abbreviated o+D(iB)CMPO or simply CMPO.
is shown in Figure I.

The structure of o+D(iB)CHPO

This extractant contains a unique combination of donor and

substituent groups which enable it to extract trivalent actinides [which are much
less extractable than tetra- and hexavalent actinides] over a wid� range of nitric
acid concentrations and over moderate to high hydrochloric acid concentrations.
In

nitrate

media

O+o(iB)CHPO

has

good

selectivity over non-lanthanide

fission

product•, upecially in the presence of a small concentration (0, I ,!t) of oxalic
acid,

O+o(iB)CHPO

degradation.

also

has

In addition,

good

stability

towards

hydrolytic and radiolytic

the behavior of o+D(iB)CHPO towards hydrolysis and

radiolysis is favorably augmented by the fact that the primary degradation product
of the CHPO, methyl(octyl)(phenyl)phosphine oxide (HO+PO), 1a capable of replacing
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a

portion

of

the

complex (4).
americium,

o+D(iB)CHPO

molecules

coordinated

to

the

americium

nitrato

The net effect of this replacement is that the distribution ratio of

D

Am

,

does

not

decrease

as

rapidly as expec"ted

based on the

loss of

CHPO.

Figure 2 shows the acid dependencies for the extraction of Am(III) from nitric and
hydrochloric acids using 0.5 !!_ o+o(iB)CHPO in tetrachloroethylene (TCE).

The data

show that efficient extraction of Am can
HCl.

be obtained above O. 25 !!_ HN0
or 5 H
3
The extraction equilibria for Am(III) from nitric and hydrochloric acids may

be represented by the following equations:

(l)
(2)
where E • o+o(iB)CHPO and the bar denotes the species in the organic phase.

The

values of n and m range from O to 2 and O to 3, respectively for Eq. 1 and from 0
to 1 for Eq. 2.

In the case of the extraction of

from nitric acid, CHPO is

Am

able to function effectively at high acidity because the carbonyl group is able to
bond to nitric acid which suppresses the attack on the Am-phosphoryl oxygen bond
( 1 ).

In the corresponding chloride system, this process occurs to a much lesser

extent because HCl is much less extractable than HN03 (5).

The extremely rapid

rise in DAm with increasing concentration of HCl is due to the rapid increase in
the mean activity. coefficient of

chloride

ion and the third

power

chloride

ion

dependency (see eq. 2).

Three different

TRUEX process solvents are employed,

waste to be processed.
shown in Fig. 3.

depending on the type of

The compositions and uses of the process solvents are

Tributylphosphate (TBP) is always used in conjunction with CHPO

in TRUEX solvents used for processing nitric acid waste solutions.

Its role is

essentially that of a phase modifier but it has a number of beneficial effects on
the behavior of O+o( 1B)CHPO.
above

1 !!_ HN03

conditions),

TBP enhances DAm and reduces its sensitivity to acid

(extraction conditions),

lowers

DAm

below

reduces third phase formation (especially

1 !!_ HN0 3 (stripping

when a nomal paraffinic

hydrocarbon diluent is used), reduces the loss of CHPO to the aqueous phase, re
duces radiolytic degradation of CHPO, and reduces the effect of acidic degradation
products

on

chloride

salt

DAm

at

low

acidity.

waste does not

TRUEX

normally

process

require

TBP

solvent

loaded to near saturation with plutonium and/or americium.
on the nitric acid dependency for the extraction of
in TCE 1s shown in Fig. 4.
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used

unless the

Am(Ill)

for

processing

organic phase is

The influence of TBP
by O. 25 !!_ o+D(iB)CHPO

The nitric acid dependency for the extraction of Am by

0. 2 0 !!_ OtD(iB)CHPO

- 1.4 !!_ TBP in Conoco (c12-c14 ) is shown in Fig.

5.

[Conoco

(c12-c14) is � NPH, with an average carbon chain of thirteen.)
Figures

6

(e.g. Fe,
salt

and
Al),

wastes

7

show

the

ranges

fission products,

(6 !!_ in

HCl).

of

distribution ratios

of inert

constituents

and actinides found in nitric acid and chloride

Figures

8

and

9

show

the

generic

flowsheets for both nitric acid waste and chloride salt waste.

TRUEX process

The composition of

the TRUEX process solvent used for each flowsheet are given in Fig. 3.

Acidic nitrate waste solutions containing fission products, i.e. HLLW, require the
addition of

oxalic acid to the feed, unless high concentrations (3 to 4 !!_) of

fluoride are present.

The oxalic and hydrofluoric acids suppress the extraction

of Zr. and to a lesser extent Mo, by the formation of inextractable oxalato and
fluoro complexes.

The concentration of oxalic acid required is dependent on the

concentration of Al in the waste solution.
concentrations of oxalic acid.

High concentrations of Al require high

Generally oxalic acid concentrations in the range

of O. 15 to 0.25 .!!_ are suffl clent to suppress Dzr when Al is in the range of 0.4 to

o. 7

!!.·

Extensive scrubbing of the loaded organic phase is usually unnecessary since a few
percent of non-rare earth fission products or inert constituents, e.g. Fe, in the
Am, Cm-R. E. product does not significantly increase its weight.

However, a dilute

c

nitric-oxalic acid scrub, e.g. 0. 2 5 .!!_ HN03-0.001 .!!_ H 2 2o4 can be used to remove
the remaining quan_titles of Zr,
used,

Ho, and Fe.

If the nitric-oxalic acid scrub is

a basic aluminum nitrate (BAN) scrub is also used to remove all traces of

oxalic acid (and excess HN0 ) from the organic phase prior to the stripping of Am
3

and

Cm from Pu and Np.

precipitating and/or Pu
tion.

This is necessary to prevent rare earth oxalate& from
from

back

extractlng

during the

first stripping opera

The organic to aqueous phase ratio (O/A) used in scrubbing is generally

for nitric acid or nitric-oxalic acid and ··10 for BAN.

3

The spent BAN scrub is

routed directly into the feed rather than· into the first scrub.

An important feature of the flowsheet is the selective partitioning of Am and Cm
from tetravalent Pu and Np.

This partitioning is feasible because o+D(iB)CHPO has

an actinide(IV)/actinide(III) separation factor of -10 3,
After stripping Am and Cm from the loaded solvent,

even from 0.04 !!_ HN0 •
3

Pu(IV) and Np(IV) are effec

tively stripped using a dilute nitrlc-hydrofluoric acid mixture.
in

macro-concentration,

i.e.

solution of hydroxylammonium

)10 -3 !!_,
nitrate

it

can be

If Pu is present

selectively reduced

ln dilute nitric acid.

with

a

This results in a

The 0/ A used in stripping is generally

I for All-Cm

separation of Pu

from Np.

and 2 for Pu-Np.

Uranium(VI) is removed from the organic phase during the solvent

cleanup step.
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The flowsheet for processing the chloride salt waste is similar 1 in principle, to
the flowsheet for processing nitric acid waste (6).

However, O�D(iB)CMPO 1s less

selective for TRU's in chloride media than in nitrate.
post-transl tion

metals

are

present

in the

salt

waste I

If certain transition and
e.g.

Fe,

Zn,

the TRUEX

process is preceded by a head-end extraction process using trioctylphosphine oxide
(6).

The head-end extraction removes all transition and post-transition metals

which OfPO would have extracted, as well as tetra- and hexavAlent actinides.
aqueous raffinate
process.

from the head-end extraction ls

The

then the feed for the TRUEX

Trivalent Pu, which ls its primary oxidation state in chloride salt

waste,

together with Am(III) are now the only constituents

feed.

If Am is to be separated from Pu, the Pu is oxidized in the feed to its

extracted from the

tetravalent state using sodium chlorite.
The selectivity for tetravalent over trivalent actinides is greater in chloride
media than in nitrate media.

For example,

Dpu /D Am is )10 5 from. 2 !!. HCl (6).

Therefore, the selective stripping of Am and Cm from Pu and Np is readily achieved
using an 0/A in the range of 2 to 4.

Stripping of Pu from O. 5 M CMPO is effec

tively achieved by reducing Pu(IV) to Pu(III) with ascorbic acid (AA).
2 or greater is
phase.

An 0/A of

feasible depending on the concentration of Pu in the organic

The reduction is very rapid ((15 sec) and thus can be performed in high

speed centrifugal contactors.
In both flowsheets,

effective stripping of all TRU elements

from TRUEX solv.-i1t

before its recycle is essential to avoid TRU contamination of solvent wash stream�
,
and to achieve a large reduction of the TRU concentration in the feed. Effective
stripping of TRUEX process solvent is dependent on maintaining low concentrations
of acidic compounds produced from hydrolysis and radiolysis of TBP and CMPO.
Solvent cleanup generally involves a sodium carbonate wash (analogous to PUREX
process solvent cleanup) and periodic passage through a macroporous anion exchange
resin (Amberlyst• A-26) on the hydroxyl cycle.
To date the TRUEX process has been tested on a variety of synthetic and a few real
TRU liquid wastes.

The following synthetic high-level wastes have been studied:

I) current acid waste (1 to 2 !!_ in HN03); 2) high acid waste (5 !!_ in HN03);
3) dissolved sludge waste (1 !!_ in HN03 and 0.3 !!_ in oxalic acid); and 4) complexant concentrate

waste.

Numbers

l1

21

and 4 are representative of

strea11s generated at Rockwell H anford Operations.

waste

Number 3 is a simulated waste

which would be generated by dissolving the sludge formed by NaOH neutralization of
HLLW generated in PUREX processing.
Number 4 is a waste stream generated during
the recovery of 90sr from dissolved sludge. Number 4 contains high concentrations
of chelating agents such as EDTA, NTA, and citric acid as well as fission pro
ducts.
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The following non-fission product TRU salt wastes have been studied:

5)

PUREX raffinate generated from Pu scrap processing; and 6) mixed chloride salt
waste generated from Pu electrorefining, molten salt extraction, and direct oxide
reduction operations.

Numbers

and 6 have been studied using both synthetic and

5

real waste. The major TRU constituent by activity in all wastes (I through 6) was
24 1Am. Testing involved both batch and continuous countercurrent modes. In all
tests, the TRU concentration was reduced to (10 nCi/g of solid raffinate.

This

reduction in TRU content usually involved decontamination factors of 104 to 10 5.
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Some chemical aspects of solvent extraction performance

in the Tokai reprocessing plant

M. Ozawa, K. Koyama Jnd T. Yamanouchi
Power Reactor and �u�lear fuel Development Corporation
Takai-Mura, JAPAN

Introduction

PNC's Tokai reprocessing plant reprocessed 253t of L�R spe�t fuels in the

period of 1977 to December 1985, with the result that some of the produced 1.6t of
plutonium has been recycled back to Pt!C's Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) as the

mixed oxide fuel. During these 9 years of the Tokai plant operation, there has been

no trouble affecting the plant availability in the extraction system, but serious
difficulties, occurred due to the corrosion in dissolvers and �n acid recovery
evaporator,

have forced leng thening operational interruptions.

The general

experience including the characteristics and .:1mo�nts of reprocessed fuel in the

Takai reprocessing pl;mt has been reportt!d elsewhere <1) .

Third phase formation is widely known to be present in the process utilizing

the liquid-liquid extraction process.

the Purex reprocessing pl•nt <2l-(S)_

This has been one of the major problems in

In the Tokai reproc£ssing plnnt as well,

formation of varioUs kinds of third phase has been observed: one was an interfacial

crud formed in the first extraction cycle, and the other was a heavy plutoni�m-rich

third phase formed once during the early operation sta;;i;es of the rework process.
Even in such cases of third phase formation, however, an improved alkali-scrubbing

method and a plutonium stripping technique using uranous nitrate solution has been

utilized successfully to eliminate both of these problems.
methods and results are described as follows.

The outline

of the

Description of process
A brief explanation of dissolution, clarification anct extraction process of the

Takai reprocessing plant. was giv�n in Ref.(1 ); the extraction process consists of
three extraction cycles with providing mixer-settlers as extractor for every cycle,

and performing U/Pu partition in the second extraction cycle.

In the first

extraction cycle, 9 stages are provided for extraction, 8 stages for scrubbing and

12 stages for stripping, respectively.

Adjusted dissolver solution enters the 9th

stage, where it comes into contact with the solvent fed in the first stage by means

of counter-current method.

6 electrodes or different lengths arc installed in order
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to detect the interfacial level of organic ph.:3se in each st-ttlcr, with measuring

directly the difference of electric conductivity of aqueous and organic phase, as

shown in Table 1.

The denslmeters installed for measuring aqueous and org;inic phase

are also available for the same purpose.

Furthermor� in the feed stdge settler, a

y-monitor, which can move up and down in a vertical line, is provided for detecting
crud formation.

temporary storage of aqueous and organic solution, waste solvent, and waste diluent.

Some vessels of this process therefore he.Ave a function of phase separation.

This

process ls also capable of receiving and storing the conce�trated plutonium nitrate
solution, provisional ly. Thus the related vessels are made in the shape of thin

slab-type to avoid reaching in critical state at any given plutonium concentrations.

Interracial crud in the first extraction cycle
When the highly burned spent fuels were reprocessed, abnormal indications of

the lamps in electric interracial detector and in denstmeter have become more

predominant at the feed stage settler.

Table 1 shows the measured electric

resistances of electric interracial detector in the case of both normal and abnormal
state in the feed stage settler.

Lar:ips indi cate the abnormal condition when the

electric resistance of middle and upper zones decreases.

This phenomenon could be

interpreted In ter.ms of a hypothesis that the crud possessing higher electrical
conductivity formed and tended to build up from the interphase upward, contributing

to the formation of bridges among the electrodes and the wall of settler.

The

adherent and electroconductive natures of the crud were tested in the bench-scale
test <6) performed in OTL (Operation T esting Laboratory ) .

Once, the crud being

formed in the settler, it seemed to spread out gradually to the whole stage of the

extraction section by being continuo!.Js detached and carried toward the raffinate

outlet with aqueous stream.

Such a crud formation was quickly increased when clari

fication occurred not to be in service.

It is reported by other authors, that the complex of degraded phosphates and

fission products, e.g. zirconium, was the main component of the interracial crud,

and in the meantime the suspBnded insoluble residues acted 35 an accelerator for

developping the crud and they also became a stabilizer once they were absorbed in

the crud.

In the Takai reprocessing plant, on the other hand, estimated exposure

rates of solvent in the first extraction cycle were usually too low {l) (up to�
O.lwh/1 per pass through ) to induce such a type of crud formation. In addition,
small paradium particles of <0.1µ mainly could lead to crud formation even In pure

TBP 3oi In n-dodecane system <6l .

Although the nature of the crud has not been

Identified, these result3 pointed to the conclusion that the Insoluble residues
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suspended in the dissolver solution were considered to be t�f:! :najor cause of inter
racial crud formation in tl1e case of the To�ai reprocessi:1g plant.
ln the actual operation, the c,·ud never caused difficulties regarding to tran
sferring of el�ments between the various phases and emptying them from the mixer
settlers during the operation, but it was difficult to be remo·,ed completely by
means of the regular rinsing procedure carried out after reprocessing.
proct:durc ls .'..l:.i fol l<>w:s:

The rinsing

(:it.(:p 1) Flu:ih out fi:>sion pr·uuu,·\.:i am1 plutonium with UNH

solution (FPs-PuFO); (Step 2) flush out uranium with nitric acid (UFO); (Step 3)
Flush out solvent with filline nitric �cid (Sf0).

As the measured dose variation in

some caapaign shown in Fig. 1, mdximum activity appeared nc�ar the intcrphase 'level
(point 2) in the course of fPs-Pu fO and then only shifted to upper zone (point 3)
without diminishing, even after emptying the sol vent.

In other words, it was

obvious that drastic removal of the activity due to the interfacial crud could not
be achieved by these rinsing steps.

Therefore alkal I-scrubbing using 11::1_ caustic

soda solution (Step 4) was carried out in addition to the regular rinsing procedure.
With this procedure, tt1e activity in the settler has decreased effectively to reach
about 20 R/h after Step �. which -.,as one hundredth of initial activity.

The typical

compositions of fission products in a dissolver solution and a crud are given in
Table 2.

The activity of crud, dark bro·..ln of a color, exceeded 750R/h/10 mi, even

it was sampled during the regular rinsing operation.
The crud showed relatively
high specific activity of 106Ru compare with the rest of the fission products in the
d15solver 5olution. The major activity removed from the extractors was also 106Ru

in a series of rinsing steps including alkali-scrubbing, Jnd alkali-scrubbing step
mainly contributed to the removal of 106Ru, in accordance with the composion of
removed fission products contained in a waste alkali-scrubbing solution, as shown in
Table 2.

In addition, the operational experience showed that the signal from

electric interracial detectors returned to the normal operational condition after
completion of alkali-scrubbing, thus leading to the conclusion that alkali-scrubbing
was one of the effectiv� method to remov� the interracial crud.
Despite the interracial crud formation in the first t=!xtraction cycle,

it has

been possible to manage the operation without such attendant problems as lowering
the decontamination factors of fission products, increasing the losses of uranium
and plutonium, and clogging the mixer-settlers.

Furthermore, even faced with the

cases of considerable degree of crud formation, or preparing for the long-term
interruption in operation, alkali-scrubbing h�s been succe3sfully adopted to achieve
the effective decontamination.

Third phase in the rework process
In the early operation stage, third phase formation was recognized at the
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bottom of the rework vessel relating to the plutonium purification and concentration
process.

V isual

observations revealed that sampled third phase was bro\1nish-black

in color and viscous, tar-like substance with a density higher than the aqueous
phase.

The infrared spectra as shown in F'ig. 2 indicated that the third phase was

mainly composed of TBP containing some n-dodccanc,

and was consider�d to be

contained nitrate esters that corresponded to the absorption at 16�0 cm-1.
PNC named the tt'lird phase Heavy Organic Ph,1se (HOP) at a moment.

Thus,

Plutonium and also

uranium were cont.lined in IIOP, however, IIOP did not capture any fission products.
Although no special verification has been made to investigate the cause of HOP
formation, the relatively high plutonium (Pu 1V ) loadings to the solvent in the
rew o r k vessel was p r o ba b l y respo n s i b l e as de s c r i bed i n the preceding
studies < �) ,(?)-(g) _ Laboratory tests showed that HOP was soluble in both pure TBP
and methanol but insoluble in n-dodecane, and tilat plutonium could be stripped out
fro� HOP by treating with uranous nitr�te (u 1V ) in nitric acid solution containing
some hydrazine.

t·lamely, unc1er defined pr·ocess condition, reductive stripping of

plutonium can be appl led to IIOP treatment.

As shown in flg,3, an addition of 6-

fold excess u 1 V was adequate to strip plutonium completely from HOP in the actual
plant scale operation.
light phase,

i.e.,

As a result of the plutonium stripping operation, HOP became

it did not any longer exist as a heavy third phase.

The

plutonium (Pu 111 ) stripped out !'rom HOP in the rework equipments was recycled to the
plutonium purification cycle,

and where

successively reoxidized,

purified,

concentrated in order to be recovered as the plutonium products.

Conclusions
(1)

Experience covering a 9-year period In the Takai reprocessing plant has proved
that reprocessing L\,;R spent fuel with a burn-up of up to ca,35000 MWD/T could
be performed successfully with mixer-s�ttler extractor in a three-cycle Purex
process.

(2)

Formation of two types of third phase was observed durin3 the �arly operation
stages.

{])

The interracial crud, formed in the first extraction cycle,

could be removed

effectively with an alkali-scrubbing method using caustic soda solution.
(1')

Heavy organic phase (IJOP), formed in thP rework process, was successfully
treated with uranous nitrate solution for stripping plutoniu� and for eventual
elimination HOP itself.
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Table L.

Typical electric resistances and lightings cf interfacial
detectors observed at the feed stage of the first
extraction cycle

Existence of interfacial crud

Nonnal interphase state

Electrode

Resistance (>I)

Lighting of lamps

Resistance (>I)

Lighting of lamps

A

2

ON

2

ON

B

2

ON

3

ON

C

5

ON

7

ON

40

ON

D

> 1000

OFF

E

> 1000

OFF

15

ON

F

> 1000

OFF

> 1000

OFF

Note;

r- -

0ens1meter

� -----0------J

r J. 1

t

Impeller

interfacial detector
Mixir.g chamber

Settling chamber

Table 2 'Typical compositions of fission products contained
in a dissolver solution, an interfacial crud and
a waste alkali-scrubbing solution.
FPs(ci)/Total FPs(ci), %
Dissolver
solution(*!)

Nuclide
, sz

r

0

95Nb

Waste
caustic (I�)
solution

0

0

0

0

0

6

59

98

'"sb

1

3

1

75

32

I

II

I

0

l31t+l37

Cs

lltltc

e

1 s1++1s
1E

u
-----------------------5
21+
1 Am

Note;

lnterfacial
crud

u

1 0 6R
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Radiation measured by interfacial crud detector in the feed
stage settler of the first extraction cycle as a function
of the rinsing actions.
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(see Table I)
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Process Control for Reprocessing Plant WA Wackersdorf
B. Kube, DWK, Hannover/Germany

A. Nothaft, University of Stuttgart/Germany

The process control equipment for the reprocessing plant Wackersdorf consists, like
that of any conventional chemical plant, of the following components:

- sensors to determine the process parameters and product properties;
- actuators by whose assistance the flow of material and enerCJY is directed in a way
that the desired values given by process technique are met in the actual process,

- mathematical-technical equipment for linkage and demonstration of information, for

operation, ·control and monitoring of process proceedings, for reports, self-acti.r:ig

control of proceedings and self-acting control of process parameters;
- equipment for communication, alarm and safety technique;
- facilities for power supply.

Some examples shall demonstrate what requirements must be set for this equipment, and
.how DWK meets these requirements.

The chemical industry requires all control components to be practically proven,

robust and easy to maintain. These requirements apply in particular for appliances
in hot parts of the reprocessing plant, as maintenance and repair are made more
difficult exceeding the usual degree in chemical industry. Also, there is the

requirement for a low degree of sensitivity to.. radiation in thes'e appliances (elec

tronics, lenses of cameras, cable

insulations).

In order to make maintenance and repair in radioactive areas possible without de

contamination it is planned to use remote-controlled manipulators. All control

equipment in these areas must therefore be constructed in a way that it can be

operated by means of the manipulators.

The following examples are to demonstrate in particular how the requirements due to
the radioactive surroundings are met without unduly straining the manipulators.

Levels and densities of liquids in containers are determined by the dip tube method
(fig. !). The dip tubes reach from non-radioactive rooms (transmitter galleries) at

the far side of the concrete �hie�ding to the container, in case of level measuring
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on the floor and in the gas room, in case of density measuring both in the liquid.
Air comes in through the pipes , and the pressure difference between the two feed
pipes which corresponds with the hydrostatic pressure of the respective liquid
column is measured in the transmitter gallery. The respective variable can be
concluded from these measurements.

The flow of liquids is often measured by danaides (fig. 2). The actual measuring

element is a horizontal orifice in a container over which the liquid is accumulated.

The height of liquid level is the measurement for the flow and is again determined

by the dip tube method.

The arrangement keeps the danger of fouling at a minimum. In �ddition, a duct for

cleaning facilities is provided which reaches into the transffiitter gallery.
In many places resistance thermometers or thermo-elements are slid

fro� the outside to the measuring point.

�hrough ducts

As to radiation monitors, the electronics are separated from the detector and in
stalled in the transmitter gallery.
The above examples are relevant to sensors. As actuators, there are mainly airlifts
(fig. 3) in the hot· areas of the plant and steam jets for particular process�s
(evacuation) . As for airlifts,

the density variations of the product liquid in ":he

two sides of a U-shaped pipe arrangement produced by air inlet are utilized for

transport. Steam jets convey according to the principle of the water jet pump. The
valves for air or steam inlet are in both cases outside of the hot cells.

The requirem�nts for the mathematical-technical equipment of process control technique
mainly result from our aspiring to provide a degree of automation for the plant

according to the state of technology in chemical industry. This is very useful
because an automatic system which is properly developed and adjusted converts

process data to characteristic values and graphs with more information and decides
necessary action via the actuators in the process far more quickly and correctly

than man. It increases safety and availability, and it is possible to utilize .the
plant and the ressources in the best way.

By automation, we understand automatic data processing , data compacting and evalu
ation as well as self-acting controls.
As an example for OWK' s planning, control concepts for the 1st column of the PUREX
process, the HA-column (fig. 4), are illustrated. In order to do so, the task of the
column in the process has to be explained.
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After cutting the fuel rods into short pieces, the fuel is solved from the hulls by

means of nitric acid. In the HA-column, the valuable mdterials uranium and plutonium

are now extracted from the watery solution into the organic phase by means of the

organic extraction agent tributylphosphate (30 \ TBP in kerosene or dodecane).

For that purpose the organic phase is fed into the bottom and the watery phase into

the top of the column, and they emerge at the respective opposite end of the column.

The emerging organic phase should possibly be loaded with all of the uranium and

plutonium, but with as little acid and fission products as possible which are also

extracted.

In order to maintain the desired specification of the emerging org?-nic flow it is
important to retain a particular ratio between the incoming organic and watery

phases. The value of this ratio depends on the specifications of the incoming flows

and on changing column parameters. We therefore want to control the incoming flows in
order to exclude disturbances due to varying flow. In addition to_ that, the relation
of the organic to the watery flow is controlled,that is the set point of the organic

flow controller is cownanded in an adjustable ratio to the fuel solution flow, as
this must be constant.

If a disturbance occurs (change of specifications or of the colUlllll parameters) this

means that the phase-ratio must be altered in order to maintain the specifications

of the emerging flows at.the correct levels. For achieving automatic adjustment, a
suitable control variable is required.

Our analysis of the system, the experiences gained from a test plant and the infor
mation from other users show, that most disturbances appear as a change of the

temperature profile along the column, because the extraction is an exothermic pro

cess. The heat generation of the uranium extraction in the upper part of the column
is sufficient for the development of a temperature maximum, which is well measur

able. We consider using a characteristic variable of the profi•le as a control
variable, for example

the position of its point of concentration.

Because the most important specification of the emerging organic flow is its load of
uranium, and a useful measurement for that is its density, also a combination of

temperature and density measurements could be considered for a control variable.

Controlling of the separation process of the HA-column by those quantities which are
not directly measurable is desirable or even required. Such quantities include

the concentrations of the components in both phases. It is well known that the

"observer" is a powerful tool to estimate or reconstruct those quantities from

process variables which can be easily measured like the temperatures. A character
istic feature of the observer technique .is that the estimation is based on an a

priori knowledge of the process in form of a mathematical model. This "model based
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measuring technique" gains increasing significance in controlling and monitoring the
complex process.

The described requirements show

that the process control �quipment must have a high

potential of functions at the user's disposal in order to keep the effort for

calculations and the realization of control structures and for modifications as

little as possible. Under potential of functions we understand the extent of pre

manufactured software moduls, like arlders, multipliers, controllers, etc. which still
only have to be linked by the user and equipped with data. Additional requirements
regard economy of projecting, installation, maintenance, etc.

Fig. 5 shows the control system which, for this reason, has been chosen for each

process area. It is a distributed or structural process control system consisting of
5 levels.

The process components (transmitters, signal contacts, valve and �ngine drives etc.)
are connected to the lowest level, the single control level. It has the tasks of

signal preparation and drive control. This includes, for example, the electricity

supply of transmitters, the conversion of signals to a form suitable to be passed

on, if necessary, the filtering of signals, and the checks of process components and
signals.

Above the single control level, there is the linkage control level. It consists of
linkage processors which, on the one hand establishes the connection between ;·he
components of the single conLrol level and the automation appliances of the group
control level and on the other hand contains logic controls for the protection of
process systems units and aggregates, with which the operator may not interfere.

In the group control level, the automation appliances are installed, which are

respectively assigned to one part of the process area. As software they contain all

functional modules which are essential for the compl.iance with the tasks of: measured
value processing, alarm processing, control, interlocking and signal operation. The

modules can be used several times. They are programmed to be linked to each other in
accordance with the tasks.

The highest level, the process control level, consists of monitoring and operating
stations. Operation is effected via monitor terminals with light pen and keyboard.
Printers and coloured hard copy devices are connected for recording. The operator

gains all information required for observation and operation from the monitors (alarm
list, flow charts, measuring arrangements, open-loop and closed-loop

curves).

controls,

The connection between process control level and group control level is the bus
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system of the communication level to which a process computer is also connected. It
is essentially used for balance sheets, reports, as a temporary memory of selected

data for several days, and also for the data interchange with other process areas
and with a superior information system.

By means of the example of the control tasks of HA-column the working procedure of
the control system is briefly indicated.
The measuring devices (transmitter outputs, connections for resistance thermometers)
are connected to the analogous input assemblies, the drives of controlling valves

for the input flows of the column to the output assemblies. The analogous measuring

signais (very often load-independent d-c) are interrogated at regular intervals by

the input assembly, digitized, and checked for plausibility. 1'1ey are then available
via the appropriate coupling processor at the input of the automation device which

treats the tasks of the process control ·of the HA-column. The described complete
link of the measuring signals is carried out by calculating programs of the

automation device. As previously mentioned the pattern of these programs is exten
sively supported by pre-made program parts.

As result of the calculation the control signals for the valve drives appear

digitized at the output of the automation device. They are transferred to tQe

appropriate output assembly, which converts them into the suitable analogous mode

and passes them on to the drives.

The measuring- and calculation results which are processed by the automation device
are also supplied to the responsible operating station in that the automation device
and the station are programmed accordingly. The results are focused into the

graphical illustrations (e.g. flow diagrams), which are stored in the station and
can be called upon on monitors. Selected results are stored in the station for a
certain time and can be graphipally represented at all times.

Via the control keyboard the operator can, on the other hand, transmit numerical

values (e.g. set points for controllers) to the automation device or can effect

switching actions like reversing of controllers from "automatic" over to "manual

11

(possible for every controller). In the last case the operator himself has the

possibility to work the appropriate actuator via the automation rlevice and the

output unit.
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Long

chain

NN'di

Alkyl

Aliphatic

Amides

as

extracting

agents

of

actinides:

progress in process development for high burnup fuel reprocessing

M.Casarci, G.M.Gasparini, G.Grossi, A.Moccia, V.Pagliai*

ENEA-F'uel Cycle Dept.-CRE Casaccia-P.O.Box 2400-00100 ROME, Italy
ENEA-Fuel Cycle Dept.-CRE Saluggia•

1, INTRODUCTION
Long chain NN'di. alkyl aliphatic amides are under study in our laboratory since
longtime,

both as alternative in PUREX-type chemical processes, and as suitable

extracting agents for special application such as the selective separation of

actinides and other metal ions(l)(2).
This family of organic compounds has the following general structure:

R'

R--C--N

I

0

'---.

R'

where R and R' are aliphatic chains with 4-8 carbon atoms.
In our previous(3)investigations we have pointed out some favourable aspects and
some disadvantages of these compounds.
The possibility to modify their selectivity with a wide number of variables is
one of the most interesting aspects of these amides.
Another

favourable

aspect is

the low

complexing capacity

of the degradation

products which, on the other side, are easily removed and soluble in water.
By comparison with TBP,

other advantages are a better coalescence time and the

easier stripping of Uranium.

On the other side, long chain aliphatic

amides expecially those with a branched

structure may give third phases.
Studies are still in progress in order to obtain more informations on the nature
of the third phase and on the possibility to avoid their formation.
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2.AMIDE FLOW-SHEET DEVELOPMENT FOR REPROCESSING OF "TRINO C" HIGHBURNUP FUELS
2.1 General remarks
in view of the next hot campaign to be carried out in the ENEA pilot

Recently,

reprocessing plant EUREX,

a comparative study for the development of similar

flowsheets with TBP and amides has been performed.
Due to the particular layout of the EUREX plant,

it is not possible to use a

classical PUREX-type flow-sheet, that's why we have focused our attention on a
11

coprocessing schem�",

with a final product having an Uranium/Plutonium fixed

ratio(4).
coprocessing

already

successfully tried with TBP by others(S) have been take into account.

In

To

fix

a

reference

flow-sheet,

the

experience

of

Fig .1 is reported the reference flow-sheet with TBP.

The flow-sheet with an amide is now under development,

and some of the most

significant steps are shown in this work.
The amide chosen is the Di-n-Butyl-Octanamide(DBOA).
CH -C-N-(CH)
7 15 "

4 9

This amide shows the best behaviour with regards to the third phases formation,
as it does not give third phases at any Uranium and Nitric Acid concentrations.
Mesitylene has

been chosen

as diluent;the

possibility of

using al�phatic

diluents is still under study.
The most"critical"points of these flow-sheets both with TBP and with DBOA have
been tested in laboratory scale mixer-settlers.
During these experiments we had also the opportunity to verify

the good

agreement between the experimental and the theoretical values obtained using the
SEPHIS code( 6).
2.2 First cycle(Codecontamination,Scrubbing.Stripping)

The codecontamination and scrubbing section in the first eyele,

with the

DBOA,has been expecially investigated.
The results, illustrated in Fig.2, show that:
- The Plutonium losses in HL\11 stream are satisfac.torly low;
- An Uranium loading greater than 90 g/1 has been reached.
- During the mixer-settler runs two phases looked always clear and their
separation resulted quicker than in the experiments using TBP.
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These consideration can be extended to

the experiments

of the

first cycle

stripping section(Fig.3).
In this case we can see also

that,

with an amide solvent,

reextraction of Uranium and Plutonium is possible even

the complete

without any reducing

agent.
2.3 Second cycle(Coprocessing with fixed U/Pu ratio)
The "coprocessing"second cycle has been dcveloµped in order Lo olJLain a "mixed
product" U/Pu with a pre-fixed U/Pu ratio.
This

means

that,

starting

to

the

additional

co-decontamination-s�rubbing

step(U+Pu in the organic phase), a special stripping section should be foreseen,
in which, while all the Plutonium must be recovered in the aqueous phase, only a
"calibrated" fractiori of the overall amount of Uranium must be co-stripped with
Plutonium.
This could be obtained with a "reducing partition flowsheet" using Hydroxylamine
Nitrate(HAN) as aqueous reducing and salting agent.
Figure 4 shows the behaviour of a mixer-settler run with OBOA.
With this amide, due to its U(VI) distribution coefficent, Pu/U+Pu ratios in the
range of 1-10% can be obtained.
In order to be able to reach higher
branched

chain

amide

should

be

Pu/U+Pu ratios(in the range

utilized,for

example

10-20%), a

Di-Butyl-3,3DiMethyl

Butyramide.
·studies are now in progress in order to develop a suitable flow-sheet in this
connection.
2.4 Fission products behaviour (fully active tests).
('omparative

tests

in

batch

using

an

organic

phase(TBP

or

OBOA),

and

an

aqueous phase containing U=272g/J,Pu=l.244g/l and Fission product= 296 GBq.
have been carried out.
The experiments have been carried out to simulate the extraction, the re
extraction and the solvent regeneration steps.
After the
and

equilibration and the phase separation the Uranium concentration

Fission

products

content

in

the

organic

The results of these comparative extraction

phase

have

been determined.

tests(Fig. 5) show clearly that

the amide is more selective and extracts less Fission products than TBP.
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Moreover,

Cerium,

Antimony and Yttrium,

seem not be extracted by amide.As a

consequence the reextraction and the solvent regeneration(Fig.6 and ?)are easier
and the amide solvent appears to be cleaner than the TBP solvent.
Taking

into

account

decontamination

these

results, it

seems

to

be

to

reach

a

good

F.P.

with only one codecontamination cycle.

These investigations concerning further flow-sheet optimizations will be carried
out during the current year.
At the end of the 1986 we hope that we will be able to define in al 1 process
section also the amide flow-sheet.

The authors are indebted for the helpful contribution of D.Carlini,G.Puzzuoli,

A.Tieri COMB-MEPIS-ATTIN and D.Boretto,M.Gilardi COMB-EUREX
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TECHNICAL SCALE ELECTROOEOOX EQUIPMENT FOR THE SEPARATION OF PLUTONIUM
H. Schmieder and H. Goldacker
Institut fUr HeiBe Chemie, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
D - 7500 Karlsruhe, FRG

INTRODUCTION
For the separation.of Pu from U in the PUREX process four processes were developed
to technical maturity with the following reductants:
-

Ferroussulfamate;
Uranium-(IV)-nitrate;
Hydroxylammoniumnitrate;
Electror�duction within the extractor.

Externally fed U(IV) is usually applied in industrial reprocessing today. U(IV)
shows at least two drawbacks:
- demand for a high U(IV) excess
- occasionally observed failure of the process caused by the autocatalytic
reoxidation of Pu(III) and U{IV) starting in the organic phase.
These facts initiated activities in different countries to develop the in-situ
electroreduction process already at the end of the sixties /1,2,3,4/.
A comparison of the chemical process with the electrochemical-process was made in an
earlier publication and resulted in a preference of the electroreduction process
/5/. According to our experience this process shows all advantages of the U(IV)
process but avoids its draw-backs.
This paper describes the design principles of the electroreduction extractors
(mixer-settler EMMA and pulsed column ELKE) and summarizes the results achieved.
In addition the experience with the electrooxidation cell (ROXI) for reoxidation of
the Pu(JJJ) product solutions which was developed in parallel is also described.
DESIGN AND APPLICATION OF THE ELECTROREDOX EQUIPMENT
_Disregarding the specific advantages fn the PUREX process /5,8/ the use of an
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electrochemical reactor can have principal advantages compared to a chemical
reactor. Fig.l shows schematically the layout of both reactors for redox purposes.
The figure shows that in the case of a chemical reactor either waste is produced
formed by the consumed redox chemicals or the redox chemicals have to be regenerated
and recycled to the reactor. This requires a regeneration reactor, metering equip
ment, additional piping etc. Disadvantage for many technical applications can be the
necessity of a diaphragm (risk of break, blockage) and insufficient corrosion
stability of containment and electrode material. After the first successful electro
reduction experiments performed in the Institut fUr Heisse Chemie /1/, our efforts
to design simple, compact and reliable electroredox equipment for industrial
applications led therefore to the following design criteria:
1 - no diaphragm
2 - use of apparatus casing as cathode
3 - current or voltage constant operation.
Basic chemical investigations and corrosion tests of different materials showed that
these criteria can be fulfilled for both the electroreduction extractors and the
electrooxidation cell /6,7/. Mainly the irreversible character of the U(VJ)-electro
reduction and of the hydrazine-electrooxidation permits to avoid diaphragms.
Titanium was found to be well suited as containment and cathode material, with
corrosion rates less then 50 micrometer per year under process conditions.
Experiments with current or voltage constant operation showed that side reactions
(hydrogen formati01;1, nitrate reduction) can be suppressed to a tolerable amoun�.
Therefore, reference electrodes necessary for potential constant operation are not
required.

PRODUCT

===============�======
WU""
IHCH
Fig. 1
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LAYOUT OF EQUIPMENT FOR A CHEMICAL
AND AN ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTOR

Fig.2 shows schematically the construction of the mixer-settler, pulsed column and
electrooxidation cell. The mixer-settler is made out of titanium and the containment
is connected with the ground and acts as cathode. The anodes are installed in the
settler chambers where consequently electroreduction takes place. The most stable
anode material is platinum with corrosion rates of few micrometers per year. For
technical equipment platinized Ta, Ti or other materials are used.
The pulsed column is constructed in a similar way. Column pipe and sieve plates are
made out of titanium and function as the cathode. The platinized central rod is the
anode. It is insulated against the sieve plates by rings made out of nonconductive
materi�l. In the top decanter of the column separator sheets are installed to
support the separation of electrolytic gas from the organic drops.
The area ratio of cathode to anode is choosen as large as possible for both
apparatus to reduce anodic reoxidation of Pu(III).
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Fig. 2

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN FOR ELECTROREDOX EQUIPMENT

To eliminate any risk of hydrogen explosion the mixer-settler and the top decanter
of the pulsed column are sparged with air to dilute the hydrogen below the explosion
limit. The hydrogen current yield can be kept below 10% under typical conditions.
The design of the electrooxidation cell shows the characteristics of an electro
chemical flow reactor. The course of the electrolyte channel is meander-shaped to
minimize axial mixing by the high ratio of total length to cross-section of the
channel. The electrolytic gas leaves the cell dilute1 with sparging air. The
containment (cathode) is again made out of titanium and connected to ground. The
anode packages are made out of platinized metal sheets. The major advantage of
electrooxidation as compared to chemical oxidation by nitrogen oxjdes is the
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compactness of the apparatus. The chemical process requires one absorption column for
the complete oxidation of hydrazine and Pu(III) and one additional column to desorb
the excess of nitrogen oxides /8/.
Comprehensive experiences with the electroredox equipment in different sizes have
been made since 1970. Tab.l summarizes these experiences along with the application
purpose, apparatus size and throughput. The earliest results come from experimental
work with a mixer-settler (MILLI-EMMA, 16 stages) and an electro-oxidation cell
(MILLI-ROXI) in the scale of the miniature reprocessing plant, MILLI (throughput: ca.
1 kg/d, highly shielded). The electro equipment has been used for Pu-purification and
for Pu/U split at lower activity levels than found in the highly active cycle /6,9/.
Experimental experiences with pulsed columns (ELKE) were gained in the extraction
cycle PUTE which is equipped with pulsed columns of about 5 cm diameter. The
electroreduction column has an effective height of 800 cm. Pu inventory for the
experiments in the PUTE facility is about 4 kg and the total throughput amounts 260
kg Pu up to now. Two electrooxidation cells are installed in the facility; one is
made out of titanium and the other out of hafnium (cathode).
The Pu purification cycle of the Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe, WAK, was
equipped with an electroreduction mixer-settler (WAK-2B-EMMA, 12 stages) and an
electrooxiation cell (WAK-2B-ROXI) in 1980. Both units work reliably since then /11/.
The fission product content of Pu product
solution is less than 1 mCi/ l on the
average, The two units were extensively tested in the lnstitut fur Heisse Chemie
prior the installa�ion in the plant. This allowed to study parameter variations /10/.
Satisfied with the 2B-EMMA, the Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe has equipped its
first highly active cycle with an electroreduction mixer-settler in 1984. Due to a
licensing problem (court decision pending) this extractor is at present only operated
with externally produced U(IV).
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Tab.1 EXPERIENCES WITH ELECTROREDOX EQUIPMENT
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ELECTROREDUCTION MIXER-SETTLER
Tab.2 sunmarizes the results of the counter current experiments with the electro
reduction mixer-settlers in the scale of MILLI and WAK /6,9,10/. The 16-stage MILLI
EMMA was used for U/Pu split as well as for Pu purification, without U scrub in the
latter case. The behavior of Np under the conditions of U/Pu split was investigated
by Warnecke /20/. Because the miniature size of the apparatus only a low extraction
stage efficiency could be realized with the extractor especially in experiments with
a high organic to aqueous flow ratio. The major parameter variations were:
-

20V % and 30V % of TBP in kerosene
Pu content
current density
HN03 concentration in the aqueous strip solution
HDBP concentration in the organic solvent
flow ratios
total volume flow (residence time)
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Tab.2 RESULTS OF TEST RUNS WITH ELECTROREDUCTION MIXER-SETTLERS
The most significant influence on the separation (Pu-OF) was found for variations of
the total volume flow. All other parameters have less importance_when varied within
reasonable limits. A decrease of the total volume flow causes complex interactions in
a counter-current extractor due to the increase of residence times for both phases.
In the case of the miniature mixer-settler the increase of extraction stage
efficiency seems to be the dominant factor which improves the separation. For the Pu
purification experiments an upper limit of the applicable organic to aqueous flow
ratio was found at Pu product concentrations of about 40 g/1. A similar effect was
observed during the test of the WAK-2B-EMMA. The flow ratio could not be raised
beyond 3, corresponding to a Pu product concentration of about 36 g/1, although this
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apparatus has a significantly higher stage efficiency. One reason for the limitation
of the Pu-OF to a maximum of 105 are the very long residence times because the volume
flows used in these experiments had to be low for technical reasons /10/. To obtain a
better understanding of the reductive Pu-separation processes we developped a mathe
matical model describing the complex system /12, 5/. This model VISCO has proved its
reliability by comparison with many experimental results /13/. The raw structure of
the model is given in Fig.3 /9/. Besides the equilibrium distribution of all chemical
components the model contains the extractive transfer equations, assuming that transfer takes place only in the mixing chamber, the chemical and electrochemical
reduction equations (the electroreduction occurs only in the settling chamber), the
autocatalytic oxidation of Pu(III) by HN02 and the reaction of hydrazine with HN02.

<<>

I SETTLER.[}
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Fig. 3 STRUCTURE OF MOOEL (VISCO) USED FOR FLOW- SHEET CALCULATIONS
OF ELECTROREDUCTION MIXER- SETTLER

Simulations on the basis of VISCO were carried out to determine the sensitivity of
the individual parameters for Pu separation in multistage extractors. Tab.3 shows an
example for a U/Pu split standard flow-sheet for FBR-f\Jel with a 12stage electro
reduction mixer-settler (electroreduction only in the 7 stage BX part). The
simulation results confirm the importance of the stage efficiency for a cascade
extractor. Stage efficiencies below·75% finally result in a reoxidation starting in
the organic phase caused by a depletion of the stabiliser, hydrazine. The importance
of the organic to aqueous flow ratio and the Pu product concentration {40 g/1) were
confirmed. The limitation by the Pu product concentration can be explained by the
strong salting out effect of Pu(III) for U(VI), Pu(IV), and HN03 /14/. The transfer
of U(VI) and Pu(IV) to the aqueous phase is inhibited under these condition� and
nitric acid accumulates in the strip part of the mixer-settler resulting, finally in
a lack of U{IV) and a decrease of the Pu-OF. The upper limit of hydrazine (> 0,30 M)
is explainable by the salting out effect of hydrazine nitrate on U, Pu and HN03. The
upper limits of nitric concentrations and the lower limit of the hydrazine concen
tration are not surprising for the selected standard flowsheet.
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ELECTROREOUCTIDN PULSED COLUMN
Tab.4 surrrnarizes the results of the experiments with the electroreduction pulsed
column (ELKE) used for U/Pu split and for Pu purification /18,19/. For the Pu
purification cycle experiments the organic feed concentration was kept between 9,4
g/1 and 15 g/1 Pu. Total volume flow, flow ratio and U content in the organic feed
solution were varied. The results show also for the pulsed column a limitation of the
Pu product concentration to about 43 g/1 (see flow ratio variation) where the Pu-OF
falls below 6000. Next to this, the most significant parameter influencing the Pu
OF is the total volume throughput. Below 30% of the flooding flow a drastically
increased effect of axial mixing in the continuous aqueous phase was observed. The
highest OF (almost 106) was achieved at a flow ratio of two and an U/Pu ratio of 0,8
in the organic feed solution, but the U/Pu ratio has much less influence on the Pu
OF than the other. parameters.
STANDARD
BOX
4

PARAMETER
STAGE EFFICENCY
FLOW RATIO

.

-

LIMIT

·�·"-'

erg. fNd ·
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c 75X
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0,2M

[ HNO,) . aq. strip
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0,1M
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decrease of Pu-OF caused
by lack of U(IV ).

decrease of Pu-OF caused
by reoxidation.

< 0,04 M

CONSTANT PAAAhETERS
oro,lit toed, {Pu] •9,3g/1, iu] 75,7g/1, [tNJ,) • 11•w
now 11Uo, Ofg. lnd/org. scum• 5
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===============�Tab.3 CALCULATED LIMITS OF A STANDARD FLOWSHEET ( Pu-DF-10 5 , U-DF-45)
FOR AN ELECTROREDUCTION MIXER ·SETTLER ( U/Pu SPLIT)
PARAMETER
now ratio
U/Pu strip solution
PURPOSE OF TEST total volume now
floodlnOvoll.me llow org. feed org. feed
lr.i,H;J
a� s:rlp
Mil

"

Pu PIJRFICA TION
CYCLE
Pu/U
SPLIT 41

16 • 47 °
35

3

SEPARATION
Pu-OF

0.15 • 0.3

t6·IO' lo 2.7-�

0.15-0.3

4.3 ·10' to <6 · 10 1

0.06-0.831 0.15-0.3

4.1 · 104 to 9.1 • 10 1

0.3-0.4

2.5 - 2.85'1 0.3-0.4

24

2.0

35

4-5
. 4

100

0.1

25

100

none lo 0.1

-3.2·10'

25

2.4

100

"""'· 100.002

�2.1 • 101

4 · 102 to 3.1·10 1

==================��

= ===
liC H

Tab.4 RESULTS OF TEST RUNS WITH ELECTROREDUCTION PULSED COLUMN
vott1ge - 3. 4 V , e11,ent ylekl for Pu -251
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The major objective of the U/Pu split experiments was the minimization of the
hydrazine concentration in the aqueous strip solution. Basic experiments had shown
that without any hydrazine the process should work if the nitric acid concentration
is kept low-enough. The column results confirm the principal possibility to operate
the_electroreduction without hydrazine. A discussion of these experiments in is given
in detail by Heilgeist et al. /15/. The experiments showed also an unexpected
finding, however. The achieved Pu-DF's are surprisingly low in comparison with the
experiments in the Pu purification cycle, especially when considering the high U
content in the organic feed which guarantees high concentrations of U(IV) electro
chemically produced in the extractor. This effect is not well understood up to now.
The most probable explanation is a transport of Pu rich aqueous phase by organic
drops from the bottom of the column to the top of the column. If this assumption
should be confirmed in further experiments, the mixer-settler could possibly be the
better extractor for U/Pu split if high Pu-DF's are wanted. The effect is supported
by poor Pu-DF's found in the Eurochemic reprocessing plant in Mol, where U(IV) was
used as reductant in a pulsed column /16/. Moreover, calculations by VISCO show that
the best separation should be achieved by the use of a centrifugal contactor
equipped with electroreduction /13/. This extractor permits also the widest para
meter variation and possesses other advantages such as a high space-time-yield and a
favourable transient behavior. A first design study confirmed the princjpal
feasibility of such an extractor.
Since 1983 the VISCO model can also be used for calculations of pulsed columns tak
ing into account axial mixing, drop size etc. /17/. The result of a simulation se
ries to determine the parameter limits of a standard flowsheet for the Pu purifica
tion cycle is given in Tab.S. The results confirm the experimentally observed limi
tation by the Pu product concentration of approximately 40 g/1 caused by the salting
STANDARD
2

PARAMETER
FLOW RA TIO, ��

:&:

LNT
> 2,7

9,3g/l

[Pu] , 0<g. leod
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0,15 M
0,2M
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I N H 'J , aq. ship
1 1

I �.J . "'o-

-

EFFECT

declease of Pu-Of

> 0,35 M
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teed

> 0,2 M

[UJ , org. leed
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none

• Tmu 11 30 ac, [tH>1 ) aq. c 0.4 M
CONSTANT PARAMETERS
ell. he1Qhl•700cm,voune now, tolal·1901dm.2h·1, &oetckm. c3mm,llsp. coelflc, 1q.-cl00cm1 n1·1 1
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Tab.5 CALCU.ATED LIMITS Of A STAtllARD FLOWSHEET (Pu-OF-115 ,U-OF-5)
FOR AN ELECTROREDUCTION PULSED COLUMN (Pu PURFICATION CYCLE)
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out effect of Pu(III) as already discussed above for the mixer-settler. The para7
meter limit for the flow ratio is nearly in agreement with the experiment. The limi
tation in the concentration of HN03 in the strip solution agrees with our experimen
tal experience. Even for HN03 concentrations as high as 0,6 Min the organic feed
solution no limitation is indicated by the simulation. For the standard flowsheet
with a flow ratio of two the column should work well without hydrazine, and even
without U in the organic feed. However, both variations are not experimentally
tested up to now.
ELECTR00XIOATI0N
The main reactions occuring in an electrooxidation cell are surrmarized in Tab.6
/21/. The anodic destruction of hydrazine is assisted by the consumption of hydra
zine in the reaction with Pu(IV) which is formed by anodic oxidation. Furthermore
hydrazine is consumed by the reaction with HN02, which is cathodically produced with
a.small ·yield. The yield of the direct anodic oxidation of Pu(III) depends on the
nitric concentration. Under typical conditions the major part of Pu(III) is oxidized
autocatalytically by HN02. The accompanying U(IV) is co�sumed by reduction of Pu
(IV).
The formation of Pu(VI) is suppressed at a HN03 concentration higher then 2 M. The
formation of afMIOnium by cathodic reduction of HN03 depends on the electrolyte
composition and was meisured to be 0.03 to 0,46 mM/Ah for an electrolyte without
hydrazine /21/.
The average values achieved with the two electrooxidation cells installed in the
PUTE facility are given in Tab.7. For typical feed compositions current demands for
ELECTROCIEMICAL REACTIONS

> 11)"1 M : zero order
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Tab.6 MAIN REACTIONS IN AN ELECTROOXIOATION CELL (ROXI)
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the hydrazine destruction of about 100 Ah/M N2H5 were measured in the Ti-ROXI. This
value corresponds to an anodic current yield higher than 100% explainable by the
contribution of the other reactions mentioned above. For the Hf-ROXI a higher
current demand is measured which is probably caused by by a smaller fraction of
cathodic reactions supporting the hydrazine destruction. The amnonium formation is
low, but still higher than expected in some cases. This can be explained by the
formation of a:mionium (reaction 7, Tab.6) in parallel to electroreduction of HN03. A
higher ammonium content is found in the Pu product solutions of the extractors shown
in Tab.8. The high specific yield of up to 14, l mM NH4/Ah (column 4, Tab.8) can
only be explained by reaction 7 i.e. of hydrazine with Pu(IV) which is catalyzed by
Pt /21/. The high value of up to 6 M NH:/M Pu (column 3) found in mixer-settlers
using externally produced U(J.V) as reductant is surprising. Probably part of the NH:
is already formed in the U(IV)-production cell.
APPARATUS

TITANIUM - ROXI

tt1;

FEED 5a.UTIOII , M

Pu(Vl)
C1JIREHT
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u

NiH,.
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0.030. 15

II -00

c2

-1
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c2
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< 1
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Tab.7 AVERAGE RESULTS OF ELECTROOXIDATION CELLS
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Tab.8 AMMONIUM AND HYDRAZOIC ACID FOUND IN THE AQUEOUS PRODUCT
AND ORGANIC RAFFINA TE SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENT EXTRACTORS
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The behavior of technetium under the conditions of U/Pu split by electroreductlon
was studied by Kanellakopulos /22/. More than 95% of Tc fed to the extractor left
with the Pu product; no Increased N2H; consumption (additional source of NH:) was
observed.
The last column of Tab.8 shows the hydrazoic acid concentrations found in the
organic raffinate of the ELKE. The values measured In the organic U product (U/Pu
split) are smaller. A comparison with the U/Pu split·using U(IV) as reductant
(MILLI) shows that HN3 production is signifi�antly lower in the electroreduction
process.
CORROSION
The corrosion of Ti under cathodic conditions depends sensibly on the electrolyte
composition and on the current density. Average corrosion rates estimated by
different methods are shown in Tab.9. For the relevant and maximum HN03 concen
tration of 2,5 M gravimetric experiments show a drastic decrease of corrosion in
presence of reducible cations (row 1, Tab.9); no definite influence of current
density is detected in this case. Traces analysis in the product solutions confirms
this effect for the various pieces of equipment. Only a small increase of corrosion
is observed at higher ROXI current densities (row 2 and 3). Thickness measurements
of the PUTE-ROXI channel sheets show after an operating period of 1950 h comparably
small corrosion rates of 23 micrometer per year even at current densities up to 135
mAcm-2 (last row). The corrosion rate of hafnium �stimated from traces analysis
,
amounts to 7, 7 micrometer per year at current densities of 50 mA cm -2.
The anodic corrosion of platinum increases with decreasing of HN03 concentration and
increasing current-density and temperature /23/. The corrosion estimated by gravi
metry, traces analysis and activation analysis /24/ for relevant electrolyte
composition and current density amounts to a few micrometer per year. Fig.4 shows
the rates as a function of current density.

CONCLUSIONS
- Compared with chemical separation ·processes for Pu, the electroreduction is the
simpler process in the engineering and operation point of view. The process has
all the advantages of the U(IV) feed process and avoids its drawbacks.
- Because of its simplicity and compactness electrooxidation has significant
advantages as compared to the chemical oxidation process.
- The usual materials titanium, platinum and also hafnium show sufficiently low aver
age corrosion rates to ·guarantee a long life-time of the electroredox equipment.
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AVERAGE ESTNATED
CURRENT CORROSION
DENSITY
RATE
In A cm·•
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REPROCX - A Reprocessing Flowsheet Computational System
J, W. Harrison, A. L. Mills, M. Wilkins, Chemistry Division, AERE, .Harwell
Introduction
The preparation of flowsheets for nuclear fuel reprocessing comprises a number of
well defined steps most of which involve the use of main frame computers for the
solution of the many equations involved.

Transfer of numerical data from one stage

of the procedure to the next is by hand with a possible corruption or loss of data.

The final flowsheet is drafted manually with manual insertion of numerical data.
some instances a 'Data Manual' is produced, again usually by manual methods.

In

This method of flowsheet production is time consuming and is open to error from the
considerable amount of manual �ranscription of data involved.

In the form described

flowsheet calculation requires specialist knowledge and effort not usually available

in De�ign Offices.

The REPROCX suite of programs eliminates transcription errors and

enables the total calculation and drafting procedures to be completed within minutes.
Additionally a Data Manual can be obtained either as a 'hard' copy or on disc for
further use.

Due to the rapidity with which the calculations can be made, updating

presents no problems and if an accessible file is maintained on a central computer
difficulties arising from the �se of 'old data' can be eliminated.

The REPROCX system comprises of a number of established computer programs which have
been linked togethe� to provide the required flowsheet.

Since it is intended that

the procedure shall be used generally in Design Offices an effort has been made to
make the procedure as 'user friendly' as possible.

driven for the benefit of the non expert.

Thus the total package is menu

The present procedure can accommodate

various plant layouts and would appear to be capable of further development to include

costing and process optimisation.
REPROCX

The principal steps in REPROCX are as follows:
Calculation of fission product and actinide inventories for a given fuel irradiated
under specified conditions in a given reactor configuration.

The user also

specifies the post irradiation decay period for the fuel in question.

The present

version of REPROCX uses the UK program FISPIN to make the above inventory calculation.
FISPIN output refers to single sub assemblies only and if the sub assembly is a

compound unit such as a Fast Reactor sub assembly having a core section and integral

top and bottom axial breeder sections then the calculation is done separately for
each section.

FISPIN outputs its data in gm atoms, gms, curies, becquerels, watts,

etc. separately for each component section of the sub assembly.

The data refer to

the complete fission product and actinide spectrum produced in the reactor.
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These FISPIN data are stored on file in the computer and are read by a second
program, PROCESS.

PROCESS requires that the mass of heavy metal (U + Pu, say) to be

fuel dissolution.

If there is an increase in liquor volume from the dissolver stage

reprocessed per day is input together with the volume of liquor assumed to arise at

of the flowsheet to the solvent extraction feed stage then this information is also
input.

PROCESS then adds (for a compound sub assembly) the individual fission prcxluct and
actinide nuclides from FISPIN and scales these data to the required heavy metal
throughput for the reprocessing scheme.

It then computes the concentration of the

nuclides in terms of g/1, Bq/1, watts/1 etc. for all these individual nuclides.
The next part of the procedure is to compute the solvent extr�ction flowsheet.

There are a number of solvent extraction computation procedures in use although some
of them have not been published in the open literature.

The programs in use ca:n be split into three general classes, mixer settler type

systems, e.g. SEPHIS, QUANTEX etc., column contactor type systems, e.g. PULCO,
VISCO etc,, and programs for centrifugal machines.

Other classifications of solvent

extraction programs might be made but the above will be used in the present paper.
At the present time REPROCX incorporates the QUANTEX program and is therefore

designated as REPROXQ (uantex) , if PULCO were to be Incorporated then the REPROCX
version would be R,EPROCP (ulco) and so on.
The REPROCQ version considered in the present paper assumes a three cycle solven�.

extracti9n process with coprocessing in the first cycle (extraction, scrub and
1
stripl, and in the �econd cycle (extraction and scrub) ! This is followed by the

U-Pu partition Contactor and there are then parallel cycles of extraction, scrub and
strip f9r the separated U and Pu streams,

It is a relatively simple matter to

change the c,1nfiguration of the plant and process to fit any required scheme.

f\EPR;QCX requires that the inactive feeds, flows and canpositions are input together
'(lith data such as stage number requirements and other information required by the
�olyent extraction program selected for use.

This is identical to the procedure

required for u�e of the solvent extraction program in the normal manner except that

in REPRQCX the necessary data for all the contactors in the total process are input
at this till)e,

Thus in the example flowsheet noted above, data for nine contactors

are required.

Any intercycle chemical adjustments to streams are carried out

autcaatically provided that the necessary input reagents are stipulated together

with the required adjusted conditions,

The procedure then computes the solvent

extraction flowsheet for the total process, feeding the appropriate product streams

from one contactor to the next and listing raffinate streams together with the data
u,ua.lly obtained from the computational procedure if the program, say QUANTEX, were
used in a D)Qre orthodox manner,

In addi.tic;>n to defining the di!;Jtrjbution of U,Pu and acid throughout the process,
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REPROCX will select certain nuclides from PROCESS, say 95Zr, 95Nb, 103Ru, 106Ru etc.
and will distribute these through the process according to decontamination factors

input by the user.

principles.

These decontamina.tion factors are not computed from first

(If the necessary algorithm were available they could be included.)

The current version of REPROCX then sums the contents of the various waste streams
as required by the user and will distribute the individual components of these

streams as defined by the treatments to which they are to be subjected, e.g.

precipitation, ion exchange, evaporation etc.

Again the user inputs either the

decontamination factor algorithm or the numerical decontamination factor expected.

If the waste treatments take place at such a t.i,me after the waste is generated that
the radioactive decay of certain species is important then the program will
automatically correct for such decay.

Where chemical procedures such as

neutralisation and precipitation are used then the program will compute such items

as alkali/acid requirements if requested.

Similarly in the U and Pu conversion

processes, say to oxide, where a distribution of fission products may occur between
product and waste streams, these can also be quantified if the �ser specifies the
decontamination factors.

Since the sequence of work described above reads data from

FISPIN or PROCESS data files then the numbers calculated are arithmetically correct.
Although the solvent extraction part of REPROCX gives the solvent extraction

arisings, product and raffinate streams, it might be desirable to make some off line

calculations based on U and Pu data to check that the process is chemically viable
prior to using REPROCX.

Although REPROCX will do this, if there is an error in the

solvent extraction process, much of the computation will be wasted.

The output from REPROCX takes several forms:
The total FISPIN, PROCESS, QUANTEX (say), waste/product output listings for all the
data calculated can be obtained.

This can include graphical representation of the

solvent extraction solute profiles showing the approach to steady state contactor by

contactor.
system.

This output is voluminous and would not be requi�ed by most users of the

A data manual is also available.

This summarises the waste streams and products from

the solvent extraction, waste and product conversion processes and also tabulates any
intermediate streams.
are also swmnarised.

All feeds as input by the user together with other input data

The data noted above may also be output to disc.

As REPROCX data are calculated they

a�e put on to disc storage on the main frame computer which can then be accessed via

remote terIQinals.

These data are always maintained as updated 'current' data.

may also be output to floppy disc for local use via a PC.

They

The last alternative is to output the data via a CAD computer to provide a fully
drawn up fully quantified flowsheet.
of REPRQCX.

This latter is the form preferred by most users
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The main frame records are accessed via a menu system, REPDATA.
In addition to providing formal design data, REPROCX enables Design Offices to
examine process, fuel or reactor variations easily and rapidly.
upon the output device

Furthe� dependant

very high quality printed or drawn copy may be obtained,

quickly and accurately.

The ability to read data directly from one program or data file to another has

eliminated transcription faults from flowshcct production and calculation.

Having described the functions of the canponent parts of REPROCX the organisation of

the system will now be examined together with a description of the menu drive system
for REPDATA and REPROCQ.

Program Data Organisatton
The acronym for the programs FISPIN, PROCESS, QUANTEX is REPROCQ and is the presently
implemented member of the general set REPROCX where X can be Q(QUANTEX), S(SEPHIS),

P(PULCO} etc.

Since a fairly large amount of data has to be input· into the scheme

described above a facility is provided which reduces the input data to a 'form
filling' exercise.

Following the command REPROCQ at a suitable terminal (VDU) the

user is presented with a consecutive set of display panels.

Each panel is in the

form of a questionnaire containing instructions to the user to provide information in
the form of names and numbers.

Default values are supplied on each panel and

warnings are issued t.o the user if incorrect data are entered.

As well as assembling

the input data the panel entry system also generates data sets required for the

computation.

When ;he input of data is canplete the calculation is started.

output fran the Calculation
The output fran the calculation has been basically described above.
In addit!,on to what has already been noted a summary is provided of the whole plant

calculation as a description of the plant interconnections, U, Pu, acid

concentration� and main fission product isotope radioactivities in all the input and
output streams, times to reach mass balance in the contactors and any warning
messages generated in the calculation, e.g, low acid may cause Pu hydrolysis, too
high an organic Pu concentration might give rise to third phase etc.

A second part

of the output consists of a dat.a set stored in the computer comprising all the flow
�heet tables generated in the calculation.

The main purpose of this output is as

source input data for the flowsheet drawings themselves.

The drawings are stored

se�rately on the CAOAM (Computer Graphics Augmented Design and Hanufacturing-CADAH
Incorporated) system.

These drawings are separately prepared and contain blank

spaces which are allocated table numbers.

After the REPROCQ· calculations have been

spaces provided in the stored flowsheets.

A

performed a separate computer operation transfers the stored tcibles to the blank

secondary use for the stored tables is

as a source of data for plant operators who may easily access the tables from a

terminal (VDU).
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Other Features of REPROCX
Since the organisation of REPROCX is as a seque�tial series of steps in which

separate programs are executed obtaining data from and writing data to disc storage,

it is a simple matter to add further programs to the system.

This has .already been

done to provide table generating facilities for the flowsheet for tables not
associated with plant streams themselves but wi·th other plant operations such as
waste treatment and product finishing.

Performance of REPROCQ
REPROCQ has been implemented on an IBM3084Q system at Harwell with FORTRAN77 as the
source code language and using software of the SAS Institute Inc of North Carolina

for the graphical output of QUANTEX.

Typical running time for the FISPIN section of

the calculation is about five minutes with a further one and a half minutes for a
nine contactor solvent extraction plant�

accomplished in about fifteen seconds.

The transfer of tables to a flowsheet is

The panel entry system for the input of data was written using IBM TSO command

language with the IBM !SPF (Interpretive System Productivity Facility) facility.
REPDATA
REPOATA is the program used for the retrieval of data from the data sets in REPROCX.

It is operated via a menu system.

A

sequence of VDU screen displays requires the

user to enter the reactor name, fuel zone, (for a fast reactor this could be inner,

outer or radial breeder zone), the fuel burn up and the post irradiation decay time.
The data sets from IREPROCX contain data relevant to various reactors, fuels and
irradiation conditions of interest and the user of REPDATA is obliged to select from

the data on offer.

This selection results in the generation of an identifier, e.g.

CFil5'1()P.C1*5Y which is interpreted as:

Comme·rcial fast reactor inner core fuel 15\

peak burn up at l. 5 years decay, the 'hash! symbol is used to denote the decimal point
in this identifier.

After confirming the correctness of the identifier the user then

has access to the index of tables of stored data.

select the required data.

He may then scan the index and

This will be displayed on the VDU screen and if required a

hard copy may then be printed off.

Although REPDATA and REPROCX do not necessarily cover all the possible combinations

of irradiation and cooling times for any fuel, REPDATA enables a selection to be made
fran the most likely combination of these variables.

If the exact burn up or cooling

time is not available then REPROCX may be used to generate the data.
Conclusion
REPROCX is a suite of computer programs accessed via a menu system which enables a
'non expert' user to obtain quantitative data for irradiated nuclear reprocessing
flowsheet design.

by the user.

The output from REPROCX is in several forms subject to selection
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The subsiduary program REPDATA enables pre computed data relevant to specific fuels
at given irradiation and decay times to be readily accessed.

The complete suite of programs represents a considerable saving in time in the
calculation and drafting of nuclear fuel reprocessing flowsheets.
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Technetl um beha v lour control l n the Purex Process
E. VIALARD, M. GERMAIN
CEA-IRDI-DERDCA-DGR-SEP-SCPR
92265 - Fontenay-Aux-Roses Cedex
Technetium has been neglected ror a long time In reprocessing nuclear fuels, but
recent studies have emphasized its anomalous behaviour : It is fairly extracted by
TBP and Lt catalyses hydrazine decomposltion by nitric acld. With today's
Increased burn-up fuels a low t�chnetium decontamlnatlon factor ls expected and
reoxidation risks are enhanced in the uranium-plutonium partition.
This paper deals with an examination of technetium behaviour and an attempt to
limit the risks using sllght modifications or the Clowsheets.
Technetium extraction
Pertechnetic acid, the heptavalent state round in the ruel dlssolutlon liquor, ls
extracted by TBP. From 3N nitric acld extractlon by 30 % TBP-dodecane ls however
rather low (D(Tc) • 0.1) and or llttle importance in Purex systems. The main
extractlon process ls coextractlon with extractlble cations. It was observed the
first time by SIDDALL [ 1] with uranyl nitrate : technetium extraction ls enhanced
by the formation or a uranyl pertechnetate complex In the organic phase.
Since SIDDAL,L's work other cations were found to give the reaction which ls the
most erfectlve with tetravalent metals like thorium [2], plutonium (3] and
zirconium [4].
In the Purex process, the main elements involved In technetlum extraction are

uranium, plutonium and zirconium. Literature data as well as our own measurements

indicate that the reaction ls roughly described by
M(N03)n
1
erg

+

Tc04

aq

3 aq.+

N0

M(N03>n-l Tc04
org

and expressed by
DM(Tc )•

KM

KA
KA + [H•aq]

[MQrg]
[No aq)

3

where KA ls the dlssoclatlon constant for HTcO,, tr we suppose that technetium ls
at a trace level.
The linear dependance of the partltlon coerrlclent on the organic concentration of
the cation ls shown on the rtgure 1 for the three metals.
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Fig. I :Variation of the Technetium part1t1on coefficient from
4N 1IN0 with the organic concentration of the metal.
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We measured the following values for the extraction· constants
K Pu - 160
Ku - 8
Kzr - 2500
lf we try to estimate technetium extraction in the Purex process we must take into
account the abundance and the extract i bl 11 ty of these metals. Uran! um and
plutonium are both quantitatively extracted but zirconium, which is slightly
extractible (figure 2), is removed from the solvent by scrubbing.
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Fig. 2:Zirconium extraction by JO,:; TBP.
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Fig.3:Standard flowsheet for PWR reprocessing first extraction.

If we consider a typical first extraction flowsheet for reprocessing standard PWR
fuels (figure 3) the uranium and plutonium profiles are rather flat in the scrub
section and the first extraction stage and they decrease sharply in the following
·extraction stages (figure�). Zirconium profile ls very different. This FP ls
fairly extracted in the absence of fissile materials (80 J yield in the extraction
stages) and effectively stripped in the scrub.
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Fig.4:0rganic concentrations profiles for a standard flowsheet.
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We obtain therefore a zirconium accumulation with a peak height reaching sixfold
the feed concentration.
Hence, in the extraction section, technetium ls.quantitatively coextracted with
zirconium (D(Tc) being greater than 1) and Is hardly removed from the solvent in
the scrub section because or the coextraction with uranium and to a lesser extent
with plutonium (D(Tc) • 0.35).
Thus limiting technetium extraction may be achieved by complexing zirconium In the
aqueous phase ln order to decrease Its extractlbllity [5]. We proposed to use
oxalic acid which also complexes plutonium and uraniLJm.
Equilibria <:'!onstai-,ts however show that zirconium complexation by one or two
oxalate is favoured :
Zr .. +

Pu"

U0 2 2•

Log B,

10.5

8.7

5.8

Log B,

21

16.9

6.9

It ls therefore possible to adjust the oxalate addition to a level permitting a

quantitative zirconium complexation without any decrease of the fissile material
extraction : the optimal oxalic to zirconium molar ratio R stands at 2 (figure

5).

10

·--·--------.------------•

.-·�-�,•
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<H c o )
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Fig.5: Influence of the oxalic to zirconium ratio on the extraction of
technetium and plutonium.
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Counter-current runs were performed with a standard flowsheet but a limited number

of stages (extraction : 6 and scrub : 2), Oxalic acid was added to the feed,
Different R ratio values up to 2 were tested and the technetium DF increased up to
fourfold which means a significant reduction of the hydrazine consumption in the
U/Pu partition.
R •

[tt,c,o,)

DF

[Zr)
0
0.5
1.5
2

Tc

1. 2
1.3
3, 7
5.1

A higher DF seems rather impossible because of the slight technetium coextraction

with uranium.

Technetium behaviour in plutonium reduction
WILSON and GARRAWAY (6) indicated that technetium catalyses hydrazine

decomposition by nl tric acid. From our own measurements in Purex conditions

(figure 6) the reaction may be considered in first approximation as zero order
with respect to hydrazine concentration ; but its rate depends largely on the
technetium _concentration.
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Fig.6: Decomposition of hydrazine in IN HN0
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h
at 40 ° C(Pu present).
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A stablllzing agent ls however necessary when uranous nitrate is the reductant and
none ls better than hydrazine. In order to keep stable reducing conditions we have
to change the reductant. Hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN) ls suitable for the
partition and can be used without hydrazine because of its little nitrous
scavenging power. Figure 7 shows it is unaffected by the presence of technetium,

I

·-.··
·-·-·--.

M

0.2

(HAN)

•

·---

•

• (Tc)• 200 mg/1;45 ° C
°
• (Tc)• 400 mg/1; 30 C

0.1

time

0

3

Fig,7: Stability of HAN in I.SN HN03,

h

The use of HAN ls therefore another good answer to the technetium problem in the
U/Pu partition.
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Solvent Regeneration Development at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
A. L. Olson, C. W. McCray, Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company, Inc., Idaho
Falls, ID, USA
The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) is a reactor fuel reprocessing
facility which uses a variation of the PUREX solvent extraction process for the
recovery of fissionable material from spent reactor fuel elements. Also located
at the plant are spent fuel storage facilities, high level liquid waste storage,
high level liquid waste solidification facilities, and low level liquid waste
treatment systems.
The fissionable material recovery process consists of total dissolution of the
fuel elements in an aqueous acidic environment to yield a solution containing
to 10 grams per liter of heavy metal. The heavy metal is extracted from the
aqueous stream utilizing a 6 to 30 volume percent solution of tri-n-butyl
phosphate (TSP) in a n-dodecane diluent. Scrubbing of this organic phase with
aluminum nitrate and ammonium hydroxide or with nitric acid to achieve better
fission product decontamination, and stripping of the heavy metal from the
organic phase with dilute nitric acid completes the solvent extraction cycle.
Three solvent extraction cycles are employed at !CPP to produce a heavy metal
nitrate product solution.
The most signifi�ant single parameter which aff�cts solvent extraction process
·operability and product purity is the quality of the solvent. Hydraulic
stability of the solvent extraction contactors and decontamination of the heavy
meta1 from fission products is direct 1 y traceab re to the solvent quality. The
solvent quality in the PUREX process is compromised by the formation of
degradation products.
Degradation products are formed in the solvent due to contact with hig.hly
radioactive aqueous solutions containing nitric acid and other chemicals which
cause radiolysis and hydrolysis. The primary degradation products of TSP are
dibutylphosphoric acid (HOSP), monobutylphosphoric acid (HzMSP), and butyl
alcohol. The primary diluent degradation products are thought to include nitro
alkanes, hydroxamic acids, carbonyls, and alkyl nitrates. It is postulated that
the chemically complex and troublesome fission product ruthenium complexes with
and is carried along with these compounds. These compounds can combine with
metal ions and result in the formation of emulsions, interfacial cruds, and
potential product losses. The solvent degradation rate is enhanced by·
increasing the meta 1 ion and acid concentration, radiation expost1re and
temperature.(1,2)
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The most widely used solvent treatment method is sodium carbonate scrubbing,
which is presently used at ICPP. Its effectiveness has been well demonstrated
at various fuel reprocessing facilities. Its success can be attributed to the
acidic nature of most degradation products, especially those of TBP. It has
not, however, been proven as effective with diluent degradation products.
Potassium permanganate as an additive to the sodium carbonate has been somewhat
successful.(3) The disadvantage of this method is that it produces a quantity
of permanent salts which increase waste volumes and significantly interferes
wi"th the ICPP high level liquid waste solidification process. Alternat"ive
chemical washes have been suggested, such as hydrazine oxalate and hydrazine
carbonate. These have been discarded at ICPP since they are no more efficient
than sodium carbonate, they do not remove diluent degradation products, they are
difficult to prepare and store, and they present potential safety hazards.
Diluent degradation products and their removal from the solvent are not as well
understood as TBP degradation products. Recent research (4,5) has shown that
the diluent degradation products can be removed by passing the solvent through a
solid sorbent bed packed with activated alumina. This bed was also shown to
remove TBP degradation products. Engineering problems could be foreseen with
this process since it has not been used in an operating plant. They included
the potential generation of additional radioactive solid waste, how to extend
the bed life and what bed regeneration techniques might be available to make the
process more operable in a radiochemical plant.

have been consid�red and tested.(2)

Many other treatment methods

Following a thorough 1 iterature survey, a solvent treatment scheme was chosen
for the ICPP and development initiated, The method chosen is as follows. Two
primary treatment systems would be utilized. The solvent would be separated
into two distinct systems; one system for the first and second extraction cycles
and one for the third extraction cycle. This would prevent contamination of the
third cycle product with compounds contained in the solvent from the first
extraction cycle. The primary treatment method for both systems-(depicted in
Figure 1) would be sodium carbonate scrubbing followed by a dilute nitric acid
wash and would take place in pulse column contactors. Familiarity and
effectiveness were the prime considerations in these choices. A pulse column
pilot plant was also available for testing purposes.
The sodium carbonate scrub solution would be recycled within the system. It is
estimated that the sodium discharge to waste storage could be reduced by 75% to
80%. With recycle of the sodium carbonate and controlling the removal rate of
spent scrub solution by monitoring the pH of the scrub solution. The
effectiveness of the sodium carbonate scrub solution is dependent upon the pH.
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By closely monitoring this parameter it is felt that this sodium discharge
reduction can be achieved. Very light flocculant precipitates have been
observed floating in the solvent during laboratory experiments at ICPP. These
are believe,d to be metal complexes, primarily of zirconium and ruthenium.
Sintered metal filters, with a mean pore diameter of 40 microns have been placed
downstream of the sodium carbonate scrubber to remove these. The precipitates
are easily driven back into solution by contact with nitric acid solution and
the filters will be backwashed as needed with this method. The use of a dilute
nitric acid wash is thought to remove additional organic sodium soluble
compounds not removed in the first sodium carbonate scrubbing contactor.
A secondary treatment method was identified to provide the best solvent quality
possible for the third extraction cyc_le. The solvent would pass through a bed
of solid sorbent material, which would adsorb diluent degradation products not
removed in the primary sodium carbonate-nitric acid washes. The sorbent bed
would be placed downstream of the primary treatment system to extend the life of
the sorbent material. The active sites on the surface of the adsorbent would
not then be occuppied by a larger concentration of TBP degradation products. In
addition to its use as a third cycle solvent polish, the solid sorbent bed could
be utilized to remove a buildup of diluent degradation products from the first
and second cycle sol�ent when required.
Plant experience was not available for the solid sorbent method of solvent
treatment and seyeral questions needed to be answered prior to development of
the system. Some of these questions included: What is the most efficient solid
sorbent material and what would the loading capacity be?; Could the bed be
regenerated, and if so, by what method and how many times?; How much and what
type of solid waste would be generated?; Since the solvent contains a quantity
of dissolved water which could take up available adsorbent sites in the bed, how
could the water be removed? Could the process be remotely operated in a
radioactive environment?; What were the operating conditions and parameters?
Laboratory sc a 1 e testing was initiated to answer some of these concerns.
Experiments using plant solvent revealed that the solvent could be dehydrated by
contact with dry air. A packed column contactor was proposed and scoping tests
performed. These were very successful. From a saturation level of about
grams per liter, the water content could be reduced to less than 0.2 grams per
liter. Bed loading capacity tests using activated alumina showed that about
1800 bed volumes could be treated before breakthrough occurred. The solvent was
dehydrated prior to passage through the bed. This would result in solid waste
volume generated of less than 0.1 cubic meters per year of ICPP operation, if
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the bed could not be regenerated. Further tests indicated that a crude
steam-strip regeneration of the bed would allow a reloading capacity of about
1000 bed vo1 umes before breakthrough.
After the laboratory testing was completed, it was felt that enough data were
available to build an engineering scale pilot facility (Figure 2). The solvent
dehyration and solid sorbent bed steps were integrated and the pilot plant
constructed. The pilot plant is approximately full-scale with respect to the
third extraction cycle of the proposed plant unit. Simulated deg_raded plant
solvent was used during initial testing and solvent from the pulse column pilot
plant will be used as available. Since the pilot facility is not shielded,
testing with radioactive solvent cannot be achieved. However, it is believed
that through extrapo1 ation of 1 aboratory data and use of the pi1 ot facility
data, enough information will be available to accurately predict system
performance.
Initial data analysis indicates that the process has the potential of returning
solvent with a quality level much higher than as-received from the
manufacturer. Delivered solvent contains about 1 volume percent impurities
which include dibutyl and monobutyl phosphate and aromatics. ICPP solvent
quality in the plant is measured by its interfacial tension, which is directly
related to the phase separation time, and the retention of metal complexants
such as zirconium and heavy metals. The presence of diluent degradation
products, although,not directly monitored in the plant, is verified by an
infrared scan. So 1 vent treated by the so1 id sorbent bed possesses an
interfacial tension of 0.023 to 0.014 N/m for 10 and 30 vc,lume percent TBP,
respectively. Essentially no complexants are measurable and an infrared scan
shows no diluent degradation products. This is as compared to untreated solvent
which may have an interfacial tension of approximately 0.007 N/m, contain about
lxlo-4 molar complexants, and contain significant concentrations of nitro
alkanes, alkyl nitrates and carbonyls.
Further basic so1 vent research is being supported at the University of Idaho.
It is felt that if the solvent degradation compounds can be identified and
characterized, more effective solvent treatment chemicals and methods can be
developed.
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Model Reference Adaptive Control System of Liquid-Liquid Extraction Column.
A. AL KHANI. M.V. LE LANN, K. NA.JIM and G. CASAMATTA, ENSIGC, U.A. 192 CNRS,
Chemin de la Loge 31078 TOULOUSE CEDEX/FRANCE
/GRECO 69/
Application of the well-developed. optimal control theory to industrial plan.t s is
generally confronted with_ difficulties. Firstly, there is necessity of elabora
ting an a�equate model of the controlled process. This is often quite a diffi
cult task, especially in the industrial sectors such as chemical, mining,
metallurgical and biological sectors where, usually the developed· models are
static. Secondly, even in the case where a mathematical QOdel is worked out, the
necessary conditions of optimality _need excessive computer time and memory to be
solved on-line ; Therefore, it is more preferable to es_tablish approximate on
line control policies which can be applied to practical situatins, and adapt
themselves to varying conditions. The theory and application of adaptive control
have been developped very intensively and the develop�Q
of microcomputers
permits now the implementation of complex adaptation a1gorithms.Among these
approaches, the self-tuning regulator and the model reference adaptive system
seems to be mor_e attractive. Extraction columns are well known and widely used
equipements for separation purposes in the field of the heavy and in the fine
chemical industries. The behaviour of columns is strongly non linear, with
varying dynamics, more over they are· exposed to a lot of non expected of non
controlled perturbations, such as the solvent purity and quality (fresh or
recuperated), temperature, the feed flow rates and the presence of surface active
impurities. All these perturbations may put out of work any controlling system
with fixed parameters or with tuff dynamics.1be present work is related to the
application of model reference adaptive control M.R.A.C. system to a sieved plate
pulsed extraction colunm. The control purpose is to maintain it in its optimal
operating gone, i.E. close to the flooding point. The control action is based on
a low order discrete model with time varying parameters. This paper is organized
as follows :
section A
A description of the column and of the property of the Liquid
system is shown
section B
The adaptive algorithm which is evaluated is described
section C
The hardWare end software control aspects are presented
section D :, Experimental results are shown that illustrate the successfull
application of such an adaptive algorithms to an extraction
column
section E : References - bibliography
SECTION A: DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTALLATION
a) A pilot plant column as shown on fig(l), consisting of :
1: A- 1. 10 m in high extraction column, constructed from glass tubing of 0.05 m in
diameter ; two wider sections, the head and the bottom are fitted to the active
section. The bottom section contains the agitation mechanism which is composed
of a pulse line of 0.05 m in diameter and a pulsar ; the active section
contains 23 stainles steel sieve plates of 0.05 m in diameter, which are drille
drilled with holes 0.002 m on a triangular pitch giving nearly a 19% free area
These plates are setted on a fixed distance of 0.05 m between each of them ;
the total volume of the column is about 7 liters. While the feeding light
solvent dispersed phase pass throw a distributor located at the bottom of the
column, the heavy continuous one is intruduced in from the column head. The·
head section contains the settling zone, the interface level of which is con
trolled by means of a capacity probe, vhich deliver a tension proportionnally
to the interface level ; the delivered tension is compared respectively to two
desired lowest ·and highest values for the interface level.
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The resulting signal from the capacity probe commands a relay, which provides
an on and off actions on an electromagnetic valve controlling the ou;pu.t of
the heavy phase. By means of a conductivity sond which is implanted below the
light dispersed phase distributor we can detect the apparition of the flooding
zone in the column.
2: Two electromagnetic flow meters are used for measuring the feed flow rates of
the two phases.
3: A continuous differential refractometer is used. to measure the concentration of
solute in the raffinatc heavy phase.
4·: Two feed pomps, one for each phase.
5: Three DC electrical motors are used to drive the pulsing mechanism and the two
feed pomps ; a speed control box can command the motors by a 0-10 V continuous
tension, so that we can achieve the automatical control of the feed flow rates
and the agitation frequency.
0: A conductimeter is used to measure the conductivity signal obtained from
the conductivity sand, described latter.
b) Hydrodynamic Behaviour and Flooding of a Pulsed sieve Plate Column :
It has been proved that the pulsed column operates within five modes of hydro
dynamical behaviour /1/ which depend on the agitation intensity and the input
flow rates /2/.
The five operating modes can be described as follows
1
2
3
4

- Mixer - settler moc:ie
- EU1Jlsion mode
- Cyclic local flooding mode
- Flooding by intensive pulsation frequency
5 - Flooding by weak pulsation intensity
Flooding is exhibited by the apparition of a fluidiJ.ed-like liquid-liquid swarm
of drops below the dispersed phase distributor /3/.
Optimal operating and efficiency
Among there modes of functioning, the optimal operation can be characterized· by
the efficiency of the extraction mass transfer process ; on the other hand, the
best efficiency of the column is corresponding to the maximum of the residual
concentration measured in the heavy phase effluent. It has been :found that the
optimum operating functioning was achieved at the transition operating zone
between the emulsion and the cyclic local flooding mode ; therefore we can get
to this tone on tracing the decreasing conductivi>Y sond signal, this signal is
related to the fluidized like liquid-liquid swarm layer thickness developi r,9
below the distributor /3/.
In order to keep the operation within the optimal range, it is convenient to use
the pulsing frequency as the cormnand variable due to its dynamics. We have to
mention that while operating within the transition zone, that column will be in
its critical opera.ting point, so it is easy to be slopped ihto the weak efficacy
cyclic local floqding mode under the influence of a perturbation over the feed
flowrates or an inconvenient excessive agitation intensity.
c) Operating conditions
We've realized two series of experiments using two systems :
1: Deminerized water and commercial toluen
2: Deminerized water, commerci.al toluentand pure aceton, the aceton concentration
in the continuous phase inlet was about 5 % weight. There are standard
system /4/.
In our experiments we've used extraction factors nearly E • 1. For the purpose
of automatical control we had to test the column using step functions and to
determine its response time delay constant, and the operating interval within
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which the column is completely commandable and in the sometime is keeping its
maximum efficiency

- STEP function tests :

We've realized two series of echelons experiments over the pulsing frequency

0.0 HZ< F < 2.0 HZ

the higher frequency value was fixed at 2.0 HZ because of mechanical safety
reasons, while the pulsing amplitude has been fixed and equal to 0.015 m.
The first series correspond to the first system ; it has been carried out with

the following feed flow rates :
light dispersed phase : 12.0 LIH < Qd < 14.0 LIH
heavy continuous phase: 10.0 LIH < Qc < 12.0 LIH

its shown on table (1) below, that we've traced the changement from the steady
state under the action of the following step echelons:

fig

F(HZ)

start iog value

1. 1
1. 35

2

3

F(HZ)

7. F(HZ) relative

1.35
1.50

28
16

final value

steps amplitude

table( 1)

Presented results on fig (2,3) allow to analyse the column reactions to the
echelons and to understand its sensibility at the different points within the
whole operating interval ; we can easily distinguish the emulsion mode from the
cyclic local flooding mode which results in a periodical movement, which.may be
detected by the conductivity probe.
The second series of tests was for the ternary system: we can see on fig(4) the
column reactions under different step echelons from different steady states points

f ig.4
I

II

III

F(HZ)

starting value

0.87
0.83
0.83

F(HZ)

% F(HZ) relative
steps amplitude

1. 45
1.60
1.95

48.3
64.1
93.3

final value

table(2)

After our analysis of the column dynamic beh�viour we have determined an operating
interval, between 0.55 ms/cm for the first system, and a second between 0.45ms/cm
and O. 25 ms/cm for the second system, within which the column is completely con

trolable.

SECTION B : THE HODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE ALCORITIIH :
We will present the broad out lines of the algorithm developed. by I.D. Landau
and Lozano /5/. The control purpose is to design a control signal so that any
initial perturbation will be canceled with the dynamics defined by :
c (q-1) y(t+k) • 0
(1)
2
1
1
L
1
(2)
where
C (q-1) • l+C 2 q- + ••• + C 2 q2
is an asymptotically stable polknomial. Therefore, the control law is given by
P(t)q>(t) • c (q-1) y (t+k)
••• (3)
2
where
cp(t) •{µ(t), µ(t-1), ••• , µ(t-k-nB+l), y(t), ••• , y(t-nRl) ••. (4)
l<t) is the outp�t of the reference model and nR is equal to
n • max (n -1' L-1)
••• (5)
R
A
The controller parameter P(t) will be adapted by the following algorithm
••• (6)
P(t) '• P(t-1) + Fcft) <t> (t-k) O (t)
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FO(t)<p'.t-k) q:,T(l-l<)FO(t)
}

•••

(7)

•••

(8)

A(t)
T
-- +A-l (t-k)F(t)<p:t-k)
:>.Jt) 't'
0

with

)'<t)

=

c (q-1 )/(t)-P(t-1 )cj(t-k)
2

1 +q>T(t-k)F0(t)<p'.t-k)

where

••• (9)

A general block diagram of the Adaptive Algorithm
Reference Mode 1

t----------y(_�__....,+.()(.}.iy�)

dllptive Mechanism
where

YM(t)

y(t)
R(t)
F(t)
t
µi )
fig(S):

1me vary1ng
ett1ng reference

reference model output

real output (the measured conductivity)
butput of the time ·varying setting reference
pulse frequency (HZ)
model reference input

block diagram of the M.R.A.C.

SECTION C: HARDWARE AND SOFTIIARE CONTROL ASPECTS
a) As shawn on fig(l), the apparatus are interfaced with an APPLE II micro
computer, associed to 12-bit digital-analog and analog-digital converters
devices, throw which the conductivity signal, the refractive idex, and both
florates signals are inputted. The hardware conception allows :
- on-line acquisition of the flow rates of both feed phases, of the conducti
vity measured signal, of the concentration of solute at the ovtlet of
heavy continuous· phase
- digital command of the pulsing frequency and the t�o feed pomps
- programming of the controller algorithms.
The controlling programm has been realized in PASCAL UCSD. It calls external
assembly routines performing D/A and A/D conv�rsions, and the clock reading
for real-time control and on-line data sampling period.
- The sampling interval has been determined as equal to 10 seconds, and the
occupied volume from the programm is about 8 k bytes. On fig(6) we present a
general structure of the controlling algorithm.
b) Applied strategy and initialization :

I- Getting

in consideration the non linear behaviour of the colunm and the pre
vious.ly described tests, we have applied a new controlling strategy consisting
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in the following·points
1: we bring manually the column to a desired initial steady state choosen within
the operating interval determined in section (C), where we can trust the
colunn stability. This is necessary because during the early moments when the
algorithm is identifying .it's parameters, the control may provide erratic
cormnands.
2: Then we switch the computer to get the control of the column, as shown on
figf'.7,8).

3: We approach step by step towards the desired final operating point, by
progressively modifying the reference value of the conductivity, The examina
tion of figs(7,8) proves that our strategy of convergence based on a tin1e
varying reference value has revealed itself satisfactory and that it can helps
by smoothing the reseach of the critical
the adaptive strategy,
desired operating point.
II The initializ:ation
-

The
The
The
The
The

-

The
The
The
The

- The

step is very important, it consist of

sampling interval equal to 1 0 sec.
pure time delay of the system.
order of ·the model
trace of the matrix of adaptation gain F(t).
polynam c (q- 1 ).
2
initial vector P(t).
initial observation vectorq::>(t).
initial adaptation gain matriK F0(t).
factors;\ (t), A (t)
2
1
coefficient Bo which is the first element in the vector P(t).

Among these parameters we have to note here the important of the initial
values of certain parameters like
- Bo

- The matrix FJt) and its trace. L
- The polyno m c (q-1) 2 (l+o< q-1) ·
,

2

SECTION D: EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS:

We have carried out two series of experiments, first of all we have tested
the performance of our controlling algorithm on using the binary system : on

fig(7) we can see clearly that the system ·has maintained itself very well. As

we've noted before a second series has been realized using the ternary system
water-aceton-toluene, the conditions and the results are presented on fig(8)
it is shown that the described control policy actually results in increasing
the efficiency of the column. It is very interesting to scrutinize the
behaviour of our algorithm and its i.mmediate reaction in front of an echelon
on both feed flow rates.
CONCLUSION :

We have implanted successfully an algorithm of model reference adaptive
control on an microcomputer type APPLE II to control a pulsed extraction
Liquid-Liquid Column.

We've studied the dynamic behaviour of this column and we have determined the
variation intervals of several parameters like flow rates, frequen�y, corres
ponding to an optimum operation of the columri and the presented reSults show
that the proposed controlling policy is efficient.
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Solvent Extraction of Uranium and Plutonium for the
Reprocessing of Nuclear Power Reactor Fuels by the Purex Process.
Comparison between Simulation and Experiment.
Nothaft, A., University of Stuttgart/Germany
Ramm, H. DWK, Hannover/Germany
Gilles, E.D., University of Stuttgart/Germany
Introduction
For the reprocessing of nuclear power reactor fuels the Purex process
is designed to separate uranium and plutonium from each other and from
the fission products. The recovery of product species is accomplished
by solvent-extraction, in which the components are separated from one
another by controlling their relative phase distribution between
aqueous solution and an immiscible organic solvent, tributyl pho.sphate
(TBP) in a dodecane diluent.
The areas of concern in regard to the reprocessing of spent nuclear
fuels are especially the operating conditions, optimal control and su
pervision of the process, control of inventory for nuclear material
safeguards, nuclear criticality analysis, abnormal operating condi
tions and dynamic behavior. These concepts influence the design and
application of the process in order to guarantee a high throughput and
optimal operation.
For such a complex system it is useful to gain these ideas from well
balanced theoretical development of computational models and practical
research. On one hand process simulation reveals parametric sensitivity
and shows the transient of the process states caused by an input change
and, on the other hand, experiments are necessary to support the theo
retical concepts.
Great interest in dynamic process simulation is reflected in a number
of publications, which investigate the validity of computational models
and provide the experimental data for the modelling of the parameters
[1-6]. Here a profound knowledge of the steady-state and dynamic be
havior for the first cycle of the Purex process will be considered with
our solvent extraction computational model. The practical use of this
computational model will be evident by comparing simulated results
with experiments.
Purex process
The complex system consists of two pulsed-plate columns and a five
stage mixer-settler as shown in Figure 1. In the first column of the
counter-current liquid-liquid Purex process the aqueous uranium and
plutonium will be extracted from nitric acid into the organic tributyl
phosphate - dodecane diluent. In the second column the loaded organic
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phase is scrubbed from low coextracted fission products. In the five
stage mixer-settlers tritium will be retained in the aqueous solution.

HAF fe:ed str,0111 aJ.P.,HNO,,FP1
HAW wcslt str�11 IHNJ,.FPI
HAX sol'tffll slrta
:��} scn,b 1trto1r1 HN:lil

�J:

HAX

t tffl\lffll strtGa lU.R..HHO,I

��} prOOJct 1t�111 IU.R.I
HS2P

HA Columm

HS1 Columm

__.. a�P11st

==>

orqGnic phcut

Fig. 1: Schematic flow chart of the Purex process
Mass transfer kinetic
The fission-product elements are relative non-extractable by tributyl
phosphate and therefore leave the so called high active HA-column in
the waste stream (HAW} at process operation. Furthermore the separated
radioactive elements do not effect other sections of the first cycle
of the Purex process. Hence the modelling of the Purex process can be
reduced to the mass transfers of uranium und plutonium controlled by
the strength of nitric acid.
At the interphase of the two immiscible fluids the components react
with TBP, given by
2+

uo2
and

H

Pu

+

4+

+ 2 NO;+

TBP

+

NO;+

TBP

+ 4

NO;

+

2 TBP

--

......,

uo2 (No3i2
HNO 3

2TBP

(1)

TBP

(2)

Pu(NO ) 4
3

2TBP

(3)

where the complexes are soluble in the organic phase.
Experiments [7] revealed, that the complex reactions and the decomposi

tion of uranium and nitric acid occur at the interphase, are chemically
coupled and are not controlled by the reaction, i.e. the transport to
and from the interphase of-the components is slow compared to the com
plex reaction at the interphase. Hence the concentrations at the inter
phase are considered to be at equilibrium [2]. The same mechanism will
be proceeded from the third complex reaction, formed by plutonium [8].
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Figure 2 shows schematically a concentration profile for the two
phases of one component at the interphase. For the mass transfer into
·the solvent and into the aqueous phase the flux for an individual
species is conveniently described by following equation:
(4)

j�

with
6i

e�

Ci
Ci

,.,

individual mass-transfer coefficient of the aqueous phase,
individual mass-transfer coefficient of the organic phase,
concentration of component i in the aqueous phase,
concentration of component i in the organic phase,

Ci inter facial concentration of component i in the aqueous and
,;ff
C. interfacial concentration of component i in the organic phase
Corresponding to the fast reactions at the interphase, the interfacial
concentrations will be determined by the distribution coefficient D ,
i
which is defined as the ratio of the organic to aqueous concentration
at equilibrium

,. ..

C i
'
c�

(5)

and represents a nonlinear function of concentration and temperature
[9-10).

ci"

,.
I

Fig. 2: Schematic concentra
tion profile for com
ponent i at the inter
phase

cj

,r ·
aq.,•ous phon I' l

Ji

lri•rphan

organic p,ase l"l

Process model
To cope with competing and interacting phenomena of the complex Purex
process, i.e. the coupled two pulsed-plate columns and the five-stage
mixer-settlers, a reliable prediction of concentration and temperature
states and the dynamic behavior is desirable. On the basis of the laws
of conservation of mass and energy, and the principles of thermodyna
mics of mixtures a solvent extraction computational model will be de
rived. Figure 3 shows a finite element for the heterogeneous two-phase
system of the aqueous and organic streams.
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V'

T'

Z+dz
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Fig. 3: Heterogeneous twophase system
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The mathematical equations are modeled by balancing this heterogeneous
two-phase system. Neglecting the influence of �he spatially varying
flow rates, densities, heat capacities and thermal conductivities, and
assuming that the two phases are immiscible and only the complex reac
tion of uranium generates heat, modelling leads to the following
system of equations for the pulsed-plate column
ac'

D'

v• ac' +
a 2c 1
-az7 + EA

�

D"

a 2 c"
az7

at
at

az

,jn

(1-<) A

-

p"c�V 11 l A1 3T

.!!.

ac 11 +
S"

az

aT
[p' Cp< + p•cp(1-el l at
[p'c�v·

a'

rz -

[c'''

•

a

-

1T=eT

C')

[c''

(6)
"

-

c"J

(7)

a2T
[A'< + •" (1-e)) az7 +

r

io

i=1

;,

" c
S"a
i (c.1 - in) 6hi

2
R a(T-Tu)

"

(8)

,,

The �ifference between the equilibrium concentration c 'i (c "i) and
the bulk concentration ci (c 1) is considered to be the driving force
of the mass transfers. The distributed parameter system of the pulsedplate column results in parabolic partial differential equations,
whereas for the mixer-settler the problem reduces to a lumped parameter
system of ordinary differential equations including the additional as
s�ption of chemical e�uilibrium in each mixing stage.
The desired computational model incorporates all essential dynamic pro
perties of solvent extraction. It will be used in the next section to
demonstrate with the dynamic process flowsheet simulator DIVA (1) a
comparison between experimental and computational results.
Results
Figure 4 shows the comparison between theoretical and experimental
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results for the concentration profiles of uranium and nitric acid in
case of normal operation. Evidently there is a sufficient agreement
·for practical application. The HA column is designed with sufficient
extraction length for compensating abnormal operating conditions with
out increasing substantially uranium losses in the waste stream.
New steady state profiles present Figure 5, where the scrub nitric
acid concentration for the scrub stream HS1S is replaced by water.
Again the computational results agree well witi1experimental data. Due
to the favoured reextraction of uranium at low nitric acid concentra
tion in the HS1 column, the uranium.inventory increases essentially in
the HA column compared by the undisturbed case. A slightly increase of
uranium concentration in the product stream HAP is also notable and
causes an increase of internal uranium flux in the HA and HS1 columns.
As can be seen the extraction length is sufficiently designed for com
pensating this disturbance.
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centration profiles at steady
state after changing the
nitric acid of HS1S

After one day the decrease of the solv�nt stream HAX by 15 % leads to
a new steady state condition as shown by the concentration profiles in
Figure 6.
This good agreement between experiment and simulation by such a severe
disturbance indicate the usefulness of the proposed theoretical model.
Differences in the region of low uranium concentration are part of in
sufficient modelling of physical phenomena, e.g. the distribution coI-165

efficient or fluid dynamics.
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concentration profiles
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Modelling looks not quite satisfactory in case of the related tempera
ture profiles for the normal and disturbed process operation, shown in
Figure 7. Temperature profiles are a useful information for the opera
tor, estimating the extraction of the column. The comparison of measu
rements and theoretical results enable the application for applyi�g modelbased measuring techniques
- sinJlated
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D rntQSLrtment
to reconstruct those vari
1,0
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I
I
which neither can be mea
o,e
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Fig. 7: Temperature pro
files at steady
state
a) operation condi
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b) after reducing.
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Figure 8 illustrates the transient to the new steady-state for a 15 %
change in the solvent stream (HAX). The dynamic.behavior of the more
interesting HA column is slow, so that the operator is able to in
fluence the process condition.
Besides the accumulation of uranium, the inventory of plutonium inI-166

creases also in the HA column. But the plutonium concentration signifi
cantly increases higher than the inlet concentration. During the tran
sient the concentration profiles of plutonium show a bulge, which is
more evident at lower sections of the HA column.
The bulge will remain at
-aqueous pl,a"}•lmuloltd
HSZR
--orvanc phase
HS1P
the new steady-state.
1.0
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Fig. 8: Dynamic response
to a change in
HAX stream
(U, Pu and HN03)
Conclusions
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The presented solvent extraction computational model showed satisfacto
ry results with measured concentration and temperature profiles at
steady-state. Changing the solvent stream or the nitric acid concentra
tion in the scrbb stream, the model revealed realistic dynamic charac
teristics of the process behavior. For each disturbance the new ob
tained steady state profiles agreed well with experiments. The simula
tions demonstrated that the plutonium concentration, as the third com
ponent, can increase significantly over the height of the column com
pared with the inlet concentration. Furthermore the maximum amount and
the location of plutonium can be determined for the process by this
model. It would be interesting to verify this specific effect by expe
riments.
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Nomenclature
A
a
c
cp

cross sectional area cm 2
interfacial area/volume cm 2 /cm 3
concentration, mol/1, g/1
heat capacity cal/(g•grd)
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D
D'
. D"
R
V
T
z

distribution coefficient
axial dispersion cm'/s in aqueous phase
axial dispersion cm'/s in organic chase
radius of the column cm
flow rate 1/h
Temperature
coordinate

a
a
p
c
A

heat-transfer coefficient cal/ (cm'· s. grd)
individual mass transfer coefficient cm/s
density g/cm'
holdup
thermal conductivity cal/ (cm-s-grd)
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Calculation and measurement of concentration profiles for the
coupled fluxes of uranylnitrate and nitric acid in a pulsed
column.

E. Ihle, ll. O1 lcnik, w. Nitsch
Technical University of Munich, Garching/D

Introduction
For the design and scale up of extraction columns two proces

ses are decisive:

mixing and mass transfer

The event of mixing is determined by the apparatus itself and
by the conditions of operation. This means, that investiga
tions of mixing-processes must performed inside of a relevant
column.
Mass transfer however, can be investigated outside the techni
cal apparatus at a suitable laboratory scale. Because of the
complex behav\Or of extraction columns all the possibilities
should be used to clear up the kinetics of mass transfer in
order to improve the approach to the design of cnlumns.
For the coupled mass transfer of uranylnitrate and nitric acid
into a kerosene phase, loaded with tributylphosphate (TBP),
performed in a pulsed column, concentration profiles are acces
sible, provided that the corresponding kinetics of mass trans
fer is known as a ''white box".

The Concept
The developed concept, having analogous application for bther
extraction systems, is characterized by three different experi
mental procedures:
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1. With measurements of mass transfer in dependence on the
forced convection conclusions are possible concerning the
rate controlling step (transport or chemical reaction).
Such results together with reasonable assumptions about
the location of the chemical reaction enable one to formu
late the appropriate set of equations. These uquations are
to be used instead of the usual "nverall-term" for the des
cription of mass transfer.2. The second procedure is necessary in order to get values
of suitable individual transport coefficients. The corres
ponding method is the mass transfer in beds of monodisperse
drops, being equivalent for the dispersed phase inside a
column. Computer aid is necessary in order to find the con
centration region in which the individual coefficients are
accessible. The applied evaluation is based on the set of
equations formulated in the first procedure. With such
equations and coefficients it is possible to calculate con
centration profiles in columns, provided a suitable model
describes the fluid dynamic behavior.
3. Finally with measured concentration profiles in a real
column - nhe third procedure - one can estimate the effi
ciency of the calculation method based on the kinetic
results.

For the investigated liquid/liquid system, considered as an
example for reactive mass transfer, the following results are
remarkable:
Stirred Cell:
In such an apparatus, calibrated with known transport systems,
the observed linear dependence of flux from stirring number
shows, that the chemical reactions are controlled by transport
processes. Together with the assumption, that the chemical
reactions are located at the interface, the appropriate set of
equations can be formulated. Corresponding to the scheme in
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WATER

SOLVENT

N
H

f

u

H

D
figure 1 and to the concept of taking all involved individual
+
species into consideration for the relevant 6 species (H ,
2+
No;, TBP, uo , Kx, Ko) because of the condition for
electroneutrality, 5 equations of the generalized kind
- c.
i

*

)

are necessary to describe the kinetics. The individual fluxes
ni are connected with the stoichiometric relations fo; both
reactions. Besides, the interfacial concentrations ci

coupled together with the equilibrium conditions:
KH

are

1* fsp]*

1
+
[i<x]* /[ H r lN0 3

J*

Ku = lKoJ /fo 2

(No � * [TBPJ*
1

2

2

(Kx for HN0 TBP, Ko for U0 (N0 )

3

2

3

2

2

TBP)

Both "e�uilibrium constants" depend on the concentration.
Figure 2 illustrates such a dependence.
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Fig. 2:
The influence of the nitric acid concentration cH and of the
·uranyl ion - concentration cu upon the equilibrium constant KU

Measurements of mass transfer in beds of monodisperse drops
for suitable concentrations are leading to individual coeffi
cients. The values of these coefficients are comparable with
the corresponding coefficients, calculated from correlations
for circulating drops. This result supports the specific me
chanism of mass transfer, provided for the evaluation. An addi
tional support lies in the agreement of measurement and calcu
lation concerning the coupling of nitric acid and uranium
transfer: The overshooting of the nitric acid concentration in
the organic phase is only observed in the predicted region.
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Fig. 3:
The transient development of the concentration profiles to the
stationary behavior.
points are measured, lines are calculated
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Pulsed Column:
In such a column with an active height of 6 m, 38 mm diameter,
stages with a height of 10 cm, the concentration profiles were
always measured for extraction and re-extraction for the
organic phase being dispersed.
The most important result was, that for both directions of
mass transfer and for both cases (nitric acid resp. nitric
acid- and U-flux) the measured profiles agree very well with
the calculated ones, if the column operates in the region of
the mixer/settler regime. In the �orresponding calculations
the back-flow model without backmixing between the plates was
used. This result is the best proof for the efficiency of the
applied procedure. Same examples are presentei in the figure
3. If the column operates in the region of dispersion, the

observed deviations between experiment and calculation are not

to be neglected; backmixing is the reason.

It is shown with examples, that the knowledge of kinetics enab
les one to calculate the back-flow or th,e dispersion-coeffi
cients, prov,ded measured c-profiles are known. This approach
to the dispersion coefficients is a very reliable one, because
the method operates at conditions of mass transfer. One does
not need the specific fluid dynamic conditions being difficult
to realize in the tracer techni�ues.

Especially for cases of reactive mass transfer ("chemical ex

traction''), where ''overall coeffi�ients" are usually dependent

on the concentrations, the individual treatment is efficient
for the kinetics. The key function of mass transfer for the
design of columns is shown in the presentation. These results
are most important for the extraction in the PUREX-medium be
cause of the perspective of being able to calculate concentra
tion profiles for plutonium.
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Calculation of' the activity coef'f'icient of' TBP in water solution arx1 in di luent
by the cluster expansion method

Yun-Xiao Zhong, Wenging Xiaobo Wang,
Department of Technical Physics, Peking University, Beijing/China

We have measured the activity coefficient of TBP in various

diluents,such as benzene,chloroform,carbon tetrochloride,chloro
benzene by 32P-labeled TBP distribution method and vapour presurc::

method. The results of two method are contradictory to each other.
Activity coefficient of TBP in water may be extracted for the

analysis of the discrepancy.
In the 32P-labeled TBP method, the activity coefficient of TBP
in diluent is given by

(1)
I

where fi is activity coefficients of TBP in water solution which
is in equilibrium with

TBP in the diluent and

coefficient but equilibrium with pure TBP, A

J;.

is the same

is the ratio

of'

radioactivitie$ of aqueous phase in bo_th cases and xl is the mole
fraction of TBP in the diluent. AS the solubility of TBP in water

is very low, the activity coefficients of TBP in water was assumed
to be unity. thus equation (1) become

0-,. ;-�xl

(2)

For comparision the activity coeficitmts of the diluent�; were

obtained by the Gibbs-Duhem l�w from

for

1

0,

J'i.

If we used equation (2)

, the value of
so obtained differs wildy with the value
1
of J1 from vapour presure method. · In certain systems the former

is great than 1 and the latter is less than 1, It is conjectured
I

-,/

that the assumption � = b20 ;1 may be in error. Comparing carefully
I

I

the data of two methods of four systems we obtained the 't1 / '(,0
I

I

vers A as show in figure 1. Using this T,. / fl�

values, the

ft
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· obtained from two methods are consistent with each other.
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As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986, the deadline for
printing this book, we only print the short abstract of the paper.
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Improvements Md results acquired through six years of industrial uranium
extraction from phosphoric acid by the PRAYON process

A. Devister Md G. Hartin,
PRAYON OCV[LOPP[HENT - B--4UO Engis, Belgium

The UHIPRAY plant extracts uranium from !)hos-acid since 1980 by the PRAYON
Process
UMIPRAY S.A., e Belgian Limited Company ..tiolly owned by PRAYON, started
recovering uranium from phosphoric acid in May 1980.
lhe PRAYON process used is based upon fundamental works of the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, U.S.A. (1), (2), (3) end utilizes the two-cycle
extraction/stripping technique with the DEHPA/lOPO* es solvent (• ·see last
page). From the origin and during the sh-year operation now completed,
important end particular design features have been introduced in the process,
making it different from other processes using the same O[HPA/lOPO solvent
end operated in North America.
In spite of the depressed price displayed by the uranium since several years,
the UHIPRAY plant is still in profitable operation end is the only one
remaining on streem outside America. This is due to the high level of
reliability, efficiency of operation end quality of uranium concentrate
achieved by the process.
The main characteristics of the PRAYON uranium recovery process
lhe PRAYON process ( formely celled I.M.C./PRAYON process), is the property of
PRAYON D[VELOPPEMENT S.A., the Engineering Division of PRAYON and has been
developed in 1978-79.
To this end, PRAYON has entrusted METALLURGIE HOBOKEN-OVERPELT, e world
leader in liquid/liquid e,trection of non ferrous metals, with the e.trection
pert of the research end hes shared with I.M.C. the first year of industrial
experience of their respective plants.
Basically, the process is outlined in the block-diagram hereafter.

It hes

been described in several papers (4), (5), (6) and we only recall here some
of its features.
l. The phosphoric acid pretreatment
from our view-point, the acid pretreatment is nearly es important as the
extraction itself.
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CAlCININC

Wet H.A.U. cake

Dry H.A.U. cancenlrele
U,Oe concenlrele

BlOCK DIAGRAI! OF PRAVON URANIUII RECOVERY PROCESS

High performances in extraction step depend, indeed, on a strict control of
the solvent end acid flows, o� a clear-cut division between the two phases
after each mixing, on the absence of any "organic cruds" formation that would
inevitably re!luce the efficiency and cause losses of acid and solvent. That
is why we give the primary phosphoric acid en extensive preparation including
cooling, desaturation, clay treatment,

filtration and adsorption through

activated carbon.
In these conditions, the resulting clear "GREEN ACID" ia perfectly
desaturated, free or any mineral or organic solid, free or its soluble humic
material and is prepared to be processed by liquid/liquid extraction.
2. first Cycle or Extraction/Stripping
Both extraction and stripping are made in a J or 4-stsge battery of
rectangular mixer-settler units.
The D[HPA/T0P0 solvent requires the uranium to be at the u6+ state for the
extraction and, inversely, to be at the u 4+ state for the reductive
stripping.
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The judicious utilization of scrap iron added to the small flow of phosphoric
strip acid to lower its Redox potential during the stripping is a major factor
for the operation of the plant.
After the extraction step and the separation of the solvent entrained, the
main flow of phosphoric acid (the 1st raffinate) returns to the H3P04 facility
with the same clean aspect as the "green acid".
3 . Second Cycle and Refinery
The same DEHPA/TOPO solvent is utilized in the 2nd cycle but wlth slightly
d'ifferen t concentrations. The strip acid from 1st cycle enters the secon dary
extraction with a con centration of 10 to 12 g U309/litre.
The secondary stripping is made in a precise ramie of conditions such that the
ammonium-uranium carbonate formed (A.U.C.) remains perfectly soluble, while
other metallic compounds can precipitate.
Uranium precipitates naturally by concentration of the clear A.U.C. solution
and gives a hydrated salt (3 uo 3 • NH4 • 5H 20) called H.A.U. The purity of
this product· lies well beyond the requirements of all the converters.
Two ways of conditioning are then possible :
1 ·- The H.A.U, suspension is filtered and washed in a pressure filter and the
WET YELLOW CAKE can be put directly in drums.
This concentrate does not need any calcinat ion and it does not create any
problem of radioactive duet recovery and environment protection.
2·- The H.A.U. precipitate can be, at will, either dried or calcined, giving
in this case a' U309 concen trate with more than 80 i U.

A few data about the UMIPRAY plant
�

Capacity

at Puurs (near Antwerp)
- Pretreatment of acid

- Cycle I l

- Cycle

- Refinery

P 205/year
(outside UH!PRAY plant)

55 t U309/year (presently)
115 t U309/year (by possible

1 3 0.000

at Eng!s (near Lil,ge)

modification)
Current output : about 115.000 t P205 /year

45 to 50 t U30a/year

Phosphate raw material

Khouribga 70-71 BPL with 115-125 ppm U

Phosphoric acid to Sx-U

45 to 50 m3 /hour with 30- 32 i P205
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Table of main performance figures

Uranium

Phosphoric Acid available

Uranium

Concentrate
Year

Production
(t U3D8 )

[xtraction
P2o5 content
(!!.)

U309 content
(ppm)

Yield
(�)

Operating
Factor
(vs. time,
available)

1980

20,4 (a)

28,92

129

91,1

87,0

1981

41,1

20,96

129

94,8

96,7

1982
1983

43,7

29,0
30,l

124
132

96,5
96,8

99,0

45,1

1984

50,3

29,8

135

97,0

99,2

1985

44,l (b)

31,2

125

94,0 (c)

99,0

98,2

(a)

6 months of operat ion in 1980

(b)

the production is evidently subject to the U3 09 content of phosphate.
A chengement of phosphate rock composit ion hes effected the produc t ion

(c )

in 1985.
t he new phosphate, s t rongly laden with humic material hes caused e
reduc t ion of yield in 1985.

Recent imovations brought to the process with a view to i"'Prove its
efficiency and reduce the production cost

1. �-ovement' of the phosphoric acid cooling in the Pretreatment by the u se
of two Low Level Flesh Coolers working in series
The two- superposed-stage evaporator utilized originally has several process
end operation disadvantages : incrus t ation build-up in the apparatus due to
e high t emperature drop, important kWh end water consump t ion, etc •••
The new design includes two "Low Level nosh Coolers" (L.L .F .C.) similar to
the ones used successfully in recen t PRAYON phosphoric acid plants, working
with a very low temperature drop (1 t o 2 K) end e high circulation flow.
These coolers ere installed et e much lower level and pert ially flooded by
the acid when put under vacuum.

The circulation of acid is ensured by en

axial-flow circulator wi t h low manometric heed.
individual circulation tank,
circuit to 2 n d one.
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t he

[sch cooler has an

acid overflowing freely from 1 st cooling

This design brings important savings of investment and operation costs to
the

acid pretreatment :

- less kWh consumed by the circulators (large capacity but very low
manometric head);
- 1 ess cooling water needed by the condenser thanks to the higher temperature
of water vapours leaving the 1 st circuit;
- less steam for lhe ejectors of the vocuum unit (less dissolved air to he
exhausted from the cooling water.

The follow-ing table gives the main figures for new and previous cooling
t P 05/day pretreatment unit :
2

designs on the basis of a 1.500

Previous
device

2

Use of
L.L.f .c.

Saving

Investment •

(M fB)

1 6 ,7

12,3

26

Electrical power

(kWh/h)

84,5

14 ,4

83 Ii

447

312

30 !i

600

500

17 Ii

(m3 /h)
Steam for ejectors (kg/h)

Cooling aea water

• investment relating

2. Improved control of

to

t he

equipments differing in

the

!i

two alternat ives.

reductive stripping of uranium in the first cycle

The limitation of iron cor,sumption d�ring the stripping step of uranium is a
major concern.

Presence of fe2+ ions is permanently required in the strip

acid to reduce u 6+ t o u 4+ , but both iron and uranium are exposed to
re-oxidation by the ambient air. The resulting ferric iron passing in to the
acid can cause undesired precipitation of ferric phosphate compounds in the
mixer-settler units.
A palented device of "in terstage reduction" hos been implemented in our
process. Controlled amounts of scrap iron are dynamically dissolved at every
stripping stage, ensuring a constant and minimum presence of fe2+ ions at the
right place with a minimum of fatal ferric iron passing in the acid.
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In terms of consumption, the following figures have been recorded et UMJPRAY
plant :

kg scrap iron
per t P2D5 avail able

kg scrap iron
per kg U309

1,4}
1,60

5
J, 4
J,76

After start-ue of new device :
2 nd half-year 1984

1,18

2,67

Average for. 1985

1,17

},lt

Average for 1982
Average for 198}

}. Modification of the eost-treetment of first raffinate
The first raffinate, that is the main flow of acid goi ng beck to the H3P04
facility, is polluted by traces of solvent (D[HPA, TOPO and their diluent
kerosene).

for economical and technical reasons, it is important to sharply

separate them;

In UMIPRAY plant, the post-treatment presently includes one

lemellas-settler followed by two activated carbon columns. The final quality
of the raffinate is excellent, but the carbon rust be periodically
regenerated end the solvent absorbed in the columns is lost.
Another SC:1eme of poet-treatment hes been experimented et industrial scale.
After the hmelles-settler, the reffinete is treated in air-induced flotetion
cells. They practically require no maintenance and deliver the acid with
leas than 25 ppm (vol/vol) of solvent. The additional recovery of solvent is
estimated to be 75 ppm of the raffinete volume (the everage in/out contents
being 100/25 ppm).

m3

The corresponding saving in DEHPA + TOPO amoun ts to 16/g
of reffinate,
i.e. 95 g/kg u3o8 in the yellow cake. This represents about on e third of the
D[HPA + TOPO consumption of the first cycle.
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4. Re duction of the cost of oxi dation age nt i n the seco nd cycle by
utilization of qaseous oxygen
The substitutio n · of gaseous oxygen to hydrogen pcroxid e for the oxidation of

the uranium-load ed acid entering the 2 nd cycle is gradually proceeding in the
UHIPRAY plant. Whe n the full changeme nt will be achieved, it is expected
that the cost of this reactive will be cut by four.
The efficie ncy of gaseous oxyg� n in less good than the one of hyd rogen
peroxi d e but this is amply compensated by its low cost.
So far, the oxidatio n cost evolves as foliows

YEAR

Cons. per kg U309

Unit cost

Cost per kg U309

1982+8}

2,10 kg H202 (}5 ,)

25 fB/kg

52,5 fB

1984

1,01 kg H202 (}5 I,)
0,5} Nm 3 02

25 fB/kg

25,25 ) 27,8 fB
2,55 )

0,66 kg H202 (}5 !'e)
0,74 rw. } 02

25 fO/kg

1985

4,8 fB/Nm�

4,8 fB/Nm}

16,5 ) 20,05 fB
},55 )

5. Improvement of the yellow cake purity and moisture
The handling and dissolution of the wet yellow cake (H.A.U.) at the
converter's facility hsd given some unpleasant annoyance due to the
- appearance of some spongy "gums" during dissolution of Y

.c.

in nitric acid

( and caused by t.races of solvent trapped in the H.A.U. precipitate);
- difficulty of handling the wet and sticky cake.
The origin of the first trouble has been quickly identified by laboratory
tests.

A simple solution has solved this problem : the A.U.C. solution is

polished by filtering it through a paper-filter before entering the
lamellas-settler.

The bright clear solution then flows to the precipitation

step.
The second problem has been definitely solved by pressing the H.A.U. cake in
a tube-press under a pressure of about 120 bars.
The dewatered cake falls from the tube-press in the form of nacrow atrips
having a compact and solid aspect end witholdi ng only 10 to 15 I'. moisture.
This yellow cake is now easy to handle and has lost its thixotropic
character.
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6. Advance in the monitoring of uranium through the process, leading toe
automatic control of the operation
The plant has demonstrated to be easily controlled and technical performances
have reachede high level. The next task of our R & D staff is now to
progressively introduceen automatic control of the operation in the plant.
The first step is the development, in laboratory, of a "continuous flow"
uranium analysis method valid for organic and aqueous phases.
This has been achieved lest year end it is based on the photo-colorimetric
technique.
The next step will include the construction of e semi-automatic apparatus end
its experimentation in cycle 11 of the plant.

*

OEllPA

C2�5
CH3 - (CH2)3 - CH - CH2 - 0
I
HO - P
C 2�5
I
CH3 - (CH2)3 - CH - CH2 - 0

TOPO
0
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ESTIMATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR THE 'EXTRACTION
OF NITRIC ACID BY TBP/KEROSENE MIXTURES
J M S chaekers, Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa
INTRODUCTION
Tri-n-butyl phosphate ( (CHlH cH cH o) PO, TBP) is a well known organic extractant
2 2 2 3
which is frequently used for the separation and purification of metals, especially
uranium and other compounds of interest to the nuclear industry.

In this case

extraction/purification is normally·effected from aqueous acid nitrate solutions,
and for this reason the system HN0 -H 0-TBP, with or without kerosene, has been
3
2
studied extensively.
Numerous investigators have tried to describe it mathematically in order to be able
to predict equilibrium HN0
variety of conditions.

3

concentrations in aqueous and organic phases under a

Originally it was assumed (1, 2) that only the compound

HN0 .TBP existed in the organic phase although it was accepted that the water, which
3
was also present, could form secondary �dducts of the type HN0 .TBP.xH o. Later on
2
3
3
it was established ( 3 , 4, 5) that, at,aqueous acid concentrations of� 6 moles/dm ,
deviations did occur which were ascribed to the formation of high acid adducts of
the type (HN0 ) . TBP with x = 2, 3 or even 4.
3 x
Apart from Collopy t2), who pr9posed undissociatei HN0

3

as the active species during

the extraction process, the other investigators used the tota 1 aqueous acid concen
tration, HN0

3

(4), or the completely dissociated acid, H

+

and NO j (3, 5, 6), which

can be represented by equations [1] and 12] respective 1 y, unfortunately only with
limited success.

More recently (7) it has been accepted that lower adducts, such

as HN0 .2TBP, are also formed.
3
HN0
H

+

+

3

NO j

+

TBP -::, HNO .TBP
J

[1]

+

TBP � HN0 • TBP
3

[2]

A critical evaluation of IR-studies (5, 8, 9) indicates that only a very weak bond
exists between H o and TBP in the organic phase and that H o containing adducts with
2
2
TBP should not play an important role in the equilibrium between nitric acid and
TSP/kerosene mixtures.

This was also evident from Davis's (4) results, which indi

cated that the molar volume of H o and TBP dit not change appreciably in the absence
2
of HN0 •
3
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Based on the above information it was concluded that the extraction of HN03 by
TBP/kerosene mixtures could possibly be described by equations [3], [4] and [SJ, in

which HN0 3 represents the undissociated nitric acid in the aqueous phase, and the
horisontal bar above a compound means that it is present in the orqanic phase.

[3]
[4)
[s]
The corresponding thermodynamic equilibrium constants, K , K
11 and K21 , and
12
conditional equilibrium constants, k , k
and k , can then be represented by
21
11
12
equations [6J, [7] and [8] respectively (y = activity coefficient, o = organic phase
and a = aqueous phase).

[6]

K,-,'

[H�03, TBPJ 2

Ya· Yo(HN0 3• 2TBP)

2------

,
Ya Yo(HN03, TBP)
'-----K
21
Yo((2HN03).TBP)

[7]

[HN03] [HN03.2TBPJ

y o(HN03. TBP)

[(2H1103 ), TRP]

[s]

[HN03] (HN03.TBPJ

[9]
To solve this set of equations, use was made of the acid dissociation constant for

nitric acid, [9], which is equal to 24,00 (10), the proton balance, and the mass
balances for total acid, acid in aqueous, acid in organic and for TBP.

In these

it was assumed that the volume of the aqueous and organic phases are equal and

remain constant during the extraction process and that the activity coefficients
do not change for a specific TBP concentration.
+

This last assumption is only

acceptable because [H J, [No ;J and [HN03], which are used in [9], are actually
based on the thermodynamic acid dissociation constant and therefore nearer to

activities than to molar concentrations.
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Finally the acid equilibrium concentrations in organic and aqueous phases were
calculated by an iteration method and with varying values for k12, k11 and k
21
until the results differed less than 5% from Davis's (4) experimental data and
our own values (11) covering the total ranqe from 0,5 to 12 moles/dm 3 HND 3 for
each TBP concentration. The initial values were then plotted and smoothed
graphically to give the results in Table 1, which are representerl qraphically
in Figures _1 and 2.
Table I:

� T8P
5
10
15
30
65
100
b:

Conditional equilibrium constants and% difference between calculated and
experimental HN0 3 concentrations in the organic phase
Conditional equilibrium
constants
k1?
0,220
0,608
1,80
3 ,50
3,95
4,41

k11
100,D
35, 7
12,2
6, 34
5, 71
5,10

k?1
0,108
0,120
D,1 3 4
0,162
0,207
0,240

:i: difference for various moles/dm 3 HN0
3
in aqueous phase at equilibrium
1,00
2,00 4,00 6,no R,00 10,no 12,00
+25,0 +12,4 -2, 3 -1,0 +2,7 +2,5 -2,0
+7,2
+4, 3 -5,0 -2,0 +0,1 +0,8 -2, 7
+5,0
-2,8 - 3 ,4 -2,6 +2,2 +2,0 -5,0
+ 4,6 - 3 ,4 -1,4 +4,5 +6,4 +0,9
+8,6
- (b)
+2,0
+3,5 -2, 3 -0,3 +4,0 + 3 ,4
- (b)
+4,7
+1
-4,
1
-1,
5
+2
,4
,5
+4,5

No experimental data available
,

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Experimentai and calculated acid equilibrium concentrations for 3 0 � TRP are ora
phically shown in Figure 3. The percentaqe differences between these two values
are also given in Table I for selected acid concentrations in aqueous phase and
for all the TOP mixtures investigated. From these it is obvious that an excellent
correlation is obtained, with a difference of generally less than 5% except for
� 2 moles/dm 3 HN03 and 5% TBP or for� moles/dm 3 .
However, it is also clear that there is a general trend with positive differences·
up to 3 moles/dm 3 and between 7 and 11 moles/dm 3 and negative ones in the other
regions. These are probably caused by the assumptions made in order to obtain
a manageable mathematical.equation and conditional equilibrium constants which
are essentially constant for a specific TBP concentration.
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2
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j
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-j
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Fig 1 :
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VARIATION OF k21

20

80 X TBP
HITH X TBP.

FIG 2:

40

60

80 X TBP

VARIATION OF LOG k 12 AND LOG k 11
WITH X TBP.

1.

1.

0.

-- CALCULATED.
+ EXPERIMENTAL.
2

,4

5

8

10

12

moles/dm3 HN0 3 in aqueous phase.
FIG 3: EXTRACTION OF HN03 8Y 30 1' TBP/KEROSENE.

'- Examination of the variation of the conditional equilibrium constants with% TSP
shows that for k 1 and k11 two regions can be identified, viz.� 15 % TBP and
2
.?. 30% TBP. In both cases log10 of k 12 and k 11 is linearly related to% TBP but
the slopes differ greatly indicating that two systems must be considered i.e. TBP
dissolved in kerosene and kerosene dissolved in TBP respectively. Extrapoht-ion
of these data to O % TBP to derive thermodynamic equilibrium constants is there
fore only justified for the region� 15% TBP giving values of K12 = 0 , 083
(log k = - 1,08) and K11 = 2 63 (log k = 2 ,4 2 ). It is also interesting
10 11
10 12
to note that the product of these tv10 values remains fairly constant at
22, 0 ± 0 ,5 (lo�
1 ,34), indicating that y!.y
10 =
o(TBP)/y�(HNO .TBP) is also a
constant (see equations [6] and [7]), which can eventually bJ used to estimate
values of y once Ya is also taken in consideration.
0

From the variation of k21 with% TBP (Figure 1), however, it is evident that
Ya·Yo(HNO .TBP)/y0((2HNO ).TBP) does not remain constant but increases with
a factor df nearly 2 ,5 f�om 5 % to 100 % TBP. k21 can nevertheless be extra
polated to O % TBP to obtain a value of 0 ,91 for K21 .
An attempt was also made to calculate the concentration of the various TBP compounds
in the organic phase at equilibrium. The results are summarized in Table II.
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'Table II:

% of TBP-species in the organic phase at equilibrium
a

% of TBP-species ( ) at va rious moles/dm 3 .HN0 in
3
aqueous phase (equilibrium)
% TBP

Species
TSP

5

HN0 .2TBP
3
HN0 .TBP
3
( 2HN0 ) . TBP
3

1 ,00

2,00

4,00

6,00

R,00

10,00

85,2

58,7

28,5

15,6

9,7

6,6

4,7

0,1

0,2

0,1

0,1

<O,1

<0,1

<O, 1

14,6

40,5

67,7

75,7

76,3

74, 1

0, 1

0,6

3, 7

8,6

13,9

19,2

83,9

57,6

26,4

13,3

7,5

4,6

0,6

3,0

1,0

0,7

n,4

0,2

0,1

0, 1

15 ,3

39,4
2,0

58,2

52,0

0 ,2

10,9

22,6

82,6

56,8

27,4

15,0

2,4

4, 1

3,2

2,1

14,9

38,4

64,9

72,8

73,0

70,2

0, 1

0,7

4,5

10,1

77 ,6

51,5

25,0

14,0

8,5

5,8

3, 1

77, 8/c)

4 � ,4

11,2

3,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

2, 1

0,0

0,0

12,on

70, 7

-------- --------------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -----TBP

10

HN0 .2TBP
3
HNO ' TSP
J
( 2HNO ). TBP
3

62,0

63,7

24,5

45,7

------- ---------------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- ---·-TBP

15

HN0 .2TBP
3

HN0 . TBP
3
(2HN0 ). TBP
3

34,1

4 3 ,3

51,2

9,4

6,2

1, 3

0,9

4,4
0,6

66,5

------- ---------------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- ------TBP

HN0 .2TBP,
30

3

HN0 .TBP
3

( 2HN0

3

l. TBP

8, 1
16, 8

12,7

10,6

7,0

28,6

20,2

7,0

22,7

4,5

2,9

28,5

1,9

14,2

35,0

59,4

67,7

68,2

65,7

61,9

7, 4

25.{}

67, S

86,0

89, 7

18,8

82,3

25,6

69,4

0,0

0,0

1, 1

4,0

8,2

17, 7

30,6

66,6

45,9

22, 3

12,6

7,8

17,0

21 ,7

18,4

12,6

8,3

5,4

16,2

31,5

53, 7
5,6

61, 7

62, 3

59,7

0, 1

0,8

5,0

11 ,3

- ------ ---------------- -------- ------- ------- ------TBP

16, 3

-------5,2

-=m-3 2,1

- (b)
- (bl
- (bl
0,2
0,9
1 ,1
21,6
29,7
-------- --------------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- --- _ Cbr
TBP
67,2
42 ,0
20,4
11,6
7,3
4,8
(bl
HN0 .2TBP
20
,5
28,4
24
,4
17,2
11,5
7,7
3
100
(bl
HN0 .TBP
12,2
28,6
57
,0
49,2
57
,9
55,
5
3
(bl
( 2HN0 . TBP
0,1
1 ,0
6,0 14,2
23,3
2,0
3
65

HN03.2TBP
HN0 . TBP
3
(2HN0 ). TBP
3

)

a:

Based on r. [TBP-species] = 100 %

b:
c:

No experimental data

av ail able
Cursive values estimated from (7)
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3

3

From these it is clear that an appreciable amount of HN0 3.2TBP is only present for
2 15 :i: TBP and that the r:1 adduct, HN03.TBP, is always the predominant species.
It is also evident that (2HN03).TBP is already formed at 4 moles/dm 3 HN0 3 in the
aqueous phase and reaches a value of approximately 30 % at 10 to 12 moles/dm 3 HN0 •
3
A comparison with literature values (7) for 30 :i: TBP (see Table II) shows appre
ciable differences for the individual figures but the qeneral trend remains the
same. Unfortunately, insufficient information is available to explain these
differences, althouqh it must be pointed out that the estimated orqanic acid
concentration differs greatly from typical experimental values and that the total
TBP mass balance does not remain constant over the entire acid concentration.
In order to test the applicability of the equilibrium constants to systems con
taining metal nitrates, Mailen's (6) experimental results were used to calculate
expected undissociated HN03 in the aqueous phase and corresponding equilibrium
concentrations in the organic phase. The results (Table III) cleariy indicate
that the estimated equilibrium constants and the associated mathematical model
are at 1 east usefu 1 for the range O,1 to 2 mo 1 es/dm 3 HN0 with O to 4 mo 1 es/dm 3
3
metal nitrate. At higher nitrate concentrations very large errors are found
which could probably be explained by an increasing change in the total activity of
the aqueous solutions.
Table III:

Application of model for aqueous HNOfNaN03 solutions { 3 0 % TBP)

Aqueous concentrations: moles/dm 3 Organic acid concentrations: moles/dm3
Total
ralculated
Total Undissociated Experimental
HN03
Reference(6)
NaN03
HN01
reference (6) Present•
0,365
0,0194
1,00
0,124
0,1 33
0, 111
0, 306
2,00
0,0265
0,175
0, 170
0, 162
0,256
3,00
0,030 3
0,200
0,186
0,220
0,209
4,00
0,0310
0,225
0,190
0,248
0,129
6,00
0,0261
0,275
0,169
0,268
1,913
1,765
1,635
1,488
1_,225

1,00
2,00
3,00
4,00
6,00

0,195
0,227
0,25 3
0,266
0,275

0,525
0,575
0,6 38
0,681
0 ,765

Q,5 36
0,571
0,597
0,609
0,61R

0,5 36
0,605
0,657
0,692
0,7 39

Graphical estimate based on concentration of undissociated acid in aqueous phase
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CON CLUS IONS
To summarize, it can be concluded that the suqgested model and the equi 1 ibrium
constants that were derived are very useful to predict equilibrium con centrat ions
for the extraction of HN0

3

in TBP /kerosene mixtures, containing from 5 to 1 00 %

TBP, from 0,5 to 12 moles/dm
4 moles/dm

3

3

metal nitrates.

HN0

3

or from 0, 1 to 2 moles/dm

3

HN0

3

with Oto

Deviations from experimental results were tentatively

explained on the basis of the assumptions made.
will be needed to verify these.

However, more detailed calculations

It was also shown that the equilibrium constants

can be used to calculate the concentration of the various TBP-species in the
organic phase, which is essential for the derivation of a similar model for the
extraction of metal nitrates.
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Extraction of Iodine From Irradiated Uranyl Nitrate Samples

Muayed G.Jalhoom

•Department of Analytical Chemistry, IAEC, Tuwaitha,Baghdad,Iraq

In early works [ 1,2] it have been shown that 99 Tco ions in basic as
4
well as H so solutions can be separated from irradiated u o samples,
3 8
2 4
99
99
Tco and tt Tco
The distrib11tion coefficient o of the tracers NH
4
4
4
varies with the crown cavity size, substitutions, type of the donor

atoms, size and charge (charge density) of the cation.of the base used
and the structure of the organic solvent, From NaOH and

the extracted complex was suggested to be as (Ka+OB18C6)
+

-

a 2 so4

solutions
{TcO ) and
4.

(H DB 1 8C6)(Tco )nH so respectively, It was hypothesized recently that
4
2 +4
a complex such as (H DCH 1 8C6)( Auc1 ) could als·o be extracted [3]
4
In this work, extraction experiments )tlere perf'or·med· on ii:::radi.a.ted

uo (N0 ) .GH o samples dissolved in HF , HCl, HI and HN0 sclutions by
2
2
3 2
3

using the system dibenzo- 18-crown-6-o-dichlorobenzene, A comparison
ex�eriments on the tracer Na

125

r were done using the crowns,

2-crown-

1

4(12C4), 15-crown-5 (ISCS), 18-crown-6(t8C6), dibenzo-t8-crown-6(!>818C6), kryptofix-22 (K22) and dibenzo-24-crown-8 (DB24C8), dicyclohexyl1 8-crown-6

(DCHt8C6).

Samples (: 5mg) of UOi(No ).6H o were irradiated for 72 hrs, in the
3
2
-2
-1
13
cm , _sec • The samples
Iraqi reactor IRT-5000 in a flux around 2x!0

then dissolved in O.OIM HN0 after f�w days of cooling. Aliquots from
3

the dissolved sAmples were dried and redissolved by the medium of extr
action. Equal volumes of the organic phase and the aqueous phase were
1 25
r.

mechanically shaken for 20 minutes after spiking by the tracer Na
The activity was assaY!:!dusing Na I (Tl)

well-type crystal d·etector conne

cted with a single channel analyzer� In case of extraction of irradiat
ed uranium samples, the Ge(Li) detector connected with a multichannel

analyzer was used. The u.v.-vis. spectra were recorded on the PYE UNICAM
SPS-400 u.v.-vis. spectrophotometer.

Negligible extraction from nitric acid solutions has been shown by

5
zr,

9

23 9
NP(Table-n
95 Nb, 99Mo,99m Tc, !0 3Ru, 1311, l40Ba, 140 La, 141Ce, 147Nd, and

Extraction from 0.5-6M HI was accompanied by a precipitabeformation.

was observed for Ru,I,Ba,La and Nd. On the
Some extraction (0:::.0.05)
·

other hand appreciable extraction of

!)I

I was obtained from HCl and HF

solutions. The distribution coefficient D increases with the initial

HCl concentration in the aqueous phase up to 6M where after a precipi
95
95
99m
zr,
Nb,
tate was formed. Trace amounts of
Tc and lO]Ru were
13 1
extracted together with
1. However, minimum separation factor around

99mTc.
168 at 6M HCl was obtained for
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Hydroflouric acid has also shown to be a good medium for the selective
131
1 fission product. In comparison with HCl solutions

separation of

·higher extraction could be obtained at the lower concentrations of HF.
Only trace amount of lO)Ru could be detected ln the organic phase
131
The separation factor of
1 from tO)Ru was determined to be about

670 at 0.5M BF.

Acomparison study on the tracer Na

125

1, similar results to that of the

irradiated uo (N0 ) .6u o were obtained. The extraction of iodine spe

2

3 2

2

cies increases with the incraase of HCl concentration and a sharp inc

rease was noticed after about 4M HCl (Fig.1). The appear&nce of a sca

ttered D values on Fig.1 may suggests the presence of more than one

extractable species. The behaviour is almost identical when o-dichlor

obenzene (o-DCB) and 1, 2-dichloroethane (1, 2 -DCE)were used as the

organic solvents for the crown DB18C6. The effect of the extraction

shaking time on the distribution coefficient a.t 4M HCl has be·en shown

to be rather small.

Tabl e I. The Solvent Extraction Data Of The Irradi ated Uranyl Ni trat e,
(Distribution Coeff ici ents), 0 . 0 25 M DBI8C6-o-Dichlorobenzene

Isotopes

(HF]M

(HCl] M

6

4

2

1

0.5

Zr-95

N.E

,N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

p

p

0.003

Nb-95

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

p

p

0.015 0.004 0.0061

p . 0.028 0.005 0.012

8

7

6

3

1 .5

0.5

Mo-99

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

Tc- 99m

N.E

N.E

N.E

ii;E

N.E

p

Ru-103

N.E

N.E

N.i;:"

N.E

N·.E

·p

p·

I. 2

·p

p·

4.72

2;92 0.96

p·

N.E

N.E

N.E

ILE

N.E

N0E

N.E

N.E

0. 1 2 0.59

I-131

0.3

o.·5

N.E

N.E

N.E

·0.023 ·0;019 o.049 0.0;4
0.)3

a-140

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

p ·

La-140

N.E

N.E

N.E

N:E

N;E

·p

p·

Ce-14 1

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

p

p

N.E·

N.E

N.E

N,E

p

p

N;E

N.E

N.E

N,E

p

p . ·N.E

N;E

N.E

N.E

Nd-147

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

NP-239

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

N.E

• ,N.E
P
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Practically total activity· in the a.queous phase

Precipitate forma.tion

The ultraviolate spectra of KI. in different molarities of HCl are

shown in Fig.2, The two peaks at 192 and 225 nm are attributed to I

•species [4], The absorption at 192 nm almost disappeared after the

addition of HCl, meanwhile the absorption a.t 225 n.m decrea.ses gro...dua

lly, accompanied with a growth of a peak at 248nm, very �ea.k abso�pt
ions could also be recongnized around 343n� and 437nm� However, tOe
decrease and increase at 225 and 248 nm absorptions are not regular

which might be accounted to the formation of a new species,Oepending

on the spectroscopic methods Cason a"d Neumonn (51 have propQsed the
following disproptionation reaction in the aqueous solutioo.s

ci----"
�-

........

(

1)

The 1 c1 species were characterized by the strong a.bsorption at 248nm
2
( E
55000), 437nm( f = 1100) and 1c1; species, 224nm( € z 47000),

343(€

= 243).

Negligible extraction is shown for the I

species which a.re cha.racter

ized by the absorption at 225nm(Fig.3). However, the absorptions at

248nm. disappeared after extraction ov·er the whole range of H.Cl concen
extraction. a.t 7 a.nd
trations used ( 1-BM). Meanwhile, almost comp
_ _lete
_
SH HCl can be attained for the species characterized by· the absorption

around 225 and 248 nm, At higher HCl molarities it seems that the
major species exist as 1 c1
2

and rc12 as shown in equation(I) •

The spectra of the e�tracted species in 1,2-PCE are shown in Fig,4,
The peaks around 364 nm and 294 °nm are simil.ar
. to tha.t of

DCE [6]. However the absorptions of'

r;

r;

in 1,2-

in t.he aqueous pha.se(352:n111

and 288 nm [4') ) could not be obserl!ed. The increa .s . e in the absorba.nce
with HCl concentrations ( 1'-7N) indica.tes an increa. se in the e�tra.ction
of the species althou9h a ditferent behaviour was observed at BM HCl,
The absorption at 364 nm diminishes and became broader, while the

Qbsorption at 294 nm becomes smaller �w·i.th a tendency for � lower wa.ve

length which could not be recorded� Probablr this is due to the extra

ction of 1c1; species which were characterized·.by the absorptioo.s at

336 nm( � = 3t0) and 227 nm ( E

• 54500) in acetonitrile [6], It is

not excluded that the broad peaks at 364 nm are due to bot.h 1 c1
2

and 1c1; species. However it was al�o assumed the presence of the

following time depending disproportionation reaction in the organic

phase [6]

, .......

(2)
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Further confirmations for the fact that

species are less extrac-

table when lower D values w�re obtained in the presence of small

•amount of NaI as carrier or a reducing agent like Na s o , Morover,
2 2 3
the presence of oxidizing agent like KI0 could enhance the extraction
3
+
in comparison with KI. The fittness of K ions in the crown cavity
size and the competition of 10; ions in the extraction should also be

considered. Another evidence. for the higher extraction of the polyha

logen species is represented by Fig,5, which shows the effect of HF

and HI on the D values. The higher extraction ob�ained in presence of

HF might be due to the formation of 1 F
2

and (or) IF ; species.

In conclusion ion-pair extraction by the crown compounds prefers the

polyhalogen ions probably because they are more polar which might

enduce further dipole-dipole and ion-dipole interactions.

A slop around unity was obtained for the relati�n of log.D and log[DB-

18C6] at SM BCl (Fig.6) which suggests the extraction of one crown

molecule. So from HCl medium it can be suggested that the ion pair
+

extracted complex may be as (H DB18C6)

+

(r c1 ) and or (H DB18C6) (Icl;).
2

Polar organic solvent give better extraction

AlD'lo-�t a linear

relationship was attained with the dielectric constant of the organic

solvent in the order benzene< chloroform< chlorobenzene< o-dichlo•
robenzene< 1,2-dichloroethane < nitrobenzene.

The effect of the crown cavity size and substitutions is shown in

Fig.7. From 4M�Cl the order of extraction is DCH18C6 > 18C6 > DB24C8>

DB18C6 > lSCS > K22 > 12C4 . Obviosly the distribution

coefficient

increases with the cavity size. The presence of cyclohexyl group �lm

ost always enhances the extraction. This is may be due to the greater
flexibility gained by the crown molecule. The nature of the counter

ion is also important. The order of extraction of Teo� ions from 6H
" s0 [2) was DCH18C6 > DB24C8 > 18C6 > DB18C6 > 15C5 > 12C4 > K22 .

2

4
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Boundaries

of

third-phase

formation

by

uranium

(IV)

and

plutonium

(IV)

in

TSP/diluent systems.

P D \lilson , J K Smith, British Nuclear Puels plc, Sellafield, Cumbria, UK.

It

is well known

concentrations
hydrocarbons,
fractions.

that tetravalent actinide

into
can

tri-n-butyl

cause

There

have

the

organic

been

nitrates,

when

(TBP)

diluted

phosphate

many

phase

studies

to
of

split
the

extracted

into

minimum

with

at

high

aliphatic

heavy ·and

light

concentrations

of

actinide in the solvent at which this occurs; these limits depend on the metal
ion,

the

acidity

of the

equilibrium

aqueous

phase,

the

temperature

and

the

nature of the diluent.

The reprocessing of nuclear fuels by solvent extraction can involve relatively
high

concentrations

of

plutonium

{IV)

and

sometimes

of

uranium

(IV).

- '111e

formation of third phases within industrial solvent-extraction equipment would
gravely

impair

its

operation,

and

cannot

be

tolerated:

it

is

therefore

essential to establish the concentration boundaries within which there
such risk.

is

no

For control purposes it is probably more important to determine the

composition of the equilibrium aqueous phase at the boundary, rather than the
loading of the s?lvent as has hitherto been studied, but it is desirable to know
both.

The

boundaries

of

third-phase

formation

as

functions

of

acidity

have

been

determined for Pu(IV) and U(IV) at various temperatures from 5 to 60 ° C, although
the

coverage

is

not

yet

complete,

the

diluents

are

odourless

kerosene,

Hyfrane-120 (understood to be a mixture of hydrogenated propylene tetramers) and
n-dodecane..
immediate

For

Pu{IV),

the

boundary

repi;ocessing interest to the

has

been

extended

above

acidities

of

point at which solvent and nitric acid

alone form a third phase, thus setting a natural limit to the investigation.

In

general the tendency to formation of third phases increases in the diluent order
Hyfrane < kerosene< n-dodecane, and declines with rising temperature:

indeed,

in kerosene at temperatures above about 30 ° C, plutonium has so far been found to
form

only -a

single

organic

responsible for splitting it.

phase,
U(IV)

except

where

nitric

acid

is

primarily

continues to form third phases even up to

60 ° C, although data here are incomplete.
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For

U(IV)

and dodecane, the boundaries in the solvent closely resemble those
l)
at coraparable temperatures.
With plutonium there is
Kolarik (

determined by

commonly a minimum in the solvent-phase limit at about

2M aqueous acid and a

more or less pronounced peak at about 7M, roughly coinciding with the acidity of
maximum distribution ratio:

a corresponding peak in the aqueous-phase boundary

is shifted, with declining extractability, to 10-l2M.
to 7M,

the boundaries for U(IV)

At acidities from about l

in the solvent or for

phase are relatively flat, showing only shallow minima:
phase are steeper, reflecting changes

Pu (IV)

in the aqueous

slopes in the opposite

in distribution ratio, and for the same

reason ar4! steeply negative in the aqueous phase at the loWest acidities.

At

acidities of 13-17 M, depending upon the temperature and diluent, a third phase
can be formed in the absence of U or Pu.

As with most solubility effects,
which

accounts

for

much

of

the

the boundary ls very sensitive to temperature,
difficulty

in

obtaining

consistent

results,

particularly with Pu(IV) in the region of 20-Jo•c, it would probably be wise to
avoid processing high concentrations at lower temperatures.

This is especially

true when the diluent is dodecane, which ha.a a remarkably low capacity for the
extracted complex at acidities above 2M and temperatures of 5 or 1o•c1
where avoidance of third phases is the paramount consideration,
such a diluent would clearly be disadvantageous.

REl'ERENCE

(1) Z Kolarik, CIM Special Volume 21, p 178.
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Kinetics of Uranium Extraction and Stripping in DEHPA-TOPO Process of
Uranium Recovery from Phosphoric Acid
R. Stevanovic, z. Ilic, s. Milonjic and v. Pavasovic
Boris Kidric Institute, P.O. Box 522, 11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia
Introduction
Due �o decrease in uranium price on the market and increase in costs
of raw materials and energy, uranium from phosphoric acid recovery
processes are not economical for small phosphoric acid plants. There
fore, a n'umber of countries have started research work on either
development of new processes or improvement of the existing ones.
The most commercially used uranium recovery process is extraction by
synergetic mixture of DEHPA (di-2-ethyl hexyl) phosphoric acid) plus
TOPO (trioctylphosphine oxide) extractants in kerosene developed by
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) /1/. Hurst and coworkers /2,
3/ gave a critical look at the unit operations and steps involved in
uranium recovery process and pointed out some of the possibilities
and ways for improving the process efficiency.
It is necessary to know the kinetics of extraction process to make
an economical design of an extractor and an analysis of the use of
pulsating or vibrating plate extractors for smaller plant capacities.
The objective ofl this study was to· find the rate determining step of
extraction and stripping kinetics. At the time of preparing the
paper the authors received two articles by Hurst /4,5/ where kinetic
studies of uranium stripping and extraction have been done in more
details.
Experimental
Phosphoric acid solutions were prepared from phosphoric acid samples
produced from Togo (Africa) phosphate ores by the dihydrate process
at the Zorka Company, Sabac, Yugoslavia. Barren phosphoric acid
(concentration 5 �) after extraction of uranium, reagent grades of
U02so4, iron(II) sulfate, and elementary iron were used to prepare
the aqueous solutions. Commercial grades of DEHPA, TOPO, and purified
from aromates kerosene,were used to prepare the organic solutions.
The experiments were carried out in a Lewis cell, jacketed for temper
ature control (Fig. 1.). The organic and aqueous phases were individ
ually mixed by four flat-blade paddles at 60 and 120 rev/min. At
these speeds, the interface is not appreciably disturbed and the
interfacial area is known. A stainless steel baffle-arrangement was
I-209

variable speed motor

baffle
baffle
org,
phase
aq.
phase

Fig, l. A Lewis ce11-for uranium extraction
kinetics studies.

added to improve mixing. Only aqueous-to-organic �ransfer was studied.
Barren phases were introduced into the cell and mixed. When temper
ature and concentration equilibria were reached aqueous solution of
uranium was injected, through a hollow leg of stainless steel baffle,
into the aqueous phase near the interface. 2 ml samples of organic
phase were taken just above the interface through the hollow leg by
a syringe after short time periods. Analyses of uranium in organic
samples were made by stripping of uranium by 8,5 M phosphoric acid
containing 10 g/dm 3 of Fe(II) at 65 ° c. Uranium co�centration in a
stripped solution was measured spedtrophotometrically at wave length
of 665 nm developing colour by Arse�azo III /7,8/.
For the aqueous-to-organic transfer, near time = 0 where c·,.,.,c�
Horner and Mailen /6/ developed the equation:
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l - c/(c� E)
V.E
aA<C' ln Tr--c-,/�(�c-�E)
0
0

( l)

where k'- rate constant of organic complex formation (cm/s); V organic phase volume (cm 3 J;" E - distribution coefficient; A't' - time
(s); c - uranium concentration in org. phase after time A't'(g/dm 3 );
c - uranium initial concentration in the aqueous phase (g/dm 3 );
0
c 0 - uranium initial concentration in the organic phase at At'= 0
(g/dm 3 ), The uranium initial concentration was varied from 0,5 - 2.0
(g/dm 3 J, Dependence of the rate constant, k', on time at temperatures
°
3 0, 40, and 50 c is illustrated in Fig. 2. Extrapolating data points
back to time A't"= 0, when no concentration gradient and mass transfer
are present, the true values of rate constants were obtained:
°
at t
k'
0,6,10-3 (cm/s)
30 c,
0
t = 4o c, k'
1.0,10- 3 (cm/s)
°
1,6,10-3 (cm/s),
t = 50 c, k'
The slope of Arrhenius plot of ln k' vs, 1/T shows activation energy
of 40 kJ/mol (15.5 kJ/mol, Hurst /5/).
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Fig. 2, Dependence of kinetic constant on
time at different temperatures,
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The obtained transfer rate constants are higher than the ones report
ed by Hurst /5/ (for example, at t=50 ° C and 5.0 tl H Po4, k' was
3
1.6.10 - 3 (cm/s) which is much higher than k':0.6,10 - 3 (cm/s) /5/).
The testing o� aqueous-to-organic transfer kinetics for the second
extraction cycle (0. 3 M DEHPA + 0.075 M TOPO) gave the rate constant
of k':0. 3 8.10- 3 (cm/s)-at t= 3 0° c, the ;alue lower than in the first
extraction cycle. Probably the reaction constant is linearly dependent
on the extractants concentrations.
Our preliminary experiments on the uranium stripping indicated that
the reduction of U(Vl) by Fe(Il) to U(IV) was the rate determining
step because the time required for reaching equilibria during strip
ping was much longer than during extraction under similar conditions.
The stripping experiments were carried out in the same cell as the
extraction experiments only without the baffle. The equal volumes
of barren organic phase and aqueous stripping solution (consisting of
5 tl rafinate + 0.5 gU/dm 3 + 15 g Fe(ll)/dm 3 ) were mixed in the stirred
cell until concentration and temperature equilibria were reached. The
mixing was stopped and a sample of aqueous phase was taken. The
concentrated organic solution of uranium was injected at time 't" =0
and mixing with chosen number of stirrer rotation started. Samples
were taken at short time intervals, the phases were quickly separated,
and the uranium concentration in the aqueous phase was measured. The
concentration of uranium(IV) was determined spectrophotometric�lly
directly by read�ng the absorbance at 622 n� and 660 nm (the lat�er
one used for lower uranium concentrations). The calibration curve
was made by adding known amounts of uranium in barren phosphoric
acid, also used as a reference solution, with the same Fe(II) con
centra�ion. In such a way, the influences of some uranium complexing
agents were eliminated.
Assuming that the reaction of dissociation of uranium organic complex
is the rate determining step and that uranium in the aqueous phase
is in U(IV) state the following equation is obtained:
ln

c

0

- (V'/V)(c; - c�)
Co

(2)

where: a - interfacial area (cm 2 ); k - constant of organic-to-aqueous
interphase transfer (cm/s); V - volume of organic phase (cm 3 ); V' volume of aqueous phase (cm 3 ); c; - total uranium concentration in the
aqueous pha s e (g/dm 3 ) at time{"; c0 - initial uranium concentration
in the organic phase; c0 - initial uranium concentration in the aqueous
phase; 1:'- time (s).
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Dependences of concentration change on time according to eq. (2) are
presented in Fig. 3, The straight lines were obtained. The experiments
were carried out at temperatures 30 and 50 ° C at stirring speed of
1.2 (m/s) (n:650 rev/min), and at 36 ° c at stirring speed of
o'.6
(m/s). The straight lines proved that the int€rphase reaction is the
rate controlling step and that the reduction of U(VI) to U(IV) by
Fe(II) was very fast under experimental conditions.
From the obtained slopes and from the known forward rate constants
(aqueous to organic), and extraction coefficients, E, the interfacial
areas were calculated:
3 20 rev/min, a
30 ° c, n
at t
i62.5 cm 2
°
n
30 c,
t
650 rev/min, a
3453 cm 2
2
t
2 938 cm
650 rev/min·, a
50 ° c, n
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Fig. 3. Stripping transfer kinetic data.
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Study of Extraction Rate for Uranyl Nitrate-TBP/n-Oodecane
in a Single Drop Column
K.W. Kim, Y.J. Shin, J.H. Yoo, H.S. Park
Korea Advanced Energy Research Institute
Dae-Ouk Science Town, Chung-Nam,300-31,Korea
The rate of mass transfer of uranyl nitrate from the aqueous phase of 2N HNO to the
organic phase of tributyl phosphate/n-dodecane mixture has been determined i� a sin
gle drop column without external force, and the motion of the single droplet rising
through the aqueous phase has been also observed as preliminary experiment. The mass
transfer rate was increased with an increase of uranyl nitrate concentration in the
aqueous phase. The effect of the drop size on mass transfer rate_ was significant
at high uranyl nitrate concentration in the aqueous phase but not significant at low
uranyl nitrate concentration. The correlations for terminal velocities of droplets
with drop size and physical properties of both phases were also presented.
l. I NTROOUCTI ON
Even if there are many effects on extraction efficiency in the various solvent extr
action equipment as mixer-settler, pulsed perforated-plate extraction column, and
others, the prime importance is to understand mass transfer rate between a dispersed
phase and a continuous phase. It is well known that a study of an extraction rate
using a single droplet should provide basic information to understand of the per
fomance of solvent extractors.
Accordance with the earlier studies for rate of falling and rising of single liquid
droplets, motion of a droplet as a drop deformation, oscillation, and tubulent
circulation inside a droplet are usually occured in a single droplet rising through
another 1 iquid. [l-6] These phenomena give an effect on mass transfer rate of heavy
metal from an aqueous phase to an organic phase, therfore, a hydrodynamic study of
a single organic drpplet in a stagnent aqueous phase must be carried· 011t as a pre1 iminary work.
lnterfacial tubulence between two phases due to steep concentration gradient near
the interface and physical properties of both phases such as viscosity and interfa
cial tension, etc is also important on extraction rate.[7]
In the preliminary work of this investigation to understand the motion of the single
droplet rising through another sta�nent liquid, 2N HND3 solution and the single
droplet of tributyl phosphate (TBP)/n-dodecane were used as a continuous phase and
a dispersed phase, respectively. The mass transfer experiment was carried out 1n
uranyl nitrate s.olution having free acidity of 2N HN03 and 30% TBP/n-dodecane system.
The objectives of the current study are to experimentally observe the motion of the
single droplet rising through another liquid, and to determine the extraction rate
at various drop size and uranyl nitrate concentration in the continuous phase, using
without external force.
the single drop extraction column
_
2. THEORY
2.1 Motion of Drop 1 et through Fluid without Externa 1 Force
Considering a droplet rising through a fluid without external force, the force ba 1ance on the drop 1 et can be represented as fo 11 ows :
d

" 3·

3

_\!a.

2
dt( 6De PdUd ) z6De g (p c-pd)- •De Pc 2 Co
tr

(1)
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The droplet quickly reaches a terminal velocity, and then equation (1) is changed
as follows :

co

=

4 (P c-Pd) g 0e
T
Pc u�

(2)

Otherwise, if the mass transfer
continuously occurs between both phases during
drop life time, a concept of a terminal velocity will be disappeared, and the
equation(!) is changed again as follows :
Pd

� + U dl'd =
3
2
ddt g (l' -t' ) -7fl'
dt
c d
cCOUd

e

(3)

Because the solution of this equation is not simple, approximately establish the
empirical equation like as equation (4) under the assumption that the rising velo
city of the droplet accompanying mass transfer at arbitrary time and location in a
single drop column is identical with a terminal velocity of a droplet in no mass
transfer system getting the same density difference with the droplet accompanying
mass transfer.
(4)
2.2 Mass Transfer Rate
A mass transfer rate can be represented in a single droplet column as follows
(5)
In order to minimize the experimental error for the transfer occured by drop forma
tion and coalescence, the shortest reference column must be used. In this case, the
drop concentration after withdrawal from the reference column approximately equals
that after the samQ length of rising in any longer column. The corresponding time
of contact was the diffenence between the total rising times in the reference column
and any longer column. With these boundary conditions, equation (5) is integrated
to give the following expression for overall mass transfer coefficient, Ko :
K0 =

oe

-6t ln

[ c� *

cd

cd - cd,r

]

The relation between the overall resistance and individual resistance
throry is :
_L =_L + m
kd
Ko
�

(6)
in two film
(7)

The individual mass transfer coefficient in the aqueous phase, k can be calculated
c
from Higbie penetration theory [ 8)and West theory [.9.Jas follows
(8)
In equation (8), diffusivity, De.is also calculated by the following equation used
usually in e 1 ectrolyte. 2RT
>-+>-dln Y±]
D c =-- --�-- [1 + -F 2 IA+ + >._)
dln C
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(9)

3. EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 Physical Properties
To search the effects of physical properties of the aqueous and organic phases on the
motion of the single droplet and the extraction rate, densities and viscosities of
the each phase and interfacial tension have been selected, and those values were
determined by changing of volumetric fraction of TBP in the organic phase. The sel
ected physical properties were measured as follows :
density by'OMA45 Density Meter' (accuracy;t10-4g/ml), interfacial tension by 'Drop
Weight Method: and viscosity by 'Falling Ball Viscometer'.

All organic phases and the aqueous phase of 2N HN03 were mutually saturated before
the main experiment was carried out. The measured physical properties are shown in
Figure 1 and 2. From the current data, the correlations for the interfacial tensions
and densities of organic phase with volumetric fraction of TBP in organic mixture
takes the following.
25.4220
" • -0-.3-7-3-s�+�lo_g_3 _x_

(10)

1'd = 0.7602 + 0.0025 X
where
volume of TBP
X =
total volume of organic mixture
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r1,.1. Interfacial tension and density
difference between 2N HN03 and
organic phase vs. volumetric
percentage of TBP in organic
phase at 25°c.

3.2 Equipment and Procedure

The single drop column of annular type was constructed of two 150 cm-long glass tubes
with inside diameters of 2.5cm and 4cm. 2.5cm I.D. glass tube was used as extraction
column and annular chamber between 2.5cm I.D. glass tube and 4cm I.D. glass tube was
used as water jacket to maintain operation temperature of 25 ° C. Hypodermic needles
were used to forffl the liquid droplets at their tips. The oblique cut on the end of
the needle was removed and the tip rounded off with a file to give a sharp-edged
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circular tip. The inside diameters of the selected needles were 0.278, 0.366, 0.431,
0.525, 0.644, 0.811, 1. 029, 1.35, and 1.5511111. The size of each needle was measured
by light projection method.
The drop size was obtained from the number of droplets and the volume of the organic
phase passed. The passed organic volume was also measured by burette. To regulate
the flowrate of the organic phase and to maintain a steady production rate of single
droplet, the pressurized feeding system (35ill11Hg as Gauge pressurelwas adapted in
this investigation. In preliminary work, it was found that droplets attained termi
nal velocities after an initial height of rising of 30cm from nozzle tip . All ter
minal velocities of droplets were measured by free rising period of a droplet from
30cm above of the nozzle tip.
Extraction rate was determined by detection of uranium concentration extracted from
the continuous phase to the single droplet and its contact time. The reference
column of 30cm-long glass tube was used to eliminate the error occured by mass
transfer during formation and breakup of droplet at tips. The extracted uranium
concentration was measured by 'OMA 45 density meter'.
4. RESULT and DlSCUSSION
4.1 Motion of Single Droplet without Mass Transfer
The effect of drop size on a terminal velocity of a rising droplet is shown in Figure
3, using 2N HN 03 and TBP/n-dodecane mixture. As drop size was increased, the rising
velocities of tne
droplets increased gradually, reached a maximum, and then slightly
decreased again. These effects are in good agreement with the observations reported
earlier. It was also found that the droplets rising through the continuous phase
were nearly spherical in small sizes, and their deformation increased with an increa
se of drop size.
The terminal velocities of droplets were increased with an increase of TBP content
in low volumetric fraction range of TBP(<5%l, but those values were decreased with
an increase of TBP content in high fraction ()15%). Accordance with the result of
physical property c,hange in section 3.1, interfacial tension was steeply decreased
with an increase of volumetric fraction of TBP in organic mixture until about 10%
TBP but almost constant in volumetric fraction range of TBP of 20% above.
The difference of density between two phases was monotonouslly decreased with an
increase of volumetric fraction of TBP in organic mixture. From above trend for
physical properties, it was suspected that the dominant effect on the terminal velo
city was interfacial tension at low volumetric fraction of TBP, and the difference
of the density at high volumetric fraction of TBP.
When the terminal velocities from observed values were considered with respect to
drop size and physical properties as forming two separate regions, region I(De.!£De ' cl
where the velocity incre_ased with drop size and region Il (O p )De.cl
_
·where the velocity decreased with drop size, the following correlations are obtained:
0.636 - 0.225
a
(l2l
o<DesDe,c
u.= 124.07 o�·623 AP
.069AP 0.225 a 0.036
u.= 14_946 o;0
o

AP-1.121 a0.948
e,c = 0.0054

(13l
(l4l

The multifle regression coefficients of equation(l2l and (13l are 0.88 and 0.94,
respectively, and the standard deviations of the data from these equations are
1.73% and 1.09%, respectively.
4.2 Motion of Single Droplet Accompanying Mass Transfer
When the mass transfer
continuously occur·s from the continuous phase to rising
droplets of 30% TBP/70% n-dodecane, concept of a terminal velocity cannot be applied
to this system. However, under the assumption that the rising velocity of the
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droplet accompanying mass transfer at arbitrary time and lication in a single drop
column is identical with a terminal velocity of a droplet in no mass transfer system
getting the same density difference with the droplet accompanying mass transfer, the
empirical equation of e�uation (4) could be approximately obtained from the terminal
velocities of single droplets using 30% TBP/n-dodecane having various uranyl nitrate
concentrations and 2N HN03 system. This system almost prevents back-extraction of
uranyl nitrate from an organic phase to an aqueous phase because of high distribu
tion coefficient.
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The effect of uranium concentration in the droplet on physical properties was obser
ved and shown in Figure 4 and 5. The effect of drop size on the terminal velocity
of rising droplet is also shown in Figure 6, using 2N HN03 and 30% TBP/n-dodecane
having various uranium concentrations. From the current data, the following correl
ations are obtained.
U ao= -7.924 + 23.295 De+ 60.353dP

o<De� D e,c
De >De,c
De,c

Uao = 7 .095 - 5.455 De + 31.279 dP

0.583 - l.667dP

( 15)
(16)
(17}

{18}
"c - 0.8351 - 0.0012 Cd
The multifle regression coefficients of equation (15) and (16} are 0.96 and 0.97,
respectively, and the standard deviations are 2.44% and 1.56%, respectively.
dP

4.3 Extraction Rate

All experiments for extraction rate were carried out in uranyl nitrate/2N HN03-30%
TBP/n-dodecane system. There are end-effects of the formation and coalescence of
the droplets in the single drop column. These effects can be eliminated by compar
ing with reference column. The mass transfer rate observed is shown in Figure 7
and the overall mass transfer coefficients calculated by equation (6) are shown in
Figure 8.
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In case of low· uranyl nitrate
concentration in a continuous
phase, the effect of the drop
size on the overall mass trans
fer coefficient was not signifi
cant, but the overall mass tra
nsfer coefficient was increased
with an increase of drop size
due to increasing i.,terfacial
turbulence and turbulent circu
lation inside the organic drop
let in case of high uranyl nitr
ate concentration in a continuous
phase.
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The resistance of each phase has
been calculated from the equat
ion (7) and (8). Here, the val
ues of>-+• A and alnY+/aln C
used 349.8cm 2/ohm.mole,-71.4cm2/
ohm.mole, and 0.0886, respective
ly. The portion of resistance
inside the droplet was about
60-80% of total resistance, and
this portion was decreased with
an increase of uranyl nitrate
concentration in a continuous
phase, especially at large drop
lets. (Figure 9).
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Spherical shape of a droplet becomes more stable with an increase of uranyl nitrate
concentration in a droplet. The mass transfer rate is increased with an increase of
uranyl nitrate concentration In an aqueous phase. The effect of drop size on mass
transfer rate is significant at high uranyl nitra�e concentration in an aqueous
phase, and the mass transfer rate is increased with an increase of drop size due to
interfacial turbulence and turbulent circulation inside the droplet. In uranyl nitr
ate-301TBP/n-dodecane extraction system, the portion of resistance inside the droplet
for mass transfer was about 60-B01 of total resistance.

NOMENCLATURE

drag coefficient
uranium concentration in organic phase, g/1
uranium concentration in organic phase at equilibrium, g/1
diffusivity of solute in aqueous film, cm 2 /sec
Dc
equivalent diameter of droplet, cm
De
= equivalent diameter of droplet at peak terminal velocity, cm
De,c
Faraday constant
F
individual mass transfer coefficient in aqueous phase, cm/sec
kc
individual mass transfer coefficient in organic phase, cm/sec
kd
overall mass transfer coefficient, cm/sec
Ko
gravitational constant, cm/sec2
g
m
distribution coefficient of solute at.given free acidity
gas constant,
R
time, sec
t
T
temperature, Ok
rising velocity of droplet, cm/sec
cei
Cd

ca

ud
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Ud•: rising tenninal velocity of droplet, cm/sec
volumetric fraction of TBP in TBP�n-dodecane mixture
density of continuous phase, g/cm
density of droplet, g/cm 3
interfacial tension, dyne/cm
equivalent ion conductivity, cm2 /ohm.mole

X
Pc
"d
q
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Interphase Transfer Kinetics of Plutonium and Nitric Acid in the System
Nitric Acid - Trlbutvlohosl>hate, Dodecane

C. Mas. G. Knittel, R. von Allmon
Institut fUr HelBe Chemie. Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe.
Feder a 1 Reoub 1 ic of German.v

1. Introduction
The interphase transfer kinetics of HN03 and of metal ions, e.g. U(VI) and Pu(IV)
In the sv. stem u, Pu, HN03/tributvlphosphate (TBP). dodecane have been studied by
several authors using various technioues Cl - 6). The results have been interpreted
either solely in terms of a diffusionally controlled mechanism (2, 3), or a
mechanism where both diffusion and the chemical reactions 1 and 2 at the interface
participate in the total mass transfer (5, 6).
HN03 + TBP
1
Pu(N03)4 + 2 TBP

HN03 TBP
Pu(N03)4 2TBP

(1)
(2)

In the course of our efforts to model the extraction steps of the PUREX process (7)
we have taken up interphase transfer studies in order to gain knowledge of the
individual transport coefficients Bi of all species participating in the process.
In _this contribution, some experimental results are conmunicated on the interphase
transport of Pu{IV). The data were obtained in a Lewis-type stirred cell.
The data were interpreted following the model of Nitsch (2, 3).
In addition, we developed a new model based on the theory of irreversible
thermodynamics (8). This model will be briefly outlined and applied to the
reextraction of HN03 from TBP (equation 1).
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2. Interphase Transfer of Pu(IV)
2.1 Experimental
2.1.1 Apparatus
A Lewis-type stirred cell was used similar to the cell described by Nitsch (9).
Smaller dimensions. however. were chosen in order to reduce the amount of Plutonium
necessary: the volume of each phase was 97 cm', the specific area of the interface
(area/volume) was 0.2023 cm·l.
The data obtained with this cell were standardized by a larger cell. in which the
transport coefficients in the coextraction system (U(VI), HN03/TBP. dodecane qiven
by Nitsch and van Schoor (2) could be reproduced satisfactorily well.
The orqanic and aoueous phases were stirred separately with a stirrer frequency in
the aqueous phase lnwl var.vino between 75 and 200 min·l. In the organic Phase it
was adjusted accordinq to the viscosities to obtain eoual_ Revnold numbers (e.g. at
nw = 100 min·l, n0 = 228 min·l).
2.1.2 Solutions
In two series of experiments Pu(IV) concentrations were kept constant at 2.3 1111101/1
and 0.020 mol/1, respectively. The stock solutions had been freshly separated from
uranium and adjusteH to the +4 oxidation state by established methods (10).
The HN0 3 concentration in n-dodecane (purum quality, Schuchardt) was either 1.1.
mol/1 (30% by volume) or 0.37 mol/1 (10% by volume). The TBP (Fluka or Merck) was
cleaned bv washina with 10% Na2C03 solution and water, dryinq over Al203 and
filterinq.
Temperature was kept constant at 25 ° C.
2.1.3 Analysis
Plutonium was analyzed either by OC-spectrometry (10% TBP solutions) or by (·
spectrometry (30% TSP soiutions).
HN0 3 was titrated potentiometrically with NaOH after complexation of Plutonium with

NaF + oxalate.
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All data of extraction experiments are the average of three runs, all data of
reextraction exPeriments of two runs.
2.2 Results
From the experimental kinetic data the initial reactfon rates n0 (mmol/cm••s) and
the individual transport coefficients Bi (cm/sl of all species were evaluated
accordino to the method of Nitsch et al. (2,3). 13pu was obtained from extraction
experiments. whereas the transport coefficients for the TBP compl_exes of Pu (BKol
and HN0 3 (BK xl were obtained from reextract ion experiments.
The results of the series with 0.020 mol/1 Pu and 30% TBP are Plotted in fig.1 in
dependence on stirrer freouency. The results of the series with the more dilute
plutonium solution are ver.v similar and therefore not shown here.

Both fioures show that the stirrer freouency has a pronounced effect on the
transport coefficients. This seems to indicate that in this s.vstem under the
specified conditions. transport takes place in a diffusionall,y controlled regime.
as was deduced for uranium in the same s.vstem (2,3). The absolute values of the B
coefficients of Pu(IV) also compare well with those of U(VI).
Coextraction of HN0 � is not influenced sionificantly b.Y the presence of plutonium.
An enhanced extraction of HN03, as it is observed in coextraction experiments with
hiilhl.Y concentrated U(VIl solutions (;: 0.5 mol/1) (2). is to be expected only at
much hiqher Pu concentrations than those studied here.
3. Theory of Interphase Transfer Kinetics in the System HN03ill_P_ 1 Dodecane
3.1 Fundamentals
First, we evaluated our data followino the model of Danesi (5), where both
diffusion and chemical reaction at the interface Play a comparable role. in order
to determine the thickness of the diffusion layer.
The essential assumPtions of this model are:
- The chemical reaction takes place in the aoueous phase close to the interface in
a zone small compared to the diffusion film,
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- concentration aradlents in the aaueous and organic films (
and

da and d'0 l

are linear,

- steady state is prevailing.
The kinetic equation for the extraction flux density J ls given by equation 3:
(3)

Here fi • Oj/D1, where D ls the diffusion coefficient and [ the thickness of the
diffusion film. The indices i and j denote species and phases. respectively, and bo
and. ba the organic and aqueous bulk.
Further is:
kf • �/Kp(Kx) and kr • k!°1/Kp(T), where Kpi are the partition coefficients and
�l the rate constants of the forward and backward reactions at the
interface.

kf and

This equation, solved by numerical methods (11) fits satisfactorily well with our
experimental data (flg.2).
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In this model the contributions of chemical reaction and diffusion to the total
flux are st111 unknown. We tried to approach the problem of determining these
contributions by applying the principles of irreversible thermodynamics (12).
The main idea is that the chemical reaction at the interface is vectorized, and
that the resulting flux is coupled to the diffusional flux. Tbree assumptions are
made:
- The chemical reaction at the interface is in thermodynamical equilibrium.
- the chemical ootentials are 1ndeoendent of each other, and
- the concentrations at the interface are orooort1onal to the bulk concentrations.
At first the interface concentrations of ·the oart1c1oat1nq soecies (marked by an
asterix) are estimated by adoptina oroport1onal1tv constants cl between bulk and
interface concentrations. e.g.:
C_Kx*) • cl/Fs • (Kx)

(4)

where Fs is the soec1f1c interface area.
The flux due to chemical reaction is:
(5)
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Here CC: are stoichiometric coefficients.
The constants cl turn out to be of appreciable magnitude. For instance, in the case
of Kx (HN03·TBP) cl amounts to approximately 1/3.
Now an expression for the coupling of diffusion· and chemical reaction is
formulated. The fundamental equations for 1 inear coupling of two processes, e.g.
diffusion and reaction are:
LU
L21

Xr + L12
Xr + L22

(6)
(7)

Xd = Jr
Xd = Jd

Her Xr,d are the driving forces of reaction and
unknowns (Jr, Jd, and the coupling constant L12
overlap of Jr and Jd is set equal to the flux J
linear matrix 8 bx a numerical method (11) will
0
Xd/Fs • L12 - Jr
0
Xr • Ll2
-Jd
0
(Xr + Xd/Fs) • L12 0

diffusion, respectively. The three
= L21) can be evaluated, if the
in equatioo 3. So, solution of the
give the desired results.

• -LU • Xr
= -L22 • Xd/F s
= J - L11 • Xr - L22 • Xd/Fs

(8)

J in the last line of the matrix is substituted by equation 3.
3.2 Results and Discussion
1

3.2.1 Thickness of 0iffusion Film
If the diffusion coefficients 0 in equation 3 are substituted by experimental
values, -the film thickness cf is accessible. We adopted the following values for the
diffusion coefficients:
DKx • l.3·10-6 cm 1 /s
DH • 2.739·10-5 cm 1/s
Or = 3•10-6 cm 1 /s
Di<x and DH were taken from Marx et a 1. ( 13, 14), Dr was estimated in 1 ack of an
experimental value.
Then a O-value of 1.7•10-4 cm was obtained.
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For the sake of simplicity the film thickness on both sides of the interface was
assumed to be eaual. Furthermore. the diffusion coefficients were taken constant
over the entire concentration ranqe. As the data of Marx et al. indicate for
HN03·TBP (14), this may be an over-simplification. especiall.v at very low
concentrations ( < 0.01 mol/ll. However, ad of l.7·10- 4 cm corresponds well to
values for the "diffusion film" obtained b.v interferometric measurements (15).
Under the assumption that the interface is occupied completely by molecules of TBP
which is a hiqhl.Y surface active substance. the film thickness would' amount to
approximately 2000 molecular layers.
3.2.2 Transport Coefficients
By definition, the transport coefficients 131 are given by the diffusion
coefficients and the film thickness:
Bt<x = DKx / Oo = 7.63·10-3 cm/s
cm/s
13H = DH / oa • 0.16
Br •Dr/do •l.76·10�2 cm/s
Th Bt<x- and Br-values are in satisfactory agreement with earlier determinations
(16). BH, however, is 1 arger by an order of magnitude.
3.2.3 Mechanism of Interphase Mass Transfer
The most important �esult of this study is that during interphase transfer in the
system HN0 3/TBP, dodecane both diffusion and chemical reaction are of comparable
importance, and that they are coupled with each other. At the beginning of the
process, the fluxes resulting from both mechanisms are very large, but of opposite
sign (fig.3). As equilibrium is approached, they decrease until their sum
eventually vanishes.
This means that from the start of an extraction process, reextraction also takes
p 1 ace immediately.
It is no longer possible to consider the mechanism of interface mass transport in
this system to be solely diffusionally controlled. The large fluxes of opposing
sign at the beginning of interphase mass transport also provide a plausible
explanation for the familar phenomenon of "Marangoni instabilities•.
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Kinetic• of the extraction of uraniua (VI) by aynergiatic aixturea: di-2-etbylhexyl
phoapboric acid (RDEHP) / neutral organophoaphorua extractanta ( TBP and TOPO)

A. Maher, D .. Pareau ( Ecole Centrale de Pari�, France}
The synergistic effect observed during the extraction of uranium (VI) from phoaphoric
acid by mixturea of HDEHP-TOPO and HDEHP-TBP is well known (1,2). This phenomenon 1o
conmonly interpretated as a formation of mixed compound• between the two extractanta
and the metal species. One 8enerally tries to explain the synergistic phenomena by
1tudying the distribution ratio of the metal.
Thia method cannot alone explain the mechanism of the extraction with 1ynergiam. So
we studied the mass tranafer of uranium (VI) between pho1phoric acid and the two ay
nergistic mixtures to get more information• about this problem.
In a previous paper [3] we studied the int�rfacial tranafer during the extraction of
U(Vi) by the HDEHP-TOPO syatem and aacertained the nature of the limiting 1tep of the
transfer:
- for HDEHP alone, the tranefer limiting step is a diffu1ion with an interfacial re
sistance
- for TOPO alone, the transfer limiting step is an interfacial resistance
- for the mixture HDEHP-TOPO, our reaults could be interpretated by the Weat model
(4).

MATHEMATICAL HODEL
n+

Let us consider the' extraction of a metallic cation M

by an acidic extractant KL:

(o): organic phaae

(a): aqueou1 phase

If the rate 1• fir1t order with re1pect to the metal concentration the material ba
lance of an organic drop i•:
v'

dC'

•

k a C dt -

k' a C' dt (l)

C: metal concentration in the aqueou1 phaae ( • C

initial concentration)

C' : average metal concentration in the organic drop
a: interfacial area
v 1 : drop volume
k and k' : rate con1tant1
In thi1 caae the organic phaae. doe• not contain metal at t•O, ao we can aaaWN1 that
k' << k.
v' dC'

The equation (l) becomea:

•

k a C dt

By integrating thh equation during the riling time of the drop we obtain, if k a and
v' are con atan t:

v• C'

•

k a C
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Figure 2: Variation of the tranafer rate vitb the TOPO concentration

IV) llranl,- extraction by IIDEBP-TOPO
The influence of different parameters on the tranefer rate was studied:
IV-1 Influence of metal concentration
The k values are llated in table 1: k only slightly varies with uranium concentra
tion.

Table 1: Influence of the aqueoua metal concentration on k
[U]
(a)
k.10

5

(mg 1-l)

1
(m .- )

72

265

500

1000

2.1

2.3

2.4

2.6

So the transfer rate ia firat order with respect to the metal concentration in the
aqueoua phaa.e as we aaeumed before.,
IV-2) Influence of TOPO concentration
The elope of the atraight line C' • f (t) does not depend on the TOPO concentration
(figure 3); C1 ia the uranium concentration in the dropa after their riaing time.
IV-3) Influence of the HDEHP concentration
The elope of the atraight line C' • f (t) doea not depend on the HDEHP concentration
(figure 4).
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EXPERI.MEIITAL

The interfacial transfer is studied by the single drop method. All the experimental
techniques are described in a previous paper

(3).

llSULTS
I) Urani- extraction by

IIDEHP

The influence of HDEHP concentration on the transfer kinetics was studied. We deter
mine the variations of the metal concentration in the drops vs their rising time and
calculated the value of the rate constant k from these results. The straight line

log k • f ( log [HDEHP] ) has

a

centration..

slope of 1.3 ( figure l); [HDEHP] is the HDEHP con

7
1
k.10 (m .- )
40

20

10
8

l

.1
Figure l:

.6

.4

.2

.8

[HDEHP] mol

l
1-

Variation of the transfer rate with the HDEBP concentration

II) Urani,a extraction by

TOPO

The straight line log k • f ( log [TOPO] ) �as a slope of l (figure 2).
III) Urani\a extraction by

The

atraight

Table 2:

[TBP]
k.10

5

TBP

line log k • f ( log [TBP] )

has a

slope of l

Influence of TBP concentration in the organic phase on k

(o)

(mol 1-l)
1

(m .- )

.1

.4

.6

.8

.22

.32

.44

.56

1.5
.64

.94
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.1 mol 1

-1

.OS mol 1

200

-1

150

100
0

10

t (e)

Figure 3: Uranlua concentration ln the drops va their riaing tiae
IIDEHP-TOPO eyatea
C'

(mg 1-l)

.5 mol 1-l

150

100

40

0

2

5

10

t (1)

Figure 4: Uraniua concentration in the drops va their rising tlae
IIDEHP-TOPO system
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V) llrani,_ extraction by BDEHP-TBP
V-1) Influence of the TBP concentration

The logarithm of the rate constant k vs the logarithm of the TBP concentration ia

a etraight line of slope -0.5 (figure 5).
k.10

1
(m .- )

5

.5
.3

.1
.1

.2
.5
[TBP] mol 1-l
Figure 5: Variation of the transfer rate with the TBP concentration

V-2) Influence of the HDEHP concentration
The etraight line log k • f ( log [HDEHP] ) has a slope of 1.3 (figure 6).
k.10

7

1
(m .- )

100

10

.01

Figure 6:

.02

.05

.1

. [HDEHP] mol 1-l

Variation of the transfer rate ¥.�th the BDEHP concentration
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IHTERPU:TATIOIIS
I) Urani,a extraction by RDEHP
We suggest the following interpretation: the formation reaction of the metallic orga
nic species takes place in the aqueous phase in an area very close to the interface.
The different steps are the .following:
- HDEHP transfer from organic to aqueous phase

- dissociation in the aqueous phase

- metal complexing ln the aqueous phase
1-1 complex formation:

i+

1-2 complex formation:

HHL;

+

HL ;

+

HL;

=
;:

HHL;
HL2H2L2

- transfer o.f HL2H2L 2 from aqueous to organic phase
H2L2H2L2 ( )
H2L2H2L2
"
o
(a)
We assumed that the limiting step is the formation of the 1-2 complex. A mathematical
treatment of the transfer rate finally gives a relation between k and [HDEHP]

, ap

proximately first order with respect to the extractant concentration, what is in good
agreement with _our experimental results. So the proposed mechanisms are probable. The
interfacial resistance is identified to be the formation of the 1- 2 complex.
II) Uranlua extraction by TOPO and TBP

=

The extraction mechanisms are the following:

uo 2(H2 P0 4) 2Hl04

=

S • TBP or TOPO
In the case of these two neutral extractants the llrnlting step in the mass transfer
was found to be an interfacial resistance of chemical or physical nature.
Nakashio et al [5] reported a mathematical treatment to determine the nature of this
resistance. We used this model by taking into account the transfer in a drop (6). So
we suggest that the nature of this resistance is chemical for T0P0 as well aa for
TBP.
In conclusion for these two neutral extractants we ascertained the following mecha
nisms:
- diffuaion of the metallic species in the aqueoc.:; phase to the interface
- complexation by the neutral extractant
- diffusion of the formed species into the organic phase
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III) Uranllm extraction by HDEHP-TOPO
Our experimental results show that the transfer rate only slightly depends on the ex
tractants concentrations. On the contrary with HDEHP or T0P0 alone it varies with
these concentrations.
Baes et al [ 7] in an equilibrium study show that the distribution ratio of uranium
vs the extractant concentration curve exhibits a maximum. The general interpretation
of this result is that the free HDEHP concentration is lowered because of the inter
actions between the two extractante:

+

log Kl • 2.3
2

[8]

log K ll � 4

[8]

The formation of the mixed complexes are quantitative and the HLS complex is predo
minant with respect to H t s.
2 2
and L are the initial concentrations of TOPO and HDEHP, there are two poS6i
0
O
ble cases:

If s

H L "'
2 2
H

2L2

0

S

• LO - \ s 0

•

s - LO
0
S

"'

0

The only concentration being constant in both cases is the concentration of HLS; it
is limited by the initial concentration of HDEHP or TOPO.
So we can suggest that the extracting species is the HLS Ol'_le, what is in agreement
with the fact that the transfer rate depends neither on HDEHP nor TOPO concentration.
IV) Uraniua extraction by HDEHP-TBP
Our experimental results show that the transfer rate of the synergistic system is
first order with respect to the HDEHP concentration, as well as for the HDEHP alone,
but is reduced when increasing the TBP concentration ( with TBP alone the transfer
rate is first order with respect to the TBP concentration). So we can suggest that
the extraction mechanism with the synergistic system is probably the same as for the
HDEHP alone.

DlSCUSSl<II
The dependence of the maea transfer rate on the organic phase composition and ita
value are different for the two synergistic mixtures.
The observed rate for HDEHP alone is greater than those measured for both extractant
mixtures. For example if the value of the transfer rate is l ( arbitrary unit) for

HDEHP alone, it becomee 0.8 for HDEHP-TOPO and 0.4 for HDEHP-TBP. The eynergietic ef
fect is therefore not related to an iipprovment of the transfer rate. In the case of
HDEHP-TOPO the rate ia only slightly lower than that of the HDEHP. For the HDEHP-TBP
the rate ia much lowered. On the other hand the rate dependence for both synergiatic
mixtures on the KDEHP concentration is the same as for the HDEHP alone. So the maas
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transfer rate seems to be related to the neutral reagent ratht:r than the acidic. We
ascribe this fact to the strength of the organic interactions between acidic and neu
tral extractants.
Two cases are possible:
- The species formed between the two extractants have a relatively high concentra
tion .and they can extract the metallic aqueous complexes. The transfer rate is only
slightly reduced: the free HOEHP concentration is lowered but this diminution is
compensated bt:cause the formed species are able to extract the metal.
- The concentration of the formed species is relatively low. There is no compensa-,
tion. The transfer rate is reduced because of the diminution of the free HDEHP con--
centration.
In conclusion the basicity of the neutral reagent seems to have a great influence
on the mass transfer rate. The synergistic effect depends on this basicity and the
refore on the ability of the mixed species between both extractant.s to extract the
aqueous metal species.
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Properties of Heavy Organic Phases and their Formation
in the Purex Process
L. Stieglitz, R. Becker, H. Bautz, R. Will
Institute for Hot Chemistry
Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe, FRG
Introduction
Heavy organic phases have been observed in the Purex process on some occasions. They
have been associated in the past with products which sometimes could lead to exo
thermic reactions especially in evaporators and denitrators. These products,
described as red oils, were considered as the main cause for operational failures
/1-4/. For an explanation of these interferences the thermal behavior of uranyl
nitrate-tributylphosphate-nitric acid mixtures was studied in detail by G.S. Nichols
/5/. The results of these investigations showed that in this system exothermic
reactions are observed only at temperatures above 150 ° C, i.e. at temperatures not
characteristic for the Purex process. Future operational trouble was avoided by a
modified and controled flow sheet (maximum temperature limit below l30 °C, removal of
TSP from aqueous streams). No detailed information, however, is available about the
chemical identity of the compounds as really present in the evaporators, their
formation conditions and their thermo-chemical behavior. In view of the safety
aspects of these issues an investigation was started in order to provide additional
informations on these points.
0

Results
Concentration Experiments
Feed solutions of uranium (709/1) in O.lM HN03 (UNH) with varying amounts of
tributylphosphate (TBP) were concentrated in a laboratory circulation evaporator up
to uranium concentrations of 480 g/1. The experimental set up is sh�wn in Figure 1.
The evaporator (6), volume 2 1, is supplied with two heaters (4) with a power of
total 1500 watts. The feed solution is transferred from the reservoir (1) by a
piston pump corresponding to an evaporation rate of 500 ml/hr. After the experiments
the TBP concentration in the distillate and the concentrations of TBP and HDBP
(dibutylphosphoric acid) in the sump were determined by gas chromatography. The
following experiments were performed:
A) Concentratio.n of TSP-saturated UNH solutions.
In the first series the solution was prepared by dissolving 738.5g U02(N03)2 • 6H20
in 51 0.1 M HN03 which had been previously equilibrated with TSP to contain 180-200
mg/1 TBP. After the first run, the concentrate lias- diluted by water (equilibrated
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m
Fig. 1:

1 ruervoir
2 pump

3
4
S
6
7
8

inlet of feed solution
heater
three way valve
evaporator lvotume 211
thermometer
head piece

9 condensor

10 adjustment for liquid level
11 conhiner for uceu fud
12 receiver
13 sampling valve

Evaporator for the Study of Heavy Phase Formation

with TBP) to the original uranium concentration (70g/1). In total 7 runs were
performed. The recovery of TBP was in all experiments 98-100%. 1-2% were left in the
distillation sump, practically all TBP had been transferred by steam stripping to
-the disti11ate. No formation of heavy organic phases could be observed. In a second
series small amounts of HDBP were added to the feed to give HDBP concentration
between 15 and 30 mg/1, Five runs were made, The TBP recovery was again nearly 100%.
In these experiments, however, 0.1ml of heavy organic phase was recovered. The molar
ratio of TBP/HDBP �n this compound was 1: 1.01. Due to the small amount of material
no further investigations could be carried out.
B) Behavior of TSP-saturated Solutions with 0.2 vol% Entrainment
In the reservoir 0.2 vol% solvent (30 vol% TBP-n Alkan) was added to the feed. The
two phases were continuously mixed by a magnetic stirrer. Two series (no. 3 and 4)
of experiments were made under these conditions. In series No.3 51 batches of feed
were recycled ten times corresponding to a processed volume of 501. In series no.4
the recycling of the feed was only four times, corresponding to a total volume of
201. In both experiments a heavy organic phase was formed and could be Isolated. The
data are shown in Table 1. The total volume of heavy organic phase formed was 6 and
3 ml respectively. The yield relative to the entrained solvent volume Is 6-7.5%, the
corresponding fraction relative to the entrained TBP being 20% and 25% respectively.
From the ratios of uranium, TBP, HDBP It Is apparent that the heavy phases are
mixtures of the complexes of U02(N03)2 • 2TBP and U02(DBP) 2.
C) Behavior of U0 2(N03)2 • 2TBP In TSP-saturated UNH Soluti.ons.
For the study of this complex 20 ml of the compound were Introduced Into the
evaporator. Feed solutions of UNH were concentratea as described above. Since from
previous results It was concluded that HDBP has a stabilizing effect to the heavy
I-240

Table l: Properties of Heavy Organic Phases (HOP)
hperlment

Properties

voll,llllf (HOP) recovered

(•1)

YO\ume of entr•1nment processed

(11I)

100

3
(g/ca )

n.d,

669

fr.ction or HOP formed
density

Ser. No.4

St:r. No.)

,o

<•>

7.S
1.,877

concentutions
S79

IBP

(g/1)

HOOP

(9/I)

H toeP
2

(o/1)

n.d.
n.d.

as.a

H3P04

(9/l)

uraniU111

(9/1)

n.d.

nitric acid

(9/1)

n.d.

n.d.

2)7

]96
0.01

not deter11lned

organic phase, the experiments were performed without HOBP (exper. ser. no.• 5) and
with solutions containing 20 mg/1 HDBP (exp. ser. no. 6) and 300 mg/1 HDBP (exp.
ser. no.7). The volume change of the organic phase and the chemical composition was
investigated after each run. The aqueous concentrates were diluted after each run
and reused. The data are shown In Table 2. In experiment no.5 without HDBP and in
experiment no.6 with low HDBP concentrations a continuous decrease of the volume of
Table 2: Characterization of Heavy Organic Pl1ases from the Evaporator
Experiment
Ser. no.S

Run No.
HOBP

Ser. no.6

Ser. no.7

20 mg/1

JOB og/1

ll.2 .,
678
9/1
196
9/1

Y0h.
l8P
H08P
density
vol-...
IBP
HOBP
density
"oluae
TBP
HOBP
density
voli.-.
TIP
HOBP
density
volume
IBP
HOBP
dens.Hy

s .1

m

9/1

JSLsU! '"'-l

6 .,
599 9/1
281 g/l

10
582
295

al
9/1
g/1

4.4 .,
495
g/1
]76
g/1
l
1.5161 gc•·

8.4 111
49]
g/1
]18
g/1
7.6 .,
g/1
08
9/l
388
7.2 .,
492
g/1

�.s2?�'tc•-3

·:-:.;_;;,>
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the organic heavy phase is observed ·ind1cating a noticeable decomposit1on and TBP
removal by steam stripp1ng. In three runs the volume has decreased frcm 20ml to 4Sml. The molar ratio of TBP:H.DBP is 1:0.8 and 1:D.95. In experiment no.7 with 300
mg/1 HOBP after three runs 8.4 ml of the organic phase are stil 1 present, during
additional runs this compound remains relatively stable at a volume of 7-Sml. The
molar ratio of TBP:HOBP after run 3 is 1:0_.97 and remains practically at a value of
1:1 during runs 4 and 5. The uranium content of the residue after run 5 is 419 g/1
(•1.76 M). From this value a composition such as U02(N03)•DBP• TBP is derived.
Thermochemical Studies
The thermochemical behavior of the material isolated from the above described
experiments was investigated using an instrument, mod. STA 409 (Fa. Netsch), which
allows simultaneous thermogravimetric and differ_entialthermoanalytical measurements.
The temperature range studied was from 30 °C to 500 °C. The data were compared with
results obtained from model compounds such as U02(N02), 2TBP, uranium dibutyl
phosphate and uranium monobutylphosphate. (Table 3)
UOz(N03)? 2TBP: The thermal decomposition proceeds in two steps. At 225 °C (peak
maximum) a strong exothermic reaction takes place followed by an endothermic
reaction at 289 °C. From the thermogravimetric data it is concluded:
a) in the first step an oxidative degradation of two butylgroups by the nitrate
anions,
b) in the second s\ep a desalkylation of four butylgroups with the release of
butene.
Table 3: Thermochemical Data of Heavy Organic Phases and Model Compounds
Reaction 2

Reutlon 1
C011pound

UOz(N03)z, 2T8P

Peak IMIXi-

•c

m

Enth1lpy

Peak NJ.I-

J/9

•c

- 390

Z89

Enth1lpy

J/g

zss

U02(HIBP)z

180

ZS

Z90

uo1(08Plz

19Z

zo

Z90

183

or91ntc phHt (serltS no.4)
o.2 S tntr1tnaent

zzs

- Z48

282

147

or9antc phast (str1H no.5}
U-T8P coaplex w/o HDBP

229

- 188

282

150

or9111tc phaH (HriH no.6)

230

- 200

281

181

- 160

283

136

organic phlst (series no.1)
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230

The enthalpies as mean values from nine measurements are:
Hl (225 ° C) • - 331 KJ/M .:!:. 15%
H2 (289 °C) • + 216 KJ/M .:!:. 14%.
Furtheron, we applied a technique as developed by J.Harris 17/ for the evaluation of
the _self ignition temperature. Here the sample is heated with different rates. With
low heating rates the on set temperature is shifted towards lower temperatures. By
extrapolating this shift to a heating rate close to zero a self ignition temperature
can be estimated. From experiments with heating rates of 2.5 ° , 5 °, 7.5 ° and 10°C/min
a temperature for self ignition of 176 ° C is calculated. This value is more _than 40°C
above the temperatures set in the Purex process.
Uranium monobutylphosphate/dibutylphosphate: The thermal degradation consists of a
desalkylation (endothermic) with the release of butene between 180 and 192 °C (mono
butyl phosphate); besides that additionally at temperatures of 285-305° C dehydration
occurs. The reactions are endothermic.
Heavy organic phases: The thermochemical data from the residues as obtained in the
evaporation experiments correspond qualitatively with that of the U02(N03)2 • 2TBP
complex. Also here two decomposition steps are observed: an exothermic reaction
between 225-230 °C, and an endothermic one between 280-283 °C. With the evaporator
residues the reaction enthalpy of the ex_othermic degradation is distinctly lower.
This is explained _by the substitution of nitrate by dibutylphosphate. The de
composition temperatures remain practically unchanged at 225-230°C and 280-283 °C.

Conclusions
From the evaporator experiments with different additions of organics (solvent
entrainment, dibutylphosphate) so far no formation of •red oil" phase could be
observed. The heavy organic phases which were isolated showed_ a composition with a
molar metal-TBP-HDBP ratio of 1:1:1. Apparently under the experimental conditions
this compound type is stabilized. The thermochemical degradations of these phases
proceeds at similar temperatures (225 ° and 280 °) as the U02(N03)2 • 2TBP with lower
enthalpies. From these laboratory studies it is contluded that even with medium
entrainment of solvent into the evaporator no operational problems such as exo
thermal excursions should be expected.
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Abstract
The

extraction

concentrations
acid

varying

Nd,

solution

aforementioned,

By

of

the

regions

near

to

transport
the

of

use

and Zr

was

investigated

in

the

nitric

acid,

uranium

and

presence

were
one

of an analytical ultracentrifuge the

constituents

phenomena

analytical

Ru

and Tributyphosphate/dodecan • 30/70

concentrations

profiles

were

Cr,

being under investigation were

boundary. Right from the beginning
were

monitored

applying different

of

obtained,

of

those

local

high

the

optical

speed

determining

step

of

the

extraction.

In

under

elements

concentration

obtained

also

for

extraction

the

systems

ultracentrifuge in order to find out in which cases diffusion

therefore

of

U0 (N0 )
in order
to
provide
data for optimizing the
2
3 2
For these elements the distribution coefficients between aqueous

Purex-Process.
nitric

of
of

previous

of

the

processes
experiments

the diffusion coefficients were. measured not only in aqueous but also

in

organic systems.

Introduction
In

the

processing

of spent nuclear fuel i.t was the aim to find a

feasible

waste.

to this' fact the knowledge of the distribution behaviour

and

Due

to remove uranium and plutonium from the

high

of

actinides

for modelling extraction operations performed in the Purex-Process.

calculations

detailed

information about the kinetics and

the

and
level

fission products between aqueous nitric acid and the organic phase was of

importance
these

method

chemically

technically

high
For

distribution

data were needed for those elements the extraction should be simulated by.
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Since

the elucidation of the extraction behaviour of all fission productcs was

required,

several

not

elements of major interest were chosen: While investigations

on

neodymium represented the behaviour of the lanthanides, chromium and ruthenium were
known

to present a good deal of troubles because of entering the organic phase

and

accompanying uranium. Last not least zirconium was considered to be responsible for
any crud formation.
As

there

was a significant interaction between the different

solutions,

the kinetical

measurements

components

were performed by use

of

the

of

the

analytical

ultracentrifuge and the determination of the distribution coefficients were carried
out

for

nitric

three different concentration of each element, the concentration
acid

in

the

aqueous

solutions

varying

from

0,{;2

M

up

to

of

the

3.00 M.

was added to these solutions,
this
parameter varying from 0 M
U0 (N0 )
3 2
2
to 1,0 M. Finally from these experiments a matrix resulted, which other points may
be extrapolated from,

Experimental
In

the

aqueous

required
solutions

were

solutions,
These
decimal

the organic phase the
analytical

methods

for

determination
the

of

different

the

concentrations

elements.

Since

prepared gravimetricallr, by weighing definite quantities

concentrations

could be precisely determined by

density

of

all
stock

measuremen,.s.

were carrie� out by a digital densitome�er, which was accurate within the 4th
place,

procedure,
by

and

efficient

air

for

compari11g

and

bidestilled

water

being

used

for

calibration,

example, was used to check the titrated nitric acid
these

data

with

values found in literature,

For

This

concentrations
the

extraction

measurements the aqueous nitric acid concentrations were adjusted to 0.02 M, 0,5 M,
1.5 M

and 3,0 M. At first the organic mixtures were equilibrated with each of

nitric

acids,

which were used in the extraction experiments, in order

to

the

prevent

the transport of this substance.
The

initial uranium concentration in the four different acid concentrations was set

to 0 M, 0,3 M, 0,7 M, and 1.0 M. Fa"r the detection of the amounts of uranium being
present

in

applied:
186 keV.
acidity

both

phases after the extraction,

several analytical methods

were

For Y -spectroscopy the peak from the radionuclid U-235 was registered
Aqueous

solutions were titrated using either standard

EDTA-solution

at
or

titration (1), Also UV-spectroscopy proved to be very sensitive, especially

after adding ascorbic acid to enhance the absorption by complex formation. All

of

these methods were tested by a lot of calibration measuremi,nts,
The

concentrations

spectroscopy
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using

of chromium and ruthenium were determined by

atomic-absorption

a wavelength of ). • 357.9 nm for Cr and ). • 372.8 nm

for

Ru.

Problems

arose from the diversity of existing ruthenium nitrosyl compounds and the

sensitive

equilibria

composition

the

between

all these complexes. In order to achieve
°

were heated to 70 C and stored for

solutions,

a

several

stable
days

at

°
25 C (2).

For

neodymium

calibration
were

there

was

used

titration

with

standard

EDTA

solution.

with standard solutions of neodymiumnitrate quantitative

performed by UV-spectroscopy et A • 521 nm end A • 576 nm. The

After

measurements
determination

of zirconium was carried out gravimetrically.
A

Beckman

monitor
using

a

filled

Instruments

the

organic

For

containing

compartments

half

phenomena.

wes

All measurements were carried
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Results and discussion
The

well

depends
(5, 6) ,

complexes
HIIO

a

of
of

with

acid

solutions,

tributylphosphete

(TBP)

fissionthese

end corrosion products and the pure nitric acid

kind,

which

have a

definite

composition

as

also

for

form

eX8111ple

° TBP, U0 (N0 ) ' 2TBP or Nd(N0
) ·3TBP. Even degradationproducts of the TBP,
2
3 z
J
3 3
for instance dibutylphosphete (DBP), form complexes and lead to troublesome

precipitates
consists
our

extraction of ureni1111 end plutonium from nitric

fast reaction of the metal nitrates

By this reaction stable neutral complexes are formed. On the other hand the

nitrates

aa

known

on

especially in the case of zirconium, which the main pert of the

of, Besidea the known Zr-DBP products a new complex could be isolated

investigations,

inaoluble

The

product

was

identified

be

at 25 C the absence of this DBP-c011plex could be guaranteed and only
Zr(II0 ) ·2TBP bad to be taken into account,
3 4
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by

Zr(N0 )z' 2DBP, being
3
in the organic solvent, Since the extraction measurements were performed

°

to

crud

The extend of extraction of each element is characterized by the distribution
coefficient K0 which is given by the ratio of the concentration in the organic
phase after the extraction to that remaining iri the aqueous solution, The value of
the distribution coefficients is influenced by two important parameters, the
aqueous nitrate concentration and the concentration of free TBP in the organic
solution, Since the metalions have to combine with the nitrates at the boundary to
get the extractable species, forming the neutral complex with TBP, the extraction
in enhanced by raising the aqueous nitrate concentration. On the other hand the
extraction ratio will be reduced by compet�ng reactions, if already a lot of salts
or nitric acid is extracted and only a small concentration of free TBP left
behind,

0,3H Nd
0.2H Nd
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�uranium
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Fig. 3
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As can be seen from the results the concentration of uranium is a very important
parameter, because uranylnitrate forms very stable complexes with TBP and, so
reduces

drastically

the

possibility

of fission-products to

enter

the

organic

phase.

The distribution coefficients for uranium itself are rather low due to

highly

concentrated aqueous uraniumsolutions of O. 7 M and 1.0 M (fig. 3),

in this case

the

uraniumcomplex.
of nitric
· of

organic

solvent being nearly saturated

with

this

uranium.

For

the

low initial aqueous concentration of 0.3

M,

amounts

coefficients
however,

K -values of uranium are significantly influenced by the addition
0
acid, because of raising the amount of the extractable species.
If

speciall

So any raise of the nitrateconcentration caused by higher

acid, leads only to a slight increase of the distribution

the

because

of

the

nitric

the uraniumconcentration is O. 7 M or even 1.0 M the addition of the nitrates of

Nd,

Cr

the

uranium distribution. As can be seen from the diagram (fig. 3), there will

a

or Zr to the uranium systems will not have any detectable

slight

influence

upon
be

change

in the K0-values of uranium, if the amounts of added salts are
drastically increased. Those high concentrations are irrelevant for the Purex

process. Of course they only were chosen in order to get a detectable quantity
Zr

or

lower

Nd into the organic solution. The concentrations of Cr can be

of

kept at

a

level because of its extrability and perceptivity being better. Nevertheless

this doesn't lead to any detectable change in the uranium distribution.
· In
the

the case of neodymiwnnitrate the addition of this salt leads to an increase
distribution

,
salting-out-effect since the increase in the total nitrate concentration
the formation

of the extractable species of uranylnitrate. A different

can

be

of

obviously
uranium.

of

coefficients of uranium. This observation may be explained by

registered for Zr, which leads to a decrease of

This

effect will
raised,

be

even

more

intensive,

and may be due ,to a change in

the

if

a

enhances
behaviour

x:0-values
nitric acid

the

the

concentration

is

zirconium

which

varies

from zirconylnitrate to zirconiumnitrate by the influence of

species,

acids.

Since

this reaction withdraws nitrate from the solution, it results

strong
in

a

weakening of the extrability of uranium.
The

distribution

coefficients

of

the

fission-

and

corrosion

products

are

significantly

lower than those measured for uranium. For Zr the values are even in
of 10-3• This low extractability causes analytical problems due to

the

range

the

marked increase in the error limit. In spite of this problems it can clearly be

that there will be a significant decrease in the K -values for Cr, if
0
on the one hand the uranium concentration is increased and on the other hand also
shown,

the nitric acid concentration. The reason is to be seen in a competing reaktion in
the

organic

nitric

chromium
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phase,

which is nearly saturated with the uranium complex.

acid concentration

there

is left less free TBP for the

At

formation

high
of

complex, which even is less stable. This observation is supported by

a
the

decline

of

the

distribution values, when the Cr-concentration

.raised.

is

Some

different

results were obtained for Nd and Ru. In order to get extractable speci�s

of

elements the nitrate complexes had to be formed. Therefore

these

was

necessary

values
0.01

support the extraction of these

substances.

nitric

The

acid

distribution

in 0.3 H uranium solutions reached a maximum of 0.4 H in the case of Ru and

H

for Nd, when the nitric acid concentration was raised up to 3.0 H. In

systems

there

amount

of

transfer
and

to

were

found smaller values for Nd, which were caused by

extractable

Nd

species

formed by the competing

reaction.

the

In

all
small

order

into the organic phase the Nd ion hsd to combine with three

to

nitrates

three molecules of TBP. Again the addition of uranium again caused a drastical

decrease

of the extraction of both elements indicating the advantage of using high

uranium

concentrations in the Purex-process to prevent those fission products from

entering the organic solution.
Hessurering
force
optical
to

be

4).

the

kinetics

by use of the analytical

centrifuge,

the

centrifugal

supports the formation of a sharp boundary, which can be investigated by the
systems.

Because of this force the aqueous Sflution of higher density

found at higher values of distance r, as csn be seen in the

diagram

is

(fig.

After Ei short time of contact already the decrease of Cr-concentration in

aqueous

layer

profiles.
phase,
the

near

On

to

the

boundary

becomes

obvious

from

the

the

concentration

the other side there is an increase of concentration in the

organic

indicating that there is a fast reacti-0n, transfering the molecules through

bound11ry,

With the time me11surement proceeding II change in the
bec�mes

obvious

within

in a

greater

distance,

concentration

this

distance,
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also

hovever,

being somewhat greater in the aqueous layer. This effect may be explained

by

a alover transport within the organic mixture, as there are lower values of the

diffusion

coefficients

measurements
from

the

at

to

be

infinite

found in that solvent. From the
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be
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order to evaluate those measurements a lot of calibration work had to be
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of
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of
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concentration profiles
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done.

absorption

data

known concentrations were investigated by diffusion experiments.
systems

the

concentration.

Although

salt-solutions

of

the

diffusion

coefficients

showed

a

maximum

this effect was slight, it was found in sll
elements aforementioned. Numerous

at

In
low

investigated

investigations

are

in

progress to elucidate the reasons for this behaviour,
Contrary

to

the

results

obtained

from

aqueous

solutions,

the

diffusion

measurements

in the organic solvent showed a linear relationship between diffusion

coefficients

snd
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forces

concentrations.
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Since

in these non

electrolyte

be expected, there should be no

solutions

interactions
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molecules with each other. For example in the case of the uranylnitrate TBP

complex
distinct
observed
profiles

it was shown, that this molecule had sufficient stability to diffuse as a
unit (7). Calculations using the diffusion coefficients to simulate the
transport phenomena were in good agreement with the concentration
measured, proving the extraction to be controlled by transport phenomena.
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Studies on Interfacial Precipitation of the First PUREX Extraction Cycle
F,Baumgartner, A. Huber, Institut fUr Radiochemie, TU MUnchen, W. Germany
So 1 ids at the interface of mixer-sett 1 ers may disturb the extract ion of U
and Pu in the first extraction cycle of the Purex process. These solids con
sist of particles with very small sizes in the nanometer range and are of
colloidal nature. The opacity and dark colour of nuclear fuel solutions im
mediately after dissolution already indicates the presence of colloidal par
ticles. In the course of time an increase of the number of colloidal partic
les is observed·, which lasts for some weeks (!). It is to be expected, that
�hese particles gather at the interfaces of the first extraction steps.
Beside the particles already present in the feed solution, additional sol ids
can be produced at the interface through the contact with the organic phase.
Especially Zr is known to form stable compounds with DBP, a hydrolysis pro
duct of TBP, which can lead to voluminous emulsions under the mixing action
Qf the stirrers (2).
Nuclear fuels with mediul!I burnup of 3 !I:, which is reached presently in nuc
)ear power plants, contain tolerable amounts of solids for reprocessing. Ex
periences with high burnup fuel do not exist in large scale. Small scale
d°isso lut ion experiments suggest however, that the amount of so 1 ids increases
with burnup and the extraction process consequently can be severely distur
/led. It is therefore necessary to remove the solids with suitable methods
l.ike filtration, centrifugation or flocculation. As the removal of small
colloidal particles under process conditions of a reprocessing plant is not
easy and laborious, the composition and behaviour of the solids have to be
1iwestigated closer, especially with respect to high burnups.
For the study of solids in nuclear fuel solutions 14 g of LWR-fuel with a
burnup of 45 D00 MWd/tu have been disso 1 ved in 7M HN0 . The fue 1 has been
irradiated for 4 years and cooled down for 2.4 years. rhe solids in the so
lution were removed by 4 consecutive filtration steps with nuclep6re-filters
of 1 µm poresize after 2.5, 20, 66 and 164 hours. The filter residues were
characterized by x-ray microanalysis in a scanning electron microscope,
equipped for the analysis of highly radioactive material.
The first filtration step yields dissolver residues containing all particles
greater than 1 µm. The following 3 filters show only the remaining particles
smaller than 1 llfll and solids, which formed after the first filtration. This
type of .solids we call postprecipitation, although the formation process is
not believed to be a chemical precipitation than rather an agglomeration of
particles (!). The two filters at 20 and 68 hours show Pd as the main cons
tituent of their filter layer. No other fission products can be analyzed in
appreciable concentrations. As Pd is known to precipitate as metallic col-
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loids under intense y-radiation (3), these two filters do not yield additio
nal information about postprecipitations. Since the Pd-content and also the
irradiation dose increases 1 inearly with burnup, the amount of Pd-colloids
can be estimated in dependence of the burnup from measurements of the mass
concentration of Pd-colloids.

Figure 1: Secondary electron fmages of a ptece of the filter layer from
the lu_t ftltratfon of the fuel solution after t61f hours

An entirely different material is observed on the last filter, which repre
sents postprecfpitations formed between 3 and 7 days after dissolution. Fi
gure 1 shows the secondary electron image of a piece of the filter layer.
The filter i� uniformly covered by this material with a thickness of 13 µm.
The matrix material consists of the elements Mo,Tc,Ru,Rh and Pd and origina
tes undoubtedly from colloidal particles, although the matrix material exhi-

Figure 2: Ffne structure of sflver·halogenfde cry1tah
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Ru

Br

SE

Ffgure 3: Elemental dhtrtbutfon map1 of Ru, Ag, Br and I

bits no primary structure. In contrast to this smooth layer figure I also
shows obvious crystallization products in form of trigonal AgBr- and Agl
particles with dimensions of some mic"rometers. The fine structure of these
crystals, as shown in figure 2, points out that a rapid crystallization pro
cess took place. The elemental distribution maps of Ru,Ag,Br and I 1n figu
re 3 demonstrate that Ru is homogenously distributed over the filter layer
and is clearly separated from the crystals. X-ray microanalysis of 91 points
on the layer yields that this is alsq true for the other 4 elements Mo,Tc,Rh
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and Pd. The frequency distributions of the relative concentrations of the
five elements in figure 4 are very sharp and indicate that the composition
of the matrix material is constant throughout the filter layer. From these
distributions a mean composition of 9% Mo, 7% Tc, 66% Ru, 11% Rh and 7% Pd
is derived.
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Ffg re 4: Frequency dlstrfbutlon, of the alloy of Ho, Tc, Ru, Rh and Pd
�
In the poatprecfpttatton and .fn the dtuolver ruldue

The five fission products Mo,Tc,Ru,Rh and Pd can already be identified in
spent nuclear fuel material as a separate phase, known as "white inclu
sions". X-ray diffraction revealed that this phase is an alloy of the five
metals with a hexagonal structure (4, 5, 6), which is insoluble in nitric
acid. Most of this material therefore appears in the dissolver residue as
particles with diameters in the micrometer-range. The composition of these
particles originating froni inclusions in the fuel is quite different from
the colloidal particles observed. Analysis of 166 particles on the first
filter after 2.5 hours yields a mean composition of 16% Mo, 8% Tc, 47% Ru,
11% Rh and 18% ·Pd. In addition the frequency distributions of the residue in
figure 4 are broader. Postprecipitation and inclusions are similar, but not
identical. Certainly the alloy-colloids are related to the same process
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which ·produces the alloy-inclusions in the nuclear fuel, but the origin and
fonnation of th·e colloidal particles is not exactly known. A. production of
this type of colloids from simulated nuclear fuel solutions and alloys was
not possible.
Solids in the organic phase were studied by filtrating tributyl-phosphate
dissolved in kerosene, which has been used in a co11111ercial reprocessing
plant. A sample of 23 ml was drawn after scrubbing with sodium carbonate and
filtrated through a cascade of 4 nuclepore filters with decreasing pore si
zes of 4, 1, 0.1 and 0.03 µm. 90 :t of the activity has been deposited on the
first filter, the remaining activity is found on the second filter. The last
two filters only had neglegible amounts of activity.

SE

SE

BE

BE

figure 5: Secondary and ba�kscatter electron images of the first filter front ftltratton of the organic phue wtth a poreshe of Jt � at two 11agn1ftcatton1

The solids on the first filter fonn a dense filter layer, but no details of
the constituents of this layer can be distinguished at higher magnifications
in figure 5. The particles seem to have no clear contours. The elemental
analysis shows Zr and Pd as main components, Mo and Ru are present in low
concentrations. Zr and Pd exhibit a remarkable difference in their elemental
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distribution as is shown in figure 6. Pd is quite uniformly distributed,
whereas Zr is subject to concentration variations. This means that the two
elements form different chemical compounds in the organic phase. The concen
trations of Mo and Ru are too low to be mapped.

SE

Zr'

Pd

BE

Ffgure 6: Elementa1 dhtrfbutfon 11ap1 of Zr end Pd (rfght) together with
the corresponding secondary and b1ck1c1tter electron f,nage (left)
fr011 filtration of the organtc phHe

Although there had been no quantitative separation by the last two filtra
tions, some particles can be seen at high magnifications in figure 7. These
particles are presumably the primary constituents of the layer on the first
filter. Two major types of particles can be· distinguished: spherical
particles in the size range of 10 to 100 nm and rod-shaped particles with
diameters of about 100 nm and lengths of about 300 nm. A third type can be
seen in the upper right picture of figure 5, namely hollow spheres with dia
meters of up to 5 µm. These spheres are micels, which originate from emul
sions at the interface of mixer-settlers. Due to the small size of the pri
mary particle_s and the low content of Zr and Pd an elemental analysis of
single particles is not possible. Also the tendency of these particles to
agglomerate does not allow a further characterization of the solids on the
first filter.
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ffgure 7: Sphertca1 and rod-shaped partfclea on the hat two ffltera from
ff1tratfon of the organic phase

Surrmarizing the results of the investigations on solids at the interface
three types can be distinguished due to their origin and formation:
1.
2.
3.

metallic Pd-colloids arising from y-radiolysis in the feed solu
tion,
metalliic colloids of an alloy of Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh and Pd, presumab
ly preshaped in the spent nuclear fuel,
a mixture of organic compounds of Zr and Pd and, to a lesser con
tent, of Mo and Ru.

The formation of Pd-colloids depends, unter normal reprocessing conditions,
on the Pd-concentration and the radiation dose of the fuel solution. The
alloy colloids on the other hand are believed to have their origin in small
inclusions in the fuel material. The amount of inclusions should increase
with burnup, but an estimation of t�e amount of alloy colloids in the fuel
solution is not possible due to .lack of experience with high burnup fuel.
The material used here yielded comparably high colloid concentrations as can
be derived from an estimation of the mass deposition on the last filter af
ter 164 hours. Another basic difference between the two colloids lies in its
formation rate. Pd-colloids have been observed only up to 3 days after dis
solution. The filtration after 68 hours removed all Pd-particles and no fur
ther formation took place. In contrast to this alloy colloids were found not
until 68 hours after dissolution. Perhaps the formation of alloy colloids
continued after the last filtration at 164 hours as has been reported _by
other investigators (1).
The feed solution naturally represents. the primary source for solids
gathering at interfaces. Perhaps these solids cause the formation of
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the Pd-, Mo- and Ru-compounds observed in the organic phase. Under this
assumption Mo and Ru originate from the alloy colloids in the aqueous phase
and Tc and Rh also should be present. The coricentratior. of these two
elements is probably too low to be detected. The solids at the interface
under the process conditions of a reprocessing p 1 ant therefore consist
mainly of Pd-colloids with small amounts of alloy colloids.
The Zr-solids on the other hand are certainly products of chemical
reactions at the interface and in the organic phase, as has been shown by
other investigations (2). No Zr-colloids have been observed in feed solu
tions. The results presented here are in agreement with these findings.
Especially the existence of emulsions at the interface is confirmed by the
observation of emulsion bubbles in the filter layer of figure 5.
Since early days of civil nuclear fuel reprozessing it is clear that with
higher burnup the solids gathering at interfaces wi 11 increase. However not
only the feed solution has to be clarified effectively but also the organic
phase in order to prohibit recycling and accumulation of colloids at the
aqueous-organic interface.
Literature:
1.
2.
3.
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6.
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Extraction or actlnldes and flsslon products lons by non-chelating
N, N' -tetraalkyldlamldes
M.C. Charbonnel, C. Muslkas, IROI/OEROCA/OGR/SE P/SCPR - CEN/FAR Fontenay-Aux-Roses, BP n• 6 -92265 Cedex (France)
Introduction :
N,N-dlalkylmonoamldes ', • are good extractants of metallic lons. They were
considered as alternative to TBP ln nuclear fuels reprocessing •, •. The present
paper deals with the extractive properties of N,N'-tetrabutylglutaramide
(C,H,) 2 N - C - (CH 2 ) 1 ) C _ N(C,H,) 2 • N,N'- tetraalkyldiamldes of dlcarboxyllc

g

g

aclds except malonamldes do not extract the trivalent actinides and lanthanides
from aqueous HNO, solutions probably because there ls no favorable ligand
conformation to chelate the metallic ions. This reature ls interesting ror the
nuclear fuel reprocessing since the presence of a second amide group could lead to
new selectlvitles and to rad lolytlc and solvolytlc degradation products easier to
handle. We wlll present the lnvestigatlon results of HNO,, U(VI), Pu(IV) and
fission products extraction by TBGA ln toluene from HNO, aqueous solution.
Extraction or HN01 by TBGA
HNO, extraction isotherm by 0.5M TBGA ln toluene ls plotted figure 1. It can be
seen that the ratio HNO,/TBGA can be superior to one.
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FIGURE 1

HNO, EXTRACTION BY 0.5 M TBGA IN TOLUENE
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Fairly good r1ts or experimental and calculated HNO, dlstrlbutlon curves are
obtained by assuming that HNO, species 1n the organic phase are (TBGA) 2HNO,,
TBGA HN O, and TBGA( HN 0,) 2 • FT IR spectroscopy has been carried out 1n order to
check the val!dlty of these assumptlons. Main features are crmtalned Table 1.
The C • O stretching band Is shifted to lower energies,

Tab le 1

Inrluence or organic C HN
upon C • 0 stret.ch!ng energy
(TBGA
76M ?A toluene)

o.

cORG
H 20

cORG
HNO,

(M.1-•)

(M.1-1)

1645 c m-•
vC • 0

o. 31

0

+

0.32

0.081

+

o. 34

0.2

+

o. 44

+

0.78

+

0.35

(+

,.6

1530cm-•
1595cm-•
vC • 0
vC • 0

+

+
+

1.16
0.4

1635cm-•
vC • 0

+

+

+

1r the band 1l, clearly observable) .

but even for a HNO,/TBGA ratio greater than 2,0 about 50 j of the band at
1645 cm-•, attributable to the free C • O, Is observed. This feature Indicates
that only one C • O Is bonded to the HNO,. The new bands which appeared at
1635 cm-•, 1595 cm-1 and 1530 cm-1 can be·attributed to the species : (TBGA) 2 HNO,,
TBGA(HNO,), TBGA(HN 0 1 ) 2• Increasing shifts can be attributed to a strengthening of
the C • o ••••HNO, bonds. For the 1635, 1595 cm-• band hydrogen bonding ls probably
involved, but for the 1530 cm-• band there 1s probably an H+ transfer from HNO, to
the C • O. The 1530 cm-1 band is observed in TBGA(HClO,)x whereas the 1635 and
1595 cm-• ·bands are not. The H + �ransfer in TBGA( HN 0 1 ) 2 and not In TBGA( HN O,) can
be explained by the competl tlon between the two bases NO, - and TBGA for the
proton. In TBGA( HNO,), it must be a weakening or one or the OH(ln HNO,)bond due to
t he binding of the NO,- to the second H + . These assumptions are represented In
figure 2.
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I. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF HNO, _ TBGA SPECIES IN TOLUENE
The organic water concentration ls independent of HNO, organic concentration, so
it seems that H 2O and HNO, extraction are independent.
Metallic tons extraction
The distribution ratios of several metallic Ions present in the Irradiated nuclear
fuels, as a function or aqueous nitric acid concentration are plotted figure 3,

····�-----------------,
Pu (IV)

10'

,o•

U (VII

/

FIGURE 3 :
METALLIC IONS EXTRACTION
FROM HNO,

10 °

10 1

C :0 , ( M.l"')
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It can be seen that TBGA is a good extractant for U(VI), Pu(IV) recovery from HNO,
solutions. The fission products Ru, Zr, Sr, and trivalent lanthanldes are poorly
extracted. Extraction mechanism of U(VI) was investigated In more deta ils. U(VI)
distribution ratios were measured as a function of TBGA concentration for a low
acidity in the aqueous phase (figure 4).
3

10 �----------------�

Du (VI)

SLOPE

-1
10

-+------,------'T""-----.,...--------1

3
10-

FIGURE 4

1/

1 0-

1

100

C TBGA (M.l-1)

U(VI) NITRATE EXTRACTION FROM AQUEOU S SOLUTI ON S BY TBGA IN TOLUENE
AS A FUN CTION OF TBGA (ACIDITY • O, LINO, • 0.2H)

It can be seen that the extraction curve has a variable slope between 1.5 and 2.0.
At U(VI) saturation (precipitation of U0 1(N0,) 1 TBGA) the organic phase conta ins an
uranyle complexe with UO,,. /TBGA mole ratio of one. There ls no important changes
In UV-visible spectra or organic U(VI) complexes with U(VI) concentrations
Increasing. These facts are In ravOf' or the following extraction mechanism.
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uo,•• 2NO,- + (1 + x)TBGA
x TBGA molecules
value of 1.

[uo,(NO,),TBGA)

TBGAx

are in the second uranyle coordination sphere, x can reach the

At hlgh n1tr1c acldltles there ls a change ln the organic uranyle complex
UV-vlslble spectra. The extrem spectra are shown figure 5. The spectrum obtained
at high acldltles ls typical of UO,(NO,),- anlon •, so the extraction mechanism
ls then :
uo,•• + 3NO,- • H + + TBGA

UO,(NO,), HTBGA

Thls klnd of mechanism was also found for the U(VI) extraction by monoamldes •

JO

U02 ( NO, )3 H TBGA

-t:

e

- 20
w

10

JIG

,oo

Conclusions

'20

"Q

uo

'>- (nm)

'80

500

FIGURE 5
ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF THE
TWO ORGANIC SPECIES :
UO 2 (NO,) 2 TBGA ; UO 2 ( NO 1 ), H TBGA

The results or the 1nvest1gatlons presented here showed that
tetraalkyledlcarboxyllc acids dlamldes are better extractants than the carboxyllc
acids monoamldes for U - Pu separations from flsslon products.
New advance· 1n this field will be the synthesis of dlamldes extractants of which
nltrato-uranyle complexes are sufficiently soluble In hydrocarbons dlluents.
Radlolyt\c behavior must be 1nvest1gated. Finally the Influence of N radicals upon
U(VI) - Pu(IV) separation must be preclsed.
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Extraction of lanthanldes and actinides (Ill) by dl-2 ethyl hexyl dlthlophosphorlc
acid and dl-2 ethyl hexyl monothlophosphorlc acid.
Structure of the complexes In the organic phase.
O. Patt,e*, C. Musikas•, A. Faure••, C. Chachaty••
CEA-lRDI- * DERDCA-DGR -SEP-SCPR - CEN/FAR
** DESlCP-DPC-SCM-CEN/SACLAY
To operate a trivalent actinide-lanthanide (III) group chemical separation from
low pH nitric solutions we studied the extracLive properties of the dl-2 ethyl
hexyl dlthlophosphorlc acid ·(HDEHDTP) : this bidentate ligand which possesses a
sulfur donor atom is a good extractant of soft acids [ l ). We so expect a better
selectivity for the actlnldes(III) extrac tion : Sf electrons have a better ability
to delocalization than 4f electrons and form more covalent bounds as it has
already been demonstrated by previous works In this laboratory [ 2].
As the dl-2 ethyl hexyl monothlophosphorlc acid (HDEHTP) ls the main by-product of
the synthesis of HDEHDTP and is also the main degradation product of HDEHDTP by a
phenomenon of hydolysls [3] we also have investigated its extractive properties
for trivalent actinides and lanthanldes : HDEHDTP is a bldentate ligand with one
oxygen donor atom and so ls a better extractant for hard acids like actinides and
lanthanldes (III) ; but its selectivity ls weak.
The addition of TBP (trl-n butyl phosphate) to HDEHDTP'deals to strong synergistic
organic complexes with a great selectivity for Am(II!). We expllcited this
phenomenon. When the metal ls macroconcentrated the organic complexes aggregate
and form inverted micelles.
1. Extraction of Am(III) and Eu(III) trace c onc entrations by HDEHDTP and HDEHTP
a - extraction by the purified acid HDEHDTP
I

,

We first plotted the distribution ratio of the metals versus the pH of the aqueous
phase (fig. 1) at constant concentration of the extractant. The slope ls very
close to 3. Then we plotted the distribution ratio of the metals versus the
concentration of the extractant at constant pH. The slope Is also 3 (figure 2). So
the mechanism of extraction Is:
Am'•+ 3 HDEHDTP + xH,O

Am(DEHDTP), xH,O + 3H +

( 1)

E u'•+ 3 HDEHDTP + xH,O

Eu(DEHDTP), xH,O + 3H +

(2)

Log Ke x Am(III) • - 7,87 ± 0,52
Log Kex Eu(Ill)
8,28 ± O,�
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The constants of extraction are weak and It confirms the lack of affinity of
trivalent actinides and lanthanldes for a soft base like DEHDTP 0. But the weak
selectivity ls in favour of Am(III)
D Am( Ill)

2.55

D Eu( Ill)
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b - Extraction by the purified acid HDEHTP (metals as traces).
The distribution ratio of the metals versus pH at constant concentration or the
extractant are plotted. Figure 3, we also plotted the distribution ratio or the
metals versus the concentration of HDEHTP at constant pH, figure 4.
As the extractant Is dimerized (3) the slope analysis of these curves Indicates
the following extract Ion mechanl sm
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Am,. + 1.5 (HDEHTP), + yH,O

Am(DEHTP) 1 yH,O + 3H +

(3)

Eu••+ 1.5 (HDEHTP), + yH2 0

Eu(DEHTP), yH2 0 + 3H+

(4)

2,32 ± 0.05
2,21 ± 0.05

Log Kex Am(III)
Log Kex Eu(III)

The constants are stronger than those obtained with HDEHDTP because the hard acids
Am(III) and Eu(III) have a better affinity for DEHTP 0 which possesses a hard
oxygen donor atom. But there ls no selectivity
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diluent : dodecane
,6 Aal•
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2, Extraction

of Nd(III) in mac ro concentrations by raw HDEHDTP

This raw material contained at least 10 % of HDEHTP. So we plotted log D - 3 log
([iiiiEiiii'i'P] 0 - 3 [Nd(DEHDTP),] versus pH (figure 5). The slope indicates the number
exchanged protons[J].

or
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The first part of the curve is the extraction of Nd(II!) by HDEHTP (figure 6). The
second part of the curve is the extraction of Nd(I!l) by HDEHDTP (figure 7). The
last part of the curv.e is the extract ion by KDEHDTP which does not depend on the
pH.
The slope of the intermediate part of t he curve very close to 3.5 (figure 5)

indicates that another phenomenon takes place during the extraction. We supposed

and verified that it is the aggregation of Nd(DEHDTP), according to:
Nd,.+ 3 (HDEHDTP) + mH,O:

r(Nd(DEHDTP), mH,O) + 3H
j

with log D • log Kex + 3 log ([HL)i - 3[Nd)orgl +
j -1
• 3pH
- log[Nd)
org

(5)

log j •
(6)

and m • 25

log Kex � - 7

We determined

J

+

The aggregation of the organic complex stabilizes it •
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3. Extraction of 4f and Sf ions by a synergistic mixture
When the complex [Nd(DEHDTP),]j is formed we add one equivalent of TBP to the
organic phase. We can observe two phenomena (see also figure 8).

- no NO, - ion Is extracted
- water is expelled from the organic phase
- the U v-visible spectrum shows a fine electronic structure with a strong
nephelauxetlc effect and a strong enhancement of the molar absorption coefficient
(e • 5 (575 nm) • < • 22,5 (585 nm)).
H

H
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This phenomenon has already been observed with the charge transrer·complex of
Eu(III) with HDEHDTP [�] It ts well explained by the substitution and the
elimination of water molecules from the inner coordination sphere of Nd(III) ;
this Induces a shortening of the S-metal bound ; this shortening [5] [6]
reveals the better ability of Sf electrons to form covalent bounds ; consequently
we can observe the higher stab llty of the organic complex Am(DEHDTP) ,TBP compared

6

to Eu, complex (see figure 9) � • 25
Eu(III)
I Ml

Njll ...... •1Jla

u u

••• ,
!!-·
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[HDf.JiDTP] • (ta,) • IN
I
I

ij. Structure of the organic complexes
The evidence of the micellisation of the organic complexes has been provided by
(H,O 1 H NMR) and low angle X-Ray diffraction.
a_ NMR resu�ts :
In our previous work [3] [7] we demonstrated that NaDEHDTP forms inverted micelles
in benzene and cyclohexane : we used the mass action law model and applied the
hypothesis that the chemical shift of the proton 6 is a level-headed average
between the chemical shift of water bound to the monomere 61 and the chemical
shift of the water bound to the n-mere 6n (see fig. 9 and 10). This leads to the
following equation
log c (6 - 61) • n

log c (6n - 6)

+ log nK - (n-1) log (6n - 61)
and 6 •

with c • cl + en

and

nMl

K
t

Mn

4"" 61

and

(6)

+ � 6n

K •

�)n

We can determine n and K by a linear regression on the equation (6) where
x • log c(6n - 6) and y • lo g c(6 - 61).
With this model we determined for La(DEHDTP),TBP n • 2 and K • 188,3 before the
c.m.c. (critical mlcellar concentration) and n • 8,ij and K 5,29 10 15 after the
c.m.c.
c.m.c. • 7.5 10-•M.
For La(DEHDTP), the c.m.c. was determined on the plot because the experimental
points cannot be interpreted by the previous model. We determined c.m.c. • 1.5 10
-•M. (see figure 10).

La(DEI-OTP),1c.012

FIGUPI! 10

1

YAll:IATJONS OP 1H VATEII THI CtsMICll. SHin Ylll.1l8 T1II
COltClWfUTIQI fl
DIL.UIIT c.Du (CYCl,OIIU.).

(D£turr,�]

CDEHDTP-I
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b - low angle X ray diffraction
The experiments confirmed the aggregation of La(DEHDTP), and La(DEHDTP) ,TBP. The
inverted micelles have the form of hollow shells where the La,. ions are strongly
tied to the ligands. For La(DEHDTP), the pool ls filled with water (m • 25
molecules of water by molecule of salt). _For La(DEHDTP),TBP the quantity of water
ls weak (m < 5).
Conclusion
We investigated the extract! ve properties of HDEHDTP and HDEHTP for trl valent
actinides and lanthan ldes. We found that HDEHDTP ls able to operate
lanthanide/actinide group separation In presence of TBP. TBP expells water from
the complex so that the S-metal bound ls shortened and the select! vi ty
Am(III)/Eu(III) ls enhanced.
The organic complexes form inverted micelles wl th high metal concentrations.
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The Reciprocical Effect of Iron (III) and Uranium (VI)
Extraction by Synergistic Mixture Di-2(-ethylhexyl)phos
phoric Acid and Trioctylphosphine Oxide from Phosphoric
Acid Solutions
S. Meles, I. Fatovic, M.V.Prostenik and J.Romano
INA-Research and Development, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
Di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (abbreviated as HDEHP) is
widely used in hydrometallurgical process for the separation
and purification of a number of metals such as uranium, rare
earth, copper, cobalt and nickel. Iron is a very common
impurity in raw industrial acid metal solutions in either
the divalent or trivalent states. So, it is associated with
uranium in the wet - process phosphoric acid, and it is.
coextracted during the uranium recovery by HDEHP-TOPO (1-2)
(TOPO = trioctylphosphine oxide). Therefore, it is of a great
importance to know the extraction properties of iron in the
given system (3). Our earlier investigation gave us some
information on the behaviour of Fe(III) extraction with HDEHP
from phosphoric acid solutions (4). The purpose of the present
investigation was to define the mutual influence of U(VI) and
Fe(III) extraction from phosphoric acid solutions, with
HDEHP-TOPO in kerosene.
Experimental
All chemical reagents were of analytical grade. HDEHP and TOPO
were provided as a high purity product by Mobil Co. Aqueous
solutions of selected concentrations were prepared from the
real wet process acid (industrial plant-green grade) by
dissolving Fe(III) chloride and uranyl nitrate. Organic
�olutions were prepared with HDEHP and TOPO in nonaromatic
hydrocarbon diluent Mobil 190/-210. Distribution ratio measure
ments were performed in the thermostated bath. Equal volumes
of aqueous and organic solutions were mixed mechanically for
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20 min to ensure thermal and chemical equilibrium. The
uranium and iron concentration in the aqueous and organic
phases were determined by spectrophotometry (5).
Results and discussion
Typical isotherms for coextraction of Fe(III) and U(VI)
from real 5,1M H3Po4 with 0,3M HDEHP + 0,075M TOPO in kero
sene at 25·°C are presented in Fig. 1. The results ,;how sig
nificant influence of U(VI) concentration on the extraction
of Fe(III). Moreover this influence is very marked at higher
concentration of U(VI). It means that at higher concentra
tion of uranium, extraction of Fe(II!) is lower. A slight
positive effect on the extraction of U(VI), caused by the
presence of Fe(III), is also evident.
The values of distribution ratios of Fe(III), with the ini
tial U(VI) concentration of 4,9g U/L, as a function of real
H3Po4 concentration are presented in Fig. 2. The same values
for U(VI) extraction, starting with 3,50 - 32,30g Fe/L as
initial aqueous concentration, are shown in Fig 3. It is
observed that the distribution ratio of U(VI) decreases in
all cases with increasing H3Po4 concentration. However, the
values of distribution ratios for Fe(III) extraction slightly
increase for the concentrations above 5,1M H Po4 and 20g Fe/L
3
in aqueous phase, which is in good agreement with Fig. 1. The
distribution ratios of Fe(III) extraction (Fig. 4), at
constant concentration of U(VI), decrease with the increase
of temperature for the concentration of Fe(III) in aqueous
phase up to 20g Fe/L. The same influence of distribution ratio
U(VI) extraction is less evident in the used concentration
range of Fe(III) (Fig.5). The effect of increasing distribu
tion ratio Fe(III) above the initial concentration of 20g Fe/L,
at constant U(VI) concentration in 5,1M H Po4 , is evident with
3
increasing molarity of extractant (Fig.6).
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The iron has been reextracted from the obtained organic
phases (phase ratio 0/A = 1,33 - 6) with real 5M H3Po4
at 25-50 ° c. The content of Fe in H 3Po4 has been 1,90g Fe/L.
It is found that about 88 - 92i of fe(III) hes been removed
(0/A = 3 - 4) from 0,5M HDEHP + 0,125M TOPO at 25 ° c. Simula
neously about 7 - 1oi of U(VI) has been reextracted. The
same results have been obtained from 0,3M HDEHP + 0,075M
TOPO (0/A = 4 - 6). The organic phases have been treated
with water to remove phosphate and then have been stripped,
at initial pH values 9,3 - 9,45, with 0,35 - 0,55M (NH4 )2co3
(0/A = 2). The stripping efficiency in three stages has been
about 96 - 99,5i, depending on the concentration of (NH4) 2co3
used. The precipitation of Fe(OH) 3 in the solutions of
ammonium uranyl tricarbonate has not been noticed at all.
Very good results have be.en obtained in the experiments of
Fe(III) reectraction with 5M H3Po4 containing 5g fe/L.
However, these experiments are still in course.
All results are confirmed by countercurrent extraction on
mixer-settler units.

'
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Improved Urphos Process to
Organo-Phosphorous Solvents.

Extract

Uranium

from

Phosphoric

Acid

Using

New

P. Michel, Vel i zy, France.

A. Bathelier, FAR; G. Lyaudet, A. Textoris, Dessines

Many processes have been designed and operated to recover uranium from the phosphoric
acid, most of the time by solvent extract.ion. Uranium can be cxt.racrc-d cit.her as
tetravalent uranium, or as hcxavalent uranium.
COGEMA has in a first ste p developpcd a process called URPH OS [ 1 ] using a
conventional solvent mixture
(D EHPA-TOPO) with a single cycle. The CEA (French
Atomic Energy Commission) and IRCHA (French Institut� for Applied Chemistry) have
developped a synergistic mixture of the same family [ 2 ] . The first component is a
phosphine oxide called DinHMOPO (Di n Hexyl Octyl Mcthoxy Phosphine Oxide) with the
following formula:

The second component is a dialkyl phosphoric acid called BlDIBOPP (Bis Dibutoxy 1. 3
Propyl 2 �hosphoric Acid) with the following formula :
C4H 9 -

0

- CH

-

0

-

C4H 9 -

0

-CH

C4H 9 -

0

- CH
2

cl'

9

2.....______

___./
2

CH

Z.

CHO

>CIIO

�

/Hp

- OH

COGEMA has tested that mixture on a laboratory, then on a pilot scale ( 3 ] . Some
specific new problems arose, the solution of which is dealt with in t he present
papt!r.
1. Recall of the new solvents characteristics
Distribution coefficient and solvent load have been measured for uranium and ferric
iron. F-.>r that pUI·pose, two different acids were used. Tests conditions are summed up
in the table 1.
Table 1
Laboratory test conditions
Acid n ° 1
Origin
Content in
P 05
2

u

Acid n ° 2
Jordan

Morocco

%

mg/1
Fe
g/1
Solvent
Phosphine oxide
M
Dialkyl phos.acid M

32 .2

28.3

118
1 03
2.2
8.2
Synergistic mixtures
0 . 125
0. 125
0 .5
0 .5

I
I
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The results achieved for the distribution coefficient are given in the table 2.
Table 2
Distribution coefficients
Ac id n ° 1
ltatiol

Synergistic mixture

kd U : n/l

I
IHatiol

Acid n ° 2

I
!Ratio I
e
d
: n /l
:k F
:

!Ratio \

d e
d
: k �· : n/l : k U : n/l

I
i
--------- --1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1
4,5 I 1
1. T0P0-D?EHPA
I
I 6.9
I 1
I 0.03 I 1
I
10.04 I I
I 13.6 I 3
2. T0P0-B!DlllOPP
I
10.36 I 9
I 14.2
I 2.05 I 0.39 I 13
I
6._s I 1.45 10.07 I 1.1sl 8.1
I 1.15 I 0.08 I 2.65 I
3. DinHM0PP0-0 EHPA
4. DinHMOPPO-sfornoPP
I 21.3 I 4.75 10.77 119.25126.5
I 3.85 I 0.51 111
I
________________________________I
From table 2, it can be noticed that the influence of changing the dialkyl phosphoric
acid is larger than the same with phosphine oxide. By selecting the mixture
DinHM0PP0-BIDIB0PP ,distribution coefficient is multiplied by a factor in the margin
3.5 - 5. The influence is more sensitive with a more concentrated acid.
In the same time, iro11 distribution coefficient is enhanced in a much larger extent
than it is for uranium. The influc-ncc of the nature of the dialkyl phosphoric acid is
very important on the iron extraction. For instance, the respective content of
uranium and iron in the various stages of the extraction section would be as shown in
table 3.
Table 3
Extraction section Uranium and Iron solvent content (mg/1)
I
I
I
I
--1�-I
U
Fe
Fe
Fe
U
U
U
Fe
Fe
U
-.------ I -- I --- I ---iI ---iI ---iI --- I --- I ---iI ---iI --- I
.
i
1
1
i
i
1
697 11 230 I
365 11 220 I
Acid n• 111 40011 090 I
215 11 340 I
174 11 240 I
°
Acid n 211 29712 950 ll 226 13 110 ll 015 13 410 I
725 13 370 I
337 12 610 I
Stage \

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage

5

______________________________ 1

Preliminary bench scale tests have shown that such amounts of iron would give lot of
trouble in the stripping operation. Therefore some investigations had to be carried
out to overcome these difficulties.
2. Selective stripping of i ran
The SEPA (COCEHA' s Service of process
investigations in three different ways :

studies

and

analysis)

has

carried

out

To find a specific stripping reagent for iron,
To achieve a new steady state for uranium and iron using a scrubbing with a flow of
free iron phosphoric acid,
- To achieve the same state using a scrubbing with an acid mixture which could be
recycled to the phosphate attack section.
The basic flowsheet of the unr11os bis process is on the figure 1.
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2 .1. Iron removal with oxalic acid
Many acids have been tested such as hydrochloric and tartric acid, but the best
results were achieved with the oxalic acid. No reaction oc:curs between oxalic acid
and uranium in the organic phase. On the contrary iron
forms very strong complexes
with oxalic ions.
That way iron can be stripped from the organic phase and it comes into the aqueous
phase. Dench scale test runs yielded the results shown in table 4.
Table 4
Iron stripping by oxalic acid

Stage number

I

2
3
4

5

Iron content of the organic phase (mg/1)
Run I

Run

353
858
345
151
97

2

Run·

482
073
637
347
210

3

275
965
627
431
253

No uranium is stripped during that operation and the uranium concentration in the
organic phase remains constant.
The operating condftions were as follows
- Content in H c o , 2 H o .. , • • ............. · · · ...... ·
2 2 4
2
- Stages number .•••••••••••••••••••.••••...•.•.••••..
- Ratio organic/aqueous....••••••••••.••••••••••••••••
- Run duration........................................
- Iron removal rate ...................................
- Oxalic acid consumption.............................

23

g/1

5

1/2.7
62
h
80-85 %
8-10 kg/kg

Fe

The oxalic scrubbing is technically very efficient , but very expensive : it needs 3
to 5 stages and requires 8 to 10 kg of oxalic acid per kilogram of iron. Oxalic acid
regeneration would be possible using successively a base and an acid but does not
make that way profitable.
2.2. Iron removal with 7 H phosphoric acid
The purpose of that way is to use iron free phosphoric acid to scrub loaded solvent.
The preparation of such an acid is carried out in five stages on a part of the flow
of uranium free phosphoric acid with a blank solvent. The 7 M phosphoric acid is
obtained by evaporation. In a first step iron is removed from barren phosphoric acid,
which in a second step is concentrated.
From a 4.6 H barren acid, containing 1 290 mg/1 of iron and less than 3 mg/1 of
uranium, the kinetics appears to be slow : 72 % of the maximum concentration achieved
within 10 minutes.
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A continuous test run has been carried out under the following conditions
Iron free acid

493 g/1

80 mg/1

Fe

5 min

Contact time in each stage
Loaded sol vent. :
u
Fe

I J7.S g/1
2 125 g/1

Tcmpl�l'atu1·c :
0rg/Aq ratio:

30 °C
1/1

The results achieved are read in the table 5.
Table 5
Iron removal with concentrated phosphoric acid

i

Stage number

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
2
3
4

5

Iron stripped(%)

Uranium stripped (%)

In the stage

Cumulative

In the stage

Cumulative

60.6
19.5
6. I
4.6
4.1

60.6
80.1
86.2
90.8
94.9

16.7
13.2
10.9
9.1
7.3

16.7
29.9
40.8
49.9
57 .2

The complete flowsheet is given in the figure 2.
1
The efficiency of the operations of differential stripping of iron and uranium is
shown on figure 3.
The results so achieved show that two stages would be enough to strip So % iron
carrying away 30 % uranium. lt requires 7 M irtin free phosphoric acid obtained
through at least 3 stag�s and an evaporation.
The advantages of that process are :
- No new reagent, use of only phosrhoric acid,
- Technical efficiency.
The disa dvantages are large
- 5 to 6 a dditional stages to prepare the reagent (iron free phosphoric acid),
- An evaporation is· required to concentrate the iron free acid.
The whole process is uneconomical.
2.3. Iron removal with a sulphuric phosphoric mixture
Sulphuric acid being used to convert phosphate into phosphoric acid, it was obvious
that it had to be tested as a reagent to remove iron from loaded solvent. By adding
some sulphuric acid to a barren phosphoric acid it is possible to prepare a reagent
rich in acid which might be efficlerit.
The corresponding flowsheet is on the figure 4.
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Preliminary tests have been effected under the following operating conditions
10 min
40 °C
1/1
12 N.

-. Contact time

- Temperature
- Org/Aq ratio
- Overall acid content

Results are given in the table 6.
Table 6

Distribution coefficient for iron and uranium with sulphuric-phosphoric mixtures

Test
Number

solution
I Scrubbing
I
I Composition (M) I
1---------------------1

Kd U

Kd Fe

I Metal stripped (%)
I
1---------------------1I

i
Il----------1----------1----------1---------I
I
I
I
i
I
I----------I----------I----------I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
2
3
4

5

6

"2 so

H/ O4

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1.67
2 .00
2.30
2.67
3.00
2.33

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4

3. 5
3 .0
2.5
2.0
1.5

i.5

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

o. 71
0.53
0.42
0.44
0.33
1.28

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I.92
2.63
4.17

5.55

4.76
12.50

Fe

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

58.3
65.5
71.4
69.0
75.3
48.6

I
I.
I
I
I
I
I

u

34. I
27.4
19.0
15.6
17.0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I _____________________ I

The best conditions are achieved in the number
From those figures, the bench
following conditions,:

-

ContaCt time in the mixers
Temperature
Org/Aq ratio
Number of stages

scale

5

test.

continuous test

was

carried

out

under

the

5 min
40 °C
1/1
1, 2 or 3

and with a phosphoric acid showing the following characteristics
- U content ••••••••• , •• , • •....... • . 0.136 g/1
- Fe content ....................... 11.9
g/ 1
- P o ............................. 408
g/1
2 5
Scrubbing reagent composition :
- H/0 ............................ 293,5
4
- " so ..•......................... 147
2 4

g/1

g/1

The results achieved are gathered in the table 7.
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Table
Bench scale test runs results

Number
of

Loaded solvent
ingoing

mixers

u

g/1

Fe
g/1

1.35
1.28
1.30

1.38
2.41
3.17

z

2
2

1.32
1.38
1.40

2.14
2.76
2.43

3
3
3

1.37
1.43
1.35

3.01
2.38
2.33

settlers

Fe
I content
of
I
I
I scrubbing I
reagent
I
I
I g/1
I
I
I
I
I
I 1.04 I
1.05
I
I
I 1.12
I
I
I
I 1.19
I
I
I 1.04
0.97
I
I
I
I
I
I 1.16
I 1.11
I
I 0.99
I

Loaded solvent
outgoing

u

g/1

Fe
g/1

1.21
1.19
1.18

0.65
1.03
1.06

1.22
1.22
1.24

0.35
0.37
0.46

1.15
1.25
1.18

0.33
0.29
0.30

\Metal stripped (%)
I
I
I
Fe
u

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

,--,

I
53.0
57 .2
66.6

I
I
I
I
I

I

10.4
7.o
9.2

83.5
86. 5
81.1

7.6
11.6
11.4

89.1
87.7
87.3

15.8
12. 5
12.8

I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

It can be seen from those results that 2 stages could allow to strip between 80 and
85 % of iron versus only 8 to 11 % of uranium. Such a liquid effluent rich in
sulphuric and phosphoric acid can be recycled to the attack of phosphates.
3. Conclusions
Iron removal with sulphuric phosphoric mixtures has been shOwn as the most efficient
way. It does not require iron free phosporic acid and acid concentration, and yields
good iron reir.oval al\d satisfactory selectivity Fe/U.
From a capital cost viewpoint, the process requires only two stages of mixer-settlers
and a solvent removal device which allows recycling of the aqueous acid phase in the
phosphoric plant as a small part of the attack reagent.
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IRON REMOVAL BY SCRUBBING WITH SULrURIC PHOSPHORIC MIXTURES
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Analysis of the Extraction Tailing in Purex Process
F. Baumgartner, K. Stephan, B. Kanellakopulos*, J.l. Kim
Institut fUr Radiochemie, TU MUnchen, 8046 Garching, FRG
*lnstitut fUr HeiBe Chemie, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
7500 Karlsruhe, FRG
Abstract
A so called extraction_ tailing in the Purex process has been investiga
ted in pure HN0J systems by consecutive multi-stage extractions as well
as by batch extractions with different initial Pu concentrations. The Pu
species in aqueous phases from multi-stage extractions and in diluted
acid are characterized by laser-induced photoacoustic spectroscopy. In
multi-stage extractions, no tailing effect is observed, whereas the
change in distribution coefficients is found in batch extractions at pu
conc. < 10·5 mol/L. The observed phenomena are briefly discussed.
Introduction
The plutonium extraction by a multiscale-countercurrent technique Is
known to be quantitative (> 99.9 %) (1-4). However, a very low-level
plutonium loss (< 0.04 %) can take place in the extraction process, as
demonstrated by 0chsenfeld et al. (1,3). Baumgartner (2) and Lloyd (4).
This is ascribed to disturbances arising in the multi-stage phase di
stribution (2,4). i.e. a decrease in plutonium distribution coefficients
along with successive extraction stages (4). A plutonium feed solution
of 3 M HN0J shows a small but significant amount being inextractable
into 30 % TBP-dodecane (4). Distribution coefficients are observed to
decrease from 17 to 0.2 in seven consecutive extraction stages and the
tailing in the aqueous phase involves <0.01 % of the plutonium feed con
centration. The study of various possible reasons made by Lloyd (4). for
example, redox reaction or disproportionation reaction of Pu(IV), pluto
nium polymer, formation and organic impurities in the extractant, does
not lead to any conclusive explanation for the observed extraction tai
ling.
This effect is not only of sc_ien'tific interest' to have an insight into
the plutonium behaviour in its extraction process but also of technical
importance for managing the nuclear waste today. For these reasons, we
have undertaken experiments to explain whether the tailing effect exists
really and, if so, what can be the major reasons for such an effect. The
present study Is, therefore, confined to pure plutonium solutions with
out including nuclear fuel components, such as, actinides, fission pro
ducts and other component elements. The main objective is to comprehend
the tailing effect, at first, in non-technical systems.
2 Experimenta 1

23 9Pij-charg 0.044 ,: 238 Pu,
Two differ2 19nt plutonium 2charges
are· used:
�
% 241Pu, 0,lJ?0 % 1 • Pu) and 2238 Pu90.405 %
Pu, 8 R71
% 40Pu, 0.568
18
239
Pu, 0.�41 % f Pu, 0.024 % 4'Pu,
Pu, 4.89 i
i·
�
charge �94.84
0.004 % 42Pu. The starting Pu solution ( 23 Pu and 23 9Pu) is prepared by
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extracting Pu(IV) in 5 M HN0, into 30 % TBP-dodecane, back-extracting
into 1 M HN03 and adjusting to 5 M HN03 by addition of cone. HN03• The
abs-orption spectrum of this solution verifies the pure Pu(IV) ion. This
solution is used as a starting solution for the major part of experi
ment. Another 238 Pu solution is prepared by dissolving the Pu[IV) hydro
xide precipitate in 5 M HN01. The spectroscopic analysis shows that this
solution contains ca. 4 % Pu(VI) and 96 % Pu(IV). For extraction experi
ments, analytical grade HN03, dodecane and TBP are used and TBP is fur
ther purified by an alkaline-treatment in order to separate the HDBP. im
purity. 30 % TBP-dodecane is used for all experiments throughout, except
the first experiment with 20 % TBP (cf. Fig. 1). The phase separation is
made by centrifugation at 40 000 g in order to ensure a clear separa
tion. Activity measurements are made by liquid scintillation counting,
a-spectrometry and low-energy gamma spectrometry. The speciation of Pu
in solution is made by absorption spectroscopy for relatively high con
centrations and laser-induced photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) (5,6)
for 1 ewer concentrations.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Consecutive extractions from 5 M HN0 3

Starting from 1.16 x 10- 3 mol/l 238 Pu(IV) in 5 M HN0 3, 6 stages consecu
tive extraction has been conducted and the results are shown in Fig. I
(curve a). Distribution coefficients (DC) are scattering somewhat from
one stage to another but remain constant at DC (Pu(IV)) = 8.7 ± 0.9 as

Pu(IY) extraction

10-3

5 N �

201 TBP/dodec1ne

:.
....

!

10"""'

10-s

i

..

� 10-6

.,.

j

.!:

10-7

Ffg. 1:

tratfon tn the aqueous solution H •
function of the extractfon stage. (1)
and (b) belong to the 1olutton1 "tthout
and wfth M contamtnatfon, respective
ly.

10�
DC • 8.7 ! 0.9
10-9
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Consecuttve J11Ultf·stage utrac-

!::�• 2�\ V�1:�J���ne1:°�h!",,: c�n=�J

0

5
2
3 4
Extraction stage

6

an average for 6 stages of extraction. No extraction tailing can be con
finned from this experiment for the Pu concentrations down to 10-9
mol/L. This observation does not corroborate the Lloyd•s result, which
demonstrates a decrease of DC from 12 to 0.9 in one experiment with 3
stages of extraction and from 17 to 0.2 in another experiment with 7
stages of extraction (4). Both experimental results from Lloyd have
shown clearly extraction tailings.
In another experiment, as shown in Fig. I {curve b), we have observed an
extraction tailing, which starts from the 4th stage extraction and
finally gives rise to DC , 0.5. Measurements are at first based on li
quid scintillation countings alone. A close examination of all solutions
by low-energy gal!Wna spectrometry demonstrates that there is a contamina
tion of 241Am during ·the exyeriment. The contaminated Am concentration
is equivalent to 1.7 x 10- mol/L Pu in the solution, which amounts
0.005 % of the starting Pu concentration. Such an accidental contamina
tion and the resulting consequence reflect that even a few ppm impurity
can 1 ead to the observation of a "pseudo" extraction tai1 ing. Sinee the
tailing may occur only in the lower Pu concentration range {< 10-s
mol/L), any impurity effect in a given solution can be a reason for the
appearence of extraction tailing. The impurity ions of chemical homology
to Pu{IV), also Pu itself with oxidation states other than Pu{IV) and
its realcolloids or pseudocolloids, all in microconcentrations, can be
accountable for the tailing generation. To verify the possible existence
of the Pu extraction tailing, experiments a re further conducted in lower
HNOJ concentrations, in which impurity effects can be better distin
guished.
3.2

Concentration dependent distribution coefficients

A number of batch extractions are carried out in two different HNO, con
centrations {IM and 2M), while varying the Pu concentration in each
acid medium. The results are given in Figs. 2 and 3. The DC values are
decreasing with lowering the Pu concentration in both acid media, start
ing with the Pu concentration between 10-4 and 10-5 mol/L. From extrac
tions carried out along with different aging times of the Pu solution,
·e.g. I, 2, 3, 9 and 13 days {Fig. 2), no.distinctive difference in DC
values can be observed but they are all scattering within experimental
fluctuations. However, the DC change at lower Pu concentrations {< 10-s
mol/L) appears clearly evident. Efforts are further directed to search
the underlying mechanisms that are responsible for such concentration
dependent DC changes.
From the Pu{IV) solution of IM HN0 3 containing 1.26 x 10-4 mol/L Pu,
consecutive extractions are perfonned and the remaining Pu in aqueous
phase from each extraction stage is examined spectroscopically. Since
the Pu concentration in the aqueous phase becomes lowered in each suc
cessive stage, we applied laser-induced photoacoustic spectroscopy
{LPAS) (5,6). which has a speciation sensitivity about 10 3 times higher
than attainable· by normal absorption spectroscopy. The results of con
secutive extractions are shown in Fig. 4. The Pu concentration in the
aqueous phase decreases systematically, illustrating a constant DC value
in 6 stages of extraction. An average DC value of 1.11 ± 0.04 is deter
mined. At each stage, a portion of the aqueous solution is taken for
spectroscopy. The two absorption band regions: 460 - 490 nm and 595 620 nm are chosen, because in the fonner area the absorption peak of the
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Pu( IV)-extractlon
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Fig$, 5 and 6).
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0
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3

4

Extraction stage

5

6

Pu(IV) ion (476 nm) and in the latter area the absorption bands of the
Pu(lll) ion (605 nm) as well as the Pu(IV) polymer species (610 nm) can
be detected [7). In Fig. 5, the spectra of the Pu(JV) ion in the aqueous
solution after 1st, 2nd, 5th and 6th stage extractions are shown. All
spectra indicate the Pu(JV) ion and the concentration decrease appears
systematical as the extraction stage progresses. Fig. 6 demonstrates the
absorption charasteristics of the 1st and last stage aqueous solutions
for the region where absorptions of the Pu(JIJ) ion and Pu(IV) polymer
species are expected. The spectra illustr�te neither of_ these species
being present in detectable amounts (> 10 mol/L). The extraction pro
cess shown in Fig. 4 is found to involve mainly the Pu(IV) ion. From
these consecutive extractions, we cannot find any evidence that explains
the DC decrease, observed in batch extractions as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
3.3 Spectroscopic investigation of the Pu solution in low acidity.
The Pu(IV) solution (1.26 x 10·• mol/L) of 1 M HN03 is further diluted
with H20 to an acidity of 0.1 M HN01, in which the Pu concentration be
comes 1.26 x 10· 5 mo 1 /L. After 2 and 5 days of storage, the spectrosco
pic investigation of the solution reveals that only a small amount of Pu
appears as ionic species comprising Pu(III), Pu(IV) and Pu(VI) and the
rest becomes colloidal -species, which can be detectable spectroscopic-·
ally by an overlapping effect (610 nm) on the Pu(IIJ) absorption
(605 nm). Fig. 7 shows the absorption peak of the Pu(IV) ion (spectrum
b), whereas in Fig. 8 one of the twin peaks of the Pu(III) ion at 605 nm
can be distinguished (spectrum a). At 5 days after preparation, the ge
neration of the Pu(IV) polymer species can be detected (peak shift from
605 nm to 610 nm and peak broadening: spectrum b). By acidification of
the solution to 3M HNOJ, it is observed that the Pu(IV) peak at 476 nm
increases due to the dissolution of the colloidal species present in the
solution (Fig. 7: spectrum a). At the same time, the absorption bands of
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the Pu(III) ion and Pu(IV) polymer species (Fig. 8: spectra a and b)
disappear, suggesting that the former oxidizes and the latter dissolves.
The experimental results indicate that the effects of redox reaction or
disproportionation reaction of Pu(IV) or its polymerization in a given
extraction process can only be significant in lower HN01 contentrations
(< 1 M) and shall not be the major disturbing factor that may cause an
extraction tailing in higher HN01 concentrations (> 1 M).
3:4

Conclusions

The Pu extraction tailing as observed by Lloyd [4] can not be verified
by consecutive multi-stage extractions in pure HN01 systems (> IM
HN01). However, in batch extractions, we observed the DC decrease at
lower Pu concentrations (< !0-s mol/L). The main difference between the
batch extraction and the consecutive extraction .is, first of all, the Pu
concentration in each experiment: in the former, diluted Pu concentra
tions are introduced at the beginning, while, in the latter, the Pu con
centration is diluted at consecutive extraction stages. Therefore, the
surrounding condition for the dilution of the Pu concentration in the
two systems may differ considerably. In a given solutior, system composed
of multicomponents,. micro concentrati,ons of impurities are always pre
sent and their chemical influences on very diluted Pu concentrations
5
(< 10- mol/L) can always be expected. This might be the reason why the
microchemical behaviour of Pu is not often reproducible in different la
boratories. Experiments are still in progress for the explanation of the
DC decrease in batch extractions in lower Pu concentrations (cf. Figs. 2
and 3).
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Non Reductive Partitioning of Uranium arid Plutonium in the PUREX Process
D. 0. Campbell (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37831, USA)
A. L. Mills (AERE, Harwell, Oxon OXll ORA, England)
Introduction
Irradiated nuclear fuel from power reactors is reprocessed on an industrial scale
in order to recover the fertile uranium and fissile plutonium for re-use in the
nuclear fuel cycle.
VirtuallY, all the reprocessing schemes in use ""orld-wide today are based on the
PUREX pr';>cess, that is, a liquid-liquid extraction process using tri-n-butyl

phosphate in an inert organic diluent as the extractant.

In addition to separating

uranium and plutonium from each other, it is necessary to separate them both from
the fission products and higher actinides that are present in irradiated nuclear
fuel.

Thus a third 'product' of the PUREX process is tpe various fission product

waste streams.

These may require further treatment subject to requirements for the

storage �r disposal of such streams.
The percentage of plutonium with respect to uranium in irradiated nuclear fuels
varies from about l\ for light water reactor fuels to about 20\ for fast reactor
fuels.
Product �pecificat,1-ons for plutonium and uranium from the PUREX process vary widely

but lE-05 gm Pu/gm U and lE-02 gm U/gm Pu are illustrative of likely specifications.
(In this paper it is assumed that the specification with respect to fission products

and the higher actinides is achieved.)
For some purposes the Pu in U and U in Pu levels might be more restrictive than the
examples quoted above, but accepting the figures quoted then a separation of uranium
from plutonium and plutonium from uranium of about 1E03 and lEOS is implied.
Uranium-Plutonium Separation Techni ques
There are two main techniques used for separating or partitioning plutonium and
uranium from each other by liquid-liquid extraction.

The technique selected depends

to some extent on the liquid-liquid extraction equipment to be used - some partition
schemes are kinetically controlled thus a short residence time contactor might be
inappropriate to a given scheme.

Some schemes employ chemical reagents that could

pose subsequent waste management problems, whilst other schemes could have process
control implications.
Noting these comments, for thermal reactor fuels the partition is usually
accomplished by reducing the plutonium to the {essentially) non extractable
trivalent state whilst leaving the uranium in the extractable hexavalent state.
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Ferrous ion, hydroxylamine, U(IV) and other reductants are used.

Because of

possible reoxidation of Pu(III) to Pu(IV) by nitrous acid a nitrite destroyer such
as sulphamate or hydrazine is also used in the partition.
With fast reactor fuels where the plutonium content is much greater than in thermal
reactor fuels a reduction process is often of limited use due to the quantity of
reductant required.

An alternative partitioning technique is to preferentially

complex say the plutonium to an inc:xtractable form leaving the uranium u ncomplexed.
This can be achieved with sulphuric acid.
A non 'chemical' technique that appears to be applicable to both thermal and fast
reactor fuel reprocessing is electroJytic reduction of Pu(IV) to Pu(III) in situ in
a special liquid-liquid contactor.
Whichever technique is used and accepting any implications on equipment design or
waste handling the objective for any partitioning method must be to obtain_
conditions such that the separation facto� 6 (6 = K
/K
, where K U is the
d(U) d(Pu)
d( )
partition coefficient for U etc.) is as large as possible. This will enable the
partition to be accomplished in an acceptable number of stages in the reprocessing
plant.
In considering the relationship between S and the numb�r of stages required for
partition, the required levels of U in Pu and Pu in U shouid not be overlooked.

If

the plutonium, product is to be converted to oxide for use in mixed oxide fuels then
a fraction of a percent of uranium in the product is probably of no consequence.
However if the uranium product is for re-enrichment or for conversion in a 'hands on'
plant, very low levels of plutonium in this product will be required.

The

possibility of adjusting the partition process to bias one product against the other
is generally desirable.
The Partition Flowsheet
Figure l shows a typical partition contactor flow diagram, a mixer settler contactor
has been shown but other contactors may be substituted.
The diagram shows a compound contactor having both a plutonium strip section and
a uranium backscrub section.

The uranium and plutonium are introduced into

the centre of the contactor in the organic phase and the partition reagent is fed
into one end of the contactor in the aqueous phase.

Plutonium is stripped from the

organic phqse in this section of the contactor say as the reduced Pu(III) or
as an inextractable complex.

Some uranium is inevitably stripped into the aqueous

phase and this is scrubbed out, back into the organic phase, in the scrub section of
the contactor.
the flowshe et designer can also
In addition to the values of K U and K
d( )
d(Pu)
manipulate the solvent-aqueous flow ratios in the contactor and the relative number
of stages used for the plutonium
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strip and uranium backscrub to optimise the

process.

The use of reductants and complexants to effect the partition have already

been noted.

A further alternative is to carry out the partition with the use of

nitric acid alone.

This can be done in the same process layout as in Figure l where

the partition reagent is nitric acid only.
U-Pu Partitioning by Nitric Acid

It has been noticed that the distrihution coefficients for Pu(IV) and O(VI) between
aqueous nitric acid and TBP-diluent vary with such parameters as:

aqueous metal and

nitric acid concentration, temperature, TBP concentration, organic phase solute

concentration, organic diluent composition etc.

There is a paucity of distribution data for U(VI) and Pu (IV) for the conditions of
interest here but recently obtained data in the United Kingdom and in the United

States {unpublished) demonstrate that with the appropriate choice of conditions a
practical flowsheet for partition is possible wi'thout the use of reductants.

The

following general observations may be made:
the distribution coefficients for Pu(IV) and U(VI) vary in opposite directions

as a direct function of temperature,
-

as T decreases K Pu) decreases and K
increases,
d(U)
d(
as the TBP concentration in the organic phase decreases, then at a given aqueous
acidity K

d{Pu)

decrease but at different rates.
and K
d(U)

Given the distribution coefficients determined from laboratory measurements,
calculations have been made using both the SEPHIS (US) and QIJANTEX (UK) codes which
indtcate that in t�eory a practical flowshee-t i� possible.

The sensitivity of the process to parameters such as input flowrates and

concentrations has been examined theoretically and it was found that although the

process might not be as easy ;o control as the more traditional partition processes,
by controlling both solvent feeds simultaneously to give a constant flow in the
partition section of the contactor, control could be readily achieved.

One aspect of the solvent extraction of plutonium that should not be overlooked and

might be of particular consequence in the nitric acid partition is the retention in
the organic phase of plutonium by ligands formed as a result of extractant or
diluent degradation.

Given such circumstances it is unlikely that nitric acid alone

will remove all the plutonium from the organic phase.

acid partitioning feed might therefore be unavoidable.

Some reductant in the nitric
However the quantity of

reductant required should be small and any kinetic problems should be trivial.

A partition process using minimal amounts of reductant could be particularly useful
in fast reactor fuel reprocessing.
Summary of Theoretical Work
The assessment of control problems has been referred to above.

Further calculations

have been made using SEPHIS to investigate the effects of temp erature and TBP
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concentration on hypothetical flowsheets.

A typical Fast Breeder Reactor fuel

reprocessing flowsheet has been assumed, the fuel having a high Pu/U ratio.

The UK

and US experimental distribution coefficient· data have been taken into account but
the calculations which are somewhat inexact at this time because the distribution
coefficient algorithms have not yet been fully optimised to fit the experimental
data.

Nonetheless it is believed that the results of the present calculation are

reasonably correct and indicate trends quite w�ll.
In commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing it is usual to employ a 'l'BP concentration
between about 0. 7 and 1.0 M.

Experimental data show that the separation factor B

increases as the TBP concentration decreases.

The relationship between B and TBP

concentration has not yet been fully determined.

Also 6 increases as the operating

temperature decreases.
Changes in TBP concentration and/or operating temperature have implications for
plant and process design.

Lower TBP concentrations result in higher organic phase

volumetric throughputs, lower operating temperatures may change process liquor
physical properties adversely.

A combination of both may result in plutonium third

phase formation.
A further variable studied was the influence o.f the aqueous phase nitric acid
concentration on B.

Lower acidities favour a high B value but low nitric acid

concentrations tend to enhance the possibility of plutonium polymer formation.

This

is mitigated by low temperature operation but insufficient data are presently
available for 'rules' to be formulated.
It can be seen that, there are a large number of variables to be considered, their
interdependances hav� not yet been fully ascertained.

Both the theoretical and

experimental work to dat:e (see below) indicate the feasibility of the process but
the question of whether to 'bias' the process to give a very low Pu in U level at
the expense of U in the Pu product, or whether to remove the residual Pu from the U
product by reduction has yet to be resolved.
The calculations (using _SEPHIS) have been used to ascertain the best combination of
conditions to give an approximately linear 'trade off' of U in Pu and Pu in U
(Figure 2).

°

The lines with a slope of 135 , represent for a given temperature,

concentration of Pu product and TSP concentration

approximately the best products

available given the correct choice of feed stage and organic U backscrub flow.

The

calculations indicate the very wide range of product purities (about a factor of
1000) that can be achieved by varying the operating conditions over a given range of
values.

For say a product specification of l\ U in the Pu product, the calculations

indicate a Pu contamination of the U product of from 0 .01 to 5 p?fi, changing the
feed plate position will increase the Pu in U for approximately the same U in Pu
value.

An improvement in the Pu in U levels may be possible by decreasing the

process temperature, TBP concentration or product concentration.
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Experimental Work
Some essentially ad hoc trials of the acid partition carried out in miniature mixer
settlers in the UK demonstrated the possibility of the process.

It was this early

work that led to the subsequent more detailed study reported above and the

experimental work performed at ORNL of which the following is illustrative.

Figure

shows the (ORNL) flowsheet used.

Figure 4. presents one set of concentrutjon profiles for U, Pu and acid as determined
experimentally using the flowsheet in Figure 3.

°

The TSP concentration was 10\ TBP and the operating temperature about 15 c.

After

flowrate adjustments the U content of the Pu product was approximately 1.7\ and the
Pu content of the u product was about 100 ppm.

This level of Pu in U is too high

for most purposes, further optimisation of the process a� indicated by the

theoretical work might decrease this level but it is not clear that say < l pfXD Pu
in u can be obtained without the use of some reductant.
effects might require the use of some reductant.)

(Solvent degradation

It should be noted however that > 99\ of the total Pu was obtained in the Pu product

stream without the use of reductant.
Conclusion

The theoretical work which is generally supported by (as yet uncompleted) small
scale experimental trials indicate that the 'acid split' approach to U-Pu

partitioning offer� the possibility of a partitioning system with no chemical
additions. At the least it appears to offer, even for the most stringent product

specifications, a partitioning technique requiring small amounts of reductant rather
than the 9!oss amounts. used in present flowsheets.
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Oemonstrat ion of the Electrochemica 1 Reduction of
Pu(IV) in the Purex-Process in the Absence of Hydrazine
M. Heilgeist, K. Flory, U. Galla, H. Schmieder
Kernforschungszentrum Kar 1 sruhe, FRG
Separation of plutonium (Pu) from uranium (U) in t_he Purex process for spent nuclear
fuel is normally carried out by reduction of Pu(IV) to the Pu(III) valency. By this
way the Pu, which is well soluble as Pu(IV) together with U(VI) in an organic 30 %
Tributylphosphate (TBP)/Dodecane solvent, but almost insoluble as Pu(III), passes
over to the aqueous, nitric acid containing phase in a counter current extractor. The
reducing agents commonly used are Fe(II). U(IV). hydroxylammoniumnitrate (HAN) or,
the most modern one, the e 1 ectron, by way of e 1 ectrodes.
Common practice for a 11 reducing agents is the necessity to add a nitrite scavenger
to the solution, for example hydrazine, to stabilize the trivalent Pu against re-oxi
dation by nitrous acid, which is usually present in l M nitric acid solutions. This
else acts in an autocata
2
lytic way upon Pu(III) by means of the solvent, nitric acid:

scavenging of nitrous acid is very important, as the HN0

3
2 Pu + + 2 HN02 + HN03 + H

+

= 2 Pu

4+

+ 3 HN0

2

+ H o
2

( l)

According to pH/potential-diagrams (fig.I) nitrous acid loses its oxidizing capabili
ties and furthermore acts as a reducing agent relative to Pu(IV), if the pH of the
solution is raised.
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Pourbaix-diagrams for Plutonium and NO/HN02/HN03

Ta�ing as reference the pH-dependent values for the formal potential of
Pu(Ill)/Pu(IV) according to (1) one can see that the reducing effect of HN0

on
2
Pu(IV) will start at an acid concentration equal to or less 0.5 M nitric acid:
(2)
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Consequently HN0 2, or NO, which is in equilibrium with HN02 , were used successfully

as a reducing means for the backextraction of Pu4+ in the purification cycle (2,3,4).
As the redox-behaviour of the system Pu/HN02 is not only pH-dependent but also de
pendent on the concentration of the counteracting substances there are some difficul
ties to overc.ome. On the one hand, high concentrations of HN02, about 0.01 to 0.1 M,
are required and on the other hand, low nitric acid concentrations, down to 0.1 M, in
order to insure a sufficiently fast reduction.
As HN02 is extracted easily into the organic phase (distribution coefficient
(org/aq.) for HN0 = 10) it expells U(VI) from the organic phase, thus lowering the
2
U/Pu seperation efficiency. This means that the process is not suitable ·for the first
cycle. Other disadvantages of HN02 as a reducing agent are its inability to reduce
U(VI) and the fact that in the organic phase it still has an oxidizing effect upon
Pu(III}, even with low acid concentrations (5,6).
Taking into account all arguments in favour of HN02, it almost lies at hand that
working in the low acid region, thus avoiding the oxidizing. effects of HN02 , ·and us
ing a suitable·reducing means like the electrochemical one, would be a proper way for
the Pu(lll)-valence adjustment und for the LI/Pu-separation.
Ex perimenta 1 Results
1. Laboratory Sea 1 e
Experimenta 1 set � and procedure:
The experiments in ·the 1 aboratory sea 1 e
were all run without the influence of
the organic Qhase. The experimental
setup was a simple electrolytic cell
without diaphragm (fig. 2 ): Cathode and
case: Titanium, A = 90 cm2 / anode:
platinum, A= 3.7 cm2 / electrolyte
volume: 90 cm3 .

Luggin
Capllary
and
Refererc�
Electrode

Anode l"btinized ·mti1Lml

Thermosbt
.Jockel

Fig.2 :

experimental setup

The cell design was fitted to the parameters of an electrolytic pulse column where
the possibly successfull experiments were to be run in a counter current process. The
experiments were run at constant current and the potential of the titanium cathode
was measured versus the Standard Calomel Elecrode (SCE).
The experiments were run batchwise. The cell was filled with the Pu-containing nitric
acid solution and after switching on the current, concentrations of the different Pu
and U valencies were determined by their typical absorptio� spectra with a spectro
photometer (7).
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I.I Dependence of the electrochemical Pu4 •-reduction on the
nitric acid concentration
Experimental parameters:
Electrolyte: 5 9/l Pu(IV), 20 g/1 U(VI), 0.1 to 0.5 M HN03 /
cathodic current density: I mA/cm 2 / Temperature: 30 °C
As fig.3a shows, Pu(III) build-up takes
place during electrolysis. Depending on
the concentration of nitric acid, there
are three different types of redox beh�
viour. Reoxidation before reaching 100 %
Pu(!!!) as in the case of 0.5 M HN03.
Reoxidation just after reaching 100 %
Pu(!!!) as for 0.4 M HN03. Build-up of
100 % Pu(l11) and its stability until
the end of the experiment (0.1 to 0.3 M
HN03). The comparison between the
Pu(III) course and the build-up of nit
rous acid (fig.3b) and U(IV) (fig.Jc) in
the same solution explains the reoxida
tion behavior of Pu(!!!): The nitrite
concentration goes down and the
U(IV)-concentratioo goes up when the
acid concentration is lowered. The de
pendence of the nitrite build-up on the
acid concentration can be explained by
the diminishing current efficiency of
the direct electrochemical nitric acid
reduction and by the Pu(IV)/HND2-re
action at low acidities. As to the
course of U(!V) the following explana
tion could be given: The onset of a mea
surable amount of U(VI)-reduction is
only to be seen on completion of the
Pu(IV) reduction. As long as the nitrous
acid concentration does not exceed
2.10-3 M, the reoxidation of U(IV) and
Pu(!!!) does not occur.
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fig.Jc:

Course of nitrous acid
(legend s. fig.3a)

Course of Uranium(IV)
(legend s. fig.la)
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1. 2 Dependence of the electrochemical Pu 4 •-reduction on the
cathodic current density
Experi mental parameters:
Electrolyte: 5 g/1 Pu(IV),

20

g/1 U(VI), 0.7 M HN03 /
cathodic current density: 0.5 to 5 mA/cm 2
Temperature:

i

20

°C

The experiments in 0.7 M HN0 (fig.4). have been chosen to illustrate the influence
3
of the current density.
There must be a minimum cathodic current density of 2 mA/cm 2 to have a 100 % re
duction of Pu(IV). Parallel to the effect of potential change with current density,
the higher current flow per time unit makes the Pu(IV) reduction without hydrazine
possible, even at higher nitric acid concentration�.
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Influence of temperature

1. 3 Dependence of the electrochemical Pu4+ -,.eduction on the temperature
Experimental parameters:
Electrolyte: 5 g/1 Pu(IV), 20 g/1 U(VI), 0.4 M HN03 /
cathodic current density: I mA/cm2 / Temperature: 20 °C to 50 °C
The course of Pu(I I I) is to be seen in fig.5. The temperature turns out to be a very
important factor. Under the given experimental conditions, one gets a 100 % reduction
of Pu(IV) at temperatures up to 30 °C, whereas the U(IV) build-up only occurs at 20
•c and 2 5 •c. As the electrochemical reduction itself is not very sensitive to a
temperature rise, the HNOzlPu(III) reaction seems to predominate over the electro
chemical Pu(IV) reduction at higher temperatures.
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1.4 Influence of the U/Pu ratio on the electrochemical reduction of
Pu without hydrazine
Experimenta 1 parameters:
Electrolyte:

1.) U/Pu

4:1:

2.) U/Pu = 344
T

5 g/1 Pu(IV), 20 g/1 U{VI), 0.3 M HN0
l: 58.J mg/1 Pu(IV),

20

2

/
3
g/1 U(VI), 0.3 M HN0 /
3

40 °C / cathodic current density = l rnA/cm .

Fig.6 shows the different reduction efficiencies. In spite of the rather 'high
temperature at which, with the normally
used Pu(JV) concentration, a JOO%
Pu{III) production could not be
achieved, the changed U/Pu ratio now

"*•"

IN>,,t,l". U, 2f9fl
r,u•c .

makes ft possible to have the Pu(IV) re

a Y�l 1'11, J.tt/1
0'OIP11,\I ../I

duced completely. A reason of this dif
ferent behaviour seems to be the current-to-Pu ratio (Ampere/Mo1) whf ch was
raised at the same time by factor 86-by

fig.6

Influence of U/Pu ratio

reducing the Pu concentration and
keeping the U concentration constant. Thus the U(IV) production increases as the re
oxidizing effect decreases with the lower Pu concentration.
1.5 Influence of v�ry low concentrations of hyd•azine on the
electrochemical reduction of Pu
Experimental parameters:
2

Electrolyte: 5 g/1 Pu(IV), 20 g/1 U(VI), j = I rnA/cm .
The influence of very low concentrations of hydrazine was checked for those nitric
ac f d concentrat f on and temperature ranges where it was difficu1t to achieve or to
maintain a JOO% Pu(lll) build-up. The different runs are listed in table l.
A comparison of the runs with and without addition of hydrazine shows that hydrazine
has a striking effeet on the Pu( i II) reduct f on eff f c i ency even at very 1ow concen
trat 1 ons (ffg.7). In all runs (table I) a JOO% Pu(III) production with strong
build-up of about 30 % U(IV) was observed.
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+--------------------------------+

Run

HN0
3
M

N H No3
2 5
M

T

•c

+----- ------ - ------------------- _.,..

14

0,5

45

0,4

46

0,5

56

0,4

47

0,4

10-

4

3
103
104
103
10-

20
30

.............------------<•,_____.,

30
30

Pu• �9/L, U• 109/I

1*101,t.u1.1,1ao • .,
D Vi.1 t,Hl1111,.,.,...,
o vn .. ,1,-1 "'.,.,""'

40

+--------------------------------+

table 1: Experiments with very

fig.7:

Influence of hydrazine

low hydrazine concentrations
One would expect that the hydrazine is oxidized at the anode within 1 to 10 minutes,
the faradaic value for the anodic hydrazine oxidation being 107.2 Ah/mol.
As the reoxidation does not occur during the electrolysis, one must assume, that
I.

the current efficiency for the oxidation of hydrazine at such a low concentration
is much lower than 100 %

2.

this small amount of hydrazine is sufficient, to suppress the autocatalytic re
action of Pu(!!!) with HND

3.
4.
5.

2
parallel to the anodic water oxidation, Pu(III) is oxidized at the anode faster
c
than hydrazine' (c
20 : 1 bis 200 : 1)
Pu(III/ Hy =
the content of U(IV) in the solution ensures a fast Pu(IV)-reduction

cathodic formation of HN0 ist suppressed under these conditions
2

2. Technical Scale
On the basis of the promising results of the aqueous laboratory experiments, the aim
of using a reductive separation process without hydrazine was transferred to the
2 phase counter current process in a pulse column (8). The column was run under con
tinuously aqueous conditions. Organic feed solution: 30 % TBP/dodecane, U ca. 95 g/1,
Pu ca. 1 g/1, HN0 ca. 0.1 M / Q ca. 24.5 1/h. Aqueous solution:
3
I = 31
44 Amp. / T ca. 30 °C.
-
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HN0

3

ca. 0.1 M /

The total flowrate was about 1/4 of the flooding flow of the column.

During the

runs, the hydrazine concentration was reduced successively from 0.1 M to zero in the
aqueous strip solution (table 2). The values of the Pu-concentration of the organic
solvent leaving the extractor (U-product) were between 0.5 to 3.2 mg/1, whether hy
drazine was contained or not contained in the BX-stream. The concentration of nitric
acid in the aqueous phase in the pulse column was between 0.25 and 0.45 M HN0 . The
3
results show that it is possible to run the U/Pu-s_eparation process without hydrazine
if the most important conditions like HN0 and temperature are kept within the proc
3

ess limits.

I run

flow

( Pu)

separation

ratio

org.

effect

org/aqu

mg/1

Pu /Pu
i
out

0.1

2.0

363

0.04

2.6

288
314

0.02

4

2.2

4

0.008

4

2.5

320

5

0.002

4

3. 0

267

6

0.0

4

2 .0

350

0.002

2. 4

0.8

1300

0.0

2. 4

0.5

2083

8
9

0.1

6

3.0

195

I 10

0.0

6

3.2

219

+---------------------------------------------------+

table 2: Influence of hydrazine on the organic Pu-concentration
and the separation efficiency
Conclusions:
On the basis of the laboratory experiments with aqueous solutions and the runs in the
pu1 se column with the organic and aqueous system, it is demonstrated that the U/Pu
separation in the Purex-process can be run without hydrazine by using the electro
chemical Pu reduction in the low nitric acid region.
The advantage of such a process would be
l. no production of hydrazoic acid which is created by the reaction of hydrazine
with HN02
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2. _no production of ammonia which is created by the direct reduction of Pu(IV) by
hydrazine (9)
3.

avoiding of handling with cancerogene hydrazine

4.

no need to take care of a special reoxidation step of hydrazine and Pu(Ill) be
cause Pu(III) is reoxidized in an wnstabllized solution by simply raising the
concentration of nitric acid.

The only disadvant.lge is the necessity to keep the nitric acid concentration and the
temperature below the limit values. This means, that constant pumping rates are
needed in order to ensure constant org./aq,J. flow ratios.
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Investigations Concerning Lay-out of Industrial Extraction
Columns for the PUREX-Process:
Influence of mixing Effects on Mass Transfer Parameters
K. Eiben; K.Haberland;

Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe
Betriebsgesr.llschaft mbH, Leopoldshafen,
West Germany

P.Feucht; A.Merz; R.Walter, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe "1lbH,
West Germany
I. Introduction
Mass transfer in pulse columns is influenced' by axial and radial
mixing effects which should be considered for the purpose of the
design and layout of industrial extraction colunms. The origin of
insufficient mixing behavior may be related either to special phy
sical properties of the involved liquid syst,ems, certain geometri
cal as well as apparati ve needs of the layout or of operational
conditions applied during the extraction procedure.
Earlier investigations for instance have shown this for a HA-pulse
column designed and tested in industrial size for a PUREX-reproces
sing plant /1,2/. During the course of scale up the extraction
length was calculated according to the Logsdai !-Thornton equation
consideri11g the axial but not radial mixing effects. It was shown
that the insufficient radial mixing influenced mass transfer remar
kably. The investigated HA-system included on the one side a high
gradient of density ( M a o,5 g/cm ) between the aqueous and·orga
nic phase.
On the other side it was demanded by operating conditions to dis
perse

the smaller and aqueous phase (o:aa 2.3) which implied the

introduction of nozzle instead of sieve plates to avoid wetting
problems. It was found that the nozzle plates probably supported
channelling effects over the entire active length of the column as
well as the dispersion of the aqueous phase at the inlet of the
column needed a special designed ringtyp distributor to avoid inho
mogenous maldistribution over the cross section of the column. The
radial mixing could be improved by introducing LOUVER plates or.
systematic packings at certain sections of the cartridge.
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The investigations on dispersion and mixing phenomena have now been
extended to the
BX-pulse column for the uranium-/plutonium separation and the
C-pulse column used for the backextraction of the uranium
from organic into aqueous phase.
The extraction columns with an internal diameter of 380 and 4J0 mm
resp.are installed in an industrial testrig for extraction equipment.
The test faci1ity ( TEK0) is operated by WAK under contract of DWK
( Deutsche Gese11schaft fOr Wi ederaufarbeitung von Kernbrennstof fen,
Hannover) at the side of the Nuclear Resarch Centre at Karlsruhe.
I I. Experimenta1 set up
II. 1. C-Pulse column
The uranium which is bound as a complex to the tributylphosphate (30
Vol% in dodecane)is reextracted by means of an aqueous acid solution
(<0,05 mo! HN0 3) at a temperature of 60 ° C and implying a phase ra
tio a:o of one. The total tliroughput is approximatly 4,5 m 3/h. The
extraction column is equipped with sieve plates mounted in a distance
of 50 mm, providing a free area of 23 %. The feeding lines of the
organic and aqueous phases are halfring shaped, each having three
lanceolate pipes, radial entering the column between the first two
sieve plates of the upper and lower catridge section. The pulsati0n
is generated with a mechanica 1 operated pu 1 sator capab 1 e of setting
the frequencies between 1 and 1,5 Hz. Amplitudes were adjusted to 10
and 15 mm. As can be seen from figure 2, eight sampling positions
are avai !able alongside the extraction column for taking concen
tration profiles of the aqueous and organic phases.
To rea1ize the radionuc1ide-measurements szinta 11ation-detectors
are mounted on four levels on the outside of the columns (1-16),
near the outlet- and inletpositions ( 17-22) and in the height of
the interphase outside of the bottom decanter (23). The detectors
were connected with a computer controlled data aquisition system
/3/. The organic phase was tracered with approx. 5 ml of F-18-labe
led hexafluorobenzene while approx. 5 ml of an acid In-113-solution
was used to tracer the aqueous phase in separate experiments.
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11.2. BX-pulse column
For separating the plutonium from uranium the loaded organic phase
/BXF, 70-90 ( gU/1); 1900 (l /h)/ is treated at room temperature with
an aqueous acid solution /BXX; 100 (g UIV/1); 1 m HN03; 45 (1/h)/.
plutonium-JV is reduced by means of the uranium JV to yield pluto
nium-Ill which is extracted into the aqueous phase (BXP).
The column tested was equipped with sieve plates, which are arranged
in distances of 50 rrrn providing a free axial space of 32 %. The air
pulsator was set to a frequency of 1 Hz and an amplitude of 10 rrrn.
The organic dispersed phase (BXF) entered the column radial by
six lancolate pipes as discribed for the C-column. The aqueous hy
drazine stabilized uranium-JV-solution (BXX) is devided in two side
streams of 20 and 80% at the positions marked on figure 3. The scrub
solution (BXS, 0, 1 m/1 HNO; 215 l/h) was added between the first two
sieve plates. All aqueous solutions are distributed via single lan
ces equipped with few 2 rrrn 0 holes. Because of the side streams the
phase ratio o:a deviates from 7.3 to 8.8 over the length of the
column.
All experiments are performed with uranium containing solutions.
The concentration profile of both uranium-IV and the total uranium
content was taken from 13 sampling positions (I-XIII). The arrange
ment of the 24 detectors for the radionuclide measurements are
shown in figure 3. As specific tracer for the organic phase F-18
labeled hexafluorbenzene was injected at the organic feeding point.
III Results und Discussion
III. 1 C-Pulse column
Figure 1 shows the concentration/time functions of the tracered
organic and aqueous phases measured at the marked locations of the
detectors. The mean values of the statistical moments (µ i*) and
their standard deviation (a*) are shown in fig.2 for the dispersed
and the continous phases. The hold-up (c ) was calculated for the
sections between the detector levels. In addition the hold up was
directly measured by taking a sample of the mixed phases in the
upper section of the column. However at this position mass transfer
has already occured. It can be deduced from the concentration profi l for the organic and aqueous phases (fig. 2) that the mass trans
fer takes place in the lower section of the pulse column.
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The mean coefficient of dispersion (u) and the velocity of convec
tion were calculated considering that the active length and the
decanter contribute to the mass transfer in the column /4/. The
calculated values are compiled in table 1.
The concentration/time function of the aqueous phase (fig. 1) com
praises that distribution at the feeding point it not uniform. The
signals of the detectors 14 and 16 show a delay in distribution and
amount of activity compared to the positions 13 and 15. This delay
is propagated into the lower section of the column, thus demonstra
ting that radial mixing is insufficient over a long distance, even
in a system with a 1 ow gradient of density between the two phases
and a balanced phase ratio (hold up). It also shows that sieve pla
tes which, compared to nozzle plates, are assumed not to propagate
channeling effects, seem not to improve radial mixing. However the
insufficient radial mixing in the C-column seems not to influence
the mass transfer sufficently. This is completed almost in the lo
wer half of the column. With respect·to the radial mixing it is
concluded for the C-column that the distribution of the dispersed
phase at the feeding point could be improved.
For the axial mixing the results at detector 23(fig.1) are instruc
tive. Part of the organic continuous phase is forced downstream by
the dispE!rsed phase into the bottom decanter. The radioactive tra
cered organic phase gives rise to a concentration vs. time function
at the interphase. The relatively long residence time of the organic
phase in the settling zone can be related to an nearly ideal agita
ting vessel. It considerably contributes to the mass transfer, thus
lowering remarkably the active length of the extraction column. This
important effect of back mixing could even be increased by applying
a higher amplitude. In this case partial or local hold-up increased
as well and worked like a plug respectively to the phase velocities,
increasing the intensity of axial mixing in this zone even further.
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III. 2. BX-pulse column
Figure 4 shows the concentration vs. time functions for the organic
disperserd phase in the BX-column. In case of complete mixing within
a cross section, the tracer concentration vs. time plots should
show identical signals in a given plane of measurement. The same
holds true for the total number of pulses ( I es) from each probe.
g
However caused by the inhomogeneous radial distribution of the dis
persed organic phase, different signal amp! itudes appear, which are
even shifted in time relative to each other.
The axial dispersion is superposed by channeling routes, which in
turn can initiate displacement effects. These effects may influen
ce the decontamination factors- (DF) especially for the separation
of plutonium.
Figure 3 represents on the one side the concentration profi I for
uranium in the organic phase in absence of plutonium, which was not
used during the course of these experiments. On the other side the
statistical moments (�(1)) and their standard deviations (a*) are
displayed according to the positions of measurement. The hold up (,)
was calculated for the sections between the detectors. In compari
son the measured hold up of two positions are added. The agreement
is resonable between both the calculated and measured values.
The loca'l hold up shows distinct deviations in the areas where the
aqueous continous phases are added to the system. The increased
range of deviation results from the inhomogeneous feeding.
Since the experiments of the BX-pulse column were conducted together
with the four columns of the extraction cycle, feed backs of process
deviations influenced the hydraulic stability of the BX-column,
especially the aqueous phase with the smal 1 flow rate and the long
residence time, The flow velocity of the aqueous continous phase
was varied between 1 and 7 m/h. Thus the interpretation of the re
sidence functions and coefficients of dispersion for the aqueous
phase was not possible.
From these results it is concluded that single tests of a apparatus
without disturbing influences of connected process lines may be of
theoretical interest but need to be confirmed under realistical
and improved conditions of interconnected plant operation. These
experiments are planed for the future.
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THOREX Process Studies
E. Zimmer and J. Borchardt, KFA Julich, Federal Republic of Germany

1. Scope of the Investigations
The utilization of thorium is very attractive in nuclear power reactors with a
thermal neutron spectrum since U-233, bred from thorium, has the highest neutron
yield of all fissile materials under these conditions. The use of thorium as a
fertile material offers the greatest advantages in the heavy water moderated
reactor where high conversion ratios are reached and even genuine breeding might
be expected. The use of thorium is also promising in a second reactor system, viz.
in the graphite-moderated high-temperature reactor (HTR). Heavy water reactors may
with a U-235 content of about 5 w/o, or an equivalent amount of Pu2
239 (1). HTR fuel may consist of either pure uo (or uc ) and pure Th0 , or of
2
2
2
(Th,U)0 • The U-235 content is usually
10 w/o. As a basis for the present "cold"
2
study, a uranium content of 5 w/o in the fuel was adopted.
use (Th,U)0

The THOREX processes for reprocessing thorium bearing fuel is carried out in a
nitrate medium with tributyl phosphate as an extractant. In the first THOREX
processes Al ( N0 ) was used as a salting-out agent (2). These flowsheets were ori
3 3
ginally developed for feed solutions which already contained this salt anyway
after dissolution of alLrninium containing fuel. In contrast, thorium fuel from
power reactors do not contain aluminium so that the volume of the radioactive
waste can be consiHerably reduced by using nitric acid as a salting out agent.
Nitric acid can be recycled or destroyed whereas Al ( N0 ) can practically not be
3 3

separated from the fission products.

Processes using nitric acid as a salting-out agent are called "acid" THOREX
processes. The first acid THOREX process was developed by the ORNL for the repro
cessing of slightly irradiated thorium (3). __In this process a� acid deficient feed
ratio -was lower than 4. In other words, nitric
3
acid formed by hydrolysis was removed from solution, for example, by steam
solution was used, i.e. the Th/N0

stripping (4). The reason for this treatment is to increase the hydrolysis of some
fission products, particularly zirconium. These species are less extractable than
non-hydrolyzed salts present in a solution with free acid.
However, the acid deficient feed solution has a drawback. Precipitates are formed
during the adjustment of the acid defiency if high burn-up fuel is reprocessed.
KUCHLER et al. have developed the Dual Cycle THOREX Process (5). They used a feed
solution with free acid in the first cycle, thus avoiding the formation of preci
pitates in the feed adjustment step. For the second cycle an acid deficient feed
solution is prepared.
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The objective of our study with natural Th and U was the reprocessing of spent
thorium fuel from power reactors. Therefore, the Dual Dycle THOREX Process was the
basis of the investigations. For extraction, the main efforts were directed
towards the effects of feed solutions with either free nitric acid or acid
deficiency. Since there is no choice for the first cycle the main question to be
answered is whether the relatively complicated preparation of an acid deficient
feed solution is necessary for the second cycle. Since this cycle was the main
objective of the investigations our feed solutions contained neither fluoride nor
aluminium. These elements are present in considerable concentrations in feed solu
tions prepared with the so-called THOREX solution (6). However, both elements
mainly accompany the fission products and do not reach the second cycle in amounts
which would cause process disturbances. During the investigat.ions, the two
different re-extraction modes, either combined re-extraction or partition of
thorium and uranium, became also a point of major interest. Unexpected process in
terferences in the re-extraction step required modifications of the flow-sheet.
2. Investigations on the Dual Cycle THOREX Process
2. 1 Extraction
2. 1 • 1 Acidity profiles and process performance
Like the PUREX process, the Dual Cycle THOHEX Process uses a 30 v/o solution of
tributyl phosphate (TBP) in a paraffinic diluent (preferably n-dodecane) as an
extractant and nitric acid as salting out agent. The extraction procedures of bott,
cycles need almost the same amount of nitric acid, However, the nitric acid supply
via feed solution and scrub differs very much in the two extracting variants.
Fig. 1 sho:,s a generalized flow-sheet of the Dual Cycle Process.
In case (a) the feed solution contains 1 mole/1 free nitric acid (first cycle). In
this case the acidity of the scrub must be relatively low (0.1 mole/1 HN0 ).
3
Otherwise the nitric acid concentration will become so high in the vicinity of the
feed point that a second organic phase ("third phase") occurs. In case (b), the
feed solution contains no free acid, or is even acid deficient whereas the scrub
has a nitric acid

concentration of 1 mole/1 (second cycle). Apart from the acid

fed by the feed and scrub solutions, both process variants provide a supply of
concentrated nitric acid near the aqueous outlet. The high acidity present in this
section of the extraction apparatus reduces the Th loss and a third phase cannot
be generated here since the Th concentration is too low.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the total nitric acid supply is very similar for both
variants. This is not surprising since it was the aim of KOCHLER et al. to
accomplish a similar acidity profile in the first cycle as in the already proven
second cycle. However, the authors conceded that they had only partially reached
this goal (5). In any case, the low HN0 concentration of the incoming scrub solu3
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tion in case (al suggests that there is a substantially lower nitric acid concen
tration in the whole scrubbing section.
Our analysis of the HN0

profiles in a 16-stages mixer-settler provided the
3
results illustrat.ed in F'ig. 2. Although the acid concentration in the vicinity of

the scrub inlet is lower in the "acid" THOREX variant, it quickly rises to higher
is obviously
3
In the cxtrac:tion

values in subsequent stages than in the acid deficient variant. HN0
transported into I.he sc:nJh section via the nrg;rn1c phnsr..

sections, the nitric acid concentrations are more or less equal.
McCabe-Thiele diagram interpretations of the two variants can be carried out by
means of the evaluated acidity profiles and available distribution data (7,81.
The diagrams do not reveal significant differences between both extracting
sections nor between both scrubbing sections. Extraction is completed in a few
stages. Consequently, Th losses were regularly less than 0.05 % in our mixer
settler runs, while uranium losses were below the detection limit of the analysis
method used (� 0. 1 %1. The diagrams also show that a pinch point is reached in
both variants after a few steps in the scrubbing sections. In view of the rather
different acid concentrations in the scrubbing sections, this similarity is
surprising at first glance. However, at Th concentrations of 0.1 - 0.2 mole/1 (as
observed in the scrubbing section) the Th distribution coefficient is not stro_ngly
influenced by varying the HN0 concentrations from 1 .5 to 3 moles/1 (7,81. In
3
good agreement with the theoretical stability of the flow sheets, constant organic
effluent concentrations were always attained for both extracting variants.
Generally, it can be concluded from these results that none of the process
variants has essential advantages with regard to heavy metal recovery and process
performance.
2.1 .2 Zirconium Decontamination
An argument in favour of the acid deficient process is usually its better Zr
decontamination. The zirconium extraction with TBP is, as commonly known, strongly
affected by the acidity of the aqueous phase, since only the non-hydrolyzed zr

4+

seems to be the extractable species (91. The question arises whether the better
decontamination achieved by the acid deficient process is due to the lower acidity
in its scrubbing section or due to the higher degree of Zr-hydrolysis in its feed
solution. The lower acidity in the scrubbing section can only produce a minor
effect because the acidity in the "acid" process is similar. The higher degree of
hydrolysis in the acid deficient feed solution, however, could play a very
important role, provided. that the hydrolyzed species are metastable during the
time of extraction in the highly acidic medium of extracting and scrubbing. We
have studied this problem by means of mixer-settler runs and batchwise extraction
experiments.
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For the mixer-settler experiments, acid as well as acid deficient feed solutions

were prepared containing the same concentrations of Zr (0.1 g/1) with :r-95 as a

tracer (260 µCi/1). The relatively low Zr concentration �as chosen since at higher

concentrations Zr is precipitated if acid deficient solutions are prepared. The Zr
containing solutions were boiled for at least one hour in order to reach

equilibrium conditions. After 11, 12 and 1) hours of mixer-settler operation

(steady state is reached after approx. 6 hours) samples were taken and measured by

y-spectrometry to determine the amount of Zr-95. The decontamination factors

found in several runs were 30 + 3 for the acid feed solution and 77 + 5 for the

acid deficient one. Thus, the decontamination factors differ only by a factor of
approximately 2, and both are much lower than those reported for the PUREX

process. The explanation for the difference may be found in the higher loading of
the organic phase with heavy metals under PUREX scrubbing conditions.

The slightly different decontamination factors are presumably only caused by the

different acidities in the scrubbing sections and not by the metastability of the
hydrolyzed species present in the acid deficient feed solution. Equilibrium

between zirconium species seems to be established quickly (with respect to the

residence time in mixer-settlers) at the high acidity of extracting and scrubbing.

Therefore, batchwise extraction experiments were carried out to study how fast the

equilibrium between zirconium species is achieved under these conditions. Starting
solutions were again acid and acid deficient feed solutions with the same

zirconium and Zr-95 concentrations as given above. These solutions were diluted

with nitric acid and then immediately extracted with 30 v/o TBP in n-dodecane

(phase ratio 1 :1; temperature 22 ° Cl. After an extraction time of 15 minutes, the

equilibrium concentrations of thorium and nitric acid were as follows:
thorium

nitric acid

0.09

2.1

[mole/1]

aqueous phase

organic phase

0.11

[mole/1]

0.37

Thus, the thorium concentrations were similar to those observed in the scrubbing

sections, the nitric acid concentrations were even lower. For the extraction

batches prepared with an acid feed solution, the zirconium fractions extracted were

2.0, 2.8, and 1.8 % (mean value 2.2 %). For the three batches prepared with an

acid deficient feed solution the fractions extracted were 2,9, 2.2, and 1,9 %

(average 2.3 %). It can be concluded from these results that the species present

in an acid deficient feed solution are not metastable for more than some minutes

at this acid concentration.

This conclusion is supported by "multiple extraction" experiments. For this batch

wise extraction technique the equilibrated aqueous phase (same composition as

above) was again contacted with a zirconium free organic TBP phase _which, however,
had been already pre-equilibrated with thorium and nitric acid. Extraction time
was again 15 minutes and the temperature 22 ° C. The time between the end of first
extraction and the start of the next one was 10 minutes. Zr-95 was used as a
tracer (520 µCi/1). For an aqueous phase prepared with an acid feed solution the
first extraction yielded 2.3 %, the second one 2.2 % Zr extraction. The
corresponding values for an aqueous phase prepared with an acid deficient feed
so1ution were 3.0, 2.9, and 2.9 %.
These results again confirm the assumption that the equilibrium between zirconium
species is established within approximately 15 minutes or, probably, much faster
under the highly acidic conditions of extraction and scrubbing in the THOREX
process. Thus, the pretreatment of zirconium does not play a role if mixer
settlers with their comparatively long residence time ( � 1 hour) are used as
extraction apparatus. The history of the z.i rconium could only be of importance if
an extraction apparatus with a shorter contact time is employed, e.g. pulse
columns or even centrifugal extractors. A similar behavior of the zirconium was
also found by D.A. ORTH et al. for PUREX process conditions ( 10).
2.2 Re-extraction
The flow-sheet of the Dual THOREY. Process provides a joint re-extraction (co
strippingl of thorium an d uranium with 0.01 � HN0 in the first cycle. After a
_
3
further decontamination in the second cycle thorium and uranium are separated by
by a 0.01 � HN0 solution and
subsequent re-extr�ction. Thorium is re-extracted
_
3
uranium is kept in the organic phase by a scrub of fresh organic solvent (71.
Uranium is stripped with 0.01 !i HN0 in the last step of the process.
3
Our studies have revealed serious problems if re-extraction is carried out with
such a dilute nitric acid. In both mixer-settlers and pulse columns, a process
perturbing crud formation was observed. In the co-stripping step, the crud is
initially formed in the vicinity of the inlet of the aqueous phase by interaction
with the almost unloaded organic phase, In-depth investigations have shown that a
precipitate of thorium and dibutyl phosphate (DBPI causes emulsification. The
disturbances due to emulsification propagate from the place of origin along the
entire extraction apparatus. The crud does not only impair material separation but
it also blocks the extracti0n apparatus due to its viscosity. RATHVON et al.
already observed process flow difficulties due to formation of a crud during
thorium stripping (J). This crud problem appeared after several weeks of trouble
free operation. In our experiments, crud formation sometimes occured after days
or even weeks of undisturbed operation. Then, both mixer-settlers and pulse columns
became blocked within hours by crud. On separation and analysis the chemical
formula of the precipitate was exactly Th(DBP)

as already found by RATHVON et al..
4
An elementary analysis showed a Th:P ratio of 1 :'• (less than 1 % deviation) and IR

and NMR spectra confirmed the presence of DBP.
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is evident. DBP is produced in the
4
extraction step by hydrolysis of TBP. Due to the h.igh acidity present there, the

The mechanism of the fonnation of Th(DBPI

DBP formed is transported via the organic phase to the re-extraction step. In our
cold experiments, we have found a DBP concentration of 25 ppm in the organic phase
leaving the extracting/scrubbing mixer-settler. At the low acidity of the re
extraction, the DBP is stripped together with the thorium into the aqueous phase
and Th(DBPJ

is preci.pitated. Even more serious crud problems can be expected in
4
hot runs where much more DBP is produced by radlolysis.

can be avoided if
4
concentration of the strip solution is increased to 0.5 mole/1. The
3
actual aqueous HN0 concentration in the extraction apparatus will increase to
3
about 0. 7 mole/1 due to HN0 re-extraction. It is evident that a joint re
3
extraction of uranium and thorium cannot be accomplished at this acidity since

Our .investigations have shown that the preci.pitation of ThlDBPJ
the HN0

uranium is practically not stripped under these conditions. A separate thorium
re-extraction, however, can be achieved. With flow rates of 3.2 ml/min for the
organic feed solution 10.11 !:1_ Th; 0.005 !:1_ U; O, 15 !:1_ HN0 J, 4 ml/min for the
3
aqueous strip solution 10.5 !:1_ HN0 J and 0.8 ml/min for the scrub (fresh TBP
3
solution) a!ld acceptable separation of thor-ium and uranium was obtained. The
experiments were again carried out in a 16-stages mixer-settler with the feed point
in stage 8. Only 0.2 % of the thorium accompanied the uranium but there was a 2 %
loss of uranium to the aqueous ( thorium containing) stream. Nevertheless, these
results can probably be improved by optimization of the flow sheet; in addition,
the mixer-settler used here had only a stage efficiency 9f approx. 50 %. Thus,
better extraction apparatus could also improve partitioning.
After thorium re-extraction with a 0.5 � HN0
easily accomplished by a 0.01 !:1_ HN0
previous step. Otherwise, Th I DBPI

4

solution, uranium stripping is
3
if thorium is adequately separated in the

3
is preci pi ta ted and a crud is fanned during

uranium stripping. The reason for this is that DBP is not re-extracted in the
thorium stripping step but accompanies the uranium in the organic phase. The
precipitate is formed if the uranium is contaminated with too much thorium. The
degree of separation described above was sufficient to avoid this problem.
3. Conclusions
The Dual Cycle THOREX Process was developed for the reprocessing of high burn-up
fuel from power reactors. The process consists of a first cycle with an acid feed
solution and a second cycle with an acid deficient feed solution. The latter cycle
is similar to the single cycle THOREX process developed for the reprocessing of
thori'um with low fission product content. The combination of both cycles appears
to be reasonable since precipitates are avoided in the first cycle and a better
zirconium decontamination is allegedly achieved by the second cycle.
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Our experiments have revealed that only a slightly better decontamination is
obtained with the acid deficient process but this minor improvement is only due
the lower nitric acid concentration in the second cycle scrub section. The
hydrolyzed and, in principle, less extractable Zr species produced during
adjustment of the acid deficiency are not metastable in the higlily acidic medium
of extraction and scrubbing. Therefore, the complicated preparation of an acid
deficient feed solution is n0t necessary. F'1Jr·ther efforts should be directed
feed solution is used. This could be done by modifying the nitric acid supply via
feed solution and scrub. For instance, the nitric acid concentration vf the feed
solution can be reduced to approx. 0.5 mole/1 without the formation of zirconium
precipitates. A dual cycle process with only acid feed solutions - but with a
modified supply of nitric acid - could provide the same decontamination factors as
the "Dual Cycle THOREX Process". However, in view of the fact that a remote
ref_abr!cation of U-233 and possibly of thorium as well is necessary anyway, the
question arises whether a dual cycle process is actually required. F'urthennore,
prior to reprocessing very long cooling times of the :uel (: 5 years) are common
today. Thus, a high decontamination of Zr-95 with its half life of 64 days should
not be an important point of thorium reprocessing. An optimized single cycle
process could probably provide the necessary decontamination factors.
is
4
precipitated at the low acidity necessary for this step. The crud produced by this

Co-stripping of uranium and thorium shculd be avoided since ThlDBP)

salt causes serious flow problems in the extraction apparatus. On the other hand,
uranium/thorium partitioning can be carried-out at such an acidity 10.7 t:! HN0 )
3
that the formation of ThlDBP) is avoided. After proper separation of thorium,
4
uranium can be re-extracted by dilute nitric acid 10.01 t:! IIN0 ) without problems.
3
Therefore, separation of heavy metals should already be done after the first
extraction and further decontamination, if necessary at all, should be carried out
separately as is the pr·eferred procedure in the PUREX process.
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I NTHOllUCTI ON
The

Purex

process can be sjmplificrl 1111d its costs c:.m he reduced,

ciency

of

highly

radioactive

if the effi

the decontamination of uranium ond plutonium from fission products in the
extract ion

cycle of the proce::;s (the first Purex cycle)

is in

creased. Valuable information for realizing this intention were obtained from results
of experimental work done in a heavily shielded, laboratory scale extraction facility
(MILLI).

1/ith its small throughput (l kg U+Pu/d, i.e. l milliton/d) the facility was

very

versatile

w1 th

true irra.d ia Led fuc ls rcasonab 1 e cos ts (a survey of the experimcnts is given in

[ ·]).

and

made

it possibln to perform at hot counter-current experiments

Conclusions drawn from the results and suggestions for improvements of the Pu ..

rex process are summar izcd in this paper.
EXPERIMENTAL
The

MILLI

facility,

described in detail in [2,31, is equipped w.1th mixer-sett

lers. The arrangement of the first Pure:< cycle, as applied in the hot experiments, is
shown in Fig. 1. The type of the reprocessed fuel as well as the composition and flow
rates

of

some

pnocess

experiments fresh,
by

a

streams

are

gathered

in

Table

nonrecycled 30 vol.: TBP in n-alkanes

carbonate wash.

1.

(c 10

The solvent,
-

The HBXX and JIBXS streams contained U(IV)

c 13),

in .'ill

was pretreated

and hydrazine nit

rates, the HBSX stream was fresh solvent, and the HCX stream was 0.0 1 or 0. 0 2M nitric
acid.

The irradiated fuel was dissolved in hot nitric acid and fines were removed by

a sintered metal filter and,
ceous earth.
14 J.

Dibutyl

phosphoric

Decontamination factors (DF)
U

in

the

additionally in the runs ·20 - 22,

by a bed of diatoma

U, Pu, nitric acid, and fission products were determined as surveyed in

feed

acid

was

determined

by

gas

chromatography

15 J.

were c:.alculated as the radioactivity of a nuclide per g

solution divided by the radioactivity of the nuclide per g U in the

respective process stream.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Behaviour of Zirconium-95 and Ruthenium-1 0 6
Decontamination
HA/HSl

and

loaded

solvent.

factors

of

both

nuclides

in the organic outlet stages of the

HS2 banks increase with the sum of the concentrations of U and Pu in the
The response of the DF values to changes of the solvent loading is

rather fast: e.g. a decrease of the loading from 91 to 61 g (U+Pu)/1 and a subsequent
increase

to

84

g

(U+Pu)/1

are

each

followed by corresponding variations of the
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value within t\\.'o hours. An example of a DF - 06 vs.
DF loading dependence is
Ru l
Ru l06
given in Fig. 2. Similar depeudences we,re found also for the DF _
value. The es
2r 95
sential importance of the solvent loading for the decontamination efficiency is il
values tended :o unity in those
and DF :
by the fact that the DF _
2r 95
Hu 106
of the run 14, in which the solvent loading dccre.ased (<lue to disturbances)
to process irrelevant values of <20 g (U+Pu)/1. To compare the decontamination effi
ciency for 115Zr and 10'Ru in di.ffcrent runs, we estimated OF values achieved at the
lustrated

periods

orgilnic
90

g

outl,:Ls c..,f Lim IIA/IISl .111d IIS2 hanks ;IL 11 p1·r)C1?ss r1�l,iv,111L solv,�nl lomlinr, of
(U+Pu)/1 (Table 2).

Di.ff�rc11L DF v:1l1ws Jre (ou11d iu \'<!rious runs in spite of

the

defined solvent loading and of compar.:1ble process par.:imelc.rs.

vs.

solvent leading dependences obta.ined in vario11s runs cxhihit different steepness

Moreover,

log OF

and a strongly variable scatter.ing of t.he c�:pcrimcntal points.
95Zr tends to accumulate in the extraction part (HA)
upper part of Fig. 3)
lower part of Fig.

of the HA/HSl bank (see the
No tendency to any accumulation is exhibited by 10'Ru (see the

3),

�·hich is less extract.able than Zr(IV) at nitric acid concen

trations typical cf the extraction part of the IIA/11S1 bank (4 • 5M). Distribution ra
tios of Zr(IV) nnd 1,itro ·yl Ru (D �
and D �l06 respcctivt;ly) were calculated from
zr 95
Hu
concentration profiles for those stages of Lile HA/l!Sl bank, iu which the solvent was
loaded
librium

values have no truly equi
The o _
2r 95
(the stage efficiency of the MILLI mixer settlers is <100%), but

with U and Pu to <10�� of its capacity.
character

plotted vs.

the nitric acid concentration they mostly lie near an equilibrium depen

dence .taken from (6,7).

However, some values lie below the curve and are up to -10

D - 0 values from the MILLI runs are by a factor of 2.5
Ru l 6
than1allegedly equilibruim D - 0 values taken from (8]. On the other
Ru l 6
side. the D - 0 values from the MILLI runs are markedly higher than time dependent
Ru l 6
values reported in (9] for stirring times of 1 min - 4h. The differenc es between the
times lo�·cr than expected.
10

lower

D values from the MILLI runs and the published values are not surprising, be
Ru l06
cause the distribution behaviour of nitrosyl Ru species is strongly dependent on the
history

of

the

stock

Ru solution taken for the distribution experiments.

�'e also

calculated
bank ,,

D values in the scrub section of the HA/HSl bank and in the HS2
Ru l 06
1-1:here nitrosyl Ru is reextractcd. Since extracted nitrosyl Ru species are in

the solvent changed into slowly rcextractable species I namely by a transition of sol
molecules

from the outer coordination sphere of the central Ru ion into

the inner sphere 110),

vating

TBP

a reextraction equilibrium is at room temperature established

after a long contact time only. In spite of this, the results are rather reproducible
value is suppressed by an increase of
illustrate the extent to which the D Ru l06
values at a solvent loading of
the solvent loading and the acid concentration. o _
2r 95
>10 � are too scattered for showing any definite coherence with these variables.

and

Due to the distribution behaviour of Zr(IV) and nitrosyl Ru, the efficiency of
the decontamination from "Zr becomes higher and that of 1°'Ru becomes lower, if the
nitric

acid concentration in the HSlS scrub stream is reduced (see data of run 21 in

Table 2). The effect is also visible in the organic outlet stage of the HS2 bank, be-
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::.au:;c.

at a h.igh'!r acid concentration in the:. il.SlS scrub stn:..:1m l.:nge.r .:. ... oants of acid

are

brought �·it..h the solvent into the. HS2 bank.

and

DF

The opposite effect on the DF Ru l06
values at the change of the nitric acid concentration in the HSlS scrub
Zr gs
stream demonstrates that a simple lining up of two scrub sect ions with different nit

ric

acid

concentrations

the whole 1st Purex cycle,

need not improve the general decontamination efficiency of
if the sections are mutually coupled (in this case by di

recting the aqueous stream from the HS2 �ank into the scrub part of the HA/HSI bank).
The contribution of the 11S2 bllnk t6 the dcconLamin,1tion of the loaded solve1,t
1°'Ru and ''Zr can be considerable, even at a rather unfavourable organic to

from

aqueous flow ratio of ....9 (Table 2).

Unfortunately, the contribution changes from run

to run and exhibits no clear coherence with process parameters. Quite unambiguous is
the more effective scrubbing of 10'Ru at elevated temperature in the HS2 bank: At a
solvent loading of 65 - 90 g (U+Pu)/1 and an organic to aqueous flow ratio of 6.0 the
efficiency for 10'Ru in the HS2 bank is improved by a factor of 13 -

decontamination

if the bank is operated at 55 - 60 C (Fig.

20,

°

rather
Table

2). The effect is still visible at a

unfavourable organic to aqueous flow ratio of 19.4 (see data on the run 12 in
2).

organic

The HB and HC .banks also contribute to tha de, '::mtamination of the loaded

phase.

During the pass through the 3th to 16th stages of the HB bank, the
loaded solvent is decontaminated from .''5Zr and 1°'Ru by a factor of -10 at organic to
aqueous flow ratios of 4. 9 (run 14) and 4 4 (run 21). However

I

the decontamination is

as low as by a factor of -2, if the flow ratio is 8.7 (run 15). The distribution ra
tios of ''Zr an.ct 10 'Ru in the HB bank are low and, consequently, the aqueous Pu pro
duct stream (HBP) contains about ten times higher contamination than the organic ura
nium product str�am (HBU).
Fractions of 95Zr ,and 1°'Ru accompanying U during its
stripping in the HC bank vary between -10 and -90% .
The

particular circumstance must be emphasized that the solvent was never recyc

led in the MILLI experiments. It turned out in comparative batch distribution experi
ments· that the behaviour of coextracted 1 ''Ru and ''Zr in a highly recycled indust
rial solvent is different from that in the MILLI solvent. First, a 10'Ru fraction of
50 - 70% (but a negligible fraction of "Zr)

can be removed from the industrial loa·

ded solvent (HS2P) by filtration through membrane filters with a pore size of 0.2 and
1 1J (11]. Second, 1°'Ru and "Zr are scrubbed with an aqueous solution of uranyl nit
rate

and nitric acid more effectively from the HS2P stream originated in a MILLI ex
Distribution ratios of 1''Ru in batch

periment than from the industrial HS2P stream.
experiments

with

the

industrial

HS2P

sample

are unexpectedly high.

This can be

ascribed to the fact that compounds like didodecyl phosphoric acids are formed radio
lytically in the highly recycled industrial solvent.

These compounds are not removed

in

a conventional carbonate wash, and accumulate at a radiation dose of -12 Wh/1 to
4
concentrations as high as 1. 7xl0- M. In the nonrecycled solvent in the MILLI experi
ments, at a radiation dose of -0.1 Wh/1, their concentration was �2xl0-SM (12}. Samp
les of HS2P streams,

both industrial and from MILLI runs,

ments

contacted

consecutivl!ly

were in the batch experi

with two or three fresh porcions of .-:a uqueous scrub
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solution. In most cases the distribution ratios of 95Zr and 10 'Ru inr:re3sed from con
tact to conLa.ct,
HS2P

Obviously,

traces of nitrosyl Ru and Zr(IV) can be retained in the

solution by dibutyl and higher dialkyl phosphoric acids so strongly,

that they

practically cannot be scrubbed.
The Behaviour of Ccsium-1371 Ccrium-144 and Europium-154
profiles of 1""Ce in the extraction part of the HA/HSI bank show

Concentration
that

cerium

is present in the fcP.d solution prcdomi11nntly as tho wc,1kly extractable

Ce(III).

Cs(IJ is extremely weakly extractuble. In contradiction lo these facts, the
radioactivity level of u"Ce and 1l'1Cs in the loaded solvent is reduced 1ess than ex

pected

in

the scrub part (HS!)

solvent passes the HS2 1
U

of the HA/11S1 bank,

and is litlle changed 1,1hen the

HB and HG banks. Both fission products are then found in the

and Pu aqueous product streams (HCP and HBP respectively). Distribution ratios of
1 .... Ce and ll'Cs are regularly low in the extraction part of the HA/HS! bank

both

only. In the scrub part of the bank (HSl) and ih all following banks the distribution
ratios of t�e nuclides are unrcalistical1y high, sometimes even D - l) >l. Irregular
]
Cs
ly high_ distribution ratios of 1""Ce and lJ7Cs arc also observed in the U and Pu pu
which then yield only a low oi- even no additional decor.tami ·ation
U and Pu from 1J7Cs and 1""Cc.
In the first Purex cycle the decontamination fac
tors for 1""Ce and 1J 7Cs are extremely irreproducible and fail to �xhibit any corre·

rification cycles

I

of

lat ion with the solvent loading.
The

behaviour

of 1 .... Ce and 13 'r.s in the process part fol lowing the scrubbing in

HA/HSl

bank implies that liot:h nuclides are present in the corresponding process.
streams in a hete rogenous form and cannot be removed from the solvent in liquid-Ii·
,
quid contact operations. It is an interesting phenomenon that there is a correlation
between the radioactivities of 1 .... Ce and 1' 7Cs observed in a majority of the MILLI
the

runs irrespective of the mode of the fines removal from the feed solution. A mathema
tical evaluation of the correlation between the 1 .. 'Ce and 1J 7Cs radioactivities (made
for the runs 13, 17, 19, 20 and 21) shows that the heterogcnously contaminating ra
dioactivity of 1 J 7Cs is present in the process streams in two separate fractions. One
of them is dependent on. the radioactivity of 1"'Ce (henceforth bound 1,7Cs radioacti
while the other does not depend on the radioactivity of 1" .. Ce (henceforth in
The correlation between the radioactivities of 1J'Cs

vity),

dependent l J 7Cs radioactivity).

and 1 .. �ce can thus be described as

ACs-137 = 'Acs-137 + rACe-144

denoting the independent radioactivity of 1,7Cs and with r denoting a
cs-l)]
constant ratio between the bound radioactivity of 1J 'Cs and the total radioactivity

with

'A

of 111"Ce.
dioactivity

In the separation of Pu from U,

a predominant part of the ind�pendent ra
but a small part of the bound radioactivity of 1J1Cs accompanies Pu. On

the

other hand the organic U product stream contains prevailably bound radioactivity
of 137Cs. A �iralldr fra.:ti.:..nalion proceeds in the ��rip of U or Pu w.ith a very dilute

solution of nitric acid.
both

Then the aqueous product stream contains agr.in a mixture of
fractions of the radioactivity of 137Cs, while prevailobly bound rarlioactivity
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remains in the barren solvent. The constant ratios of the bound 1J7Cs to the total
11,'Ce radioactivities, obtained for various runs as the r value from the above equation,

corresponds

to

Cs/Ce atomic mass ratios ranging from O 8 to 2.4 (calculated

according to [ 13)).
Tfle

behaviour

of the ti.i.ce and lJ'Cs radioactivities implies that they both are

components of colloidal solids. It is not probable that Cs and Ce are constituents of
a

slightly

soluble stoicl1iomctri.r.. compound forming an unsuppnrlcd co11oid,

n1dioucLiviLics
6

x10"

and

6

g·atom

ploLLc<l

i11 Fig.

bacausc

4 correspond to conccnLr.1Lio11:,; lls low as 4xl0-IJ Lo

Cs/1 and 9x1o·IO to 2.5xJ0

Ce form secondary colloids,

°6

g·atom Ce/1. It is more probable that Cs

being adsorbed on solid impurities which frequently

exist in Purex process solution,s. Such impurities can be formed by corrosion products
like Fe(III),

Ti(IV) and Cr(IIJ), fission products like Mo or Pd, silica, or perhaps

heteropolyacids
metric

of phosphorus.

A solid containing Pd and Zr at a constant stoichio

ratio and also carrying Mo,

Ru and Ti is dispersed in an industrial,

highly

recycled

solvent [ 14 J. However, a Zr compound is probably not the supposed carrier
for u· .. ce and 117 Cs in the MILLI runs, because there is no correlation between the
radioactivities of '5Zr and 1J7Cs. N. reliable data are yet available about the fil
terubility of th� heterogcnous contamination of the solvent by ii.i.cc &nd 1J7Cs. In

some cases it could simply be removed by paper filter (blue ribbon) but, in other ca
ses, not by a membrane filter.
Concentration profiles of ui.Eu arc in the extraction part of the HA/HSl bank ve
ry similar to those of 1"'"Ce. Distribution ratios of ui.Cc and 11'-Eu at a low solvent
loading

with U an1 Pu give a reasonable picture as functions of the nitric acid con

centration.

values found in the
There is a fairly good agreement between the D Eu lS4

MILLI runs and a published equi Jibrium curve [ 6).

The Behaviour of Antimony-125
values of several hundreds to several thousands were mostly found at the
DF -l
Sb 2S
organic outlets of the HA/HSl and HS2 banks and were not coherent with the solvent
loading.. Also 121Sl:i appears to be present in the loaded solvent in the form of a he·
terogenous contamination.
A
125Sb was found in some runs,
"'Cs/ 12 'Sb

ratio

of

-14.

correlation

between the radioactivities of lJ'Cs and

representing a simple proportionality with a constant
This corresponds to an atomic mass ratio of -150 [131,

which implies that "'Sb is adsorbed on or coprecipitated with a Cs containing solid.
A part of 121Sb is present as a solid also in an industrial loaded solvent, from
which -701 121Sb can be removed by a membrane filter with a pore size of 0.2 µ [ 11].
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Further development of the Purex process,

which up to now has predominantly been

concentrated on improved removal of the homogenous contamination from the loaded sol ..
vent,
The

must necessarily be extended to the �emoval of the heterogenous contamination.
homogenous

conventional

contamination

process

of the loaded solvent can be suppressed by optimizing
Let us mention the improved scrubbing of 10 'Ru at

parameters.
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elevated temperature and the enhanced DF

and ·nF
Ru-!06 values at an appropriately
Zr-95
loading of the solvent with U and Pu. It also is very desirable to disconnect

high

partially
aqueous

the

HS2

bank

from the scrub section of th� HA/HSl bank by direc.ting the

stream from the first stage of the HS2 bank not into the last stage but into

the feed inlet of the HA/HSl bank. The stream from the 11S2 bank can be intermediately

treated before the introduction into the feed stage of the HA/IISl bank,

e.g. by hea-

in order to suppress the extract�b.ility of the scrubbed 95 Zr and
ting to -100 ° c,
10'ffo species. Our pnilimi11ary ,�xp�r.i1111:11Ls :;huw,?d tlwL al l1?;1sl the cxlrnclnhj}iLy of
1''Ru could be lowered in this manner. The purification of the bon·•!n. :solvent from

the

HC

dialkyl

bank before itS recycling into the HA/HSI bank should also remove long chain

phosphoric

acids,

which

are not washed out in the conventional carbonate

wash. Removal of the heterogenous contamination from the loaded solvent by filtration
could be slow and,

tion

of

thus,

cOlloid solids

incompatible with the process performance. Forced coagula�
and

coalescence

of entrainment droplets _e.g. by electric

field, eventually followed by filtration, proved in our preliminary experiments to be

potenti_ally feasible.
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TADLE l

Composition and flow rates of some process streams in the MILLI runs. Fuel type: LWR
- uranium oxide from light water reactor; MOX: mixed oxides from light water reactor;
FBR: fast breeder reactor fuel. N.D.: not detectable;

Run

Process stream,
its composition

ond flo:,

8

9

10

11

12

13

LWR

Lh'R

LWR

I.WR

MOX

LWR

HOX

220
2.3

245
2.3

240
2.7

250
2.5

230
4.9

230
3.2

nitric acid, r.iol/1

3.2

3. l

3.1

,.1

4.2

3. 3

''Zr (Ci/1)

0.03

r.<!'.:O

fuel type

U(VI), g/1

HAF

Pu(IV), g/1

4.8
18
8.4

io'Ru (Ci/1)

(Ci/1)
(Ci/1)
flow rate, ml/h
1J1Cs
11o1ice

0. 65
21
26
52

0.1
12
24
21

---------- ------ -------

16

0.3

41
30
100
250 to

25
15
26
400

N.D.
5
24
25

14
!"BR

260

6.8

210
21.0

3.2

3.2

5

0.2

36
32
100

3
10
11

--------------------- --- -- - - ---- - ------------

HAX

flow, ml/h

----------------- ------ 700 to

11S1S

nitric acid, mol/1
flow rate, ml/h

----------------------- 3.0 to
----------------------- 35 to

6.0 ----------------------80 -----------------------

HS2S

nitric acid, mol/1
flow rate, m}/h

-----------------------

----------------------- 1.0 to

1.5 ----------------------125 -----------------------

IOOCi

36 to

Tobie 1 (ccnt;.n,,.:1)
Run

Process stream,

its composition
and flow rate

15

16

I7

19

20

21

22

fuel type

LWR

FBR

FBR

LWR

LWR

FBR

FBR

250
3. I
3.2
0.1
17
34
43

160
33.0
3.3
N.D.
0.6
16
2

205
3J .0
3.4
0.1
].3
8
23

I 75
27 .0
4.3
19
20
42
200

90
21.6
5.2
0.2
5
16
150

HAF

U(VI). g/ I

Fu(,i'), g/1

nitric acid, mo!/1

''Zr (Ci/I)
1''Ru (Ci/1)
1J'Cs (Ci/ l)
li.•ce (Ci/!)
flow rate, ml/h

220
220
2 .::;
3.5
3.3
3. 7
0.1
N.D.
3
11
45
7
17
6
225 to 400 -

flow, ml/h

---------- ----- - ---- --- --- ------------ -

400

to

--- - - ----·· --.. ----- .. 900 -------- ------ --- ----

HSIS

nitric acid, mol/1
flow rate, ml/h

-------------------- 1.5
-------------------- 35

to
to

10 --------------------40 ---------------------

11S2S

nitric acid, mol/1
flow rate, ml/h

-------------------- 0.8
-------------------- ,1

to
to

3.0 --------------------180 ---------------------

HAX
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:ABLE 2
Decontamination factors for "Zr and 1°'Ru in the organic outlet stages of the HA/HSI
and 1152 banks (runs 7 to 21) or in the 14th stage of the HA/HSI bank (run 22) at a
solvent loading of 90 g (U+Pu)/1. IIDBP: dibutyl phosphoric acid; N.11.: not measured;
N.D.: no ''Zr detectable.

Run
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
20
21
21
22

DF for 11Zr
IIA/1151
170
27
N.M.
N.ll.
20
�.D.
14
160
3.4
N.D.
110
-150
N.D.
N.D.
35�r1't

21Q'in'dr

75

l!S2
-3000
400
58
240
100
N.D.

loO

1100
8
N.D.
1000
-600
N.D.
N.D.

4QQ1'n'r

lOOO*l'n'r
N.ll.

DF for
HA/HSI
-100
70
N.ll.
240
230
210
120
-160
130
·-80
120
-1000
80
80

7SQ·."n'r
3QQtn'n'r

750

11,Ru

11S2
-200
500
90
90
700
,�9001•••
600
500
220
300
500
-1700
400
10000''

220Q�'n'r

-8QQ·.'n'a'r

N.11.

HDBP
concn.

mg/I

70-240
10-120
10- 50
<10- 30
14- 26
N.11.
<10- 40
40- 60
60-210
40-180
14- 30
<15- 40
N.M.
N.ll.
10- 43
24
80-110

Flow ratio

HAX to
l!S!S+l!S2S 1152S

4.0

5.0

to

to

6.7

19.4

* The 11S2 bank was operated at 55 - 60 ° C.
*i: With 5.0M nitric acid taken as the ll51S stream.
*''* With I.SM nitric acid taken as the 11S!S stream.

FIG. 1. The flowsheet of the 1st Purex cycle in the IIILLI runs (see Table 1 for the
composition and flow rates of some streams).
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.. 205, AQ-1
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o 2E-ORG-16

0.1

1
mCi .uCe/1

10

100

FIG. 4.

FIG. 2. The decontamination factor for 1''Ru in tho organic outlet �tages of the
HA/HSl and HS2 banks as a function of the solvent loading with U+Pu in the run 20.
FIG. 3. Examples of concentration profiles of 11Zr (Upper part) and 1''Ru (lower
part) in the HA/HSl and HS2 banks.
FIG. 4. Correlation between the radioactivities of 137Cs and 1''Ce in various process
streams of the 1st and 2nd cycle in the run 21. The solid lines wc1..·e cnlculated from
the equation on p. 4. 2D and 2E are the extraction and strip banks respectively in
th� �nd uranium cycle.
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Plutonium and Americium Extraction Studies with Bifunctional Organophosphorus
Extractants
J. D. Navratil, Rockwell International, R�cky Flats Plant, Golden, CO/USA
Chemical processing activities at the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) involve the recovery
of plutonium from RFP scrap and residues (l). Nitric acid (7H) waste streams from
aqueous plutoni�m processing operations contain 1-10 mg/1 concentrations of
plutonium and americium. The acid waste is sent through a secondary anion exchange
process, and then to waste treatment where it is first neutralized with caustic and
then processed through three stages of ferric hydroxide carrier precipitation (2).
The resulting sludges· are dried anJ drumined for off-site shipment and storage. The
americium in the waste often times causes excessive radiation exposure to waste
treatment operators. Furthermore, by reducing the actinide content of the waste
and recovering additional amounts of plutonium, the stream might be able to by-pass
waste treatment and go directly to a spray dryer for conversion to non-TRU nitrate
salts. Therefore, processes to selectively remove and concentrate plutonium and
amerc.ium separately prior to waste treatment are being investigated. (The isolated
americium could be placed in special casks for storage and the plutonium. recycled
in the process.)
Neutral blfunctional organophosphorus extractants, such as octylphenyl-N,N
dllsobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphlne oxide (CHPO) and dihexyl-N, N-dlethylcarbamoyl
methylphosphonate (CMP), are under study at RFP to remove plutonium and americium
from the 7H nitric acid waste (3). These compounds extract trivalent actinides
from strong nitric acid, a property which distinguishes them from monofunctional
organophosphorus reagents. Furthermore the reagents extract hydroytic plutonium
(IV) polymer which ls present in the acid waste stream (4).
The compounds extract trivalent actinides with a 3:1 stoichiometry whereas tetra
and hexavalent actinides extract with a stoichiometry of 2: l. Preliminary studies
indicate that the extracted plutonium polymer complex contains one to two molecules
of CHP per plutonium ion and the plutonlum(IV) maintains a polmerlc structure (4).
Recent studies by Horwitz and co-workers (5) conclude that the CHPO and CHP
reagents behave as monodentate ligands.
I

At RFP, three techniques are being tested for using CHP and CHPO to remove
pluton,ium and americium from nitric acid waste streams. The different techniques
are liquid-liquid extraction, extraction chromatography, and solid-supported liquid
membranes. Recent tests of the last two techniques will be briefly described. In
all the experiments, CHP was an 84 percent pure material from Bray Oil Co. and CHPO
was 98 percent pure from M & T Chemicals.
In the extraction chromatography tests, CHP was loaded onto the Amberlite XAD-4 as
described previously (6), and the CHPO was loaded by melting it in the presence of
the resin, mixing, and cooling. Fifty milliliter columns were uat;d and feed was
passed at 10 ml/min. to determine break.through capacities.
Preliminary studies indicated that CHP was not adequate to remove americium fr011
nitric acid waste using an extraction chromatography mode; however, CMPO did an
excellent job with the effluent americium concentration remaining below 10-4 g/1
for 120 BV (bed volumns). For plutonium removal, both CHP and CHPO perfonied very
well; 10 percent breakthrough was observed after 560 BY. However difficultieo
still remain in the elution of plutonium.
Solid-supported liquid membranes hold great promise for solving actinide removal
and concentration problems. Consequently, amercium and plutonium. transfer behavior
was studied using laboratory-built hollow-fiber aembrane modules. Two different
hollow-fiber materials were used: Celanese Celgard and Armak Accurel. The Celgard
fibers (10 per module) were 11.5 cm long, 0.04 cm I.D., with a 0.0025 cm wall
thickness and 45 percent void volume.
Because of continuing problems with leaks, the Celgard fibers were replaced with
thicker Accurel fibers (2 per module), also 11.5 cm long, 0.15 cm I.D., with a 0.1
cm wall thickneu and 7 5 percent void volume.
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The activity of americium as a function of time was followed by an on-line Nal(TI)
gamma detector in conjunction with a multichannel analyzer operating in the
multi-scalar mode.
The feed and strip solutions were recirculated through the membrane module until no
f,urther change in feed americium concentration was observed. The initial and final
actinide concentrations were determinded radiometrically.
Preliminary studies indicated incomplete transfer of americium from 7.0 M HN03 to
0.25
tt2c2o4 at equilibrium through a membrane of undiluted CMP. The reason for
100 percent transfer is the co-transfer and build-up of nitric acid in the strip
solution and consequent back-transfer of americium. The transfer of nitric acid
was demonstrated in a separate experiment.
Therefore, the transfer of
americium(III) was studied as a function of nitric acid concentration at a total
nitrate concentration of 7.O M. Sodium nitrate was used to make up the balance of
the nitrate. Thia procedure simulates a partial neutralization of a 7.O _t! HN03
feed stream.

!!

Table 1 summarizes the percent americium transferred as a function of nitric acid
concentration. The greatest transfer is observed at the lowest concentrations of
nitric acid, as expected.
Table 1. Percentage Transfer of Americium(III) through
a Hollow Fiber Membrane of CMP as a Function of Feed
Nitric Acid Concentration
[HN03J ,!!

[NaN03J ,!!
0.0
2.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
6.9

7.0
5.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.1

CELGARD

ACCUREL
60.9
64.0
75.9

46.8

55.2
75. 5

87.2
96.8
92.8

90.2
94.0

The forward permeabilities were calculated and the results for the two modules
agree well, showing an increase in permeability with decreasing acid
concentration. The maximum permeabilities (1 x 10-3 cm/sec) are about the same as
those determined for other metal ions in other systems using flatsheet membranes
(7,8). These studies indicate the best conditions for americium transfer are 0.1 M
HN03 plus 6.9 _t! NaN03.
Actual waste streams may be brought to these conditions by
adding the correct amount of sodium hydroxide. Studies of plutonium(IV) transfer
under the same conditions indicate similar permeabilities, but a lower fraction
transferred (70 percent).
Other experiments investigated changing the feed:strip (F:S) ratio using OIP on
Accurel fibers with a 7.0 M HN03 feed snd 0.25 M H2C204 strip. Table 2 summarizes
the results. A roughly lin'ear relation between-the F:S ratio and the concentration
factor is shown. The concentration factor is less than the F:S ratio because some
americium remains in the membrane at the conclusion of the experiment. A roughly
inverse relationship between the ratio and the percent americium transferred is
also observed, because of the increased concentration of acid in the strip solution.
Table 2. Effect of Feed:Strip Volume Ratio on the
Transfer of Americium from 7 .� HN03 to 0.25!! HzCz04
Through an Accurel supported CHP membrane.
FEED:STRIP
3:1
5:l
10: 1
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% TRANSFER
61
52
44

These studies have defined some of the operating conditions for using the promising
new technology of solid-sup ported liquid membranes for the recovery and
concentration of plutonium and americium from nitric acid feeds. Using CMP and
CMPO in the extraction chromatography mode appears to have definite disadvantages
over the use of conventional liquid-liquid solvent extraction contactors.
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'n'le extraction of uranium (IV) from wet-process phosphoric acid
in a centrifugal extractor

K.Grabas, Institute of Inorganic Technology and Mineral Fertilizers
Technical University of Wroclaw, Poland
Uranium recovery process from the solution of wet-process phosphoric
acid obtained by dihyqrate method, according to the technology develo
ped in the Institute (1), is based, at the first stage, on its isola
tion by the extraction method from the acid solution, initially utili
zed by adsorptive clarification. An extractant was applied, selectively
extracting uranium on +4 oxidation state, because utilization of the
crude acid, despite removing fine- crystalline suspension ar.d the orga
nic c0111pounds contained in it, aims at correcting simultaneously the
oxidation state of uranium present in the solution.
Correction of oxidation state is carried out with introduction ot
FeSOi 7H20 to the solution, in the amount enabling total reduction ot
uran1um.
The equimolar mixture of mono- and dinonylphen ylphosphoric acids (NPPA)
in kerosene solution is the extractant of U(IVJ used in the process.
The aim of investigations

The aim of investigations was estimating usef\l],ness of the centrifugal
extractors of chamber type, tor uraniUIII (IV) extraction from wet-pro
cess phosphoric acid by kerosene solution of NPPA.
Uranium extraction in the technological system producing wet-process
phosphoric acid is set between acid filtration and concentration.nius
the cubic capacity of the installation for uranium extraction is very
important for the works being run. Application of the centrifugal ex
tractors, distributing the emulsified solutions with centrifugal force,
enables carrying out the extraction with great unit yield. Usefulness
of this apparatus was tested, taking into account phase disengagement
and mass exchange.
Experimental apparatus

In the investigations, two types of the extractors, based on the same
construction and overall dimensions of the mixer and centrifuge; were
used:
a) an apparatus in which the mixer agitator, the centrifuge and pump
rotors removing solutions from the apparatus, are driven by a common
shaft - this type was elaborated for the use of "Purex" process (2)
b) an apparatus in which both the aeitator and the centrifuge have independent drives (3)
Flow-sheet of the research installation is presented in Fig. 1.
Feeding the extractor on wet-process phosphoric acid was carried out by
a centrifugal pump of smoothly-regulated flow intensity. F.xtractant sotank (3). Indications of the rotalution was fed from the gravity
meters (4) controlled flow intensities of the solutions.
The mixer
40 mm
- internal diameter
- maximum rotational speed
6000tur'8/min
- total volume
35,6 cm3
14,0 cm
- volume of the upper chamber
30mmx5mmx3mm
- turbine mixer
'!be separator
- internal diameter
75 mm
6000 turns/min
- maximum rotational speed
75 cm3
- vol1.111e
16 mm
- flow radius of the organic phase
21 mm
- flow radius of the aqueous phase
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� organic phase
.,.__ aqueous phase
Fig. 1. Flow-sheet of the research installation
1-eentrif'ugal extractor, 2-electric engine, 3-gravitative tank, 4-rota
meter, 5-pump, 6-valve, 7-volume measurement
Methodology of conducting the investigations

The experiments were based on industrial solutions obtained from Marocco
and Florida phosphorites. Crude acids were utilized by clarifying with
mineral-carbon adsorbent, and correcting oxidation state of the urani\111
contained in them, by ferrous sulphate. 'lbe run of experiments was eva
luated considering phase disengagement (purity of phases obtained at
the apparatus output) and mass exchange estimating uranium extraction
efficiency.
X -X

'f - ...L..!i

(1)

XS

Uranium determination was �erformed by the spectrophotometric method using colour reaction of U(IV) with Arsenazo III (4).
Equilibrium distribution coefficient D defined in the earlier experi
ments, is contained in the interval 24-95 (5), for the phosphoric acid
of 26-32% P,05 concentration. On the grounds of carried out investiga
tions (6) tne equilibrium distribution coefficient was presented in
the form of a mathematical dependence (7)

i:,

2

b11z: +
b z z
D • b0 +i=. bizi +
i�
i�
i� 1 j i j

where particular variables are:
z1- wet-process phosphoric acid concentration (% P 205 )
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(2)

(M)
z 2-NPPA concentration
(oc)
z3-temperature
(% )
z4-introduced Fe(II) concentration
A list of coefficients from the equation (2) is presented below:
TABLE 1. Coefficients of the equation (2)
bi

b ii

b2

bo

b1

-372. 94

-13.46

11238

-10. 94

651,2

b11

b22

b33

b44

666.6

0,771

bij

b13

b12

o, 541

-397,9

b3

-0.0648
b2"3
10.58

b4

-985. 9
b¾
-2,72

Application ot the above equation to the system being investigated.
with the value of coefficient D calculated makes it possible to search
for a theoretical number of stages and to settle the relationship be
tween the extraction efficiency Y, • the extraction coefficient and the
number of stages n.
'!be extraction coefficient E is defined by the equation:
c • D �

(3)

Dependence of thli! extraction efficiency coefficient Y, in a single-11ta
ge is defined by the equation:

r .. e.1....

(4)

+1

and in a counter-current battery by the equation:
'f •

'Il'le run of experiments

c n+1 -

E

c

1

n+1

-

(5)

Having settled the hydrodynamic equilibrium in the centrifUgal extrac
tor. the samples of both phases were collected in measuring cylinders.
in which phase disengagement and uranium concentration were determined.
General efficiency 1 was calculated as the ratio of extracted uranium
to the amount theoretically possible. Table 2 presents the results of
investigations conducted in the apparatus in which the agitator and the
centrifUge are fixed on a common shaft. The experiments were carried
out in a single apparatus as well as in a two-stage counter-current ba
ttery. Extraction of uranium was accomplished from phosphoric acid ob-'
tained from Marocco phosphorite.
Incomplete phase disengagement is a crucial disadvantage of the appara
tus. '!be aqueous phase constituted the contaminated phase. In the col
lected sa111ples the phase disengagement efficiency was defined as volu
minal ratio of the aqueous phase to the total volume of the sample. Par
ticular investigations on the phase dise�agement in this apparatus and
the battery are presented in the paper (8).
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TABLE 2. Rea�ts of uranium extraction from wet-process phosphoric acid 0,16M NPPA at the temperature
20;t2 C
Number o:f
stages
n

1
2

Phase

ratio

¢

o, 166
o, 164
o,066
. 0,06

o,169
0,084
o, 173
o, 116

Amount of Revoluretention introdu- tions :freced Fe(II, qu�ncy
time

Average

"'

'i

8-1

Equili- Extraction e:f:ficienbrium
CV 'f
distri- analyti- equilibrium
bution cal
coef:ficient
D

s

%

3,55
5,8
3,56
5,95

o, 19

40

106,3

o,04

40
40
30
30

88,3

5,83
6,26
5,88
4, 15

0,89
0,92
0,69
0,74

0,343
0,422
0,365
0,28

0,95
0,94
0,88
0,86

0,93 7
0,88
o,939
o, 911

Separa- General
tion e:f- e:f:fi:ficiency ciency
o:f the aqueous
'f phase

7

%

%

99,6
99,9
99,5
99,8

93,7
97,9
78,4
86,0

97,3
99,8
97,6
99,4

36,6
48,8
38, 9
30,7

TABLE 3. Reaul.ts of uranium extraction from wet-process phosphoric acid 0,16 M NPPA
0rdi
nal

Fbaae
ratio

tp

Average
'/'·

s

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

0,153
0,152
0,078
0,162
0,163
0,059

0,156
0,16
0,077
o,086

o,151
o, 155
0,071

0,149
o,147
0,055

Tempera-

retention ture
t
time

1,95
1,87
0,94

1,92
2,0
0,91
1,99
1,96
o,91
1,01

1,87
1,89
0,92

1,79
1,83
o,92

oc
29,0
28,5
27,0
35, O
40,5

Amount of Revolutions freintroduouencv
ced Fe(II) of the
of the
�gitator centrifuge
%
0,66
0,1
0,13
0,2
0,33

/,Jm

s-1

28,8
55,8
56,6

29,0
56,6
56,6

29,2
55,0
56,6
33, 3

30,0
56,6
46,6
29, 3
61,6
58,3

CJ s

s-·1

76,6
77,5
91,7

76,6
. 76,6
91,7
76,6
76,6
91,7
93,3

76,6
76,6
98,3

76,6
76,6
91,7

Extraction efficiencv Cf
distribu- anal
tion coe- ticar equilibrium
!pcient
Equili-

br-i1.1111

D

53,0
66,15
74,31
99,1
101,6

0,325
o, 341
0,204

0,118
0,274
o,137

0,230
o,377
o,211
0,135

0,303
0,364
0,154

0,466
0,525
0,230

I
i
!
!

i

!

I
I

i
!

I

0,89
0,89
0,81

General

efficien
cy

"1

?6
36,5
36,3
25,2

o,91
o,91
0,80

13,0
30,1
17,1

0,937
0,939
0,876

32,3
38,8
17,6

0,92
0,92
o,85
0,865

0,938
0,937
0,848

25,0
41,0
24,8
15,6

49,8
56,0
27,1

Results of investigations conducted in the apparatus with independent
drive of the agitator and the mixer are presented in Table 3. Uranium
extraction was carried out basing on the acid obrained from Florida
phoaphorite. over the entire range of parameters used in the process,
full phase disengagement was observed.
Discussion of the results

'.lhe centrifugal extractor with independent drive of the centrifuge and
the agitator affords possibilities for complete phase disengagement of
the extraction system used in the experiments-over the investigated
range of parameters. The apparatus of this type,thanks to the ability
of intensifying the centrifuge run, is more advantageous than the type
in which the centrifuge and the agitator are fixed on a common shaft.
In the first type, conditions of the apparatus operation, optimum for
the phase disengagement, were to be found (obtainment of definite emul
sification of the dispersed phase considering the distributive ability
of the centrituge). General efficiency of the extraction results from
the efficiency of three processes: mixing, phase disengagement, and
mass exchange. The applied mixing system enables intensification of the
stirring processes and the time of retention in the mixer should be cho
sen according to the· kinetics of mass transfer. The presented results
show that contact time of phases in the mixer lesser than 3,5 s, and
emulsion dispersion, are insufficient for the extraction to be run intlit
proximity of equilibrium, with the assumption that the calculated equidistribution coefficients are close to real ones. Over the
librium
range oi parameters investigated in the experiments, mass transfer of
uranium in the complex with NPPA, occurred from the compact phase
(phosphoric acid) to drops and no inve·rsion of emulsion was observed.
'.lhe following parameters have a crucial influence on the uranium extrac
tion yield:
- reduction potential of the solution - concentration of the i ntroduced
Fe(II)
- the period between introduction of Fe(II) and completion of the attempts
- phase ratio.
'.lhe carried out investigations proved the possibility of using the cen
trifugal extractors for the process of uranium recovery from wet-pro
cess phosphoric acid.
'.lhe kinetics of extraction conducted in the centrifugal apparatus re
quires, however, further investigation.
Denotations
b
D
n
t
x

-

v- -

z t -

r?f. ---

¢ -

coefficient
equilibrium distribution coefficient
number of stages
temperature
component concentration
flow intensity
variable, parameter
extraction coefficient
general efficiency
extraction efficiency, equation (1)
separation efficiency of the aqueous phase
phase ratio (of the organic to aqueous phase)

Indexes

c - concerns the centrifuge
E - concerns the extract
i,j,u - the n1..111ber of index
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m - concerns the mixer

R - concerns the raffinate
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The elimination of long lived highly radiotoxic nuclides (essentially TRU elements)
from radioactive wastes is of great interest,

since it would make their management

easier and safer.
Among different possible techniques only chemical precipitation and ion exchange
have found more diffused industrial applications.
In

spite

of

considerable

these

applications,

improvements

have

the
to

decontamination factors and volume

problem is

be

reached

far

in

from being

order

to

solved

obtain

and

higher

reductions.

During recent years researches have been addressed in this direction with the aim
to improve
chemical

the performance

precipitation

of inorganic

with

some

more

ion exchangers
sophisticated

( 1) or to couple the
liquid-solid

separation

technique such as the ultrafil tration (2) with sometimes interesting results.
separations due mainly to physical effect�,

But

like coprecipftation or to chemical

reactions, like ion exchange, appear not· to be ·furtherly improved.
improvement,by

taking

advantage of the strong complexing capacity of special chelating substances.

In our opinion it is possible to obtain a substantial

These

substances can capture selectively the radioactive nuclides and form a nonpolar
complex soluble into organic diluents, or simply insoluble in water.
As a consequence, 1 iquid extraction I selective precipitation and, in special cases,
extraction chromatography could give a valid contribution to the problem of' waste
treatment,

as

they

have

4

the

potential

capacity

to

reach

very

elevated

decontamination factors ·( > 10 ).
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Studies on complexing substances expecially prepared for actinides

are in progress

in many laboratories.

In the past years we

have investigated some Tri alkyl aceto hydroxamic

(Alkyl)l-C ( 0)NHOli.

These compounds are powerful complexing agents of Plutonium in acidic
conditions
selectivity,

(0. l-1

M

because

HN03)

and,

in

only Vanadium,

these
Iron,

conditions,

exhibit

an

elevated

Molybdenum, Zir.:onium and Niobium are

complexed.As an example of the performances of typical hydroxamic acid(Tri n Butyl
Aceto Hydroxamic Acid,TBHA),

Table 1 shows its extracting behavior at different

acidities..
Unfortunately the hydroxamic acids show a poor stability in presence of nitrous
acid (which is always in equilibrium in a nitric solution of radioactive ions) and
a practical separative application requires the use of large amounts of nitrous
acid scavengers (urea, hydrazine etc ).
These shortcomings are avoided when the nitric acid is absent.
We have proposed the employ of these compounds to treat the alkaline wastes cor,:ing
from the regeneration of the

solvent utilized in a reprocessing plant using c.•

classical Purex flow-sheet.
These radioactive effluents,responsible f"or important losses of Plutonium, have the
average che'l:dcal composition reported in Table 2.
As

extractant

we have

utilized

the Tri

Butyl

Aceto Hydroxamic Acid

(C H ) -C-C(O)NHOH
4 9 3
This is a solid compound, prepared by an Italian producer (3),
temperature.Its characteristics are given in Table 3.

(TBHA):

ver,Y stable at room

Its chemical and extractive

properties have been deeply investigated and reported elsewhere(4).
A O.lM Tri Butyl Aceto Hydroxamic Acid solution in Di Ethyl

Benzene

(isomers

mixture) and 10% of 1 Octanol has been choosen as extracting organic solution.
The stripping solution is a 0.35M Oxalic Acid buffered at pH 2.2.
The flow-sheet proposed is illustrated in

Fig 1.

This flow-sheet is based on the following considerations:

- From these alkaline liquid wastes,
and the couple Zr95-Nb95.
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hydroxamic acids extract only TRU elements

Frequently,

with aged solutions,

this couple is not

present

and

the

extraction

with

an

hydroxamic

acid

permits

the

selective

separation of the alpha emitters Plutonium ,Americium and Neptunium.
- In these conditions Uranium is not extracted in •account
action of the carbonate ions.
_ Srgo

Ru

106

Cs

extracted by the

134

Cs

137

Sb

12

5, usually present in these effluents, are not

hydroxamic acid.

- A stripping section

with a concentrated

Oxalic Acid

quantitative reextraction of these elements
solution for a

of the antagonistic

solution,

permits

the

and the utilization of the organic

new extraction cycle.

- With a suitable adjustement of the two phases ratios both in the extraction and
in reextraction sections and from the calcination of the oxalic solution,
possible to foresee

it is

a substantial volume reduction.

The main uncertainties of this procedure have been:
- The presence of TBP and of its degradation products in the aqueous wastes could
interfere with the extraction procedure and could generate antagonistic effects
and, as a consequence, lower decontamination factors.
-

In

carbonate

solutions,Plutonium

might

be

present

in

a

hardly

extractable

chemical status (polymerized species) .
- The extraction kinetics, in a carbonate

solution,could be too slow to permit

practical applications.

Discontinuous tests using alkaline wastes,

produced in the La Hague plant,

been carried out. (5)For these tests 15 ml of the aqueous solution,

have ben shaken with the same volume of the organic

composition given in Table 4 1
solution;

after the centrifugation and the

distribution

coefficients

determined. The aqueous
organic solution,

have

having the

for

phases

separation of the two phases,

Plutonium, Ruthenium, and

have been

Antimony

extracted a second

have

time with

the
been

a fresh

in order to verify the overall decontamination factors.;at the

same time the reextraction step has been tested on the charged organic solution,
which has been shaken with the oxalic acid solution.

The results of these tests,given in Table 5,

Jhow that the de�ontamination factors

after two extractions are high and demonstrate the potential advantages of these
techniques,involving the formation of strong complexes,compared to other methods,
based mainly on a physical mechanism or on a .weak and not specific chemical bond.
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On the other side, the reextraction tests permitted to verify the complete recovery
of the alpha activity in the stripping solution.
During these tests the two phases remained clear and no formation of a solid or
liquid third phase has been observed.

Discontinuous and continuous tests. have been carried out wi+-,h

simulated traced

solutions in order to observe the effect of the TBP degradation products on the
decontamination factors and to verify the overall flow-sheet in mini scale mixer
settlers.

The results of these tests (Table 6)have

shown that:

- An elevated decontamination factor can be reached both for alpha

and for beta

gamma emitters.
-

The

Plutonium

traced

solutions

prepared

in

our

laboratory, contain variable

amounts of unextractable nuclide, which decreases the extraction performances at
these experimental conditions.
- Amounts,

greater than 500 mg/1 of the TBP degradation products,

decontamination coefficients.

can affect the

The extraction kinetics is sufficiently fast also

in a carbonate medium.
- The volume reduction reached with mini mixer settlers has been at least 10.
is only a demonst�ative value,
considerably increased;

Thh·

as, with larger mixer settlers, this value can be

the real limitation t.o a very elevated reduction of the

volume,is the saturation of the oxalic solut1on with other metal impurities.
To obtain a further volume reduction it is convenient to envisage a calcination
section

permitting

radionuclides

to

destroy

the

oxalate

complexes

and

to

obtain

the

in an oxide form.

- The organic phase,

before

reutilization, must be washed with water to eliminate

little amounts of oxalic acid equilibrated in

the reextraction section.

A simple equipment is necessary for the treatment,which

can be contained in a hot

cell.Mixer settlers for the extraction,reextraction and solvent regeneration are
foreseen, following the general setup illustrated in Fia.1.
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Tab 1.
Extraction behaviour of hydroxamic Acids.
100 % Extraction with 0.1 M TBHA in Di ethyl benzene

(metal ions in trace at the stable valence state)
Metal

pH of the aqueous solution
1

2

3

4

5

(nitric acid)
6

7

u

Pu

Np

Am
Th
Zr

Fe

Nb
Mo
V
Eu
Ru
Co
Cs

--
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Reference composition of an alkaline solution
obtained by the regeneration section of a
reprocessing plant using TBP.

Table 2.

ilafD.3..................................................................... 0.2 M
Nat-O_i ......................................................................0.1 M
DBP+MBP................................................................ 100rrg,1
Uranium ...................................................................0.5·2 g,1
TAU elements ..........................................................0.5-2mCi (8-30 mg Pu239n)
Fission Products. (Ru/Rh-Zr/Nb-Sb)........... 1-5 mCin (13 activity)

Tab 3.

Characteristics and solubility of the Tri n Butyl Aceto
Hydroxamic Acid {TBHA).

Formula

MW

(nC4H9)3C(O)NHOH

243.4

mmmoles/1
Solvent
-----------------

103
ethyl alcohol
chloroform
440
carbon tetrachlor. 43
benzene
76
62
xylene

alpha free
liquid ..,.,,e,

Fig I.

MP ("C)
132-3

Colorimetric Purity
98%

Solvent

mmoles/1
2
2.1
0.07
insoluble

mesitylene
n heptane
water
1M nitric ac.

NezC03 • 0.2M
NaN03 = 0.1M
DBP/MBP ( 55:45) • 11 Bm9/l
Zr= 10mg/1; RuD lnmn/t
U = 0. Sg/1
vol. t O I

3

vol. 75ml

Flow-sheet and e,cperimental conditions

O•flov r1tt; ct• cont.ct tWT'lt; o/,•phu• r1tio; rpm• mixtr spttd; HS mixtr nttl1r
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Tab 5.

Results of experiments with an alkaline solution of the
La Hague plant (di scontinuous tests}.
OF

Extraction

Residual Activity

P u 2 39+240

First extraction • 100-136 (·)
Second extraction • 1300( '}

0.045-0.06 KBq/ml
0.006 KBq/ml

Pu238
First extraction • 93(•}
Second extraction. 104(•)

0.024 KBq/ml
0.008 KBq/ml

Reextraction
Complete
(no alpha activity into the organic phase)
('} These values are dependent on the initial activity

Table 6. Results of the experiments with simulated traced
solutions.
Extraction in batch
OF
239

Pu
> 100
zr95(Nb95) > 100
Rare Earths > 100
Reextraction
Complete for Pu and Zr
20'¼ for Nb

Extraction in as stages mixer settler
gross alp ha OF

Residual activity

First cycle

variable (depends on the
preparation method)

• 12

Second cycle • 21
Reextraction

Complete for gross alpha
Volume reduction
> 10

(depends on the total ions extracted
and on the equi�ent size)
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EXTRACTION

Trut,d V,stu

Fig 2.

Experimental setup

P•pump; A,8,C,D • ,�1'"9 points;HS• mix,r s•ttl,r.
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Alk•lin• Liquid
Y,stu

Preconcentration of Uranium

by Membrane

Extraction

with

Di-2-ethylhexylphosphoric

Acid
F.MaccSlek, P.Rajec, Vu Ngoc Anh, V.�eh61:ek,
Department of Nuclear Chemistry,
Comenius University, 842 15 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

The separation of uarnium by liquid membranes was developed both for supported ( 1-3]

and emulsion (4-12] membranes containing a complexing carrier for uranium species. As
the carrier various solvating and chelating agents were used : di-2-ethylhexylphospharic

acid, DEHPA [3-6,9, 10,12,13] ,trioctylphosphine oxide, TOPO [12] and their mixtures (4,
6,7] , tertiary amines, TOA [1] , KELEX R100 [5,8-10,12] , 8-hydroxyquinoline [8,11] and
LIX R 63 (7].

In our previous works [8-10) we demonstrated that the emulsion liquid membranes would

be efficient, If such the composition

of membrane and internal (stripping)

solution Is

chosen, when a soluh, Is obtained mainly In the Inner solution and the membrane extrac

tion Is equivalent to several (N) stages of extraction with the membrane solvent alone.
In this respect the membrane extraction by the emulsion of 0.18-0.36 M DEHPA and

0.05-0.09 M TOPO with 5-8 M H PO and FeCI (4,6] or by 0.015-0.18 M DEHPA with
3 4
2
0.1-2 M HNO (13] gives multiplication factor N about 3.5 In the first case and hardly
3
exceeds unity In t�e last systems. It was obtained that the emulsions with TOPO and
TOA do not suit well for membrane extraction because of rapid proton transfer between

the Internal and feed solutions (8-10) which occurs even in absence of the solvating car

rier (12] • As the most perspective for uranium pertraction, there were substantiated

the systems with DEHPA carrier in dodecane and 1-2.5 M H SO or H PO as the en
2 4
3 4
capsulated stripping agents (12]. The emulsions with sulfuric acid, as the less diffunding

strippant, were preferred for uranium leach solutions [5] while those with phosphoric a
cid were chosen and examined far treatment of large-volume analytical samples.
goal consisted In a rapid,
about 100-500.

Experimental

Our

single-step preconce�tration of 20-50 I samples with a factor

The advantages of membrane extraction

as a preconcentrotlon technique were investi

gated In the three-phase systems : acidic water solutions (phase I, feed) - DEHPA In

dodecane (phase M, membrane) - H PO solution (phase II, strlppant). The preparation
3 4
of the emulsions and extraction In double emulsion systems, as well as other experimen
tal details hove been reported elsewhere [8,10,13, 14]. Kinetic measurements were made

In a 1000 ml cylindre provided with a four-blade agitator, modeling a head of pilot pre

concentration column (14). At appropriate time Intervals the agitation was stopped and
after a short-time settling the samples were withdrawn and analysed

for uranium conI-363

tent spectrophotometrically

by Arsenazo III. To establish uranium distribution ,

when

necessary, the emulsion was broken In external field of electric spark of a vacuum tes
ter.
Results and Discussion
The pertraction af phosphoric acid from 0.1 M inner solution to 0.1 M NaCl outer solu

v 11 : VM : v1 = 5 : 5 : 100, · through the membrane consisting
from n-dodecane and 3 % SPAN 80 and SPAN 85 (2: 1) emulgator, proceeded with a

tion, at a volume ratios

half-time about 115 min, I.e. It Is close to that of perchloric acid in the series [12] :

HNO < H Po4 , HCIO4 < HCI << H so4. Tho·ugh the permeation may become
2
3
3
a source of trouble at technol ogical applications, we believed that it would not be a
problem In the analytical preconcentration, with a part of phosphoric acid going to raf
finate. Hence, all the results were obtained with 2.5 M H PO as a strip acid In Inter
3 4
nal solution. No advantage was found In application of DEHPA + TOPO synergestlc mix
tures used earlier [4,6] because TOPO Increases the proton transfer dramatically.
A summary of the data taken· from batch experiments ls given In Table 1. A comparison
of the yields obtained at relatively low DEHPA concentrations shows that the membrane
extraction ls sufficient to meet the efficiency demands at various and typical composi
tion of feed solutlpns (salinity, pH) ond OEHPA concentration In membrane.
At the first approximation, the kinetics of the process, expressed as a function of the
yield of recovery (R) vs. time follows, at o large pertractlon factor, the equation (9):
v1 log (1-R) = -k' t
(1)
where v ls the volume of outer solution and k' ls an apparent rate constant. Varying
1
v1 within the ratio r1 v1 / VM = 20 : 1 to 200 : 1, the valu; k' = 1.33 +_ 0.30 s1
was obtained for the systems with 0.005 M DEHPA and 6.7x10· M uranium In feed of

·J

batch experiments (Flg.1). At the low carrier concentrations, howev.er, the pertractlon
proceeds, at least from the start, In a regime of saturation of the DI.lier Interface with
uranium, which can be approximated by a Langmuir type Isotherm [ 15] and Instead of
Eq.( 1) there is

a mixed

first-

and

zero-order kinetics given by a Langmulr-Hlnshel

wood type equation [15]

(2)
where

k

ratio

of

h Is a hydrodynamlcally dependent rate constant, D ls a maximal distribution
ls the Omolar ratio of uranium and
uranium at the outer boundary and q
0
DEHPA (q = 2 cU V / c
) • This change of first-order
,
1
DEHPA VM r1 = VM / VI
0
kinetics, Indicated by Flg.2, should be obvious for a stolchlometrlcally low (substolchlo
metrlc) carrier concentrations when the capacity of emulsion ls ensured by the Inter
nal stripping solution.
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Because the systems met both static, economic and dynamic demands [15] for a success
ful performance in column conditions, the emulsions were applied for preconcentratlon
of uranium spiked

water solutions . For the somples of 10 - 50 litres, passed through a

pilot column [14] the desired results were obtained - Table 2.

The fact that uranium

can be concentroted with about 98 % yield from 50 I volumes within 4 hours and by a
preconcentratlon factor about 300, ls of a great Importance for radiochemical analysis
and encouraging for uranium recovery from low-grade sources,
It confirms therefore that the membrane extraction has tremendous potential as a rapid
technique for preconcentratlon of uranium and other elements, and theoretical precondi
tions of the flrst-approxlmatlan models of the process pseudo-equilibrium and dynamics
were verified at the carrier con centrations where no solvent extraction would occur
to a considerable extent. The only practical limitations of the process ensue from inter
facial phenomena and rheological properties of the emulsions applied.
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TABLE .1. Membrane extraction of uranium in botch conditions (volume ratio feed to membrane = 10 : 1)
Liquid membrane : dl-2-ethylhexyl-phosphoric acid (DEHPA) + 3 % SPAN 80 in n-dodecane
Internal solution
Feed
No

solution

: 2.5 M
: 6.7x10

PO , volume ratio r = 1
� 4
11
M uranium In 0.01 M HNO and various concentration of NaCl
3

DEHPA in membrane
-3
(mol.dm )

NaCl in feed
3
(mol.dm- )

Time
(min)

log (1-R)

uranium

In membrane (%)

content

in stripping (%)

0.0

0.100

10

-2.39

17.6

82.1

2

0.5

0.1

10

-2.44

19.2

80.1

3

1.0

0.1

10

-2.54

18.7

80.0

4

2.0

0.1

10

-2.53

15.2

84.1

5

1.0

0.1

10

-1.20
90.9

Na

so
2 4

6

0.0

0.05

10

-2.41

8.7

7

0.5

0.05

10

-2.66

8.7

91.0

8

1.0

0.05

10

-2.61

9.9

89.6

9

0.05

0.05

10

-2.45

8.6

91.0

10

0.0

0.01

10

-2.69

1.8

98.0

11

0.5

0.01

10

-2.34

3.5

96.2

12

1.0

0.01

10

-2.31

4.3

95.2

13

2.0

0.01

10

-2.53

3.7

95.7
94.0

14

2.5

15

0.0

16

0.5

NaNO

3

0.01

10

-2.34

5.5

0.005

10 (20)

-0.86 (-1.93)

0.9

98.8

0.005

10 (20)

-0.65 (-1.69)

0,9

98.9

17

2.0

0.005

10 (20)

-0.83 (-2.27)

1.2

98.5

18

2.5

0.005

10 (20)

-1.39 (-1.99)

1.5

98.2

TABLE 2.

Membrane extraction of uranium In dynamic conditions of

0.01 M DEHPA + 4 % SPAN 80 In n-dodecone

Internal solution

2.5

(a) 10 3 ml, (b)

Feed solution
No

Feed volume
3

(dm )

2
3

4

5
6

5

15

25
35

45

25

a pilot preconcentrotlon column.

Liquid membrane

52

ml

M H Po , volume ratio r11 =
4
3
3
: 1 M NaCl solution spiked with uranium, flow rote 12 dm /hour

Uranium

3

(mol.dm- )

6
7.56x106
2.52xl06
1.52x1o6
1.08x106
0.94x107
7.56x10-

Time
(min)

Final volume
of internal
solution

(ml)

Final concen
trotlon of
H Po (M)
4
3

Material
balance of
H Po (%)
3
4

Concentration
factor
of uranium

Yield
(%)

25
75

13 3 °
a
152

1.87

- 3.4

38

-6.2

99

82.3

1.59

125

170 °

1.46

- 3 .6

147

10 3

175

220 °
a
152
b
70

1.10

-6.0

159

102

1.66

-2.0

3 00

97.6

225
125

357

87.0

9 3.0
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The Influence of Plate Surfaces on the Hydrodynamics of Pulsed Plate Columns

W Batey, S J Lonie, P J Thompson, J D Thornton, Caithness/UK

Introduction

Pulsed plate liquid-liquid ext.ruction columns arc being used increasingly in the
nuclear industry for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuels.

The growing

interest in this field has led to a study being carried out at the Oounreay Nuclear
Establishment (DNE) into the hydrodynamic behaviour of two immiscible liquids in a
pulsed column in the absence of mass transfer.
hydrodynamic characteristics of a pulsed column.

Many factors influence· the
Surface effects at liquid-liquid

interfaces and liquid-solid boundaries influence the behaviour of the equipment.
Va1�iations in column geometry, materials of construction, and operating conditions
can dramatically change column performance.

In order to obtain a full understanding

of the behaviour of droplets in a pulsed column it was decided to examine at ONE
both the motion of the droplets in a second immiscible liquid phase and to study the
effects of changing flowrates, pulse velocities and surface properties.
Furthermore, an attempt has been made to obtain non-empirical correlations between
the various measured parameters.

( 1, 2) .

Equipment

The column consisted of three 3 ft sections of 3 in diameter precision bore
borosilicate glass pipeline fitted with 3 ft settling sections at each end.

The

sieve or nozzle plates were spaced at 2 in intervals in each of the three main
column sections and were manufactured from Ya in stainless steel sheetj each sieve
plate was drilled with Ya in holes set in a triangular pitch to give a free area of
25% whereas in the nozzle plates, with the same diameter, free area and perforation
size, each perforation came from a nozzle of .base 0.23 in at an angle of 54.2 ° to
the plate surface.

The column was air-pulsed in the usual way by applying a fluctuating air pressure to
a 1 in diameter leg connected to the bottom of the column.

The pulse waveform was

monitared over a range of freqt.lencies and amplitudes by means of an electrical
conductivity probe located in the top 1 iquid-1 iquid interface.

The pressure drop

across the pulse leg was adjusted until the waveforms were sinusoidal.

Droplet sizes were recorded photographically for a range of flowrates, pulse
frequencies and amplitudes both below and at the flooding-point.

Several hundred

droplets were measured during each run and the mean volumn-surface diameter, d
vs'
computed.
In all instances the droplet size distribution approximated closely to a
Gaussian form.
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The extraction system employed was either 3M aqueous nitric acid with 20% TBP/0K as
the dispersed phase or, in the reverse mode, with an aqueous 3M nitric acid
dispersed phase.

The two phases were equilibrated before use.

The pulse column was operated using sieve plates under two sets of wetting
conditions.

Initially the column packing was constructed from stainless steel

plates which had been degreased and washed in water.
these conditions the plates were termec.l
wetting by the organic solvent.

When the column was run under

"clean" and there was very little plate

With time, however, if not cleaned, the plates

accumulated organic material on to their surfaces so that the wetting properties
changed and then the plates were considered to be in the "aged" condition.

In order to operate the column under solvent phase continuous conditions, it was·
necessary to install nozzle plates, with the nozzles pointing downwards in t�e
direction of the dispersed aqueous phase flow.

Under these conditions a certain

amount of plate wetting by the dispersed aqueous phase was unavoidable.

When tht;

nozzle plates were used in the same configuration but under aqueous phase continuous
operation it became apparent that a layer of solvent, trapped below each plate by
the protruding nozzles, affected the drops as they rose through the column: the
undersides of the plates behaved as though they were wetted to some extent by the
dispersed phase.

Dro plet Behaviour
For a pulsed column· of given geometry, employing feed liquors of constant physical
properties with no mass transfer occurring, the mean droplet size is governed by a
dynamic equilibrium between the various mechanisms of droplet formation and droplet
coalescenct.

Thus hold-ups, pulse velocity and the surface properties of the

perforated plates and column walls will determine the mean droplet size and droplet
characteristic velocity.

These factors are discussed in turn below:

Variation of Droplet Size with Holdup

The variation of the mean droplet size with holdup at selected pulse velocities and
plate surface conditions was plotted graphically and it was found that there was no
relationship between droplet size and holdup when (fA)
continuous conditions.

When, however,

(fA)

20 mm/s under aqueous phase

20 mm/s a. 'straight line relationship of

the form
d

VB

= c + mx •••..••.••...••.•...•.••••.• l

was obtained where c and m are constants.

The constant "! is a measure of the rate

of change of droplet size with hold-up and the constant c is in the intercept of
this line with the ordinate in the limiting condition x-> 0.

For x-> 0, coalescence

between droplets may be nealected so that the constant c represents the mean droplet
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size in the absence of coalescence, that is, the characteristic droplet size, d 0
Thus equation 1 can be written as:
d
where d 0

vs

d0

+ mx ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2

vs

is the value obtained at the ir;ttercept of the line as x->0.

vs
values of d 0

vs

The absolute

and m will be dependent upon the pulse characteristics, the physical

vs
properties of the system employed, column geometry and plate wetting characteristics
( see Table l).

Variation of Droplet Size with Pulse Velocity

On physical grounds it �ay be expected that as the mathematical limit (fA)->- is
approached, d

will tend to a small but finite value. The other limit as (fA)� 0
vs
cannot be achieved as a small pulse energy must be present before a pulse column can
operate.

If the lower limit is taken to be the point where the value of (fA) is just

sufficient to maintain column operation, the droplet size would approach a maximum
value.

If the shape of the curve between these two limits is assumed to be

exponential, a logarithmic plot of d O
negative gradient.

versus (fA) should give a straight 1 ine of
vs
Figure 1 shows such a plot and it may be seen that the values of

d0
fit well on the line under aqueous continuous conditions apart from those
vs
obtained at low pulse velocities using clean plates. A similar exponential dependence
of column HTU values on (fA) has been reported previously (3).
Droplet Characteri;1tic Velocity and Droplet Size
If a link can be established between the droplet characteristic velocity V0 and the
mean droplet size d , dispersed phase holdup and hence specific interfacial area
vs
could then be estimated from a knowledge of the droplet size. Conversely, the droplet
size could be calculated from measurements of the characterisitic velocity.

Thus

since holdup and droplet characteristic velocity are related through the holdup
equation

�.�
X

(1

1 - X

-r) v,

(1 - x) ....•.. 3

and
+ mx ..••....•.•..• , .•......•• 2
d
= d0
VS
VS
it is only necessary to establish the form of the function

V,

= f(d

) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4

v6

This has been the subject of a separate study at DNE and will be published elsewhere.
The argument, however, may be summarised as follows: a single droplet in infinite
media will travel under the influence of gravity with a velocity U so that
U = f' (d'

vs

) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5
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The form of this function will depend upon a number of facto:--s including the physical
properties of the system and the droplet size.

If it is assumed that the droplets are

small and approximate in behaviour to solid spheres, the functional dependence of U
will be given by the usual drag co-efficient - Reynolds number relationships
vs
for solid particles.

upon d 0

In the present work, when the column operated in the dispersion regime, the droplets
were small and had Reynolds number generally below 50 so that droplet motion can be
approximated by the Intermediate Law, so that
u""' (d'

VS

1 14
..••..•..•.••..••••••••••• 6
i :

The velocity U is thus the velocity that a droplet would have if it travelled in an
In a plate column, however, the droplet motion

unimpeded manner as in a spray column.

is hindered to a certain extent by impact with the plates and so the observed droplet
It has been found that the ratio (V 0 /U) is

velocity, V0 , is somewhat less than U.

substantially constant over a wide range of' operating conditions at a value of
approximately 0.94 so that

V, = 0.94U
that is, 'v0 w<.... U ..c. (d 0

VB

1

) '

14

............ 7

in Fig 2 for the case wher� the solvent was the dispersed
vs
phase and the data lie well on a straight line through the origin with the ex ;eption

V0 is plotted versus d

0

of the measurements for cleaned plates where anomalous droplet sizes were encour.t:ered.
The fact that the c,urve is linear indicates that, within experimental accuracy, th:�
exponent on d 0

ifj 1.00 as opposed to 1.14 predicted by the Intermediate Law. Thus
vs
the latter represents a close approximation to droplet motion in this Reynolds number

range.

The above discussion is restricted to the situation where no appreciable d�oplet
coalescence occurs due to plate wetting or to i
, nterfacial turbulence accompanying mass
transfer4

In the latter case, a more sophisticated treatment is called for and the

reader is :-eferred to a later publication (4).

Droplet Characteristic Velocity
A logarithmi·c plot of V0 versus (fA) for aqueous phase continuous conditions (Fig 3)
indicated that much larger values of

V0

were achieved when using clean sieve plates

than when using aged sieve plates or nozzle plates at a given pulse velocity.

This

was attributed to large!' mean droplet sizes associated with enhanced coalescence.

Conclusions
Under comparable pulsing conditions, the mean droplet sizes produced by clean sieve
plates were significantly larger than those obtained with aged plates, an effect which
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is associated with the different surface characteristics of the two types of plate.
The corresponding values of the droplet characteristic velocity were also larger in
the case of clean plates indicating that the column had a higher 1 imi ting throughput
in this instance.

These findings may well account for the progressive deterioration

in column performance with time which has been observed previously by numerous
workers.

When clean nozzle plates were installed in Lhe column wi t.h Lhe nozzles downwards, that
is, pointing towards the dispersed phase entry point, the column performance
approximated closely to that observed with aged sieve plates.

This is thought to be

due to the masking of the underside of the trays by a thin layer of coalesced solvent
so that the contact angles of the upstream plate surfaces no longer played a
significant role in determining the mean droplet size of the column.

The variation of droplet size with pulse velocities greater than 20 mm/s was
attributed to the fact that at lower pulse velocities a high proportion of the
droplets coalesce and reform at the plate sur!'ace whereas at higher values
interdroplet coalescence governs droplet size, with large holdups leading to a higher
probability of droplet interactions.
Under aqueous phase continuous conditions, a negative exponential relationship was
found to relate droplet characteristic velocity (ii,) to pulse velocity ( fA).
Futhermore, a plot of droplet characteristic diameter against droplet characteristic
velocity gave a str'aight line through the origin.
.

The droplets were eStimated to have

Reyno;cts numbers corresponding to thos..e in the intermediate law range and thus the
relationship between droplet size and droplet velocity involves an exponent on d 0
Within the errors involved in calculating V0 and d 0

1.14.

vs
from the experimental

vs
data, the experimental exponent of 1.0 is in good agreement with the theoretical
result.
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Values of d 0

VS

obtained for 3M nitric acid/20% TBP/0K.

Plate Condition

Clean sieve

Aged sieve

Nozzle
Nozzle
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Continuous Phase

Aqueous

Aqueous

Aqueous
Solvent

fA

d'

mm/s

mm

vs

ll.22

2.75

12.66

2.75

18.36

0.89

22.44

0.96

11.22

1.34

12.66

1.38

18.36

1.07

22.44

o. 73

12.80

1.36

24.00
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LOGARITHMIC PLOT OF DROPLET CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY
VS PULSE VELOCITY-AQUEOUS CONTINUOUS DATA.

The Desi5n, Operation and Performance of a Pulsed Column Pilot Plant
for Fast Reactor Fuel Rep rocessing
J.A. Jenkins*, D.11. Logsdail, E. Lyall, P.E. Myers
A pilot plant is being operated to study the performance of pulsed
columns for the system uranyl nitrate/nitric acid (UN/ttN03)-20% tri-n-butyl
phosphate in odourless kerosene (TBl'/OK}.
It is part of a development
programme on pulsed columns leading to the detat.led specification of the
equipment required for reproc�•slng faat r�actor type fuels. The objective•
are to measure the throughput capacity of the columns for a variety of
flowsheet conditions, to study the effect of scaling up column diameter on U
mass transfer performance and to provide the hyd,:aul le and mass transfer data
required to develop and validate a dynamic simulation model of pulsed
columns.
The pilot plant can accommodate up to four air-pulsed columns, each
with plated heighta of JOm and internal diameters ranging from 25 to 200mm,
In the present arrangement there are 25 and 50mm diameter columns for compound
extraction and scrub, and SO and 100mm diameter columns for stripping,
Uranium product solutions are recycled via a kerosene wash and concentration
in an evaporator.
The TBP/OK is washed with alkali and dilute nitric acid
solutions prior to recycling.
Samples of the aqueous and organic phases, and measurements of liquid
pressure and temperature, can be taken at regular intervals along each column.
Optical cells are fitted at intervals to the outside of the columns to
facilitate photography of the liquid-liquid dipersion •.
The paper describes in detail the plant design and operation,
particularly the experimental methods to measure the performance of the
colU1Rns.
Illustrative data on the profiles of U and HN03, temperature,
dispersed-phase hold-up and drop size are given, and the ways in which they
are used to fulfil the experimental objectives are explained,

Mr. J.A. Jenkins
Chemical Engineering Division
B,351. JS, AERE

ttarwell, Oxfordshire OXI I ORA
United Kingdom

As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986 the deadline for
printing this book, 1-,e only print the short abstract of ctie paper.
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EFFICIENCY OF CONTACTORS*

D. A. Orth, F. R. Graham, and D. L. Holt, E. I. du Pont de Nemoura and Company,
Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, South Carolina 29808
INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of any type of solvent extract ion equipment, in terms of losses,
purity of products, and throughput, depends on the effectiveness of contact and
disengagement of the two phases, and on kinetic exchange rates. Many studies on
mixer-settlers, includin,t a large number reported at ISEC's, have considered the
relations of mixer configuration anct othlir mixing parameters to dropl(•t size, phase
coalescence. and transfer of solute between phases. TI1e droplet sizes determine
interfacial area, which is a paramount factor in determining the transfer of solute
between phases and the efficiency of the contact. The droplet size al6o determines
the coalescence characteristics and the degree of entrainment from a given settling
system. Kinetic factors for equilibration of extractable species both between and
within the aqueous and organic phases can cause substantial differences between the
performance of rapid contactors and other types.
Information on these factors and their application is the expected result from
current. studies on Savannah River Plant (SRP) contactors. The Savannah River Plant
has reported on the operation of mixer-settlers end a centrifugal contactor for the
Purex process and several other tributylphosphate-based processes.1, 2 , 3 The
mixer-settlers were developed in the 19S0's at SRP and have been operated with no
modifications since that time. Because of time constraints during the initial
development, the units were not fully optimized for max'imum efficiency or
flexibility. After an acceptable design was established to meet the requirements,
further development was curtailed.
In 1966, short-residence centrifugal contactors replaced the Purex lA mixer-settler
bank. The desirability of improved decontamination of product streams and increased
capacity has led to the present studies on impeller effects in mixer-settlers• and
kinetic effects in the centrifugal contact ors.

SUMMARY
The Savannah River Plant has two separations plants that began Purex operations in
1954 and 1955 with pump-mix mixer-settlers· as contactors to process nuclear fuels.
The only changes to the extraction equipment were replacement of most of the mixer
settlers in one plant with larger units in 1959, and the further replacement of the
large lA bank with a bank of rapid-contact centrifugal contactors in 1966. Improved
performance of the old units has become highly desirable, and an experimental
program is underway.
Good .contact between the phases, and adequate settling without entrainment of the
opposite phase are required for high efficiency operation of the mixer-settlers.
Factors that determine efficiency are mixer design, drop size generated, and phase
coalescence properties. The original development work and accumulated plant data
confirm that the tip speed of a given impeller design determines the throughput
capacity and extraction performance. An experimental unit with three full-scale
stages has been constructed and is being utilized to test different impeller
designs; reduced pumping and better mixing with lower speeds appear to be the key
factors for improvement.
Decontamin.ation performance of the rapid-contact centrifugal contactors is limited
by the number of scrub contacts and the time of contact because of slowly
equilibrating fission product species. When; solvent degradation is not a factor,
the longer scrub contact of mixer-settlers gives better decontamination than the
centrifugals. This kinetic effect can be overcome with long scrub contacts that
follow the initial short extraction and short scrub contacts in the centrifugal
contactors. A hybrid experimental unit with both rapid contact sections and longer
contact acrub sections is under development to establish the degree of improvement
that might be attained.

*

The information contained in this article was developed during the course of work
under Contract No. DE-AC09-76SR0000J with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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DISCUSSION
Mixing llelatioaahipa
The relations between mixing conditions, approach to equilibrium, and entn1inment
have received extensive study. The two most significant correlations proposed are
N3o 2 and tip speed, Il ND, where N is rotation rate and D is impeller diameter.
Constant N 3 D 2 is considered to give constant power per unit mass of solution and to
be the proper relation to use in scaling similar configurations for equivalent
mixing intensity. Tip speed has been suggested as a primary, determinant of drop
size, through the effect on turbulence around the impeller. Drop size in turn
affects the settlinA tlme .ind dcy,r;c of entrainment in a given system.
ISEC '71 has several related studies on mixing conditions, drop size, emulsion
properties, and settling characteristics, with a variety of correlations between
thes� variables and impeller rotation rate and diameter. 4,�,,; , 7 A few of the
many other studies also can be cited.·�, 9 , lO The differences really are small
with drop size or settling rate correlations with N and D in the range of N l .0 to
N l .S and oO.S to o l .O, with some other relations also proposed. Additionally,
coalescence rate in some correlations is c;ited as dependent only on the flow rate of
the dispersed phase per unit area of coalescing surface. However, drainage of the
continuous phase from the emulsion band also is cited as a flow counter to the
settling path of the dispersed phase droplets that also must affect emulsion band
characteristics.
A more recent, very pertinent study, which includes a review of much other work, is
on the interfacial area generated under different mixing conditions with water and
several organic materials. 11 Experimental variables included the volume fraction of
dispersed phase, tank size, impeller size, impeller speed, and fluid properties of
the phases.
The simple results of the tests were that the interfacial area was
primarily dependent upon the tip speed among the mechanical mixing variables, with
little separate il\fluence of power per unit volume,
The dependence is nearly
linear. The Sauter mean diameter of drops in a distribution is equivalent to a drop
that has the same surface to volume ratio as the dispersed phase as a whole and is
inversely proportiopal to the interfacial area. Hence, the mean drop size also is
nearly linearly (in �ersely) dependent on the tip speed.
The relation to mixer-settler operation is straightforward. The interfacial area
will determine the approach to equilibrium in an extraction operation, an4 the
interfacial area depends on the tip speed. Further, drop size will determine the
settling time and the degree of entrainment with a given settler design, and drop
size again depends on tip speed.
SRP Mixer-Settler• and Mixing Variables
Three sizes of mixer-settlers were involved in the original SRP development work.
The banks for the original Purex installations that started operating in 1954 and
1955 were pump-mix units with impeller diameters of 12. 7 and 17.8 cm.12, 13 The
impellers act as centrifugal pumps to move the aqueous phase. In 1959, so-called
"Jumbo" banks with 22.9 cm impellers replaced the original banks in one of the Purex
plants.13 The other Purex plant was converted to processing enriched uranium
normally and also was utilized for processing thorium, uranium-233, irradiated
plutonium, and other special feed materials.
The development work confirmed by plant op�ration was that the pump-mix design gave
good operation for losses and entrainment over ·a limited range of solution
throug hput rates. Higher impeller speeds necessary to pump the heavy aqueous phase
at higher rates generate finer drops that do not settle in the reduced time, and
that result in increased entrainment and lower efficiency. Substantially lower than
normal impeller speeds give inadequate phase contact, hence low efficiency again.
At high throughput rates, the upper and lower limits on impeller speed converge.
· Near the throughput limit, the operable impeller speed range is relatively few
revolutions per minute.
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Plant data showed early that decontamination and losses are affected differently by
impeller speed.
In the scrub section of a bank, for example, impurities in the bulk
organic phase are to be back-extracted into a small volume of dispersed droplets of
aqueous phase, an unfavorable geometric arrangement for transfer. The dispersion
conditions in the scrub section that give adequate contact without excessive mixing,
with the consequent entrainment of the scrub solution, are likely to be different
from the conditions in the extraction section that give good efficiency and low
losses of product. Analogous conditions may exist where the organic phase is the
scrubbing section. The result is that the same impeller spe'ed and .impeller design
generally are not good where different flow ratios exist in the same bank.
The total flow of both phases appears to be a si�nificant measure of coalescence
rate pe_r unit area for the SRP units. The original development work showed that the
defined cutoff of 3% entrainment of aqueous in organic was reached at the same
impeller speed for the same total flow for a wide range of flow ratios. 1 2, 13 This
would give a constant total disengaging rate per unit area at a given impeller
speed, but a large variation in disengaging rate if based on the dispersed phase
only. Additionally, the experimental data discussed in the next paragraph also
presents a reasonable grouping based on total flow of the mixed phase, but a wider
spread when considered on ,the bases of the separate phases. Logically the continu
ous phase must have some e�fect on the settling rate of the dispersed phase since it
must drain from the emulsio'll �ounter to the movement of the dispersed drops, as
noted previously.
\
Experience in entrainment and �fficiency with three different sized banks and
impellers in Purex, enriched ur�h.ium processing, Thorex, and other programs can be
examined in terms of disengaging rate per unit settling area and impeller speed.
Limits on performance can be based on both excess entrainment or' on serious· loss of
efficiency, as measured by losses or contamination of end streams. Given in Table 1
are the specific areal flows of the combined phases, the tip speeds of the different
sized impellers, and the observed r�sult. A graph (Figure l) of the data cOmpares_
the different limiting flows and the tip speeds. These data cover wide variations
in solution properties that influence mixing and settling in the different
processing systems. These varying properties include densities and viscosities as
well as substantial differences in observed interfacial tensions between the aqueous,
and organic phases 8s a result of solvent degradation products and different
tributylphosphate (TBP) strengths. The data spread is large, but much smaller than
when based on dispersed phase settling only.
The general relations provide some guidance for the experimental work. Flow
capacity, as set by entrainment or efficiency with the present centrifugal
impellers 11 increases as the impeller speed decreases. The obvious approach is to
modify the impellers so that they mix better at slower speeds and still pump
adequately. Some of the early development work, after startup and too late for
implementation, showed that appreciable improvement might be m8de with relatively
simple modifications.11+ To explore impeller effects, a three-stage plant-scale
experimental unit has been constructed with transparent walls and top to allow
observation of the mixing and settling zones. The results of the test work in
progress will be presented at the conference.

l.inetic Effect• on Performance
The rate of exchange of solutes between phases is influential in losses of valuable
products and in purity of the products. In Purex and related tributylphosphate
processes, the extraction rates of uranium, plutonium, and other actinide products
are quite rapid. Hence, short contact times with reasonable contacting efficiency
can attain low losses in the extraction banks at times as short as 10 to 15 seconds
per stage, as in the SRP centrifugal cont actors.
The fission products that limit decontamination are ruthenium and zirconium.
Ruthenium specifically has many different ionic species in both aqueous and organic
phase, includ�ng a whole family of nitrato-nitrosyl ruthenium compounds, with slow
equilibration between these species, as attested to by many studies. Zirconium also
appears to have slower extraction rates than plutonium and uranium. It is proposed
that slow conversion of hydrolyzed and polymeric zirconium species are responsible
for the rates. 15
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TABLI! 1.

Limiting Settling Condition,
Emulsion

Disengaging

Mixer-Settler Service

Observation

1.

IA, Large Purex,
Extraction

Emulsions,
losses

2.

18, Large Purex,
Partition

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

IC, Large Purex,
Strip

u

!AW

U stream.

13.9-12. 7

419-407

Gross entrainment,

28.2
21. 2
22.2
19. 5

287
263
293
287

17. 2

275

decontamination.

27. I

226

Entrainment, scrub
section only.

14.0

249

9.1

139

6.9
8.6

363
353

9.4

422

11. 3

226

17.8

266

p,. loss to organic

both aqueous and

organic end
streams.

2A Small Purex,
2nd Pu Extraction

High losses, low

ment in IEW
organic.

2B, Small Purex,
2nd Pu Strip

Aqueous entrainment in 2BW

IE, Small Purex,
2nd U Strip

Aqueous entrain-

IA, Small
Enriched u,

cm/sec
383

Aqueous entrain-

Strip

Impeller
Tip Speed,

14. 7

IE, Large Purex,

u

Extraction
9.

Rate
ml/min/cm 2

organic.

ment in IEW
organic.
!AW losses

increased,
decontamination
dee r�ased.

2A, Small Np,
Extraction

2AW losses

10.

IA, Small Thorex,
Extraction

Emulsions

11.

1B, Small Thorex,
Partition

Aqueous entrainment in organic.

I7. 2
19. 3

283
266

12.

28, Small Thorex,
Th Strip

End stream
entrainment.

19.8

233

�:
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Impeller diameters are 22.9 cm on large banks, 17.8 cm on small lE bank, and
12.7 cm on all other small banks.
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Limiting Settling Rates

Short-residence centrifugal contactors replaced the large Purex mixer-settlers in

1966 a s part o f a P.rogram t o reduce solvent degradation effecta. Th e units solved
the degradation problem, but brought a new fission product eXtraction pattern that

was assigned to kinetic effects.3 It was proposed that decontamination performance
might be improved by combining rapid extraction and scrubbing. followed by slow

scrubbing. The rapid contact would recover the uranium and plutonium produced and
separate the bulk of the fission products; the slow scrubbing would allow
equilibration and back extraction of the small amount of ruthenium and zirconium
carried through the centrifugal scrub stages. ·The results of an experimental
program are expected to be equally applicable to high TBP Purex flowsheeta and low
TBP flowaheets for recovery of enriched uranium.

Separate teat1 with laboratory-scale centrifugal contactors and mixer-1ettler1 were
made as a preliminary step to the testing of hybrid extraction equi pment.
Decontamination factors for zirconium were determined in center-fed 16-atage
centrifugal contactors and mixer-settler units with an enriched uranium recovery
flowsheet utilizing 7.'5% TBP. The feed solution was chemically the same as plant
feed, with a one-thousandth aliquot of plant feed to provide zirconium tracer.
In
one pair of runs, a portion of the regular plant solvent with its accompanying
degradation products was added to the laboratory solvent. The results are shown in
Table 2. The longer scrubbing time of the mixer-settlers gave distinctly better
decontamination in series 1 and 2. Increased temperatures gave better
decontamination with both mixer-settlers and centrifugals; the benefits of increased
temperature have long been noted. Decontamination decreased markedly when plant
solvent was added; more in the mixer-settler run than in the centrifugal run, but
the mixer-settler still was the better of the two.
Hore experimental facilitie1 have been constructed with both short and long contact
stages. The system should resolve the combined effect of short contact during
extraction and initial scrubbing, which should reduce the formation of solvent-bound
zirconium species, and long contact in additional scrub stages. The equi pment ha1 a
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mini-centrifugal bank of 16 extraction stages that can be divided between extraction
and acrub 1tages as desired and 12 mini-mixer-settler scrub stages. The residence
times are 5-30 seconds per stage in the centrifugal bank and 3-5 minli.tes per stage
in the mixer-settlers. The results of the test work in progress will be reported at
the conference.
TABLE 2.

Scrubbing Time and Decontaaination

Feed Solution:

5 g/L U, 1.4 M HN03 , I. 5 M Al(N0 3)3

Radioactive Spike:

l/1000 volume addition of plant feed solution;

Temperature
n °c

Zr-95 Decontamination Factor
Centrifugal Contactor Mixer-Settler
70

50 ° c
50 0 c·(with Plant Solvent spike)

370

130

820

110-140

180
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The Effect of Phase Ratio on Pulse Column Capacity for a High Volume/Low
Uranium Concentration System
T. A. Todd, A.
Falls,

ID

L.

Olson, Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company, Inc., Idaho

USA

INTROOUCTION
The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) is a reactor fuel reprocessing
facility which uses a variation of the PUREX solvent extraction process for the
recovery of fissionable material from spent reactor fuel elements.

Total

dissolution of spent reactor fuel elements at ICPP results in large dissolver
product solution volumes with very low heav� metal concentrations.

Heavy metal

is extracted from the aqueous dissolution product using 6 to 30 volume percent
tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) in a n-dodecane diluent.

Pulse columns are used to

contact the aqueous dissolution product with solvent.
An upgrade of solvent extraction systems at ICPP required that pulse column
capacities for given solution pairs be known to assure that projected spent
fuel processing goals could be achiev_ed.

The column capacity was essential

because of large volumes of dissolver product to be processed and equipment
size constraints imposed by criticality safety requirements.

F uthermore, a 50%

decrease in the uranium distribution coefficient is realized due to the spent
fuel dissolution chemistry.

This decrease is relative to a standard nitric

acid-uranyl nitrate-TSP system and is caused by uranium complexes of fluoride
and sulfate.
The above mentioned items required a non-typical �queous/organic (A/0) flow
ratio, relative to the standard PUREX flowsheet, to meet uranium recovery
requirements.

T:,:pically, high A/0 ratios would be utilized to process the

large aqueous solution volumes.

Howe�er, because of the decreased uranium

distribution coefficient, the A/0 flow �atio must be reduced.
Column capacity is known to be a function of the A/0 ratio.(1,2,3)

The effect

on column capacity realized when the A/0 ratio is changed must be evaluated
(the system is operated in an organic continuous mode).

Pilot plant tests were

performed to quantitatively evaluate the effect of phase ratio on pulse column
capacity for a system with relatively no heavy metal mass transfer.
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THEORY
Pulse column capacity is a function of many variables, however, most are fixed

·by process chemistry and equipment design.

These variables include the

physical properties of the solutions, mass transfer, plate wetting charac
teristics, plate geometry, and to a certain extent, operating temperature.

Once these variables are fixed, column ·capacity becomes a function only of
pulse frequency and amplitude, and A/0 ratio.

It is desired to predict

flooding capacity for a given process as a 'function of the A/0 ratio.

An expression for the dispersed phase holdup (x) in a spray column was given by
Thornton(4) and has been shown to app 1 y to pu 1 se co 1 umns a 1 <o.

(1)

v0 is the characteristic,

where

or limiting droplet velocity and Ve and

Vd are the superficial phase velocities for the continuous and dispersed
phases.

The dispersed phase holdup at flooding (x= Xf) can be determined by

differentiating this equation twice with respect to x with the following

constraints applied:

and

dV

C

=

0

The fol lowing expression for dispersed phase holdup at flooding can then be

obtained
X

f

=

2

(2)

3 + (1+8/R)o.S

where R•Vd/V c .

Equations (1) and (2) can be combined to give an expression

for flooding capacity as a function of A/0 ratio. (5)
=

3.375 + 1. 22 5 log R - 0.41 (log R)

2

- 0. 22 (log R)

3

(3)

If process chemistry and equipment variables are fixed, and the flooding

capacity of the column is known for one flow ratio, flooding capacity for other
A/0 flow ratios may be estimated by an equation of the form

(4)
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EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental equipment consists of a single glass extraction column, air
pulser mechanism, tankage, pumps, and interface contral equipment. A schematic
diagram of the system is shown in Figure l.

Specific column dimensional

parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table l. Column Design Parameters
Active height:

6.25 m

Diameter:

0.051 m ID

Plate specifications:

Stainless steel nozzle plates
- 23% free area
- 0.00475 m orifice size
- 0.051 m plate spacing

Pulse leg:

0.0125 m ID glass tubing

A simulated dissolver product solution consisting of 3 � nitric acid and 0,6 M_
aluminum nitrate was used.

This aqueous solution consisted of the same

viscosity and density as the dissolver product.
30 volume percent TBP in a n-dodecane diluent.

The solvent was a mixture of
A summary of the physical

properties of each solution at 25 ° C is shown in Table 2.

Table 2.

Physical Properties of Solutions
30% TBP

AQUEOUS FEED

Specific gravity:

0.82

1. 15

Viscosity (Pa-s):

1.80 E-03

l.50 E-03

The aqueous and organic flowrates were incrementally increased, after initial
column operation was established, at a constant A/0 ratio and pulse energy,
Column operation between flowrate changes was visually observed for a time
period of 30-45 minutes.
of flooding was observed.

This procedure was followed until visual observation
Dispersed phase holdup was measured at each

flowrate.
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DISCUSSION
Equation (4) is based on open, spray column operation but appears to apply to
pulse column operation within reasonable data scatter,

[valuation of

unpublished data from Gronier(6) suggests the exponent of equation (4) is equal
to 1/6.

Data from experiments at ICPP show reasonable agreement with this

value in the range of A/0 ratios from 0.2 to 10.

A plot of the estimated

flooding curves using equation (4) with n = 1/6, and calculated from experi
mental floodi�g data with an A/0 ratio of 0.5, is shown in figure 2.
This equation has been successfully used at ICPP for predicting maximum pulse
column flooding capacity since maximum values for different A/0 ratios may not
occur at the same pulse energy.
amplitude product (f x a).

Pulse energy is defined as the frequency

The equation is valid only for a system in which

the f1ooding capacity at one A/0 rat fo is known and a11 other systern parameters
are similar (�quipment, process chemistry, etc.).

Use of the equation has

assisted in estimating throughputs for ICPP systems in which adjustments in the
A/0 ratio are routinely made.
NOMENCLATURE
a

Pu1se amp 1 i tude (m}

A

Aqueous phase flowrate (L/h)

f

Pulse frequency (counts ·per minute)

0

Organic phase flowrate (L/h}

V

Superficial phase velocity (m/h)

v0
x
R

Characteristic or limiting droplet velocity (m/h)
Dispersed phase holdup
Phase ratio, Vd /V c

subscripts
C

Continuous phase

d

Dispersed phase

f

flooding
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Estimated Pulse Column Flooding Capacity
as a Function of A/0 Ratio.
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Tritium Separatio� from PUREX-Solution
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K.Eiben; H.Evers;

Wiederauf a rbei tungsan I age Kar Isruhe
Betriebsgese 11 schaft mbH, Leopo I dshafen
West Germany

I. Introduction
The major amount of tritium in LWR-reactors is produced by ternary
fission of the nuclear fuel. The fuel with a burn up of 33 GWd/t
uranium contains approximately 26 TBq tritium per ton uranium. About
50% of the tritium is trapped in the nuclear fuel while the rest is
fixed

as hydrid to the zi rcaloy cladding. Under PUREX-Process con

ditions i.e. low temperature treatment and no chemical decladding
this tritium remains in the hulls.
The fuel trapped tritium is released during the dissolution with
nitric acid and is distributed as tritiated water (HTO) or acid
(TN0 ) in the feed solution for the extraction. The concept of the
3
German industrial reprocessing plant to be built in Wackersdorf/Ba
varia deals with an annual amount of 9, 1 PBq tritium to be handled

with 350 tons of burned fuel.
While the major amount of the disso�ved tritium fol lows the aqueous
streams a small part is extracted in or entrained by the organic
solvent (30 Vol% tributylphosphate in dodecane) which is loaded with
uranium and plutonium. In order to prevent spreading of this tritium
beyond the extended head end area, thus avoiding tritium conta
mination of all product and waste effluents of the plant, a special
second scrub section has been added to the first high active scrub
(HS1). Consequently the layout of this second scrub should not in
crease drastically the waste volume of the plant and the apparati ve
needs with respect to operational size and reliability of plant
operation.
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A tritium scrubber is introduced therefore in the first highly
active extraction cycle which is fed with a small stream of tri
tium free acid (0,8 molar). The scrub solution {HS2S) is contacted
with the tritium containing HS1P,applying a phase ratio o:a of 20
or 40. The tritium loaded scrub solution of the 11S2-extractor is
added to the scrub solution of the HS1-column (HS1S} and ends up
via the HA-column in the high active waste concentrate. A fraction
of the tritium contaminated water is recycled with the recovered
acid, and is used again in the head end of the reprocessing plant.
The design and operational behavior of a multistage mixer settler
with internal recycling of the scrub phase and a pulsed sieve plate
column, both in the scale of an industrial plant, are investigated
as alternatives and are described in this paper.
I I.

Experimental set-up

I I. 1. Mixer settler
A five stage mixer settler /1/ based ·on a modified multistage Holley
Mott mixer settler {fig. 1) was installed in a testrig which com
prises a full scale first extraction cycle for the reprocessing
p 1 ant. /2/. For critica 1 ity reasons a f 1 at box construction was
chosen, which in addition can be equipped with sheets of hafnium
for heterogenious poisoning. As a typical feature the apparatus is
designed to have the mixing-chamber strictly separated from the
sett! ing compartment. The weirs for the organic and aqueous phases
are adjusted to fixed positions, also implying a stable position of
the interphase. In addition a bottom centred outlet is connected
via a pipe to the bottom inlet of the mixing chamber, providing the
internal recycle of the mixing chamber by means of a pump mixing
impeller, whose· speed can be adjusted within certain limits.
Thus the amount of recycled aqueous solution and the dispersion of
the two phases in the mixing chamber can be regulated. The opera
tional mode is aqueous continous. The dispersed phases are directed
by a special device toward the bottom of the mixing chamber indu
cing a torus shaped flow pattern as indicated in figure 2.
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The mixer' settler can be operated with an external phase ratio of up
to 40 while the internal phase ratio is approximately one. To de
monstrate this hold up measurements were made. The results are shown
in fig.2. It was found that for a wide speed range of the impeller
the mixin� efficiency and the hold up profi l in the vertical as
well as diagonal direction of the mixing chamber is quite constant
(40-60 %). The residence time of the dispersed phase in the mixing
chamber is approximately one minute. The mean residence time of the
organic phase in the sett! ing compartment amounts to five minutes,
which was confirmed by radiotra_cer experiments /3/.
The overal 1 residence time of the aqueous scrub solution is appro
ximately 1,5 days. Because of the stable aqueous continous operatio
nal mode over the whole battery, the aqueous entrainment in the orga
nic phase was low (<0,02 vol %).
The hydraulic stabi 1 ity of the battery was proven during severa 1
longterm runs. Start-up and shut-down behavior were tested exten
sively. As a typical malfunction the failure of an impeller was
simulated over a period of eight hours.The overal 1 countercurrent
transfer of the two phases remained constant and hydraulic stabi 1 t
ty could be proven, but the loss of one extraction stage in total efficiency has to be accepted.
II. 2. Pulse column
Comparative investigations on the tritium ·scrub were conducted in a
pulsed sieve plate column which is in_stalled in the testrig PUSTA
/4/. Apparative details are shown in fig. 3. The column was opera
ted with depleted uranium and o2o to simulate the tritium. Valve
operated air pulsation with a frequency of 1 Hz and an amplitude of
15 mm was applied. The pulse energy is transfered to the bottom
decanter via a pulse leg. The Di concentration profile was obtained
sampling the organic and aqueous phase at eight positions along the

active column.
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Because of the high phase ratio (o:a=20 or 40) and the organic dis
persed operational mode the flow velocity of the a�ueous phase was
very low. Therefore it was thought that backmixing effects may in
fluence the required separation factors.
Ill.Results and ciscussion
The results showr. in fig.4 for the mixer settler comprise lab size
exchange exoeriments by shaking HTO or o o containing organic solu
2
tions in a shaking funnel.
These results can be compared with the o2o experiments in the single
stage operation of the mixer settler which showed a stage efficency
of up to 9f, %. Assuming a mean stage efficency of 80% for the tri
tiurr, scrub in the five stage mixer settler, an overall separation
factor (DF) of 120 can be £Uaranteed. In the case of a failure of
one pump mixing aggregate the overall efficency of the battery will
be lowered but still gives a sufficently high DF. The required
seporation factor in the reprocessing plant is set to DF �40.
The experiments in the pulse cclumn were made applying an areal
loading of 250 1/d m 2 h. The separation factors obtained are 70
applying a phase ratio o:a = 20. Using a phase ratio o:a = 40 the
OF was 36. The concentration profiles for D;[J are measured during
the start-up period and after the system reached stationary condi
tions. The measured values ore compared with the VISCO-Program si
mulating the dynamic process /5/ . Fig11re 5 shows the good relation
of measured and calculated values for the start-up period applying
a phase ratio o:a = 40. It can be concluded from the values, which
were obtained 490 min after start up that the calculated values of
the steady �tate process are almost re.ached. This means that an
almost stable profile is built up in the column within the time c,f
experiment (8 hours).
Conclusion
----

Tritium separation from the U-and Pu-loaded organic solvent could be
demonstrated with a sufficiently high OF by applying a second scrub
in the highly activ_e extraction cycle, using either a five stage
mixer �ettler or a pulse column bot� operated at phase ratios o:a
up to 40.
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The good agreement between the values calculated with the VISCO
program and the experimental data allowed a correlation of through
put, hold up, mixing as wel I as mass transfer parameters.
For the conceptional design of the German reprocessing plant a HS2mixer settler was originally chosen, but the option to instal I a
HS2-pulse column is sti11 discussed. Advantages are seen for the
pulse column because of size, heterogeneous poisoning and shorter
residence time for the organic phase. Reliability of

operation

-even if the failure of a stirrer is considered- seems to be in fa
vor of the mixer settler. The final decision will be made after a
longterm testrun where the HS2-pul se column is operated together
with all columns and equipment of the first extraction cycle.
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Transient Behaviour of Purex Pulsed Columns
J. Schon, H.J. Bleyl, D. Ertel, E. Hamburger, M. Kluth,G. Petrich
and w. Riffel
Institut fur Heifie Chemie
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
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Introduction
Industrial-scale reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuels is presently
performed by the Purex process /1/, which is suited for processing
nuclear fuel from light water reactors (LWR) and fast breeder
reactors (FBR) /2/. The contactors preferably used are pulsed sieve
plate columns /1/. A computer code for the dynamic simulation of
Purex multicomponent extraction has been developed at KfK in order to
be capable of calculating Purex flowsheets and of evaluating experi
ments performed in a countercurrent mode on LWR and FBR fuel
reprocessing /3/.
This so-called VISCO Computer code, originally conceived for mixer
settlers, has become applicable meanwhile to pulsed columns as
well /4/. For uranium the transfer of results on extraction from test
columns with small diameters to columns designed on an industrial
scale has already been demonstrated with the VISCO code /5/.
A miniature pulsed column facility (MINKA) has been built:��

Institut fur Heifie Chemie with a view to investigating experimentally
flowsheets and courses of malfunctions in Purex pulsed columns. The
facility allows to study the development with time for concentration
and temperature profiles.
Oneof the major objectives is the verification of the VISCO code with
the help of the experimental data obtained from MINKA, especially
under conditions of Pu accumulations. Starting from the experiments
and VISCO based computations it shuld be possible _to make reliable
predictions of the behaviour of plutonium in pulsed columns installed
in industrial-scale reprocessing facilities.
Experimental
The miniature pulsed column facility (MINKA) is installed in a
I-399

glovebox of 30 m1 volume (length x height x width � 6 x 5 x 1 m). The
facility comprises an extraction cycle equipped with four pulsed
sieve plate columns and two Holleymott mixer-settlers for solvent
washing.
Besides, MINKA accommodates the electrochemical apparatuses ELKE for
U/Pu separation, and ROXI and REX! for Pu(III) oxidation and Pu(VI)

reduction, respectively /6/. Immediately after they have left the
contactor, the aqueous product solutions are freed from TBP in a
column with sorption resins /7/.

The MINKA pulsed-columns can be interconnected in such a way that
they can be operated according to the flowsheet of a codecontamina

tion cycle, a separation cycle or a purification cycle.

All columns have an active height of 3.5 m. One column each is

available for extraction and scrubbing. It is 26 mm in diameter and
operated in an organic continuous mode. U/Pu separation and U
re-extraction take place in columns of. 35 mm diameter which are run
in an aqueous continuous mode. U/Pu separation can be achieved.

electrochemically (ELKE) or by U(IV) feed. The scrubbing and
re-extraction columns can be heated to 60 •c.

Two continuously operated alpha monitors /8/ are used to monitor the
raffinate stream from the extraction column (A-column) and the
organic runoff from the separation and re-extraction columns,

respectively (B- and C-columns). The raffinate from the scrubbing
column (S-column), prior to being fed into the extraction column, is
analysed continuously for uranium and plutonium by an optical
fiber/laser photometer /9/.
All columns are equipped over the entire length with 50 cm spaced
temperature measuring points and sampling points for the pure organic
and aqueous phases and for the mixed phase.
The MINKA process solutions are metered in with remote-head membrane
pumps. Meanwhile, an accuracy of metering is feasible with a devia

tion from the theoretical value of� ±1%. The process streams are
monitored by mass flowmeters operating on the Coriolis principle with
an accuracy of measurement of ±0.4%.
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The pulse for operating the MINKA columns is generated by reciprocat
ing pumps installed outside the box. The pulse is transferred
directly to the column through a hydraulic system. With this
configuration pulse frequencies of 15 - 150 (1/min] and pulse
amplitudes of 5 - 25 mm can be variably set. Pulsation in the column
and its holdup are monitored continuously by pressure cells.
The flooding points in Table 1 indicate the range of operation of the
MINKA columns. For each column the pulse amplitude was fixed at a
constant value and only the frequency was varied. The flooding points
were measured in the presence of uranium.

During the function tests of MINKA a number of uranium extrac�ion and

re-extraction experiments were performed. Besides metering, pulsation

and thermostatic control of the c6lumns, the sampling system and the
measurement of holdup were examined. In. addition, the droplet sizes
were determined by taking photographs.
The VISCO code was verified with the help of the analytically

determined uranium and acid concentration profiles. A good agreement

was found to exist between the.measured and the calculated data.
Results
----

The first U/Pu experiment was performed in MINKA in December 1985. A
codecontamination cycle was run. The flowsheet is given in Table 2.
The columns were operated at 60 to 70% of their flooding capacity.
During the experiment of 8 days duration no hydraulically induced
disturbances occurred tn the MINKA columns. At the interface of the
A-column about 100 ml of black, flaky crud accumulated, The inter
faces of the s- and C-columns remained free from crud. The equilib
rium of extraction in the combined columns was attained after about
5 hours.
The plutonium loss in the raffinate of the A-column was 0.9 to
1.1 mg Pu/1 for an extraction length of 3 m. This value confirms the
good extraction properties of the miniature column.
Re-extraction of uranium and plutonium at room temperature using
0.12 M HN03 proceeded unsatisfactorily. In the CW 1.0 to 1 .5 g U/1
and 40 to 50 mg Pu/1 were entrained. Increasing the temperature
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of the C-column resulted in an improvement of uranium re-extraction.

The CW content dropped to< 0 .06 g U/1. The Pu value remained un
changed. The DBP content of cw was 15 to 20 mg/1 so that a satisfac
tory explanation cannot yet be given for the plutonium losses.
The measured U, Pu and H + concentration profiles and the temperature
profile of the A +S column are given in Fig. 1 together with the data
calculated with vrsco. The temperature ilnd the conccnlr�tion values

have been plotted versus the total length of the A + S column.

The total length of the column arrangement plotted on the abscissa of
Fig. 1 is a computational quantity derived from the geometric length
of the extraction part (0 - 3 m) and the scrubbing part (4.2 to
7.7 ml. The 3.0 to 4.2 m levels correspond to the top part of the
A-column, the top decanter and the bottom S-decanter. These sections
are approximated by VISCO as constituting nearly ideal agitator
vessels.

The O m level corresponds to the AX point and the AW outlet. The feed
and SR enter at the 3 m level. The AS inlet and the SP outlet points
are at 7.7 m column height.
As appears from the figure, the VISCO computation agrees well with
the measured values also for U/Pu coextraction. The figure exhi,bits
_for the center of the S-column (4 to 6 ml an accumulation of uranium
and plutonium in the aqueous phase. The maximum concentrations are

55 g U/1 and �2 g Pu/1. A raffinate containing 2 M HNO3, 0.7 g Pu/1
and 14 g U/1 is extracted from the S-column and returned into the
A-column. The amount recycled is equivalent to 14% and 4%, respec
tively, of the Pu and U supplied with the feed.
In the first malfunction simulating experiment all flows and concen
trations were kept constant, except for the AS-stream whose acid
concentration was abruptly lowered from 0.78 M HNO3 to 0.40 M HNO3.
Uranium and plutonium accumulation in the S-column slightly increased.
-Together with the SR-stream 28% and 6%, respectively, of the Pu and U
supply were recycled in the state of equilibrium. The plutonium
losses in the AW remain constant at about 1 mg/1.
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It is envisaged to study in further experiments the influence exerted
by variations of flows and concentrations on the extraction behavior
of uranium and plutonium under conditions typical of LWR and FBR fuel

element reprocessing.
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Table 1: Flooding points of the MINKA columns
Flowsheet: AF
AX

AS

ex

3 M
30%
0.8
0. 1

HN03 245 g U/1
TSP-kerosene
M HN0
3
M HN0
3

Column
Flow ratio /0/A/
Column diameter /mm/
Pulse amplitude /mm/
Flooding point /l/dm2 h I
at frequency /1/min/

so

60
70
80

A
2.5
26
15

365
350
265

s
7.0
26
15

285
265
210

C
0.46
35
25

325
300
250
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Table 2; F'lowsheet of the codecontamination cycle
Stream

Rel. flow rate

AX
AF'
AS

100

I

0.2

34

g Pu/1
<Sxl0-3

<0.06

247

2.07
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Hydrodynamics in Pulsed Perforated Plate Extraction Columns
of Annular and Circular Cross Section
Hans Schmidt. Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fUr Reaktorbauelemente
In irradiated fuel reprocessing especially in Fast Breeder reprocessing the use of
columns having an annular cross section can be required for reasons of safety
against criticality, This configuration in space ts realized by a central tube lo
cated in the vertical axis of the column containing a neutron absorber. Such columns
are not well known today. The small amount of available informations outlines the
scope of reduction in volumetric throughput and, to a smaller extent, tn efficiency
in comparison to cyllndrtcal columns of similar cross section [ I).
In this paper experimental investigations conce.rning the fluid dynamic behavior of
an annular pulsed column are reported. The results are compared with those of a
column of similar but circular cross section.
The experiments are carried out in the aqueous nitric acid/organic 30 vol. % tribu
tyl phosphate, 70 vol. % dodecan PUREX system. The columns run in the aqueous phase
continuous, organic phase dispersed mode of operation. The volumetric flow rates are
varied up to 'high flow rate ratios, i.e. large differences between dispersed phase
and continuous phase throughput. Also the sinusoidal pulsation is varied in frequen
cy of pulsation and partly also tn the ampl ttude of pulse stroke,
The experimental set-up and the geometry of the internals are given in Fig. 1. The
column length ta 4 meters, the length of the cartridge ts 3,55 meters, The perfora
tion of plates consists of cylindrical holes with 4· mm diameter and a hexagonal
spacing of 7 mm, thus the fractional free area of the plates ts 29 %, The plate
spacing ts 50 mm, The right hand aide of Fig, I shows the annular configuration of
plates as well as the cl rcular configuration, In Fig, 2 the methods and the position
of measurements for determination of the fluid dynamic quantities are shown. The
dispersed phase holdup ts measured by sampling and phase separation at aeven points
equidistantly spaced along the column. The distribution of drop sizes encountered
inside the columns ts obtained by evaluation of photographs taken at the two places
of observation indicated in Fig. 2.
The determination of longitudinal mixing ts carried out by taking into account the
dtaperaion model (2,3 I. In the continuous phase, low flow velocities are observed,
leading to residence times in the order of hours. Under these conditions the longi
tudinal mixing ts determined using the steady-state tracertng technique (4), The dye
tracer enters the column at a constant small flow rate, and the dye concentration
proftl ts measured in the backward direction along the column, The non-steady-·state
dye tracer method ts used to determine the mixing in the drop phaae (5). An impulse
injection marks the phase in the continuous state just before entering the column.
Inside the column a cloud of dyed drops among uncolored drops 1·a produced by disper
sion, the residence time of which is measured 'in two planes o. and w indicated In
Fig, 2 using laser photometry [6),
Operating Characteristics
In Fig, 3 the upper solid line shows the so called flooding curve, experimentally
determined by vartstion of pulsation frequency and the overall volumetric flow rate.
Beyond this curve the column ts overloaded and operation ts not posaible. Below this
line there are different types of column operation to be observed. The aixer-aettler
region occurs at low frequencies of pulsation and low flow rates respectively, By
raising frequency or throughput, the dispersion type operation ia reached, characte
rized by a uniform drop distribution in terms of time and location, Thia mode of
operation is achieved in practical application, If pulsation or volumetric flow
rates are further increased, an unstable type of operation is reached. The population
of drops ia very dense and drop coalescence into large clusters of dispersed phase
occurs locally, causing an unstable mode of operation with q!spect to dispersed
phase holdup and drop size [ 7).
The dashed lines are associated with the column of circular cross section. It can be
recognized that the individual modea of operation do not differ significantly, In
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the region of maximum throughput the flooding curves have a difference of about
10 %. A possible explanation of this 1s given in the discussion of holdup measure
ments.
Drop Size
The distribution of drop sizes is determined by semi-automatic optical evaluation of
photographs. From the spectrum of drop sizes, a mean diameter is calculated. In Fig.
4 the Sauter mean diameter d32 is plotted versus the pulsation frequency.
The drop size decreases with increasing intensity of pulsation. In the dispersion
zone a minimum 1e reached, while an increase of drop size is to be observed in the
unstable mode of operation as a result of a. higher rate of drop coalescence due to
very dense packing of drops. The slopes of the drop size curves are not very much
different for the two types Of columns, but the numerical values are separate. The
place of observation is the same in both experiments located in the upper part of the
columns (Fig, 2 ),
The larger mean drop diameter of the cylindrical column, however, is found in the
lower part of the annular column. While the drop size passing a length of 10-20
equidistantly spaced perforated circular plates practically remains constant [9]
inside the annular column, a further continuous decrease of drop size is observed,
leading to the aignificantly smaller mean diameter of drops, shown in Fig. 4, in the
upper part of column.

In Fig. 5 the holdup is plotted as a function of column height, The flow rate ratio
is shown as a parameter while the total volumetric flow rate and the pulsation remain
constant. This means an increase .in dispersed phase flow rate results in a continual
rise of dispersed phase holdup, The solid lines indicate a continuous increase of
holdup values in flow direction of the drop phase inside the annular column, �·his
corresponds to an observation concerning the drop size: larger drops are less in
fluenced by pulsation than smaller drops, Thia mean• that the residence time of
smaller drops is increased, causing a rise in holdup values. The decrease of drop
size therefore results in higher holdup values, leading to the observed growth in
holdup with increasing column height,
The coluan of circular cross section, according to the drop size observations, shows
an almoat constant elope of holdup profiles [8]. The mean values of holdup are about
10 % higher than the corresponding values measured in the annular configuration.
In Fig. 6 the holdup 1a plotted versus the pulsation frequency. A continuous rise in
1
holdup with 1ncreaa1ng frequency 1e observed, In the range of 0.5 to 1,5 [s- ] the
values of the annular column are below the dashed curve [ 10]. The flooding point
however, 1e reached at similar holdups of about 75 % and frequencies of pulsation of
-1
about 2,7 [, ] in both coluans (Figs. 3 and 6) with the same throughput,
In,;.estigations discussed in [ 11] point out that the holdup on the flooding curve
reaches approximately identical values in the case of constant physical properties of
the syatea, pulsation as vell as geometry. Hence increased maximum. \hroughput
aeasured of the annular column in the frequency range of about lls- ] (Fig. 3)
poaaibly could be caused by the fact that the improvement in capacity of about 10 %
causes holdup valuea of about 75 % affecting flooding.
Specific Interfacial Area
The specific interfacial area [a] formed by holdup and mean drop diameter, 1a de
fined aa transfer interfaces per unit volu11e inside columns and an important quanti
ty for aaaa transfer calculat"iona [10). Theae investigations show, as a main result,
that in the achieved disperaion mode of operation the numerical value of 0a" is
aiailar in both types of columns. Thie is due to the fact that 10 % higher holdup
values in the case of a circular cross section is compensated by 10 %' smaller drop
aizea in the annular cross section.
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Longitudinal Mixing
The counter current flow of the two immiscible liquids is influenced by pulsation and
internals inside the· columns. The result is the achieved dispersion of one of the two
phases into drops. On the othec hand, timely and locally considerably different flow
velocities are produced. There are two effects: deterministic factors, causing fluid
elements of different velocities and direction and stochastic factors, as a result of
turbulent fluctuation intensities. In this way, flow patterns are produced which
deviate to a high degree from plug flow conditions. The concentration differences in
the two phases as a result of material transfer are mixed up in flow direction,
resulting in a possibly large reduction of separation power.
The dispersion model makes the assumption that the convective transport in flow di
rection is superimposed by a dissipative transport of mixing. The ratio of transport
by convective and dissipated flow rates is defined as the Pee.let number. This mixing
parameter is measured by tracer experiments. Taking into account the measured values
of Pe-number and continuous phase flow velocity vc or the residence time of drops
inside the column section limited by the two planes a and w respectively, the coef
ficient of transport by dissipation E can be calculated [12].
Continuous Phase Mixing:
In Fig. 7 the mixing parameter Pee and the transport coefficient Ee are plotted
versus the mean flow velocity vc of the continuous phase on a double logarithmic
scale. The very low velocities result from small flow rates of the continuous phase
in relation to the column cross section and to the dlspersed phase holdup FK (1-c).
High Pe numbers indicate less mixing. This means that the coefficient of mixing is
small. In the limiting case of plug flow conditions, EC becomes zero, i.e. no mixing
exists, and Pe e approaches infinity. Therefore, decreasing Pee-numbers in Fig. 7
indicate an increase in mixing when the continuous phase flow velocity decreases. The
two upper lines show the continuous phase mixing inside both columns of different
cross section, in the absence of the drop phase; i.e. mixing caused by pulsation and
cartridges only. In the presence of the dispersed phase longitudinal mixing increases
as the measured lowered slopea of Pe-number and the elevated slopes Df .Ee indicate.
The comparison of both columns show that continuous phase mixing in th� an,
nular column is increased by a factor of 2.
Dispersed Phase Mixlng:
The results of longitudinal mixing in the drop phase are plotted in Fig. 8 on a
double logarithmic scale. It can be noticed that longitudinal mixing in the dispers
ed phase. is not influenced significantly by the volumetric flow rate ratio. However,
fairly high differences are observed by variation of the pulsation.
The pulsation of A x f • 15· x 1 mm/s causes the drop phase to move batchwise by
pulsation from one to the next reaction zone each limited by a 50 •• equidistantly
spaced perforated plate. In this case high Pe-numbers and low dispersed phase mixing
coefficients are measured. Setting the intensity of pulsation (A x f) at a constant
value by increaslng the frequency of pulsation and decreasing the pulse atroke at
the same. time the residence ti me of drops and, consequently, the dispersed phase
holdup are increased, leading to higher mixing values. Thia causes the content of
drops to be pushed only partly from one to another reaction zone, resulting in an
increase of longitudinal mixing of one order of magnitude.
The longitudinal mixing in the drop phase is increased, similar to continuous phase
mixing, in the annular column by a factor of 2; the tendencies caused by variation of
pulsation observed in the column of circular cross secti<'n are roughly the saae.
Conclusion
The experimental investigation shows that the fluid dynamic behavior of pulsed perfo
rated plate columns of annular cross section is. not signiflcantly different fro•
those of circular cross section.
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The change in geometry from a circular to an annular cross section increases the wall
effects resulting in obviously increased shear stresses. By this, the drop size di
stribution is shifted to smaller drops within a long distance of annular column
hight.
At the aaae time the transport in the transverse direction of the deterministic and
stochastic flow pattern is diminished and by this the mixing transport in the axial
direction is favored, resulting in an increase in longitudinal mixing.
The specific transfer area being similar inside both columns, th.is can affect the
decreaae in efficiency of the annular column, aa noted at the beginning of this
report. However in order to make a final statement in thls case, further investiga
tions are necessary. In particular measured and calculated concentration profiles
must be compared.
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Introduction
Aqueous
high

reproceSsing of fast reactor fuel will lead to high plutonium

fission

product

activity which present many problems,

the

main

content

being

and

the

radiolytic decay of solvent Tri-n-Butyl Phosphate(TBP) leading to loss in extraction
efficiency

and reduced decontamination of fission products.

using centrifugal extractors in fuel reprocessing are;
secs),

(b)

less radiol}'tic damage to solvent,

requirement

of

solvent

inventory,

The main advantages of

(a) low residence time (5-10

(c) less volume and

(d) critically safe equipment

hence

even

reduced

for

high

throughputs, (e) high extraction efficiency, (f) possibility of extracting selective
fission products

in

operating conditions.

processes like civex etc, (g) rapid attainment of steady state

Centrifugal contactors with rotor diameter as large as 25 ems and a separating zone
)
length of 35 ems have been in operation at Savannah River Laborator� l (SRL) for more
than

15

years and their performance was reported satisfactory. Argonne National
( 2
lANL) had_ undertaken the modification of SRL design to make a critically

Laboratory

unit for the reprocessing of liquid metal fast breeder reactor(LMFBR) fuels.
(3 5
based on SRL design.
units have been reported by variOus laboratories extractor ( G),
Later ANL has reported a simplified design,an annular centrifugal

safe

!

Similar
where

in

the

mixing

chamber,

characteristic of SRL design,

a · multistage
cylinder.

This

centrifugal
design

extractors reported.

mixing

paddle

extractor wherein

gives

and

injection

nozzle

that

are

have been eliminated. Fren<;h workers ( ?)have develop ,etl
8-10

stages are housed in

the le.1st volume to capacity

ratio

of

a

rotating

centrifugal

Low Holdup Centrifugal Extractors
Low

capacity

centrifugal

extractors find place in pilot plants

and

small

scale

reprocessing facilities. These units are also more useful for flowsheet studies. For
the fast breeder test reactor llnder operation at Kalpakkam, a reprocessing rate of 2
Kg/day of irradiated fuel of mixed carbide is planned.
concentration
first

cycle

residence
ml.

Low

of fuel after dissolution -�nd make up,

solvent

extraction

time o,f 10 seconds,

capacity

Wit.h the envisaged 70 gm/lit

the total throughput for

will be of the order

of

lit/hr.

Assuming

the
a

the holdup for each stage will be of the order of 15
centrifugal extractors developed by American ( 8) and Russian

workers (4) , are of the cylindrical bowl type, similar

to original SRL design. These
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units operate at speeds of 6000 rpm and above, primarily due to reduced �owl radius.
The

high operating speeds compensate the small radius of the

separation.

problems

In

of

order

vibration

extractors viz.

to

obviat�

the problem of high spe,?d

and maintenance,

(a) multistage unit with

two types

o�

low

physical stages,

bowl,

for

and

effective

the . associated

capacity

centrifugal

operating at 1000-1500

rpm an,l (b) In:lividual stage unit operating at 2000 - 3000 rpm were developed.
Description ,')f the units
(a) Multistage unit:

It is a three stage unit, bas�d ,m the tubular settler section
( 91
. Mixing in each stage i3 due to the fluid friction by

developed at our laborato=y
a

statio,ary .Jisk within the rotating compartment and settling is achieved in

small

volumetric

s�gments milled symmetrically around th•� axis of

.larger rddius to improve the centrifugal force.

larger
the

than

mixer

stationary
flow

four

at

the radii of aqueous and organic weirs a,d he;1,-:e the mixed phase

is

pumped by a small centripetal pump

Jisk.

iihe,?l

attached

Once the liquids are pump·:?d into the settler,

Finally

the

from

und�rneath

the

the settled phases
counter

aqueous and organic product streams flow out of

through tw•.:J centripetal pump wheels.

a

Radius of the mixing compartment is

to the subsequ::it mixers due to centrifugal force to 3.chieve

operation.

rotation

curre:i':.

the

unit

Physically the stages are stacked one over the

other and the unit. is drive� by a motor from the top. Since the height of each stage

is very sm:lll (approx.1.65 ems), stages upto 12 can be .stacked in one unit. The main
disadvantage

of

this unit is the requirem�nt of interstage seals,

a

feature

not

encouraged in reprocessing industry. The schematic of the ·unit is shown in Figure 1.
(b) Individual stage unit:

1a s:11all
achieved
bowl.

volume

through

of

This unit is similar to ANL's modified design,except for

the rotating b:r,d that is utilised

flo•v doNn.

phase

Mixing

stationary

is

outer

Both the phases are mixed in the annulus as

Radial vanes at the bottom o� the stationary housing

rotation of the fluid an:1 also aids in mixing.
the

settling.

The effective :1et�ling volume is confined to two 10 mm wide rectangular slots

180 ° apart along the length of the bowl.

they

for

couette flow between the rotating bowl and the

rotating

bowl and is p,.Jmpej up through the rectangular

separates

inhibit

the

The mixed phase enters the bottom of
slots.

The

out during the travel up the slots and both the phase:.;

dispersed

flow

over

their respective weirs to the collection chambers. Vertical baffles placed along the
inside
in

the

surface of the stationary bowl were helpful in reducing the liquid build
annulus,

thereby

preventi_ng the flow of liquid directly

to

the

up

organic

collection chamber. A thin disk placed on the radial baffles also reduced the liquid

build up in the .1nnulus drastically, bllt the :n:n:s transfer efficiency is fo,.Jnd to be
less

due

to reduced mixing and hence is discarded in the final

details of the unit ar.e presented in Figure 2.

unit.

The

design

The rotating bowl, aqueous and organic weirs,air control arrangement for controlling

the interface etc. are housed in a single welded unit which can be driven by a shaft
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from the

supports

fabricated

top.

The

in

such

only

the . drive

shaft.

a

maintenance expected here is the
A

bearing

bank consisting of 8 - individual

way that all the stages

can

reassembled using master slave manipulators( MSM).

be

housing

stages

remotely

has

that

dismantled

been

and

All the eight stages are arranged

in a serpentine fashion and are driven by a common air motor.

A liquid seal is us�d

at the top of the drive pulley for interface control.
Performance tests
(a)

Multistage unit:

aqueous

phase

Separating capacity tests were conducted using dilute HNO

and. 30\ n-TBP/Shell Sol T as the organic phase.

Drive

speeds

as
3
were

varied from 800 to 1500 rpm using a d.c motor. Table 1. shows the hydraulic capacity

data obtained in a three stage unit at speeds of 1250 and 1500 rpm.
Table 1.

Hydraulic capadty data

Operating speed: 1250 rpm
Aq. flow

Org. flow

cc/min

Operating speed: 1500 rpm

Entrainment

cc/min

Aq in -Org

Aq. flow

'

-------------------------------------------105

180

130

160

190

125

nil

0.5

cc/min

'

Aq in Org

105

180

133

176

nil

108

nil

nil

184

0.2

180

215

0.5

Entrainment

------- --- ----------------- ----

208

0.5

119

207

Org. flow

60

0.5

155

160

cc/min

nil

At 1500 rpm maximum capacity is not realised due to the limitation of pump capacity.
The contact time per stage is about 3 sec at a throughput of 400 cc/min.

shows

Figure

3.

the plot of mass transfer performance of the 3 stage unit for HNO -30\ TBP in
3
Shell Sol T. The performance of the unit approaches that of a theoretical stage.
(b) Individual stage unit:

- 30\

Figures 4 & 5. show the flooding capacity curves for HNO
3
The points

TBP in Oodecane and Uranyl Nitrate- 30% TBP in Dodecane systems.

indicate

11

entrainment of aqueous in organic.

runs i no entrainment
conducted

without

of

any

organic in aqueous

interface

control.

different if interface control were used.
was

was

Throughout the
observed.

The

flooding

The capacity curves

capacity

experiments
would

have

chamber was observed.

it

organic

Increasing the gap may reduce the build up, but
According to Leonard etal. � 1 O) the dispersion

increases the mixer volume enormously.

number

been

With an annular gap of less than 5 mm

found that liquid build up was more and overflow of the mixed phase to

collection

were

which essentially indicates the mixing effectiveness,

is independent of the

annular gap width and therefore a value of 5 mm was chosen for the

design.

I-415

Holdup

measurements

solvent.

are important for the calculation of radiation damage

In an annular contactor,

to

the volume of liquid in the mixer is more or

the

at

par with that of the settler unlike the centrifugal extractors with impeller mixing,

wherein the mixer volume is around 1/3 to 1/5 that of settler. Most of the radiation
damage

will

Figures

&: 7.

occur

in the mixing zone and hence the need to

measure

the

holdup.

show the plot of fraction of dispersed phase vs dispersed phase flow

rate with co"ntinuous phase flow rate ·as the parameter for both the systems. The flow
rates

were such that �queous was dispersed in organic.

The dispersed phase

holdup

increases with dispersed phase flow rate for a fixed continuous phase flow rate. For
a given dispersed phase flow rate,

the fraction of dispersed phase decreases as the

continuous . phase flow rate increases. The same trend was observed by changing the
dispersion to organic. Table 2. presents the mass transfer efficiencies for both the
systems

at

3000 rpm

for

different

A/O and

efficiencies of over 90\ were achieved.

total

throughput.

Mass

transfer

Conclusions
Centrifugal extractors are superior compared to pulsed columns and mixer settlers in
their

performance and also are cost effective for large size

Small

capacity

designed

multistage

need

for

unit

and

design stage.

centrifugal

extractors operating at

small scale production facilities or_ pilot

elaborate

fabricate

annular

reprocessing

plant

low

speeds

plants.
can

applications.

may not be suitable for handling liquids with solid particle.s

feed clarification system.

The individual stage unit

is

provision for remote maintenance can be incorporated easily

easy

at

be

The

and

to

the
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metals,

MIXING

STATkJNARY
PARTS
MIXED PHASE
PUMP WHEEL
S ETTLING
CHAMBER

Salient features:
Settler volume/stage
Mixer volume
Organic weir radius
Aqueous weir radius
Overall bowl diameter
Typical acceleration
( volume average)

ORGANIC
OUTLET

= 15 cc
-=Sec
=2. 75cm
=3.35crn
= 15. 6cm
145. 00g

THREE ST AGE LOW HOLD UP
CE NTRIFUGAL EXTRACTOR
Fig. 1

Salient features:

ANNULAR CENTRIFUGAL CONTACTOR
One st99e of a bank of 8 contactors
Fig. 2

Diameter of the
=4.5cm
rotating bowl
Settler chamber
dimensions
=-1 .5 x0 .. 8x5.5Scm
Settler volume
•1Scc
Mixer volume
•20-40cc
depending on
rpm,A/O and
throughpout
Organic weir
•1.25cm
radius

Ag:ueous weir

a 1.35cm
radius
Typical accelration
180g
(volume average)
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Table. 2

DISPERSED PHASE HOLD UP ( INDIVIDUAL STAGE
UNIT l FOR URANYL NITRATE -30% TBP/ IN DOl:£CANE

Mass transfer performance of a individual stage unit

Nitric acid-JO\ TBP/Dodecane

Uranyl nitrate-JOI TBP/Dodecane

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'

'

EA

EO

Throughput

A/0

lit/hr

throughput

A/0

lit/hr

Eo

·,

'

EA

------------------------------------------------------------. ----------------------0.322

12. 06

92.98

91.62

0.373

14.58

88.78

95.99

0.485

9.00

92. 53

90.35

0.510

9.06

101.50

93.38

0,705

13.50

95, 99

92.23

0.780

6.84

100.57

91, 17

1,063

5.94

92.29

100.00

0.931

6.72

96.05

89.26

2,200

5,76

94.10

116.79

1.818

11.16

102.62

89.91

3,167

7.50

93.46

96.06

).282

10.02

90.52

98. 54

5.367

11.46

97.26

108,85

5.184

11.52

99,08

92.18

where

&

0

,

EA

respectively.
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are

mass

transfer

efficiencies

based

on

organic

and

aqueous

DISCOSEARCH - a computerised storage and retrieval system for PUREX distribution data
A. L. Mills, Chemi.stry Division, UKAEA, Harwell
Mrs. R. Ross, Department of Computing, The Polytechnic, Oxford
Introduction
The basis for all solvent extraction process flowsheets is a collection of suitable
distribution data for the solutes involved.

The PUREX process which is in general use in nuclear fuel reprocessing is concerned

· with uranium, plu�onium and nitric acid as solutes and tri(n)butylphosphate as the
extractant.
There are a number of variants of the basic PUREX P.rocess where the extractant .
concentration, operating temperature or other features may differ but in general

terms a good fundamen,tal data base is a necessary requirement to the process
designer.

There are many distribution data for the PUREX process in both the classified and

unclassified literature, but with perhaps one notable exception (1) there are no
readily available collections of such data.

A preliminary literature search has revealed over 7CXXJ distribution coefficient data
sets for U, Pu and HN03 in the PUREX process and with more data sets being determined

it was felt appropriate that a more organised method of recording such data should be
considered.

It is thought that a compUterised storage and retrieval system would be of value

particularly if at a later date information r�trieved from the ·system could be tested
statistically.

The data storage and retrieval system, OISCOSEARCH and work to date

on the statistical assessment of retrieved data OISCOSTATS is discussed in this paper.
OISCOSEARCH
OIS(tribution) CO(efficient) SEARCH has been written for a CBM PET and an Apple Ile
computer,

The program can be readily adapted for use on other micro computers and 1 t

could also be modifi� for use on a main frame machine if required.

Access to DISCOSEARCH is via a menu system where the user is ask� to respond to

questions displayed on the computer VDU screen.

Given a set of acceptable responses

the computer will then search for the requested data and print it out in a tabulated
form.

At present some 7C1JO distribution coefficient data sets for the PUREX process have
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been recorded and are stored.

Storage of additional data is straightforward.

A distribution coefficient data set contains the following inforniation.
Total U (aqueous plus organic) gm 1- 1 default zero
Total Pu (aqueous plus organic) gm 1-1 default zero

Percent Pu(VI) in system, default value zero
All Pu assumed Pu(IV)

Aqueous HNO, M default zero

Aqueous H2S01t M default zero

TBP (as volume percent), diluent not specified
0
c where known

Temperature

For the system above,

Aqueous U g/1, organic U g/1, D (• £::2.....!!.i
u
aqu u

Aqueous Pu(IV) g/1, D
(
Pu(IV) • :: ::::,

or Pu(VI
Aqueous Pu(VI) g/1, organic Pu(VI) g/1, D
(•
g
)) if appropriate
Pu(VI)
aqu Pu(VI)
orn HNO•
(
Aqueous HN01 M, organic HN01 M, D
HN03 •
�}
Together with the reference from which the data have been taken.
Sane built in checks are included in the programi mass balances for U, Pu, HN03 are
checked, and errors > 10\ for U and Pu are noted, as are errors > 2s, for HN03,
similarly D values are checked, and any deviation noted.
The system is used in the follo1oing way.

After the program has been loaded into

memory the 8 key fields and the data ranges stored for each key field are displayec;.

To access the data the user is prompted to input the key field( s) and data ranges in
which he is interested (Figure 1).

The system performs a search of the data on the

data disc a.,d displays the number of data sets which satisfy the requested data range
for each key field input.

A cross search is then carried out and the number of data

sets are displayed for each key field which satisfy the data range requested for it

and for all the requested key fields to its left on the table (see Figure 2

DISCOSEARCII screen display) .

At each stage the user may change the key fields and data ranges.

When satisfied

with the outcome of the search a printed copy may be obtained (see figure 3), this

consists of:
1.

2.
3.

A copy of the screen display

The data values for each dataset retrieved
A list of references

The retrieved data are stored on disc for use with DISCOSTATS is required

DISCOSTATS
DIS(tribution) CO(efficient) STAT(istic)S has been written specifically for a CBM PET
computer, but like DISCOSEARCH it could be adapted for other machines,
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The data stored in DISCOSEARCH has not been assessed other than to check mass
balances and the arithmetic associated with the calculation of distribution
coefficients.

It is realised that this might detract from the value of the

information stored but it is felt that it is better to have as complete a

compilation of data as possible as a data bank and then have the ability to abstract
data and test it.

Thus acceptance or rejection of data is a matter for the

individual user of the data rather than the compiler.

DIStribution coefficient STATisticS requires the DISCOSEARCH data discs and, in its

present form enables the user to search and find data from DISCOSEARCH and to

correlate statistically any two variables from the data found, i.e. any two from:

Total U, Tl:)tal Pu, Total HN03, aqueous U, organic u, D , aqueous Pu (or Pu(VI)),
u
(or Pu(VI)) , aqueous UNO,, organic HN03, o
organic Pu (or Pu (VI)), D
Clearly
HNO,
Pu
some combinations of variables, two at a time, are not meaningful.)
Upon selecting data (up to 200 sets) , the sCales for the X and the Y axis are chosen

by the program and a plot of the data from DISCOSEARCH is displayed.

On request,

DISCOSTATS will perform a least squares fit to the data using a polynomial form to
describe the dependence of the two variables.

The order of the polynomial (up to

fourth order) may be specified by the user or may be determiryed by searching for the

optimal fit.

The fitted polynomial is then displayed on the same plot as the data

and a hard copy is provided if desired.

A statistical analysis of the fit is given, if required, showing the significance of
the parameters in the polynomial and the fit itself,

The polynomial may be used for

interpolation or extrapolation and a statistical estimate of the associated error is
given.
A feature of DISCOSTATS is that it offers the possibility to remove· data supplied by
DISCOSEARCH either on the basis of a statistical comparison of the different data
sets or at the request of the user.

described above,

The modified data set may then be re-fitted as

Implementation
DISCOSTATS is a menu7driven program which may be automatically run from DISCOSEARCH.
The user is initially requested to select the two variables for which the
statistical correlation is required.

A plot of the data is then displayed (Figure 3).

When the user wishes to proceed MENU l is displayed (Figure 4) •

If the user selects

a fit routine (options l and 2) the fit 1a performed and displayed (Figure 5),

If

the user selects the data change option (option 5) then MENU 2 is displayed
(Figure 6) detailing the various possibilities.

Once the user has chosen a modified

data set, return can be made to MENU l (option 8) and the data may be refitted.
At the present time DISCOSTATS will only deal with two dimensional statistics.
Further work is planned tO extend the scope of the statistics.
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General Comment
Although in the form presented above DISCOSEARCH and DISCOSTATS are used in

conjunction with data specific to the PUREX process, the 'shells 1 of the programs

can be used for the storage and examination of any sets of related data i.e. for

other solvent extraction programs, distillation data etc.

Reference 1

G. Petrich KfK 2536
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Application of the Code PULC O for the Simulation of Pulsed Column
Behaviour in the 1. Extraction cycle of the PUREX-Process
E. Gelfort, B. Heits,
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H. Ktihl, W. Weyer,
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The calculation code PULCO /1/ has been developed to simulate the
PUREX extraction process in pulsed column extractors. PULCO includes
model equations for
-

mass transfer from liquid drop to continuous phase
drop diameter and drop velocity in the pulsea column
relative hold-up of dispersed and continuous phase
longitudinal eddy dispersion coefficients

The equations are derived from Japanese experiments for small columns
(6 5 cm, height 200 cm). Eight components of PUREX-process medium can
be simulated simultaneously. The code is written in FORTRAN and has
been implemented on an I BM-main frame computer in a slightly modifiee
form.

PULCO has been applied to the lo m-columns of the Uranium Extraction
Cycle (UEZ) at the test facility (TEKO) of the reprocessing plant
(WAK) at KfK Karlsruhe.
First results for extraction and reductive separation are.encouraging.
The computed stationary uranium profiles are in good agreement with
experimental results.
1.

Introduction

The PUREX extraction process is a major step in the reprocessing of
spent nuclear fuel. The recyclable uranium and plutonium is separated
and purified of radioactive fission products. The PUREX extraction can
be realized in mixer-settlers or in pulsed columns with sieve plates,

w hich have in common a nitric acid aqueous phase being counter

c urrently contacted with an organic phase of 3o % Tri-n-Butyl
Phosphate (TBP) in e.g. n-dodecane.
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Codes for the simulation of pulsed columns at different operational
conditions are appropriate e.g. for the design and the determination
of the inventory of columns and may be employed in systems control.
The calculation code PULCO has been developed for these applications
at Tokai Mura in Japan. The theoretical model is based on an extensiv�
evaluation of literature. Its implementation in a computer program and
its verification by measurements on 2 m-columns is documented in the
publication /1/ (1982). On behalf of DWK the code has been revised and
implemented on an IBM-computer 3o81 based on the published listing.
2.

Problem

For the calculation of the separation ef ficacies of pulsed columns the
concentration profiles for all relevant substances must be determined
accurately. Our objective was to verify the calculation code on the
basis of experimental data obtained under realistic operation condit
ions and to establish good agreement between calculated and measured
concentration profiles. In UEZ/TEKO the first extraction cycle of a
major reprocessing plant is tested at full size with depleted uranium
used as feed. Experimental data from tests run at UEZ/TEKO have been
used to validate the PULCO code.

The computer program PULCO has been developed on the basis of Japanese
laboratory experiments for 2 m-columns. The modelling of drop form
ation, kinetics of mass transfer, and fluid dynamics have been tested
in these experiments. The extension of the numerical model to true
scale columns of an industrial reprocessing plant is problematic. In
/1/ no explicit extension of the code to scaled-up columns is
demonstrated.
Only a . comparison of calculated results with data obtained under

realistic conditions, as e.g.

- dimensions of extraction apparatus
- fluid dynamics
- pertubations
can qualify a numerica.l program for practical usage. Work to that end

is in progness.
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3.

Theory

The PULCO code is based on a dispersion model for the PUREX process.
The behavior and interaction of up to eight components in aqueous and
organic phase can be simulated simultaneously by PULCO. All the re
quired physical and chemical constants are built into the code for
H N03
uo2(N03 )2
Pu(N03)4
Pu(N03)3
U(N03)4
NH20H
HN02

(nitric acid)
(uranylnitrate U(V I)
(plutonium nitrate Pu(IV))
(plutonium nitrate PUfI II))
(uranium nitrate U(IV))
(hydroxyl amine)
(nitrous acid).

The axial concentration distribution in the column is calculated from

one-dim ensional mass bilance equations:
'Jx.(z)

'P.a(Z) • .:.......i:....
o t

'Pa< Z)

yj(z)

m(xj(z) or yj(z))·x/zl

The following physical-chemical processes are taken into account:
- backmixing due to the imposed pulsation in the column

- mass transfer by convection

- mass transfer between liquid drop and continuous phase

- redox reactions in organic and aqueous phases.
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z is the axial coordinate in the column and t the time. x and y are
j
j
the concentrations of component j in aqueous and organic phase,
respectively. Ex and Ey are the dispersion (or turbulent di ffusion)
coef ficients and take account of backmixing. u is the velocity of the
phase in the column and
its fractional hold-up. Kj is the mass
transfer coefficient of component j, m its distribution coefficient.
j
A is the drop surface area per volume. R r is the reaction rate for
a j
component j dud to the r-th redox reaction, which may take place in
some of the columns of the PUREX extraction cycle.
The distribution coef ficients mj (i.e. the ratios of the equili9rium
concentrations of organic and aqueous phase) are essential input

data, which must be known as function of temperature, composition,

and concentrations. A relation based on Richardson /2/ is built into
PULCO for the distribution coefficients of HN03, U(VI), Pu(IV),
Pu(III), U(IV), and HN02.

Each component contributes two equations for the system of coupled
non-linear partial differential equations (due to the concentration
dependence of distribution- and mass transfer coefficients, and
reaction rates).

To some extent the z-dependence of the paramters is taken into
account. Heat balance is not considered in PULCO, but the temperature
gradient in the column may be specified, and the temperature-depend
ence of mass transfer- and distribution coefficients is allowed for.

Hold-up, dispersion coef ficient, velocity, mass transfer coefficient,
and drop surface area are calculated by PULCO from the geometry and
the operational conditions of the pulsed c·olumn, but they can also be
specified by input.
In /1/ good agreement has been �btained between PULCO results and
measurements for small columns for Pu, U, and H +. In contrast, we had
to compromise in our ef forts to simulate the pulsed columns of
UEZ/TEKO. The hold-up calculated from the PULCO-formula is wrong up
to an order of magnitude. Therefore we had to fix the hold-up by
input according to measurements.
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4.

Results

PULCO-calculations of stationary concentration profiles have been
performed for the pulsed columns HA, BS, and lC of the test facility
UEZ/TEKO. The results are presented in Fig. 1-3. Evaluations of the
calculated results show a good agreement with the experimental data.
Further PULCO-calculations are planned to simulate the complete pro
cess in UEZ/TEKO. Additionally the dynamical behaviour of e.g, dis
turbance of PUREX-process, start-up, or shut-down of a pulsed column
w ill be taken into consideration during future developement.

Literature:
/1/
/2/

Gonda, K., Matsuda, K., PNCT 841-82-19 (1982)
Gonda, K., Okamatsu, I., Fukuda, Y., PNCT 841-79-26 (1979)
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The Tri-n-butylphosphate (TBP) Distruction owing to Nitric Acid,
Zirconium and Hafnium
O.A.Sinegribova, G.A.Yagodin, A.A.Varnek, R.P.Ozerov, A.H.Kuznetsov.
The Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technolo�, Moscow, USSR.
TBP (tri-n-butylphosphate) suffers the acidic hydrolysis owing to
nitric acid and water. The hydrolysis of TBP was earlier studied (1)
but the mechanism of hydrolysis has not been determined in detail.
and the data concerning the effect of metals in TBP upon its hydro
lysis were dis�repant. For instance, in (2) it was shown that zirco
nium promoted the TBP hydrolysis by increasing its rate however in
(3) it was pointed out that the rate of hydrolysis didn't chan�e in
presence of zirconium. The effect- of hafnium upon the hydrolysis of
TBP was not studied yet.
This work is the attempt to determine the mechnism of TBP acidic hyd
rolysis and to predict the effect of zirconium and hafnium UP,On it
on the basis of quantum chemical calculations. We tried also to con
firm the conclusions drown from the calculations by the experimental
data.
The quantum chemical calculations were carried out in 2 stages by
CNDQ/2 method. At the first stage the calculation of electron struc
ture was realized for some neutral organophosphoric compounds, at
the second - for their protonated· species. In the calculations of
the first stage the lengths of bonds P = 0(1.421) and C - H(1.09l)
in alc;ylphosphates have been fixed and the other geometrical parame
ters have been optimized. These calculations resulted in the informa
tion about the charge distribution and the structure of molecular or
bitals (MO) i_n studied molecules. The higher occupied MO is lokali
zing at _the ether oxygen atoms and corresponds to the electrons of
undivided pairs, the other high lied MO are considerably delocalized
that indicates the conjugation of all P - 0 bonds in studied �stems.
The calculated values of charges at the atoms are shown in Table 1.
The analysis of these data leads to a fact that lengthening of alcyl
chain does not result in the considerable change of charge values of
mentioned atoms. It allows to use in the following calculations the
simplest of examined molecules - trimethylphosphate (TMP) as a model
object. For analysis of the protonation process is expedient to use
the distribution of molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) in alcylI-433

phosphats that describes the ener� of electrostatic interaction bet
ween proton and reagent in azcy point of space (4), LIEF distribution
in TMP (Fig.1) has been constructed on the b�sis of quantum chemical
calculation and with regard for the pecularities of electron struc
ture of molecule. Two distinct ldEP minimums are observed: near the
phosphoryl and ether o:icygen atoms.- The comparison of their values
(-0.050a.u. and -0.036a.u.) indicates that a primary protonation of
phosphoryl o:icygen atom takes place. This fact is confirmed by well
known experimental data. The analysis of the surface of polarization
term for the protonation energy leads to the similar conclusion: it
has more negative values near the phosphoryl o:icygen atom.
Table 1
CHARGRS AT THE ATO!.IS IN NEUTRAL AND PROTONATED SPECIES OF
TRIAICYLPHOSPHATES

(CH 0)3PO (C2H o)3 PO (c3�o)3PO (CH3o) PO H(Ph) (CH3o) PO H(eth)
3
3
3
5
C
0.201
0.199
0.160
0.149
0.114
0eth -0.224
-0.244
-0.247
-0.067
-0.170
-0.226
-0.229
-0.329
-0.323
-0.329
�h
0.555
0.561
0.55a
0.541
0.774
p
0.333
0.31a
Ii+
The comparison of charges at the atoms of neutral and protonated TMP
species (Table 1) indicates that the protonation of the phosphoryl
o:icygen atom results in an increase in positive charge at a phosphorus
atom and decrease at a carbon atom and besides that a decrease in ne
gative charge at the o:icygen atoms too. In the case of the ether o:icy�
gen protonation the value of positive charge at the phosphorus and
carbon atoms decreases and the value of negative charge at the oxygen
atoms decrease$aS well. Such charge redestribution is eXplained in
the terms of valence-bond method: a phosphorus atom forms three sin
gle bonds with the ether o:icygen atoms, it gives a pair of electrons
on the free orbitals of an oxygen atom and an oxygen atom also gives
its pair of electrons on the free d-orbitals of a phosphorus atom.
These donor-acceptor interactions p+- o-(I) and p-- o+ (II) realize
the double bond. The protonation of phosphoryl oxygen atom leads to
the destabilization of process (II) and the stabilization of process
(I), the electrons of ether oxygen atom move to a phosphorus atom.
This phenomenon is confirmed by the calculation of bond energies
(Table 2)1 the P-�h bond is destabilized and the P-Oeth bond is in
tensificated. The protonation of the ether o:icygen atom improves the
process (II). In this situation the change of P-OPh bond energy is
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negligible but the C-Oeth bond is greatly destabilized because of the
charge transfer at a proton.
Table 2
ENERGY OF BONDS IN NEUTRAL AND PROTONATED SP:EX:IES OF TMP ( a. u.)
Neutral
OPh protonated
Oeth protonated

p = �h
-1.28
-1,04
-1.27
-1.27

P - 0eth
-0.89
-0.95
-0.62
-0.92

Coe.

-0

-1.04
-1.00
-0,94
-1.00

Independence of a charge decrease at a carbon atom on a Qpe of oxy
gen atom protonated is an important result of our calculation. The
cause of this phenomenon is the destabilization of C-Oeth bond. It
means that the electrostatic control of nucleophil (water) attack to
a carbon atom decreases. At the same time the protonation considerab
ly changes an energy and a structure of free MO on which the electrons
of nucleophil are given: the energy of MO with great contribution of
atomic orbitals of the carbon atoms becomes lower (A,..., 5 eV) and the
contribution of the carbon atoms orbitals into these MO noticeab!J
enhances because of destabilizat_ion of C-Oeth bond. So the catalytic
action of a proton is an improvement of orbital control of the attack
of H2o molecules to TBP protonated. The analysis carried out results
in the supposition that multicharged cations such as zr4+ and Hf4+
are able to _effect upon the trialcylphosphate hydrolysis as catalists.
The metal cation is coordinated by the phosphoryl oxygen atom and in
fluences over trialcylphosphate in the similar way as a proton. In
this case the energy of an interaction between the cation and the re
agent (TAA) is apparently higher than the energy of protonation be
cause the electrostatic term of energy enhances p�oportionally to the
cation charge but the polarization term - proportionally to the second power of charge. It is confii•med by the comparison of stabiliQ
constants of complexes TBP with HN0 and Zr(N03)4• Besides that at
3
high acidiQ zirconium and hafnium compounds with HN0 are able to
3
pass into TBP (5). The activity of these acids is higher than the
activity of only nitric acid. Because of 4 first vertical ionization
potentials of hafnium are higher than of zirconium (6) the levels
corresponding to free atomic orbilals of 4-charged cation's are situ
ated deeper in a hafnium atom than in a zirconium atom. That is why
the term of_energ:y corresponding to transfer of the charge from a
reagent to a cation must be higher for hafnium. It is known (7) that
Hf complexes are more stable. Therefore hafnium catalytic effect
upon TBP hydrolysis must be greater than zirconium effect.
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In experimental part of work the dependence of the concentration of
TBP h;ydrolysis products (mainly HDBP - dibutylphosphoric acid) on
the concentration of HN03, zirconium, hafnium and on the temperature
was studied, The experiments were carried out with the system "TBP aqueous solution of HN03 (Zr, Hf)" with the ratio A:0 = 1:1, The sys
tem was agitated during 3 hr. The analysis of lcydrolisis acidic pro
ducts was multistepped and was based on the difference in the solubi
lity of alcylphosphoric acids and their Na-salts in water and in
inert organic diluents with final destruction of organic part by
H2so4 and analysis of P043 - concentration at the last step.

The dependence of HDBP formation kinetic (me mol·l-1,hr-1) on the
concentration of HN0 in TBP (Fig,2) is different for systems with
3
_
out zirconium (curve 1) and in its presence (curve 2), The experimen
tal data of HN0 influence upon TBP hydrolysis correlate the data of
3
other authors for the lower acidity (8), The comparison of 1 and 2
curves indicates that in the extraction system containing zirconium
the hydrolysis is considerably intensificated inspite of decrease in
H20 concentration in the organic phase when HN0 and zirconium con
3
centrations increase. For the curve 3 the data of (9) were used.
These data have been obtained without zirconium but zirconium nitra
te replaces water in TBP therefore after the extraction of zirconium
the concentration of H20 in the organic phase will be lower. The �on
centrations of zirconium and nitric acid in the equilibrium phases in
the experiment corresponding to curve 2 (in Fig.2) are shown in
Table 3,
Table 3
CONCENTRAnONS OF ZIRCONIUIJ AND NITRIC ACID IN �UILIBRIUM PHASES
8
mol• 1-1
Or5,J2hase
fflt Co!!!J2onent: A9,J2hase: OrEj,J2hase: Co!!!J20nent1 ASj,J2hase
0.14
Zr
HN0
2.50
0,07
1
1,76
3
2
HN03
2,79
Zr
0,06
0,15
5,50
8,80
HNO
Zr
0.03
0,18
3, 31
3
l
It can be noted that if nearly equal amounts of zirconium are extrac
ted from various solutions (5,5 and 8,8 mol·l-1 HN0 ) the more inten
3
sive _h;ydrolysis is observed in the system with 8.8 mol· 1-1 HN0
3
(Fig.2, curve 2). The calculation of rate constants for the first
step of h;ydrolysis (the interaction with HN0 ) confirms this fact:
3
4,8•10-6 mol-1·l·hr-1 in the first case and 4.6·10-5mol-1,1,hr-1 in
the second case. These data show the_increasing activity of proton
in the compound HZr(N03 )5·2TBP (or �Zr(N03 )6•2TBP) extracted from
the strong acid solutions. A great amount of HDBP is accumulated in
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the extraction system containing zirconium after a long duration: up
to 2 g,1-1 after 20 days if the initial Zr concentration in the aque
ous phase was 30 g,1-1• The effect of h afnium upon the TBP hydrolysis
is greater (Table 4),
Table 4
EFFFX:T OF Z:f AND Hf ON HDBP FORMATIONa
Zr(Hf) mol·l-1, org HDBP mcmol·l-1,hr-1
Zr(Hf) mol·l-1, ag.

0.20 (Zr)
14,6
0,13 (Zr)
0,045(Hf)
0.123(Hf)
122.1
0.054(Hf)
0,256(Hf)
1842,3
3
1
1, [HNO
a [HN0
=
2,8
mol·l=
5,5
.
mol
·
1:3) ag
y org.
The experiments carried out in the presence of hafnium (Id;! 2-3 in
Table 4) indicate that the aqueous phase takes a big part in TBP hyd
rolysis, Inspite of alike values of Hf concentrations in the organic
phase in the experiments 2 and 3 the amounts of HDBP formed are con
siderably different. In these experiments Hf concentrations in the
aqueous ph a se were various: in the experiment 3 the concentration of
hafnium in the aqueous phase is twice as much. The hydrolysis is ap
parently intensificated at the interface. The TBP h:ydrolysis increa
ses at higher temperature but not. so greatly than without zirconium
or hafnium.
1
2

Without zirconium and hafnium HDBP formed as the result of TBP h:ydro
lysis was distributed between the organic and aqueous phases with the
coefficients DiiDBP = 1 - 1,5, In the presence of met als (Zr, Hf) the
distribution coefficient of HDBP was equal to 1,5 - 4. Monobutylphos
phoric acid (Hlv!BP) was not found in the experiments with zirconium.
But it m�st be noted that the presence of zirconium and hafnium in
the system is able to enter a mistake in the determination of HDBP
and HPIBP concentrations due to the interaction of these elements and
organophosphoric acids during the· experiment and analysis. It means
that the real values of HDBP and HMBP concentrations have to be
higher.
The decrease in TBP stability owing to zirconium is also observed
when heating the solvate zre14 2TBP. The destruction of TBP molecule
takes place in the bond "alcyl-oxygen" as well as in the h:ydrolysis
process. Butylchloride and polymerized butylphosphate of zirconium
are formed. Alcylphosphonate is destroyed in the same waY, Phospine
oxide has no Oet� and it is not distructed due to zre14•
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Chemical Degradation of Amine Solvents
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INTRODUCTION

The properties of an amine solvent,

20%

trilaurylamlne (TLA) in a branched dodecane,

were studied extensively by the Comm.isariat a l' Energle Atomlque (CEA) in France
(1-8].

These studies led to the industrial-scale application of an amine solvent

extraction process for plutonium purification in reprocessing irradiated fuel [6],
During the above studies, it was found that TLA in contact with nitric acid solu
tlons was susceptible to degradation by the nitrous acid that was used to adjust
the plutonhn valence [7].

The accumulation of the degradation products caused

precipita tee to form (5, 9] and/or phase separat lon difficulties (2, 7] in the
alkaline-wash mixer-settlers used for solvent recovery, thereby disturbing the
normal functioning of the process.

At the Whiteahell Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE) • an amine process was
tested for the recovery of plutonium from CANDO

™

fuel [ 10),

The amine used was

Alamine 336*, which is a mixture of tertiary amines (ca, 97%) with the octyl
group predominatlng, and the diluent was dlethylbenzene (DEB).

The WNRE amine

process was also teated recently by the Comitato Nazlonale per L'Energla Nucleare
(CNEN) at the EUREX plant in Italy (ll).

However, in neither of these tests were

the solvents subjected to an extended period of use with solvent washing and
recycling.

Thus, the viability of the WNRE amine process under adverse condi

tions was not established by these tests.

This report describes a comparative

study of the degradation behaviour of the WNRE solvent and a TLA solvent similar
to that used in the CEA studies [l) .

The properties of secondary amines formed

by degradation were also investigated,

2.

EXPERIMENTAL

The principal solvents used in this study were 0.32 moi/L (20% v/v) Tl.A in
Isopar L** and 0.15 mol/L (7 .5% v/v) Alamine 336 in DEB.

They are generally

referred to as TLA/Isopar and Alamine/DEB in this paper,

The TLA/Isopar solvent

had essentially the same composition as that used by the Cl!A (l] and the
Alamine/DEB solvent was identical to that used at WNRE (10),

• Product of Henkel Corporation, Minneapolis, U.S.A.
•• Supplied by Esso Chemical Canada. Ninety-five percent of
duct 1s branched alkanes,
Boiling point, flash point and
listed below are very close to those of tetramethyloctane
°
°
°
°
( in parentheses):
188-207 C ( 187-212 C), 62 C (63 C) and

this petroleum pro
density of Isopar L
used by the CEA [ 1)
0,767 (0.76).
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The commercial tertlary-a111tne solvents (TLA and Ala10tne 336) used tn this study
and previously by others [2,10 1 12] invariably contain some secondary amines.

In

TLA, the major secondary amine ls dtlauryl amine (DLA), and ln Al3mtne 336,
dioctyl (DOA), octyl�ecyl (ODA) and didecyl (DOA) amines are.present.

The

TLA/Isopar and Alamine/DEB solvents were purlfied by passing through an alumina
column and subsequently washed twic,e with an aqueous solution of 1 mol/L Na2co 3,
or 1 rnol/L K2co3 and 0,5 11101/L KOH.
The solvents (800 mL) were exposed in a two-stage rRixer-settler (Model AT-1 of CEA ,
which had a mixer volume of 60 mL and a settler volume of 143 mL) to an aqueous
solution of 0.04 11101/L HN02 in 2 11101/L HN 03 that flowed counter-currently.
flowrate of the two streams was 2 mL/min.

The

In most of the runs, the outlet solvent

was washed wtth an alkaline solution in a second mixer-settler.

The solvent was

then passed into a reservoir from which it was recirculated (see Figure 1).
stages in the mixer-settlers are referred to as follows:
stage 1), MS-II-I (mixer- settler II, stage 1), etc.

The

HS-1-1 (mixer-settler I,

The duration of each run was

about 10 days.

1 --------- -·- •

Alkaline

I
I
I
I
I
I

To WHII

RtHnolr

L,J
I
I
I
I
I
I

HNOrlHNO,

'
I

To wast,

L------

Mixtr-Hltltr I

FIGURE 1.
3.
3.1

M

Mixer

_____,.. Aqueous strHm

S

Settler

_____ ., Organic atrHm

Schematic outline for amine solvent degradation ln mixer-s�ttlers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Amine Solvent Preconditioning

The alumina column was effective in removing 40 to 70% of the secondary amines,
depending on the flowrate.

The alkaline washes did" not remove secondary amines to

any significant extent from the fresh undegraded solvents.
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3.2

Properties of Secondary Amines in the Amine Solvent

3.2.1

Precipitation

The studies by the CEA showed that DLA and lauric acid were the main degradation
products produced in the TLA/branched dodecane solvent contacted with the
HN02/HN03 mixture [6,13].

While lauric acid was easily removed in the alkaline

wash during solvent regeneration [2,5,9,11], removal of DLA was not straight
forward and the formation of precipitates was attriJ,uted to nLA nitrate [8].
For this reason, we studied the properties of DLA in more detail.

We studied the following two solutions of DLA:
Solution I

- 0.020 mol/L DLA in 20% TLA/Isopar L

Solution II - 0.020 mol/L DLA in 20% TLA/DEB.

When solution I was contacted with aqueous 0.1 mol/L HN03, a considerable amount
of precipitate was formed.

Germain and Bathellier reported 'that, in the

presence of a small quantity of HN03, the secondary amine {DLA) nitrate salt i s
formed preferentially because the secondary amine (DLA) i s a stronger base than
the tertiary amine (TLA) [12].

The DLA nitrate precipitates because of its low

solubility in 20% TLA/branched dodecane (< 3 x 10-4 mol/L) [12].

No precipitate

was formed when solution II was contacted with the O .1 mol/L HN03 aqueous solu
tion.

This indicates that the DLA nitrate is more soluble in the aromatic

system.

Similar experiments were performed with the Alamine/DEB solvent to which DDA or
DOA was added to form a 0.020 mol/L DDA or DOA solution.

With aqueous

Q.1 mol/L HN03, phase disengag�ment into clear phases was achieved immediately.
These results show that slgnificant differences exist between the amine/
aliphatic and amine/aromatic diluent systems.

In terms of phase disengagement

and solubility of the secondary amine salts, the solvents with DEB as diluent
are definitely bett�r than with Isopar L.

The stronger solvent power of aroma

tic than allphatl.c dlluents has been reported in a number of previous studies
[7,14,15].

3.2.2

Reactions of Secondary Amines with HN02/HNO,

Secondary amines are known to reset with HN0 2 [16).

In the TLA/Isopar and

Alamine/DEB systems degraded by HN02/HN03' the amount of a secondary amine (DLA,
DOA, ODA or DDA) at any specific time is, thus, the sum of the initial amount
(as an impurity in the tertiary amine) and the amount formed by degradation of.
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the tertiary amine minus the amount destroyed by reaction with HN02/HN0 3. The
rate of the reaction between a seconda;y amine and HN02/HNO 3, under conditions
similar to those of the TLA/Isopar or Alaruine/DEB system, can nevertheless be
studied if the secondary amine (e.g., dioctylamine) is added to a solvent in
which the tertiary amine (e.g., trilaurylamine) cannot be degraded to that par
ticular secondary amine.
Experiments were, therefore, conducted wlth a solution of 0.15 mol/L tertiary
amine in a diluent containing additions of secondary amines.

The solutions· were

agitated with equal volumes of aqueous solutions containing either 0.04 mol/L
HN02 and 2 mol/L HN03 or 2 mol/L HN03• Figure 2 shows the results. On contact
with HN02/HN03, the concentration of DOA decreased with time (curve l). In
contrast, the concentration of DLA increased with time (curve 2), because TLA,
which yields DLA on decomposition, degrades more quickly than DLA.
ted that the DLA concentration would eventually level off.

It is expec

In the absence of

HN02 , the concentrations of DOA (curve 3) and DLA (curve 4) remained constant.

}
}

(1) DOA In TlA/DEB
(2) DLA in TLAIDEB

�

(3) DOA In TLA/DEB
(4) DLA in TLA/DEB

15

(HNO,IHNO,)
(HNO,)

C

CJ
C

0

CJ

10

..

D

(4)

C

0

(3)

0

_-+-_�__,

L.___.1.__--:::ca...._..1..-_...L.._.....

O

FIGURE 2.
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Figure '3 shows the rate of degradation of two secondary amines, DOA (curve 1) and
DLA (curve 2), ln trldecylamlne (TOA/DEB) on contact wlth HN02/HN03,
chaln length ln the secondary amlne (C

in DOA and C

8
little effect on the rate of the reaction.

The alkyl
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The concentration of ODA increased

steadily with tlme and is expected to level off (curve 3).
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Effect of chain length of the secondary amlne on lts degradatlon
by HN0 /HN03
2

3,3

Degradation of the TLA/Isopar and Alamlne/DEB solvents by HN02/HN03
in mixer-settlers

Twelve runs were completed with the two solvent-s.

The observations are described

brlefly below,
In Run #1, the alkaline wash was not used so that information on the rate of de
gradation could be obtained under these particular experimental conditions.

The

concentration of DLA in TLA/Ioopar lncreased steadily fr0111 4 ,5 mmol/L to 15 mmol/L
in an eight-day run.

'The solvent phase remained clear throughout the run.

In Run 12, the TLA/Isopar solvent,

after passlng through the HNOi/HN03 contsctor

(MS-I), was washed with a mlxed solution of 0,5 mol/L KOH and 1.0 mol/L K co
ln
2 3

MS-II.

Very serious operational problems were encountered ln this run.

faclal crud was formed ln MS-II and accumulated with tlme.

Inter

On the fourth day of

the run, MS-II was completely fllled with crud, and the crud flowed lnto the 101vent reservoir and the alkaline waste container.

This caused intolerable solvent

loss and, therefore, the run was terminated.
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The concentration of DLA in the solvent decreased with time, from an initV1l con
centration of 4.5 ounol/L to 3.4 mmol/L on the second day and 1.7 mmol/L on the
third day, instead of the increase observed in Run #1 where no alkaline wash was
used.

These results and the earlier observation that the alkaline wash was unable

to remove secondary amines from fresh solvent can be explained as follows.

As

discussed earlier, dilaurylammonium nitrate (DLA nitrate) has a very low solu
bllt°ty in TI.A/branched dodecane solvent [12).

However, the solubllity of this

salt in the eciclifled solvent, i.e., td.laurylammonium nitrate (Tl.A nitrate)/
branched dodecane, and the solubility of DLA in TI.A/branched dodecane are much
higher [12).

Furthermore, the reaction of the alkaline wash- with DLA nitrate is

considerably slower than that with TI.A nitrate [17].

For this reason, the DLA

nitrate can conceivably precipitate out when a significant amount of the TLA
nitrate has been converted into TLA.

This precipitate stabilized the crud and

being a solid, its reaction with the alkaline wash was slow [9].

Complete reaction

between the DLA nitrate and the alkaline wash should lead to complete redissolution
of the precipitate.

Apparently this was not achieved, due to the slow kinetics.

In Run #3, in an attempt to improve the performance of the TLA/Isopar solvent, we
used TI.A of higher purity (98% min. from Kodak Laboratory Chemicals).

After fur

ther puriftcatlon wf.th an alumina column, the concentration of nLA was only
0.65 mmol/L.

Despite the considerably lower DLA concentrations in this run, com

pared with Run 12, interfacial crud was formed and accumulated, and by the eighth
day, the system could not function.

Nine runs were completed with the Alamine/OEB solvent.
cally successful.
formed in HS-11-2.

All the runs were basi

In some of the runs, a small amount of interfacial crud was
This was identified as a hydroxo-amine-iron compound (18], the

iron originating from corrosion of an equipment component.

The quantity of the

crud was small, and lt did not affect the hydrodynamic performance of the contac
tot'.

In no case was solvent lost to the alkaline waste stream.

The difference in the performance of the TI.A/Isopar and Alamine 336/DEB solvents
is attributed to the difference in the solubilities of dialkylammonium nitrates in
the two solvent systems.

In Section 3.2.1, we have shown that TLA/DEB and

Alamine/DEB are much better solvents for dialkylammonium nitrates than TI.A/lsopar.
The higher solubilities of dialkylammonium nitrates in the Alamine/DEB solvent
retards their precipitation in this solvent and, thereby, reduces crud formation.

In the degradation runs with the Alamine/OEB solvent, the concentrations of each
of the secondary amines reached a constant value after some time.

For DOA and

ODA, the constant concentration values are about 8 mmol/L, and for DDA, about
2.5 111Dol/L.
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Figure 4 shows typical results for these runs.

For each of the
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concentrations in mixer-settler Run #8.

secondary amines, a steady state was reached on the third to fourth day of the
run.

The st·eady-state concentration represents the upper limit of the concentra

tion of this secondary amine in a mixer-settler run.

Extensive tests performed in

this study showed that, even at these upper concentration limits, the solvent

performs well without any operational problems.
4.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

TLA/Iaopar and Alamine/DEB solvents are degraded by HNO2/HNO3 to form secondary
amines.

The basic difference ln the performance of the two degraded solvents was

revealed when the two solvents were washed with an alkaline wash.

In the case of

the TI..A/Iaopar solvent, precipitation of OLA nitrate occurred and caused extenRl'll!
crud formation and insurmountable operational problems in the mixer-settler e"per

iments.

In extensive tests with the Alamine/DEB solvent under identtcal experi

mental conditions, no such difficulties were encountered, even at the highest
achievable dialkylammonlum nitrate concentrations.

The difference ln the behav

iour of the two solvents was attributed to the better solvent power of the
aromatic

diluent, DEB.
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Introduction
L!quld-l!qu!d !nterfac!al kinetics has become an increasingly important subject
over the last 15 years.

Researchers from diverse fields such as nuclear

engineering, hydrometallurgy, pharmaceutical chemistry, and biotechnology have
realized the need to better understand !nterfac!al mass transfer.

Investigations

of different systems have proliferated !n the literature, and several authors have
proposed general reaction schemes or models. In spite of the wealth of information
.
which has been generated, there Is still no general agreement on the mechanisms and
the rate-determining role of !nterfac!al reactions or on the experimental technique
most suitable to measure them.

In the review, I will surrmarlze the different

measurement techniques which have been applied.

The emphasis will be on the theory

and appl!cat!on of ·the techniques rather than a detailed discussion of !nterfac!al
reaction mechanisms for different systems.
There are two dist !net types of systems which are !ndustr !ally important.

The

simplest system !nvol ves transfer of a mutually soluble solute from the oil phase
to the aqueous phase or vice. versa .. These systems typically appear !n biological
applications such as drug transfer across a lipid membrane.

Carboxylic acid

transfer ls another example of the "purely d!ffus!ve" systems.
system Is more complex.

The second type of

The solute ls typically soluble only !n the aqueous phase,

and transfer to the o!l phase ls accomplished by an_ oil-soluble complexing agent.
Metal-Ion transfer is the most typical example of an "interfac!al reaction" system.
A hybrid of these two systems can occur J.f a complexing agent is present when a
mutually soluble species is being transferred.

An example of this process would be

carboxylic acid transfer with an amine carrier present.
There are several problems with true !nterfacial kinetics measurement.

In all real

processes, the total mass-transfer rate ls determined not only by the interracial
kinetics, but also by diffusion of the reactant to the interface and diffusion or
the products away from the interface.

In some cases, the process may be

dlffusion-l!m!ted and in others, kinetically limited.

The most complicated

s!tuat!ons ar !se when a system operates !n a regime in which both diffusion and
kinetics affect the transport· rate.

It ls essential, therefore, to develop a

measurement technique which can .measure kinetics free from the influence of
diffusion.

Typically, the appar'atus ls designed to operate either !n a kinetically
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limited regime, or to allow calculation of the diffusional component of the overall
mass-transfer rate,

The second problem is contamination of the interface by

impurities which are more surface-active than the solute or the complexing agent.
Special care must be exercised to insure that all equipment and reagents are free
from any potential contaminants.

Cleanliness ls a particular problem when studies

are done using complexing agents "as received" from the manufacturer.
determination of the lnterfaclal area ls an additional problem.

Accurate

Direct liquid

contact methods often have slightly rippled interfaces, and methods using membranes
must account for the pore structure in calculating the contact area.
In this review, I will summarize the measurement techniques which have been applied
to various lnterfaclal systems.
some measurement methods.
thorough dlscusslon.

Space limitations do not allow for discussion of

The reader ls referred to Hanna ar.d Noble ( 1) for a more
_

Finally, where ls lnterfaclal-klnetlcs research heading?

What advances can be made

in understanding diffusion, lnterfaclal kinetics, and surface contamination?

Can a

better measurement method for hydrodynamics and lnterfaclal area be developed?
will examine these questions as I summar lze the review.
The Stirred Cell
Lewis (2,3) was the first to recognize the need for better lnterfaclal measu,·ement
systems and proposed an apparatus to address the problems.

The Lewis cell

apparatus provided direct liquid-liquid contact with a well-defined lnterfaclal
area and agitation of both phases without breakup of the interface,

The cell was

completely full of liquid to prevent vortexlng at the upper surface.

The baffles

were place1 at the center to eliminate vortexlng and at the edges to eliminate wall
effects.

Tri• baffles were beveled to allow droplets of the opposite phase which

were accidentally entrained to roll to the interface,
place in the annular region.

Interracial transfer took

The upper and lower ph�ses were stirred in the same

direction and at the same rate,

The degree of interracial turbulence varied from

system to system, but the lnterfaclal region generally remained flat.
The first major set of modifications was made by Nltsch and Hlllekamp (4).

The

screens situated on either side of the interface are the most important addition to
the Lewis cell.

Each phase was stirred separately and in the opposite direction,

and the stirring rates were adju'sted so that the
equal.

Reynolds number in each phase was

The geometry of the system allowed a high degree of turbulence within each

phase but maintained a quiescent interface.

In previous Lewis cells, the stirrer

blades were very low-pitch to avoid breakup at the. Interface.

The low-pitch blades

were not as efficient for bulk mixing as the higher-pitch which can be used with
the Nltsch cell.

Mitsch (5) recently summarized some of the problems associated

with studying interracial kinetics for llqu!d-liquld systems.
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H� then discussed

this type

or

stirred cell and recommended calibration measurements to insure that

stirred cells were operating in the proper regime.
A second major mod1f1cat1on was made by Danesi et al (6).

The ARMOLLEX· (Argonne

Modified Lewis cell for L1qu1d-11qu1d Extraction) was designed to accomplish
efficient 1nterfacial contact without requiring large volumes or intermittent
sampling.

The Nitsch cell has a capacity of approximately 1 L, but the ARMOLLEX

requires only 100 mL.

The ARMOLLEX allowed continuous sample analysis by

incorporating a flow loop.

The flow loop also eliminated problems associated with

volume change due to sampling during a run.
An alternat1 ve mixing design for the stirred cell was demonstrated by Stowe and
Sha1ew1tz (7) who used rotating discs on each side of the interface instead of
stirring paddles.

They solved the equation of motion for flow far from the disc to

characterize the flow field at the interface.

They presented their data in terms

of calculated vs. observed Sherwood numbers, and direct comparison to other studies
ls difficult.
Other investigators have used Lewis cells of different types (8-12), but all the ·
devices are either similar to Lewis's original model (2) or the Nltsch (4) or
Danesi (6) modified types.
Other contacting cells ha�e been developed.
gauze cell.

Bhaduri et al. (13) developed the

The cylindrical contacting chamber had a platinum gauze, which was

approx. 40j porous, positioned at the interface.
attempted to minimize diffusional effects.
Ulrick et al. (14).

Stirrers in each interface

The Kreevoy contactor was reported by

The cell consisted or a sandwich made up of a membrane between

two static mixers and two silicone rubber gaskets.

An organic layer was contained

in the membrane pores and aqueous phases were pumped through static mixers on each
side of the cell.
Highly agitated contactors have also been reported.
reviewed previously (15,16).
contacting cell.

The AKUFVE apparatus has been

Carter and Freiser (17) developed a highly stirred

Two phases were intimately mixed at 5,000 - 20,000 rpm and

samples were periodically withdrawn.

The 1nterfac1al area for this system was

u_nknown and not necessarily reproducible.
The Rotating Diffusion Cell
Following the successful adaptation of a Stokes diffusion cell for 1nterfac1al
kinetics measurements (18), Albery et al. ( 19) created the rotat1ng-d1ffus1on cell
(RDC) and successfully combined the hydrodynamics of the rotating disc with,
1nterfac1al mass transfer.

A thin membrane attached to a hollow cylinder was

rotated which created rotating-disc hydrodynamics on both sides of the filter
depending on the procedure and solutions used,

Mass transfer occurred from the
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inner chamber, through the membrane, and into the outer chamber.

The RDC can

therefore be considered a type of immobilized liquid membrane cell with known
hydrodynamlcs.
In the rotating diffusion cell, the overall mass transfer can encounter up to five
resistances in series.

On each side of the membrane, there is a diffusive boundary

layer and an lnterfaclal reaction.

In addition to these resistances, the species

must also diffuse through the liquid held in the membrane.

The overall transfer

rate will depend on all these resistances if the cell is set up in

11 sandwi ch"

form

with aqueous solutions on each side of the membrane and an organic liquid in the
membrane.

One of the interfaclal reaction terms can be eliminated if the cell ls

set up with only two phases present rather than the

11

sandwic� 11 configuration.

If

the solutions in the inner and outer chambers are identical, then the diffusive
boundary layer contributions on each side are equal.

If the reactions occurring on

each side of the membrane are the same, then the kinetic contributions are equal.
The exact mathematical formulation for the resistances depends on the system being
studied.
Most other investigators (20-22) have used RDC's which are nearly identical with
the one reported by Albery et al. (18), Huang et al. (23) constructed a "spinning
liquid disc• and made flux measurements as a function of Reynolds number.

The

liquid was contained in a cylindrical chamber with a membrane on the end, which was
exposed to the other fluid.

ThP resistances to mass transfer are the same for t�e

liquid disc system and the RDC, and the data from the liquid disc produced
conclusions similar to those which could be drawn from the RDC.

Stowe and

Shaewitz (7) conducted exp.erlments in a cell which resembles a Lewis cell, but the
propeller etlrrers were replaced with rotating discs.
Other measurement methods have been developed.

The liquid jet recycle reactor

(LJRR) was reported by Freeman and Tavlarldes (24).

An aqueous liquid jet flows

downward through a cocurrent, coaxially flowing organic fluid.

The contact time ls

short and the organic phase ls continuously recycled through a spectrophotometric
loop.

Single drop methods have recently been sunvnarized (16).

Nltsch and Schuster

(25) presented an experimental method whereby an array of capillaries at the bottom
of" a tank produced uniformly sized droplet swarms which coalesced at the tank top.
Single drop· analysis was used to determine mass transfer coefficients.

Guy et al.

(26) recently presented a measurement method for solute transfer kinetics based on
the capillary tube procedure for self diffusion.
Model lng
In order to understand the basic physical and chemical processes occurring at the
liquid-liquid interface, it ls necessary to develop a mathematical description
which accurately depicts the lnterfaclal processes.

The resulting model needs to

be sufriclently detailed and free to empirical parameters so that the physical
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properties, kinetics, and operating conditions which affect the interface can be
correctly identified and quantified.
A critical feature of any model is the ability to properly account for diffusional
boundary layers adjacent to the interface.

Danesi et al. (27) demonstrated that

diffusional resistances in the boundary layers adjacent to the interface can mimic
i nterfacial two-step consecutive reactions.

If one cannot accurately separate the

different contributions to transport across the Interface, the proposed reaction
mechanisms and corresponding coefficients will be in doubt.
An accurate and complete model needs to be based on experimentally measurable
quantities.

Use of quantities which are very difficult or impossible to

independently measure would make the usefulness of any model very limited.
Models based on mass action begin with the balanced stoichiometric equation for the
reaction under study.

The rate of the chemical reaction is then assumed to be

proportional to the concentrations of the reactant raised to the powers equal to
their coefficients in the balanced reaction.

At equilibrium, the forward and

reverse reaction are equal.
There are several difficulties with the mass-action approach.

Nonidealities in

either phase cause deviations which would require accurate activity measurements to
correct.

In addition, only the rate-limiting step in the reaction can be

determined.

Consequently, conclusions from mass-action models can be misleading.

Despite these shortcomings, models for Inter-facial kinetics based on mass action
are the most prevalent.

Some examples of kinetic models based on mass-action

principles include Hughes and Rod (28), N!tsch and van Schoor (29), and Kondo et
al.(8).
There have been various attempts (30 ,31) to model the liquid-liquid interface by
modeling the "interfacial resistance" to mass transfer.

The interracial resistance

is associated with the interface Itself and is separate from any diffusional
resistance to mass transfer.
One method to determine the kinetic rate expression for an interracial reaction is
to use statistical analysis to accept or reject certain proposed reaction
mechanisms or models.

Freeman and Tavlarides (32) used statistical methods to

develop an expression for copper chelation kinetics.

They proposed various

possible models based on different combinatlons of diffusion,
absorption/desorption, and rate-limiting reaction steps at the interface.

They

collected data and tested the validity of each model with an F ratio between the
experimental variance and the regression variance.

The F test can determine the

statistical-significance level of a model.
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The results of Freeman and Tavlarldes (32) indicated that several mechanisms all
successfully modeled the copper extraction process.

Therefore, postulating a

mechanism solely on its ablllty to flt the data ls not necessarlly an acceptable
approach.

They suggested that rate data can be used to reject 'specific rate models

if the model has a low confidence level in the F-ratlo test.
Areas of Continuing Research
In order to advance our understanding of interracial kinetics for llquld-llquld
systems, several areas of research will have to be developed.

The definition of

the llquld-llquld interface (mathematical or physical) ls_ still the subject of some
debate.

Some researchers believe the thickness of the interracial region ls on the

order of 1 nm, which could allow the Interface to be defined (mathematically) as a
phase boundary.
molecules.

The transltlon between phases would occur on the order of tens of

Other researchers assert than an interfacial reaction zone exists on

the order of 1 µm (28).

In the reaction zone concept, "interracial" reactions are

really occurring in a bulk region which has properties that are different from
either of the Individual phases. A resolutlon of these divergent views ls
_
essential in order to move forward with our knowledge of lnterfaclal reaction
mechanisms.
A second critical area of research ls the role and the accurate determination of
boundary layers adjacent to the interface.

The experimental methods which are

presently in use do not allow for a detalled analysis of the boundary layers.

The

rotating diffusion cell does allow a comparison between theoretical and observed
boundary layer thickness, but the device ls not designed to study the role of the
boundary layer per se.

In order to perform this research, it will be necessary to

use a measurement method which has well-characterized hydrodynamics and an
lnterfac!al area which remains constant ( these requirements are usually saUsfled
only in laminar-flow conditions).
Accurate determination of the effect of Impurities absorbed at the interface ls
crucial to measurement of interracial kinetics.
surfactants needs to be clarified and refined.

In addition, the role of
Most studies on this subject have

centered on retardation of kinetics by absorbed layers.

More fundamental work on

the mechanism of retardation (or enhancement) by surface active agents needs to be
performed.
A confusion exists in the literature for systems we have described as "purely
diffusive" or "solute-transfer".

Chemical engineers have traditionally approached

solute-transfer systems empirically using a mass-transfer coefficient k.

The flux

or solute from phase 1 to phase 2 ls typically given by
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J • k�C

(1)

where J is the flux, (mass per unit area per time) and 6C is the concentration

driving force.

Equation 1 models the transfer process as diffusion across the

Interface, but the mass transfer coefficient k often Includes diffusive boundary

layer effects and can be considered a lumped parameter.

The flux (or transfer

rate) ls first order In concentration and also depends on the available area.

Chemists, on the other hand, have often treated these systems as chemical reactions.
Typically, the reaction Is written

A(aq)

+

A(org)

(2)

where the rate of transfer at the interface is given by
rate • k 1 [Al(aq) - k- 1 [Al(org)

(3)

The total transfer rate must also include contributions from diffusion on each side
of the interface.

The free energy changes associated with eq 2 are typically small

(<lOkJ/mol) and there ls no reaction per se: that is, A ls still A after the
"reaction" has occurred.

Many of the discrepancies between measurements and philosophies have arisen because
of the diverse backgrounds of the investigators.

Interracial kinetics has emerged

as its own f-ield in recent years, but most the experienced researchers have

approached the problem with their specific application in mind (as opposed to
evaluating the general problem of liquid-liquid interracial kinetics).
At present, there-are no generally established criteria for proper

lnterfacial-klnetics measurement.

The important criteria such as hydrodynamics,

surface cleanliness, contribution of diffusion, purity of reagents, accuracy of

accompanying physical properties, and surface area need to be defined and detailed

so that all investigators can accept them.

Once accepted, researchers should make

every effort to abide by the criteria so that all research will be on the same

basis.
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Reactions in Monolayers Between Liquid Phases

Michel Th., Matt K., Hamza A. and Nitsch w.
Technical University of Munich, Garching/Germany
Even

for

a

longer time surfactant effects on mass transfer processes

are known, meanwhile numerous publications concerning this matter

have

been compiled (1;2). But until today it has not been possible to draw
a complete picture of surfactant actions on mass transfer. Especially
at

reactive

mass

transfer

on the one hand this is due to the mostly

complicate reaction itself, on the other hand in particular the reason
will be the difficulty in relating results of measurements to physico
chemical aspects of the system.
Mass transfer between two liquid phases, therefore heterogeneous sys
tems, is distinguished by coupling of transport and reaction proces

ses. Hence the effect of surface active substances

into two fundamental different domains

can

be

subdivided

effect on transport processes

influences on the mass transfer reaction itself.

At examinations of surfactant action already this classification re
quires the use of experimental techniques, which easily and unequivo
cally allow to distinguish between transport and reaction limitation.
According to our opinion this is excellently possible by means of flow
calibrated

stirred

cells.

Here

transport limitation turns out as an

linear dependence of transfer rate from stirring speed, on the
ry

reaction

contra

limitation appears as a more or less distinct marked p·1a

teau rate independent on stirring speed.

Comparatively detailed knowledge could be collected concerning the in
fluence of surfactants on transport processes. In this case it is
only possible, that surfactants act on the liquid flow adjacent to the
interface. This consequently hydrodynamic inhibition is caused by gra
,
dients of interfacial tensions damping the crucial flow near ,t-l'ie inter
face. Particularly by measurements in stirred cells it was possible to
action
aquire the typical phenomenas of hydrodynamic surfactant
(fig. l).
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Fig.

1

The effect of surfactants on transpo_rt limited mass transfer

The inhibition is illustrated by different surfactant concentrations
In the right the microscopic model of the surfactant influence on
hydrodynamics is demonstrated.

This characteristic influence could be demonstrated using

insoluble

surfactants

with

soluble

and

heat transfer measurements, physical mass

transfer and as well with transport limited metal extraction (3;4).
Furthermore by means of laser doppler anemometry (LDA)at a

uid

flow

liquid/liq

through a channel, it was possible by measuring the flow ad

jacent to the interface or even the interfacial flow itself

to

the model of flow induced gradients of interfacial pressure (5).
An

interesting

verify

effect of surface active substances on transport limi

ted mass transfer is, that

for

surfactant

concentrations

above

the

critical micelle concentration (cmc) all inhibiting gradients of inter
facial pressure·were

neutralized

flow pattern turns up (3).
Consequently

and

the

undisturbed

liquid/liquid

one succeeds in simulating the free interface by deliber

ate addition of surfactants, a condition otherwise is only very
cult to realize.

Of

fundamental

different

character as described above surfactant ef

fects are on mass transfer processes limited by reactions.
their

significance

almost

none
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Despite

of

systematic investigations concerning

this matter are known till today, in contrast to
tant effects.

diffi

hydrodynamic

surfac

In the following part of paper several aspects of our results

presented.

the mass transfer considered is governed by reaction.
Methodically we use as a model reaction the

buffered

will

be

At this it is absolutly necessary to secure definitely that

water

solution

extraction

of

zinc

from

to toluene with dithizone (HDz) according to

the stoichiometric equation
2+

zn
+ 2 HDz
---->
aq.
org.

ZnDz
2

org.

+

By former detailed work the kinetic of this
(6).

Ar.

interfacial

reaction

was

concentrations,

recognizable

proceeding

by

plateau

to

sufficient
it

would

At plateau rates and equilibrium far on the solvent side, in this

back reaction can be neglected, the kinetic equation
r = k K

with

k

dithizone.

rate

zn

2+

)

be

soluble

ones

by

case

HDz

and

constant

K

dissociation

At an interface a monomolecular film is formed by

es,

low

to state anything concerning effects of surfactant matrices

at interfaces.

holds

up

rates independent on

stirring speeds. Without such a clear-cut probe reaction
impossible

cleared

reation occurs, distinguished by the interesting

attribute of being reaction limited by

metal

+

2 H
aq.

constant of

surfactant

molecul-

adsorption and insoluble ones as a spread film.

Certainly these layers will affect the reaction occuring at this inter

face.
It

must be emphasized here, that at examinations concerning effects of

different surfactants it seems less in

related

to

the

interfacial

meaning

behaviour

to

neglect

questions

of these surfactants. Only by

measuring the dependence of interfacial tension upon concentration

following

calculation

it is possible to consider and to

amount

of

adsorbed

molecules,

compare

interfaces

with

the

Nevertheless, on the other side enhanced attention must be paid to
exceptional

usefulness

the

sensitivity of the interfacial behaviour of sur

factants to contaminations. In this case it is necessary
the

same

instead of calling on nearly the same

bulk concentrations for comparison.
frequent

and

of surface excess, applying the Gibbs equation,

to

criticize

of the substances via time dependences of the measure

ments of surface tension, in order

to

decide

wether

must be subjected to thorough purification procedures.

the

surfactant
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In

our

experiments

the concentration of zinc and dithizone were kept

constant
l0-4m and l,2S"l0-4m respectively) at a buffer pH of 5,01.
Chemically controlled mass transfer was compared by adjusting the same
surface excess of surfactants .In cases of mass transfer
still

superimposed

by

transport dep�ndencies the pure reaction limited rate

is evaluated by applying a method, which

upon stirring to infinite stirring speeds.

The

experiments

extrapolates

the

dependence

prove that adsorption layers at interfaces can influ

ence the reaction in different manners.

l. effect of the state of charge at the interface,
that means potential effects
2. dense aggregates of particles present at the
interface

3. influences of substance specific interactions

of the monolayer with the interfacial reaction.

Ad 1. Potential effects
Caused by the ionic character of e.g. sodium dodecylsulfate there
exists a potential at the interface as against the bulk phase, depend
ing on the surface excess and the amount of electrolyte present in the
water phase.
Fig.
demonstrates pow the reaction can be influenced by potentials.
The direction of the influence is of opposite sign, according as weth
er the layer is charged positively or negatively. There is the matter
of a sign effect only explicable by influences of potentials. Adding
an 1-1 electrolyte into the waterphase the potential at the interface
can increasingly be reduced. As a result the reaction rate in �he pres
ence of an anionic layer is decreased further,however in the case of a
cationic layer it is increased.
The results show, that here it is the question of a phenomenon which
cannot be explained by applying the classical Gouy- Chapman- Stern
treatment of the diffuse double layer in the water phase, like it is
known from the stability of colloidal dispersions. It is not possible
to relate the changes of the reaction rates with an enrichment of zinc
or hydrogen ions near the interface caused by electrostatic attrac
tion, till today such effects could only be demonstrated by e.g. hydro
lysis of special monomolecular films at air/liquid interfaces (7).
Indeed the influence of potential on dissociation of the dithizone mol
ecul� can be brought into line with the sign effect, but on the other
hand by this it is not possible to explain the effects of added elec
trolytes.
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Fig. 3 The correlation between state of compression
of the cephalin layer and transfer rate
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Ad 2. Aggregation
By means of a special technique of preparation of unsoluble films at
liquid/liquid interface in stirred cells, it was possible to demon
strate by measurements of zinc transfer through interfaces covered
with cephalin layers of different states of compression that then this
interface can be made nearly impermeable. At a state of compression of
the cephalin film on which a phase transition occurs at liquid/liquid
interface (that means the single molecules begin to cohere), the reac
tion rate decreases steeply (fig.3). With this a striking example is
presented demonstrating that the coverage of the interface with single
molecules is not the decisive parameter, but the presence of dense
aggregates determines the permeability of an interfacial adsorption
layer.
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Ad 3. Specific effects of the adsorption layer
Like it can be seen in fig. 4 some surfactant layers are able to Ye
duce extraordinarily the reaction rate compared

with

transfer

across

case of reaction limitation virtually no concentration gradient

exists

the free interface. Here it is the matter of an effect clearly far ex
ceeding pure potential influences. A bulk effect within the meaning of
complex formation of zinc ions by the sulfosuccinate cannot be hold
responsible for such a decrease of the reaction, if only the concentra
tion speaks against it. The same holds at the interface because in the
between bulk and interface.
At present no certain statements are possible concerning probable ex
planations of these special influences of adsorption layers. It would
be thinkable that, caused by the transfer component zinc itself, simi
lar effects of coherence of the surfactant molecules could appear like
described above.

Finally it is the question to accent that characterisation of influ
ences of surfactants on reactions at liquid/liquid interfaces only is
certain if one takes into account all partial aspects of the whole sur
factant influence. For that reason it must be proceeded in this way
that one can exclude or separate single effects (e.g. the hydrodynamic
one) and that a well known and as much as possible simple reaction is
used,' in order to draw a certain picture of the very complicated pro
blem of surfactant action on reactive mass transfer.
Under the viewpoint of possible specific effects at multi component
metal extraction these examinations seem to be of pronounced interest
and of great promise, also on account of understanding of several pro
cesses

occuring

at membranes that means ion exchange, liquid membrane

and at least biomembrane permeation.
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Laser Light-Scattering and Laser Fluorescence Studies of Solvent
Extraction Systems
Ronald D. Neuman, Department of Chemical Engineering, Auburn University,
Auburn, AL 36849/USA
The solvent extraction of metal ions from an aqueous solution to a nonpolar
organic phase is a separation operation of major technological significance in
the hydranetal lurgical and nuclear industries. It is now recognized that the
interface plays a key role in the extraction process, However, the
interfacial chemistry which occurs in the solvent extraction of metal ions is
stil 1 very incanpletely understood.
A lthough investigations of the interfacial behavior of extraction reagents, in
the past, have provided valuable infonnation, progress is becaning more
difficult in obtaining new fundamental infonnation fran classical
sur face-chemical approaches. The application of more sophisticated and
recently developed techniques, such as laser techniques, holds pranise for
significant advances in understanding the mo 1 ecul ar princi pl es underlying the
interfacial behavior of extractant molecu les and their interactions with metal
ions. This paper will discuss recent advances in laser light-scattering and
laser fluorescence techniques and their application to liquid/liquid
interfacial systems.
Laser Light Scattering
If a light beam is made to impinge on a liquid/vapor interface such as the
air/water interface, most of the light is reflected or refracted. However, a
very small amount is scattered in all directions. This surface light_
scattering is caused by the liquid surface being not flat but slightly rough
or corrugated due to thennal fluctuations (1). The early light-scattering
studies on liquid surfaces were limited to \he scattered intensity and
polarization. But it became possible with the development of coherent light
(laser) sources to study the frequency distribution of the light scattered
fran the thennally excited surface capillary waves. Whereas spectral analysis
pennits one to detennine v.alues of the surface tension and viscosity of
1 iquids, the power spectrum of the light scattered fran monanolecular films on
liquids, however, depends additionally on the viscoelastic parameters of the
film (2),
f1cQueen and Lundstran (3) were the first to study capillary waves on water
covered by monanolecular films using laser light-scattering (LLS) techniques,
Their measurements, howe_ver, suffered fran poor resolution and sensitivity as
well as the lack of a quantitative analysis of instrumental effects. Hard et
al, (4) developed an improved laser heterodyne apparatus for measuring
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properties of 1 iquid Surfaces where these 1 imitations were overcome.

Hhd and

Lofgren (5) determined for the first time the interfacial elasticity and
interfacial viscosity of a monolayer by LLS measurements.

Byrne and Earnshaw

(6) reported LLS measurements on fatty acid monomolecular films.

Langevin (7)

also examined a fatty acid monolayer but, in contrast to Byrne and Earnshaw
(6), concluded that a transverse interfacial viscosity also plays an important
role in the motion of the monolayer.

Similar studies in our laboratory led

Hard and Neuman (8) to conclude that the transverse viscosity was negligible
for the monomolecular films studied.
The LLS technique also has been used to measure interfacial tensions of simple
liquid/liquid systems (9) and more complex two-phase and three-phase
microemulsion systems (10).

Furthermore, we have shown recently that it

should be possible to obtain quantitative information on the interfacial
viscoelastic properties of some solvent extraction systems if high resolution
LLS measurements are made, especially so if n-hexane and water are employed as
the two bulk phases (11).
However, before we could undertake measurements on solvent extraction systems,
it was first necessary to re-examine the propagation and damping of thenna lly
excited capillary waves at pure liquid/vapor interfaces. This was required
because there were stil 1 unresolved questions concerning the validity of
various theoretical models used to describe the motion of capillary waves even
for the basic reference liquid, i.e., water (12,13).

Such a study was also

needed for correctly interpreting LLS measurements of mono layer-covered 1 iquid
surfaces si_nce there was also disagreement concerning which viscoelastic
properties are significant constitutive coefficients.

High resolution

measuremer-ts clearly are required for providing the high-quality experimental
data to determine whether the present theoretical models are adequate or
whether improved mode 1 s which more accurately describe the behavior of
fluid/fluid interfaces -- both in the absence or presence of sur face-active
substances -- are needed.
An advanced interfacial laser heterodyne light-scattering apparatus was
constructed for the purpose of obtaining high resolution LLS measurements.
The LLS measurements were performed in a similar manner to that described
earlier by Hard and Neuman (8) but differed in the following respects:

A

spatial filter/beam expander replaced lens L1 in front of the grating.

The

cabinet was made of double-walled stainless steel which allows thermostatted
water to flow between the walls.

The use of stainless steel instead of Lucite

for the Inner wall material reduces surface contamination. A sandblasted
glass Wilhelmy ·plate which wets better than platinum was used for the
surface tension measurements.

The photomultiplier anode curren_t was fed

directly into a simple current-to-voltage converter after which the signal was
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input to a broadband ampli fier/filter unit with upper and lower cut-off
frequencies set at 2 50 and 3.15 kHz, respectively. Next, the signal was
analyzed in a 2 56 live channel correlator {LFI, Model 1096) operating in
duplexing mode, producing 528-channel correlograms. Prior to being fed to the
correlator (analog· input), the signal level was matched to the internal
voltage-to- frequency converter of the correlator by an adapter (LF!, AM-01).
In the data fitting procedure, the correlogram was first {digitally) Fourier
transfonned, and the Lorentzian fit was a.ccanplished by a least-square
minimization procedure which yields two parameters of interest: the peak
frequency and the half-width at half-height of the power spectrum. The
measured power spectrum, after correcting for instrumental effects, was
interpreted by canpari son with the fo11 owing theoretical power spectrum which
takes into account the presence of the second bulk phase {14):
P (w) =

ksT
ffW

•

1m

1 · __x.:.1__

( 1W •

[l]

2)

X1•X3-Xz

where

[2 ]
[3]
(4]
2

ks • Boltzmann constant, T • absolute temperature, k • � • measured
wavenumber, A • wavelength of the measured surface waves, a• surface tension,
Pl • bulk liquid density, n1 • bulk liquid shear viscosity, P 2 • air density,
112
Re[m1] > 0, m2 •.
n2 • air shear viscosity, m 1 = [k 2 - i{wp1 /n1lJ
112
Re[m2 ] > 0, c* • c-iwK, c • sum of interfacial shear
[k2 - i(wp2 /n2 )]
elasticity and interfacial dilational elasticity and K • sum of interfacial
shear viscosity and interfacial dilational. v(scosity.
Absolute, accurate and high resolution laser light-scattering measurements of
capillary waves of water were successfully perfonned at three wavenumbers -834, 1114, and 1394 cm-1 -- in order to investigate the propagation and damp
ing of capillary waves (15). The wavenumbers were directly measured using a
new reference grating technique to within± 0.2%. With the carefully designed
LLS apparatus used in this study, low instrumental broadening of the capillary
wave spectra {9, 4, and 2 %, respectively) was achieved. Our results show
that the capillary wavemotion follows hydrodynamic theory using standard bulk
property values within the experimental inaccuracies which are ± 0.3 and± 3%
in frequency and damping, respectively. This makes these measurements the
most accurate in the fiel<t to date.
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The excellent agreement between experiment and theory then pennitted us to
extend LLS measurements to monolayer-covered aqueous subsolutions (16). The
film-fanning compounds studied were octanoic acid, myristic acid, stearic
acid, tetradecanol, PMMA, and PDMS. We convincingly found that the wavemotion
is detennined, apart from static surface tension, only by a horizontal
interfacial elasticity, e, and a horizontal inter-facial viscosity, K. This
result is in contrast with Langevin (7} who found transverse viscoelastic
properties are significant for myristic acid, stearic acid, and PMMA. The
measured e is equal to or larger than the static elasticity which is in
agreement with our earlier study (8), Our K values are consistently smaller
than surface viscosities found in other stud.ies, most pronounced for octan.oic
acid, where K differed at least by four orders of magnitude when compared with
a mechanical wave generating rheometer,
We feel the low

K

values are a consequence of the nondisturbing character of

LLS measurements of thennal waves, and this makes our values likely to be
correct. In contrast, our results indicate that mechanical devices used to
measure interfacial viscoelastic properties can seriously perturb the
interface, The LLS technique, therefore, shoul d be used rather than
mechanical viscometers to obtain reliable interfacial viscoelastic
properties.
Presently, we are optimizing the apparatus optics for LLS measurements of
liquid/liquid interfaces, The geometry selected should minimize the
deleterious effects of background scattered light which can also beat with the
light scattered from the capillary waves in most practical cells. Once the
optimizatio,, is completed, we will be able to obtain high resolution LLS
measurements �nd, hence, obtain reliabl.e infonnation on the interfacial
rheological properties of solvent extraction systems,
!nterfacial rheological studies are very important because investigations of
the interfacial behavior of extractants should not just be limited to
interfacial activitY. or tension measurements. Other interfacial properties
may also influence the rate at which metal ions are transferred from one phase
to another (17). Furthennore, the enhanced stability often observed during
the coalescence of dispersed droplets in an emulsion has been attributed to
the fonnation of coherent interfacial films by virtue of their dilational
viscoelastic properties (18). Thus, LlS measurements of the interfacial
ela�ticity and interfacial viscosity are most relevant to an understanding of
·not only the interfacial mass transfer process but also th� coalescence
behavior of droplets during sol vent extraction,
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Laser Fluorescence
An other laser technique under further development in our laboratory is that of
a laser flu orescence grat·ing technique.

Fluorescence techniques. have been

especially useful in biological membrane (19} and model membrane (20) studies
to measure the lateral or translational diffusion of molecules parallel to the
membrane surface.

Flu orescence photobleaching recovery {FPR} is the most

commonly used technique.

It should be possible to extend FPR to interfacial

studies of model extractants, i.e., surface or interfacial films of long-chain
phosphoric acids or phosphate esters that are less soluble and yet expose the
sillle functional groups to the two bulk phases.

Indeed, Peters and Beck (21)

recently reported experiments on phospholi pid monolayers at the air/water
interface using fluorescent probes.
The basic idea of FPR is simple:

An inte.nse light pulse fron a CW-laser, the

pulse being short compared with the characteristic diffusion time of the
s ysten of interest, is made to impinge on the film under study.

The energy of

the pulse is chosen high enough to irreversibly bleach the fluorescent pr obe
molecules which should be uniformly distributed within the host film.

With

the intensity of the laser beam attenuated 103 -104 times, the tenporal
fluorescence recovery of the bleached region is then measured.

The recovery

is due to diffusion of probe molecules into the bleached area fron
surrounding, non-bleached regions.

The characteristic diffusion recovery

time, 'D• is related to the lateral diffusion coefficient of the probe
molecules, 0, thr ough the relation
[5]
where a is a characteristic spatial width of the bleached region.
When the fi1 m substrate is a liquid, surface fl ow a1 so transports non-bleached
probe molecules into (and bleached molecules out of} the bleached region with
a characteristic time
T

F

where v is the flow velocity.

[6]

• a

-V

The measured recovery time, ,, is therefore

dependent on both ,0 and 'F• which in practice can seriously hamper accurate
diffusion coefficient determinati ons.
Particularly vulnerable to flow are measurements whereby a single, stationary
circular spot is used both for bleaching and monitoring. which is the common
way of measurement.

In order to determine

10

from

T

one then has to rely on

the detailed shape of the recovery curve which is not very accurate.

Another

major problem with al 1 single spot FPR measurenents is to determine a accurately.
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Instead of using a single spot, a simple Moire technique will be employed for
measuring lateral film diffusion using FPR, where the film is bleached in a
perio dic pattern of parallel light and dark stripes.

Dur fog fluorescence

recovery the imprinted pattern will be compared with an identical translated
reference mask.

This al lows the use of only one detector, gives simple data

analysis, and provides high signal-to-noise· ratio.

The periodic pattern

increases the spatial resolution relative to the conventional single spot
technique and results in more accurate diffusion constant determinations.
This technique ·also allows separation between diffusion and flow which is
important when liquid substrates are used.
This relatively new technique should permit us to probe the nature of the
mic roenvi rorrnent about the po 1 a r head groups of extractant molecules sinee
translational diffusion should be a sensitive indicator of changes occurring
in the vicinal water adjacent to the interfacial film.

As such, we will then

be better able to analyze the effect of the water structure in the interfacial
region (22).

It will be desirable also to evaluate the influence of anions to

determine whether a structure-.breaking action of chaotropic anions on water is
observed which may be helpful in interpreting the extraction rates determined
for solvent extraction systems.
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Effect of Dissolved Salts on tbe Binary Vapour-Liquid Equilibria
and Binary and Ternary Liquid-Liquid Equilibria
V.K. Srinivas

alld

D. SrinivARan

Department of Cbemical Engineering,
A,C. College of Tecbnology,
A.rllla Uw.vers1ty, Madras 600 025, Illd1a,

Abstract
AB a part of our continuing researcb programme on tbe
atooy of tbe salting out effects of dissolved salts in distillation
alld solvent extraction systems we took up for 11'.l"festigation tbe
ternary system etbyl acetate - isopropanol - water wbicb tends to
exbibit a aolutropic bebaT1our witb two of its constituent
binaries forming azeotropes.

Tbe idea bebiad sucb an n:ercise was

to ascertain wbet.ber tbs presence of an inorganic salt like NaCl
at soae concentration could break azeotropea alld 11\'oid formation of
a aolutrope.
We bave studied experimentally tbe effect of diaeolTed
NaCl at various conoentratione - 5, 10 etc. upto 25� by weigbt
(witbin tbe saturation limit) on (1) tne re.lathe TOlatility (o()
of tbe a1eotrop1c binary system isopropanol - water (11) tile
mutual solubility of the partially miscible binary system etbyl
acetate - water alld (111) tbe eeleo th1ty (�} of tbe solutrop1o
_
ternary system etbyl acetate - iaopropanol - water. It baa been
observed tbat in tbe case of tbe system ieopropanol - water tbe
azetrope gets abifted but 1s · not broken nen at bigb concentrations
of tbe salt NaCl.

As for its effect on tbe ternary LLE tbe region
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of beterogenity iDOreases vitb increase in its ooncentratioa..
Botti o( am

f

get enbanoed vi tb ia.orease in salt ooncentratioa..

Tbe bia.ary experimental VLE data nave been correlated well by
Wilaoa. equation.

Similarly tbe experimental ternary tie-line

data baYe been euooesefully fitted by Isbida's model vbiob baa
been suggested tor ternary eolutropio eyetema.

Tbe results are

presented and disoueeed in tbe text of tbe paper.

As the manuscriot was not available at the 28th May 1986, the deadline for
printing this �k, we only print the s.'.ort abstract of the paper.
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Selectivity and Equilibria in Extraction with Macrocycles
In Synergistic Combination with Organophllic Acids
W.J. McDowell, B.A. Moyer, S.A. Bryan, R.B. Chadwick, and G.N. Case
Oak Ridge National laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA

ABSTRACT
Reported here is th·e behavior of several organophilic macrocyclic polyethers < crown ethers>
as coordinative extraction synergists in combination with 1) a long-chain neo carboxylic acid,
2> an alkyl phosphoric acid, and 3) an alkyl-aryl sulfonic acid.

Selected combinations of

these organophilic cation exchangers and macrocyclic coordinators were examined as extractants
for alkali, alkaline earth, and first-row transition elements from nitrate systems.
and antagonistic effects were produced.

Both synergistic

Macrocycles having a cavity size to fit the metal

ion usually produced the largest synergistic effect; however, the nature of the substituents
on the macrocyclic ring also has a strong effect on selectivity.

In general, alkali metal ions

prefer to bond to benzo-substituted crown ethers while alkaline earth ions prefer to bond to
cyclohexano-substituted ones.

Iron, cobalt, and nickel extractions are antagonized by the

macrocycles while copper is synergized only slightly and manganese and zinc moderately strongly.
Evidence indicates that the organic-phase complex consists of a single macrocycle ring per
metal together with acid anions sufficient to neutralize the me'tal valence.
acid molecules are also included.

Sometimes neutral

Complicating features of the chemistry of these systems

include the tendency of the crown ethers to form strong intermolecular compounds with the
organophillc acids and the tendency of these acids and their salts to form aggregates.
INTRODUCTION
The ability of crown ethers to form coordination complexes with alkali and alkaline earth ions
in polar solvent systems Cwater, water-alcohol, alcohol, chloroform, and ethylene dichloride>
Some of the earliest work with crown ethers was a
is well known and documented.< 1 >
demonstration of their complexation with alkali metal Ions by extraction of picrate salt of the

metal Into a chloroform solution of crown ethers. < 2-5>
in

complexatlon was thus demonstrated.

The phenomenon of size selectivity

The use of organophlllc acids to serve as organic

phase cation exchangers In combination with organophllic crown ethers has been shown to
allow extraction of alkali, alkaline earth, and other ions Into organic solvents of tow polarity

such as toluene. <J- lOl

The organophillc acids that have been used in systematic studies

are shown In Fig. l.
_

ORGANIC·PHASE CATION EXCHANGERS

�,,

�
00

$°'

-C1 H 11

,

,,.,,.

o

-C5H 1 3 -/-C-OH
�

01 DOOECYLNAPHTHALENE
SULFONIC ACID
HOON$
MW"" 549.4

CH3
''VERSA TIC" ACID

B1S12-ETHYLHEXYLIPHOSPH ORIC ACID

V-ACID
MW"" 270

HDEHP
MW"" 322.6

FIGURE 1. The Organlc-PhaH-Soluble Acids �rted In Thia Poper.
eompound1 are liquid• at room temperature,

-'JI thtH
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The use of organic solvents ( diluents> of low polarity allows the experimental system to more
closely approximate the type of system that might be practical in a process where inexpensive
diluents of low toxicity and high flash point are demanded.

However, it also requires that

macrocycles be chosen that are soluble in diluents of low polarity and that distribute to aqueous
phases only slightly. The metal/sail adducts of these macrocycles should also be organophilic.
A number of macrocycles have been found to fit these requirements.
work are shown in Fig. 2.
The use of an organophilic
acid < calion exchanger> in

The ones used in this

SUIT ABLY ORGANOPHILIC MACROCYCLES

combination with an
organophilic macrocycle In
a diluent is believed t o
allow

1 > t h e formation

< perhaps a t the

Bt4C4

organic/aqueous interface>

TBB15C5

DC18C6

DC21C7

of an organophilic salt of
the metal i o n ,

2> the

coordination of the metal
i o n by the macroc yclic
compound accompanied by
shedding of all or most of
metal l o n·s w a t e r of
hydration, and 3) transfer

D(IBClt8C6

of the resulting
organophllic complex to the

CAVITY DIAMETER (A)

organic phase.
Re ported here

4.2-1.5

are the

results of, arid conclusions
from, several investigations
using the reagents shown
In Figs. 1 and 2.

L7-1.9

2.7-2.9

3.4-4.3

FIGURE 2. The Organic-Phase-Soluble Macrocycles Used aa Synergists. B14C4
: benzo-14-crown-4, TBB15C5 and TBC15C5 = !-butylbenzo-15-<"rown-5 and
1-butytcyclohexano-15-crown-5, DC18C6 = docyclohexano-18-crown-6 (t88 and
tBC are !-butylbenzo and !.-butylcycloheuno), DC21C7 =
dicyclohexano-21-crown-7, ONPCTF = octamethytperh)'drocyclotetrafurfurytene.

EXPERIMENTAL
Bis(2-ethylhexyll phosphoric
acid ( HDEHPl was purified by Cu< Ill

precipitation and molecular distillation. <1 l, 12>

The

neo carboxylic acid called "versatic acid 1519" CV-acid> was obtained from Shell Development
Laboratories and purified by �olecular distillation. The didodecylnaphthalene sulfonic acid < HDDNS>
was obtained from King Industries of Norwalk Connecticut and purified by published ion-exchange
procedures. C 13> Crown ethers were obtained from Aldrich and Parish chemical companies.
The macrocycles were staled to be 99% pure by infrared measurements by the supplier and
were u s e d as reclev ed.
The two-phase equllibratlons were made In small separatory funnels or vials at room temperature,
23 to 2s•c. Analyses of the equilibrated phases were usually by radiotracers, sometimes
by atomic absorption spectrometry.
RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
HDEHP has considerable selectivity of its own for the alkalis and alkaline earths <See Fig.
3>.

For example, lithium Is extracted more than the other alkali metals and beryllium more

than the other alkaline earth metals.
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The addition of crown ethers to the system does, however,

change the selectivity.

Figure 3 illustrates synergism by two different concentrations of DC18C6.

Extractions with the
carboxy lic acid, V-acld,
show a strong preference
for the alkaline earth

..•;..':..:';..·' ...:"..:"..:'
,o -�-�---�-=';..":;.'..:
D 0.1 M HO[HP
o 0.t M HO[HP + 0.4 M OCUIGf
• 0.12:!IMHO[HP +o.z,011oc11C1

elements over the alkali

\

metals and strong
ethers are seen I n- the
extraction of the alkaline
earths.

At pH 8. 5

strontium extraction I s
synerglzed b y a factor of

h_ I

approximately 1000 by

7

DC 18C6 and barium and
rad ium by a factor of

I
I

approximately 100 by
OC21C7.

"'

Although

insufficient detailed studies
have b e e n made,

It

appears that excellent
selective separations of the
alkaline earths from each
other and from the alkali

X

\
/\
\
I\
\
I \
\
I \\
\
I \
\
I
\
\ I
\ I

synergistic effects by crown

o.,

1.0

1.!I

2.0

2.,

Organophllic sulfonlc acids

l

f\ OC.18C6

I\
I\
I \

selective than carboxyllc or
0.7�

I

complex metals poorly.
4 are

I
I \\

/

the sulfonlc acid oxygens
The d ata I n Fig.

I
\

0.,0

I
\
I
I

consistent with this Idea.

---r.. ..

Under these conditions we
might expect most. of the
extraction selecllvlry shown

o.z�

�

by crown ether - sulfonlc
acid mixtures to be due
largely to the crown ether.
Strong size-s e l e ctiv e
'synergism Is seen In Fig.
4 where a l l the alk ali
elements were mixed In the
same aqueous solutions

4.0

,,

,.oo

used alone should be less
phosphoric acids because

,.,

FIGURE 3, S)nerglatic Effect.a Produced by Tw o Oiffer•nt Concentration• of
OC18C6 on Alk&li MelaJ Extraction from a Solution 0.1 M. in Each Alkali Metal
Nitrate by 0.1 M. HOfHP In Tolu •n •.

metals are possible using
carboxyllc acids with crown
ethers.

).0

IONIC 01.Ul[T[II

..

�21c1

-

HOONS

Li

�

K

Ro

£L[M(NTS EXTRACTED

C,

Sire· S1lecfr11 Synetgllffl: Lood•t!Q Condilion&

FIGURE 4. Tho Effocla al ThrN Crown Etho<a (D.ll5 M) on tho - SoloctMly
of 0.1 Id. HOONS In TolueM tor A,ka,II Metata tram an Aqueoua Solutton Q. 1 hl
In Each Alkali M etal Nitrate. (Fig. from Re f. 8.)
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Ccomplititive lil<tractionl and In Fig. 5 (from Rel. 10> Where the metals were exlracted aeparately
at tracer level. 8ut note also In Fig. 5 that there are significant dllferencas betwaen benzo
and cyclohexano-!iubslltuted
crown ethers of tne same
slzll and th•t fo r

No

Rb

potaislum, rubidium, and
cesium the benzo
�subsfituted crowr1s
produce the largest
synergistic effect and thus,
presumably, the strongest
bond with the alkali metal.
Figure 6 <from Ael.

10)

shows the extraction of
tracer�Ievei alkaline eanhs
with HODNS and HOON$
plus crown ethers.
Se,ytlium II not synetgiud,
calcium only ell9ht1y, and

0,Z

strontium and barium very
slgnlll cantly.

Note that

htre tlie btrtzo-substltuteCI

01 d.2 0� o., 02 o.�- O.t 0.1
NITRIC ACID CONCENTRATION, M

o.�

F!aURE 5. Extflctlon ol Tr_,..L_ Sodium, Potuaium, Rubldivm, and Ceaium
from Nitti<: Acid bV Toluen, SolutJona 0.1 M in HOONS and 0.05 M In t.ta«oc)de.

..

crowns are less elleotl�e
synerglsti than tlie
0yc1onexiino�substftuted
crowns.

O.!I

the btnzo- and

cyCiOliexano·su bstltuted
crown ethers r�elllli their
eelectMty between alkali
and alkaline earth
elements.

For example,

the e xt raction ooelllcferlt
fol potassium Is �50 uaing
tht benzo-iubstlluted erawn
but o n l y '46 u si ng the
ciyclohex•no �subatltuted
crown while for st1ontium
the ca.lflclents art 300 for
the benzo� and 6000 for
the cyclohex4no-subatltuted
compoulid.

Rubidium and

cesium both show stronger
ext1aet1on with the beriio
compound While, again,
barium shows a strong
preference 1or tlle

•.• l.....L-L.JJ.ilU L._J._L.JJ.u.u L....J...w..l.U.U L....J...L..1...1..WJ

0.1

0.2

o_,

0. 1

o.i

d.5

0.1

o.t

o.,

0.1

NITRIC N:10 CONCENTRAflON, M

0.2

o.,

,iouRE 6. the £.traolloit of Tr•.. ,-�evel Beryllium, C..lclum, StronUum, and
8iriutn from Nitric Ackt by Toluene Soluttona 0.1 M in HOONS and Q.05 M In
Macroeyclea.

oyclohexano-auba1utlted
compound.

Inductive effects would be ·expected to reduce the electronegatlvlty < baalcltyl

of lour of the six ether oxygens thus reducing their bonding strength and synergistic effect
but would not explain an Increase as In the case of potassium, rubidium and cesium.

Further,

I on/c a v i t y s i z e correspondence seems to ha v e little to do with this phenomenon.
The cyclohexano-derlvatlves of crown ethers are known < 14> to be more flexible than are the
benzo-derlvatives and this suggests the following speculation:
1 l The more rigid benzo-substituted
crown may maintain a cavity In solution thus allowing the alkali metal to profit In overall reaction
energy from the fact that it is not necessary to rearrange the coordinating oxygens of the
2> The doubly-charged alkaline
benzo-substltuted compound into a cavity Centropy effectl.
earth Ions may attempt to pull the bonding oxygens Into some configuration not easily attained
by the benzo-substltuted crown ether C steric ellectl.
The 15C5 ring is the correct size to accept first-row transition metal ions; however, for the
series of divalent elements manganese th.rough zinc, only the end elements are synergized
significantly.
C Fig.

Copper !s synergized very slightly and FeClll, CoClll, and NIClll are antago�lzed

7l.

In order to explain the
observed an ta_g onls tlc
effect, one must propose
reactions b e t w e e n the
macrocycle and the
organic acid that compete
with metal complexatlon ..

.

Such reactions have been
confirm e d using vapor
pressure osmometrlc

i

<VPOl and Infrared
methods.

For HDONS and

t8Cl5C5 two Intermolecular
adducts are required to
satisfy least-squares fitting
of the VPO data,
t8C15C52<HODNS>5 and

!BC15C5<HODNSl3.
Since VPO measurements

FIGURE 7. The Extraction ot Tracer-Level Mangane1e(II), lron(II), CONJt(II).
NicJ,et(II� Coppe,tll� and Zlnc(U) from Nltrio Add 11V tol..,,. 1o1u1iOn1 0.1 I,! HOONS
+ 0.05 M. 18Ct5C5. (Data from Rel. 10.)

show HOONS alone I n
toluene to be aggregated, a range of combining ratios In the adducts between HDDNS and
tBC15C5 Is suggested.
The differences In the effect of added tBC15C5 on extraction across
the divalent transition elements Mn through Zn <See Fig. Bl suggest that the strUctural-preference
energy or ligand-field stabilization energy <LFSEl that would allow FeClll,

Co<lll, and NIClll

to bond strongly with strong electron donors such as nitrogen Is not available In the bond
to the weak electron donor oxygens In the crown ether.

Further, the fact that five bonding

sites are offered by the crown ether and two by the sulfonlo aold argues for pentagonal blpyramld
geometry and this Is not consla.tent with the usual pusedo-octahedral complex preference of
Fe<lll, Co<lll, Nl<lll, and Cu(lll.

In other words, the structural and bonding preferences

of these elements are not satisfied by tBC15C5 plus 2DONS-1,

organic

phase

<extraction> complexes formed In these studlea have not been completely characterized,

Studies

to do this are underway.

The

However, we do know that the crown ethers form adducla or com�

with t h e sulfonlc acid b u t In dlferent < ave rag el combining ratios with different
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crown ethers.
Also, for
those systems examined,
·the evidence thus far
C slope analysis and
least-squares fitting of
equilibrium data and
Isolation and analysis of
solid compounds> indicates
one crown ether per metal

atom In the organic-phase
complex. Various amounts
of the suttonic acid appear
to be bonded depending
on the concentr alion of
metal In the organic
phase. Infrared, proton
nucle _ar magnetic
resonance, and vapor

ORNl.·OWG 15·17485

100 ,---,---,---,---r----r--.-----,

0.1

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Cu

Zn

DIVALENT ELEMENT

FIGURE a. Syn•r,glsti< factors <Dmbttura'DHOONs> for Ill• First-Row T,.,,,ition
pressure osmometry studies
e.m.nta Mn Through Zn due l<I Ill• Addition ol 0.ll5 !,! l8Ct5C5 l<I a 1 !,! HDONS
indic ate that for the
In Toluene. Th• aqueoua phaae WH 0.2 M. nitric acid. <F '9 from Ref. 10)
.
complex of strontium with
DC18C6 and DDNS-l the
stoichiometry Is SrCDONS) i DC18C6· 2H20 and that the strontium is. within the DCl 8C6 ring.
Studies of the extraction of very low concentrations of manganese C < 0.001 Ml Indicate the
formation of the complex MnCDDNSl2·4HDDNS. The macrocycle tBB15C5 does no_t form a
complex with manga_ n ese.
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Modelling of Salting Out Effects and Solvent Extraction Equilibria
H. Pitsch, UNAM, Mexico/MEX. J. Ly, C. Poitrenaud, INSTN, Gif-sur-Yvette / F
Physico-chemical basis
In the equilibrium equations, activity coefficients in both phases represent saltine

out effects. We adopted Sergievskii 's hypothesis as regarding the non-ideality of
the behaviour of species in the organic layer ( 1) : for a definite solvent (i.e.

diluent+ extractant at constant total concentration), the activity coefficient of
any organic species only depends on the activity of water in the system :

a

w is the activity of water.

On the other hand, aqueous solutions are supposed to obey Zdanovskii 's rule (2), and
therefore the expression

proposed by Ryazanov-Vdovenko ( 3) describes exactly the

activity coefficient of any species i present in the aqueous phase :

o is the total concentration of species in the aqueous solution,
On this basis, it was previously shown ( 4) than any equilibrium in an aqueous solu
tion or between two inmiscible phases may be characterized by a function of the wa

ter activity in the system, from which the e.pparent equilibriUIIl constant K in any me

dium might be calculated. For example :
M+

L"'MLn

n

n
= 
)
K = -�[ ML �
n
[M]. [L)

a-n

Distribution Equilibria
The general equation of the distribution equilibrium of a metallic element M betveen

tvo non-miscible liquid phases may be vritten
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and the corresponding expression of the distribution coefficient is

e.

D

Ko
ext

_:!i_

f7
J

r.
y
/

rJyi

e
n- i
1 (Ei]
r.

___l_

G7tR)

YM'

j

-1

"M(Lk )

J

In the first place appears the_ th e rmodynamic constant, vhich depends on the temp e 

rature and pressure. The next two therms describe the medium effects in the aqueous
and in the organic phase respectively, and may be reduced to functions of a and a.
v

Finally, the last tvo t e rms repres ent the chemical effects, due to the main reaction
and possibl e interfe ring process e s (compl exation in the aqueo..s phas e ).

According to the previously developped considerations, it is then possible, at cons

tant temperature and pressure and for a given solvent, to express D by a product of

three t e rms, the salting-out on e (function of av and a), th e mass action term (con
centrations) and the complexation t e rm (ligand concentration, •v and r) :
D

a

G

(av) . a
ext

Er.-1
J

n[E.] e i
l

l

a

-1

M(�)

Here G
(a ) is the distribution function which characterize the peculiar equiJi
ext v
brium, and the general expression for the complexation coefficient is :

( n ligands �, nk complex es vith �) •

1) Extraction of mineral acids
,r

extraction of HCl by TBP (30 %) in dodecane .

The distribution function vas deterrninated by extraction experiments from diffe

rent hydrochloric media (Fig. 1), according to the distribution me chanism g e nerally
admitted for the present experimental conditions

a Deducing the corresponding value of the distribution fUllction from this curve, it

is posSible to predict ertraction coefficients even from aqueous phases containing

other salts than those used in the previous study.
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2) Extraction of a metal-chelate : distribution of uranium (VI) between aqueous so

lutions and thenoyltrifluoracetone (HTTA) in toluene.

" The distribution function corresponding to the equilibrium

was determined by extraction from non-complexing perchlorate media (Fig. 2).
x The characteristical functions of the complexation equilibria of UO�

+

by nitrate

ions in aqueous solution were determined in the range .7 < aw < 1 by means of displa

cement of the previous distribution equilibrium under controlled media conditions

(fixed water activity and known o) (Fig. 3). These functions allow speciation calcu
lation of any nitric solution of uranyle in the mentionned range of water activity.

3 ), Extraction of an element by combined mechanism
in dodecane from mixed chloride solutions.

extraction of Tco

4 by TBP (30 %)

x The distribution functions G�xt for the following distribution equilibria were
determined :

as well as the water activity functions corresponding to the three identified inter

fering reactions

H + Tc0
+

4 _. H Tco4

Na + Tco
+

ca

2+

+

Tco

4 ,. Na Tco4

4 · .. ca Tcot

GH

GNa

Gca

x It follows that the general expression of the distribution coefficient of Tc(VII)
between chloride solutions containing the cations H , Na , Li , ca2 , Mg2
+

+

+

(30 %) in dodecane is :

+

+

and TBP

-4
[TB �
[Cl] BP]
��
+ (G�t· [Mg] +G��t· [ca9.
:

D=-----------------�------------�-l+G .l!:!L
H
o

+

G a ,.lf&
GNa ,M+
o
o
C

Further experiments involving complexe solutions (from two to four salting out ag,nts)
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were used to check the validity of this equation. The excellent coincidence between

calculated and experimental values is shown in Fig. 4.
Conclusion

It is shown that describing salting-out effects by means of the two parameters¾
and o allows a simple and precise morlellinr, of distribution eqailibria. Prediction
of distribution coefficients is therefore possible even in case of complexe solu

tions. This permits to identify unambiguously and characterize chemical reactions
which may interfere with the extraction process.

Limits of application of the present way of modelling distrib�tion equilibria are

mainly determined by the simplicity of aqueous mixtures (i.e., their obedience to

Zdanovskii's rule). Most systems involving electrolytes of industrial interest, es

pecially in hydrometallurgy, are liable to be analysed by this method,

( 1) V.V. Sergievskii, Dokl. Akad. Nauk. SSSR. , 1976, 228, 160
(2) A.B. Zdanovskii, Trudy Solyanoi Laboratorii Akad. Nauk. SSSR., 1936, 6, 1
(3) V.M. Vdovenko, M.A. Ryazanov, Zh. Fiz. Khim., 1968, 42, 1936
(4) J. Ly, Thesis, University of Paris
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• HCl
• NaCl + HCl
11 LI CJ + HCJ
• CaC12 + HCl
., HgCl2 + HCl
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-3

•4

.s

•6

.7

•8

,9

•H20

·Figure 1 : Distribution function of HCl betveen aqueous chloride solutions and TBP
(30 %) in dodecane.
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NH4Cl04
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Figure 2
toluene.
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.85
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Distribution function of uranyle between aqueous solution• and IITTA in

U02N03+
• U02(N03l2
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Figure 3
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.9
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Water activity functions for the complexation reactions
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log Deal
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0

-1
-1

0

2

log

Figure 4 : Comparison of calculated and measured distribution coefficients of
Tc(VII) between chloride solutions and TBP (30 %) in dodecane.
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A general model for computing liquid-liquid equilibria. Application to the extraction
of cobalt, copper and manganese by tri-i so-octylanrnonium chloride.
P.A. NO I ROT, M. WOZNIAK
Ecole Nationale Suoerieure de Chimie de Lille, 59652 VILLENEUVE O'ASCQ - France

The design of a solvent extraction process for metals starts with the determination
of experimental equilibrium data. For multicomponent systems, l'lhich involve a coml)e
titive extraction, the distribution coefficient of one solute is a function of the
concentrati ans of others and the winning of such rlata requires considerable 1·1ork.
Then the modelling is essential to reduce the experimental work and next to reach ma
terial balance flm·1sheets.
At present, if one except the empirical and semi-empirical models, the modelling of
equilibrium data for the extraction of metals is essentially based on chemical inte
ractions. (1). fonsequently, the ohysical interactions are overlooked and the introdu
ced equilibrium constants are thus hiqhly conditional, i.e. the model is only valid
near the determination conditions and in a broad range of ionic composition for the
aqueous phase.
This work therefore describes (i) a general model based on chemical and physical in
teractions and (ii) its application to the study of the extraction of cobalt, copper
and manqanese from lithium chloride and nickel chloride solutions by tri-iso-octylam
monium chloride.

1. THE MODEL
The proposed model is based upon
- the stability constan ts of the species present in the aqueous and in the organic p,ases,
- the equations for the activity coefficients of the species (strong or weak electrolytes) which affect the "apparent" stability constants,
- the mass balance equations.
1.1. Equilibrium and soecies
As in conventional chemical models (2), it is first considered 'that the species in
presence are derived from narticular and independent species (A, X ... H) named the
"components" of the system.
The general formation reaction of a soecies can thus be written
aA + xX +
+ hH '! Aa Xx .... Hh + w H20
to which corresponds an overall thermodynamic formation constant:
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(A X .... Ht,l cH20 l "'
a x

[1 l

(Al

a

(X} x .... (H}

h

where (} denotes activity

The number of components or snecies in only limited by the computer memory size

a nd

the stoichiometric coefficients a, x ... h, w m ay be zero, positive or negative, inte
ger or fra ction a 1 .

As m ass-ba lance equations require concentr ations ra ther tha n

on a l constants B· a re introduced. They

a re

a ctivities,

ca 1 culated by the relation

concentrati-

h
X
a
yA Yx ••• YH
"'
YA X ..H (H20}
a x·
h

[2 l

where y is the a ctivity coefficient of J, the units being those of section 1.3.
J
Moreover the definition phase of a component or of a species is to be specified.

Afterwards,

an

orqanic :;pecies will be overlined and the corresponding stability cons

tant noted Br- If

a

given species is present in the two pha ses, two consta nts B and
T

Br a re introduced, whose ratio is the conventional pa rtition constant.
1.2. Activity coefficients
Only the

a ctivity

coefficients of the

a queous

species ha ve been ta ken into considera 

tion. They are indeed highly va riable due to the f act tha t the ionic composition of

the aqueous phase is likely to change very strongly during an e xtra ction process. At

the moment, idea lity is thus

activity coefficients

are

a ssumed

for the organic species Cr= 1) : in f a ct, their

included into the equilibrium const ants. This approximation

remains valid as long as the composition of the organic phase is not significantly
altered.

Numerous theoretica 1 or semi-empirical· functions-reviewed recently by Renon (3)- have
been proposed for the prediction of activity coefficients of electrolytes, even in

concentrated solutions. Amon� them, we have chosen to adopt the Bromley represent a tion.
A single activity coefficients yJ is given by the following equation (4), in the mola
lity scale :

[3]

AZ 2 1 1 /
•
-2
.J
+EB
Z
[Kl
KJ
KJ
+ I1/2
2

(0.06 + 0.6 Bi(J) IZK ZJI

with Z
KJ

(1 + 1.5 !)2
IZKZ JI

I = ionic strenqth of the solution I = .! E z K [Kl
2
[Kl= mol ality of species K, moles/kg wa ter
2

ZK= cha rge of K
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A= Debye-HUckel constant
BKJ interaction parameter between Kand J
In Bromley's model, t he inde x K refers only to ions of opposite sign to ion J exis
ting in t he multicomponent solution. So as to consider molecule-ion interactions, we
will admit t ha t species K may also be a molecule (ZK=0). Ternary or higher order
interactions are ignored.
Water activity !H20J is derived from t he osmotic coefficient �

r[J]
ln ! H20 l = - -. n- $ w here nw represents the number of unbounded
w
moles of wa ter per 1000 g of total water.
[4 l

[4a l

1 -$
ln 10

[4b l

a =� { 1 + 1 112 - -�� - 2 ln (1· + 1 112) l
1 + Il/2
I"''

[4c l

o/ =3_ { 1 + 2 al2
al
(l+al}

- (o.os

+

o.6 s) lz z I _I_ f
+ -

2

-

s _I_
2

ln(l + al) l
al

with 8 = 4 (E E BJK Z�K [J ][Kl)/ (HJ] ( rzg [J])
JK
and a = 1.5/I z+z_l
It s hould be noted t hat o/ (equation [4c]} is not rigorously correct. However, t he
effect of t he approx imation is negligible,the term involving o/ being at most a few
percent of t he.ot her terms.
T he advantages of t his model ne (i) t he reduced number of adjustable parameters BKJ
and (ii ) the possibility for predicting untabulated values of BKJ from individual
parameters (BKJ=BK + B J+ 6K+ 6J}. Despite t hat, Bromley has observed good corre
lations, in t he case of single electrolytes, for ionic strengt h up to 6 m1.3. Mass balance equations
Th e mass balance constraints are applied to the choosen components. For example, with
component X we have t he following e x pressions
[5]

qx=m[X](or v[X]) + mEx[AaXx···Hh] + VEX [AaXx ···H h]
�X=m[X](or v[Xl) + mi: x s[A]a [X]x ... [H]h + vrxli[Ala [X]x ...[H] h
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with m = mass of water, kg
[J]= molality of J, at equilibrium, moles/kq of water, replaced by CJ l for
or�anic comnonents.
v = volume of the organic phase, dm 3
[JJ= concentration of the organic species J at equilibrium, moles/dm 3
qx= moles of component X in feed, known from the·compositions of the aqueous
and organic pfiases.
The set of the equa tians [ 5] makes a non-1 inear system where [ Al, [ X ]...[ H l are the
unknowns. Its resolution is performed by the Newton method [5] .

THE PROGRAMS
Computer programs have been developed on the basis of equations [1J-[5]for the pre
diction of the composition of the equilibrated phases (GMOOEX program) as well as
for the refinement of the unknown parameters of the model (AFFINEX program).
The input data for (',MQOEX consists essentially in (i) the number of components for
the system, the stoichiometric c. oefficients to define the species in presence and the
related thermodynamic stability constants (ii) the interaction parameters BJK which
number is reduced by adopting common values and (iii) the mass-balance infonnation
(concentrations of the components, mass of water, volume of the organic phase, incre
mentations to be applied for a curve simulation).
Starting with the thermodynamic constants, GMOOEX uses an iterative method : the
free concentrations of the components are calculated from the set of equations [5] ,
and next the concentrational stability cqnstants (equations [2] - [4]) which are re
turned to the previous step as long as a convergence tolerance is not attained.
AFFINEX program uses a least-squares technique for the refinement of the unknown para
meters (S T' BKJ) from various experimental data. The error-square sum which is minimi
zed is defined by' S = E (Y e- Ye/ which Y represents an experimental measurement and
e
Ye a quantity depending on the unknown parameters. S is minimized with respect to the
values of the parameters using an i.terative method. The allowed refinement variables
Y.are (i) any concentration at equilibrium or linear combination of concentrations
e.g. the total concentration of a metal in the organic phase (ii) the water activity
(iii) the osmotic coefficient and (iv) the distribution coefficient of a component.
Moreover their lo�arithm can also be selected.

EXPERIMENTAL
Tri-iso-octyl amine - Sherex commercia1 compound, marketed as Adogen 381 • was used
without further purification. The amine was diluted in an aromatic solvent (Solvesso
150) in the presence of a modifier as 3rd phase suppressor (6) . A 0,4 M amine solu
tion was converted to the hydrochloride form by contacting it with hydrochloric acid
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(7). The concentration was determined by potentiometric titration in a water/ethanol
mixt\Jre.
Aqueous solutions of C o(II), Cu (!!), Mn (II) were prepared by dissolving their chlo
rides in lithium chloride or nickel chloride solutions (analytical reagent grades).
All solutions were made by weighing. ·
The phases of the desired composition were shaken for 30 min., at 2s 0c! 0.2 ° C; after
centrifugation the metal in the organic phase was stripped with diluted perchloric
acid. Metal analysis was performed by atomic spectrophotometry or by conventional
volumetric analysis.
RESULTS
The model has been tested by means of
data of the cobalt chlorocomplexes in
their stability constants and (ii) on
copper (Fiq.3) and manqanese (Fiq.4).
stability constants as the introduced

1.0

the AFFINEX program (i) on the distribution
aqueous solution (Fig.l) in order to obtain
the extraction isotherms of cobalt (Fig.2),
The species found to give the best -fits, their
interaction parameters are listed in Table I.

CoCl(H70);

-

.... ..... ,,

A\\

\
\
\
I
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o.o
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I
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I
I

2

4

6

s
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Fig. 1 - Distribution of the indicated cobalt species and water activity (H20}as a
function of HCl molality.
DA•�,- 0 Experimental data, from Zeltmann et al. (8)
----·-·-.... , ... calculated curves, according to our model. Fixed parameters :
BH,Cl = 0.1433; Bco,Cl = 0.1016; refined: BH,CoCli = 0.05 and Br (see table IA)
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Table I - Parameters for cobalt, copper and man�anese extraction by tri-iso-octylam•
monium chloride (ll3NHC1), at 25 °C
N

Species

";.

t-4 Cl (H 7. 0);
M C12(H20)4
M C12(H2o)2
ti C13(H20)
M Cl3(H20f
M Cl4(H20)
M c1;(R NHCl)M Cl�
J
(R3NHC1)2M Cl2
(R3 NHC1 )3 M Cl2

3·

2-

+
"'"'
0

N

::c

:c'

0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0

0
0

0
0
1
2
3

BM,Cl (Ref.4)
BNi,Cl (Ref.4)
Bli,Cl(Ref.4 ).
BNi, MCl
Bli,MCln
n

+

109 ST(3 a)

N

u
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
2
2
2

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

o·

0
0

0

N

::c

-1
-2
-4
-3
-5
-4
-6
-7

� ti= Co
-0.34
-3.24
-6.07

b

®

M,Cu c

l..20(0.17)
-0.28(2.3)
-2.29(from 9)
-4.5(from 9)

-8.64
-2.90(0.26) -0.04(0.68)
-8 -0.87(0.09) 1.79(0.85)
-9 -0.05(0.13) 2.27(0. 70)
0.1016
0.1283
0.01

©

M = Mn c

-0.42(0.27)
-1.95(0.14)
-6.43(from 10

-1.73(0.17)
-0.88(0.14)

0.0654
0.1039

0.0869
0.1039

0.01

0.01

(a) o = standard deviation, only for the refined parameters ;(b)from data in LiCl
!nedia ; (c) from data in NiC12 media.

During the refinements, the interaction parameters were fixed at Bromley's values
except for BLi,'lCln' BNi,MCln(M=Co·, Cu, Mn), the influence of which is insignificant
and which were thus arbitrarily fixed at 0.01. In all cases, it was assumed that in
teractions between chlorocomplexes and othe_rs ions were the same whatever the degree
of fonnation e.g. B
co,Cl = BCoGl,Cl = 8c0Cl2,Cl = 8co,C0Cl2 = 8co,C0Cl3 = Bco,CoC14·
It should be noted that three extractable species are needed to descrioe the system.
The consideration of (R NHC1) MC1 alone leads to a poor fit (Fig.l). This model is
3
2 2
not unreasonable since one could put forward the aggre9ation of the extractant for
(R3NHC1)3MC12 and the presence of the modifier for (R3NHCl)MC12.
The values of Table IB, IC are to be regarded as preliminary results since the Sr of
the predominant chlorocomplexes, highly correlated with the ST of the extractable
species, have been detennined simultaneously. The prediction of the extraction of
cobalt in NiC12 media (Fig.2), directly from the LiCl detenninations (Table IA) i.e.
only by substituting BNi,Cl = 0.1039· for Bu Cl, could be improved by considering a
,
new value for BNi,Cl' determined 1n a wide range of Jonie strength, i.e. up to 11 m
(instead of 6 m).
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[Co)
mol/l

�=.._.-� . .LiCI

,.

8.53m

Nig2
-·- -·-

0.15

-·�:.-::..

3.65 m

0.10

0.05

...-.-·...... •····:·�·:�:�
.-.A.·
NiCl 0.90m
1

0.1

0.2

0.3

[C.O) moll kg

Fiq.2 - Extraction isotherms for cobalt by 0.372 H tri-iso-octylanmonium chloride
s
LiCl media : • Ci liJ D experimental data -- calculated isotherms,
of Table IA········calculated isotherms assuming a single extracted species rr�liHr
3
C0Cl2 ; NiCl2 media : "V Al. experimental data -·-·-·-·-predicted isotherms,2
from the LiCl model of Table IA (Bu ,Cl substituted by BNi,Cl = n.1039)

(Cu)
mol/l

•---NiCl1 3.65 m
2.65 m

0.15
1.70m

0.10

0.90m

o.os
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

[Cu] mol/kg

Fig.3 - Experimental and calculated extraction isothenns for copper, from NiC1
solutions, by 0.385 H tri-iso-octylanmonium chloride (parameters of Table IB) 2
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[Mn)
mol/l

NiCl 2 3.65m

0.05

0.90m
0.3
[Mn] moVkg
0.2
0.1
fig.4 - Experimental and calculated extraction isotherms for manganese, from NiC12
solutions, by 0.386 M tri-iso-octylanrnonium chloride {parameters of table IC)
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed model, despite its simplicity, has proved to be quite satisfactory for
the analysis and prediction of extraction data. It is planned to extend the activity
model by accounting for molecule-molecule interactions. This MOdel is already used
for the desiqn of extraction plants {INSTALLEX program, to be published).
As to
the extraction_mechanism, additional work is in progress in order to consider equilibria - such as the deprotonation, the aggregation or the hydration of the
extractant - which have been omited.
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To the Theory of the Mutual Influence of Metals in Extraction
Systems with Aggregated Extractants

v.V.Bagreev, Yu.A.Zolotov, s.O.Popov, C.Fischer, V.I.Vernadsky
Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, USSR Academy
of Sciences, Moscow/USSR and The Central Institute of Solid
State Physics and Material Research, GDR Academy of Sciences,
Dresden/GDR
The salts of tertiary high molecular weight amines and quaternary
ammonium bases (QAD) are efficient extractants for isolation of
whole number of metals, e.g., of lanthanides and actinides,
Normally, these metals are extracted simultaneously from solutions
of complex composition. It is, therefore, very important to know
how the extr·action of one of the components in the aqueous phase
affects the recovery of another one, i,e. to study the mutual in
fluence of metals during extraction, In those cases when one of
the extracted metals is present in solution in a much higher con
centration (macroelement) than another one (microelement) their
mutual influence often results in the suppression of the micro
element extraction.
Extraction with such extractants as the salts of amines and QAB
aggregated in the organic phase leaves an imprint on the individual
and the simultaneous extraction of elements. It is clear that the
study of the mechanism and the quantitative description of metals
extraction supression in these systems required the knowledge of
the aggregation and dissociation constants of the organic phase
components, One of the most effective approaches, making it
possible to solve this problem successfully, can lie in measuring
the conductivity, the freezing point, the IR and NI>$ spectra of
extracts,
The aforesaid predeterirJ.ned the object of .the present work, viz.:
- systematic investigation of the structure, stoichiometry, dis
sociation and aggregation of simple and metal-containing trioctyl
and trioctylalkylammonium (alkyl= CH3 - CaH17) compounds in organic
solvents, using the cryoscopic, conductometr ic, IR- and NMR-spectro
scopic methods to investigate the extracts;
- using the obtained results to develop the theory of the elements
extraction suppression in systems with aggregated extractants and
to construct a mathematical model of this phenomenon.
The state of simple and metal-containing trioctyl- and trioctylal
kylammonium salts in organic phases.

Solutions of simple nitrate and chloride, as well as lanthanide-,
uranyl-, thorium-, iron (III)-, indium- and gallium-containing
trioctylalkyl- and trioctylammonium compounds in benzene and nitro
benzene were studied using the methods of cryoscopy, conductometry,
IR and NLIR spectroscopy, From the data in literature it followed
that the aggregation constants (a) of alkylammonium salts in non
polar diluents can be calculated most correctly with the. helP. of
the generalized theory of associative equilibriums (GTAE) (1 ),
using experimental data on the thermodynamic activity of the diluent
(as) in the studied solution, To procese the experimental dependenc
es bet ween the equivalent conductivity of solution ( f\) and the con
centration of dissolved compound (CA) and calculate the dissociation
constants (Ka) of alkylammonium salts in high-polar dilu..-ents the
most suitable is the model based on the Fuess-Onsager theory of
electrolyte solutions 12), and in non polar media - various semi
empirical relations. It is also fairly simple to calculate the
aggregation and dissociation constants of QAB compounds from the
data of NT,!R-spectroscopic study of the extracts.
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Using all the above methods we calculated the aggregation const
ants for the extractants themselves, as well as metal-containing
compounds of trioctyl -('.l.'OA), trioctylmethyl- ('l'Ol.lA) � trioctylethyl
(TOEA), trioctylpropyl- (TOPA) trioctylamyl- (TOAAJ, tetraoctyl
ammonium (TeOA), Aliquat-JJ6, 1�RicH3N+c1- with R 1 = C9H1 - C10H21)
+
1
a�d trialkylbenzylammonium chloride (TABACl, R2
3BzN c1- w th
R = C7H1� - C9H19 and Bz = benzyl) in benzene and nitrobenzene.
Table 1 sfiows, as an example, the values of dissociation constants
for some QAB chloride compounds, calculated with the help of Fuoss
Onsager theory from conductivities data. 'l'he conventional methods,
however, dicl not make it poaGible to determine with sufficient
accuracy the aggregation const ants of QAB compounds in a high-polar
Table 1
Dissociation constants of QAB compounds in nitrobenzene,
calculated with the help of Fuess-Onsager theory
Extracted compound
Q.lB
Ka __ R ?l + FeC1
(1.4.:!;0.J) •10-2
Aliquat-JJ6
4 +
4R N GaC14
C 1 • 4±0.J) •10-2
4
(1.6±0,6) •1_0-2
R N+c14
R N +Fec14
rrABACl
CB±2l ,,0-2
4 +
R4N Cl(1.4±0,4) •10-J

organic solvent and their dissociation constants in a weakly polar
pne, As we see it, this is a consequence of the fact that correct
values of aggregation and dissociation parameters can only be
obtained when both these phenomena are simultaneously accounted for.
Indeed, the overall concentration of all the forms of dissolved
compound in organic p·hase �- Ci (i.e. the overall concentratio1; of
monomers, dimers and higher muitimers, as well as all their ionized
forms) essentially depends both on the aggregation and the dissoci
ation processes, this dB__l)_endence being of the opposite nature.
Aggregation decreases :::E Ci, and dissociation increases it. The
:::E. Ci value, directly or indirectly, enters into the equations of
any aggregation or dissociation model. Therefore, if the correspond
ing constants are calculated without the mutual influence of the
dissociative and the aggregative equilibriums being taken into
account th'3re is bound to be a systematic error in these calcula
tions. The fact is that the overall concentration of all the forms
of dissolved comll_()und, actually existing in solution, is always
higher than the� Ci value predicted by the aggregation model and
is lower than the value predicted by the dissociation model. There
fore, calculations will produce underestimated values of aggrega
tion and dissociation constants,

We tried to overcome this shortcoming of the GTAE and the Puoss
Onsager theory models by the using of the common treatment of the
data produced by the cryoscopic and the conductometric study of
the extracts, Our model was developed with the following assump
tions on the possible equilibriums of the organic phase components.
Firstly, the stepwise aggregation constants of dissolved compound
are equal to one another ( /5 l = J3 = ••• = J, ) • Secondly, all the
alkylammonium compounds are dissociating in the organic phase mainly
at the first stage with the dissociation constant Ka, And, thirdly,
ionized forms of the dissolved compound molecules do not take part
in aggregative equilibriums, _in other words, the aggregates of QAB
compounds can only dissociate according to equation

z

(R4 NB)1 � R 4 N + + B- + (R 4 NB)j-t
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with the dissociation constant K1 = Kd / � •

In accordance with these assumptions, the equations of Puoss-On
sager equations were reduced to the form of

31
A::cA o-Sicl CA1 )''i E(JCA1 )en(d'.CA1)+ Ji(JCA1)-J,,(dC) � I\JCA� f3/(Ka.CA) ( 1)

½f:-A(dCM

)1/2/[

o

11 (d

1+�01

CAI

)1/2]

( 2)

where A 0 is the equivalent conductivity at infinfte dilution,
CA1 is the concentration of the monomeric alkylammonium species
present in the solution, cf.. and K0 are the dissociation degree
and the dissociation constant of the dissolved compound, R is the
interionic distance parameter in an ion pair, f is the mean ionic
activity coefficient, and S1, E, J1, J2, A and B1 are num�rical
coefficients. In their turn, the equations of the GTAE model were
transformed by the substitutions mA = mA -.LmA1 and aj =ms+
(RA+ 1)d.mA1• ms, mA and mAj are the concentrations of the diluent,
alkylammonium
salt and its J-meric aggregate, respectively, in
molality units, and RA is the ratio of the molar volumes of the
dissolved compound and the solvent.

Thus, within the framework of the proposed aggregation and disso
ciation common model (ADCM), concentration of the monomeric mo
lecules of alkylammonium salt in solution (CA1) can be calculated in
the case of high-polar media from equation
(3)
and in the case of non polar ones from equation
(4)

In our opinion, the principle of co-ordinating of the dissociation
and aggregation constants of the compounds in organic solutions
and the mathematical model developed on its basia make it possible
to determine simultaneously these constants both in high- and non
polar solvents, where - as the i-nitial models cannot provide this.
The use of ADCM, on the one hand, makes it possible to describe
aggregation in systems containing considerable concentrations of
the dissociated forms of dissolved compound, and, on the other
hand, expands the area of application of the conductivity theory
to cover the media of lower polarity. The latter effect is caused
by the use of a much smaller CA1 value instead of CA in conductivity
equations (1) and (2) making it possible to apply these equations
even in the case of benzene solutions.
With the help of ADCM we have calculated the aggregation and die
sociat·ion constants for a number of trioctylalkylammonium species
in benzene and nitrobenzene. The data obtained are listed in Table
2. Comparison of the f., and K� values given in this table with
the data calculated using the GTAE and the Puoss-Onaager models
has shown ADCM to produce higher values of aggregation and dis
sociation constants. Thia is the very effect expected when the
mutual influence of aggregation and dissociation processes was
discussed.
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Table 2
Aggregation constants ( J,, kg/mole) and dissociation
constants (KJ, mole/1) for QAB compounds in benzene
and nitrobenzene, calculated with the help of ADC1!X
Cation Anion
OAB
TOMA
TOMA
TOMA
TOMA
TOMA
TOMA
TOMA
TOlt'!A
TOMA

NO-

�
2
EdN0
3)5-

'T'h(N03)�-

UOz.(N0 3)f

ci-

F'ecr;

ErCtiUOz.ctt
1'h(lf

fi

37
42
119
11
26
134
36
58
93

Nitrobenzene

Benzene

1(3.105'
5.9

10

87
51
0,05
226
104
59
81

• Relative error of K a and�

f,
1.8

3.6.
5,2

4.1
0.1

7. 1
2.2
4. 1
5,0

2
Kd •10
3.2
8,4
0,63
5.0
0,03
120
9.9
6,3
4.4

determination is 40'/4

As a result of calculations it was established that dissociation
constants of trioctylalkylammonium compounds with the same anion
increase with increasing length of the
alkyl radical in the
extractant molecule,and aggregation ccnstants decrease in the same
direction. It has also been found that dissociation constants of
simple and metal-containing QAB compounds differ between one ar.other
in chloride systems to a much higher extent than in nitrate systems •
. Thus, in nitrobenzene the ratio between the dissociation constant�
of simple and uranium (VI)-containiog TOMA compound is equal to 8,t
in the nitrate system and to 1.2,10J in the chloride system.
Investigation of the structure and stoichiometry of alkylammoniwn
compounds in solution
The param&3netic shifts of protons and 13c nuclei of different
atomic groups of the trioctylalkylammonium cation were measured in
the NI.Ill spectra of the compounds of europium, erbium and ytterbium
nitrates and chlorides with TOMA, TOEA, TOBA, TOAA and TeOA nitrates
and chlorides in nitrobenzene. The constancy of the ratios between
these shifts in the series of the studied lanthanides testified to
the absence of Fermi contact interaction contribution to the total
nuclei paramagnetic shift value, as well as to the isostructurality
of the compounds of different lanthanides with the same QAB cation
and to a pseudoaxial symmetry of the investigated compounds in
solution,
With the help of Mcconnel-Robertson equation the cation-anion
distances were calculated for ion pairs formed by QAB cation and
lanthanide pentanitrate or pentachloride, The main calculation
results are summed up in Table 3,
Knowing the geometry of QAB compounds with the.lanthanide-contain
ing anion we estimated the possibility of the formation of extracted
compounds with a different alkylammonium oalt/metal ratio. For this
purpose the mean length of the cation slkylchains was calculated
using Eiring's equation for the polymethylene chain. The calcula
tions have shown that, for a given geometry of ionic associates,
not more that two QAB cations can be easily positioned in the
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Table J
Cation-anion distances in ion pairs formed by
trioctylalkylammonium cations with lanthanide pentanitrates
and pentachlorides in nitrobenzene
QAB
cation

TOMA
TOEA
TOPA
TOBA
TOAA
TeOA

Cation-anion distance {i)

Chloride
system
7,J
7,4
7,7

1.1

7 .El
7,8

Nitrate
system
7,8

1,9
0. 1

8,2
8,2
8,2

vicinity of the anion. The insertion of a third and subsequent
cations is geometrically impossible, A conclusion can, therefore,
be drawn that lanthanide nitrates and chlorides are extracted with
OAB slats into the organic phase only in the form of 1:1 and 2:1
compounds,

A s imilar conclusion for the extraction of metals with TOA salts
was made as a result of studying the IR spectra of extracts. It
has been shown that iron (III), gallium (III) and indium (III) a re
extracted with TOA chloride into such solvents as benzene and car
bon tetrachloride only as 1:1 and 2:1 compounds of TOAH+Mec1 4 and
(TOAH , • , Cl • , , HTOA) +MeCl;j composition,
Mathematical modelling of extraction suppression

The extraction of the microelements. with alkylammonium salts was
regarded as being represented by the following set of reactions
in the aqueous and the organic phase:

R ,,l>lB1<
R4N++ e,1,

l<e,
n1K4
n N B + M - (R,,N)n,1.MB n
._

R,,N& + (R,,N)n ! M&n,� Q4NB(R,,N)n! M&�
( 5)

kA
(R,,N &h (R,,N)r\. MBn/•:.R�N + + [(R,, NJs_1 Bi (R4N)n! M &n1.r
(R,,Nl!>)i (R�N)nt MBn, �-1<:, [(R ,, N); Bi-i (R4 N)"' ME>�]� & (R,,ij&)i (R,,>,l)n� MBn._ � R�N t + [(li\N&)J (e4 N)nri M Bn,r
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where Kex ie the extraction conetant, ·M is the extracted form of
the metal in the aqueous phase, Ks are the stepwise aolvation
constants, KA is the dissociation constant of the extractant, and
KM is the dissociation constant of the metal-containing compound
9f microelement in the organic phase, As it follows from the data
of the NMR- and IR-spectroscopic study of the extract a, nl in
equations (5) in all probability does not exceed two, Tak ng into
account the fact that the dipole m_oment of 2: 1 alkylanunonium com
pound s is not large and is always smaller than that of the corres
ponding simple alkylammonium salt, one can take Ks= a, where a
is the aggregation constant for the simple salt in the same organic
solvent, Then, from the set of equations (5) the following expres
sion can be obtained for the degree of extraction supression with
respect to the trace of a metal:
1

i

+

C1,1,2) [1 + KM [R4N·];+K,. (1-_MAi.S ([R ,. N L_ +[S-], )]
5- [Q�Nl!.]� (1-�2
+ 1
t
- [R 1t NB]�i-�lA1,1)[1 + KM[R4 N ]� + K4 (1- �iA1.2r1([Q4� ]2 + [&-)2)]
where [R1/t]1-[& J

=

2

1-

(K4(R4Ne,)+[R,.�.J+J )(K 4[1?1/N&][R4N ]

can be calculated from equation

f1

1-

, and [R4 N ]

(CM',o · K!, +2C11 KAKM1 -(n21-1)CM:o KAk'.M1)[R,.N t] + KA KM1(CM:o-C")=O
or, for KA, KM' �

( 6)

(7)

10-3, from equation

[R,.N +J = ( KM, CM',o + KA CA - tlz KA CM :o) -1/2.

(8)

The value of cA1 in equation (6) was determined from the following
relationship

( 9)
Here C1r1:o is the analytical concentration of the trace element
in the organic phase and(M'-Jis the concentration of its dissociat
ed -form n2 is the stoichoimetric coefficient in the extraction
equation for the macroelement,

Analysis of equation ( 6) has shown tha.t, in accordance with the
previously studied regularities of the extraction suppression of
microelements, the degree of this suppression increases with
increasing alkylammonium "common ion" concentration and with
increasing macroelement concentration and its dissociation constant
in the organic phase (K1,1' ) • Some results of calculating from this
equation the degree of suppression for the extraction of erbiuro
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traces in the presence of Ul'anium (VI) or thorium are shown in
Table 4. A satisfactory correspondence between the theoretical
and the experimental S values is seen to have been obtained.
Table 4
Theoretical calculation of the degree of erbium extraction
suppression in the presence of thorium or uranium (VI) in
the joint extraction of metals with 0.2 11 'J'0hlA chloride
and nitrate solutions in benzene
+
,M
log SEr
LR4N j ,M
CA1, M
Cit
expefromriment
eq. ( 6)
Thorium nitrate
0
0
0
0.0187
0.00344
0.14
0.13
0.0179
0.00327
0.01
0.82
o.81
0.0132
0.00253
0.05
Uranyl nitrate
0
0
0,0187
0.00344
0
0.14
0.14
0.0179
0.00390
0.01
0.84
o. 01 35
0.83
0.00543
0.05
Thorium chloride
0
0.0249
0
0.00029
0
0,69
o.63
0.0239
0.00248
0.01
1. 37
0.0178
1.40
0.00598
0.05
Uranyl chloride
0.0239
0.61
o.69
0.01
0,00217
0.0178
0.00515
1.44
0.05
1.37

I

Equation (8) allows us to draw a very important conclusion on the
possibility of the "common ion" mechanism existence
itself
in a concrete extraction system. According to this mechanism, the
extraction suppression occurs because during the macroelement dis
sociation in the organic phase a "common ion" - alkylammonium
cation is formed, which, in accordance with the mass action law,
shifts the microelement extraction equilibrium and reduces its
distribution coefficient. If expression CM (K1.1' - KAn2) in equation
(8) is leas than or equal to zero, i.e. Kil� n2KA, an increase in
the macroelement concentration in the organic phase will not lead
to the growth of the concentration of alkylammonium cations. There
fore, neither will there exist any precondition for the "common
ion" mechanism to be actualized. l'or a more extended expression (7)
this conclusion is not so obvious, but it was verified and proved
by numerical methods to be valid in this case too.

It has been previously estahlished.bv us (3) that in a nitrate
extraction system with a tr1al.lcyl.llleth;yl8111110niUIII salt the lanthanid
es extraction suppression occurs only as a result of a simple com
petition of the macro- and the microelement for the extractant,
even in high-polarity organic solvents. Thia phenomenon has now
found its explanation. Indeed, in nitrate systems (see Table 1)
the difference between the KA and KM' values is not sufficiently
high to cause a noticeable change in the concentration of alkyl
ammonium cations with the growing macroelement concentration. It
is for this very reason that suppression of the extraction of
lanthanides traces in a nitrate s·yatem is mainly determined by
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"extractant shortage" and in a chloride system - by a greater
differentiation between the dissociation constants of compounds
in the organic phase, i,e, the "common ion" mechanism,
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1. Interfacial electrostatic force: Let V' is the voltage
applied to the electrodes in a cell shown in Figure 1. The electro
static pressure acting on the interface [ 1] bet\leen the two liquids
is equal to
2

1 n
2 Ea

where

1

(-

E2

-

1

-)

(1)

E1

( 2)

D

Here D denotes·(the dielectric flux density) in coulomb/m 2,
E0 - permittivity of free space F/m,
E. - dielectric constant.
The pressure, Pe on the interface will be either positive or
negative depending upon whether E 1 is greater or less than E 2
If the lower liquid, that is the denser one, has a higher dielectric
constant, then Pe becomes positive. Hence there is an upward
force and the interface appears to move down, that is, in the
opposite direction. For example, in the mixing setup for benzene
and nitrobenzene the interface moves do,m because the heavier
liquid, namely, nitrobenzene, has a higher dielectric constant
( E 1 "> E 2). In the case of a denser liquid having a lower dielectric
constant than its mixing counter-part the value of Pe becomes
negative (E 1 <€. 2) and the force is downwards or the interface
appears to move upward •
2. Interfacial magnetic force: Let a vector magnetic potential, A ,
be applied to the fluids in a cell sho�m in Figure 1. The magnetic
pressure on the interface [ 2] will be equal to
(3)
interfacial magnetic pressure in

H/m 2

I-':lll

I'

E.2

v'

E,

'

r2

; r,
®

A, 8-e lectrodes
H
P2; f2
N

H2
-

s

µ,;

H1--+

w,
Frgure.1. Schematic diagram of the cell
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pc:nncabili ty cf free· space in rationallsed system of
units (the value of µ 0 = 4,rx 10 -7 web/amp.m)
are the relative permeabilities of the phases
respectively

1

are the magnetic field intensities of the phases
respectively (in amp/m).

and 2
1

and 2

The pressure, Pm on the interface will be either positive or
negative depending upon whether µ2 is greater or less than µ 1.
(considering an hypothetical situation where H1 = H2 = H). If the
lower liquid, that is the denser one, has a lower relative permeabi
lity (µ ), then Pm becomes positive. Hence there is a downward
1
force and the interface will appear to move up, that is,· in the
opposite direction. If the top liquid, that is, the lighter one
has a lower relative permeability, (µ2), then Pm becomes negative.
Hence there is an upward force and the interface will appear to move
downwards, that is, in opposite direction.
3. Interfacial gravitil,tional force: Consider the two liquids in
the cell shown in Figure 1, placed in a gravitational potential 0
(J/kg), The gravitational pressure on the interface [3] is equal to

(4)
where

w1 , w 2

are mass per unit volume.

The p ressure, Pg , on the interface will be either positive or
negative depending upon whether w 2 is less or greater than w1
If the lower liquid has a higher mass per unit volume (w 1 ), then,
Pg becomes positive. Hence there is an upward force and the
interface will appear to move down, that is, in the opposite dire
ction. In the case when w is less than w2 , then Pg becomes
1
negative and the force is upwards or the interface will appear to
move upward •
4, Comparison of forces: As an example, electrostatic pressure for
the system benzene and nitrobenzene is calculated for an applied
voltage of 5000 Volts for phase thickness of 0.01 m each, and found
to be equal to 2 ,076 N/m2 • 1be interfacial magnetic pressure,
Pm (N/m 2) is calculated at a particular field intensity H (H =
s x 105 AIM) for the system Benzene - Nitrobenzene is found to be
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- 0,12587 N/m 2 (negative indicates upward force). Similarly one can
calculate interfacial gravitational pressure. The minimum pressure,
P min' required for bubble formation (for a gravitational field change
2
from Oto 9,81 m/sec ) for benzene - water is found to be 7.65
2
kg/m sec •
Conclusion:
The contribution of a superimposed field to the mobility and to the
orientation can result in altered transport rates. Interfacial force
can be made use off for enhancement in mass transfer rates and :for
the super imposition of electric field, the enhancement of rates are
found to be of t
' he order of ten times for most systems and for
viscous systems, sometime::i, the order of enhancement was .sixty times
[4], Similarly one can make use of magnetic and gravitational fields
for enhancement of rates and better control of transport processes
and in hydro-metallurgy and for unit operations in space-labs which
can result in considerable reduction in size of contacting equipments.
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Interfacial transfer under electrostatic field in solvent extraction
M. Hund, F. Lancelot, Saint-Etienne, France.

Electric field may be applied to the realization of liquid-liquid contactors in
which mixing and phase separotion are caused by electrostatic effects. Thus changes
in mass transfer coefficients are promoted by charg2d species orientation due 'to
electrostatic forces or by interfacial turbulence motions.
We studied the mass transfer in a suitable device : a modified Lewis cell in
which the electric field ia applied perpendiculary to the plane interface between
two irrmiscible fluids. We used different systems /ternary systems with oP without
reaction) and pointed out the result of electrostatic forces combined or not with
hydrodynamic phenomena.
Introduction
When a liquid-liquid interface is submitted to an electrostatic field, droplets
can desingrate if it is spherical and instabilities can appear if it is plane,
J 4
We aimed to observe, particulary, transfer across plane interface. Many workers ( - )
were interested in the study of f(eld-i.nduced inst,;tbilities in small-size cell
without stirring. They, thus, established an instability criteria dependent tO
phase density difference, to interfacia� tension and to no-conducting fluid
permittivity. Likewise, interfacial tension changes have been studied only for
S, 6
). Mass transfer has not heel} yet considered.
isolated drop (
7
We have, therefore, imagined a cell ( ) to study the electric field action on
mass transfer for ternary systems with and without reaction, We will see that
electrostatic forc,es act, in the way, on interfacial hydrodynamic and on molecule
-IO)
orientation which increases or decreases interfacial reaction (B
Experimental
To study electrostatic field influence on mass trans·fer, we had to modify the
I, 12)
. This modified cell, described

plane interface cell called as 11Lewis cell" ( l
in fig, I, allows :
- correct phase homogenization
- good hydrodynamic control

possibility of kinetic control for a long time
- parameters regulation

pH, temperature, ...
)

(
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Elc.c.trodc.

k,,� 1; '1.,d
.. ,..i
v� 11'0 ml

. E lc.�trod,

l'igure 1 - modified Lewis cell (?) for application of an electrostatic
field.
Electrodes are connected to an E.H.T. power supply (Brandenburg, 0.30 kV, lmA).
In our study conditions, flux

(7

,

J3

) can be expressed in terms of diffusion

coefficient D, concentration at the interface c
dynamic layer depth L by
D
A
. c
NA • L (c l
Cb) • kA (ci - b )
as by N
A

V

•s

i

and in the phase c , and hydrob

deb

f I]

r2J

dt

Arranging formula [I] and f.2], we can calculate mass transfer flux and transfer
coefficient for the applied �oltages from molar cor\centration measurement in
the phases.
Results
System. I

7)

Cu/LIX 65 N (

We, first, studied a ternary system with complexation reaction, where copper is
transfened from aqueous to organic phase.
Aqueous phase

CuCl2 0. IN in NaCl 2M at pH • 1.5

Organic phase

LIX 65 N (called RH)

at 30 % in ESCAID 110 (sort of kerosene).

The interfacial tension, without voltage, is about 13 dyn/cm. The involved
reaction is :
Cu

2+

+ 2 RH

Copper concentration evolution in the organic phase was followed by sampling
diluted with ethan:>l and titrated by ·atomic absorption spectroscopy and is shown
in fig. 2.
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..
Figure 2

-

time. (#\n)

organia phase aoppcr aonaentration (. J()-, moZ/l) versus time and
voltage.

Results in terms of fluxes and transfer c;:oefficients are given in tab. I.

Voltage
(kV)

-

mol/cm. s

Transfer co.efficient
xlo-• cm/s

---

S .98

14 %

2. 42

0

18.3

+ 7

16.0

-

7

20,4

+ 10 %

7 .oo

+10

11 .4

- 61 %

2.04

-10

24,S

+ 2S %

7 .89

Table 1

-·

Initial Flux

xl0

Calaulated fluxes and transfer aoeffiaients for different applied
voltages.

These curves show some differences according to the field polarity : for positive
voltages, the evolution is slower than for zero or negative voltages. Thus transfer
is increased by a negative electric field and decreased by a ·positive one.

Hore we have to remark that whatever the field intensity may be, no interfacial
deformation occurs during experiments.

System II : nitric acid/rare earth
In a second time, we studied a ternary system with ion exchange, where a rare earth
is transferredfrom organic to aqueous phase.
Aqueous phase

HNO,, 6N

Organic phase

Kerosene + Organic Acid + Rare Earth (called S).

The value of interfacial tension, without electric field, is 18.4 dyn/cm. The
involved reaction is

--

R,S + 3H

+
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Rare earth co·ncentration evolution in the aqueous phase was followed by sampling
diluted with nitric acid and titrated in U.V. spectrophotometry and is presented
on fig. 3.

-

&

1
j

l

...

.,ui1

'"'

+ ""

.......
�

oQ�

.

·Alb'

Figul'e 3 - aqueous phase rore earth concentrotion vel'sus time and voUage.

Results in terms of fluxes and transfer coefficients are given in tab. 2.

Voltage
(kV)

-•

Initial Flux
10

mol/cm.s

---

Transfer Coefficient
10-• cm/s

0

6.6

- 6

7.8

+ 15 %

+ 6

9.3

+ 29 %

5.35

-12

9.2

+ 28 %

4.33

+12

16.6

+ 60 %

8.40

2.42
3.82

Tabie 2 - Calculated fluxes and tl'ansfer coefficients fol' different applied
voltages.

These curves show that transfer is enhanced by applying an electrid field and
this better for positive voltage than for negative one, and, in each case,
increasing with the intensity. More we had to notice some turbulence occurency
when the voltage increases.
System III : Acetic Acid/TBP in dodecane
Finally we studied a ternary system without reaction. Acetic acid is transferred
towards the organic phase, where tri-butyl-phosphate (TBP) can act as a Lewis
base.
Aqueous phase

CH, COOH 0.5N

Organic phase

TBP in dodecane at different percentage (15, 20 and 25). The

value of the interfacial tension, without electric field, is about 9.3 dyn/cm
for 15 % TBP, 8.5 dyn/cm for 20 % TBP and 7.3 dyn/cm for 25 % TBP.
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occurency and its influence is equivalent to the electrostatic one.
For the system III (CH, COOH/dodecane + TBP), we only needed electrohydrodynamic
phenomena to explain transfer coefficient increasing, these turbulences are surely
linked with field-induced changes to interfacial tension.
We sumed up the electrostatic effects on the studied systems in tab. 4

Electrostatic
Force

Eleet rohydrodynamic
phenomena
0

System I
(Cu/LIX 65N)

• no effect
• main effect

I

0

System II
HNO,/Rare Earth

I /2

I /2

System III
CH,COOH/dodecane
+ TBP

0

I

I /2• combined effect

Tab le 4 - Action of an electric field on some systems
In the same way, results exponation in term of flux·agrees entirely with previous
interpretation as you can see it on fig.. 5 •

"·

f....

0

.,.tu,,,, :I

•1.... "I·-+

0

]C.
J,I.

----�--------.....________,.____�----- [. (�/11).10•
-L

•C

-I

Figure 5 - Standardized Flu:,: versue electric field.
For the system I, the curve is dissymmetrical and decreasing from negative polari
ties to positive ones. For the system III, the curve is rather symmetrical and
increasing when the voltage increases in absolute value. On the other hand for the
system II, it behaves as the system I for negative voltages (electrostatic effect:
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Acid concentration evoluting in organic phase was followed by sampling analysed
by acid-base titration and is shown on fig. 4.

(ca)

.

...

..

o

<")

0

I

TBP

"' + '""
• , ... 12.l.J

r_____'.;.'°----'�IO____ htC'I• (1nn)

Figure 4 - organic phase acid concentration /xl0(a) i.,ith 15

..

L olll
l, ., I.I
l • -�\II

2

moi/Z) versus time and voitage:

lb) i.,ith 20 i TBP

(c) i.,ith 25.i TBP

Results in terms of fluxes and transfer coefficients are eiven in tab. 3.

Voltage
(kV)

15 % TBP in dodecane

20 % TBP in dodecane

Initial

Initial

Flux
10-• -mol/cm.s

Transfer

Transfer

25 % TBP in dodecane
Transfer

Initial

-,

Fl�f

13. 2

3.45

---

6.9

4.98

--

Coef.
10 cm/s

10

Coef
mol/cm. s 10- cm/s

Fl��

10

-,

Coef.
mol/cm.s 10 cm/s

0
- 6

3.61

....

--....

+ 6

4.46

+ 19 %

23.0

4 .35

+ 21 % 20.4

7.69

+ 35%

26.5

+12

6.26

+ 42 %

23. 7

9.50

+ 64 % 56.3

10.81

+ 54%

37.2

-12

TabZe 3 -

....

....

....

....

4. 19
9. I 2

+ 18 %

9. 2

+ 62 % 34 .5

....
....

....

....

IJ.9

....

....

C�fouZated fZuzes and transfer coefficients for different appUed voZtag,s

These curves show that transfer'is electrically enhanced and dependent only to
field intensity. For low voltages, we notice a weak increase and for higher ones,
we see a strong increase, in the same time turbulences appear.
Discussion
If we consider the whole results dealing with the electric field effect on transfer
across a plane interface. we point out electrostatic effect and/or electrohydrody
namic phenomena according to the system.

For the system I (Cu/LIX 65N), we supposed that charged molecules are oriented

under the field influence (the involved ion during limiting stage a�ts as a dipole).
Therefore, transfer is promoted by electrostatic forces. �or the system II
(HNOJ/rare earth), molecule orientation is unsufficient to explain mass transfer
coefficient changes (the exchange stage is too quick to allow orientation). On
the other hand, an electrohydrodynamic phenomena is added dealing with turbulence
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molecule orientation) and as the system III for positive voltages (electrohydrodyna
mic phenomenon : decreasing in interfacial tension).
A more complete study is in progress allowing to establish the electric field
intensity at a liquid-liquid phase plane interface taking account of various
parameters as density, interfacial tension, permittivity and so on.
As a conclusion, the fig. 5 sums up the transfer behavior under an electric field :
predominance of electrostatic forces with polarity influence (charged species
orientation) or of electrohydrodynamic phenomena with a symmetrical shape (changes
in interfacial tension) and the intermediate case where the both previous effects
are in competition.

c , c • molar concentration respectively at interface or in the bulk (mol/1).
b
i
D • diffusion coefficient of specy A (cm 2 /s)
A
E • electric field (V/m)
k • transfer coefficient of A (cm/s)
A
L • hydrodynamic layer depth (m)
1 •"distance between the electrodes in the cell (m)
N

A

• flux of A (�ol/cm 2 .s)

2

N • flux without voltage (mol/cm ,s)
0
S • interfacial area of the cell (cm 2 )
V • phase volume (cm 3 )
fJ.V • electric voltage (V}
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Amine Phase Partitioning Using Emulsion Liquid Membranes
A. Kirkkopru 1 , R. D. Noble', and A. L. Bunge'
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Boulder, CO
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' Colorado School of Mines
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Introduction
Emulsion liquid membranes (ELMs) have been studied as a method for organics removal
from aqueous streams.·

Amines have been used as model compounds in these studies

( 1-3).
Accurate m easurement of amine partitioning between the aqueous and organic phase •is
an important consideration in accurately determining the amine extraction rate.

In

some cases, the partition coefficients measured using ELMs appear to be different
from those measured using the nonemulsion system.

Some previous results have

suggested that interfacial adsorption may occur in ELM sysems (1 ).

A new

measurement technique using ELMs was developed to accurately determine the
partition coefficient un,der extraction cond 1tions.
All the exper irnents that were performed can be divided into two parts:
1.

Experiments which were performed to observe the change in decomposition of
aromatic amine solutions due to mixing, lighting, and aeration effects.
Aromatic amines are known to be easily oxidized by air.

2.

Bulk phase partition coefficient (Kbml experiments using emulsion liquid
membranes.

Amines are dissolved in the continuous aqueous phase and the

partitioning is studied as a function of various amounts of internal phase
volume in the em�lsion liquid membrane.
Decomposition Experiments
One liter of amine solution (255-260 ppm) was placed in a two liter glass reaction
vessel.

Mhing was performed at 500 rpm using an electric mixer with a 5.08 cm

(2 in.) diameter turbine impeller.

To determine the effects of the various

parameters on amine decomposition, the following experimental conditions were used:
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Mixed vs. Unmixed:

Stirring at 500 rpm vs. unstirred.

Uncovered vs. Covered:

Exposure to light- vs. light blocked by covering the vessel
with aluminum foll.

Open vs. Closed:

Exposure to air vs. covering vessel top· to block air entry.

Figure 1 shows the results for aniline.
to keep the system free of oxygen.
catalyzed by light.

The results Indicate that It ls critical

The results also show the amine oxidation is

Mixing can affect the decomposition by continuously supplying

oxygen to the solution.
The reason that the above results are Important ls that typical partition
experiments are mixed.and exposed to light.

The change In concentration ls

monitored until a equilibrium value ls attained.

For these systems, the

traditional approach would produce a erroneous result due to the slow oxidation.
Bulk Phase Partition Experiments
It was decided to perform the partition experiments using the continuous phase and
emulsion liquid membranes containing various amounts of internal phase.

By varying

the fraction or Internal phase, any partitioning due to lnterfaclal absorption
could be observed.

This variation ls measured by
.!.::fm • internal volume fraction
membrane volume f raction
fm

Figure 2 shows a typical result for aniline.
concentration followed by a slow decline.
parallels the decline due. to decomposition.

(1)

There ls a rapid change In aniline

This slow decline approximately
Therefore, the partitioning was

measured using the rapid change value.
Table 1 shows the results for p-toluldlne.

These results show that Kbm ls

essentially constant and there ls little or no effect or lnterfaclal adsorption on
partitioning for this system.
Conclusions
Accurate determination of organic extraction using emulsion liquid membranes
requires measurement of partition coefficient under extraction conditions.

Effects

due to chemical reaction and/or interfaclal adsorption have to be taken Into
account or the result can be in serious error.
REFERENCES
(1) Baird, R. S., A. L. Bunge and R. D. Noble, "Batch Extraction or Amines Using
Emulsion Liquid Membranes: Importance of Reaction Reversibility,"
AIChE J., in press.
(2) Teramoto, M., H. Takihana, M. Shibutanl, T. Yuasa, Y. Miyake and H. Teranishi,
"Extraction or Amine by W/0/W Emulsion System," J. Chem. Eng. Jpn., 14, 122,
1981.
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(3) Teramoto, M., H. Takihana, M. Shibutani, T. Yuasa, and N. Hara, "Extraction or
Phenol and Cresol by Liquid Surfactant Membrane," Sep. Sci. Tech., 18, 397,
1983,
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rm

or11anic ehase con.
Kbm • aqueous phase con.

0

2.454
2.484

.25

2,675
2. 671

.50

2,478
2,388

. 75

2,518
2,541

1.0

2.187
2,369

Table 1:

Partition coefficient ror p-toluldlne.
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Fig. 1: Aniline concentration in reactor {no emulsion present).
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Fig. 2: Aniline concentration in reactor { with/without emulsion present).
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Challenges and Progress fn Ion Selection and Transport Systells
O. Kedem, A. Warshawsky, Rehovot/IL
An ideal solubility membrane would combine separation principles of
extraction and of membrane transport, ach f eving a synerg fsitc ef feet.
It became apparent at a very early stage that ft Is impossible to
combine even the basic advantages of membrane technology, viz. stability
and a unified extraction/stripping step without substantially loosing
el ther the spec if I city or the rate of ex traction. The supported 1 iquid
membranes preserve the selectivity and fast diffusion characterizing the
solvent. At the same time they Impart to the process the compact transfer from
one aqueous phase to the other, characteristic to membranes, sacrificing the
mechanical and chemical stability of normal polymeric membranes. The liquid
membranes, comprising double emul sfons, are one more step closer to con
ventional extraction and require a step analogous to stripping. To take
advantage of the small volume of solvent, highly specific and effective
extraction agents, like crown-ethers are currently introduced.
In hydrometallurgic separation synergistic extractants are often effective.
For incorporation into liquid membranes bifunctional extractants incorporating
the elements of the synergistic structure must be designed and developed.
The principles of extraction can contribute to membrane technology by a
different route: combine the selectivity of defined sites in the
membrane with a selective solvation effect of the total polymer matrix. Such a
case is an anion exchange membrane using preferred uptake of one ion to
achieve discrimination between univa 1 ent anions.
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Supported Liquid Membranes ln 1986:

New Technology or Sclentlflc Curiosity?*

Pier Roberto Danesi8
Chemistry Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL

Thin

layers

carriers),

of

organic

solutions

of

solvent

60439, U.S.A.

extraction

reagents

(membrane

immobilized on microporous inert supports and interposed between two

aqueous solutions (feed and strip), were first proposed more than two decades ago
as a new and promising technique for separating and concentrating metal species.
Such immobilized layers, representing supported liquid membranes (SLM), have been
extensively stud led by our group during the last six years (I) mainly for their
ability

to

separate

and

concentrate

metal

ions

of

importance and of relevance to the nuclear industry.

critical

and

strategic

In this presentation the

major results obtained by our group up to 1986 in the field of SLM's are summa
rized.

A brief indication of the major problems to be addressed to implement

SLM's as a new separation technology is also given.
St.M's are an attractive alternative to traditional solvent extraction processes
since,

at least in pr�nciple,

purification and recovery.
solutions.

Figure

niques.

lA schematically

Although

regeneration

in

a

represent a simple approach to metal separation,

This ls particularly true when dealing with dilute

the

combination

single

stage

is

shows a comparison between the two tech.
of extraction,
stripping and solvent
one

of

the

attractive

features

of

SLM

separations, the absence of a scrubbing section and difficulties in multi.staging
SLM processes represent
selective

extractants

these liruitations.

as

a drawback
membrane

Hopefully,

for their utilization.

The use of highly

carriers is therefore necessary to overcome

research efforts aimed at the synthesis of new,

selective organic extractants will be beneficial for SLM' s as well.

As far as

limitations in the overall membrane area available for the mass transfer process
are concerned, they have been removed by the advent of hollow-fiber SLM modules.
They

can

contain

up to several

densities as high as 1000 m2 /m 3 •

thousand

fibers,

permitting membrane packaging

A scliemattc description of a hollow-fiber SLM

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
number W-31-109-ENG-38.
aPr!';!sent address:
Seibersdorf

Laboratory,

Internat.ional

Atomic

Energy

Agency,

Wagramerstrasse 5, _P. 0. Box 100, A-1400, Vienna, Austria.
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module,

operated in

a

recycling mode,

It has to be

is shown in Figure 1B,

observed that with these modules feed to strip volume ratios as large as 100 can
be easily used.
The modelling of the transport properties of SI.M's, both for the case of counter
transport and co-transport of metal species (Figure 2A), has been performed by us
considering
membrane,

that

diffusion

th 'rough

aqueous

boundary

layers

and

the

liquid

as well as lnterfacial chemical reactions (occurring between the metal

species and the

carrier),

schematically shown in

can be rate

Figure 2B,

determining

(3).

processes

The

model,

assumes that at the steady state the concen

tration profiles are linear and the membrane flux,

J,

is only determined by the

The solution of the flux equation has led to the simple

metal containing species.

relationships reported in Tables IA and 18, holding for the two limiting cases of
metal species present at low concentration• (< 10-3 M, Table IA) and at moderate
In -;he former case the rate of
and high concentrations (� 10-2 .!:!,, Table 18)-:permeation 1s of the pseudo first order type (logarithmic dependence of C on t).
In the

latter case the rate of permeation ls of the zeroth

dependence

of

C

on

t).

The validity

of

the model

order type (linear

and of

the

corresponding

equations have been experimentally verified on aeveral SLM aystems, uaing various
raetal cations and membrane carriera.
are reported in Table 2,

and Ni (4), as well as actinides (5)
been auccessfully
equations

reported

separated and
in

Some of the SLM aysteru we have inveatlgated

Metals of critical and strategic importance, auch as Co

the

(Am,

Pu, U, Np) and fluion product•, have

concentrated

table

also

control of the separation process.

permit

using appropriate
the

carriere.

The

prediction

and

quantitative

Tho necessary permeability coefficients, P,

can be evaluated by independently measuring the dletribution ratios (Kd) of the
metal species to be separated between the organic liquid membrane and the adjacent
aqueous feed solution.
by

aeparate

The diffusional paraiueters, l>a and t>0, are generally known

measureiuents,

Different

rate

controlllng

proceaoea

(Figure 3,

aembrane diffusion or aqueou1 fllm diffuaion) can be selected for the 1peciea to
be separated by
condltiona,

chooafng the appropriate chemical, hydrodynamic and geometrical

with

the

objective

to

maximhe

the

coefficients and hence the extent of separation,

ratioa

of

the

permeability

The experimental studies have

demonstrated that good separations of many iuetal 1pecies are indeed feasible at
the laboratory level.
4B,

An example of auch a eeparation la shown in Fiaurea 4A and

By using the selective extractant of Co(II) b11(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phos

phinic acid (CYANEX 272) aa membrane carrier (Figure 4A) a very good Co-Ni separa
tion 1a obtained in a single stage,

Figure 4B shows that the Co( II) content of

the

(Co(II)

feed

solution

rapidly

decreases

concentration stays practically unchanged.

periueates

the

SLM)

whlle

the

Ni

Aa a reault of the efforts aummarized

above we believe that the transport properties of SLM'• are now aufficiently well
characterized from both the experimental and the theoretical point of view.
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Although there are several advantages ln the use of SLM' 8 for metal separation and
concentrations
far,

(Table 3),

very

few

process

applications

have

been

reported

so

One of the main reasons which has limited the widespread use of SLM's has

been the lack of information available on their life-time,
St.M's

are

needed

ln

most

practical

processes

ln

order

Relatively long-living
to

be

cost

effective.

Moreover, even for those processes where periodical and frequent reimpregnation of
the support is acceptable, predictable li fe-times are required.
experimentally
answers

to

the

stability?
reasonable

and

theoretically

quest tons:

(b)

addressed
what

(a)

the

are

queHtion

the

how can the life-time of a SUI

estimate

for the

life-time

of a

of

factors

Recently we have
SLM

be maximized?,

SUI system

stablllty

controlling
(c)

the

and
SLM

what 1a a

having a given chemical

composition?, have been given,

By studying the correlations existing between the

SUI life-time,

properties and contact angles of the SUI system,

the

interfacial

the solubillzation of water into the SUI and

the transport of water through the

SUI, the following conclusions were reached:
minimizing the osmotic pressure gradient
into the organic layer,

(1) stable SI.M's can be obtained

by

acroaa the SUI and the water solubility

(11) the life-time of the SUI can be predicted and moni

tored th rough the extent of water transported across it,

At the same time the

Mchanism

waa

controlling

the

water

tranaport

through

SUl's

elucidated.

In

Figure 5 the long-term performance of a SUI suitable for removing an acid fr0111 an
aqueous stream ls shown.

Although not all problems in the field of SLM stability

have been completely solved, we think that a much better understanding and control
of the life-time of the membranea has been eventually gained.

During

1985,

through cooperative efforts

with an industrial partner, pilot acale

evaluations of large SLM hollow-fiber modules ware also initiated.
led

to

very

encouraging

results.

For

many

applications the

Thia work has

economics

of

SUI

proceases look very favourable and scale up effects appear to be 111-nimal, indicat
ing

that

significant

part

of

the

development

work

can

be

performed

at

the

laboratory acale.

In conclusion we believe that aa far aa b•lic research la concerned major areas of
interest at present lay in the stability of SUl'a,

(a)

In particular:

the syntheels of new polymeric SUI' a, poaaesain& very long life-times without
detrimental effects on the membrane selectivity and flux, and

(b)

the

ayntheala

aembranea,

of new polymeric

with

characterized

by

optimized
even higher

microporous hollow-fiber aupports for liquid

pore

size,

pore

hydrophobicity

and,

shape

and

po81ibly,

porooity

and

with controlled

surface properties,
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appear

as

research

technological

areas

which
As

relevance.

properties of St.M's are concerned,
stimulating research topic.

can

far as

lead

the

to

significant

physical-chemistry

improvements
and

the

of

transport

they still represent an intellectually very

Nevertheless, we do not think that major impediments

for the practical development of the new technology can be removed by research in
On the other hand, major efforts must be directed into engineering

this area.
work,

aiming at evaluating the performance of

These

studies

should

be

application-specific

result in completely different performances.

large hollow-fib�r SLM modules.
since different

chemistries

can

Only in this way engineers will be

able to assess to which extent the simple equipment and low energy consumption of
SLM processes, as well as the advantages listed in Table 3, can be economically
exploited

in

real

industrial

processes

and

if

SI.H's

are

going

ro

remain

a

scientific curiosity or a new separation technology.
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Table lA

Table 1B
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ADVANTAGES OF
•
•
•
•
•
•

SLM

SEPARATIONS

High selectivities
Ions can be pumped "uphill"
Fluxes are higher than with solid membranes
Lower cap!tal and operating cost
Expensive extractants can be utilized
High separation factors are achieved In a
single stage
• High feed/strip volume ratios
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I

The Extraction of Metals using Supported Liquid Membranes:

the Copper/o-Hydroxy

oxime System.
Dr Michael Cox and Darron A Mead, Division of Oiemistry, The Hatfield Polytechnic,
Hatfield, Herts. UK.
John Melling, Warren Spring Laboratory, Deportment of Trade and Industry,
Stevenage, Herts. UK.
Introduction
Liquid membranes potentially offer on attractive alternative to liquid-liquid
extraction processes in that they combine the operations of extraction and
stripping.

In oddition the organic phase inventory is greatly reduced thereby

reducing not only capitol but also running costs.

Two types of process ore currently

under development employing liquid membranes, these ore described as (a) surfactant
or emulsion membranes (1,2) and (b) supported membranes (3,4).

The pol ymer

supported membranes ore considered to hove the advantage of being able to adopt the
established technologies of cross-flow filtration,· reverse osmosis, etc.

The

surfactant membranes, although receiving a lot of coomerciol interest, do tend to
suffer from the drawback of requiring emulsion breakdown to retrieve the strip
solution and subsequent reformation of the emulsion phase for recycle.

Current

studies on both forms of liquid membranes hove centered on the use of coomerciolly
available liquid extraction reagents as the transfer agent (5, -. 8). However one of
the significont advantages of both operations is the low solvent inventory and
consequent possibility of using more expensive reagents.

In oddition consideration

of the processes involved in the transfer of the metal from the feed to the strip
solution suggests that the criteria for reagent selection might differ from liquid
liquid extraction.

Thus the need for high metal loading capacity ls probably less

important than high lnterfociol activity and rapid kinetics, both chemical and
diffusional.

However it is still essential for the reagent to hove low aqueous

solubility to ensure in particular a long operoti,;g life for the process.

The loss

of the liquid membrane phase fr,o"' the support is probably one of the more important
factors in determining the conmerciol adoption of the technology, and because of
this o research pragronme to investigate various aspects of membrane stobility is
being undertaken in our laboratories,

As port of this study a con-porison of the

kinetic behaviour oi a series of reagents was carried out and this work ls reported
here.
As mentioned above the majority of the reported work on supported liquid membranes
(SLM) hove used coomerciol reagents as carriers.

These reagents may contain surface

active impurities which could interfere with the transfer process and as the
available surface area of membrane is limited it ls advisable to use as pure a
reagent as possible.

For this study the system copper-hydroxyoxime was chosen as

this allowed the con-porison of commercial reagents, which hove been extensively
studied as liquid-liquid extroctonts, with a number of synthesised con-pounds with
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�orefully defined alkyl side-chains.
Experimental

Membrane Equipment:

The comparison of experimental studies of exiroction by SLM

f�om different laboratories is difficult because of possible variation in the
characteristics of the membrane material.

Indeed with some materials the pore

distribution can be very erratic, and thus for comparative studies it is essential
to use either a large surface area of membrane or reuse the some membrane for all
the systems.

In this work the some membrane module (working area 91 cm } was used
2

for all the experiments.

The membrane material chosen was Accurel Type II

polypropylene fibres, marketed for cross-flow filtration by Enka AG.

nominally 0. 3 nm thick and hove on internal diameter of 1. 1 - 1. 2 nm.

formed into bundles of 10 fibres with a working length of

25

The walls ore
These were

cm, and the ends sealed

into a Perspex tube to provide a rigid sleeve which con act as a seal between the

feed and strip solutions.

The bundle was inserted into a gloss sleeve to produce a

shell canst.ruction where the feed solution was circulated through the lumens from a

resevoir fitted with pH-stat facilities, while the strip solution circulated around
the fibres (figure 1).

The feed solution consisted of

2

copper sulphate at pH 4, and the. strip �elution was 1 dm

dm
3

3

of 100 ppm solution of

of 10% v/v sulphuric acid.

The extractont phase, normally 5% v/v purified reagent in MSB 210 (Shell· Chemical Co}
was impregnated into the skein by filling the lumens with the solution and leaving

to soak.

Excess reagent was removed and water circulated around and through the

skein for 8 - 16 hours to remove surfoce reagent from the polymer.

The feed and

strip solutions were then connected and the experimental run started using a flow
rote of 100 cm

3

min-l.

Samples were token over a

24

hour period and the copper

content of the feed solution analysed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry.

At

least two experimental runs were carried out for each extroctont and at the conclusion
of each series the extractont phase was removed from the polymer by washing with

diethyl ether.

Following removal of the ether the amount of extractant in the polymer

could be checked.
Extractonts:

The commercial reagents: LIX65, LIX860 (Henkel Corporation}; SMl:5 29

complex (9).

Other aromatic compounds were kindly supplied by Dr J Ainscough and

(Shell Chemical Co}; P17, P50 (Acorgo Ltd} were purified by formation of the copper

Professor J A Connor (University of Kent} os copper derivatives.

The free reagent

was obtained by stripping on organic solution of the copper complex with dilute

sulphuric acid followed by washing the organic phase several times with water.

LIX63 was synthesised as described by Swanson ( 10) and again purified via the copper

derivative.
Results

The choice of flowrote (100 cm

3

min -l} was equivalent to a ·linear feed velocity of

600 m h-l, which hod been shown in earlier work �sing similar equipment (8) to be
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appropriate for these feed concentrations.

The earlier work also showed that little

variation of copper flux occurred over the range pH 2 - 4. The experimental results
were plotted as o concentration - time relationship and the data were found to
follow best (correlation coefficient >O. 997) o half-order relationship in accord
with other studies at these feed concentrations (8).

The membrane permeability was

calculated from the rote coefficient and the volume/area relationship of the

Accurel fibres (0.00029 m) using the following expression:
k

0_5

V/o

The experimental results ore given in terms of the half-order permeability (P
and flux (F

) in Tables 1 - 4.
O. 5
k

o.

5

0_5

)

/o

Discussion
The overall process of metal transport from the feed to the strip solution across
the polymer support con be described in terms of o number of chemical and
diffusional rotes (figure 2).

By suitable choice of experimental conditions the rote

determining steps can be restricted to those processes occurring within the merrbrone,
which will be dependant upon the extroctont structure and the diluent.

This project

was devised to c°""°re the behaviour of extroctont systems used for liquid-liquid
extraction with SLM performance and some preliminary results will be presented
covering the areas of variation of extroctant structure, effect of modifiers (nonyl
phenol), and the system. LIX65N/LIX63.
o. Variation of extroctont structure
A series of aromatic hydroxyoximes, both commercial and laboratory synthesised
were studied under identical experimental conditions.
Tables 1 and 2.

The results ore presented in

From extensive studies on liquid-liquid extraction ( 11) it hos been

widely accepted that the rote controlling processes involve chemical reaction
between the extroctont phase and aqueous solutions at, or close to, the aqueous/
organic boundary.

This implies that interfociol concentration, which is related to

interfacial activity, will be important in the overall process.

Further it hos been

shown that under ·conditions where these chemical reactions ore fast, i.e. high pH
and high reagent concentration, then diffusion of the metal complex in the organic
phase becomes rote controlling ( 12).

The experimental conditions used in this
-3
, foll within this

study, i.e. pH 4 and reagent concentrations 0.15 - 0.2 mol dm

range giving fast kinetics and thus metal transport will reflect diffusion across
is
The results show that when R = H or 0! the value of P
2
3
O.5
o.5
- .5
h-l but when R is bulky, e.g
m o
2
(reagent 5), the rote of diffusion is much slower. The
C U (LIX65N), or n-C H
9 19
6 5
result for P17 (R =
2
6H5) seems abnormal and no easy explanation can be given.
Another point of interest was the observation of brown specks, presumably the copper
the membrane.

generally within the range 1.7 - 2.0 g

OlF
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reagent COl!l'lex, during extraction with reagent 4.

Formation of s�ch insoluble

material was implied by Teranoto (13) for high concentrations of LIX64N and LIX6.5N
with a consequent reduction in flux.

Further studies ore in progress unde� a slow

kinetic regime where interfociol activity is expected to be more dominating,

In

addition the effect of variation in size and chain-branching of the substituent R
on the rote of leakage from the membrane phase is being studied to optimise the

1

reagent structure.
b. Effect of modifiers (nonyl phenol)
Nonyl phenol is often found as on impurity in reagents where R = c H , and is also
1
9 19
deliberately added as a diluent modifier. However one of its more important
functions is in the Acorgo P.5000 series of extroctonts where it is blended with the
reagent P.50 to modify the extraction performance of the lotter,

Studies hove shown

( 14) that nonyl phenol increase; the transfer capacity of the reagent by improving
the performance of the strip cycle with little loss of extraction copobility.

Their

excellent kinetic behaviour hos led to the use of the P.5000 series in SLM studies
(8), so it was interesting to discover what effect nonyl phenol would hove on SLM
performance.

Various mixtures of P.50 and nonyl phenol were prepared and the

transfer of copper studied under the some conditions as before,

As results in Table

3 show the oddi-tion of nonyl phenol does produce a small increase in the transfer of
copper with a maximum value about the 1: 1 ratio, which is equivalent to the reagent
P.5100 ( 15),

It seems likely that the reduction of permeobility found with higher

concentrations is a tesult of a number of factors, including reduction in the activity
(concentration) of P.50 caused by complex formation with the phenol ( 15) and
replacement of P.50 by nonyl phenol near the membrane surface,
c.

Effect of LIX63 addition to LIX6.5N

Since 1963 it hos been known that LIX63 will extract copper from aqueous solution
above pH 2.0 and this compound is present at about 1% with LIX65N in the formulation
of LIX64N.

Its presence is desirable in the mixed extroctont to improve the

extraction kinetics, and o series of experiments were performed to see if this
behaviour was extended to SLM applications.

The results, Table 4, do show on

increase in transfer up to a LIX63 concentration of 2.5% in the mixture.

Above this

value the permeability decreases until at JOO".; LIX63 no copper transfer is found.
Instead the polymer support turns green signifying the formation of the ,iolymer ic
1: 1 copper:LIX63 complex ( 16).

This behaviour is completely different from the

liquid-liquid system where kinetic enhancement tends to level off above 40% LIX63
( 17) and extraction of copper by LIX63 alone results in the formation of the brown
1: 2 copper:LIX63 COl!l'lex. Further work using different diluents is in progress to
see whether this is a general phenomenon or whether the decrease in permeobility as
LIX63 concentration is increased above 2.5% is a result of poor solubility of the 1: 1
complex in the polymer support phase.
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Conclusions
Although it is too early to provide definite conclusions the results presented above
imply that supported liquid membranes will probably require development of compounds
which exhibit different properties from those optimised for liquid-liquid extraction.
Thus because of limited interfacial area available the interfacial activity and
thus molecular arrangement are going to be critical.

In addition it is unlikely that

systems which display good performonce in liquid-liquid processes will be as
effective in SLM operations.
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P17_

P50
Table 1

R
l

R
2
)
(figure 3

9
c12
C

9
C
9
C
9
C

6H5

P
0.5
0.5m-o. 5 -1)
(g
h
1.2

C

H

CH3
CHzC6H5

0.74

1.7
1. 9

1.1

1. 9

1.2

1.8

H

F
0.5
.5 -3.5 -1)
o
g
(
h
m

1.2

1.1

lll:
99.5

99.3

97.2

99.7

99.8

Extraction of copper by comnerciol hydroxyoximes (5% v/v in MSB210)

supported by Accurel fibres, feed solution 100 ppm copper sulphate at
pH 4. 0 at a flow rote of 600 m h -l, strip solution 10% v/v sulphuric
acid at a flow rote of 5 m h- l.

Reagent

R
l
Et
nBuT
Et

R

2

P

0 5
.

F
0.5

lll:

H

1.8

1. 1

99.8

2

nBuT

H

2.0

1. 3

99.7

3

Pr--f-

H

1.7

1. 1

99.5

4•

nC6
1

H

1.0

0.6

99. 9

0.25

0. 16

99.5

Pr

Et

Me

5••
Table 2
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H

nC 9

Extraction of copper by pure aromatic hydroxyoximes (exp!. conditions as

Table 1 except • brown specks observed on polymer surface
•• 3% w/v. solution i

Ratio

Table 3

P50: Nonyl phenol

P

0.5

F
0.5

:%l:

1:0

1.8

1.1

99.7

1:0.5

1. 8

1.1

99.8

1:1

2.0

1.25

99.0

1:2

1.8

1.15

99.7

Extraction of copper by mi�tures of P50 and nonyl phenol (expl. cond.
as in Table 1)
%l.lX63

0.5

F

0.5

:%l:

0

1.2

0.74

99.5

3

1.4

0.89

99.9

6

1.6

1.0

99.8·

12-

1.6

1.0

99.8

25

1.9

1.2

99.8

50

1. 7

1. 1

99.9

75

1. 1

0.67

99.5

100
Table 4

P

0

0

Extraction of copper by LIX63/LIX65N mixtures ( experimentol conditions
as in Table 1)
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Processes

in SLl;A Transfer

Selectivity in the extraction of metals by liquid membranes
Masaaki Teramoto, Tadashi Sakur _amoto, Hitoshi Takaya, Yuji Katayama,
Atsushi Kojima, Yoshikazu Miyake and Hideto Matsuyama, Kyoto Institute
of Technology, Kyoto, Japan
Liquid membrane technique has been attracting attention as a useful
method for the separation and concentration of various solutes such as
metal ions, acids and bases(1 ). Although a number of papers have been
presented on the permeation mechanisms of single species through
supported liquid membranes, few papers (2-6) have dealt with
competitive permeation rates in multicomponent systems on the basis of
the theory of mass transfer with chemical reactions. Danesi et al.(4)
have analyzed the selectivity in t.he separation of Co and Ni by
supported liquid membranes containing di( 2 ,4,4-trimethylpentyl)
phosphinic acid. However, their quantitative treatment has been
limited to the condition of low metal loading at the feed-membrane
interface. In the separation of Co and Ni using organophosphorus
extractants, the selectivity under the condition of high metal loading
is of practical importance and also of great interest because very
high separation factor is obtained.
In the present paper, permeation rates of Co and Ni through supported
liquid membranes containing 2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid inono- 2 ethylhexyl ester(abbreviated as PC-88A or EHPNA) were measured over a
wide range of loading ratio using a diffusion cell, and analyzed
by a permeation model in which the formation of aggregates of metal
carrier complexes was considered when the loading ratio was high.
A spiral-type supported liquid �embrane module, which could remove and
concentrate metal ions very effectively and could be used for
selective permeation of metal ions, was developed. The stability of
the membrane was found to be satisfactory. The design equations for
predicting the degree of removal of each metal is presented.
1.Experimental
The diffusion cell used in the present work was similar to that used
by Danesi et al.(2). The supported liquid membranes consisted of
Floropore FP-010 microporous Teflon film(Sumitomo E1ectric Co., Ltd.,
mean pore diameter:0.1µm, porosity:0.57, thickness:60µm) on which a
solution of PC-88A in dodecane was absorbed. The membrane area was
2 0cm 2 , and the volumes of the feed and strip solutions were 0.250 and
0.045dm 3 , respectively. Both solutions were stirred by magnetic
stirring bars at 3 00rpm. The feed solution was prepared by dissolving
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Co(N03 )2 and/or Ni(NO3 )2 in deionized water, and pH was adjusted by
0.1 mol/L acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer solutions. 3 mol/dm3 HCl
solution was used as a strip solution. The concentration variations
of Co(II) and/or Ni(II) in the strip solution were followed by the
atomic absorption analysis. The temperature was kept at 2 98 K.
The schematic diagram of the spiral-type supported liquid membrane
module is shown in Fig.1. The support is a porous membrane made of
polypropylene(Duragard 2502 , Polyplastics Co., Ltd., Japan, width:
30.5cm, length:1m, thickness:S0µm, porosity:0.47, pore diameter:0.04x
0.4µm). The membranes and the spacers(thickness:1.1mm) were spirally
wound around the pipes through which the feed and the strip solutions
(2mol/L H2SO4 solution) were supplied, and the side and the outer
surface of the modules were sealed by an adhesive. The modules were
operated in a once-through mode for feed solutions and in a recycling
mode for strip solutions (Figs.7 and 11 ), or in a once-through mode for
both feed and strip solutions(Figs.9 and 10).
2.

Extraction Equilibria
The equilibria in the extraction of Co(II) and Ni(II) with EHPNA at
low loading ratio are expressed as follows(?).
2iffi ;,

TTil'fG,

K2= [Tifif)i]/ [HR] 2

(1)

co2 •+2 fiiRT2 � CoR2(HR) 2+2H+

Kexco=< [CoR2(HR)2 l [H+ 1 2/ [co2• l [ (HR)2 12 >eq
Ni2++3 �

#

( 2)

NiR2 2(HR)2+2 H+

KexNi=([ NiR22(HR)2 ][H•J 2 /[Ni2+ J[(HR)2]3 )eq

( 3)

KexNa = ([NaR3 (HR)·][H+ ]/ [Na+] [(HR)2 ]2)eq

( 4)

Na•+2 � � NaR3 (HR)+H•

Here, (HR)2 is the dimer of the extractant. It was confirmed that
the observed distribution ratios of Co(II) and Ni(II), DM, were

Fig.l Spiral-type supported liquid membrane module.
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approximately expressed by Eqs.(1) to (3).
The distribution ratios in the single extraction at high loading ratio
are shown in Fig.2. As [H +Je decreases, metal to extractant ratios
exceed 1 :2 and 1:3 for cobalt and nickel, respectively, and the ratio
approaches to unity. It was confirmed by the vapor pressure
osmometry(VPO) and the gel permeation chromatography(GPC) that aggre
gates of the metal complexes were formed which contained about 5-20
molecules of (HR)2 on the average depending on the loading ratio.
For simplicity, it was assumed that the metal to carrier(dimer of the
carrier) ratio in the aggregates is 1:·1 regardless of the loading
ratio and that the aggregates are expressed as CoR2 and NiR2, and the
following empirical correlations were obtained from the data at the
total carrier concentrations of 0.735 and 0.368 mol/L.
[CoR2]=0.350[CoR2(HR)2J1°57[(HR)2J-0.802
[Ni�2]=0.1 75[NiR22(HR)2J0. 836[(HR)2J-0°750

( 5)
(6)

The distribution ratio calculated by Eqs.(1)-(6) are shown by the
solid lines in Fig.2. It should be noted that these equations can
satisfactorily predict the distribution ratios in the simultaneous
extraction of cobalt and nickel as shown in Fig.3. The dotted lines
in Figs.2 and 3, which are the distributio·n ratios calculated by
Eqs.(1)-(4), are much lower than the experimental data at low [H + Je3. Analysis of the permeation rates through supported liquid membranes
The permeation of metal ions through supported liquid membranes
consists of mamy elementary steps(B). Here, the following two steps
are taken into account, i.e., (1)diffusion of metal ions through a
5
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Fig.2 Distribution ratio in the single
extraction. [ (HR)2]0=o. 735mol/L,
[Co]0= [Ni]0=0.085mol /L, Vaq/Vorg =5.

3
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+
3
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Fig.3 Distribution ratio in the simul
taneous extraction. Conditions
are the same as shown in Fig.2.
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stagnant layer of feed solution, (2)diffusion of the carrier and the
complex in the membrane, since the resistances of other steps such as
interfacial reactions and the diffusion of metal ions in the strip
solution can be neglected. Then the permeation rates are expressed by
the following equations.
Jc0 = kFc0([C o2+JF-[co2+JFil=kmco!CoR2(HR)2lFi+kmcoPICoR2lFi

(7)

JNa=kFNa([Na+]_ F-[Na +lFi) = kmNa[Na R3 (HR)lFi

( 9)

JNi=kFNi(!Ni +JF- [Ni
2

JFil=kmNilNiR22(HR)2lF i+kmNiPlNiR2lFi

2+

The continuity of the total flux of the carrier is expressed by

(6)

kma< [(HR)2ls i-[ TTIRT2IFi)+(kma' /2) { ([HRlsi/K21 ° • 5-([HRlFi/K2)0-5 }
=2kmcolCoR2(HR)2lFi+k mcoPICoR2lFi
+

3k mNilNiR22(HR)2lFi+kmNiPI NiR2IFi+2kmNalNaR3(HR)lFi

(10)

where kF and km are the mass transfer coefficient

in the· feed
phase and that in the membrane, respectively, and subscripts B, B',
CoP, NiP, F, S and i indicate (HR) 2, HR , [C oR2J, [NiR2I, the feed
solution, the strip solution and the interface, respectively.
The conservation of the carrier in the membrane is expressed by

Bo=0. 5 { [(HR)2lFi+[(HR)2ls i+0. 5( [HRls i/K21 ° - 5+o. 5(IHRIFi/K2) O • 5+
2[CoR2(HR)2lFi+[CoR2lFi+3[NiR22 (HR)2lFi +[Ni R2lFi+2[NaR3(HR)]Fi} (11 )
where Bo is the initial concentration of the carrier.

4. Effect of experimental condition on the permeation rates
Figure 4 shows the effect of [H+]F on the fluxes in the single
permeatio� of Co (II) and Ni (II). As [H+ ] F increases, JM decreases due
to a decrease in the distribution ratio, DM. On the other hand, when
[H+]F is low; JM is almost constant
because most of the carrier at the
10-4
feed-membrane interface is converted
';'
.,,
to the complexes, and the rate is
limited by the diffusion of the
0e 10-5
carrier in the membrane.
The effect of [H +JF in the simu\
taneous permeation is shown in Fig.
s0=o. 735mol/L
5. Jco is approximately equal
[Co]F =[Ni]F•0.0425mol /l
to that observed in the single
permeation over the whole range of
[H+JF- On the other hand, at low
[H+ ]F, JN i is drastically lowered by
the presence of Co(II) because most
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10-5
10-4.
+
[H ]F / mol ·dm-3
+
Fig.4 Effect of [H ]F on JCo and
JNi in the single permeation.

of the carrier at the feed- membrane interface is exhausted by the
complexation with Co(II) which has much higher distribution ratio than
Ni(II). However, as [H + ]F increases JNi increases because [(HR)2lFi
also increases due to a decrease in Dea• With a further increase in
[H+]p both Jc0 and JNi approach to those in the single permeation.
+
Therefore the plot of JN i vs [H ]F has a maximum.
Figure 6 shows the effect of the metal concentration in the
simultaneous permeation. When the concentrations are low, the
diffusion of metals in the stagnant layer of the feed phase is
rate-determining( B), and no selectivity is obtained. On the other
hand, when metal concentrations are high, JNi in the simultaneous
permeation becomes much lower than that in the single permeation.
The rate parameters used for the simulation of the permeation rates
were estimated as follows. The value of kpc0 was determined from the
permeation rate under the condition of low metal concentration, high
pH and high carrier concentration. kmco was calculated from Jc0
observed in the experiment using the diffusion cell where Co(II) was
transported from an organic solution loaded with a small amount of
Co(II) to the strip solution through a porous membrane impregnated
with the same organic solution. In this case, Jco is expressed by
Eq.(12), from which kmco was calculated.
kms, kms' and kmNi were estimated from kmco using the relation
that the diffusivity is proportional to (molar volume)-0°6(9). The
values of kmcoP and kmNiP were determined so that the computed results
10-4
10- 5
10-6
1

..,8 10-

[Co]F=[Ni ]F•0.0424
mol/l
e0=O.735mo1 /L
.L...LJ..w<
10-B w:........o.w1........,"'-4'..i..,.
1� 3
1� 5 10 4
1�6
+
[H ]F / mol ·dm-J

Fig.5 Effect of [H ]F on JCo and Ni in
J
the simultaneous permeation.
+

0
..,u

s0=0.735mol/L
-=-'-..L..U.wil..,,..._U:ULWI
lO-7L..J...u.WW
10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4
[Co]F,[Nf]F / mol "dm-3

Fig.6 Effect of metal concentration on
and Ni in the simultaneous
J
JCo
permeation.
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might compare with the observed results. The complex formations
between metal ions and CH 3 Coo- in the aqueous phase were taken into
account in the calculation. The parameters used are as follows.

kFco =kFN i=kFN a=7x10 -6m/s, kmB=l.7x10-7m/s, kmco=l .12x10-7m/s, k mNi=
B.Bxlo-8m/s, kmcop=B.Bxlo-8m/s, kmNip=6.5x10 -8m/s, Kexco=4.14x10-6,

KexNi= 3 .1 3 x10-7dm 3 /mol, KexNa=2x10-5dm 3 /mol, Ki=B000dm 3 /mol.

The values of kmcoP and kmNiP suggest that the aggregates of the
complexes of Co(II) contain about 3 molecules of (HR) 2, and those of
Ni(II) about 5. The computed results(solid lines in Figs.4-6)
are in agreement with the experimental data.
The selectivity factor, which is defined by Eq.(1 3 ), is discussed for
the following special cases.
(1 3 )
Case 1. If the metal loading is low and the diffusional resistance
in the feed phase is negligibly small, the formation of the aggregates
is ignored. Then Eq.(14) is derived using Eqs.(2) and ( 3 ).
S«Kexco/(KexNi I (HR)2lo)

( 1 4)

+
The region of high [H ] F in Fig.4 corresponds to this case.
� If the metal loading is high and the diffusional resistanc�
in the feed solution is negligibly small, then the contribution of
CoR2(HR)z and NiR22(HR)2 to DM is small. Then the following equation
is derived from Eqs.(5)-(6) and (13).

(15)
[co2+

[Ni2+

When
JF is equal to
]F as in the case of the present
experiment, S is proportional to [(HR)2 1Fi0.58 /[H+ ]F l .47. According
to this relation, S increases with a decrease in [H+ JF- However, it
should be note4 that the decrease in [H+ ]F loweres [(HR)2lF i·
Therefore, the effect of experimental condition on the selectivity is
not so simple as described bv Danesi et al.(4).
Case 3 . If the diffusional resistance of metal ions in the feed
solution is rate-determining, the flux and S are represented by
Eq.(16) and (17), respectively. This case is encountered in the
region of low metal concentartion in Fig.6.
JM=kFMIM2+ JF (M=Co, Ni)
S=kFco/kFNi ;1

5. Seoaration of metal ions by a spiral-type module
Figure 7 shows the effect of feed rate on [Coloutf!Colin in the
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(16)
( 17)

recovery of Co(II). When [Colin is low, the diffusion of co 2+ in the
feed phase is rate-controlling(Case 3 ), and 99.7% of Co(II) was
recovered at low feed rate, vF. In a similar experiment using a
module with the membrane length of 2m, more than 99.9% of Co(II) was
removed when VF was 180cm 3 /min. These excellent results may be due to
the flow pattern in the module, i.e., plug flow. In this case, The
differential mass balance equation of each metal ion is expressed by
(18)

d[Ml/dA = -(JM /vF) (M=Co,Ni,Na)

where A is the membrane area.

For Case

3,

Eq.(19) is derived.

[Col0 ut/[Colin = exp(-kFcoA/vF )

(19)

On the other hand, when [Colin is sufficiently high, the diffusion
in the membrane is rate-determining. Then Eq.( 2 0) is derived.
[Col0ut=[Colin-JcomaxA/vF

(20)

Here, Jcomax is the maximum flux observed under the condition of
high loading ratio at the feed-membrane interface and was determined
experimentally using the diffusion cell. The effective membrane
area A was determined approximately as 0.3m 2 from Eq.( 2 0). Then, kFco
can be estimated from Eq.(19), and is shown in Fig.8 where kFzn
obtained by the experiment on the removal of low concentration of
Zn(II) (carrier: D 2EHPA) is also shown. It can be seen that kF is
proportional tovF 0•5• This dependency is favorable compared with that
in the case of hollow fiber modules where kF is proportional to
vF 0-1/ 3 because the extent of removal does not decrease remarkably
with an increase in vF. Ni(II) was also satisfactorily recovered
although not shown here.
Figure 9 shows the results in the simultaneous permeation when the
carrier concentration was 0.735mol/L. When both metal concentrations
are low, the selectivity factor is low(Case 3). On the other hand,
-;'� 10·2 -��.,...,.,.,.....--,-,-r,rrrn,
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Fig.8
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Fig.7 Effect of vF on [Co] u /[Co] ·
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Fig.11 Recovery of Zn by spiral-type
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when metal concentrations are high, Co(II) is selectively trans
ported. A similar result was obtained when the carrier concentration
was 0.296mol/L(Fig.10). The results calculated from Eqs.(1)-(11) and
(1 8) are shown by the solid lines in Figs.7,· 9 and 1 0.. It is found
that outlet concentrations can be satisfactorily predicted by the
design equation over the whole region from Case 2 to Case 3. Figure
11 shows the time course of [Znlout and [Zn]s in the recovery of
Zn(II) when D2EHPA was used as a carrier. It is clearly shown that
the membrane is very stable and can pump Zn(II) even when [Zn]s is
about 40000 times as high as [Znlout•
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SEPARATION OF METAL SPECIES BY EMULSION LIQUID MEMBRANES
J. Draxler, w. Furst, R. Marr , Technical University Graz, Austria
Nearly twenty years have passed since the first use of emulsion liquid
membranes /1/ and in this time several pilot plants for the recovery of
Uranium, Copper, Chromium, Mercury and Zinc /2,3,4,5,6/ have proved
the technical feasibility of this Liquid-Membrane-Permeation (LMP) pro
cess and the economic superiority to comparable processes, such as sol
vent-extraction. But despite of it's evident advantages no large-scale
plant has been built up to now in the hydrometallurgical industry. The
reason for this are probably economic factors, especially the depressed
state of the metal industry. There is no need for new plants and a re
building of an existing solvent-extraction plant to a LMP-plant is not
economic, because low investment costs are the main advantage of LMP,
whereas operating costs are about the same /5/.
There are two main incentives for a further developing of the emulsion
liquid membrane technique. The first is the hope that the current bad
situation in the hydrometallurgical industry will be improved in the
near future and the s·econd is the very promising application of liquid
membranes in waste water treatment.
A prerequisite for the application of emulsion liquid membranes in
waste water treatment is, that the metal ,ions can be separated below,
the limits of the environmental protection agencies of the various
countries and that the solubility of the organic compounds of the mem
brane phase in the waste water is also below a critical value. Both re
quirements are met by the emulsion liquid membrane technique, as was
confirmed in several pilot plants.
Contrary to solvent-extraction, which is an equilibrium-lim�ted process,
LMP is commonly regarded as a rate process, which is controlled only by
the residence time in the mass transfer apparatus. For the application
of emulsion liquid membranes in waste water treatment this is not al
ways valid. To reach equilibrium once, might not be sufficient for a
complete separation of the metal species. Two or more stages are neces
sary, so for a complete separation of the metal ions the emulsion liquid
membrane technique is a rate as well as equilibrium controlles process.
Using a counter-current extraction column (height: 2,7m, diameter: 50mm)
following separations could be achieved in a pilot-plant with industrial
solutions:
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Table 1:

Separation of various metals in a pilot plant

Element
Zinc
Zinc

Zinc

Copper
Copper
Nickel
Cadmium
Lead
Chromium

Throughput
(1/h)
30
30
70

20
40
20
60
60
40

initial concentration (mg/1)

finb.l concentration (mg/1)

4500
500
150
8000
800
2200
14
8
1500

0,8
0,5
27
3
360
0,01
0,01
4

As can be seen from table 1, Zinc, Copper, Cadmium and Lead can easily
be separated down to concentrations, which are below the limits of most
environmental protection agencies. This is not true for Nickel and
Chromium (VI). The reason for this is that the residence time in the
used column was not long enough for the Nickel-separation. Under the
same conditions Nickel could be separated in a two-stage counter-cur
rent mixer-settler with sufficient residence time down to 2 ppm. The
reason for the insufficient Chromium-separation was not the residence
time, but, as an industrial solution containing a lot of sulfate-ions
was used, the co-transport of these sulfate-ions. Although the sulfate
transport is negligible in the range of high Chromium-concentrations,
it becomes dominating when the Chromium-concentration is.very low. As
a consequence not only the Chromium-separation is insufficient, but
also a lot of NaOH-solution is consumed for the neutralisation of the
transported sulfuric acid.
The other problem for the application of emulsion liquid membranes in
waste water treatment is the solubility of organic substances in the
aqueous phases. As can be seen from table 2, the physical solubility is
much less than is usual in solvent-extraction. This is because of the
different composition of the organic phase in the two .processes. In
solvent-extraction it is necessary to use aromatic diluents or ali
phatic diluents and a modifier to prevent third phase formation. Both,
aromatic diluents and modifiers, have a high solubility in water and
are not necessary in LMP, where only aliphatic diluents are used. It is
true, that an additional surfactant is necessary in LMP, but since the
solubility of the preferrably used surfactant ECA 4360 is less than all
other components, the total solubility of toe membrane phase is much
lower than in solvent-extraction.
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Table 2:

Solubility of organic compounds

Extractant
Diluent
aliphatic
aromatic
Modifier
Surfactant
Total solubility of
organic phase

LMP (mg/1)
5-30

SX (mg/1)
5-30

1-5

1-5
50-100
40-150

3-9

40-140

The treated waste water is therefore only slightly contaminated by or
ganic substances and no problems should result. Problems might occur,
if the waste water contains already high amounts of organic substances
(e.g. wastes in the electroplating industry), which are extracted by
the organic membrane phase, and change the cha,;acteristics and the
effectiveness of the membrane in an uncontrolled manner.
The first large-scale plant for LMP was built in the Austrian viscose
and rayon industry by LENZING AG for a waste water problem. The waste
water is corning from spin baths and contains about 500 rng/1 Zinc, which
is separated selectively from Calcium down to less than 3 ppm. Several
other processes, such as precipitation with H2s and Ca(OH)2, ion ex
change resins and solvent-extraction had been tested, but LMP proved
to be the most economic process. A pilot-plant with a throughput of
1 rn'/h waste water was operated successfully for more than 2 years. In
this plant all parameters including surfactants and extractants had
been optimized prior to the construction of the large scale-plant.
Fig.1 shows a flow-sheet of this plant with the throughputs and con
centrations of all phases. The mass transfer apparatus is a counter
current extra�tion column with a diameter of 1,6 rn and an active height
of 10 rn. Emulsion preparation is done in a homogenizer and emulsion
splitting is done in an electrostatic emulsion splitter.
A major problem in the operation of the pilot-plant was the choice of
a suitable extractant. D2EHPA is commonly used for the extraction of
Zinc in the hydrornetallurgical industry, but the selectivity of this
extractant to Calcium was not sufficient in this case. Cyanex 272 and
PC-SBA had the required selectivity, but the extraction efficiency was
too small at the given pH-value. Only the use of Bis(2-ethylhexyl)di
thiophosphoric acid made it possible to solve the problem in a satis
factorily manner.
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valid and new models have to be developed which account for u mass
transfer resistance of the stripping reaction.

wQ,Jz.,.J.l---u"

,¥f the Liquid-Membrane-Process will be a
covery of Zinc in the hydrometallurgical
on the impurities, such as Copper, Lead,
impurities should be co-extracted, or if
selectively.

suitable process for the reindustry, will mainly dep�nd
l,Jf/ df
the
Cadmium, Iron...., and ;,f
_
Zinc should be separated

Due to the combination of extraction and stripping into one step, the
selectivity of the liquid membrane process is always less than it is
in solvent-extraction, because the scrubbing stages are missing. The
selectivity of the process is dependent on the selectivity of the ex
tractant and there are not much possibilities to influence this selec
tivity. Therefore the application of the LMP-process will always be
restricted to solutions, which contain only very few metals, or so
lutions, where all metals should be separated.
An exception of this is the separation of Copper. The hydroxioxime
extractants are very selective for Copper and impurities are extracted
only to. a very small extent. A lot of work has been done in the field
of Copper-permeation and several pilot-plants proved the feasibility
of this process. But despite of these promising reports there existed
still another problem, which has not been noticed up to now, and which
also causes many troubles in the permeation of other metals. This pro
blem is the choice of a suitable surfactant. The surfactant is pro
bably the most important component in the emulsion_ liquid membrane
technique, for a very stable primary emulsion, where no break-up of the
internal droplets occurs, is a prior condition for the application of
emulsion liquid membranes. Therefore surfactants were always chosen
according to their ability for stabilizing the emulsions. But for an
application of emulsion liquid membranes in industrial processes a lot
of other requirements have to be fulfilled by the surfactants. Impor
tant points are the capability of transporting water, the mass trans
fer resistance, the solubility in water and resistance to bacteria.
Mainly two surfactants - ECA 4360 and SPAN 80 - have been used up to
now, and for the Zinc-permeation ECA 4360 is the most suitable surfac
tant, but in the Copper-permeation this surfactant has a catalytic
effect on the decomposition of the hydroxioxime extractant, which is
much more dramatic than is known in solvent-extraction. The chemistry
of this decomposition is not quite clear, but there exist a lot of sur
factants which show the same behaviour.
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Bis(2-ethylhexyl)dithiophosphoric acid is a very strong extractant for
many cations, but nevertheless it is nearly unknown in solvent-extrac
tion . At least for the Zinc- and Nickelextraction this is not due to
bad equilibrium conditions, but to very low kinetics of the stripping
extraction. Fig .2 shows the equilibrium isotherms for the Zinc- and
Nickel-extraction. It can be seen that stripping is possible with sul
furic acid, higher than about 150 g/1 (3n). So there is no restriction
by the equilibrium condition. But the stripping reaction for Zinc is
very low and for Nickel it is extremely low, so that.very large ex
traction apparatus would be necessary for the Zink-extraction and no
conventional extraction equipment is suitable for the Nickel-extraction.
In tabl� 3 some data are listed for the stripping of Zinc and Nickel
( 100 % = equilibrium_) in a shaker and a homogenizer with 250 g/1 tt2so4 .
It can be seen that the equilibrium of the stripping reaction is
reached in shaking funnel at vigorous shaking after 2 h for the Zinc
reextraction and after 4 h for the Nickel-reextraction, whereas in a
homogenizer equilibrium could be reached after,4 min for Zinc and
10 min for Nickel.
Table 3:
Time
4
10
30
60
120
240

% of equilibrium for the stripping of Zinc and Nickel
Zinc
20
35
45
60
100

Shaker
Nickel
3
15
25
40
70
100

Homogenizer
Zinc
Nickel
100
100

70
98
100

These data clearly show that the equilibrium for the stripping reaction
is reached much more rapidly in a homogenizer than in a shaker, because
of the very large interfacial area. The reaction of Zn(Nirdi(2-ethyl
hexyl)dithiophosphate and sulfuric acid takes place at the interface.
Liquid membranes offer an inner interfacial area of about 10 6 m'/m' and
therefore the kinetics of the stripping reaction is much higher than it
is in solvent-extraction.
Because of this large interfacial area, the stripping reaction was
never regarded to represent a considerable mass transfer resistance,
but when Bis(2-ethylhexyl)ditiophosphoric acid is used for the Zinc and
especially for the Nickel-extraction, this assumption is no longer
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Table 4 shows the effects.of some surfactants on stability, osmosis,
mass transfer resistance and on the decomposition of the extractants
for the permeation of Copper with ACORGA PT5050.
Table 4:

Influence of surfactants on Copper-permeation
Mass transfer
resistance

Surfactant
ECA 4360
SPAN 20
SPAN 40
SPAN 60
SPAN 65
SPAN 80

+

++

Break-up
(stability)

Decomposition
of extractant

++

++
+

SPAN 85
TWEEN 65
TWEEN 85
ANTAROX CA420
ANTAROX CO430
PA 18
Legend: ++
+

Osmosis

++

++
++
++
++

++

++
+

++
+
+

very suitable for Copper-permeation with ACORGA PT5050
suitable
not suitable
absolutely not suitable

From this table it can be seen that most SPAN-reagents are very good
emulsifying agents, but all have one or more deleterious effects for
the permeation of Copper. SPAN 40, 60 and 65 represent a high mass
transfer resistance (nearly no Copper transported), whereas SPAN 20,
40 and 80 transport a lot of water (osmosis) from the outer to the
inner phase and thereby the concentrated inner phase is diluted again.
Of all the investigated surfactants only the surfactant PA 18 met all
requirements and showed good results in long time pilot tests. But it
should be stressed, that it is the best one only for the Copper-per
meation with ACORGA PT5050 and no conclusions can be deduced for the
permeation of other metals. Especially for the permeation of anionic
Oxo-complexes many other surfactants have to be investigated.
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CONCLUSION
With the construction of the first large-scale plant for the Zinc
separation in the viscose industry, Liquid-Membrane-Permeation has
grown to an industrial process and a lot of pilot-plants proved the
feasibility of this process for the separation of many other metals.
At the moment no large-scale plants may be expected in the hydrometal
lurgical industry, but waste wate_r treatment seems to be a very promi
sing field of application. This is because the separation of many
metals is as good or even better than other processes and the metals
need not to be disposed, but can be recovered,
An important feature in the application ofemulsion liquid membranes
is the choice of a suitable surfactant. Up to now surfactants were only
chosen according to their ability of stabilizing emulsions. But there
are many other important points such as mass transfer resistance, capa
bility of transporting water, decomposition of extractant and resis
tance to bacteria.
The selectivity is usually worse than in solvent-extraction. But the
development of new extractants· may not only enhance the selectivity,
but also open new fields of application.
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NOMENCLATURE
D2EHPA
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid
PC-BSA (Daihachi)
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphonic acid
Cynex 272 (Cyanamid)
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphinic acid
SPAN 80
Sorbitanmonooleat
ECA 4360 (Exxon)
Polyamine
Copolymere of Maleic acid and 1-Octadecen
PA 18
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Fig 1 : Flow-sheet of a µ.nt fcx- Zn-recovery
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aqueous phaso, lg/l Zn.Ni
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Fig 2: Equilibrium for Zn-.nl Ni-extraction
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Metal Extraction with Liquid Surfactant Membranes:
The Role of the Emulsifying Agent
B. A. Mikucki and K. Osseo-Asare
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
The Pennsylvania State Unive rsity
University Park, PA
16802 USA
The relatively slow rate of metal extraction with liquid surfactant membrane (LSH)
systems has been attributed to two main factors (1). First, metal extraction may be
controlled by the slow diffusion rate of the complexed metal through the membrane
phase ( 1,2). Second, the emulsifier may slow down the rate of interfacial chemical
reactions (1,3). These proposals have generally been offered solely on the basis of
metal extraction data. In order to gain further insight into the role played by the
emulsifier in the extraction process, additional physico-chemical experimental data
are needed. For example, direct measurements of interfacial reaction kinetics
coupled with an investigation of the adsorption characteristics of both the
emulsifier and extractant molecules would help to clarify the manner in which the
presence of adsorbed emulsifier molecules influences the rate of metal extraction.
In order to investigate the role of the emulsifier type in the LSM extraction
process, a comparative study of the performance of four different emulsifiers, Span
80 (active ingredient, sorbitan monooleate), Arlacel 83 (active ingredients,
sorbitan mono- and di-oleates), Span 85 (active ingredient, sorbitan trioleate), and
Brij 72 (active ingredient, polyoxyethylene(2)stearyl ether) in LSM copper
extraction systems has been undertaken. The experimental techniques employed
incl !tded the measurement of interfacial tension, membrane stability (as determined
by K transfer from the internal to the external phase), and copper transfer using
both LSM and Lewis cell (with a conventional organic phase) systems.
Experimental
The extractant ueed in this study consisted of a mixture of the separately purified
anti-isomers of the Henkel reagents LIX6SN and LIX63 ( 4 ,S).
In the discussion
below, LIX6SN and LIX63 refer to the respective purified anti-isomers. The
emulsifiers, Span 80, Arlacel 83, Span 8S, and Brij 72, (see Figure 1), were
supplied by ICI Americas, Inc., and were used without -further purification. Reagent
grade cyclohexane was used as the organic diluent in all but the interfacial tension
studies where spectroquality cyclohexane was used, and organic solutions were
prepared as described previously (4 ,S). All inorganic chemicals were reagent grade,
and doubly distilled deionized water was used to prepare the aqueous solutions.
The experimental and analytical techniques employed are discussed in detail
elsewhere ( 4,5 ,6) and include interfacial tension measurements, batch LSM
experiments in a baffled reactor, Lewis cell experiments. and atomic absorption
spectropho,!; metry. In the interfacial tension studies, the aqueous phase con5ained
�
1.1 kmol m
Na
The inte!�al phase (20 cm ) used
adjusted to pH 2.0 with H
2 4
2
i!! the LSM experiment& was an aqueou solution of 1
kmol m
H
and
1 kmo!
�
3
2 4
3
10 kmol m
m
K SO ; the membra e phase (20 cm ) was a cyclohexane solution of
-�
LIX63, and varying amounts of the emulsifier; ��e external
LIX6S�, b.014 lmol m
Na
phase (2?. ? cm ) was an aqueous sulfate solution containing 1.1 kmol m
and
2 4
Q.30 g L
Cu at pH 2.0 and this same eolution was used in the Lewis cell
experiments.

so

so .

.o

so

o.

o.

so

· Results and Discussion
Interfacial Activity
Interfacial tension data f�3 emulsifier-containin� systems obtained in the absence
and presence of 0.1 kmol m
LIX6SN are presented in Figure 2. All the emuleifiera
exhibit interfacial activity, as indicated by the decrease in interfacial tension
with increase in emulsifier concentration. , In the absence of LIX65N, the large
decrease in the absolute value of the slopes of the interfacial tension isotherms at
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high concentrations of the emulsifying agents can be attributed to the aggregation
of the emulsifiers to form inverted micelles. T!!y critical !!'!Celle c� �centration
i�-3 x 10_ kmol m ) for Span
(CMC) occurs_ft a concentration of abou� 0.1 g L
1
3
(2.2 x 10
kmol m ) for Span 85, and 4.0
f2r Arlac!!! 83, 2.14 g L
80,_?·17 g L
g L
( 1.1 x 10
kmol m ) for Hrij 72. The molar concentrations were calculated
by assigning molecular weights of 428, 956, and 358 to Span 80, Span 85, and Brij 72
respectively (i.e., the emulsifiers were assumed to be pure sorbitan monooleate,
pure sorbitan trioleate, and pure polyoxyethylene(2)stearyl ether respectively). It
is difficult to assign a molecular weight· to Arlacel 83 as it contains two major
constituents, sorbitan monooleat!:_ and sorbitan dioleate in unknown proportions. !�e
1
observed CMC of Span 80 (0. I g L ) agrees well with that in Diesel oil (0.45 g L
(7)), but it is some!!�at different from that found by Jain and Singh for Span 80 in
cyclohexane (J.9 g L ) (8). Using the Gibbs equation, limiting interfacial areas
f2r Span 80, Span 85, and Brij 72 were calculated, Le., 46, 64, and 66
K /molecule respectively (4). The value for Span 80 agrees reasonably well w�th
that found by Sherman (9) for the liquid paraffin/water interface (Le., 40 K ).
The fact that at most concentrations Span 85, Arlacel 83, and Span 80 are all more
interfacially active at the cyclohexane/water interface than is Brij 72 (see Figure
2, bearing in mind the different molecular weights) can be understood by considering
the nature of the hydrophobic tails of the emulsifiers. The hydrophobic tail of a
, polyoxyethylene(2)stearyl ether molecule is saturated whereas the hydrophobic tails
of sorbitan mono-, di-, and trioleate molecules are unsaturated (Figure 1).
Since
cyclohexane is a saturated hydrocarbon diluent, polyoxyethylene(2) stearyl e�her
will be more strongly solva ted than any of the esters and, thus, less surface
active. In addition, the polar head of a polyox yethylene(2)stearyl ether molecule
contains fewer hydrophilic groups than does the polar head of a sorbitan ester
(Figure 1). As a result, the driving force for the transfer of emulsifier molecules
from the bulk organic phase to the organic/aqueous interface may be smaller for Brij
72 than for the other emulsifiers.
Although the hydrophilic portions of ·sorbitan mono-, di- and trioleate molecules are
all very similar, the size of the hydrophobic portion of a sorbitan trioleate
molecule is greater than that of a sorbitan monooleate molecule. This is reflected
in the greater val�e of the limiting interfacial area for Span 85 than for Span 80
(Le., 64 and 46 K /molecule respectively). A comparison between the oleate
emulsifiers also indicates that the CMC values increase in the order Span 80
Arlacel 83
Span 85. This can again be understood in terms of steric factors. For
example, branching of the hydrophobic portion of the molecules inhibits the packing
of the molecules into micelles.

<

<

For all of the emulsifiers, the presence of LIX65N shifts the interfacial tension
isotherms to the right (Figure 2). This can be understood in terms of the
competitive adsorption between the emulsifier and the extractant (4,5).
Qualitatively, the adsorption of the emulsifier can be considered to occur via a
reaction of the type:
n(Emulsifier) + (LIX65N) • (LIX65N) + n(Emulsifier)
0
0
i
i

(1)

where the subscripts o and .1 refer to the bulk organic phase and the organic/water
interface respectively, and the coefficient n accounts for the different
cross-sectional areas that molecules of LIX65N and the emulsifier occupy at tlie
interface. Thus, a high bulk organic phase concentration of LIX65N will inhibit the
adsorption of the emulsifier. For all of the emulsifiers, the CMC either disappears
or shifts to higher values when LIX65N is added (Figure 2). This can be attributed
to a bulk-phase interaction between the emulsifiers and the extractant (4 ,5).
Membrane Stability
Figure 3 presents the effects of emulsifier concentration on membrane breakdown.
It
can be seen that in all case's, the percent membrane breakdown decreases with
increase in emulsifier concentration. As demonstrated by the interfacial tension
data (Figure 2), as the concentration of the emulsifier increases, the emulsifier
will be adsorbed to a greater extent. Hence, a more compact and more strongly

adsorbed interfacial film of emulsifier molecules would form (i.e., film strength
would increase). In addition, the emulsion will become more viscous (4). Since the
resistance of an emulsion globule to membrane rupture increases as the strength of
the interfacial film and the viscosity of the emulsion are increased, the observed
trend is to be expected. Figure 3 also shows that merabrane stability decreases in
the order (bearing in mind the different molecular weights) Span 80
Arlacel 83
Span 85
Brij 72, which follows the same trend as the copper extraction results
(see below). The fact that the concentration required to achieve good membrane
stability varied widely with emulsifier type can be understood in terms of the
relative interfaclal activities of the emulsifying agents in the presence of the.
extractant, and the nature of the interfacial films promoted by them. For example,
the fact that Span 85 is less interfacially active than Span 80 mesns that a greater
molar concentration of Span 85 is needed in order to achieve good membrane
stability.

>

>

»

Effects of Emulsifier Type and Concentration on Metal Extraction
The effects of the emulsifier type and concentration on the amount of copper
extracted at 2 hours with the LSM technique are shown in Figure 4. Span 80
performed the best, followed closely by Arlacel 83. Span 85 performed poorly, and
Bri_l 72 (not shown) gave only negligible extraction. For all the three emulsifiers
indicated in this diagram, as the concentration of the respective emulsifier is
increased, the amount of copper extra.cted at 2 hours is seen to initially increase,
rise through a maximum, and then decrease.
The initial increase is attributable to
a decrease in membrane breakdown (see Figure 3). On the other hand, the subsequent
decrease in copper extraction observed at high emulsifier concentrations may have
several possible causes, including a decrease in the rate of copper complexation at
the membrane phase/external phase interface, an increase in the interfacial and
membrane viscosity, a decrease in the movement of the internal phase droplets within
emulsion globules, and a decrease in the interfacial area at which metal extraction
can take place.
The relative interfacial concentrations of emulsifier and extractant molecules would
be expected to influence the rate of metal complexation as well as the magnitude of
the interfacial viscosity. By coupling the Gibbs adsorption equation to a
two-solute Langroi r adsorption model, the interfacial tension data can be used to
estimate the adsorption densities of LIX.65N and Span 80 under the conditions of the
Lewis cell experiments. The results of such a calculation are presented in Figure 5
in addition to experimental data on the effects of Span 80 concentration on copper
flux in a Lewis cell experiment in which an organic phase containing Span 80,
LIX65N, and LIX63 was used (4,6). Three regions are apparent in the curves of
Figure 5. At low Span 80 concentrations, the flux and interfacial tension are large
and approximately constant.
This region corresponds to a high interfacial
population of LIX65N, i.e., l!�tle adsorption�§ Span 80 occurs under these
conditions. Between about 10
and 0.5 kmol m
Span 80, both. the flux and
interfacial tension fall rapidly. As the concentration of Span 80 is increased in
this region, the interfacial population of LIX65N decreases and that of Span 80
increases. Finally, at concentrations o f Span 80 above the CHC, both the
interfacial tension and flux curves level off. This third region corresponds to a
constant and low interfacial population of LIX65N and a constant and hi�h
interfacial population of Span 80. Thus, it can be concluded that Span 80
significantly decreases the rate of copper extraction at the cyclohexane/Water
interface as a result of its preferential adsorption. The increasing displacement
of extractant molecules from the interface leads to a decrease in the rate of the
metal complexation reaction.
Furthermore, the increasing concentration of
emulsifier molecules results in increased interfacial viscosity (10) with a
consequent adverse effect on mass transport in the interfacial region.
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Molecular structures of the emulsifying agents.
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Relationship between competitive adsorption and copper flux.
(The
organic phase also contained 0.0014 kmol m-3 LIX63 in t he Lewis
cell experiments).

Separation of Copper from a Zinc Solution by Liquid Membrane Permeation
H.-J.Bart, A.Wachter and A.Marr
Techn.University Graz, A-8010 Graz, Austria
Introduction
A current problem in copper recycling process is in a separation of
copper from alloy components like zinc, lead, tin, iron etc. The
feed solution is leaching solution on a basis of 0,8 to 1,4 g/1 Cu,
10 to 15 g/1 Zn, 0,05 to 0,2 g/1 Fe, traces of lead and tin and
antimony in about 0,5 g/1 sulfuric acid. This solution may be treated
in a cantercurrent column with liquid membrane permeation technique.
A flaw sheet of the pilot plant is in Figure 1 /1/.

..

"'

d

f

! 1r- 1 F(=· 1-�·l
u

"""'

"""'

Homogenisator
Fig. 1: Flow sheet of the.pilot plan� permeation column: 6 m height,
0,1 m diameter;splitting device: 3000 V, 5mA, unisolated
electrodes; emulsification: high speed emulsifier, !KA Super
dispax S040.
Aaffinate of this operation is considered to be of further use in
a zinc recovery process. The main problem of the LMP process is the
use of a membrane phase which is highly selective for copper. The
optimum is to recover at minimum 97 % of the copper. The weight ratio
of copper to zinc in the LMP product stream should exceed factor 1000.
After the screening program the optimum membrane phase is as follows:
- 2 % carrier, a salicyhaldoxime (e.g. Acorga P50)
- 2 % surfactant, a polyamine (e.g. Paranax 100)
- 96 % diluent, a kerosene (e.g. Shellsol T)
The internal stripping phase contains 200 g/1 sulfuric acid and
15 g/1 copper. Splitting and preparation of the emulsion is without
special problems.
Pilot Plant Experiments
Pilot plant experiments were done by variation of three main parameters.
Table 1 gives the results of different experimental conditions. Input
flow of feed phase III was in the range of 50 to 125 1/h. Phase ratio
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of phase III to phase I was choosen to get a final inner phase I con
centration of 45 g/1 copper.
Phase ratio of phase II to phase I was in the range of 3 to 7 due to
t-,ydrodynamic considerations. As was obvious from the experiments,
stirring speed is an domi nating parameter in the column runs. The in
fluence is on hold up, mean droplet diameter, residence time distri
bution function and on radial mixing. With this variation of stirring
speed results in different mass transfer regimes in the column at
fixed system boundaries (ion concentrations, erg.phase composition
etc.).
Mass transfer resistance on a liquid membrane globule can be described
as following , as is indicated in Figure 2 /2/.

Fig, 2: Mass transfer resistance on a emulsion globule
1) quasihomogenous emulsion globule
2) aqueous film of phase III
3) bulk phase III
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

film diffusion resistance in phase III
chemical resistance due to reaction at interphase III/II
diffusional resistance in the quasihomogenous emulsion globule
chemiml resistance due to reextraction reaction

In our earliest experiments /3/ we used membrane phases of high
viscosity. This caused a high diffusional resistance in the emulsion
globule. Thus all experimental data would be well described with the
shrinking core model by Kopp and Marr /4/.Here a quasihomogenous
description of the emulsion globule gives an
-dependency of
the copper flux.

-fl

In low viscose systems this effect should not be becoming rate deter
ming. Additionally resistance due to reextraction was never noted
in copper systems.
With this, contribution to mass transport resistance can be expected
from film diffusion resistance in phase III and chemical reaction
resistance at interphase III/II. In regard to a optimum technical
lay-out of the permeation column chemical rea:tion regime should give
best results.
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In the experiments listed in Table 1 we can distinguish two different
regimes. Evidently at high stirring speed we enter pure chemical
reaction regime. It is obvious that with a high turbulence mass trans
fer resistance in the film layer becomes neglegible. All data in
chemical reaction regime can be fitted with a simple exponential
function. This is due to a kinetical equation of first order in respect
to copper. In the experimental area investigated carrier concentration
and pH in a first approach enter with zero order. Thus
k (Cu)

( 1)

with
H

(2)

Integration over the height of the column gives
(3)

ln ((Cu)/(Cu)0) = -k . H
For mode of comparison all concentration values should be properly
normed. In a dimensionsless form in relation to equilibrium concen
tration, (Cu)equ' copper concentration converts into
(Cu)

(Cu) - (Cu)equ
(Cu)
0

(4)

Thus
ln ((Cu) - (Cu)
equl/(Cu)0 = - k . H

(5

Table 2 gives k-values in series hf tested runs (compare Tab. 1).
Run� with high rpm give constant k-values at about 1,14 (1/m). At
lower stirring speeds this simple law could not be verified. Oata
could not be fitted according an exponential function. Is is obvious
that chemical reaction is not longer the only dominating factor.
Here diffusion of the species act as additional resistance.
However, from this experience, batch experimental data were tested
under the same assumption.
Table 3 gives a influence of LIX 64 N under different stirring con
ditions. All data could be well described with -an exponential function
and give an related k-value according Equ. 5.
With higher stirring speeds, interfacial area and turbulence degree
increases. However, the k-value is expected to increase at higher
rpm.
Table 4 gives the influence of different modifiers in the organic
phase present. Commercial available ion exchangers have different con
tent of modifiers. The influence is mainly on the final equilibrium
value in Phase III. Inasfar, modifier has no markedly influence on the
k-value.
The list of k-values of batch experimental data could be extended
without difficulties. Kinetical controlled regime is found in ex
periments with low viscous emulsions which are under high stirring
stress during the permeation process.
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It can be concluded that kinetical contro l led regimes offer better
mass transfer results in comparison to diffusiona l contro l led ones
in the case of copper. From th is point an optimal plant lay-out sh ould
be settled in the kinetical reaction reg ime.
Literature
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Table 3: Influence of rpm in batch experiments
vrrI'vrr,vI = 10:2:1
VI: 30 g/1 Cu, 192 g/1 H2so4
VII: ·4 % LIX 64 N, 2 % Paranox 100, 34 % Shellsol T, 60 % Merck
Paraffine thin
VIII' 77 g/1 zinc, 1,5 g/1 Cu, pH

4 ,65

n ( 1/min)
300
500
700

D, 11
0, 1 8
0,33

0,325
0,241
0,261

Table 4: Influence of m odifier in batch experiments
virr'vrr:VI = 50:3:1, 250 rpm

v1: 12 g/1 Cu, 200 g/1 H2so4
VIi 2 % P 1, 2 % Paranox 100, Shellsol T + Modifier
VIII' 0, 8 g/1 Cu, 18 g/1 zinc

% Nonylphenol
D
2
6
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D,18
0 ,17
D,17

0,034
0,031
0,198

Table 1: Column Experiments
1

run No.

2
2,53

V1(1/h)

2,22

VII(l/h)

8,40 12,3

VIII(l/h)

Cul,ein(g/l)
C ul,aus(g/l)

H 2S04,I,ein(g/l)
H2504,I,aus(g/l)
Cu III,ein(ppm)
Cu III,aus(ppm)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

6,91

5,11

3,25

3,08

4,34

4,87

3,32

4,55

4,45

4,39

3,98

3
4,27
13,3

16,1

Cuequ(ppm)
k (1/m)

9,0

9,0

19,4

19,4

19,4

24,3

50

75

100

125

100

1 00

100

100

100

100

100

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

35,3

38,7

34,8

42,3

199

199

199

199

39,1
199

36,9
199

37,0
199

199

199

113,2

158,3 164,5 131,2 111,8 138,1 135

46,5
199

37,2
199

26,6
100
14,5
34,6
199

1380

1380

1380

1100

1100

1100

1400

1400

1400

1400

1140

23

32

31

38

78

44

22

229

51

25

143

34

200

200

200

200

160

180

200

160

180

200

160

180

22

19

31

32

85

40

21

45

41

26

37

27

1,14

1,12

1, 12

1, 14

1,11

1,11

26,6
100
14,5
32,4
199

18,6
100
0
20
232,7

111,4 136,6 136,2 124,8 133,9

1380

Table 2: k-values (colu mn-experiments )

rpm (1/min)

11,1

1,15

1140

1140

15

9

200

200

14

9

1,06

1, 13

SUPPORTED LIQUID MEMBRANE SEPARATION OF ALUMINUM
FROM COPPER LE ..CHING LIQUORS
Sy L. E. Schultze, s. P. Sandoval, T. G. Carnahan, and J. A. Eisele
Reno Research Center
Bureau of Hines, U.S. Department of the Interior
Reno,

NV 89512

U.S.A •

._BSTRACT
The Bureau of Mines investigated the use of a supported liquid membrane
in the separation of aluminum from copper dump leaching liquors.

1\luminum was

selectively transported through porous p::,lypropylene impregnated with
di(2-ethylhexyl} phosphoric acid in an aliphatic diluent.

The effects of

variables such as solution composition, temperature, and extractant
concentration were measured with a three-level factorial experimental design.
Response functions were calculated for aluminum, iron, and copper.
aluminum transport rate o f 2.6 g m-2h-l w a s measured.

An

The major variables

influencing aluminum transport were solution temperature, pH, aluminum

Concentration, and extractant concentration.

As the manuscript was not available at the 28th llay 1986, the deadline for
printing this book, we only print the short abstract of the paper.
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Development of New Surfactant in Liquid Surfactant Membrane Process

F. Nakashio, M. Matsumoto, M. Gotc, J. Irie, K. Kondo:

Hakozaki,Fukuoka/JAPAN

The applicalion of liquid surfactant membrane(henceforth LSM) to
metal recovery process is an attractive approach to separation
processes. To develop and design the LSM process, it is very important
to elucidate the effect of surfactant on the behavior of LSM, that is,
the swelling and break-up of W/0 emulsion droplets, the permeation
rates of solutes through LSM and the de-emulsification rate of W/0
emulsion by the electrical coalescer. In most of papers on metal
,extraction with LSM, the commercial surfactants, e.g. Span 80 and

polyamine, were used to make LSM stabilize. The study on the effect of
surfactant on LSM has not been carried out so tar.
The purpose of this work is to develop new surfactants for LSM because
the commercial surfactants act as the carrier of water and/or solutes
in the internal and feed solutions (e.g. acid and metal)(1-4).
In thi� study, (i) a series of derivatives of glutamic acid di-alkyl
ester and di-alkyl type quaternary ammonium salts were prepared as new
surfactant, (ii) copper extraction with LSM formed by W/0 emulsion
made of the new surfactant was carried out in a stirred tank and (iii)
W/0 emulsion made of the surfactant was de-emulsified by the continuous
electrical coalescer.

1. Experimental
The surfactants used were shown in Fig.l.
a) Span 80 and polyamine(ECA 4360J) were used without further purifica
tion. Apparent molecular weights of Span 80 and polyamine in heptane
measured by vapor-phase osmometry were 602.8 and 706.3, respectively.
b) A series of derivatives of glutamic acid di-alkyl ester(abbreviated
as 2R-GE) w�·re synthesized according lo the following scheme.

ROC·<;:H-NHz
Ts
·
HOOC·<;:H·NH2
+ 2ROH - ROC(CHz)z .
£
HOOC(CH2)2
CJ
Pro
HO r
1
-

i10H
OH

The mixture of L-glutamic acid, higher alcohol
acid in toluene solution was refluxed for four
toluene wo.s removed under reduced pressure and
was dissolved ln chloroform, to be washed with

and p-toluenesulfonic
hours. After that,
the reaction mixture
5% sodium carbonate
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solution and water, successively.

Hydrochloric acid was added to the
utc)
chloroform solution. The solid salt was a) Span80Cm,.jc:r� sort>l
� �
recrystallized from acetone. The
mixture of this salt and glucono-6Q-b(O-h),CH=CH(CH,},C� •
lactone in ethanol solution was
b) Polyamine
refluxed for three hours. After that,

'fl'Cl-u
Ob

g

!?

lhe solvenl was removed under reduced
H��C-Otzln-a+C
6-t,clHCH20-!zNH).COb
pressure, the product(c) was
CH,
II
0 n=I0-60, x:3-10
recrystallized from acetone.
c) A series of di-alkyl type quaternary c) 2R-L-Glu-Rib (2R-GE)
ammonium salts(abbreviated as 2R'-QA)
8
g
ROC CHNHC(OiOH).OizOH
were synthesized according to the
ROC(CHz),
•
R=C.-C.., c,,...11
II
following scheme(5).

R'r--JH2

HCHO
HCOOH

d) 2R'N'2C,Br (2R'-QA)

Tertiary amine was synthesized from
alkylamine, formaldehyde and formic
acid and purified by reduced
distrillation. Product(d) was prepared
from reaction of tertiary amine with
ali<ylbromide.

R'

CH,

R'

CH, R'z Ca-Ca

',:
/'ler

Fig.l

Molecular structure of
surfactant

The experimental apparatus used for copper extraction with LSM was a
batch type stirred tank which was fitted four stainless baffles. The
experimental procedure was the same as that described in the previous
papers(3,6). The experimental conditions were listed in Table 1.

©
Emulsion Feed Tank

2
3

4

5
6

Microlube Pump
Sampling Cock
Coalescer
High VoltogeEl•ctrode
Ground �lectrode

7 Leveler
8 High Voltage Transformer
9 Slidax

Fig.2
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Experimental apparatus for de-emulsification

Table 1.

Experimental conditions for copper extraction with LSM
v•We = 7xl0-4 m 3
C CuO = l kg/m3
pH= 5
LIX 65N
CHRO • 50 mol/m 3
10 mol/m 3
Cs
Cs
3 wt\
Cs
5 wt\
Vorg
5xl0-5 m 3
(heptane)
VWi = 5xl0-5 m 3

Volume of feed aqueous solution (external aq. phase)
Concentration of copper in feed aqueous solution
pH in feed aqueous solution
Extractant
Extractant concentration
Concentration of synthesized surfactant
Concentration of Span 80
Concentration of polyamine
Volume of organic solution in W/0 emulsion phase
Volume of internal aqueous, solution
Concentration of sulfuric acid in internal
aqueous solution
Stirring speed
Break-up tracer
Break-up tracer concentration in internal aqueous
solution
Occlusion tracer
Occlusiontracer concentration in feed aqueous
solution

Cij = 500 mol/m 3
n = 300 rpm
Ni (N03);
c•Nii = 5* mol/m3
Mn(N03)2
c•Mne = 5 mol/m 3

*) Ni(II) and Mn(II) do not react with LIX 65N under this
experimental conditions

Table 2.

Experimental conditions for de-emulsification

Volume ratio of internal aqueous solution to organic
solution in W/0 emulsion phase
Internal aqueous solution
Applied voltage
Mean residence time

0 /V
1
VWi
org
500mol/m3 , NaCl
1-15 kV
E
1-9 min

e
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The experimental apparatus for de-emulsification by the continuous
electrical coalescer was-shown in Fig.2. W/0 emulsion in the annulus
was de-emulsified by the application of AC potential of 1-lSkV.
The experimental conditions were listed in Table 2.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1 Copper extraction with LSM
Changes of the copper extraction in the feed aqueous solution and of
the volume of the internal aqueous solution with the elapse of time
are shown in Figs.3 and 4, respectively, for LSMs formed by W/0
emulsion made of diverse surfactant. From these figures, it was found
that the extent of copper extracted and the swelling rate of W/0
emulsion phase depend on surfactant and that glutamic acid di-oleyl
ester abbreviated as 2c 6 9 GE is better than the other surfactants in
18
the points of the extent of copper extracted and the permeation rate
of water due Lo osmotic pressure.
The rate of the break-up of LSM is expressed as follows(?).
( l)
( 2)

kev surfactant
0

2C:s&GE
2C:sOA
Span 80
polyamine

D
l::,.

where k is a constant for break-up,
b
VW is the volume of the aqueous
solution, CNi is the concentration
of Ni (II) as break-up tracer, the

22 k surfactant
-=
'=�G E-1
f-"0��2c :&L1:
l0 D 2Cl80A
,...., n Span 80
.!., 1.8 O polyamine

J 1.6
l::i.O

oo
I::,.

0
Fig.3
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e

s

l::,.

I::,.

0

1200
600
t [sl

Change of copper extraction
in feed aqueous solution

>

1----J----�

8

D

1.4
1.2

§

1.0

0
Fig.4

1200

600

1800

t Csl
Volume change of internal
aqueous solution

subscripts e and i denote the feed aqueous solution and the internal
aqueous solution in W/0 emulsion phase, respectively, and the
superscript O denotes the initial value.
Figure 5 shows the rate constant of the break-up of LSM, kb' for .each
surfactant. From Fig.5, it was found that the surfacLant 2c186 9 GE
forms the mos·t stable LSM as compared with the other surfactants used
and that k decreases with increasing alkyl-chain lenglh of 2R'-QA,
b
buL in Lhe case of 2R-GE having more Lhan 12 carbon aLoms kb becomes
constant.

The permeation rate of water through LSM due to osmotic pressure is
obtained from the experimental results of VWi and< as follows.
The mass balance of water is expressed by Eq.(3):
dY
( 3)
kbY - rp
dt
VW
i
y
( 4)
v; i
where rp is the rale of water permeation through LSM.
From Eqs. (1) and ( 3). r is calculated by the following equation.
p
dY + y dt
rp
( 5)
dt
r-7 dt
Figure 6(a) shows the initial permeation rate of water, rpo' for each

10·3

10

0

-/::;.
/::;.

�
� 10"

10

/::;.

5

-6

0

0

-4

/::;.

/::;.

Q

ke surfactant 0
t::,.

•

0

nGc
2CnQA
Span 80

•

0
/::;.

ke surfactant
t::,.
0

•

....

/::;.

/::;.

/::;.

0

/::;.

�

g

•

t::,.

nGc
2CnQA
Span 80

ee

• (a)
/::;.

10''-'---'-....,.,'---'---'--':----:!:--;;., .q--'-'.-'
10·7L.J..__;L..-.-'--...J...--1--1-----'--::-_.__.
polyamine
8 10 12 14 16 18 loa8 10 12 14 16 18 J8.oc9 polyamin�

n [-J

Fig.5

Effect of alkyl-chain
length on break-up of
LSM

Fig.6

n C-l

.

Effect of alkyl-chain length
on permeation rates of water
and copper
+ uncertainty value since break
.up of LSM is large
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surfactant. From Fig .61>), it was found that the effect of alkyl-chain
length of the surfactant on the initial permeation rate of water
through LSM is negligibly small and that Span ea has more influence on
the water permeation than the other surfactants.
From the experimental results shown·in Fig.3, the permeation rate of
copper through LSM is considered t.o be proportional lo the copper
concentration in the feed aqueous solution, except for high extent of
copper extracted, that is,
dC
- � = P C
(6)
M Cue
dt

where P is a permeation coefficient of copper through LSM,
M
J obtained from Eq.(6) is shown in Fig.6(b). From Fig.6(a) and (b),
M
it was foulld that the LSM formed by W/O· emulsion m,sdc; of 2c186 9 GE is

better than the other surfactants used in the points of the permeat�on
rates of copper and water.

2.2· De-emulsification by a continuous electrical coalescer
Figure 7 shows the et'fect of s1,rfa,c-tants on the exte·nt of W/O emulsion
de·-emulsified, z, by the continuous electrical coalescer. z is defined
by Eq. (7).

cw

z = -

c;

( 7)

where C is water content in the W/O
W
emulsion.
In this figure, 8
10°
represents the mean residence time.
From Fig.7, it was found that the
extent of W/O emulsion de-emulsified
in e >300s becomes g1eater in the
order, 2c 6 9 GE>Span 80>polyamine>>
18
2c QA. The W/O em,:lsion made of 2c
:i
18
18
U
QA i;as not de-emulsifiecl t-y applied
voltage of 15 kV.

0

key surfactant
0 208A"GE
0 20sQA
/::;.

0
0

applied voltage

= ZkV

0

0
Fig.7
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Effect of surfactant on
extent of de-emulsified

Span 80
polyCimine

0

Conclusion
The copper extraction witlo LSM was carried out· ir the stirred tank by

using several new surfactants, that is, a series of dcriv�tives of

glutamic acid di-alkyl ester and di-alkyl type quaternary a���i•�
salts. The following results were obtained.
1) Glutamic acid di-oleyl f•!!ter forms the most stable LSM as compare·d·
with the other s.ynthesi zed surfactants, Span 80 and po'. y�mi ne.
2) The effect of alkyl-chain J er,gth of the surfactant on the permeation
rate of water thrcugh LSM is negligibly small.
3) The Lf.M formed by W/0 emuls'.on made of glutamic acid di-oleyl estnr
is better than the other surfactants u�ed in the points of �ermeation
rate!! of copper and wale •.
4) The W/0 emulsion made of glutamic acid di-oleyl ester was easily
de-emulsified by the continuous electrical coalescer.
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Ionizable CroW'I Ethers for Coupled Transport of Hetals across Liquid Membranes
R. A. Bartsch, W. A. Charewicz, S. I. Kang, W. Walkowiak, Department of Chemistry
and Biochemi stry, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 7940 9-4260, USA
Transport of ionic species through membranes is of central importance in biologi
cal systems and is playing an increasing role in the development of practical
separation schemes. Of the several transport mechanisms ..tlich have been demon
strated, coupled transport mediated by mobile carriers (ionophores) is one of the
simplest mechanisms for the selective removal of a desired ion from a dilute
solution. In such a system, the flu x of one ion moving doWl its concentration
gradient is used to drive the transport of ttie desired ion up its concentration
gradient. Typically the "driving" gradient is due to protons with cations moving
by countertransport from basic to acidic solution. Cation-proton-coupled-counter
transport has been demonstrated in natural and artifical systems for many of the
carboxylate ionophore antibiotics. Thus, sodium is pumped from basic to acidic
aqueous solution through a supported octanol membrane containing the sodium
specific antibiotic monensin (1). Similarly calcium is transported across bulk
liquid membranes and from vesicles by lascalocid (X 537-A ) and calcimycin (A
23187) (2-5).
With such systems as models, we (6 -9) and others (10-13) have prepared synthetic
croW'I ether carboxylic acids and shoW'I them to act in a completely-analogous
fashion for the transport of alkali metal cations across bulk 1 iquid organi_c
membranes. In related studies, a 4-pyridone-fused crown ether has been utilized
as the ioni zable crown ether carrier in alkali metal cation transport (14}.
A new series of crown ether carboxylic acids _!-;! has now been prepared and
utilized as carriers for competitive transport (7) of alkali metal cations from
basic aqueous solution across a bulk chloroform membrane i�to an acidic aqueous
receiving pha se.
All three carriers· exhibited transport ordering of
K +>Rb•>cs•>Na.>Li and similar fluxes ..tlich identifies the nature of the croW'I
ether ring as the dominant structural factor in determining transport selectivity
and efficiency for these carriers.

l

.B..

-CHf)THC02H
n.·C5H17

2-CHf)�
- H0 2C�
I-581

ro�O

C
y Hf)Y(y
�O
O)HOC_,l8)
�o� 1 2
�

To systematically examine the influence of cro1,11 ether ring size variation upon
the transport of alkali metal cations across bulk chloroform membranes,a series
of cro1,11 ether phospho nic acid monethyl esters .1-l was prepared. For competitive

15-Crow n-5 §. 21-Crown-7
18-Crown-6 1 24-Crown-8

transport (7) from basic aqueous solution across a chloroform membrane into an
acidic aqueous receiving phase,the transport selectivity orderings were: with .1,
Na•»K•>u•,Rb•,cs\ with,!!,K +>Rb•>cs•>Li•,Na; with�. Rb•-cs•>K.>Li•,Na•; and
with l, Na+ =K + =llb•=es•.>Li +. The transport selectivities observed with .1,,!! an��
are those i.hich would be predicted according to the cro1,11 ether cavity sizes. The
almost total loss of transport selectivity observed with l indicates that the
cro1,11 ether ring no longer remains planar in the complex but conforms to the size
of the com;>lexed cation.
Additional results for com_petitive transport of alkali metal catio ns across
emulsion (liquid surfactant) liquid membranes (15) by a crown ether phosphonic
acid monoethyl ester and across polymer supported 1 iquid membranes by croli\ ether
carboxylic acids wil 1 be presented.
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Recovery of Indium from Industrial Solutions by Supported Liquid Membranes
R. Guerriero,SAMIM Centro Ricerche Veneta, Venice, Italy
L. Meregalli,SAMIM Centro Ricerche Veneto, Venice, Italy
X. Zhang, Beijing General Research Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Beijing
China

A quite extensive literature is now avai 1 able on the supported 1 iquid membrane
technique. From this literature it can be derived that the most important advantages
with respect to solvent extraction and, to a lesser extent, with. respect to
need
of
very
limited
quantities
emu] sified liquid membranes are: 1)
the
of extractant, which permits the use of more selective extractants and of course
limits quite drastically the volume of the circulating phases; 2) the achievement
of the separation in one stage only; 3) no phase separation problems since the
two phases are never mixed. Still, little is know on actual attempts to apply
it to industrial systems and on its angineering. This study was undertaken in
order to collect the necessary information on the actual applicability with
tha available extractants and supports, and to examine its 1 imits and its advantages
with respect to other more traditional techniques.
From what discussed before and from
experimental tests performed on already
known systems (such as Cu extraction from H2S04 solutions or Cu-Zn separation),
the following preliminary observations were derived: at the present state of
the art such a technique can be useful to extract metals present in relatively
low concentrations (a few g/1 or less) in solutions containing also high concentra
tions of metals and other ions (high acidities and basicities, brines, etc.).
The reason for which low concentrations are preferred is that only limited metal
fluxes are achievable through the membranes an'd ,do not al low a massive transfer;
on the other hand, very high amounts of organic phase would be needed to treat
diluted solutions with the solvent extraction techniQJe. In addition to this,
the improvement of selectivity which can be obtained with the supported liquid
membrane technique, favours
the
separation
of
minor
metals
with respect
to concentrated metals. Finally, concentrated solutions can be easily achieved
with the "coupled transport'' mechanisms by suitably modifying the acidity (or
the ligand concentrations) of the stripping solutions.
During these studies it was also concluded that commercially available supports
could satisfy the most basic requirements for their application in this field:
good stability with respect to both the organic and the aqueous phases (which
leads tQ an acceptable life-time of the support itself), good affinity with
respect to the more common solvents used in the organic phase (which leads to
an acceptable life-time of the liquid membrane) and availAbility of different
configurations with which to build different modules. The possibility of working
for a reasonable length of time with reactors very similar to an industrial
prototype allows for the application of the technique to a system of industrial
interest for the optimization both of the chemistry of the process and of its
engineering. With regard to the supports, though, an important drawback of the
SLM technique is their cost. Since a reduction of these costs cannot be forseen
in the near future another requirement for the application of the SLM technique
is that the metal to be extracted must be quite valuable.
I

Based on these considerations, a hydrometallurgical system of industrial interest
to be used as a test system had to be f'ound. The extraction of indium from copper
solutions from the leaching of copper drosses from lead refining process was
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considered to have the proper characteristics. The investigation on this system
was carried out with the aim of inserting a stage of In extraction by the SLM
technique, in parallel with a solvent extraction unit, in an origir:al hydrometallur
gical flowsheet for the treatment of copper drosses.
The preliminary tests carried out to optimize the operating conditions are the
object of the present work.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and equipment
The aqueous phase: the feed solution
The typical composition of the, solution
qbtained from the sulfuric acid leacb_
ing
of copper drosses of an I.S. plant is approximately the following:
In
0.5-1
g/1
70
g/1
Cu
As
g/1
3
Zn
12
g/1
Fe3+
2
g/1
0.4
Sb
g/1
Bi
0.002 g/1
Ag
0.002 g/1
30
g/1
Hi04
As discussed in the introduction, the low levels of In, the small amounts produced
the relatively hig_h value of the metal (•70 $/Kg March
1986) makes this system particularly interesting for investigation.

at an industrial level,

The organic phase
D2EHPA is already industrially used in the extraction of In and some direct
experience with its application in In separation by solvent extraction and by
resins was already available. For this reason it was chosen for the first applica
tion
in liquid membranes. Besides, D2EHPA had been already used with success
for Zn-Cu separations in previous experiments and its general behaviour with
respect to its compatibility with the supports and with the other materials
of the apparatus and to the life of the liquid membrane had been tested already.
The same considerations apply to the solvent, Escaid 100.
The support

Accurel

( ENKA)

microporous polypropylenic supports had also prooved to be quite

fit for the present application since they can support a liquid film of Escaid
100 in a quite stable way {at least several weeks). No sp_ecific studies of the
factors affecting impregnation had been previously carried out, but soaking
the support overnight prooved to give acceptable results; the impregnation times,
of approximately 60 hours, were used in this first set of experiments.
Both flat-sheet and tu�olar supports were used.
The agueous phase: the stripping solution
D2EHPA is a typical acid extractant, well suitcd to operate in a liquid membrane
as a carrier in a coupled transport operation. The strip solution will thus
need to be more acidic than the fe'ed solution in order to allow for the reversal
of the axtraction reaction. For indium, though, such a reversal is facilitated
by the presence of ions, for instance chloride ions; that react with In subtracting
it from equilibrium. For this reason, brines with ·low content of HCl, or concentra
ted solutions of hydrochloric acid, should be the most suitable stripping solutions.
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Preliminary tests using flat-sheet supports
The first set of tests was carried out using, for semplicity, flat-sheet supports
of

approximately

30

cm2

in

reactors containing

about

150

ml

of

both

feed

and

stripping solutions.
Stripping solution
Since

the

previous
to

be

carrier

and the

experimental

optimized

was

its influence on

solvent

experience
the

had

on

already been chosen on the basis of the

liquid-liquid

composition

of

the In flux through

the

extraction,

stripping

the

solution

first factor

with

respect to

t.hc membrane ( expressed from now or, except

when specified, as the average flux calculated over the first 8 hours of operation
in µg/cm2hr. H ydrochloric solutions of different concentrations and NeCl solutions
with

and

without

were

the

following:

20 %
the

D2EHPA

in

addition

Escaid

aforementioned

1.

The

od

HCl

were

polypropylenic
100;

feed

concentrations.

The

the

The

results of

NaCl

experimental

pore

containing

as expected,

addition of

other

0.1 µm

solution

best results are obtained,

it is evident that

used.

support,

size,

only

the

conditions

impregnated

Cu,

In

with

and H2S04 in

tests are shown

in fig.

at high HCl concentrations,

can

improv,e

the

extraction

but

quite

efficiently i further exper;ments will be needed to optimize the NaCl/HCl ratio.
Additional tests were aimed at verifying whether the accumulation of In in solution
did

markedly

affect the

flux

of

In:

no

effect

was

noticed,

confirming

the possibility of concentrating In several folds.
D2EHPA concentration
One

of

the

to

solvent

in

the

main

advantages

extraction

former

is

of

the

technique.

the

much

supported

lower

membrane

amount

technique

with

respect

of axtractant that can be used

For this reason it is possible

to better optimize the

concentration of the carrier in the solvent, also reaching very high concentrations.
In fig.

2, the influence of different concentrations (Vol. %) of D2EHPA in Escaid

100

the

on

In

flux

is

shown

for

two

different stripping

solutions ·( the

ott',er

conditions are the same as in the preceeding case). The increase in the concentra
tion of the carrier does improve considerably the flux of the metal of interest,
mostly in the case of the brine solution at medium D2EHPA concentrations, without
considerably affecting the selectivity of the trasport that actually slightly
improves.
Preliminary tests using tubular supports
Tubular
for
also
a

supports,

industrial
experienced

more

use

of

together

with

applicat�on
in

complicated

our

due

hollow
to

laboratories

apparatus

fibers•

their

and

high

that,

larger

are

the

surface

most
to

promising

volume

supports

ratio.

It

was

although their use normally requires
amount

of

reagents,

the

easiness

the reactors and of the control of the parameters ( for instance

of

the pH)

and, subsequently, the reliability of the result�.;, advise their extensive applica
tion also on a laboratory scale.
The

tubular

were

surface
in

reactors

prepared with

whi<:h

of
a

used

approximately
100

cm2

in

supports
300

reactor

the

of

tests

1.2

cm2
with

mm
in

described in

i.d.,
all

supports

0.1

cases

the

following paragraphs

µm nominal pore
except

of 0. 2 µm

for

pore

the
size

size,

with a

long-term
was

used.

test
Both

the feed and the strip solutions ( in general 11 each) were recycled countercurrently
for the whole period of the test.
All the experiments were carried out at room temperature.
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Feed and stripping flowrates
The fluid-dynamic
of

the

metal

diffusi6n
span

of

conditions

through

layer
the

at

the

same.

are

the

very

liquid

important

membrane

separation

factors

affecting

(by modifying

surface

both the

the thinckness

between the two phases)

Tests at different flowrates

flux

of

the

and the life

of the feed and strip solutions

through a tubular membrane reactor were thus carried out: the results are reported
in Fig.
is

3,

from whic"l the increase in

evident.

starts

to

reached,

In

be

these

the

In

flux with increased solution flowrates

limit

flowrate

at

which

the

liquid

membrane

decreas.es, has not been
since the highest flowrates used corespond to a flux of solution

disrupted

Still 1

through

tests,
and

the

metal

flux

each tube of approxima le ly 6 1/hr,

through

it

it was considered that the flowrates

used were high enough to be compared to typical industrial flowrates.
The long-term test
Once know the general behaviour of the system with respect to the most important
parameters,
was

it

was

reasonably

necessnry

long.

to prove that

For

this

g/1

Cu

"long-term

the

life

test"

the

of

the

following

liquid

film

conditions

were

choses:
feed solution: In 0. 5

60

g/1

H2504

30

g/1

organic phase: 40 % D2EHPA in Escaid 100
support:

tubular, 1.8 i .d., 0.2 i1m nominal porosity,

100 cm2 total surface.

strip solution: 4.5 N NaCl 0.5 N HCl
flowrates:

the

total flowrate of

corresponds,

because

the
of

feed

the

solution was

small

number

kept at

of

70 1/hr which

fibers

of

the

reactor

used in this experiment, to approximately 8 1/hr per fiber.
The

experiment

was

carried

out

recycling

in

countercurrent

the

two

solutions

and changing the feed when the concentration dropped to lower than 0.05 g/1.
The results are shown in Fig.
over 48 hrs.
a

steady

0.03

rate of

g/1

period

During

after

due

to

the

the

ejection

where the In flux was calculated as an average
of

0.7

the test

mg/1

day

days of operation. The

because

emptying
of

4,

fir.st part

approximately

38

occurred

the

of

the

of

some

the

liquid

change

stripping side
from

a

level

Cu increased at
of approximately

sudden change in behaviour after this

drastic

film

(first 6 weeks)

reaching

the

in

of

the

the

operational

module,

support,

which

along with

conditions

has

the

favoured

sucking

of

part of the feed solution.
A

reimpregnation

other

four

of . the

weeks.

reactor,

though,

At this point the test

restored

the

had to be

original

interrupted

efficiency
for thirty

for
days

during which it was left in distilled water. The soaking in water probably caused
the filling of the pores by water causing a drop in the performance of the reactor.
Reimpregnation did not bring the fluxes to the original values and the test was
abandoned.
supposition

A

second

was

test,

correct

carried

since

the

out

in

similar

efficiency

of

conditions,
the

reactor,

showed that

our

filled with

the

feed and stripping solutions during the interruption period, rer'ained the same.
Influence of other metals present in the industrial solution
Several tests were performed adding to the Cu-In artificial solution the different
elements

present

in

the

"industrial''

solution

( that

is

the

solution

prepared

in Centro Ricerche Veneta laboratories according to our own flowsheet) to verify
whether there

is

some

influence on

the

In

flux

and whether the selectivity of

the system is sufficient for the application of interest.
The elements were added according to the
pylenic
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( ACCUREL)

reactor

of

concentrations given before. A polypro

approximately

300

cm2,

impregnated

with

D2EHPA

(20 % in Escaid 100)

was used in countercurrent. recycling mode ( total flowrate:

70 1/hr).
In the case of As (both in the 3+ and 5+ form), Zn, Sb, Bi

additions, no influence

�n In flux under the conditions and for the period tested were observed.
Iron
hrs
is

was

added

from

the

well

both

in

beginning

extracted

by

the
of

+2
the

D2EHPA,

and

+3

test.
but

form.

No

influence

was

It is well known though,

stripped

with

difficulty.

noted

within

50

that the +3 form
F'or

this

reason

a

building up of this ion within the liquid membrane could take place over a longer
period

of

time.

Thi::-

can

only

be

verified

by

the

long-term

tests

carried

out

presently.
As far as selectivity is concerned the concentratioos of Fe2+ and As are lower than
the limit of detection ( <0.01 and

<0.05 g/1 respectively),

For Zn and Fe+3 the concentrations in the

strip solution can be controlled lower

than 0.1 g/1.
From 0.015 to 0.035 % of initial Cu is coextracted in 48 hrs.
Finally,
and

to

the results' relative to artificial solutions at higher In concentrations
11

industrial"

solutions

are

given

in

Fig.

5.

No

difference

is

evident

between the two solutions.
CONCLUSIONS
The

tests

carried

out

up

to

now

demonstrate

the

technical

feasibility of

the

recovery of Indium by the SLM process from a copper-dross leaching solution.
No problems derive from the presence of other metals in solution and the long-term
tests
and

demonstrate

organic

scale

with

the

good behaviour of the membranes in the particular aqueous

environments used.
a

total

surface

We

of

are

one

reactors described before. In parallel,
connected

to

a

copper

dross

present!}'

order

of

starting

magnitude

new

higher

tests
than

at

a pilot'

that of the

we are designing an industrial propotype

hydrometallurgical

plant for

the

production

of

10

to 30 Kg/d of In using commercial reactors.
In

a

very

first

approach,

interesting

the

economical

feasibility

of

such

a process seems to be

in

compari�on III ith the traditional processes. Of course this
derives from the fact that, in the specific case, the use of membranes is applied

to a system containing a quite valuable i:netal.
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Gtntionary i.,asa Transfer at Inorganic Sulrntc.ncen Mcl.lbr!illC Extraction
G.A. Yagodin, C.Yu. Ivnl.:hno, ::�.v • .i'.fanasjev, O.li.. �illf.:[.;i."ibova,
Le:ncleleev Insti·�utc of CheJ,i.ico.l Teclu1olos,y, l..occon, USDR
Introcluction

Llat,1e1,iati.cnl l.loclclD currently availc.blc foi· p1·eclictint; the rna:rn tran
sfer perfoi..ance of liquicl 1,,m,1brrn1c systm,lD ai•e 1,,ostly lmsecl on analy
tical or mu,1ericc,l ru,mlyDcs of Pick' D equations for molecular cliffu
sion sor,1etiL1es couplecl v1ith chemical reactions, '.!.'hou[jl theoretically
reliable this rncthocl io of lir.iitecl utility being ascociated vii th se
veral assu1<1ptions \"lich can't be satiofiecl for 1,11:my practically impor
tant cases [ 1].
In thio nor!; a si1,1plified 1,1odel of pseudo-steady state behaviour of
facilitated transport acroos liquid Ltembrunes is developed for engi
neering calculations and teated experi111entally using the extraction
of" copper (II) ancl chromium (VI) from diluted aqueous solutions,
'theory
The dialysis-type liquid 1uembrane process is normally accomplished as
co-tre.nsport or counter-transport of A (the permeant) and B (the
agent wich provides the driving force to the uphill transport),
Under co-transport conclitions A and B both present in the feed solu
tion (phase 1) ao counter-ions react with the cm·rier · E at the inter
face
with the 1i1ernbro.ne (phase 2):.
mAA + rn
A Bt,13Eltl ,
( 1)
-1n
ll.B + mE, E
·....
A
E
The complex formed diffuses tovmrds the membrane - stripping solution
(phase 3) interface where the equilibrium of this reaction is stronc;
ly shifted to the left, Free carrier molecules are regenerated to re
cycle back ancl re-extract additional A by eqn,(1),
In case of A and B counter-transport an exchange reaction
mAA + �B-\n
F. --;,.
+ rnBB
<-- mAAE·
(2 )
�
A
proceeds at the 2/1 interface, being reversed at the other side of
the membrane, As a result of t!-1is process A is transfered from the
feed phase into the stripping solution while B diffuses in the oppo

�=�

site direction,
In the steady state the boundary concentrations of the moving species
are given by partial mass transfer equations. 'rheoe come for cotranaport:B
A
A
· A
A
/ B
cB
cA
c1A/2 = c1 - J /b1 ; C3/2
3 + j/ b 3
1/2 = c1 _ �j b1
(3)
E cABE cABE j/ bABE
E
E
B
B
B
/
b
/
m
c
C3/2 � C3 + �j b3 ; c2/3 = 2/1 + EAj 2; 2 = 2/3 + mA 2 •
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Assuming linear concentration profiles of Am Bm E e.nd E in the mem
A B mE
brane one Hould be able to obtain from mass balance considerations on
A, B and E :A
A
B
B
A
A
B
B
c10, - c1 = mAB (c10 - c1) i cJ - cJO = mAB(cJ - cJO)
A
A
A
A
AB .I!:
ABE
L
(4)
c10 + c20v21 + C30V31 = C + 0,5m A(c2/1 + c2/ J)V21 + C3Y31
AB E
E
E
E
0,5m E( cABE
2/1 + c2/J) + 0,5(c2/1 + c2/ J) = c20'
We can now substitute the bound0.17 concentrations derived from (J)
(4) into the rate expressions for the forv1ard (interface 1/2) and the
reverse (interface 2/J) interfacial reactions (1) or (2) to arrive at
·
mA ·
a system:�E
AB E( AE )_
E(B E) 1/2 x
E
C
J. -_ k1 /2(cA1 - J"/bA1) 1/2ca20
n
0
5n
)
' 2 J"/b2
- 1 2
B
A
A
. B P1
A ABE (AE) 0,5n .
(c10
-lllru.(c10 - c1) -"13AJ/b1) - k211 (c2
+
i
�E(AE)
A
B P2.
A
·bABE(AE)) 2/1 ( B
c 10 +m...(
i,AJ"/b 1 )
· l:IJ\ c10 c 1) +m....
' 2
·
E(
AE
.
P,J )
E(AE )
E(AE )_
/
2
(c�O - �A (c� - c�O) 0,5n3j/b?
)
j = k2/J(8?
P3

A
A n�/2 E
(c�0 - n 1c� A2BE(AE) + 0,5n 2j ;
- k3;2(c3 + j/bJ)
E(BE )
mJ
B
A
A
B P4
:bE2(B E)) /2 (cJO
+ r°BA(cJ - cJO) + �Aj/b3)
B

�A j/b3 )

• ABE(A E)
A
A
A
A
'L
c2
= n3Cc 10 + c20V21 + C30V31 - c1 - 03"31l/V21
where
cE20 = cE20; n1=lllE; n2= mEA; n3 = 1/mA; p1= mIl112; p2=p3=0; p4=mB312 - for
the co -transport ;
.E
BE
B
B
c20 = c20/mA ; n, = �; n2= n13A; n3 = 1; P1 = P4 = O; P2 = m2/1; P3= �/3 for the counter-transport.
Under effective strippine condition when ct,�(A�< c?;�(AE )eqn,(5)
A
becomes: mE(BE)
m
(AE) 1/bE (B E))) 1/2 x
j = k1/ 2(cA1 _ j/bA1) 1/2(0E20 _ O ' Sn 2j(· 1/bABE
+
2
2
� E(AE )
B
A
A
B)p1
E (AE)) 2/1 x (6)
(
?
(
/
)
j/b
(n
/
k
b
j
c
c
c
�
J
- 2 1
x 10 IDi3A 10
1
1
B
A
A
B P2
X (c10 + l1li3A(c10 - c1) + llli3Aj/b1) ,
It is also possible to recast (5) into the form of linear equation as
regards to the flux;E(Al!:) A
A
j (1/bA1 + 1/K-2;1bAB
+ K2;/K2/1b3 + 1/k1;2 + 1/1�2;1k2/J + (1/b1 +
2
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BE(AE)
+ 1/k1;2)K2;3V23) = ct<1+ K2;3V23 + K2;3V13
+ 1/2K2;1b�

(7)

A
) -(cA,o+ cA
: K2;1
2ov21 + c 30V31) K2;3V13IK2/1 '
having defined the particular case of constant distribution coeffici
ents by three following assumptions: a) n = 1 (first order reaction);
b) c�BE(AE1< c�3BE) (excess of the carrier in the r,,eL1qrane); c) c� "
= c� = const, (c;:ces� of the �iver in both aqueous phases), Effec
tive rate constants 1,1 2 and k213 include constant values of E and B
1
conc entrations if necessary, According to eqn,(7) there should be ad
ditive 'chemical' and 'diffusion' resistances to mo.as transfer in
liquid membrane process,
In many practically important cases chemical reactions are in fa.ct
instantaneous as corupc.red nith diffusion, That leads to the equili
brium boundary conditions for the basic model (5), i.e. one has to
put zero flux values into the left parts of the kinetic equations (5).
The resulting model will be:,ABE(AE) Or.
-(�ABE(AE) Or. "/bABE(AE))(c A
j A P5 'E
- ,:.> x
K2/ 1-c
,- /b 1) (c20 -n1c 2
+ ,:m3J_2
2
P
(BE))P6(c
7
x n2j/b!
�o+ n4(c1o -c1) + n4j/b�)

•
,ABE{AE)
AABE(AE) OS 1 J"/bABE(AE))(cA
" A P 5 ,E
+
- ' 13
2
K2;3=<c2
J+ J /b3) (c20 - 111c2

(BE) )P6(c
�O - n4(c� + 0,5n2 j/b!
AABE(AE)

c2

A
A
= 113<c 10+ c20V21+

A

c�O)

c 30V31

-

P

-n4j/b�)
A

c1

(8)

7

L
-c3Y31)/V21

"'

-

where n4=�, P s =-mA, p6= -n1E, p7=-lllB' K2;1= K211, K2;3= K2/J - for
1/w
the co-transport; n4= �, P s=-1, P =-�A' p7= 111ru., K 2 ;1 =(K 2 ;1) A
6
1/ m
-=
A
for
the
c
ounter
transport.
It is possible to
(
)
K 2 ;3= K 2 ;3
change concentration equilibrium constunts by effective or thermody
nwuic ones if inforr,l!ltion on ac tivity coefficients is available ,
Eqns,(6) and (7) could be also modified for transport process with
instantaneous reactions,
The state of 'chemical equilibrium' for a liquid membrane system is
represented by eqns,(8) at j = 0 :K
A P7
_-ABE(AE)(�A)P5(,E _11 c,ABE(AE))P6(cB
A
c20
+ 114(c 10_ �1))
1 2
2;1-02
°1
- 10
a

K2

A
"ABE(AE))P6(cB
_ -ABE(AE)(•A)P 5(�E
*A
P7
C3
c20 -n1c2
JO - n4(cJ -C3ol) ;
/3- c2

"ABE(AE) 11 (cA
= 3 ,o +

c2

A

c20v21+

( 9)

A
•A •A.C30V31 - c ,-C3Y31)/V21·
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In case of constc.nt distribution coefficients under the sru:1e equili
brium condition the linec.r equation (7) is reduced to:•
-;
,.A
(10)
01 = ( 0A10 + 0A2ov21 + cA3ov31>IC1 + K2/1 v21 + K21, v31IK 213>·
Experi1aental
Iloth copper trrurnport in the system: aqueous cueo , pll 2.5 (H2so ) 4
4
D2J;IIrA (Ill!) in dccane - aqueous 112'JO and chromium trw1sport in the
4
system: aqueous K2cr2 o7, pll 1.0 (112'J0 ) - TAA (H3u) in cc1 - aqueous
4
4
K OH were carried out in a horizontal diffusion cell with the stirred
aqueous phases and the liquid membrane supported by porous nuclear
filter [1). Except as noted below, initial concentrations of the com112 so� = 2 0; cC r = O 2;
rm
ponents were, mo 1es:. ccu
•
10
•
10 = O .183; c20 = O•6; c30
R 3H
KOH
c
20 = 0.1; c30 = 0.9. Stripping solution samples were removed perio dically and analysed by atomic absorption spectroscopy.
Partial mass transfer coefficients (m·s-1) were determined indepen
dently by means of the nuclear filters set consisting of different
(Im� = bC uR2 = 1.0 10-5 (for the
.
uro.ts
[ 1] : bC1u = bC3u = 7.e.10-4; b2
•
2
matrix used in experiments with variable copper concentration in the
feed); ��.z = b�uR2. = 3.0°10-5 (for the matrix used in experiments
with variable carrier concentration in the feed); b�r = 1.5•10-4;
b gr = 2.3°10-4; b�3 N = 1.5.,0-5; bt_, lrn).2 Cr.z O,= 1.0.10-5•

The distribution coefficients and equilibri um constants were measured
by shaking the appropriate 1,1embrane and aqueous solutions.
DVK-211 computer was used for calculations.
Results and Discussion

Co ppe� Transport
Taking into account the possibility of the carrier polymerizati on in
organic phase one would apply (2) to the D2EHPA-mediated counter
transport o f co pper and hydrogen cations in the form

cu2+ + mE(RH)l ,..:t:- CuR2(mE - 2/1) (RH)l + 2H+.
(11)
All data on kinetics o! copper conventional solvent extraction by
D2EHPA and consequent ac idic stripping lead to the conclusion that
bo th.forward and reverse reactions (11) are fast as compared with dif
fusion[1). It is most likely the case in the liquid membrane system,
co pper transport by D2EHPA being diffusion-co ntrolled. The kinetic
omes:,.mo del C(8) 2. becCu
-mE.
.
C ul¼
C uR 2
Cu -1 RH
=c uR ( c
- 1/�)
) '
K211 2/1
1 - j/b1 ) (c20 /1 - mEo2/1 : 0.5mEj ( 1/b2
2
(12)
u
u 1
K213 =( c�f,2-0.5j/b�una) ccg +j /bg )- (c�/l�c�� +O. 5mEj (1/b�uR.2 +
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-m
+ 1/b�RIIlt )) E ;
where constant hydrogen ions �oncentro.tions c� o.nd c� are included
into the effective consto.nts R2 1 = K2;1(c�)� and K2 ;3= K213(c�) -2
1
beco.usc the relatively high initial values c�0 o.nd cj0 wouldn't be
cho.need significo.ntly during the contact time (1000-2 000 s) necessary
f·or the flux rneasurr,tcnt.
Under effective stripping condition we have from eqn.(6):' curr, (cc u- J'/bcu)(c1m11 - 0 5ru . (1/bCu ll2+ 11b(HII )l ))PIE (1J)
1
20
• }!;J
2
2
2 /1 - J /b 2
1
and in case of constant distribution coefficients:.
Cu
CuR 2 + ,
Cu
Cu
( 14)
h 2 ;3IK2 ;1 b3 ) = c1 •
J(1/b1 + 1/K2 ;1b2
It was proved.in solvent extraction experiments that 1= 2 , mE=1 for
the systems in question [2} \'ii th rego.rd for these values one can ob
tain from (1 2 ) a cubic equation
(15)
G3J.J + G ·2J·2 + G 1J. + G 0 = 0
Cu
cu, bcu, bc urr2 , b(RH)z,
b
,
�i·th c�eff'icien
, cR2H
. ts dependant on c1Cu , c3
0
1
2
2
3
K 2; , K2/ ° lleanwhile o. liquid membro.ne process with effective stripJ
1
ping is described by quadratic equation
(1/bguR.?+ 1/b �RH ),2 )j 2 - (c�J + c�u(1/bguRz 1/b�IUI)z )b�u
+
+
( 16)
2
CuR
,,
Cu
Cu
Cu
II
2
R
.
)J + b1 c 1 co = o.
+ �b1 /K2/1b2
The latter relationship can be even more simplified:j = bg u!l.2K2 11c�u c�H/(2 + c�'1<211(1 + bg uRz; b�!Ul)z ))
(17)
(lUI),2
cu
CuR2
b2
by assuming b 1 .x> b 2
'
•

K _

Initial flux values j15 calculated by rneo.ns of (15) at different cop
per and carrier concentrations exe in good .agreement with experimen
tal data (tables 1 and 2). As j15 values are insensitive both to ic2
13
a
=
Cu
.
[
and b
at least in the following ranges: K2 ; E 0.001K2 ;1; o.1K211],
3
J
b�uE: [o.1b� u; 10b�uJ neither sulfuric acid concentration in the,
stripping solution nor intensity of its mixing should influence the
transport rate. This is also confirmed experimentally.
Thus effective strippine condition is realized. Eqn.(16) can be used
for the flux calculation; It gives j16 values wich don't differ es
sentially froru j15 and jexp (tables 1 and 2 ).
The flux j15 sensitivity to the pextial mass transfer coefficient b� u
is_ low as well, the transfer rate j 17 calculated by eqn.(17) being
close to j15, j16 and jexp (tables 1 and 2 ). The reason for this
comes from the compexatively high diffusion intensity in the feed
phase. The second item c�1½<'211(1 + bguRz;b:1'1-) contributes from 2 to
JO% to the eqn. (17) right half denominator. That's wey j-11 doesn't
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u
c hange_mu c h in v,ide range of b�RI02. values. On the contrary c � , c��.
b�uR2,R2 1 effects on the c opper transport rate are expe c ted to be
1
signifi c ant. So they are in experi.Jnent.
Flux values j14 calculated by eqn.(14) are somewhat higher than j15,
j 16, j 17• However the differenc e of 3-6% is comparable with the expe
rimental error. Thus there should be an ex c ess of the c arrier in the
membrane leading to the phase resistan c es additivity.
Having assumed l::1, mE::2 for the liquid mernbrane process one could
transfornt ( 12) into a cubic equation wich predi cts experilnental re
sults satisfac torily. A c onc lusion like that secnts to be reasonable
because the flux v1ould hardly depend on mE value in case of carrier
ex c ess in liquid membrane.
2. Chromium Transport
For the amine-mediated c o-transport of bi chromate and hydrogen ions
ac ross liquid membranes the reac tion (1) is expressed as

Cr2o�-

+

2H+

+

211/1 :.;:� (R NH)2Cr 20 "
7
3

(18)

Uegligible effec ts of ionic surfactants on the mass transfer rate in
dic ate inderec tly the diffusion regime of the process [1]. Since the
carrier and the transported c ompound molecules are able to aggrPgate
in organi c phase, the kinetic modelling is c omplicated. The analysis
of chromium equilibrium diatribution at solvent extractio11 and str�p
ping gave for c hromium-amine molar ratio in the membrane ��r/5�3 N> 1.
That means the real complex structure doesn't correspond to that de
fined by eqn. (18). Consequently equilibrium concentration constru1ts
calc ulatec for this rea c tion do vary wi tll the cystem c ompo·sition what
makes it senseless to use them in lcinetic models like eqns. (8).
The rJeasured chromium flux values appeared to be nearly the same at
different c�g H and mixing intensity of the stripping solution, i.e.
mass transfer proceeds -wider effe c tive stripping c onqition. Therefore
by using distribution coeffi cients ic2 1 instead of equilibrium c ons
1
tants we c an fon1ulate the kineti c system
Cr
.
Cr Cr
Cr
Cr . Cr
cCr
( 19)
2/1 = K2/1c 1/2 ; J "'b2 c 2/1 ; 01/2 "'c1 - J /b1 •
wic h leads to the simple relationship
Cr •
Cr + 1 /bCr )
j ( 1 b

I

1

2 K2/ 1

:: c 1

(20)

The experiJ11ental functions jexp(o��) and jex ( c�N) do c orrelate
P.
closely with those predicted by eqn.(20).
It is worthwhile to note that the equilibrium transport rate would be
considerably de c reased with the organic viscosity growth due to the
partial mass transfer coeffi c ients b�r and b�J N fall.
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Conclusions
The stationary liquid me1ubrane process model developed allows not
only to explain experimental results obtained for copper (II) and
chromium (VI) transport across solid supported liquid membranes but
also to predict effects of different chemical and diffusion parame
ters on the transfer rate revealing those of them wich· are the most
important for engineering calculatons and equipment design, The lat
ter possibility seems to be really valuable because any experimental
measurment all the more theoretical calc'ulations of transport reac
tions equilibrium constants and stoichiometric coefficients as well
as partial mass transfer coefficients determination are very compli
cated for liquid 1uembre.ne systems.
Nomenclature
A - permeant, B - 'driver' compound, E - carrier, D2EHI'A=RH - di-2ethylhexylphosphoric acid, n3N='rAA - tertiary alkylwnine (R=C7-e9 ),
b - mass transfer coefficient, c - concentration, ; - equilibrium
concentration,
average concentration, j - flux, K - concentration
equilibrium constant, K - distribution coefficient, k - rate constan\
k - effective rate constant, 1 - polymerization degree, m - stoichio
metric coefficient, m - reaction order, n - parameter, p - formal· re
action order, V - volume, G0, G1, G2, G3 - coefficients in the cubic
equation.

c-

Subscripts
A,B,E etc. - compounds; 1,2,3 - phases; i/z, where i,z=1,2,3, i,'z interfaces or boundary layers; 21, 31, BA, EA, etc, - ratios, e,g,
mB.A = mD/mA, v21=V2/V 1; O - initial. state, 14, 15, 16, 17 (at j) number of the equation used for the calculations, exp - experimental
value,
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Table 1
Calculated and experimental copper flux values (j • 107, lonoles/m 2, s)
at different c�� (lanoles/m3).
0Cu
1
K2/1
j15
j16
j17
j14

0.022

0,047

·0,079

o. 110

0,142

0,9 3

0,72

0,56

0,50

0,42

1,94

3,20

4,20

5,27

5,37

1,96

3,21

4, 18

5,16

5,61

1,98

j.23

4,20

5, 18

5,63

2.02

3,35

4,39

5,46

5,93

4,6,:tO,1

5,7.;t0,1

1,71.;t0,05

jexo

3,15.;t0,05

6,3.;t0,1

Table 2
Calculated and experimental copper flux values (j•107 , kmoles/m2 •s)
at different c� (lanoles/m3 ),
0RH
20
K2/1
j15
j16
j17
j14
jexp

I--ro:l

o.15

0,30

0,60

0,75

0,90

1,05

1,50

0,18

0.26

0,37

0,42

0,46

0,50

0,6 2

9,06

13,44

18,90

21,70

23 ,30

25,53

31,67

9,22

13.29

18,90

21,47

23,51

25,54

31,65

9,26

13,40

19.15

2 2,19

23,84

25,91

32.18

9,82

14,13

20.0 2

22,68

24,80

26.91

33 ,20

10,0±
0.2

15,8.±
0,3

21,5±

24, 1.±
0,5

25, 7 .±
o.6

2 5,0±

18,5.±
0,4

0,4

0,6

Use of Liquid Membrane in Metal Recovery from Metal
containing Wastes in ppm-Range
W.Gutknecht, H.-B. Hauertmann, K. Schugerl
Institut fur Technische Chemie, universitat Hannover

Introduction
In conventional solvent extraction two different processes are
needed for extraction and stripping. Using liquid membrane
technique, these two steps are combined to one single step . This
is done by producing a water-in-oil emulsion. When the emulsion is
used as the dispersed phase, the degree of extraction is not ruled
by the loading capacity of the organic phase but determined mainly
by the solubility of the extracted species in the stripping phase.
If the solubility is high, very high enrichment factors can be
obtained due low hold-ups. By _choosing suitable complexing agents,
a high selectivity can be achieved too. These properties of liquid
membrane technique can be used for the recovery of metals from
leaching solutions of low grade ores and tailings as well as for
cleaning and upgrading of metal-containing waste waters.

After the extraction the emulsion must be broken in order to
recover the membrane and the stripping phase. The emulsion
breakdown is carried out by electrocoalescence by means of
A.C. fields. Using A.C. fields, the electrocoalescence is an
electrostatic process. Therefore low quantities of energy are
needed.

our investigations show the possibility of metal recovery from
metal containing waste waters in the ppm-range. The experiments
are divided into three parts. In the first part two copper
extractions from two different waste solutions are shown. The
second part deals with the emulsion breakdown and in the third
part a combining of extraction and breaking is discussed.
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The copper extraction
Two different waste solutions are treated by liquid membrane
emulsions in a bench-scale Kuhni-column. The concentrations of
solution 1 and 2 are given in table 1.
table 1
metal

solution 1

solution 2

cu

50 ppm

400 ppm

Co

50 ppm

10 ppm

Ni

50 ppm

5 ppm

in

50 ppm

10600 ppm

Figure l shows the actual concentrations in regard to their
initial concentrations, declared as F, as function of the
dimensionless length of the column. At a hold-up about 13, nearly
all copper is extracted from solution 1 . From the second solution
only 70 \ is extracted due to the short residence time, which is
the same as in case of solution 1.

The influence of hold-up is demonstrated in fig. 2. The higher the
hold-up the higher the degree of extraction, as it should be
exspected.

Fig. 3 illustrates the possibility to use a preloaded stripping
phase. There is no difference between prelaoded and unloaded
stripping phase in degree of extraction.
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The Emulsion Breakdown
The rate of the emulsion breakdown is shown in fig. 4. At a
frequency of 1000 cps the rate increases with increasing electric
field strength.

When the field strength is held constant on the other hand, the
breaking degree can be increased by increasing frequency. This
possibility is shown in fig. s.

The investigations about the breakdown are suitable to optimize
the content of surfactant. Optimizing surfa�tant content of
emulsions there are two points of views. The one is to reach
stable emulsions and the other is to reach unstable emulsion due
to a fast and easy breakdown. In this case a stable emulsion can
be built up in a certain range of surfactant content and
optimization will be done by looking for a maximum in breaking
rate as illustrated in fig.6.

The organic phase, containing surfactant, carrier and solvent,
must not change its properties, when it will be used many times.
So the organic phase was used many times to prepare an emulsion.
There was no significant difference in breaking-rate between the
different cycles (fig. 7).

The Combining of Extraction and Breakdown
The extraction, emulsion breakdown and recycling of stripping and
membrane phases were carried out in a combined unit. A solution
containing Zn in the ppm-range was extracted by means of the
liquid membrane technique. At the first time the extraction degree
was 65, in steady state, which was reached after, one hour (fig.8,
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curve 1). The emulsion was seperated from the continuous phase and
was broken up to 85 % (fig.9 ,curve 1).

The membrane and stripping phases were emulsified again and were
used for a second cycle. Now the extraction degree was even higher
(fig.a, curve 2). The breakdown of the emulsion was about the same
as in cycle one.

Conclusions
our experiments indicate that the use of liquid membrane technique
is suitable for a nearly complete and very selective metal
recovery, especially from solutions which contain very low metal
concentrations. The process can be carried out continuously, and
the carrier and the membrane phase as well as the stripping phase
can be recycled.
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COUPLED THANSPORT OF ZINC USING SOLID SUPPORTED LIQUID M�MBRANES
L.

Fernandez,

J.

Aparicio

and

M.!'luhammed,

Department

or

Inorganic

Chemistry, Royal Institute or Technology, s-100 qq Stockholm, Sweden.
The use

or Solid

Supported Liquid

separation and recovery
large number

or metal

or Investigators

situations, the

use

or SSLM

separations requiring the

In
Is

tlme•errlclent Emulsion Liquid

Membranes

Ions has

the last

a mean

advantageous

ror

the

attention or

years ( 1•2).

Membranes (ELM)

use or several

(SSLM) as

attracted the

In

as compared to

the

processes (3·�).

extraction systems or

a

particular
more

Complex
different

aqueous media can also be achieved by the use of multistage SSLM processes.
The "Membrane Cascade"
SSL!'I

may

be

a

separations reported

valuable

alternative

physlco•chemlcal properties or

t.he system

and

dynamic

( 5) indicate

The

knowledge

Is essential

design of SSLM separations, This requires
thermodynamic

by Danesi

to ELr-!.

ror the

that

or

precise Information about

characteristics

of

the

both

system

under

consideration.
The study presented here deals with
H•
from
aqueous 1.0 mol.dm·3

the

adequate

the coupled transport of Zn(ll)

and

(Na,H),:1o
q media through a SSL�
consisting of bls·(2·ethylhexyl )phosphoric �cld (HDEHP • HR • (R0) pooli,
2
where R • 2·ethylhexyl) dissolved In lsor,ar•H, an aliphatic kerosene
{Esso), Im pregnated In

the pores

or a

:-•.le

te!lon tyoe solid su;:,pcrt.

system ls of practical importancr: 5ir.ce several plants trc opt'r�<ir,·
conventional Solvent Extraction processes based on HDEHP for the
of zinc (6).

Furthermore, the equilibrium and kinetic

l:�·:�

recovery

behaviour of

the

In a cell consisting or

two

system has also been extensively lnvestigatec by us (7,8).
EXPER I MENTA L
Zinc transfer rate experiments were conduct£d

compartments separated by a flat porous meml>r'ane {the solid support), which ,
Is Impregnated by the organic solutions to ·,rm the Liquid Membrane.

Both

compartments, containing the aqueous feed arc strip solutions, were stirred
by means or

processes.

electric motors,
Feed

concentrations.

The

solutions
pH of

In order to
consisted

minimize macroscopic

diffusion

of

Zn(ClO�)2 of
different
these solutions was adjusted by adl ttlon or
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l .o
ad equate amounts of HC10 4. The ionic strength was kept constant at
mol.dm· 3 (Na,H)ClO�.
the strip
solutions consisted of 1,0
mol.dm-3
HClO� unless otherwise stated.

The solid

support used ln the maln

of the experiments was a Durapore (Millipore) hydrophobic
flat f1 lm of 125

um th! ckness and 75S

poros 1 ty.

part

fluorovinllydene

The character! st! cs

of

the other supports used for comparlaon are listed in table 1.
After i mpregnating • 10 ul
solid support by means

of the HDrnP solutions

of a mlcroplpette, the

in the pores of

the

membrane was placed in

the

cell, the aqueous solutions were added and t.he stirrer's motors

started.

Zinc fluxes were experimentally evaluated by measuring the increase of zinc
concentration in the strip side of

the cell at fixed tlme intervals

using

an automatised Flow Injection Analysis (FIA) system (9).
RESULTS
Z lnc

transer · rates

conditions,

chemical

characteristics.

were

studied

composition

as
of

function
the

system

of

the

and

hydrodyn amic

solid

support

The results are collected in figures 1 to 6.

l«lOELING OF THE TRANSPORT RATES
In order to model the transfer rate
sources of

mass transfer

of :,inc across the SSLM the

resistance must' be taken

sourc--�s are

a) diffusion

of

the

m,,tal ion

adjacen� to the

Liquid Membrane•aqueous interfaces,

different
These

into aCcount.

across

unstirred

b) chemical

layers

reaction

rates at the Liquid Membrane-aqueous lnt,,rfaces and c) the diffusion of the
Zn-HOEHP species across the Liquid Membrane itself, For such modeling, the
equi librium and kinetic characteristics
our case,

the equilibrium

study (7)

of the system_

points out

must be known.

that the

extraction

In
of

Zn(II) by HOEHP dissolved in Isopar·H pro,ieeds by the following reactions
(1]
zn 2 • • 2 (HR) � ZnR (HR)2 • 2 H..
2
2
(2]
ZnRzCHR) • 2 H.
zn2 • •3/2

i'iiii\;;;=

On the other hand, the extraction klnetl<:!; of this system can be

explained

by the following flux equation (8)
2
J • kao [Zn •J1 • k0a [Zn]
[3]
where k
and
k
are
the
pseudo·flr,
t
order
rate
constants
of
the
ao
0a
ITRSC mechamlsm.
These equations are combined with Flck's
first law

applied to the concentration gradients

1�12

O"lglnated by the diffusion

layers

adjacent

to

and

inside

the

membrane.

gradients throughout the system and
following equation,

describing

Assuming

linear

concentration

that steady state Is established,

the

Initial flux

through

the

the

SSLM,

Is

obtained
J •

(4)

where

(5)

DISCUSSION
The Influence

of the

presented In figure 1
solution.

It

hydrodynamic
for

can be

seen that

for the

Increases as the stirring speed of
then reaches a constant value.
ls kept at a

much higher level,

established Independent
analyzed In ter�,s of
low,

conditions on

two different

of

the

the

Initial

Initial

[Zn 2 •J

flux

In the

lower [zn 2 •J.

the flux

first

the aqueous solutions Is Increased

On the other hand,
a constant value or
stirring speed.

equation (4).

When the

Is
feed
and

If the Initial [zn 2 •J
the flux Is
These

[ zn 2 • J

results

readily
can

be

In the reed

ls

the Increase In the stirring speed decreases the 6a term.
This Is
of the aqueous diffusion layers are pro gressively

because the thickness
decreased until

a constant value, This ls
experimentally
6a reaches
Indicated by the apearence of the "plateau" region, For the case In which

the loltlal

[Zn 2 •1

ls

high enough, the

free

carrier

concentration

available for transport reaches a satuPatlo., value and · equation [4)

can

be converted to
J(llm) •

-,

[6)

• 2

60, 2 keql [H lr
3,5 6a, 2
being thus Independent of the stirring speed of the aqueous solutions.
In figures

2

and

the variation of the In tlal flux with the Initial pH
f
for two initial
[Zn2•J.

and tree carrier

concentration are preser.ted

When studying

variation of log

the

concentration It Is seen that,

J as , function of the

free

carrier

for the lc•er [Zn 2 •J, the flux reaches a

constant value

J •

[7)
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Indep endent of

However,

If

the total

at sufficient! y

high pHf

increased considerably,

the lnl tlal

values.

the

flux

progressively Increases. A smllar behaviour ls observed In the variation of
log J
when pH
In the
case of
ls Increased.
f
constant CH • equation [II) can be reduced to
R
[zn 2 'J [(llii\J 2 F

2
low [zn •J

and

at

J •

[8)

F • k;•l F
Besides, l
high eq. [8) can be further reduced
to
ls
sufficiently
t' CHR
the
[Zn 2 • J
When
eq. (7 J.
ls Increased,
the
effect
of .carrl er
Aa[

CHR> 2i 2

saturation leads again to the same

This ef fect, or
varied as

limiting flux value given by

carrier saturation, ls

a function

of the

total

more pronounced when
[zn 2 •J

In

the feed

eq.[6).

the flux

ls

solution at

constant C
HR and pHr as shown In figure II. In this figure It ls clearly
noticed that the limiting value predicted by eq. [6] ls obtained for both

HR concentrat Ions used.
The variation or
dr l v 1 ng force

log J vs

( the excess

transport of zinc without

pH

5 gives an Indication of the
I
s n figure
[ tt•) ) whlch ls
necessary to achieve
the
s
significant decrease of the flux. The
Initial

flux ls kept practically constant even for a pH • 2. This also Indicates
s
that the erfectlve [H'J at
the strip-membrane Interface does not
need

to be substantially high In order

to effectively strip the metal from

the

The solid lines or figures 2 :o 5 have been constructed using

the

membrane. This ls
zn 2 '.

due to

the larger diffusivity

parameters obtained by fitting eq.
this numerical treatment the

of H'

as cocr.pared

[II) to the experimental data.

values of the

to

From

different parameters given

In

table 2 have been evaluated.
The effect of the variation of the 1;01 ld support cha�acterlstlcs on

A ,
0
keeping
other parameters constant. In fir· re 6, J-1 ls plotted vs (6 r 2tc).
0
It ls Interesting to notice that the ;ortuosity T, a parameter related
to
as a result of

varying their t

the degr ee

of cross-linking

this

Mve

affects the initial flux.
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work

been

and T values,

of the

was studied while

polymeric framework

of the

su,?ort,

Tortuosity ,·alues for the solid supports used in

estimated

according

to

the

formula

T

As a concl u•lon, lt can be mentioned that the flux of zlnc acroso the
em ployed can be described by the •impllfled eq.
ls k'ept at trace level, provided
value• are such

that the carrier

[7) when the

that the carrier concentration and
saturation phenomena and

chemical reaction rates can be disregarded. The flux
(6) lf the (Zn 2 'J ln

SSLM
[Zn 2 'J

the feed ls high enough

pH f
of

the effect

ls described by

eq.
of

so that the effect

a

carrier saturation dominates the permeation process. This may represent
llmltation in

practical

appl!catlon•, becau•i,

metal

fluxes can

not be

undeflnitely Increased by the increase of C R or pH . Besides,
further
H
f
increase in the carrier concentration produces a decrease ln the flux due
to the

hl gher vlsco•Ities of the resulting

consequent decrea•e ln
trace concentration

the D0 values.

level• of

Llquld

It has also

the permeating

and

the

been shown that

�embran es

for

metal Ion

the klnetl c•

of

chemical reaction can play a role of •lmilar importance to dlffus!on. They
should be

thus

considered

when explaining

the

experimentally

measured

fluxe•.
SYMHOL.S AND UN ITS

J : mclar flux, mol cm-2 sec- 1
-k; • k t((HR ) J 2 , (cm sec-1)t(molectA 2 )2
1
1
k : forward rate constant of the ITRSC kinetic mechaniso: proposed In (8)
1
6 • 6T 2 t(Dc) : mass transfer coefficient, sec cm- 1
thickness of diffusion layer, cm

D

d!ffuslon coefflclent, cm 2 sec-1

k
eq 2 1keq1
CHR : total HDEHP concentration, mmol.dm- 3
pores! ty
T

tortuoslty

V : volume fraction of the polymeric framework
P
Indexes a,o and l refer to aqueous, organic and lrterfac!al phases
species respectively. lndexe•

and s

refer to I eed

and/or

and s tr! p solut Ions

respectively. Indexes 1 and 2 refer to ZnR2(1 ..j and ZnR 2(HR)2 species
respectively. The bar indicates species pre•ent in the organic phase.
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TASLE 1

Character I st I cs of the solid supports used In this work.
Membrane
Polrmerlc framework Thickness Porosity
Durapore
Fluorov lnl l ldene
751
125um
70 11
Tetrafluoroethylene
Fluoropore
60 "
Celgard 2400
Prop Ilene
25 "
3 B"
4511
Celgard 2500
25"
Ce.lgard 21102
50 "
3B"

Tortuoslty
1.67
1.86
11,26
3.1111
11.26

Durapore and Fluoropore, Celgard 21100, 2500 and 21102 are Trade Harks
Millipore Corp. and Celanese Plastics respectively.

from

TASLE 2
Values of the parameters obtained In the numerical treatm-?nt.
3
6a. 2 .110 10 2 sec cm-1
a 1.78 10- cm
Do, 2 • 1,70 10-6 cm 2 sec"1
6o,2 • 9.87 10 3 sec cm-1
'
6 2/6 1 • 1 • 12
1.91 1 o-6 cm 2 sec"1
D
0.
�.
�•
1
k • 15.77 (cm sec- )/(molec/A)
l
2
1.2 10-t cm 2 sec-1 the norr,lnal 6 0
· .25 10 - c m,
The values D3
c. 0.75 and T • 1,67 have been used ln the calculation cf 6 a , 60, 2 and 60 ,1 .

1•
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Solvent Extraction of Metals by Oligome::-ic Ex·tracting Agents
V.I. Bukin, A,M. Reznik, S.A. Semenov, L.D. Yurchenko, Lomonosov
Institute of Fine Chemical Technology, Moscow, USSR
At present reagents generally of phenol type (1), which in some
cases have low selectivity are suggested to extract elements from
alkaline solutions. A considerably greater number of reagents are
known for extraction of copper, nickel and cobalt from ammonia
solutions (2, 3). LIX and Kelex reagents are successfully used in
industry for.separation of copper, nickel and cobalt; however,
these reagents have a number of disadvantages, viz., decomposition
of reagents wh_en ueed for a long time (4), easy oxidation of
Kelex (5), and, in some cases, difficulty in re-extraction of cobalt
due to its oxidation in an organic phase (6). Therefore, search and
investigation of new reagents, particularly those which are able to
extract metals with high· selectivity, is one of the most important
directions of investigations in the fiel� of extraction.
Oligomeric derivatives of alkyl phenols are proposed to be used as
extraotant for separation of metals from alkaline and ammonia media,
At first these were used as extractant for alkaline elements (AE)
(7). Oligomerio derivatives of alkyl phenols have a number of advan
tages over original alkyl phenols, viz.,: i) large effective mole
cular volume causing a reagent to be hydrophobic and thereby de
creasing its solubility in an aqueous phase; 11) more acidic proper
ties of oligomers as compared to alkyl phenols, e.g. pKa of p-octyl
phenol is 10.30, pK a of ootofore OH (two benzene rings) 10,12,
pK a of SP-1047 oligomer (four benzene rings) 9,55; 111) weaker
effect of diluent& on extractive properties of oligomerio reagents.
Oligom.eric reagents practically do not differ from alkyl phenols as
to mechanism of extraction .of alkaline elements (1, 7). In both
cases a proton of hydroxyl group of phenol is substituted by a metal.
Comparing extraction of AE 1 t is possi_b le to assume that their
interaction with similar reagents should increase as ionic radius of
AE increases. It is really observed in case of alkyl phenols and
some oligomerto derivatives (e,g, novolao resins). (fig,1). However,
extraotability of AE changes (fig.2) for resol resins having end
methylol groups - CJH.!OH; and the beet extractive features are noted
for 11 thium.
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Enhanced extractability or �ithium and sodium by 101 and 03 reagents
makes it possible to suppose that except tor cation-exchange extrac
tion, some other kind or extraction takes place. Due to its greater
ability to complex formation as compared to other AE, lithium not
only exchanges with a proton but also forms chelate rings as a
result or its interaction with methylol group. Detailed extraction
of lithium by various resol and novolac oligomers of p-isooctyl
phenol sulphides confirmed the sbove suggestion. Thus, compound ot
lithium with resol oligomers, being extracted by octofore 10S, can
be presented as follows:

'_o....-1-t
o ... i. .
;
H1
:

H' 0 ... H

H

H,

.......___0

J

�i···o\H

OH

OH

O_......... ••

R

R

R

HD.•, c -¢-s- s-¢-c•,o c•,-¢-s-s*c"�oH
R

Data analysis of lithium extraction by oligomeric reagents has shown
that the most effective oligomers are those containing methylol
groups in a molecule; it has also made possible to suggest an
extractant tor separation of lithium from solutions obtained by
treatment of lithium - containing catalysts of organic synthesis (8).
These solutions contain 13.B - 14.4 per cent of NaCl, 1.67 - 2.44 g/1
of 11 thium and pH is 1 0. 95 - 1 .1. 89.

Fig. 1. The effect or pH of equilibrium aqueous phase on distribu
tion coefficient of AE: 1-cs, 2-K, 3-Rb, 4-Na, 5-Li.
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!:Im,
mot/t

0
0

0,3

·-·�---··

0,2

4

5

O,f
0

0,2

0,4

0,6

Xm, mot/t

Fig. 2. The distribution ot.AE between their alkaline sulphate so
lutions and 0.24 mol/1 solution ot OS in kerosene (pH 12.00):
1-Li, 2-Na, 3-Cs, 4-K, 5-Rb.
101L oligomer containing 9-13 per cent ot methylol groups has been
suggested as an extractant (9). To prevent dilution ot a solution
and extraction ot sodium and to more !ully purity sodium chloride
trom lithium, sodiUJll torm o! 101L oligomer in isoamyl alcohol was
used. A model ot crosscurrent tour-stage process ot extraction
showed that it is possible to considerably decrease concentration
ot lithiUJll in NaCl solution and extract lithium into an organic
phase with 99.5% yield. Saturated solutions ot Na2co3 or NaHC03
were suggested as re-extracting agents tor the system involved,
re-extraction ot lithium by NaHco3 being more complete. Recovery at
lithium trom re-extract is brought about by heating the solution to
boiling, LiHC03 being decomposed to Li2co 3 and se_parated as a pre
cipitate, the latter being filtered ott, Lithium is recovered as a
co-ercial product, the extent ot re-extraction being approximately
98 per cent.
Sulphur-containing oligomers studied tor extraction of lithium, in
particular derivatives ot alkyl phenol disulphides, are typical
chelate-terming reagents. They contain in its molecule both OH groups
replacing protons by a metal and sulphur atoms capable ot coordinaI-623

ting Mtala in the process ot extraction. Therefore, we investiga
ted extraction ot cobalt, nickel and oopper by disulphide p-tert
butyl phenol (DSl!P) in toluene.
In ammonia solutions, c·obalt, nickel and copper exist in aeveral
cation torma which are in equilibrium; the change ot tree ammonia
concentration and pH results in the change ot the form ot the
existence ot a metal, and consequently to the shift ot equilibrium
in the process ot its extraction. Therefore, the composition ot an
aqueous phase will greatly attect the extraction ot cobalt, nickel
and copper.Extraction ot nickel, cobalt and copper from 0.1 mol/1
ammonia solutions by DSBP was carried out in order to investigate the
influence ot pH on metal extraction. Dependences ot Dm va pH(tig. 3)
were shown to have an extreme character, maximum extraction ot Ni,
Co and CU being observed at pH 8.0, 8. 5 and 6.5 reapect1 vely. Extrac
tion ot nickel from a solution containing approximately 2 g/l ot Ni
was carried out to confirm a cation-exchange mechan181D ot metal
extraction. Conditions ot the experiment were such that concentra
tion ot tree 81111110nia in all teats.was kept constant and equal to
0.1 mol/1. Data obtained showed that a slope ct a straight line ia
close to 2, which correspcnds to the charge ot a cation being
extracted, and consequently to the number ot liberated protons in
extraction.
Concentration ot tree ammonia or ammonia ion which ia associated
with ammonia concentration by corresponding equilibrium exerts great
influence on the process ct nickel u:traction. Table I ahowa negative
influence ot tree ammonia concentration on nickel extraction, ooetti
cient ot nickel distribution sharply decreasing as ammonia concentra
tion increaaea.
Table I. Dependence ot log DNi on tree ammonia concentration.
pH8 q 8.68, Ca 0.1 mol/l, Cin. 1.93 g/l.
�
log Cw
3
-

1.14
1.26
1.32
1. 41
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Concentration in
equilibrium phases
XNi, g/1
YN1, g/1
0.33

o.o�

0.026
0.01

1.60
1.84
1.91
1. 92

DNi

log DNi

4.78
20.47
72.74
187.50

0.60
1.31
1. 86
2.27

To detenrlne the ratio of metal: reagent in a complex being extrac
ted log Dm vs log cs dependence was studied, At constant composition
of an equilibrium aqueous phase, a slope in the above dependence
should correspond to the number of extractant molecules taking part
in extraction,

0

pH

e,

-1
Fig, 3, Dependence log Dm vs pHeq.: 1-cu, 2-Ni, 3-Co,

0

Pig, 4, Dependence log Dm vs DSBP oonoentration, 1-co, 2-Ni, )-Cu,
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Ezperimental data in fig. 4 demonatrate that a elope of curve
log Dm va log C8 ia close to 2, i.e. corresponding to ratio metal:
reagent equal to 1:2 in a complex being extr.acted. The ratio metal:
reagent close to 1:2 was also determined by iaotherms of nickel,
cobalt and copper extraction and confimed by meaaurement of molecu
lar weights of complexes being extracted by vapour phase oamometry.
Compo1ition of copper, nickel and cobalt complexes being extracted

was investigated by a number of phyaico-chemical mathoda, e.g.,

intra-red-, electron spectrosaopy, X-ray electron apectroaoopy. On
the ba1ia of analysis of data obtained it ia possible to conclude
that metal extraction by DSBP ia brought about due to proton exchan
ge of a hydroxyl group of an extractant by a metal cation and addi
tional coordination of it by a donor sulphur atom. Thia result• in
the formation of an intracomplex compound of chelate type in which
ratio iaatal: DSBP ia equal to 1:2. A metal in the complexea fo�d
is hexacoordinated, the coordination occurring due to the formation
of two valence bonds with oxygen atoms, two coordination bonds with
sulphur atoms of an extractant, and two coordination bonds with wa
ter or 111111110nia molecules depending on pH of an equilibrium aqueous
pha•. The sum of data obtained makes it possible to assume that
the molecule of an extractant 1• a distorted octahedron the apexea
of which are occupied by water or ammonia molecules:
H ..-0'-A

R

-00 NH3•••, � R
� ,+, s
.,,

,s
R'{J-S·..

Yl--o-H

�' ob,-R
NH3

The complexes of cobalt with DSBP obtained by extraction fro•
aaaonia sulphate solution• were investigated by EPR. At firat BPR
aignal of the aeaplea investigated was absent, then as the time of
exposure of cobalt extract• to air wa• prolonged, there appeared a
aignal in EPR spectrum. Paaaing oxygen through extract• of cobalt

tor 1hr shortened the time of aignal occurrence in EPR spectra
aharply. EPR apectrum of oxidiaed Co extract• and it• parameters
are evidence of the formation of paramagnetic complexes of cobalt
with DSBP in the presence of oxygen and duration of time. According
to literature data on the study of •imilar cobalt oompl•x•• by EPR
•thod (10) it 1• due to addition of molecular oxygen to cobalt in
one of axial poaitiona.
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On the basis ot the investigation it is possible to suppose that
metals are extracted trom ammonia media according to the equation:

2+
+ 2 '¾!R
[M(NH3)_ (H2 0) _]
(o) �[M(NH3)m_ (�0)2 -m_ (HR)2 ] (o) +
n
k-n (w)
+
+ 2H
(w) _+ (n - i) NHJ (w) + ( It - n - 2 + i) �0
where It is ooordination number ot a metal in ammonia compound:
6 tor Ni and Co, and 4 tor CU; n average number ot ammonia ligands
being coordinated by a metal in ammonia compound, o,ii,6; 4(Cu);
i average number ot ammonia molecules being coordinated by a metal
in complexes being extracted, 0 '= i " 2; H2R - DSBP.

Re-extraction is an integral part ot extraction procedure.· It is
known to be associated with definite ditticulties tor a number ot
chelate-forming reagents. Since Co, Ni and Cu are usually obtained
by electrolysis from sulphate or chloride solutions, sulphuric acid
and hydrochloric acid solutions were used for re-extraction. Study
ot separation ot metals trom extracts indicated that in the course
ot re-extraction Co, Cu.,Ni are washed out with 95.00 - 99.75 per
cent yield immediately after the extraction by 1-3N HCl or �so4•
To investigate extraction ot cobalt, nickel and copper when they
are mutually present a technical product, namely disulphide para
alkyl c7 - c9 phenol (DSAP) was used (11). For extracting agent con
centration (0.75 M solution ot DSAP in kerosene) involved at pH 3.4,
4.7 and 6.5 ot nickel, cobalt and copper respectively, extracting
agent capacity ot th• metals concerned was determined; this capacity
proved to be equal to 14. 2 g/1 tor Ni, 14.4 g/1 tor Cu, and 19. 2 g/1
tor Co (tig. 5).
In order to reveal optimum conditions tor extraoti.on separation ot
cobalt and accompanying metals, the influence ot pH ot an equilib
rium aqueous phase on copper, nickel and cobalt distribution was
studied. Experimental data given in tig. 6 confirmed extreme cha
racters ot dependenc es log Dm vs pH obtained tor individual compo
nents when they were extracted by DSBP (tig. J). Full coincidence
of pH values corresponding to maximum coefficients ot metal distri
bution when extracted by DSBP and DSAP confirMd analogy in their
extraction behaviour. Coettioienta ot the distribution ot metal•
were calculated in the pH range investigated on the basis of data
obtained. The moat favourable solutions tor separation of cobalt
from nickel and copper are those with pH> 9: under these conditions
�Co(II)/Ni is equal to 5.01 - 7.58, f.>eo(II)/Cu�o, iN1/Cu"17.
It preliminary oxidations ot co2+ to nonextraoting co3+ is carried
I-627

out, separation coett1c1enta increase considerably (e.g.,N1/Cc(III)
and jleu/Co(III) > 10 3 ).
Taking into account the results obtained and the tact that co3+
cannot be extracted from ammonia solutions by DSAP, two ways or co
balt separation from accompanying metals are possible in its techno
logical application, The first one 1a baaed on oxidation or oobalt
and turther·extractive separation or nickel and oopper. The aeoond
way 1a based on multi-stage extractive separation or cobalt, nickel
and copper without preliminary oxidation or oobalt.

-·

fS

10

5

0

10

20

Pig. 5. Isotherms or extraction ot copper, nickel and oobalt by
0,75M DSAP 1n kerosene.

I�

2

0

10

-1

Fig. 6. Log Dm vs pH dependence at 0.75M DSAP 1n kerosene.
1 - Cu, 2 - Ni,) - Co.
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